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CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA TO PART LI. 

[See Vol. XVI of the Journal.]} 

P. 28, line 8, for 7si read 7s‘i._ 

P. 37, ,, 12, for yen read jan. 

P. 53, ,, 6 from bottom, for jen read yen. 

P00, » 8 on 2” for ie] read fey. 

i ge pare 4 for ¢sz0 read sao. 

P68, 19°, ~, tor SE real Se. 
P. 77:—The 7s'‘i min yao shu was republished in 1882 in Wu ch‘ang fu 

(Hupei). The name of its author is KIA Sz‘-HIg (not NIU, 4s being a 

misprint for l[*). 

P. 82:—Nung cheng ts‘iian shu. A detailed account of this Chinese 

work on husbandry is found in the Journal of the Horticular Soc., London, 

Vol. IX, 1855, p. 257 segg.: “ Analysis of a Chinese Work on Husbandry 

and Botany ;” by Sir J. F. Davis, Governor of Hongkong. 

P. 150, No. 183 :—I stated that the treatise Hua pu by Yu Mo-CHAI was 

written in the present dynasty. But I subsequently found that it is of an 

earlier date, for it is quoted in the Pen ts‘ao kang mu (XXIII, 23) at the 

end of the article ying sw (poppy). 

P. 153, No. 226:—The author Kun@ SIN is sometimes quoted in the 

Pen ts‘ao kang mu under the name of HE SE ok Kune Yon-.in, 

. 162, No. 349 Ko ku yao lun, Compare China Review, X, 308, 

Dr. EITEL’s note on this work :—Discourses on Criticisms of Ancient 

“A t-Treasures ; by 1% BJ] ff Ts‘ao Mina-cuUNG; published A.D. 1387. 
P. 184, between No. 633 and 684, insert :— 

No. 683a.—_E +k wis, tik Shang lin yiian fu, a poem on the Imperial 

Gardens Shan lin yiian, at the Chinese capital Ch‘ang an, by ij) fy 74 40 
§$z‘ Ma SIANG-JU, who lived in the second century B.C. [f 126]. . This 

poem is occasionally quoted in Chinese botanical works with rupees to rare 

plants referred to in it. [Compare Botan, sin., I, p. 24, note.] 

-P, 190, between No. 770 and 771, insert :— 

No. 770a.— 1 FE BY HL ta FR si yang ch'ao kung tien tu (Records of 
the Tribute sent to the Court of China by the Countries of the Western 

Ocean); by it rat ay HUANG SHENG-Ts'EN ENG, who lived during the early 

portion of the 16th century. [Compare MAYERS in China Review, LII, 220], 

This work gives many interesting details regarding the vegetable produc- — 

ons of the countries of the Indian Ocean, HUANG SHENG-TS‘ENG is, I 

suspect, identical with the author of the same name who wrote several 

treat | pisate and beasts, [See Botan. sinn Nos, 96, 249, 744. ] 
ae 
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196, No. 854 :—Tan fang kien yiian, an alchemistic work, 
published in the Tang anes as is stated in the Pen ts‘ao es 
[XVI, fol. 30, art. FE FA 

P. 205, between No. 991 = 992 insert : 
9914 — Fe BES Tung si yang k‘ao (Researches on the Eastern. 

Western Ocean); published in 1618 by Wana Cu‘l-TsUNG, Superintende 
of Revenue i in Nanking, and some other functionaries. [See GROENEVE! 
Notes on the Malay Archipelago, etc., 1876, p. viii : viii] It contains 
Notices of plants and vegetable productions of foreign countries bro 
to China by merchants. There are in it two interesting Chinese Customs’ tariffs referring to the years A.D, 1589 and 1616, and enumerating a numbe 

other articles, 

ndex, ‘olumn 3, hte Kang. ‘Only the first two names begin 
, the following six should begin with “Kao :”—Kao Ch‘eng, et 

in the Index occurs on B. 2, hed 2, under oe 
mistake 

athe oes Sieve! 
oS 



-BOTANICON SINICUM. 
NOTES ON CHINESE BOTANY, FROM NATIVE 

AND WESTERN SOURCES. 

By E, BRETSCHNEIDER, M.D, 

—_— — 

ee 

INTRODUCTION. 

While bringing before the public a new instalment of my 
Botanicon sinicum, I have to apologize for the long interval 
which has elapsed, nearly ten years, since the appearance of 
the first or general part. The delay was occasioned for the 
most part by scientific oceupation in other fields. 

The subject to be dealt with in the subsequent pages is the 
Chinese names of plants occurring in the Chinese Classies and 
some other Chinese works of remote antiquity, and their 
botanical identification, as far as the scanty ancient records 
regarding these plants and the present state of our knowledge 
of the Chinese Flora will permit. The edition of the Chinese 
Classics in an English translation, first undertaken by an 
accomplished scholar, thirty years ago, is now nearly com- 
plete, and this gigantic work has imperishably connected 

_ the name of the eminent sinologue referred to with these 
Records of ancient Chinese civilisation, The first five (i.e. 

eight) volumes of Dr. Leaax’s Chinese Classics, published 
in — reproduce the Chinese text. It is a matter 
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of regret that the translation of the Li kt or Book nd il 
which Lecer published in 1885 in Vols. XXVII and XXVII 

Pe the of Max Miner’s Sacred Books of the East, is without a“ 
original! 

Leaer’s Classics form, of course, the principal basil of my investigations, The great merit of his elaborate | 
edition is, that all the valuable information on — subjects scattered in the bulky Chinese editions of the Classics 
and their commentaries, has now been made easily. accessible 
to European savants, Lecar translates, besides the Chinese text of the Classics, most of the Chinese commentaries a the subject written by Chinese scholars of different periods, and his own criticism always shows admirable good sense. ; 
As to his attempts to identify Chinese names of natural 2 
objects, Leaar, who does not pretend to be a naturalist, 7 
sometimes mistaken, but on the whole it must be said that even in this field of investigation the author has done much towards the elucidation of dubious questions. In his Shi hing. he makes constant reference to some modern Japanese plates illustrating this Classic, and especially the beasts, birds insects and plants mentioned in it. As the greater part of the _ Plants figured in Japanese botanical works have been identified by European botanists, Lace generally depends upon these identifications, Occasionally he also relies upon identificatio given in Mepaurst’s and Wits’ Dictionaries, 

His new transliteration jg not a happy one, 
Chou dynasty, in his Li ki, is 
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The names of plants occurring in the Chinese Classics are 
still for the most part in use and applied to the same plants 
nowadays. But in not a few cases the characters denoting 
plants in the classical period became altogether obsolete in 
later times, or lost their original meaning, and are now not 
applied to plants. Regarding such obscure characters and 
passages, the Western translator of Chinese classical 
writings finds himself constrained to rely entirely upon the 
frequently unsatisfactory commentaries of Chinese scholars 
who lived many centuries after the time of Conrvotus, and 
who never produce proofs for their assertions. Thus the 
character 4§ t‘u, which is of frequent occurrence in the Shi 
king, is said by the Chinese commentators to denote entirely 
different plants in different passages of this Classic, viz. : 
Sow-thistle, smart-weed, rushes, and it appears that this 
was also an ancient name to designate the tea-plant [comp. — 
infra, 307]. 

The character { t‘iao nowadays means the branch of a 
tree. 1t has the same meaning in the Shi king and in other 

Classics. But in one passage in the Book of Poetry the 
_ Chinese commentators make it mean the Catalpa tree 

[Lecce says white fir] comp. infra, 511. The Rh ya, 236, 
gives t‘tao as a name for the pumelo. The character #¥ ‘i, 
in the Classics, is said by some authors to mean millet, others 
take it to be lettuce (comp. énjra, 346, 364]. 

Considering these difficulties encountered in the critical 
investigation of ancient Chinese writings, and especially in 
ascertaining the correct meaning of characters applied to 
plants in early ages, the reader must not expect a completely 

_ satisfactory botanical elucidation of the matter, the design 
_ of this paper being merely to show what can be done in the 
way of botanical explanation of Chinese classical names of 

plants, 
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NOTES ON CHINESE, JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN ; 

WORKS CONSULTED IN THE PREPARATION 

OF THIS PAPER. 

o_o 

The books recognized as of highest authority in China, an 
which we are accustomed to term the “ Chinese Classics,” = 
comprehended under the denominations of the % #E wu king: 
or five king, and the PQ 3 sz‘ shu, or four shu. , 

The five king or canonical works are 
(1.) The B et Yi king, or Book of Changes. 
(2.) The 3} £2 Shu king, or Book of History. 

_(8.) The 3 2% Shi king, or Book of Poetry. 
(4.) The 99 6% Li ki, or Record of Rites, 
(5.) The # #k Ch‘un ts‘tu, the Spring and Autumn 

Annals, © 
‘The authorship, or compilation rather, of all these work 
is loosely attributed to Coyructus, but much of the Li ki i from later hands, 

2 ung yung, or Doctrine of the Mean, 
ascribed to JU 4 K‘une xx [B.C. 500-438], the 
grandson of Conrucius, 

(4.) The works of # F Meng tsz‘, or Menct (B.C. 872-289). 
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In the famous compilation of the classical books undertaken 

by order of the Emperor T‘ar rsune [A.D. 627-649] of the 

T‘ang dynasty, there are thirteen king :— 

(1.) The % #8 Vi king, or Book of Changes. 

(2.) The 3} #@ Shu king, or Book of History. 

(3.) The #¥ #8 Shi king, or Book of Poetry. 

(4.) The §@ 2% Li ki, or Record of Rites. 
(5.) The Ji} i Chou li, the Ritual of the Chou dynasty 

(v. infra). 

(6.) The @§ #8 Zl, or Decorum Ritual [v. infra]. 
(7-9.) HH = fF Chun ts‘tu san chuan, the Spring 

and Autumn Annals, with the three expositions or 
annotations [v. infra]. 

-(10.) The # 28 Lun yii, Sayings of Convers. 

(11.) Fie F Meng tsz‘, the Works of Menctus. 
(12.) The 3 #@ HHiao king, or Classie of Filial Piety 

[v. infra]. 
(13.) The # 3 Rh ya, an ancient Dictionary ro. infra). 

The Ta hio and the Chung yung do not appear in this list, 
for they are contained in the Li ki. 

‘The same arrangement is found in the great edition of the 
Classics which appeared in 1815 with the title + = X® GE if 
Shi san king chu shu, the Thirteen Classics with the com- 
mentaries. The character j£ refers to the earlier com- 

mentators, of the Han and Tsin dynasties, whilst jj denotes 
the explanations, glosses, ete., of authors of the T‘ang and 

_ Sung dynasties. 

The 3 #8 Yi king, or Book of Changes, has been translated 

by Lecce in Max Mixxxr’s edition of the Sacred Books of 
_ the Eust, 1882, Vol. XVI. It is ¥ no interest for our 

: investigations. 
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The # 8% Shu king, or Book of History, termed also ff # 

Shang shu, was originally compiled by Conructus from tie 

historical remains of the Yu, Hia, Shang and Chou dynasties, 

Besides some scattered notices of Chinese plants, this Classi¢ : 

contains a chapter #, FH Yu kung, or Tribute of the Emperor : 
YW, which presents a peculiar interest for us. This is a geo" 
graphical description of ancient China, referring to about 

B.C. 2200, in which are enumerated the principal natural 

productions of the nine provinces into which China w 
then divided. [Leaan’s Classics, IIL ; 2 volumes, 1865.] 

The # #8 Shi king, or Book of Poetry, [Lraan’s Classic 
IV ; 2 volumes, 1871, 1872.] The Shi king is a collectio 
of odes, ballads and songs used by the people of the vario 
petty states of China in ancient times. Luar has prov 
that the Shi king, arranged very much as we now have 
was current in China long before Conrucrus. After t 
burning of the records of the past by order of the Emper 
Tsts Sur [B.C. 220], and the fall of the short-liv 

~ ‘Tstin dynasty, three different texts of the Shi king whi 
had escaped the catastrophe made their appearance in t 
Han dynasty when the edict suppressing literary works 
been repealed. Only one of these texts has come down to 
It is called & # Mao shi, the Shi king of Mao, which is t 
Book of Poetry in its present form. This text belonged 
% F Maouene, a native of Lu. He is also termed kE 
Mao, the Greater Mao, He was a disciple of #j F Siw vr: 

_ who lived in the third century B.C., and wrote a commenta 
on the Shi king, which was lost. But he had communicat 
his knowledge of the Shi to another Mao, 3 # Mao cna! 
also called sy 3 Stao Mao, the Lesser Mao, who was a gr 
scholar at the court of RE king Hien of af J Ho kien | 
the Province of Chili), a brother of the Emperor Wu v1 [B 
140-86]. King Hien was one of the most diligent labourer: 
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for the recovery of ancient books, and presented Mao’s text 

and the work of Hene at the court of the Emperor Kine. 

LeeeE says probably in B.C. 129, but Kine 11 reigned B.C. 

156-140. Cxane himself published his explanation of the 

Shi 3%; JE FF ff in 29 chapters, which still remains. 

The Shi king is especially rich in Chinese names of plants, 

cultivated economic plants and wild-growing herbs and trees. 

Conructus said [ Analects, p. 187] that from the Shi we 

become extensively acquainted with the names of birds, 

beasts and plants. The names of a number of cultivated and 

wild plants appear in the first of the Odes of Pin, entitled 

4A Ts‘i yie, which is of high antiquity. It is accepted 

by the famous Duke of Chou [12th century B.C.) as a 

description of the life in Pin in the olden days [comp. 

Shi king, 226]. @ or RS Pin was a small principality in 

Southern Shensi, Pin chou fu, where the chiefs of Chou 

dwelt for nearly five centuries [ B,C. 1796-1325]. 

Ancient names for grains are mentioned in the Ode 4B & 

Sheng min, p. 465, which is devoted to the legend of fy # 

_ Hou rst, to whom the princes of Chou traced their lineage 

[comp. Botan. sin., I, 76], and likewise in the Ode Pi kung, 

praising Hov tsi (Shi king, 620]. 

In the second half of the third century of our era fe 

Lu kt, a distinguished functionary in the kingdom of & Wu 
[south of the Yang tsz‘], wrote a commentary in two- books 
on the herbs, trees, birds, beasts, insects and fishes mentioned 

in Mao’s version of the Shi king, % 3 WAR BRK Sh 

A BE Mao shi ts‘ao mu niao shou ch*ung yi shu. It is found 

- in the collection of books of the Han, Wei, ete., periods 

[ Botan. sin., 1,135]. ‘Lecce states that the original work was 
lost, and that that now current was compiled, it is not known 

when or by whom, mainly from K‘one Yine-ra, who in his 

commentaries on the Shi king quotes the corresponding 
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descriptions of plants from Lv x1’s treatise. But — 
fragments of other texts of it extant quoted by other fy — 
authors and preserved in the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, the * a 
tst ch‘eng, ete., which sometimes differ from the text ~ 
Han Wei ts‘ung shu. Lv x1 treats only of the Mafia 
plants of the Shi (nearly 100). His commentaries on plant 
at least in the mutilated and corrupt form in which the; 

2 ois in have survived, are of little value, his descriptions being 
generally extremely vague and sometimes unintelligible 
For instance, when he uses the character “fF tsz‘ we st always in doubt whether he means fruit or seed, for he 
applies the same term to both, although the Chinese ~~ special character Ff shi to designate the fruit of plants, whil the seed is ¥ tsz’. Nevertheless Lu xr has always bees . considered as an authority by later Chinese commentators on the Shi. 

Regarding the Li Classies, 
Leeg in his clear exposition of 
There are now three 

I may be allowed to follow 
the subject. i ; 

Chinese Classies into which the ter Ti-enters, the @§ #8 I li, the  #® Chou Ii and the it i Li ki, frequently styled, both by the Chinese themselves | by sinologists, the « three Rituals.” The first two are bo of the Chou dynasty [B.C, 1122-249], the third, the Li _ May contain passages of an 
its present form, it does _ Was not completed 

Biel 1 ging the fragments of the ancient wor — InBe, 164, the Emperor Way TI ordered the great scholars _ ' compile the “ Royal Ordinances,” the fifth book of the Li ki. 
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Internal evidence shows that when this treatise was made, 
the J li, or portions of it at least, had been recovered. After- 
wards king Hien of Hokien [v. supra], who was a patron 
of literary men, added a mass of tablets to the J li. The 
recovery of the Chou li came not long after. Someone 
brought to king Hien of Hokien the tablets of the Chou li, 
then called J] ~ Chou kuan, or Official Book of the Chou. 
The Chou li is a constitutional, not a ritnal, work. Since 
the T‘ang dynasty it has been known by its present title. 

The most distinguished of the Zi scholars in the time of - 
the Emperors Htan [72-48 B.C.] and Cu‘sne [32-6 B.C.] 
was J 3 Hou Ts‘ana, the author of the compilation called in 
the catalogue of 3 ft Liv Hin [some years before our era], 

th 3 i Aw tai ki. Two of his disciples 9% fg Tar Te and 

wi 24 Tat Suenc, cousins, were also celebrated for their 

ability. Tx, the elder of the two, commonly called —& 

Ta Tat, the Greater Tat, digested the mass of p‘%en [214] of 
the Zi books and reduced the number to 85. The younger 
Tas, jx RY Stao Tas, doing the same for his cousin’s work, 

_ reduced it to 46. This second condensation met with general 
acceptance and was styled the jg ff Li ki. 

The Li of the Greater Tat, the <¢ RY WB Ta Tai li, was a 
voluminous compilation. As the shorter work of his cousin 
obtained a wide circulation, his fell ito neglect. A portion 

of it is still current, and found in the large collection of 

: books of the Han and Wei dynasties, 39 books in 10 sections. 

It includes the fragment of the Hia dynasty [B.C. 2205-1766] 
Bob JE Hia siao ch‘eng, or Calendar of the Hia. This, an 

undoubted record of the Hia epoch, said to have been found 

in the grave of Conructus, is a very obscure document, for 

the most part completely unintelligible without the com- 

mentaries by different ancient authors. It notices, in the 

‘orm of aphoristic sentences, 122 in number, various natural 
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phenomena, the proceedings of husbandry, and the na 
which successively take place in the appearance 4 ag 
vegetable and animal world in the twelve months 0 ; 
year. The year of the Hia began, as it does at the p 
time in China, between the 20th January and 19th February. 
More than thirty names of plants occur in the text. ; 

Calendar of the Hia was translated into Freneh by E. = 
in the Journal Asiatique, 1840, b. p. 551-560. An Le , 
version of it, along with the Chinese text, was published 
1882 by Professor R. K. Dovanas, of King’s College, in 4 
short-lived Orientalia antiqua, edited by M. TErrien PB 
LA CouPERIE. 

The #@ % Li ki contains much interesting informaue 
regarding Chinese economic plants, especially those used : 
food, viz., cereals, vegetables and fruits. [ See Chap. I, F a Universal Ritual ; LIL, wang ki, Royal Regulations ; X, nei te 
Family Rites.] One of the most interesting chapters of the 4 3 ti for our investigation is [V—the J} 4 Yue ling, Proceedin, 
of Government in the different months—as Lxeaar trans it. It is ascribed to BO # Lis Pu-wny [d. B.C. 237], 
evidently his compilation was based upon ancient reco The Yae ling is a counterpart of the Hia siao ch‘eng, _ likewise notices the proceedings of husbandry and the p 
and animals making their appearance in each month of t year. It is therefore also termed the “Calendar of the n Dynasty” (B.C. 1122-249]. The year of the Chou alwa _ commenced with our December. 

discovered A.D. 279, ina grave. It is entitled IF Fil $F sri hin hiai s resembles much the Fie ling in its contents, It was translated by BI in the Journal lsiatique, 1840, >. P. 661-568, with the title, “ Exposition 
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The JJ #8 Chou li, or Official Book of the Chou dynasty, 
gives the details of the various offices established under the 
Chou. It is generally regarded as the work of the Duke of 
Chou [B.C. 1130]. This has been translated into French 
by Bror—Le Tcheou li, ou Rites des Teheou, 1851, 2 vols. 
A great many plants are mentioned in the Chou li. Bror 

has caused much confusion by his attempts to identify the 
Chinese names of these plants. 

The 4% @ J’, or Decorum Ritual, treats of family affairs 
and directions for domestic life. It has not yet been 
translated into any European language. 

The # #K Ch‘un ts‘iu, Spring and Autumn Annals, the 
~ only one of the five Classics actually written by Conrvctus, is 

a history of his native state 3 Lu, from B.C. 722 to 484. 
An amplification of the original work was made by one of his 
pupils A kf WY Tso Kru-mine, his work being named 4 fi 
Tso chuan, or Tso’s Narrative. [Leaan’s Classics, V, 2 vols. 
The Chun tsew and the Tso chwan, 1872.] 

Leacr’s Classics, Vol. I, 1861, contains the Confucian 
Analects, jig 3 Lun yi, the Great Learning, & & Tu hio, 
and the Doctrine of the Mean rf Jif Chung yung [v. supra]. 

Lragx’s. Classics, Vol. LU, 1861, contains Mencius & F 
Meng tsz‘ [v. supra]. . 

The SH #8 Hiao king, Classic of Filial Piety. It claims to 
be a conversation held between Conrvctus and his disciples 
Tseng sen. Translated by Leaar, 1879, in Max Méuuer’s 
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. II. 

The ancient Dictionary Rh ya. [See infra, Chap. 1] 

Among the numerous Chinese commentators on the oe, 
the following are the most conspicuous ;— 
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% Ff Mao Hane and X J¥ Mao Cu‘ana—the GREATER ant 
the Lesser Mao—to whom the present text of the Shi ki 
is attributed. The elder Mao lived in the first halt, t . 
younger in the second half, of the second’ century B. ft 
Lega states that it is not positively determined which of 
them wrote the explanations of the Shi. The editors of the 
thirteen Classics, however, attribute them to the spies 3 Mao [see the first page of the Shi king, where we read ¥% %& Mao’s explanations, as far as plants are concerned, are ye short and unsatisfactory. He confines himself generally quoting the Rh ya. 
Fl ® B Kuna AN-KUo. 
B.C., deciphered the ancient 
mented upon it, 

BB 8] B Caene Sz-nunea. First ¢ 
commented upon the Chou Li. 
HZ Kia Kun A.D, 30- 

Shi king and the Tso chuan, 
FS fh Ma Yuna. AD. 79-166. He commented upon” «Li ki, the Shi king and other Classics, 

: $5 & Cueva Huan or $5 KE WM Carne K‘anc-cu‘ena, disciple of Ma Yung [A.D. 127-200]. mentary commentary to Mao’s Shi, and commented up the Li ki and Chou Ii. Commentator “B,” of Bror. = # Wane su. Middle of the third century of our él He commented upon the Shi king, 
#t TH Tu Yu. A.D, 222-84. He commented upon t Ch‘un ts‘iu, 

He lived in the second centw 

text of the Shu king and co 

entury of our era. — 
Commentator “A.” of Bror. 

101. He commented upon 

BBL ee Ap. 261-303, He described the plan beasts, ete., of the Shi king. Ly supra. | 
: ASH Kee Vinay, A.D. 574-648. He comment upon the Li ki, the gai hing, the Shu king and the Chi 
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WA ZB x Kia Kune-ven. Trang dynasty, 8th century. 

He commented upon the Chou l’. Commentator “C.” of Bror. 

4e 3% Cuu Hr. A.D. 1130-1200. Eminent Chinese 

philosopher. He commented upon the Shi king. Lraas 

has a high opinion of his critical judgment. His notices 

regarding plants, however, are not always trustworthy. 

EW OS Wana Cuao-yvi. 12th century. He commented 

upon the Chou li. Commentator “ D.” of Bror, 

fi 2 Yun Ts‘an. 18th century. He wrote a commentary 

on the Shi king. Luace ranks hin next to Cau Ht. 

Besides the Classics, there are many other Chinese works 

of high antiquity in which plants are mentioned, I may 

notice the following :— 

4, 3% Chu shu, the Bamboo books, is the name appropriated 

to a large collection of ancient documents, nearly 20 different 

works written on bamboo tablets, and discovered, A.D. 279, 

in the tomb of one of the princes of the state of Wei, who 

died 295 B.C. One of these is the 7 FF #8 46 Chu shu ki 

nien, Bamboo Record, or Annals. This commences with the 

reign of Huane Tr and extends to B.C. 299. 

An English translation of the Bamboo Annals, along with 

the Chinese text, has been given by Leaee in his Shu 

king, Proleg. 105-183. My quotations are taken from this 

translation. 

_ Another book of this collection is the pj 3 Fi] ZF Ai chung 

Chou shu, a record of the Chou dynasty. [See Botan. sin., 

I, No. 247]. 

The lj #¢ $% Shan hai king is by its title the Classic of the 

Mountains and Seas, but Wyuie calls it more correctly the 

Hill and River Classic. It is generally ascribed to the 

‘Emperor Yt [B.C. 2200] and professes to give a descriptive 

account of charts of the nine provinces engraved on nine 
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metal vases which Yi had caused to be cast of metal received 
from the nine provinces of China. Regarding these nine 
vases (Fu, HH Kiu ting) see Leaar’s T'so chuan, p. 293, and 
Bamboo Annals, p- 175, where the history of these vases 
related. See also Bazty’s interesting account of the Shan hat 
king in the Journal asiatique, VIII, 1839, p. 337 seqq. | 
Thera can be no doubt that the Shan hai king isa book of remote antiquity, 3 Tsz‘ Hia, 5th century B.O; on of the disciples of Coxructus, is reported in the MR GH Kia yu, or Family Sayings of Coxructus, to have mentioned the WW #8 Shan king, 
Shan hai king, as 

276-324], the same who 
the first five books refer to Chin 

us. The headings of the firs 
South, Mountains of 
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B.C. 314]. It was translated into French, in 1870 by the 
Marquis p’Hervey px St. Denys. About 30 names of plants 
appear in the Li sao, and many of them refer to fabulous trees 
and herbaceous plants. 

The #& 4 & Chung chi shu, a treatise on husbandry by 
i BF & Fan Suenc-cur. Second half of the first century 
B.C. [See Botan. sin., I, p. 76]. 

The Fe Fang yen, a comparative vocabulary of sy- 
nonyms used in the various feudal states of ancient China, 
by #4 Mé Yana Hivune [B.C. 53-A.D. 18]. He is also styled 
Ra BH Yana cat-K1. [Comp. Botan. sin., I, No. 106.] 

The # A Shuo wen is an ancient dictionary of the Chinese 
language, composed by 7 { Hi Suen at the close of the 
first century of our era. In it the matter is found arranged 

_ according to the radical part of the character, under the head 
of 540 radicals. It contains about 10,000 characters, all 
written in the Lesser Seal. The pronunciation is vaguely 

_ given, and also concise remarks on the meaning. About 760 
of these characters refer to plants, but the explanations 
furnished with respect to the names are for the most part 
unsatisfactory, eg. Hi %, 7X %, name of a plant, of a tree, 
etc., or the name is defined by a synonym, 

The B H€ Kuang ya, called also $f HE Po ya, a kind of 
vocabulary or dictionary published in the third century 
[see Botan. sin., No, 383]. It professes to be an enlargement 
of the Rh ya. The section on plants contains nothing but 
names and synonyms, without any explanation. 

Among the numerous Chinese works on Botany there are 
four which the reader will find frequently quoted in my 

Notes on the classical plants, and which haye already been 
treated of at length in the first part of my Botanicon sinicum. 
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The 4K Fig AR Kiu huang pen ts‘ao [ Botan. sitts I, 

54-69], a treatise on plants available for use as food in ti 

of scarcity, by a prince of the Ming dynasty, accompani 
by wood-cuts, published towards the end of the 14th century. 
Abbrev. Kiu huang, 

The A Hi MEA Pen ts‘ao kang mu, the great Chin 
Herbal and Materia Medica, published in the 16th century 
Lt Sut-cuen. [See Botun. sin. I, p. 54-69.] Abbrev. P; 

The jf % FB Kuang Kin fang pu, or Chinese Thesaurus 
of Botany, published in 1708. [See Botan. sin., I, pe7 

_ Abbrey. K.K.F.P. 

The fit Hy % Bal Chi wu ming shi t‘u k‘ao, a large 
- work on Chinese plants, illustrated by numerous wood-c 
published in 1848. [See Botan. sin., I, p. 78.] Abbrev. 

OF dictionaries, Chinese and Chinese-English, the follo 
ing, to which frequent reference is made in my paper, ma be noticed :— 

The Be gg FM Kang Hi tsx tien, a dictionary compi and published by order of the Emperor Kane Hr in 17 Abbrey, KD, 

Dr. Morrison, Dictionary of the Chinese Language, arrang according to the Radicals. 3 vols. 1822. Abbrev. M.D 
Dr. SW. Winttams,  Syllabio Dictionary of the Chines Language. 1874, Abbrey. W.D. : 
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EUROPEAN WORKS ON CHINESE BOTANY 

ef AND MATERIA MEDICA, 

A. Tarartnoy, M.D., Catalogus Medicamentorum sinensium 
que Pekini ‘iapanelay et determinanda curavit. 1856. [See 
Botan. sin., I, p, 122.) 

F, B. Forses and W. B. Hemstey, Index Flore sinensis. 
1888. The work is not yet complete. It is a very important 
and useful publication. 

Dr, A. Henry, “Chinese Names of Plants” (Journ. China 
Br, R. Asiat. Soc., 1887]. A list of 566 Chinese plants, 
collected by Dr. Henry in the Province of Hupei, and 
determined at Kew, and of which the author has ascertained 
the Chinese names. A very valuable paper. 

JAPANESE WORKS ON BOTANY, 
AND EUROPEAN AUTHORS ON JAPANESE PLANTS. | 

The Phon zo dzu fu, a Japanese work on Botany, with 
1,795 coloured drawings, published in 1828. [See Botan, 

o sin., I, p. 100. Abbrev. Phon zo.] 

The So moku dzu setsu is a similar work, published in 1856. 
q Only 20 books of it have appeared, describing and depicting 

Japanese herbaceous plants; 1,215 drawings. [See Botan. 
sin, I, p. 101.] Abbrev. So moku. 

The Kwa wi, a Japanese Botany, published in the last 
century, illustrated with 200 woodeuts, There is a French 
translation of it by Ae L. SAVATIER. | bee Botan. sin. 

Lp. thers 
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Nearly all the plants figured in the above-mentioned 

Japanese works have been botanically determined fram 
these drawings by Mr. A. Francuet, and partly also by 

Mr. C. Maxtmowtez of the Botanical Garden, St. Petersburg. 
On the plates we find besides the J apanese names also the 

Chinese names of these plants, if such exist, in Chines 
characters, and to these latter my frequent quotations of th 
Japanese works always refer. 

Some years ago the “ Home Department” in Japan publishe 
a description with drawings, admirably well executed, of 10 
Japanese timber trees. Japanese and Chinese names given. 

E. Kaprer’s Amenitates exotiew. 1712. [See Bota 
sin., I, p. 125.] Kawprer describes more than 500 Japa ‘ 

_ plants. Chinese names in Chinese characters generally adde 

Fr. von SIEBOLD, Synopsis Plantarum cwconomica 
universi Regni Japonici. 1827. Chinese names of the Pp. 
in Chinese characters frequently given. 
Dr. Stzoxp’s unpublished coloured drawings of Japane 

plants, about. 600, in the Botanical Museum of the Academ 
St. Petersburg. eee 

_ _ Dr. Fr. von Simponp and Dr. Zuccanret, Flora japoni 
=. vols., 1835-1870, with (150 coloured plates. [See Bota 
sin, I, p. 411.) Se Ss 

ae Horrmaxy et H. Sonvres, Noms indigines dun Che de Plantes du Japon et de la Chine déterminés apres” Gchantillons de Vherbier des Pays Bas, 1953, [See B _ Sm bp 187.) The Japanese and Chinese names are gis 3 according to the identifications ic s made by Srezoxp. ; 
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Dr. Gzerts. “Japanese Woods, with the Japanese and 

Chinese names added” [ Transactions of the Asiatic Society of 

Japan, IV, 1875.) 
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CHAPTER I. 

PLANTS MENTIONED IN THE fff HE Ph ya. 

The Rh ya, of which an account has already been given in — 

Part I, p. 34, is a relic of the Chou dynasty. It is the — 

earliest Chinese attempt to compile a dictionary. The — 

authorship is ascribed to EF Tsz Huta, a disciple of — 
Conrvctus. It is, however, believed that a part of the work — 

was written by the famous Duke of Chou in the 12th century 
B.C. Tsz H1a was born B.C. 507 and lived to a great age, for — 
we find him [B.C. 406] at the court of Prince Wen of Wei, 4 
to whom he gave copies of some of the classical books. [See _ 
Leaar’s Classics, I, Prol., p- 118.] 

The Rh ya is a dictionary of terms used in Chinese classical 
and other ancient writings, the words being arranged in 
categories with regard to affinity of subjects. Its present 
shape dates from the third century of our era, when Kuo P‘0, a 

— celebrated scholar and commentator who lived A.D. 276-324, 
remodelled the matter and added commentaries. It is 
divided into 19 sections, of which seven (comprising about 
two thirds of the whole work) treat of natural objects 
herbaceous plants, trees, insects, fishes, birds, quadrupeds an¢ 
domestic animals. But the original text of the Rh ya, as far 
at least as natural objects are concerned, is generally nothing 
more than a list of names and synonyms. Some of 
editions of the Rh ya are illustrated with plates, rudel; 
executed cuts. As is stated in the preface, these dra ) 
date from the Sung period, but they may have been based 1 
the woodcuts appended, as the ancient catalogues ral 
Kuo P‘0’s edition of the Rh ya? 

_, , 3 Im 1882 a new edition of the Rh ya, in 12mo, was published. at Shar It is accompanied with the illustrations and is well printed. 
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The Rh ya is comprised in the above-noted great edition of 
the thirteen Classics, and appears there with the title HEE He 
Eh ya chu shu—the Rh ya commented and explained. The 
character # refers to the commentary of 38 BE Kuo Po. 
For further particulars see Botan. sin., I, 35. 

The character jf, which Lxaae translates by expositions, 
glosses and disquisitions, denotes the explanations by Jf$ &% 
Hine Prva, a scholar of the Sung dynasty, who lived A.D. 
932-1010. 

Kuo P‘o states in his preface that for his commentaries on 
the Rh ya he had made use of previous explanations. Hive 
Pine frequently quotes authors of the Han period who had 
attempted to explain this ancient dictionary. The earliest of 

these seems to have been Bij 7k Liv Huy, a celebrated author 
of the first century B.C. Huxe Pine calls him & J. Sue sen, 

which seems to have been his pseudonym, but she jen, in the. 
time of the Han, was also a title—secretary. As the names 
and synonyms in the &A ya run in a continued series of 
characters without any break, it is sometimes difficult to 

_ decide how these names are to be separated, SHE JEN was 
the first to indicate this division. 

BE HE Fay Kuane and 28 X& Li Sin aro likewise mentioned 
by Hine Piye as commentators of the Rh ya in the Han 
period. Regarding the first, we know that he was a man 

- from 748 JK King chao and lived in the Posterior Han dynasty 
[A.D. 25-221]. 

 -#% B Suw Yew or KK HH FR Sun Suv say, who also 
“commented upon the Rh ya, was a contemporary of Kuo P*o. 
- Both Kuo P‘o and Hine Prive, in their explanations, 

- occasionally refer to two ancient authors named 54 FG Ste and 
HE S6 Mov. As their cognomina are not given (they are 
evidently considered as well known scholars) it is impossible 
_ to say who is meant ; but there is some probability that the 
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former is $f & 9) Ste May-x‘tve, of the first century of our era, 

who commented upon the Shi [Leaan’s Shi king, Prol., p. 11], 

and the other may be an author of the Han alluded to m 

Leacer’s Shu king, Prol., p. 19. : 

Hina Pine quotes frequently the 4s #i Pen ts‘ao, or Herbal, : 

commented by fj [& T‘ao. This is without doubt the work 

mentioned in the Sui shu, chap. 34, on Literature, with the tith 

Fig GU, 3% AS EE BR EE H+ in 7 haan, or chapters, or the Pen a 

king, arranged and explained by T‘ao Hune kine. Regarding — 
the latter, a distinguished physician, who lived A.D. 452-536 

see Botan. sin. 1, p. 42. The Pen ts‘ao king is the Herbal 
the Emperor Suen Nune [bidem, p. 27]. 

Four geographical names are of frequent occurrence 1 
Kuo P‘o’s commentaries. They refer to North and Mid 
China, viz. :— = . 

it ¥ Kiang tung (east of the Great river) is the same 
ancient 3% Wu, comprising present Che kiang and extending 
north and west to the Yang tsz‘. 

it Wi Kiang nan (south of the Great river), This is not 
the Kiang nan of the Ming period (the present provinces ¢ 
An hui and Kiang su). The Kiang nan of Kuo P‘o’ 8 time 
answers to the present province of Kiang si. 

Kd @ Kuan si (west of the Pass). The famous Pass yi | 
Tung kuan at the elbow of the Yellow River, is meant, | 
Kuan si answers the present province of Shen si. 
A ¥ Kuan tung (east of the Pass) is Shan si. _ 

In the subsequent notices of the plants mentignal 
Eh ya, the names and synonyms are given in the same 
as they are enumerated in the Chinese text, Each s 
is followed by a translation of Kuo P*o’s commenta 
of Hine Prne’s explanatory notes, Kuo P* ge 
indicates the pronunciation of the characters in dl 
which frequently differs from the ‘pronunciation 
modern Chinese dictionaries and Biber 
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1.—¥% #8 Expianation or Names or HeRBACEous Puanrs. 

1.—## Ya; ql dE Shan kiw, wild or mountain Kiu (Allium). 
E., 55, family 4g. 

XE is also written JE. Zi #ialso BP. Shwoh W. RR. H.74, ESE 
Alium tuberosum, Reg.=Allium odorum, L. 

A., XV, 178, All. uliginosum, Don & A. 

Hf, 75, the wild species=A. Thundergii, Don. 

The notes inserted in the text are by the Rev. Dr. E. Faner. 

Lack of time has prevented a comparison of each figure in the 

Chinese works quoted with specimens of plants collected in China 

and identified at Kew, of which between three and four thousand 

species are in Dr. FaBer’s possession. It is to be regretted that the 

seats of ancient Chinese civilization along the Yellow River have not 

yet been botanically explored. Botanical investigations in China 

throw light on some difficult questions relating to Chinese antiquity. 

Here we need merely note the striking differences between the names 

of plants in the Shi ding and the corresponding ones in the Rh ya. 
_ We must assume that an interval of several centuries separates these 

two works. To the difference between the pronunciation at the period 
about 300 A.D. and that of the present day, Dr. BRETSCHNEIDER has 

alluded. It would be of great interest to learn what plants and trees 
were known and utilized at certain periods of Chinese history. An 

_ insight into the progress of Chinese civilization would by this means be 

gained. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Notes :— 
A. = Journal of C. B. R. A. &. 

B, = Bowra’s list of plants in DooLITTLE’s Handbook. 
C. = Customs’ List of Chinese Medicines, 1889. 

E. = Imp. Encyclopedia & 4S lal aH fe Rk. 

Hf, = Dr. A. Henry, 

P. = Pen ts‘ao 7 ¥A, dit. in 52 small vols. 

_Pr.= ParKkgEr’s Names of Canten Plants, 

S. = Sun ts‘ai t'w huei = YZ fa @. 

Sm.= Porter Situ, Chinese Materia Medica. 

- Quotations in the text are not repeated in the notes, - 
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2.—#% Ko; | A Shan ts‘ung, mountain onion. 
E., 56, family 2 and synonym of it. 
A., XV, 178, Allium cepa, L. 

Allium fistulosum, cult. in N. Ch. 
$525 9: 8, By 10. Sm: 9. 
E. has five drawings, the second is A. Vict. 

3.—ij King ; WW if Shan hiai, mountain hiai. [Comp. 
infra, 63.) 

E., 55, family Hf. 
King and hung hui (v. infra, 63] are given as synonyms. 
W.D., 188, Allium ascalonicum. 
oe Pip A Ded ng BO, 3S 

4.—f Li; ly #2 Shan suan, mountain garlic. 
Kuo P*‘o says:—The above (four) vegetables 

_ abound in the mountains, They look like the respective — 

and large (broad) leaves, 

cultivated plants. The 4 7% Ko ts‘ung has a tender stalk 

Hine Pine observes that the Shuo wen explains the : 
characters kiu, ts‘ung and hie by “ vegetables.” 
according to the Han text of the Shi hing, is the same as the 
ein the Shi king [. infra, 474}. 

The figures in the Rh ya representing the above-named 

cultivated Allia, v. infra 357-360, 

Allium V; ictorialis, L., s 

common plant in the Peking mountains. | : ©. 57, family Fe 
oS : A, XV, 178, Allium sativum, L, 

5. %, 20. Py. 46,18: Sma, 9, 

Shae 

plants (1-4) are no doubt intended for Allia, Regarding th 

ai With respect to the characters king (8) and li (4) compare 
also Rh ya, 17 and 98, where they are applied to other plants. 
In the Kiu huang, LIX, 5, is found a good drawing of the 

howing the characteristic elliptical — leaves, with the Chinese name It 2 Shan ts‘ung or fi A Ko 
ts‘ung (the first character stands evidently for 2% ko}. ‘The 
same drawing is reproduced in the Ch., V, 19. [comp. also 
P, XXVI, 13, So moku, VI, 29, Allium Victorialia is a 
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5.—BR Pi (po); UW] BR Shan kin, mountain kin (now 
pronounced £7). The drawing in the 2A ya represents an 
umbelliferous plant. 

Kuo P‘o :—The Kuang ya says that Shan kin is the same 
as the &§ fi Zung ku’, but the latter plant is coarser and 
larger, it only resembles the kn. 

Hine Pine :—The Shuo wen explains the character kin by 
is‘ao, a plant. The mountain ‘in, called also fy BR Pai 
k‘in (white k‘in), is distinguishe1 from the kin of the plains 
by its white colour. [See also infra, 49.] 

The P., XIV, a. 1, identifies the Pai k‘in and the Shan kin 
with the Tang kui, an aromatic plant the root of which is much 
esteemed by the Chinese as a medicine. The rough drawing 
of the Zang kui in the Ch., oe 14, seems to represent an 
umbelliferous plant. 

So moku, V, 5, sub. ¥ §% Ligusticum pe ree S. et Z., 
according to Maxrwowicz ; same as Apium ternatum with the 
same Chinese name in Sresoup, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 246. 
Herba edulis ac medici usus. This umbelliferous plant is also 
known from Formosa [Jndex Flore sin., 332); probably it 
oveurs also in China proper and may be the Zung kui of the 
Chinese Pharmacopeeia, which drug Tarartyoy in his Catal. 
med, sin., 19, supposes to be yielded by Levisticum chinense ? 
[See my Harly Europ. Res. into the Flova of China, p. 31.] 

E., 132, family = iif. 

S., H, 25; two kinds: #£., 13a, 28. © 

The two drawings in Z, are copies from S. 
Sm., 20, 133, Aralia edulis and Levisticum. 

C.,1250. The Sze chwan Zang-huci is the root of an Umbellifer 
‘not yet determined ; that from the North may be derived from 

Ligusticum acsiellabae: S. & Z.; that imported into Shanghai 

from Japan is the root of Aralia cordata, Thbg. 

6.—}% A Tuan mu [some editions of the Rh ya write #R 
kia instead of meet v. infra 226, ee fe fl Ain eal A KE 
moss kins 
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Kuo P‘o :—Two names for the [common] mu kin. It is a 

tree resembling the plum. Its flowers expand in the 

morning and fall off in the evening. They can be eaten. It 

is also called J Ji ki and FE 2 Wang cheng. Hine Pine 
quotes the Shi king and Li ki [v. infra, 542). . 
Mu kin is a common name for J/ibiseus syriacus, which is — 

tolerably well represented under the above names in the Rh ya. 
Tuan is nowadays in Northern China a name applied to the 
Lime tree, Tilia. 

E., 295, family JR FE. 

As a synonym ee of the Shi king. [v. infra, 542.] 

P., 36, 64, C., 858. A, XV,125. All agree. 
1.—Jt Shu; ay By Shan ki (mountain thistle). 
Kuo P‘o :—A thistle which grows in the mountains. [See 

the newt.] 

8.—HEi HL Vong fu; By Ki. 
Kuo P‘0:—It resembles the ki (thistle) but is fat (succulent) 

and larger. It is now called KB iii Ma ki (horse’s thistle). 
Hine Pine [referring to 7 and 8]:—The name of ki (thistle) 

is applied to a plant growing ‘on the plain. That variety 
which grows on the mountains is called i shu. The Pen 

_ ts‘ao says one name is Wl fii Shan ki (mountain thistle) 
another {Ij # Shan Kiang, another {lj ## Shan lien. Tao Hune-xine [5th century] explains that there are two kin 
the fy jt Pui shu, white shu with large hoary, not very f 
(fleshy) leaves, and the Dp Ie chi (red) shu, with small leaves 

_ Kvo P‘0 explains the name by shan ki (mountain thistle). 
eo #., SU, b, 4; shes or pa shu, and fol. 9 3 jie ts‘ang § or ch shu, medicinal plants, roots used in medicine. 1 . sub. shu, figures an Atractylis, a prickly-le 

lant of the composite family, and the 
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in the Rh ya for 7 and 8 seem to intend the same =. 

[See also Avu huang, LI, 8.] 

In the So moku, XV, 50, & Jt is Atractylis ovata, Thhg., 

and 51 3& J A. lancea, Thbg. But these species, founded 

upon the form of the leaves, which are very variable in 

shape, are now reduced to one species. A. chinensis, D.C., 
is also the same plant, which is very common in the Peking 

mountains. [Comp. Hanpury’s Se‘ence Papers, p. 255.] 

The P. considers 7 and 8 of the Rh ya to refer to the 

same plant. 

E., 102, family Jit. 

Figures of eight different kinds, 

S., 1, 8, three kinds, Sw, 28. 

C., 961, 1167, 1330. 

9.—fy Tsien ; FE F8 Wang sui (royal besom). 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as SE ap wang chou (royal besom). It 

resembles the #@ //. Brooms are made of it. In Kiang 

tung they call it % W lo chou. Regarding the li plant, 
Chenopodium album, L., v. infra, 446. 

-‘The P., XVI, 44, identifies the Wang sui with the #1 J§ 
ti fu or Hf HF BE sao chou ts‘ao, or broom plant, which is the — 

 Kochia scoparia, Schrad., a Chenopodiacea common in Northern 
China and used there for brooms as in Southern Europe. 

Under the same Chinese names it is figured in the Ch., 
XI, 31; in the Kiu huang, XLVII, 7, and in the Japanese 

So moku, IV, 41. The drawing in the Rh ya referring to 9 

may well be intended for Kochia. 

E., 138, family 4 MR and 114, family #8 HF. The figure 
of the latter is not a Chenopod, but may be a rudus., comp. 

Pi, 18, 15,008 tafra, 129. Ji fu, 00m Syl, 8;.,5m., 128; 

C., 1263, which all agree. 

10.—# Li; FB Wang ch‘u (royal grass). 

Kvo P*‘o explains :—3¢ H lt ju, also called bt i ib 

Chi kio so (owl’s-foot sedge). 
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Hine Pine, 3 KK, says #E FE RE la lu ju. Shi king quoted. 

[v. infra, 461.] Drawing in the 2th ya a grass. 

E., 107, family js. [v. infra, 97, 457] 
Shi king, = (v. infra, 73], is given as a synonym. 

11.—F¥f (also written $i Paz), PR 72% Shang tiao. 

Kuo P‘o:—lIt resembles the I’. [v. supra, 9, Chenopodium. } 

Hine Prya:—It resembles the 1’, but the leaves are larger. 

In ¥E fF Cuvane tsz [philosopher, 4th century, B.C.] the 

name of a plant {/ tao is found. [r. znfra, 446.] 

The above names in the Rh ya refer probably to a Cheno- 

podium. At Peking JR #4 3E hui tao ts‘ai is Chenopodium: 
album, L. (Comp. P., XX VII, 28; Ch., IV, 89; Kiu huang, 

LIX, 30. See also infra, 446.] 
E., 63, family 3. 

Synonym 3. Shi hing. [v. infra, 445.] 

12.—@& Fan; W& #§ Po hao. 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as iB pw hao (White Artemisia). 

[Comp. infra, 433.] : 
£., 62, 5, family => sub-family a is. 
Fan is from the Shi king. 
#1, 108, A. vulgaris, L. 

13.—% Hao ; #& Shen (pronounced also kien). 
Kuo P‘o:—Now the people call it Bm ling hao. It 

is fragrant. They employ the plant for cauterizing. It can 
also be eaten. 
Sow Yury (quoted by K‘ux@ Yine-ra) says :—In H King 
and 3 Ch'u (pres. Hu kuang) the hao — is called 
shen, (Comp. infra, 431, Artemisia. ] | 

E., 62, 1, family %, sub. family FF HE. - 
A., XV, 158, Bi is the same=A. annua, L. 
The Japanese drawing Mao Shi, 1, differs. 
oa 109, St 7. In North China & 3. ee 18g Weis $6 BE Mow shen (male shen), ben 

Kuo P*‘o ;—It has no seeds, hoes 
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Hixe Pine, referring to 12-14, explains :—Various sorts 
of hio (Ariemisia), variously coloured, with seeds or without 
seeds. Quotes the Shi king. [Comp. infra, 482. ]_ The 
figures for 12-14 in the RA ya may well rappers various 
species of Artemisia. 

E., 62, 15, sub. family Fk. 
Wei is from the Shi king, 

HT, 110, A. japonica, Thbg. 

15.— #5 WG 3 Ye tiao p'eng ; JS BB #E Tsien shu p‘eng. 
Kvo P‘o :—A kind of p‘eng. 

Hine Piya :—According to the Shuo wen, 2 p‘eng is a kind 
of hao (Artemisia). Quotes the Shi king and the Yae ling. 
[Comp. 436.] The figure in the Rh ya for 15 seems to 
intend an Artemisia. But the P., XXIII, 15, refers the above 
names of the Rh ya to Hydropyrum.  [v. infra, 350.] 

£., 104, family ve. 

Ye, tiao p'eng, tsien and shu p'eng are four sy nonyms. The figure 

represents an Aséer. 

16.—jii Pi; § #8 Shu kuan (rat’s rush). 
Kuo P‘o :-—This is a kind of kuan (rush, see 98). It has 

_ fine fibres like the ff@ 2 Jung sa, and is fit for making mats. 
The best is found in Shu (Sz‘ ch‘uan). 

; Hine Ping:—The Shuo wen says that the kuan is a grass 
of which mats can be made. 

The drawing in the RA ya for 16 represents a grass, 

[v. infra, 455.] 

£., 176, family A BE Be 

Without figure. Matting grass, the best coming from Sze-chuan. 

17.—% King. (Comp. supra, 3]; fl RE Shu wei 

(rat’s tail). 

Kuo P‘o :—lt furnishes a black dye. 
Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao says that there are two kinds 

of this plant, one of them with white, the other with red 

flowers, It is also called $& $4 ch‘ang K‘iao, T‘so Hune- 
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KING reports that this plant grows abundantly in waste places. 

The people gather it and employ the juice in dyeing. This 

is the Fe RY mu lan. 

~ P., XVI, 62, sub. shu wei ts‘ao, Li SHI CHEN states that 

it is also known under the name of & Ht wu ts‘ao (black 

plant), for its leaves and flowers are much used for dyeing 
a black colour. Spikes similar to those of the iff Bg ch‘e 

ts‘ien (Plantago). There are two kinds, with white or red 

flowers. One author says that the flowers are purple or violet. 

- The plant figured in the Japanese So moku, 1, 29-31, sub. 
& EB, is Salvia japonica, Thhg. [See also Kwa wi, 20.] 
The rough figure under the same Chinese name found in the 
Kiu huang, XLVI, 28, which is reproduced in the Ch., XIV, 
12, may well represent a Salvia, | 

E., 168, family ft BR. 

The figure may be of Salvia plebeia, 
18.—#§ H Si mi (now pronounced ming) ; Fe H¥ Ta ts’ 

(the great tsi). - 
Kuo P‘o:—It resembles the tsi (which is Capsella bursa 

pastoris. V. infra, 103). It has smaller leaves, and is 
commonly called 2 #§ leo tsi (old ts’), 

__-Hine Pixe:—Other names for this plant, given in the 
Pen ts‘ao, are $$ 9} mie si, fe HE tai ts, FR 3E ma sin. 

‘The P., XXVIL, 5, says that the si ming, or ta tsi, is nearly 
allied to the tsi (Capsella bursa pastoris), but larger and not 
so palatable. 

In the Japanese Phon zo, XLVI, 8--10, the Chinese name 
$i H is applied to Thlaspi arvense, ¥,. (the Thlaspi majus 

: of TABERNAMONTANUS), also to Lepidium sativum, L. The 
plant figured under the above name in the Ch., (iI, 14, is 
Capsella b.p., whilst 7) hlaspi arvense, in the Kiu huang, 

LVI, 8, as well as in the Ch., V, 4, and in the So moku, 
Se XU, 3, bears the Chinese name 3 BE 3% O lan ts‘ai. The 

pared by the Chinese authors to 
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the seed-vessels of the elm. [See also Stmnoip, Syn. plant. 
@con. jap. 285.) Capsella b. p. and Thlaspi arvense are 
common Chinese plants. 

£., 60, family +7 3 and family 5. 
Be name si mi also occurs £,, 271, as a synonym of BE 

—PR Tu; Bp Hu chang (tiger's cane). Comp. 150. 
mP P‘o :—It resembles the #£ #8 hung ts‘ao (Polygonum 

orientale, L. x. infra, 102), but is coarser and larger and is 
provided with small prickles. Used for dyeing a red colour. 

Hine Pine :—T‘ao Hune-xine says that according to the 
Pen ts‘ao this plant grows abundantly in waste places. It. 
has the appearance of the Je BR BE ta ma liao eet horse’s 
Polygonum). Spotted stem, round leaves. 

In the P., XVI, 83, this plant i is described as a Polygonum, 

the leaves of which resemble those of the apricot. Stem 

covered with spots, wherefore the plant is also called HE # 

pan chang, variegated cane. 

Ch., XI, 91; Bad figure. So moku, VII, 78, Be #, 
Polygonum cuspidatum, 8. et Z In China the above Chinese 
name seems to be applied to another species of Polygonum. 

E., 104, gives 3 as a synonym of ae {v. infra, 24, 150, 209]. 

E., 164, family a AE contains three figures of very distinct 
plants, reproductions of S., IX, 39, but the name $8 does not 
appear. None of the figures give an idea of P. cuspidaium, which 
is also without prickles. 

20. Meng ; IE BB Lang wei (wolt’s tail). 
Kuo P‘o:—It resembles the 38 mao (a grass, Imperata. 

v, infra, 459). The people use it for thatching roofs. 
Comp. infra, 462, Gymnothrie. 

E., 106, family #-  (v. infra, 189]. 
‘The character 3 is taken from the dictionary Yi p‘ien, Most 

Rh ya editions have $f, but Hr yu is preferable, asin EF. P., 23, 
14. B., ME KE BX Scirpus cyperinus, Kth. The figure in E. is of a 
graminea, 

_ The figure in 2h ya has the character jf for Mf. 
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21.— oh BE Lu si ; Hf Pan. 
Kuo P‘ explains, 4 es #% which Lecce [Shi hing] 

translates “the section of a melon,” but it seems rather to 

mean the pulp of a calabash, or melon. The character pan 
is thus defined in the Shuo wen. 

Hine Pixe quotes the Shi king. [v. infra, 384.) 
The corresponding drawing in the Rh ya represents a 

calabash, 

E., 47, family Af. 

For # the Shi king has JE. Not the pulp is meant but the. 
kernels, “Teeth like melon kernels.” Calabash is more correct 
than melon, according to the figure in E. [v. infra, 384). 

22.—35 ja Ju li; SB HE Mao shou. 
Kuo P‘o :—Now it is called fig ts‘ten and used for dyeing 

a dark red (#€) colour. 
Hixe Pine quotes the Shi king. [v. infra, 393.) 
‘The plant 9 shou, mentioned in the Shan hai king, is, 

according to Kuo P*o’s explanation, the same as mao shou. 
According to Li Sin, quoted by K‘une Yiye-ra, mao shou - 

is the same as Pa ts‘ien, Rubia cordifolia, L. The Shuo wen a 
says that this plant grows from human blood. a 

E., 104, family §. 
The figure is the same as in S., Il, 4, and bad. 
P., 18 6, 19. 
The name ju /ii is from the Shi hing. 
One synonym, mentioned in E., is HY. fff Earth-blood. 

23.—F fm 2B. The fruit of the kuo lo is called F& #2 
Kua lou. Figured a cucurbitaceous plant with a globular 
fruit, 

Kuo P*‘o:—Nowadays the people in #% Ts‘i (Northern — Shan tung) call it K MR tien kua (heavenly gourd). : _ Hine Pine observes that according to Li Siin’s explanation - 
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resemble those of the kua (gourd or melon) ; they are of a 
dark green colour. It is a trailing plant, and flowers in the 
6th month ; in the 7th month it produces a gourd-like fruit. 

This is a Trichosanthes. [v. infra, 385.] 

EL. 151, family #& #E (see 310, family #6 JB OF, Sm. 43, 221, 
Bryony, Trichosanthes). 

Kuo lo is from the Shi king. 
Among the synonyms is ri JK, but the Paik is of a =" 

not of Cucumis sativus, L. 

£., 170, family Be +. A,, XV., 153, Trichosanthes palmata, 

Roxb., also called KR FE HH. Comp. Sm., 222. 

24.—ZE Tu ; 3 HK Ku ts‘ai (bitter vegetable). 
Kuo P‘o quotes the Shi king [v. infra, 365] and says that 

the ku ts‘ai is used for food. 

Hine Pine :—In the Pen ts‘ao it is also called $€ stan and 
if & yu tung. Its leaves resemble those of the #% # 
ku kit (Lactuea) but are smaller; if broken they exude a 
milky juice. Yellow flowers, resembling those of the ka 
or Aster, The plant is edible, but it has a bitter taste. 

This is a Sonchus or a Lactuca [v. infra, 365], which 
accords with the drawing given in the Rh ya. 

£., 59, family ze the figure=S., X, 38, Lactuca denticulata, Max. 

FE 4 and ray occur in the Shi ding and are synonyms; 4‘w fs‘ai 

v. Liki. K‘u hii is also a synonym of later date. | 

rp! synonym is FH Ev. S., X, 38. Sm. 62. Cichorium. 

., XV, 160, Cichorium Endivia, L. 

- 189, Lactuca squarrosa, Mig. 

Lactuca amurensis, Reg., and sometimes at t Tchang 

Taraxacum officinale, Wg. 

P., XXVIII, 14, 

In Japan #u és‘ai is determined as Sonchus oleraceus, L. 

ti 4 Bg as Lactuca Raddeana, Max. 

Ei as Lactuca sativa, L. 

IS By Ef as Lactuca squarrosa, Miq. 
%. 
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Ku t¥ai is given as a synonym in Z., 129, family A 

[v. infra, 75] also £., 161, family oe Be {v. infra, 144] and 

£., 164, family fit # Lv. infra, 79, 182]. 
T‘u is quoted from the Shi kine asa synonym in £., 103, family 

F [v. infra, 48, 188 and supra, 20], and £., 104, family ¥, 
from the Chou i {v. supra, 19, infra, 150, 209]. 

25.—fE Kia (perhaps ch‘ui) ; #6 Lei (tSui or chui, W.D. 
926), 

Kuo P‘o:—This plant is now called FE BF chung wel. 
Its leaves resemble those of the # jen (Perilla). Square 
stem. White flowers arranged on the joints (in whorls). 
Another name is #§ 2 i mu, according to the Kuang ya. 

Hine Pine :—Lr Sin calls this plant A # ch‘ou wei 
ts‘ao (stinking weed). Mentioned in the Shi king. [v 
infra, 444.) 

The plant in question is Leonurus stbiricus, L., which, how- 
ever, has red, not white flowers as Kuo Po suggests. The 
drawing in the Rh ya agrees, 

£., 129, family fi FE, the figure is not of Leonurus sibiricus, 
but may be of Z. macranthus, Max., which has the same Chinese 
name in Manchuria. 

&., 15,24. Sm, 132. C., 550. Pr., 231. Kia, v. Shi king. 
Lycopus lucidus, Turcz, is also called Z mu in Manchuria, this has white flowers, and occurs also in the Central and Northern 

Provinces of China. ne 

26.—B8 Vi (read also 2) ; $8 Shou, 
Kuo P‘o :—A small herb, variegated like a ribbon (#Z)- Hine Piva quotes the Shi king. [v. infra, 454, Ribbon grass, Phalavis ?.] The figure in the 

W.D., 1098. E. not found. 
27.— ZB Tsz‘ ; He 7st. 
Kvo Po :—The people in Kiang tung now apply the term 

he Hsu. (Su, it seems, is here to be understood as ® general name for corn, v. infra, 343, 847), 

Rh ya does not agree. 
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Hive Pine quotes the Tso chuan and the Li ki. |v. infra, 
343, Panicum miliaceum, L.] 

The corresponding figure in the Rh ya seems to represent 
Setaria. 

E., 29, family $B, the figure represents a Panicum ; oS F 
is its popular name, 

28.—JR Chung ; Hi Shu. 

Kuo P‘o:—Same as the §§ JE (glutinous su or Setaria 
ttalica). 

Hine Pine quotes the Shuo wen, where it is stated that 
the shw is a glutinous form of the tsi (Panicum meléaceum), 
The people in Northern China use it to ferment liquors, The 
figure in the Rh ya seems to refer to Setaria. [v. infra, 848. 

£., 25, family ff, the figure, if intended for rice, is bad. 
Shu is mentioned as a synonym. 

E., 31, family FR, figure a Panicum, possibly P. italicum, 
Chung is placed below shu. 
In Japan six Panica bear Chinese names: P. frumentaceum, Roxb. 

£& ; 3 P. ttalicum, L. YR; P. Germanicum, Trin. X 3 P. milia- 

ceum, L. #3 P. sanguinale, L. By fe; P. viride, L. Hi A BR. 

29.— 3% A Jung shu is the same as FE FX Jen shu. 
Kvo P‘o :—This is the plant called #] GH //u tou (foreign 

bean). 

Hine Pina :—Fan Kuane as well as Sux sen and La Stn 
all explain the above names of the RA ya by hu tou. But — 
they were mistaken. As jung is likewise a term for foreigners 
[western barbarians] they concluded that jung shu and hu tou 

are the same. Caena Hiian and Son Yen identified the 
3 jung shu correctly with the 4H ta tow or great bean. 

[Comp. znfra, 855, Shi king.] 
The ta tou is the Soja hispida, Meench, or soy bean. The 

hu tou, or foreign bean, is the Faba sativa, or common bean, 

one of the cultivated plants introduced from Western Asia 

s 
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into China, in the second century B.C., by the famous general 
Crane K4tgn, 
Figare of the jung shu in the Rh ya a leguminous plant. 

z, 36, 12, family B. 

Both Jung shu and Hu tou are given as synonyms of 99 B.- 
W.D., 1038, says, “probably the Jablab? The figure points toa 
Vicia, Sm., 172, Pisum arvense. 

E., 35, 12, family H, speaks of 7 H, the figure if meant 
for Soja hispida, Moench, (now Glycine hispida, Max.] is disfigured. 
A OB, of Parker, 46, is distinguished in Z., 36, 11, as a synonym 
of @% Hi, comp. P,, 24, 5, and 24,17. Sm., 88, 

In Japan Hu tou is Indigofera decora, Ldl.; Wan tou, Pisum 
sativum, L.; Ta tou, Glycine hispida, Max. 
80.—F} Hui ; Be Ts‘ao. | 
Kvo P says it is a general name for herbaceous plants. 
Hine Ping:—The term Ff po hui occurs in the Shi king. 

(v. tara, 402.) 

31.—F5 Ff. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

382.—¥9 Yo $8 BE Tsio mai (bird wheat). 
Kuo P'o:—Same as #6 3 Yen mai (swallow wheat). 
Hine Prve :—According to the Pen ts‘ao it grows in waste 

places and forests, The plant resembles wheat but is more 
slender. The grain resembles the te BE kung mai (naked 
barley) but is smaller, 

P., XXII, 26. Figured Ch., I, 31. Kiu huang, LI, 1. Phon zo, XL, 10, 11 sub. € 2 represents various gramineous 
plants, 

£., 32, 20, 21, family 2, 
The figures given of Tsio mai and of Yen mai are distinct species. . Fip., 380, determines the first as Bromus japonicus, Thog., and the other, 371, as Brachypodium sylvaticum, Roem. & Schult. eS Sah, TS7, Oat.; differs fro : : m the figures, but I received this nam for Avena fatua, L,, from Ningpo, 
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33. BRK: HAM; BHA. All unknown to 
the Chinese commentators. 

34.—if Yen IN Tsu kua. 

Kuo P‘o :—It resembles the +- J& t‘u ua (earth gourd). 
Hine Pre :—The leaves und the fruit resemble those of 

the t‘u kua, which is the same as the — JR wang kua 
(royal gourd) mentioned in the Yue ling. [v. infra, 386, 
Thladiantha dubia, Bye. 
Some of the ancient authors quoted identify the yen with 

the plant mentioned Rh ya, 152, g.v. 

35.— pi Hie Lie chen; RR FF Shi shou (pig’s head). 
Kuo P‘o:—In the Pen ts‘ao this plant is also called 3 i 

chi lu (pig’s head) and 8 ici BY shan chu lan. In Kiang 
tung it is now commonly called shi show and employed in 

_ boiling the pupa of the silkworm [to kill it]. 
Hine Pine :—A medicinal plant. In the Pen ts‘ao it has, 

besides the names already mentioned, the following names: 
KG Hi tien ming tsing, BE Hy HE mai hii hiang, Hy AK 

hia ma lan, | PY HH wang men tsing. According to the 

Pie lu, it is fragrant and known also under the name of K #4 
BR tien man tsing. The southern people call it HY #K té sung 

(earth cabbage). Its taste is sweet and bitter. It resembles 

the 8 lan (indigo plant). 
In the P., XV, 68, this plant is noticed under the name 

of KY #H tien ming tsing with the above synonyms. It 

is said to have small, fragrant, yellow flowers resembling the 
hit flowers (Aster, Chrysanthemum). 

In the So moku, XV, 62, under the name of KG ff, 

is a drawing of Carpesium abrotanoides, L., (Composite), 
which agrees well with the figure given under the same 
‘Chinese name in the Ch., XI, 16, 
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E., 174, family FR % HH The figure apparently from S., II, 2, 
not good. Sm., 12, Amarantus tristis is doubtful. Carpesium 
abrotanoides, L., can also not be accepted exclusively, for among 

the 23 synonyms we find # Bm S., IV, 34, P., XV, 72, which 
is Siegesbeckia orientalis, L. according to B,, C. 395, A., XV, 70 
and Fap., 2078. (Comp. E., 167.) 

36.—3$ Ping ; BH Ma chou (horse’s besom). 
Kvo P‘o:—It resembles the # shi (Ptarmica sibirica), 

and is fit for besoms, 
Hina Pina says that the plant is commonly called # 3 
shi p‘ing. The P., XV, 57, refers the above names to an 4 
Tris. [v. infra, 467.] 

Z., 138, family HY JS. 
_ This is a synonym of i [supra, 9]. 
37.—$a ; $26. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

38,—#E Kiao 4 BR niu Min (ki). 
Kuo P'o:—It is now called & Bi ma kin. It has small 

pointed leaves resembling the leaves of the Fe kin (Celery, 
also Enanthe stolonifera). It can be eaten. 

Hixe Pisa :—A vegetable, Seeds used in medicine. The 
Pen ts‘ao says that this plant grows in marshes. It resembles 
the §% 8 kui chen (“devil’s needle,” Bipens) and also the 
Ae HK tien ts‘ai (Beta), Flowers of a light green colour, seeds dark yellow, resembling those of the Bj KF fang feng tsz (Stenocelium, Umbellifera), 

P., XXVI, 61, ma kin, Figure in the Ch., III, 44, an _ umbelliferous plant. 
E,, 65, family FE [o. infra, 116], 

_ The synonyms given to 38 and 116 are all united, F., 65. Stenocalium is Siler divaricatum, Bth. [v. Index 77. S. p. 332.] 39.—3E tu B hk lo (lu) fei (pe). 
Kvo P‘o :—The character BE stands for ji fu. The lo fei 

oF lo fu is akin to the He HF wu tsing (Rape), but has violet 
ag and a great (long) root, Its common name is @% 38 
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Hine Pine:—Sun Yen calls it 3 GE HR tse hua sung 
(cabbage with violet flowers). Another name is im FR wen 
sung. Large root. Now its common name is 2E A lo p'o. 

In the Fung yen the same plant is compared to the FE kiai 
(mustard plant) from which it is distinguished by its violet 
flowers. In Eastern #& Lu (Shan tung) it is also known by 
the name of #$ 3% la ta. The commentary adds that its 
seeds are as large as small beans. 

The plant here spoken of is the Radish, Raphanus sativus, L. 
It has violet flowers and large seeds; its common name 
is nowadays 3¥ 3 lo p‘o, which appears first in Chinese 
books in the 9th century. In the Kuana yi Dictionary, 
which was compiled in that period, it is stated that this 
name was in use in the State of # Ts‘in (Shen si, Eastern 
Kan su). In the T'‘ang Pen ts‘ao, published two centuries 
earlier, we first meet with another name for the radish, KK AR 
laz fu. Under this name it is described by Li Sut-cHen 
in the P., XXVI, 41, and figured Ch., IV, 15. 

In Kamprer’s Amen. exot., 823, Japanese plants, we read 
AE Mk Rai fuku, vulgo “ Daikon,” Raphanus major orbicularis 
vel radice permagna oblonga. With the same Chinese name 
the radish is figured in the So moku, XII, 27, 28. ° 

As the radish is mentioned in the Rh ya it may be assumed 
that it has been cultivated in China from remote antiquity. 
From China its cultivation spread over the neighbouring 
countries, where the people generally adopted also the 
Chinese name of the plant. The Anamese and Malay call it 
lobac. (See Lourxtro’s Flora cochin., 481; Warson’s Native 
and Scient. Names of Eastern Asiat. Plants.) In Tibetan 

it is la phug (Jmscuxe, Tibet. Dictionary) ; in Mongol and 
— Kalmuck lao pang, lo bin, but also turma. The latter name 
is, it seems, derived from the Persian appellation turup, used 
to designate the radish. 
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E., 70, family ¥¢ ZH, four different plants are figured, among | 
them Raphanus sativus, a Crucifera and Daucus carota, an Umbelli- 

Jera. The third plate is doubtful. H., 251, says that Shan /o fo is 

a common name for Phytolacca acinosa, Rox, The figure, showing 

a turnip-like root and large digitate leaves, must be intended for 

something else. There are 20 synonyms enumerated. 

Pr., 88. C., 688and 751. 
A., XV, 137, Sm,, 223. 

40.—j@ #2 unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

ALBA Sin ; 3 Chi. 
Kuo P°0:—The chi flowers three times in one year. It is 

a felicitous plant. J 
Hine Pine :—The Lun heng [first century] says that the 

chi grows in the ground and absorbs the vapours of the earth. 
It is therefore considered a felicitous plant. The ji Li 
says, “‘when the ruler is charitable, then the chi grows.” 

I have not been able to find Hine Prxe’s quotation in 
Li classics, but a similar sentence is found in the Shut 
t‘u ki [6th century] quoted in the K.D. The Shuo wen defin 
= by i HS, “divine herb.” Wiiztams, in his Di ct 
811, makes siu chi to be one name, designating a gynan 
plant. The text of the Rh ya, however, gives siu 
synonym of chi, regarding which Wiu1ams, 53, co 
states that it is a Fungus. The corresponding figure 
Rh ya seems to represent a branching Fungus, the § 
ling chi, or felicitous chi, which is sold in the Peking 
thecary shops. It is orange coloured, of a ligneous stn and branched. The ling chi has been figured and 
by Father Cisor under the name of Agaric ramifi 
Mémoires conc, les Chinois, IV, p- 500. [See also @ la Chine, III, 256.] | ce 

The P., XXVILI, 35, identifies the ling chi with t shi rh (stone mushroom) but gives no details about 
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Amen. ewot., 832, # naba, te. Fungus campestris es- 
culentus. THUNBERG, Flora japon., 347, identifies this with 
Agaricus campestris, 

In the Li ké the chi is mentioned as an article of food. 
[v. infra, 880.] 

£., 48, family 3%. One figure of a Boletus and 66 names. 
S., VIL, 6. P., 28, 22. Sm.,175. Polyporus igniarius. [v. infra, 

161.) 

42.—85 Stn ; Pf Wf Chumeng (bamboo-sprouts). Drawing 
in the 2A ya, bamboo sprouts. 

Kuo P‘0 explains :—The bamboo just sprouting forth. 
Hine Pine:—Sun Yun says, bamboo-sprouts are called 

sin, and used as a vegetable. Shi king quoted. ([v. infra, 
273. | 

43.—$B T'ang ; % Chu (bamboo). 
Kuo P‘o :— Tang is another name for the chu or bamboo. 
Hine Pine :—Li Stn says, the t‘ang is a bamboo whose 

joints are one chang (10 feet) apart. Sun Yen says nearly 
the same. K‘une An Kuo, in commenting upon the Shu king, 
defines tang by “large bamboo.” [v. infra, 564.] Drawing, 
Rh ya, bamboo. For other bamboos, see 169-174. 

£., 186-196, family . 

There are six different names from the A’ ya, four from the 

Shu and two others. The simple character ff is quoted from 
the 7 king. 

44.38 O; Lo. 

Kvo P‘o:—The people now call it #§ $F 6 hao, also fj 
lin hao, | 

Hine Pine quotes the Shi king. [v. infra, 484, Artemisia ?.] 
E., 62, family }£j, sub-family din hao [v. supra, 13, infra, 196]. 
The term 0, v, Shi hing ; lo, v. Rh ya. 

45.— jE Ni; RIB Ti ni. 
Kvo P’o :—Same as 9& J tsi ni. 
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Hive Ping :—T‘ao Huna-xin@ says, the root and the stem 
both resemble those of the jen shen (ginseng), but the leaves 
are smaller, The root has a sweet taste. 
 ~#B., XU, @ 25, tsi ni, synonym AF FE Wp B hing ye sha shen. 
(Adenophora with apricot leaves). The figure of the tsi ni 
in the Ch. VIII, 23, which is taken from the Kiu huang, 
LILL, 6, represents an Adenophora or Campanula. So moku, 
Til, 10, 9 Jé Adenophora remotifiora, Miq. and 9 43 
i B A. latifolia, Fish. The latter is common in the Peking 
mountains, 

E., 143, family $& FH, two distinct plants are figured which 
have no resemblance with Adenophora. 

E., 151, family #§ BR, with a figure probably of Latycodon, 
the name ési xi occuring as a synonym. 

E., 140, family @ ZB contains a good figure of Adenophora. 

46.—#§ fg. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

47.—F5 Hing; $ESe Tsie ya. HE FF. Its leaves are 
called fu. : 

Kvo P‘o :—This is a water-plant. Many plants crowded 
together. The leaf is round. The ‘plant is long or short 
according to the depth of the water. In Kiang tung it is 
eaten, and called there hing. 

Hine Pine :—It is called hing ts‘ai (hing vegetable) and 

the same as the 44 in the Shi kiny. [v. infra, 899, Limnan- 
themum nymphoides, Link.] | 

E., 66, family #}, with a good figure of ZL. nvinphoides. 
P., 19, 21, 

(48.—F BB Pai huat (white flower) ; Bp # Ye kien (wild <2 Kien). F 
| Kuo P‘o :—The kien is a sort of 3 mao (Imperata). It is Mentioned in the Shi king. [v. infra, 460.] 

_ £., 103, family 2. The three figures are bad, certainly not 
Imperata but Cyperideae. 28 names are given, 

* The character 4 is the ancient form for 4E ina (lower). The latter was not introduced till the Sth or 6th century, ‘ 
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49.—}% Pi (po); gy WF Pai kin (x), white Kin. 
Kuo P‘o refers the reader to 5, g.v. 

50.—JE Fei; 25 Wu. 
Kuo Po:—Same as + J& t‘u kua (earth melon or — 

gourd). 
Hine Prva :—Sun Yew says it is a kind of —§ fu [see the 

next]. Mentioned in the Shi king, [v. infra, 363.] In 
another place the Rh ya states [v. 106] that JE fei is the same 
as , 3, but that is a different plant. 

E., 104, family J, without figure. 
Fei is found in the Shi king and Wu in the Rh ya. 
Si ts‘ai and “u kua (Rh ya] are mentioned as synonyms. 
The name fei also occurs, Z., 64, as asy mgny m of 3. [infra, 440.] 

D1.— BB Fu; B Fu. 
Kuo P‘o as 7 has large leaves, white flowers. The edible 

root is like a finger, white. The figure given in the Rh ya 
3 resembles a rape. . ; 
: Hine Pine quotes the Shi king. [v. infra, 442, Calystegia ?.] 

Compare also 72, where fu denotes another plant. 

£., 111, family = % with a good figure of Calystegia heteracea, 
Wall, 

Li nan, huo to, tung to mu, (ung ts‘ao and 14 other names are - 
mentioned as synonyms, which somewhat modifies infra, 82. 

52.—# Yung; BF Wei wei. 

Kuo P‘o :—A medicinal plant. The leaves resemble those 
of the bamboo ; they are as long as an arrow shaft, and narrow. 
The stem has joints. The outer skin is white, the inner green. 
Large root resembling a finger, 3 feet long, edible. 

Hive Pine:—Other names of this plant, given in the 
Pen ts‘ao, are H FE nit wei, F x wei jui. 

P., XII a, 35, sub. Wei jui. The figure of this ‘plint, 
Ch., VII, 14, borrowed from the Kiu huang, LI, 3, represents 
a Polygonatum, which seems also to be ces in the Saws 
of the Rh ya. 
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So moku, VI, 3 zi, Polygonatum vulgare, All. 

E., 130, family ke #, the figure seems to indicate a climber, - 

with two stems from a rhizome, alternate, penni nerved, entire, 

acuminate, almost sessile leaves. Flowers in a simple spike from 

the axil of an upper leaf. 

Yung and Mei are both quoted from the Rh ya. 

Es 142, family Zz He, the figure is a Polygonatum, if not 

Disporum pullum, Salisb. 
The same passages are quoted from the RA ya as in 130. There 

are 18 names enumerated, one is ine Ze. 

S,, I, 12, has two figures of different plants, one is a Po/ygonatum. 
Fap.,® 1685, P. vulgare, Desf. 

£., 152, family me #§> figures 11 different plants, among which 

are Polygonatum, Disporum, and perhaps Galium. Wei sui is one 
of the 21 names. P, 12, 32. 

Determinations are:—C., 514, Polygonatum canaliculatum, Pursch. 

[ Fap., 1682]. 

A., XV, 156, Galium tuberosum, Lour., cult. 

#5 Polygonatum sibiricum, Red, 

{in Peking}. 

B., Vitex cannabifolia, S. & Z. 

Sm., §1, Caragana flava, 
T have nothing to say in favour of the last two identifications. 

53.—}ij 6 2%. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

as 

54.—ff Fe Chu pien; % Chu. 
Kuo P*o :—It resembles a Ay 3% small li ( Chenopodium) ; 

red stem and joints; abundant by waysides, edible, kills 
insects. 

Hive Pine :—T*ao Hone-x1e, in explaining the Pen ts‘ao, 
calls this plant #§ ff pien chu. He says it is found every- 
where, covering the ground. Small green flowers. 

P., XVI, 85, sub. Pien chu. Figured Ch., XI, 73, and 
Kiu huang, P. XLVI, 6, rough drawings, Polygonum? TaTA- 
RINOY, Cat. med. sin., 9, refers the above name to Polygonum 

Sete memes 

‘Jap. = 3. Mavsomura, Nomenclature of Japanese Plants 
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ylropinet. L. P. Sutra, Chin. Materia Medica, ete., 175, 
thinks that it is rather Polygonum aviculare, L. which 
Lovreztro, 297, calls vien suc. 

The plant figured in the Phun zo, XX, 14v. sub. -_— 
has not been determined. 

The corresponding drawing in the Rh ya represents 
[erroneously] a pink. 

E., 144, family Ja 
The heading from the Rh ya should be Tf ; me 
The figure seems to indicate a Polygonum, may be P. aviculare, L. 

[ Fap., 1686]. The figure in S., IV, 32, is almost the same. 
A., XV, 170, gives P. aviculare and P. plebejum, Br. All these 

and similar species are probably meant. 

[Z., 162, family Sf -F. 
The synonym fa ff (without tt) occurs ; this is Belemcanda 

chinensis, Lam., H. 370, C., 1020, and has nothing to do with the 
classics.] 

59.—Je Chen ; $¢ WE Han tsiang (cooling juice). 
Kuo P‘o :—This plant is now called HE Fi suan tsiang 

ts‘ao (acid juice). In Kiang tung they call it # jt 
ku chen (bitter chen). 

Hine Pine:—The Pen ts‘ao terms it BE WE ts‘u tsiang 
(vinegar juice) T‘ao Hune-xKine states that it is a common 
plant near dwelling-places. The leaves are eaten. The fruit 
is a capsule (bladder) within which is a berry of a yellowish 
red colour, resembling a plum. 

P., XVI, 33, sub. suan tsiang. Lt Sut-cHen states that the 
red fruit is enclosed within a five-angled bladder resembling a 
lantern, This agrees well with the fruit of the winter cherry, 
Physalis Alkekengi, L, a common plant in. Northern China, 
called also teng lung tsao (lantern plant) and hung ku niang 
(red girl). This plant is well figured under the above 
Chinese name suan tsiang in the Ch., XI, 48, and in the 

So moku, U1, 48, | ta 
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E., 160, family RE HE. : 

The figure is a good drawing of Physalis Alkekengi, L. 
S., II, 40, A., XV, 164. 

56.—fi@ J& Kie kou (hou). 3% 38 Kue kuang. 
Kuo P‘o :—This is the 3% BJ] Kae ming. Leaves pointed, 

yellow ; red flowers. The fruit resembles that of the |] oe ae 
Shan chu yi (Cornus). It is also called fa Ling, In 
Kuan si (present Shen si) it has the above name Kie kou. 
Hine Pine :—T‘ao Hune-x1a, in explaining the Pen ts‘ao, — 

states that the plant in question has leaves resembling those _ 
of the #2 BH Kiang tou (Cassia ?). The seeds resemble a— 
horse’s hoof, whence the name Bip 2&-B] Ma ti kite ming. 
The Shuo wen calls it es Ling, the Kuang ya 2 BR ia 
Yang chi chu. In 4 Chu (Hu kuang) they call it  K%, 
in Z Ts‘in it is called Kie kou. 4 

P., XVI, 41, Kae ming. Li Sut-cuen states that there 
are two kinds of Ke ming, one of them is called Ma te 
kite ming (horse’s hoof Kie ming). Its stem is 3 or 4 feet 
high, the leaves (leaflets) are larger than those of the mu su 
(Medicago sativa) ; they are narrow at the base and enlarge 
towards the summit. In daytime they are open, at night — 

they all fold together, two and two. In autumn the flowers, : 
with five petals of a pale yellow, appear. They are followed — 
by long pods resembling those of the {© Kiang tou — 
(Dolichos sinensis). They contain many dark green seeds — resembling a horse’s hoof. The other kind is called 9¢ & 
3 WA Kiang mang kite ming. It resembles the former, but the leaves are pointed, resemble those of Sophora japonica 
and do not fold together at night. Dark yellow flowers, 
small pods like a little finger, small seeds resembling tho 
of Hibiscus abelmoschus, 

The name of the last-described is more commonly writte 
Bit wh Wang kiang nan. Kiu huang, Lill, 22, an 
Ch, XI, 30, The plant figured there is a Cassia. - 
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Peking Wang kiang nan is the Cassia Sophera, L. The 
plants described by Li Sni-cuen under the above names 
are without doubt two species of Cassia, but what Kuo P‘o 
states regarding the Kie ming does not agree. _ 

In the So moku, VIII, 2, Ht WA is Cassia Tora, L., and 3, 
3 il WW Cassia occidentalis, L. ; 

£., 131, family 9t AH. : 
Two different figures, which are taken from S., Il, 3, where 

three can be seen, one of them may be Cassia Tora, L., Sm., 54; 
C., 269 = 1 341, Cassia Sophera, also A , XV, 148. 
The other figure cannot be meant for a leguminosa. 

Z., 179, family 26 jBR fa cannot be the same, its synonym is 

Fal E- <4 tE; determined as Datura alba, N. & E., by Pr.; C., 894, 
* (302); as Datura Metel, L., by A., XV, 164; as Hyoscyamus niger, 
by Sm., 29, 11 5, (also Andromeda, 84). The figure is neither one 
nor the other, nor can it mean a leguminosa. As ig FE HE, 
yellow Azalea is among the synonyms, it may mean Rhododendron 
chinense. 

., 78, 15, has a good figure of 5&¥ ZT FH, a Cassia. 
Fap,, 2060, gives this Chinese name to Senecio japonicus, Schultz. 

57.3  Wui; He HR Sha ts‘iang. 
Kuo P'o :—It is also called & #8 Pai kui (white Blitum, 

see 107). 
Hine Pine refers to the a 9§ Wu 2, mentioned in the 

Pen ts‘ao, about which see 263. 

8 IE Ties Wa Cho ; HE Zt ie According to Sue sen, Sun Yew and Kuo P‘, a Jy DB, 
- i Sourd or melon, which is also figured in the corresponding plate, 

V. infra, 883, Shi king. 

RO PY ‘—This plant grows in low fields, resembles the 
= it Lung si (a rush, v. infra, 455), but is more slender. 
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Its root resembles the end of a finger, is of a black colour, 

and edible. 

Hixe Pine :—The people boil it. 
In the P., XXXIII, 29, the above names are identified 

with the & 3 Wu ya (black taro) which is also called 
Hi Bt 7 li (ground chestnut) and By Mf Pr tsi. The 

latter name at Peking is applied to the black tubers of the 
Scirpus tuberosus, Roxb., (Eleocharis tuberosa) which is 

extensively cultivated all over China. Only the covering 

of the tuber is black ; it is white and mealy inside. A good 
drawing of the plant Ch., XX XI, 39. ; 

Amen. exot., 827, Bh WF Bossai vulgo Quai. Juncus 
aquaticus vradice densa Jibrosa, sobole tuberosa, crebro geniculata, — 
castanearum facie, eduli. Figured Phon zo, LXXVI, 6,7 
S1epoip, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 49, B 3 Kurokuwai, Juncus : 
articulatus, Thbg. (Tuunsere has Scirpus articulatus). Radix — 
edulis, 

£., 114, family Bs We. The figure represents Scirpus tuberosus. — 
A., XV, 10; Sm., 92. Fap., 2028, Scirpus plantagineus, Retz. 

60.—3q Lei; WIE 7: ing tung. 
Kuo P‘o: pe resembles the #— P‘u (rush) but is allege 
Hine Pine :—It is fit for making shoes and twisting cords. 

61.—#% T% ; 3B Tie. 
Kvo P‘o :—It resembles the ## Pai. It is a weed which 

covers the ground. . 
V3 oe 352. Genes, Panicum. 

62.—m) Kou ; 38 Yao. [Comp. 208. ] 
Kuo P‘o hie is [the stem, it seems] as thick as the middle 

finger, empty inside, At the end of the stem is a head 
[of flowers] like that of the a ki (thistle). The young 
plant can be eaten, 
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The Shuo wen says the Yao is a plant with a bitter taste. 
In Kiang nan they eat it to remove flatulence. 

According to P., XV, 47, this is the same as the 7@ 3 K‘u 
or bitter Yao, first mentioned in the Pre lu, and represented 

in Ch., XIV, 6, as a spiny plant (only leaves). 

So moku, XV, 41, 7G 38 Cnicus japonicus, Maxim. Index 

Flore sin., p. 461. 

E., 161, family 7 BR. The figure indicatesa Cnicus. Fap., 640, 

Cn. ovalifolius, Fr. & S. ; 635, Cn. japon. is Jy iil 

E., 45, family J includes a hou of the Rh ya, which v. infra, 152. 

63.—¥i Hiai ; $ #4 Hung hui. [Comp. also 3.] 
Kuo P‘o :—This is a vegetable. . 
Hine Pine :—It resembles the 4E 3 Kiu ts‘ai (Allium 

odorum). In the Pen ts‘ao it is also termed 3% 2% Us‘ai chi. 

V. infra, 360, Allium. 

«OLB Su; HERE Kui jen. 
Kvo P‘o :—The Su is a sort of Jen (oleiferous plant). 

_ Hine Pine :—T‘ao Hune-xine, in explaining the Pen 

__ts'ao, says, the leaves of this plant are of a purple colour 
: underneath and yery fragrant. There is a variety of it with 

= the leaves not purple-coloured and not fragrant. There is 

also a wild species growing in marshes and called 9K #@ 

Shui su (water sui) or $6 HR Ki sw (cock’s su). 
=P, Xive, 94, # Su. Li Sut-cuen distinguishes two 

_ Sorts of Su. One of them, called 3% # Tse‘ su (purple su) 

has a square stem ; ; roundish-pointed, toothed leaves, purple 
on both sides when the plant grows in rich soil, purple 

only underneath when it grows in poor soil. It is very 
fragrant, Young leaves eaten as a vegetable, also pickled 

th plums, They are also used to prepare a beverage. 

Be other kind, with its leaves white on both sides, not 
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fragrant, is called y fig Pai su (white sw) or #& Jen. An 
oil is expressed from its seeds. [But it seems the T'sz‘ su 

also produces an oil]. 
Two distinct labiate plants are figured under the above 

names in the Ch., XXV, 25, the Jen or Pai su, the oil 

yielding, and 27, 29, the Su or Tsz‘ su or purple coloured. 
Amen. exot., 911, #E dsin, vulgo je et fakkuso. Qcimo 

majori affinis ; ex cujus semine Japones celebre oleum jeno 
abra conficiunt. 

Ibidem #§ sso, usitate naraje et sjako gusa. An Ocimum 
majus, Matth. et Tabern. ? 

So moku, XI, 26, #£ Perilla ocimoides, L. Siezowp, Ie 

plant. jap. inedit, VI, same identification. SrepoLp, S 
plant. cecon., 190. Acynos yegoma # FE seminibus exprimitur 

oleum, quo celebrata japonica pluvialia sunt obducta. 

Phon zo, XU, 12, 13, # and So moku, XI, 25, ¥ 
Perilla arguta, Bth. Stesotp, Plant. japon. econ. 18 

Acynos siso, 38H Ocimum erispum, Thbg., variat fo 
purpurascentibus, 

[Flora jap., 248] his O. crispum with K xMprer’s siso or murd- 

sakki [Amen. exot., 784], for this latter is Lithospermu 
erythrorhizon, 8. & Z. [Comp. infra, 142]. eg 

According to Lovretro, Flora cochin., 446, the Tsu 
(Tse su) in Southern China, is Melissa cretica, L. He sa 
. tota planta rubrofusca, mixto odore Pulegii, et cir 
imbuta, Foliis recentibus vescuntur indigens in ace 
This is probably not Melissa eretica. Lourutro’s Dent 
nankinensis, sin. kiam nan tsu su (Tsz* su of Kiang x 
dc., 448, odore et colore Meliss creticz, is, according 
Bentuam, Flora hongk., 276, Perilla ocimoides, var. orispae 
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The labiate plant, cultivated at Peking under the name of 
Su (vulgo sw tsz‘) for the oil expressed from its seeds, is 

_ Perilla ocimoides. This plant has an unpleasant, powerful 
smell. 

According to Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 395 and 
512, P. ocimoides is much cultivated for its oil in Hu pei, 
and is called there Su ma (su hemp). A variety with red 
flowers is Tsz‘ su. 

The 7 ff Shui su, mentioned by a commentator on the 
Rh ya, is likewise a Labiate, but I am not prepared to say 
to what genus it belongs. See P., XIVd, 97. Ch, XXV, 
14, Phon zo, XII, 14. ; 

E., 58, family $f, contains 4 figures and 25 names, 
The first figure, 3 jig, is Perilla ocimoides, L., in Fap., 1 588, 

P. arguta, Bth. The figure for 7K fag» if meant for a Labiate, is 
not a success ; it may be a Scrophularinea or an Acanthacea. The 
figure of # may indicate another Perilla, In Jap, 1589, 
P. ocimoides. 

C., 1199, 1202, 1203. S., X, 15. 

65.—#E Se; Bt BE Yu liao. 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as the # 8 Tse liao (Marsh Polygonum). 

____- Hine Pine refers to the Shi king 3 BE Tu liao [v. infra, 
865] which Mao explains by 9k #& Shui ts‘ao (water-plant). 

_ The drawing in the Rh ya may well be intended for a 
2 P. olygonum. 

a Vl, 78, WK BE Shui liao (Water Polygonum), where 
the sbize names of the Rh ya are given as synonyms. Ch., 

= XIV, 19, Shui liao, Polygonum. 

_ Lovremo, F1. cochin., 295, kuei liao, the Chinese name for 

— Polygonum hydropiper, L.  [v. infra, 366. ] 
_ According to Horr. & Scuuures, 451, 7 BE in Japan 
is Polygonum perfoliatum. Same Chinese name, So moku, — 
a 62, and Phon zo, XX, 3, Polygonum figured, not 
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_ E., 58, family BB. Of the two figures the first called Kk Be 

is not a Polygon, but probably Psilopeganum sinense, Hemsl., 

(Rutacee), 21 names are given, among them also fa, etc., from 

the Rh ya, [v. infra, 102]. The second figure may represent 

P. orientale, — : 

Fap., 1705, P. perfoliatum #L Wy fie; 1695, P. flaccidum, aKa 

66.—% 7%. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

67.— Men ; FR PR Che miao (red blade). 

Kuo P‘o:—It is nowadays called 9K YA HE Chi liang ou 

(red Setaria ttalica). : 
Hine Pine :—The above character men is the same as i 

in the Shi king. [v. infra, 345, Setaria italica.] = 

E., 30, family Z, both the red and white (68) varieties are 
Panicum miliaceum. [v. infra, 341-343.] 

-68.— FE Ki; & TY Pat miao (white blade). 
Kuo P*o :—It is now called fy 3 3 Pai liang su ous 

Setaria italica). 

_V. infra, 346, Setaria italica, 

E., 59, family ics Lactuca; kiisa synonym, 

Z., 137, family HY BR, as a synonym = Rehmannia. 
a 42, family $e ny as a Synonym = Coix acryma. 

69.—fi Ki; ZB Heit shu (black millet). 
~ Kwo P*o quotes the Shi hing. 

Hive Pine :—This is the great black millet used for makin 
the sacrificial spirit 7. 
UV. mynd, 342, Panicum miliaceum. 

— 10.—FB Fou (p' ét). IK (two seeds within one glume 
Kuo P‘o:—This is a kind of fei shu or black m 
distinguished from: the foregoing (by having two seeds 

i one glume).-In the reign of the Han Emperor H 
- (AD. 89-106), in the district of ff ¥% Jen ch‘eng 
Yen chou fu, in Shan tung), such a black double-kern 

ae mie: was ie. ; more — 3 hu of it were aes 
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Hine Pine :—This double-kernelled millet was used in 
olden time for making the spirits offered in the ancestral 
worship of princes, it being regarded as an unusual thing. 

V. infra, 342. 

71.—#R Tu; #8 Tao. 

Kuo P‘o :—Nowadays in iff BY P‘ei kuo (northern part 
of present An hui Province) the people use the term ff (to 
designate Rice). 
© Hine Pine quotes the Shi hing, Li ki, Shuo wen and the 
Tsz‘ lin [8rd century]. The latter states #§% No is the name 
for the $5 #3 Nien tao (glutinous rice) and fj, Keng is the 

_ [common] rice without the glutinous quality. In the Pen 
____ts‘ao these two kinds are called $f 3% keng mi and f§ HK 
P : tao mi, 

The Rh ya makes t‘u and tao to be the same we as does 
_ also the Shuo wen. But tao is nowadays a general term 
_ for rice, whilst tu, according to the dictionary Tsi yan 

: - [11th century] is the same as no or glutinous rice. [v. injra, 
887, 838, about Rice mentioned in the Classics.] The terms 
tao and t‘u occur also in the Shan hai king, #§ 9K tao mi 

and #& 4 tu mé, used for the sacrifices Stfered ‘to the 
mountain spirits. 

£25, family #§. 
P., 22,29. Sm, 185, 

tf Fu; @ 3 K‘iung mao. [Comp. also 51.] 

kind with yellow or white flowers is called 38 3% Ling t‘iao. 

The name ling t‘iao is not found in Chinese botanical 

works, The character ling is a name for the water caltrop, 

‘rapa, and this plant is represented in the corresponding 

figure of the Rh ya. This identification is no doubt 

roneous, K' ‘tung mao is a- 1 magic herb mentioned in the 
$a0. [v. infra, 416.) ES “ 

See note to $1. Calystegia heteracea, 

~ Kvo Po :—That with red flowers is called k*tung; another 
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73.—% Tai; 8 9 Fu sit (poor man’s need). ‘ 
Kuo P‘o:—Cuene Hisan, in commenting upon the Shi 

king, says that this plant (a sedge) can be made into 
rain-cloaks and hats. " 

V. infra, 457, Scirpus. 

E., 107, family jb Cyperus, [v. infra, 97]. 
74.—38 &. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

75.—fi Meng ; BBE Pei mu (mother-of-cowry shell). 
Kuo P*‘o:—The roots are round like small cowry shells 

and white. The leaves and flowers resemble those of the 
HE Kiu (Allium odorum). 

Hine Pine :—This is a medicinal plant. In the Shi king 
its name is written $¢ Meng. The Pen ts‘ao calls it #% 
Kung ts‘ao. T‘so Hune-krne states that it grows by way: 
sides. The root looks like cowries, whence the name. 

V, infra, 423, Fritillaria. 
£129, family B Ht, the three figures are copies from S,. ; 

28, none of them resembling /yitillaria. 

10. Kao ; tk we Ps fou. | 
Kuo P‘o i is now called jf # King Kui, for it re- 

sembles the ui (Althea, Malva). Violet flowers. jf KE 
says that it is a small plant with not many leaves but am 
abundance of flowers. 

V. infra, 369, Malva. 

E., 85, family 38, with 39 names. Of 7 figures, only 3 belong 
to Malvacee, 

fi and tu kui (v. infra, 115] are synonyms, also Aien jung kui (v, infra, 136}, and Chung kui and fan lu [2 inf 
148, 368]. 

7—k A; Ke Ping t‘ai, 
Kvo P‘o :—It is now called XX AZ hao. 
This is Artemisia vulgaris, L, [v. infra, 429.) 
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18.—K Tien ; EE Ting li. 
Kuo P‘o :—Leaves and fruit resemble those of the #f Kie 

(Mustard). Another name is Jj #§ Kou tsi. 
Hine Pine :—The Kuang ya calls it hou tsi. In the Pen 

ts‘ao there are the names Jf Ting li; 4H Tai shi; 
X ii Ta ti. Tao Hune-xine says, the plant is found by 
waysides. Seeds small, yellow, bitter. 

. P., XVI, 51, and Ch., XI, 63, describe and figure under 
: ting li, a cruciferous plant. Tararrov, Catal. med. sin., 56, 

Ting li, Semina Sisymbrit. Four species of Sisymbrium, 
including our common S. Sophia, are known from Northern 
China [See Index Flore sin., 1, 45]. Lourgrro, FI. cochin., 
479, gives Tim li as the Chinese name for Lepidium petreum, 

but according to the Index Flore sin., 41, Louretrro’s plant 
_ is Nasturtium palustre, D.C. 

_ In Japan the above Chinese name, Ting li, is applied to 
several cruciferous plants. Phon zo, XIX, 2, B jis Nastur- — 

— tium palustre, D.C., also Arabis perfoliata, Lam. In Horem. 
_ & Sc, 219, same Chinese name, Draba nemoralis, L. 

: So moku, XII, 4, the same plant 2% RR (bitter ting li). 
oh £., 141, family 38 fi, with three figures of Cruciferae. 
aes Hi of the Zi d¢ is also referred to this. Jaf., 825, Draba nem. 
FF Fu; $4 B Kui mu (devil’s eye). 
i S00-P'o :-—Thore is now in Kiang tung a plant kui mu. 
Its stem resembles that of the $ Ko (Pachyrhizus) ; its 

_ Heaves are orbicular and covered with hairs, the fruit is 

shaped like an ear-ring. It is of a reddish colour. The 
Plant grows in a bushy manner. © ae 
_ The P., XVIII, 5, 31, identifies the kui mu of the Rh ya 
with the & % Pai ying, a climbing plant with 5 lobed 

tomentose leaves ; fruit globular, resembling that of the 
fi % Lung kui (Solanum nigrum), but of a dark red colour. 
The figure of the pai ying in Ch XXII, 18, represents 
* Solanum with lobed leaves. 7 
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So moku, III, 52, — 3¥ Solanum duleamara, L. 
£., 158, family =| af. The figure indicates a twiner, different _ 

from the figure in Rh ya. Fap., 2100, S. dul. 

Fu is also synonym of #7 or Limnanthemum, E., 66. 

80.— RE ; i Bi. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 3 

 81.—F Ao ; BRE Sao la. 4 
Kuo P‘o :—It is now called ¥ ## Fan la, also $F BH 

Kz ch‘ang ts‘ao (chicken bowels herb). : 
Hine Pune :—The Pen ts‘ao says, the fan li is of a bitter 

taste. T‘so Hung-xine states that the. people use it as a — 
vegetable for soup. 4 

P., XXVILI, 6, fan la, a creeping plant. The drawing 
in Ch, IV, 7, s.n., agrees with the figure; So moku, 
VIII, 65, under 4 #8, which is Stellaria neglecta, Weihe. — 

_ But the plant 9 I} #4, is kept apart in P., XXVII, 7, _ 
in Ch., IV, 8, and in the Japanese botanical works. In ; 
the So moku it is Eritrichium pedunculare, A.D.C. : 

 £., 144, family We HE, the figure may be of a Stellaria. 

82.— fife Hj Li nan; 7G 3 Huo to. [Comp. also 143.] va 
In the Shan hai hing this plant is repeatedly mentioned | 

under the name of we it Kou to. Kuo Po explains that 
it is an herbaceous plant of the southern provinces, which — 
grows to the height of more than ten feet, and has large — 
leaves resembling those of the ft Ho (Lotus flower). 48 
pith of the stem is very white. The people of 2 Ling and — 
#@ Kui [Hu nan) cultivate it, It is called yf Kuan, a 
grows like a tree, : ‘ 

| In P., XVIII, 28, the above names, found in 1 
Rh ya and Shan hai king, are referred to the ii et 7 Tui 
#0 mu. Lit Sut-cuzy explains this name, saying that 

_ Pith is obtained by stripping off the rind. 7'ung—to 
through ; t‘o=to peel off, Cuan Ts‘ang-K‘r [first half 

the 8th century] states that the tung t‘o tree grows on t 
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sides of the mountains. The leaves resemble those of the 
HE ik Pi ma (Ricinus communis). The stem contains a 
beautiful light, white pith, which is used by women for 
making fancy articles. Its common name is 9 BS 7” ung 
ts‘ao. Under this latter name Ch., VIII, 64, gives a good 
drawing of the Aralia (Fatsia) papyrifera, (Hooker) the 
9 of which, as is now well known, yields the so-called 
“rice-paper.” This plant was long known as growing 
plentifully in Formosa. [Comp. Kew Journ. Bot., IV 
(1852), p. 53 tt. 1, 2.] Recently Dr. A. Henry discovered 
it also in Hu pei [Chinese Names of Plants, 488, t‘ung ts‘ao ; 

Ind. Florae sin., 341]. E.H. Parker [ China Rev., LX, 327] 
reports that the rice-paper plant, t‘ung ts‘ao, is produced 
in Sung k‘an (Sz ch‘uan, near the Kueichou frontier). 
The pith paper in China is chiefly used for manufacturing 
artificial flowers for women’s hair. Besides this, the Chinese 
painters execute brilliant paintings on it. Aralia papyrifera 
is an herbaceous plant, but it has sometimes a_tree-like 
appearance, 

8 EL Akebia quinata, Decn., and 3% BR AR Futsia horrida, 
— (Smith), are found in Japan. [See Phon zo, XXX, 8, 9, 
and 10, 11.) : 

£., 134, family 5k HR, with two figures, one for Fatsia papyrifera, 

the other a Qganched prickly plant. 
The names given, infra 143, are included here. 

£., 11, family B [v. supra, 51] mentions /i nan of the Ah ya 

aS a Synonym of Calystegia. 
«88 RB: A HZ. Unknown to the Chinese 
_ Commentators. [Comp. énfra, 105 and 361.] 

i P‘ang ; FB FH Vin jen. 
Se P‘o :—It resembles the %# Su (Perilla). The plant 

: is covered with hairs, In Kiang tung it is now called yin jen. 

‘The People gather and pickle it ; they boil it also for food. 
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This plant is not noticed in the Pen ts‘ao kang mu. 

E., 143, family wie JS [v. supra, 45], vin fen occurs as a 

synonym. 

85.—pR Yu; BF Man yi. ; 

Kvo P‘o :—This is a water-plant, also called #f Hien 

yd In Kiang tung they call it yu. a 

P., XVI, 85, and Ch., XIV, 33, consider the yw ‘plant: of 

the Rh ya to be the same as the #§ yu, which ancient authors 

describe as a marsh or water-plant like silk floss ; long leaves 

which are eaten by horses; stem with joints. It has a fetid 

smell, Wiuiams, Dictionary, 1118, thinks that it may bea 

Potamogeton. 

The Shuo wen keeps the two characters yu distinct. 

According to this dictionary #4 is another term for JR (to 
strain spirits) and § (a plant growing by the edge of the 
water). ee 

The stinking plant yu is il ae in the Tso chuan, LL 

[B.C. 655], in an oracular passage, saying :—there is & 

fragrant herb and a noisome one, and ten years: hence the 

noisomeness will continue (— i — 7 -+ 4E fy i H SE): 
Stepoup, Jeon. jap., ined., V1, 9 Phanoides japon 

(Clerodendron). [See also Phon 20, XX, 13.] 
£., 108, family His. The figure seems to indicate a Potamogelat 

Sap., 627, Clerodendron divaricatum, 8. & Z., may caution us not 
to accept Japanese identifications without guarantee from Chinese 

sources, . 

86.—fj Lu; FET s‘u. 
me Po :—A Bisa used for making shoes: 

87. HER Chu fu; ik Yao ch‘e. 
_ Kuo Po:—A trailing plant with small leaves, viol 

_ flowers, edible. The people now call” it oA i 
ey ch'e, 

‘ Kejalta 448, Vien hirsuta 
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a £., 72, family #7] +, with figure of a Vicia. 
The synonym /‘ao, from the Shi king (v. infra, 448]. That this 

term is not mentioned in the Rh ya, while two others are, is a 

proof that the present text of the Shi king is not what it was 
about 300 B.C, There are many more such cases, all specially 
inexplicable by the commentators. 

88.— Hi BR Chiu sui ; $B HE Ku shu. 
Kuo P‘o:—It resembles the -£ j 7'‘u kin (a mushroom) 

and is produced within the $f BX Ku tsao [H]ydropyrum 
latifolium. V. infra, 350]. The people of Kiang tung eat 
it. It is sweet and mucilaginous. 

The corresponding figure of the Rh ya represents a 
mushroom. 

E., 40, family Fie makes the two terms simply synonyms. It 

is possible that the young sprouts of Aydropyrum were con- 
sidered to have the quality of mushrooms. Whether a peculiar 

mushroom grows among #H’s should be ascertained from a 

professional botanist. 
The two terms are from the Rh ya. tik is mentioned in the Zi fi. 

P., 19,17; 23,15. Hk F is mentioned Z., 52, among the =| 
ce or mushrooms. 

BR Te Asin (kh) cht ; EB BE Mi wu. 
oe U0! Pg t—Thiyis.’a fragrant herb with small leaves, 
resembling the ¥ Wei. Hvar Nan-rsz‘ [2nd century B.C.] 

_ Says that it resembles the RE Hk She ch‘uang [an umbelliferous 

Plant, Selinum or Cnidium]. The mi wu is mentioned in 
the Shan hai king. | 
_ Hine Pine :—Another name is Fy BSB Kung k‘iung miao. 
In the Pen ts‘ao it is also called #% 3€ Wei wu and 7 fe 

Kiang li. 'T-s0 Huna-Kine says that the plant resembles - 
the she ch'uang Cv. supra]. i 
a The fragrant plant in question is mentioned in the Li sao. 

Lv. infra, 411, 412, ch‘i and kiang Ui.) _ e- 
——-Z,, 143, family § BE. Both dissyllables are from the Rh ya. 
‘The figure represents an Umbelliferous plant, but without 

flower or fruit, : 
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90.—K Ts‘z ; HB Ri Tsi li. 

Kuo P‘o :—This plant creeps on the ground. It has small 
leaves. The fruit is provided with three prickly horns. | 

This is the Tribulus terrestris, L., and this plant may also : 
be recognised in the corresponding drawing of the Rh ya. 

(Comp. énfra, 427]. 

Z., 14t, family HE HW, with a good figure of Tribulus terr. 
Cy.$4, > Sy 1.385% Po XVE-875 . Swe; 221. 

91.— fet 3B AG ju (na) ; BR Ts‘ie i [stealing clothes]. 
Kvo P‘o:—It resembles the # Kin [ Ginanthe stoloniferd, — 

an umbelliferous plant] and is edible. Seeds hairy, as large — 
as a wheat-grain, two together, opposite; they stick to, 
people’s clothes. 

Hine Pine :—Popular name of the plant § 3 Kui mai 
(devil's wheat). Not mentioned in the Pen ts‘ao hang mu. 

Fip-, §39, Caucalis jap., Houtt., $e BE (=Torilis 1 Gmel., Zudex Fl. S., 337). 

92.—3Z Mao ; WHR Tien ki. 
Kuo P‘o:—A creeping plant w ith small leaves and 

prickles. Another name is Ti HR Shang ki. The Kua 
calls it & I Na mu. 

Not found in the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, 

£., 173, family K Fa RR, Asparagus. Several wild ne 
grow in China. 

The two names, infra, 108, are synonyms. 

93.3 Kuan ; > BH Huan lan. 
Kuo Po :—A creeping plant, the stalks of whieh, ™ 

broken, exude a milky juice ; edible, 
[¥. oes 468, Metaplexis Stauntonii]. 

+» 141, family 3% ue, with a good figure. 
Ff this case huan, the term of the Rh ‘ya, stands first, and in 

fuan, of the Shi hing, below it. 
| 
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94.—3% Tan ; $3 HE Ch‘en fun. 
Kuo P‘o:—It is found in the mountains. The leaves 

resemble those of the 4E Kiu (Allium odorum). Another 
name is #2 ff 7 mu. 

Hine Pixe :—It is a medicinal plant, also called Ay iE 
Chi mu. The Pen ts‘ao gives more than ten synonyms. 
Tao Hune-Kine says it resembles the & jf Ch‘ang p‘u 
(Acorus), and is flexible. 

P., XUa, 39, chi mu, and Ch., VIL, 41, rough drawing. 
- Root used in medicine. TaTaRINoy, Catal. med. sin. 16, 

chi mu, Radix Anemarrhene asphodeloidis. Haxpury, Scient. 
Papers, 259, describes and figures the rhizome of this plant 
beset with rufous hairs. This liliaceous plant is common in 
the Peking mountains. It has long linear lanceolate radical 
leaves. The scape is 3-4 feet high with a long terminal spike 
of small brownish violet flowers. 

| So moku, IT, 14, and Phon zo, V, 20, 21, Al BE Anemar- 
—-vhena asphodeloides, Bge. 

£., 129, family 5] $f. The three very different figures are 
copies from S., II, 27, The first figure is probably intended for 
the same as the first in E., 140, family @ B& (Adenophora), 
where EE is one of the synonyms. One of the figures may 

mean A nemarrhena. 

Fap., 153. C., 136. Sm.,17; but Sm., 57, Chelidonium majus. 

Where in China is Ch. called so ? 
95H Yu; Fy Si. 
Kuo P*o :—It is now called = FR Tse si. 
‘Hive Ping :—The Pen ts‘ao calls it i# i Tse sie, also 

KB Shui sie. Other names R if Ki sie, BAF Mang yi, 
a) i Ku sie. Tao Hung-x1e says :—its leaves are narrow 
and long ; it grows in shallow water, . | 
te P,, XIX, 1, tse sie, a water-plant, 7’se sie is the vulgar 

pane of our common Alisma plantago, which in Northern 

China is frequently seen in water-ditches, The roots produce 
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large tubers, which are used in medicine. Good drawings 
of the plant, sub. 7 }€, are given in the Kiw huang, XLVIL, 5, 
in Ch., XVIU, 1, and in the Japanese So moku, VII, 35. 

E., 140, family # j#. One of the four figures is a good | 
drawing of AZisma pi. 

S., I, 21, has three figures. The figure to P,, 19, 1, agrees with — 
one in £., 140, named /se sie of FR MI. 

Ga 3584. Sm, 7; 

96.—|§ Kin; ERE Lu ho; H A; its fruit is called | 
niu (ch‘ou). 

be 
Kuo P*‘o :—It is now called HE BH Lu tou (deer’s bean). : 
The leayes resemble those of the fH Ta tou (Soja a 

hispida). A climbing plant. Fragrant, yellow root. ia 
Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao says that it has a bitter taste. — 
Pot oe LL, 22, BB Lu ho, also 4S FH Lao tou, a 

climbing leguminous plant, wild-growing, used asa vegetable. 
The small black seeds, which resemble pepper, are edible. 
The Kiu huang, LIL, 15, and Ch., ILI, 45, figure the lu ho 
with trifoliate leaves, 

4 
So moku, XIII, 33, §E HE Rhynchosia volubilis, Lour. 

The. Phon zo, L, 2, 3, applies this Chinese name both to 
Rhynchosia and to Glycine ussuriensis, Rel. : 

Loureiro, Flora cochin, 562, says, regarding Rhynehosia 
volubis :—caulis volubilis, folia ternata, semina nigra nitida. 
Habitat inculta prope Cantonem. Nomen sinicum Chio tau 
(perhaps #% @). ee: #., 37, 9, family H. The figure, like that in P., 27, is not 

with trifoliate leaves. ee 
£., 111, family %, the term /u ho is synonymous with 

(Pachyrrhizus (v, infra, 390)). aa os 97. $65 Hao s $ HS Hou so ; IE BEB; its fruit is called Mi Kuo P‘o:—The hao is mentioned in the Ilia Siao che 
(Calendar of the Hia Dynasty). It is also called ie Ri Sos 

5 _Hiva Pixe :—The Kuang ya calls it so sué and HD 
Ti mao, wield ee 
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The above-quoted passage in the Hia Calendar is JE A 

#2 #8. Doveias translates it:—in the first month fruits 

the Cyperus. The Shuo wen explains the character ji} by 

i, | 
P., XIVb, 58, fh BE So ts‘ao or FH PF Liang fu tsz 

(fragrant tuber).® 

As synonyms are given the names in Rh ya 73 and 97. 

But the author of the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, and before him 

other Chinese authors, confound two distinct cyperaceous 

plants. Rh ya 73 is the so ts‘uo a Scirpus or Cyperus, the 

fibres of which, in ancient times, were made into rain cloaks 

and hats [see also ‘n/ra, 457], but the plant hao [97] seems : 
to denote the hiang fu tsz‘, which is the Cyperus rotundus, L. 
Its fragrant tubers are used in medicine. 

Lovrerro, Flora cochin., 53, Cyperus rotundus, L., sinice 

hiam phu gu. Horrm. & Scu., 192, 193, refer the name 
Bh + only to Cyperus rotundus, and ji} to C. Lria. But 

the Phon zo, 1X, 35, applies both these Chinese names to 

Cyperus rotundus, as does also Ch., XXV, 35. The figure in 

this latter work represents a sedge with oblong tubers. 
oe 107, family jb, the figure is bad, a Cyperus probably 

| hed, intended (7. supra, 73). Jap. 731, 7 Be # Crperacee. 

C., 412. A., XV, 181. [Sm., 81, C. escudentus], under the 

hame fiang fu. Fap., 740, Cyperus rotundus, L., & Mi f.- 

— 98-38 Kuan (huan) > Ff BE Fu li; Hf BH. The upper 

_ Part of the plant is called Ui. [See also 4, where the same 

: Saapen (U4) is applied to an Allium. | 

a :—Nowadays the people of FF Si tang 

> (Western China) call the #f P*u (cat’s-tail, Typha, +. 

i. infra, 375) 'B ii Kuan p‘u, and its head Ui, In Kiang tung 
rea the same plant is called fu li, and by li they understand the 
inner part of the stem, of which mats are woven. | 

et #'u properly denotes the tuberous root of Aconitum. 
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| Hine Pine i J& states that fu Ul’ is another name for 4 

the & if pa? p‘u (white rush). In 4% Ch‘u (Hu kuang) 

it is called 3g jf Auan p‘u and its head is l/, Cuene Héay, 

in commenting upon the Shi king, says:—the #3 kuanisa 

water plant, it grows thickly crowded together, has a round — 
stem. It resembles the fv jij. os 

P., XIV, 14, gives kuan as a synonym for Bit 
pw chi. But this is evidently a mistake, for paz chi is an 
umbelliferous plant [v. infra, 410], whilst suan is a rush 

[v. infra, 455]. 

: E., 68, family Ye. with six figures, apparently all Acorus, except 
the last, which is a Zypha. 31 names are given ; p‘u and huan are 
from the Shi hing. 

P., XIX, 13, with the names Ji and Be yi. 
C., 420, Typha japonica, Miq. = Fap., 2253. 
B,, T. angustifolia, L., Sm., 223, T. Bungeana, Tatar. 

99.— fy Lo; 3 ®@ Fuki. The Lotus, Nelumbium speciosum 
HX Fj its stem is called hia. 
HOHE 3B its leaf is hia. 
HE AR H its lower part is mi. 

Kvo P‘o:—Another name for the ho plant is 3X @. 
yung. In Kiang tung the name ho is usual. Regarding the 
character i mi, Kvo Po says that it is the white rhizome 
(4 #) of the plant which is amongst the mud. 

£., 93, family 3M, witha good figure. 
C., 721-729. Pr., 136, 137:\, Se a30-: SHI, 15. a 
Pr, 219, gives ES ey, for Crossostephium artemisoides, » 

(a Composite). These two characters are also used for Hibise 
mutabilis, L., in Canton Province, or in South China according 
ig gee Z., 93, quotes it as a synonym for Ne/umbium, from 

100.—# E 3 Pe # its flower is han tan. 
HE FE 5M its fruit is lien, 

Kuo P‘0 :—Lien means the Fang, or receptacle. 
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101.—FE HR $B. Its root is ou. 
HE ef fj. The seed is called ti. [Comp. also 191.] 
fj + 3%. The centre of the t is called i. 

Kuo P‘o explains that by ti the seeds inside the lien, or 
receptacle, are meant, and that 7 is the bitter heart (of the 
seed), the cotyledons. 

Hine Pine :—Li Siw says that all the above terms 
(99-101) refer to the 3E 38 fu kt and its stem, leaves, flowers, 
fruit and root. The people in Kiang tung call the flowers 

_ of the ho plant KB fu yung. In Northern China the root 
(ou) is called ho, and the term ho is also applied to the lien or 
receptacle. In Shu (Sz ch‘uan) they call the root jj ‘ia. 

The Rh ya gives under the above names two quite 
exact drawings of Melumbium speciosum. It is also figured 
in Kiu huang, LVIII, 22, Ch., XXXII, 9, and So moku, 

X, 9, 10. Description in P., XXXII, 16. [V. also 
infra 395.) 

102.47 Hung ; #8 & Lung ku; Ht Je H HF that of large 
Size is called kéui, 
VO P4G Php “oomition” unt’ is #L FH Aung ts‘ao, also HE BR lung ku. 

Hine Prive :—Sux sex gives the names hung and #— 
: lung ku. Inthe Shi ki ng it is termed Hf fe yu lung (and Bg liao). 

Hee” 

VY. infra, 426, Polygonum orientale. 
The drawing in the Rh ya agrees. 

£., 58, family B¥, with two figures, of which one is not a 
Polygon. 

S., IT, 38. P., 16, 79, with a good figure, 

- 

: 103.38 Tso , HE EF the fruit of the tsi. 
Kuo Po explains :—the seeds of the ts’ plant. 

_ Hive Piya :—The Pen ts‘ao says the ts¢ is of a sweet taste. 
A soup can be made by boiling the leaves. Mentioned in 
the Shi king, 

_V. infra, 367, Capsella bursa pastoris. 
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104.—f# Fen ; £ f fruit of the Z (si) plant. 
¥ I (s/) is the same as fff ma (hemp). 

Kuo P‘o quotes the Li ki 1 pit 2 44 J, the - 

bears the fen. But this passage is, as Hine Piso corre 

gees the J li. 4 sd 

”, infra, 888, Cannabis sativa, L. = 

E., 38, family Jk, sub-family # Jf. The figure repre 
Sesamum indicum, L. Other sub-families [v. 140 and 388]. 

«105. — 9 Sai; BAR HE Sun wu. 
a Kvo P‘o:—The plant (root) resembles a 2f $B yang 

(sheep's hoof). It (the leaves) can be eaten ; is of a sour taste. 
Hine Pie :—According to Mao, this is the same as the # 

feng of the Shi king [v. infra, 361]. Sun Yun says that 
the sit feng tsung [Rh ya, 83] is also the same. Some com-— 
‘Inentators identify the feng with the #& # man tsing, which 
isa Rape. 

P., XIX, 7, identifies the sa or sun wu with the re 
suan mo, which is a Sorrel, Rumex. [V. infra, 441.] 

£., 160, family 9% Mi, with figure of Rumer. 
One synonym is Mountain Rhubarb, | KK 
E., 69, family i 7, has figures of four éiffere ent plants. The 

"same terms from the Rh ya are enumerated here as in £., 160. 
(106.—J£ Fei ; KOK Si ts‘ar. Z 
Kvo P‘o:—The ji plant grows in low, damp places. 

resembles the i i wu tsing (rape) but has violet flowers 
It is edible, . 

Hine Prxe :—In coe place (50) a Rh ya states | 
Jet is the same as Hj wu. But this is a different plant me 
tioned in the Shi king. 

V. infra, 363, Radish ? 
£., 104, family JE [v. supra, 50]. 
EF isa synonym of #4 #F according to Z., 69. 

Boe Kui; i BL, Chi hien (red Blitum). 
a ae P‘o :—This is a variety of the hien (Blitum) wit 
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fig Pine :—#, 3€ Hien ts‘ai, a vegetable, with ared stem. 

cording to P., XXVIL, 9, B hien is a general name 
for r Several species of Amarantus. At Peking it is applied to 
mavantes Blitum, L. Figured under hien in Kiu huang, 

LVI, 25, and Ch., ILI, 9. 
Ste. Plant. econ. japon., 124, BW, Amarantus oleraceus, L., 

(a) caule folrisque viridibus, (b) caule foliisque purpurascentilus, 

Phon zo, XLVIII, 17-19, B Amarantus mangostanus, qin, 

and same Chinese name applied to Lurolus viridis, Mogq, 

(Amarantus Buitum in Tape. Flora japon, 57). Ibidem, 

20, Ip BH, A. melancholicus, L., also A. oe L, and 
A. tricolor, L., all with purplish foliage. 

So moku, XX, sy. ts, Amarantus melancholicus. Ubidem, | 

23, BP BH Luxolus viridis. 

£., 61, family A. Two figures, one representing an Amaran- 

tus, the other Portulacca oleracea, L. S.,X, 4. A. XV, 106, 168, 

- Ree tricolor, L.; FE A. polygamus, L. W. D., Cheno- 

podium (Spinacia). Sm., 59, Ch. rubrum. 

108.3 BE Ts‘iang mei (mi); BE & men tung. 

Kuo P‘o :—According to the Pen ts‘ao this is the Py x 

men tung or Yq A man tung. 
_ -Hine Pine quotes the Shan hai king. Now the Pen 

ts‘ao writes the name 3K PY 4& tien men tung, also if By 

tien le, BE py 4 mai men tung. In & Ts‘in (Hastern Kansu 

and Shensi) it is called 36 4E yang kiu (sheep’s Allium), in 

#¢ Ts‘ (Northern Shantung) g& 9B ai hiv, in $8 Ch'u 

s (Hukuang) it is 3 4E ma ku (horse’s Allium), in # Yue 

 (Chekiang) it is A  y yang shi. Other names are oR 

yi kia and Be HB ya yi Liang. 
€ commentators of the Rh ya here confound under the 

above names two plants which are kept apart in the Pen ts‘ao 

kang mu, 

ANS 
cultivated at. 

men tung, P., XVIII, a, 47. The plant 

ing under this name is Asparagus lucidus, 
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Lindl. Ch., XXII, 9, figures s.n. a plant with tuberous roots, 

linear leaves (Asparagus). See also Kiu huang, LI, 4. — 

Hansury, Science Papers, 257, describes the tubers of the 

Chinese t‘ien men tung, received from Shanghai, supposing 

that they belong to Louretro’s Méelanthium cochinchinense, — 

Flor. Cochin, 268, tien muen tum. See BENTHAM’s note on — 

this plant in Flora Hongk., 371, sub. Asparagus lucidus. so 

Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 463, Ttien men tung in— 

Hupei is Asparagus lucidus. 

So moku, VII, 7, FR FY & Asparagus lucidus, Lindl. 

The other Men tung is the BE PY 2 Mai men tung. This 

plant, much cultivated at Peking, is the Ophiopogon spicatus, é 

Gawl. It is described mai, 165 good drawings of the . 

plant are found in the Kin huang, LL, 6, and Ch., XI, 10. @ 
Hanpury, Science Papers, 256, figures the tubers of the 

Mai men tung. Amen exot., 823, FY Ophiopogon japonicus. 
Gawl., with figure. So moku, VI, 46, Jv HE BE PY & 
(mai men tung with small leaves) is Oph. japonicus, and, 45 
K KB PY B (the large leaves) is Oph. spicatus. 

It cannot be decided whether the men tung in the Rh yar is 
intended for Asparagus or Ophiopogon. The men —~ is 
repeatedly noticed in the Shan hai king. 

£., 173, family FR FY %, with seven figures, of which five may — 

represent species of Asparagus, the first being a good figure of 
A. lucidus. [V. supra, 92.] 

S., I, 5, represents two kinds. Py., 206. A., XV, 179- 
C., 1301, Asp. filicinus, Ham. ; 1302, also A. Jucidus. 

£., 174, family BE FY <>, with three figures, apparently o 
Ophiopogon. 

S., I, 15. 4., XV, 179, according to LouretRo, Aneilems 
medica, R. Br. ie 

Sm., 17, Aneilema medica ; 162, Ophiopog. jap. ; 194, Scorzoné 
Both names of the Rh ya are heading Z.,173 and #.174- 

109, i 4F z Unknown to the Chinese sonnets 
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110.—P Lo ; BE fe Kuan Chung. 
Kuo P‘o :—Leaves round and pointed. Stem black, covered 

with hairs. It covers the ground; does not die in winter. 
Another name is $€ #2 Kuan ka. The Kuang ya calls it 
A ff Luan tsie. ; 

__ -Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao gives the names § §A Po t‘ou 
KB Hu kian, $e 4% [v. 109], (4 HE Po p'ing, HH 

Yo tsao, \&§ BA Ch‘i t‘ou (owl’s head). T‘ao Hune-Krne 
says, the leaves of this plant resemble those of the Je fim 

_ ta kite (a fern), are covered with hairs, and resemble the head 

of an owl [probably the young unexpanded leaves]. 
Kuan chung is a fern. P., XII b, 18. Root said to be 

poisonous. Ch., VIII, 16, represents under kuan chung, a 
fern with pinnate fronds. 

Phon zo, VI, 3, 4, #¥ H, a fern, according to Francner, 

— Lomaria japonica, Kunze. According to Fauven [A Naturalist 
in the Far East, 11) | the above nies name is applied 
in Shantung to Aspidium faleatum, Hance. Henry, Chinese 

Names of Plants, 199, kuan chung in Hupei a large fern, the 

_ thizome of which is used as a drug, Woodwardia radicans, Sm. 

. — Tbidem, 200, 3% Bf Mao knan chung (hairy kuan chung) 

Onoelea orientalis, Hook., and Nephrodium apc mas, Rich., 7 

_ 0Ur common male fern. 

£., 133, family Ef 3. The figure is a copy of S., IV, 21, and 

Nearer to Aspidium falcatum than toa Woodwardia. ‘The figure 

in P., XII, differs, being dipinnate. 

Fap., 253, gives the name for Asp. falcatum, Sw. 

. C., 647, Woodwardia and perhaps other large Ferns. 

IL 3 Kiin ; 4 3 Niu tsao. 

_ Kvo Po :—It resembles the HE Tsao [v. infra, 401]. The 

ome in Kiang tung call it B }% Ma ts‘ao. 

Vi infra, 401, Potamogeton. 
£., 66, family #, with two figures, ome may be intended for 

. Potamogeton or a Najas, 
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Sm, 129, Laminaria includes one of the names given here as : 
a synonym. It is possible that some Chinese apply the terms to — 

sea-weeds [v. infra, 197] and other water-plants. | 
Fap., 1742, Potamogeton oxyphyllus. Mig., Fy th. [Comp, supra, | 

85.] " 

112. — 38 B Chu shang ; KH FH Ma wei (horse’s tail). 
Kuo P‘o:—The Kuang ya has BB Ma wei or if 

Shang lu. The Pen tsao writes $% Shang. The same name 
is in use in Kuan si (Southern Shensi). In Kiang tung t 
people call it % p& Tung lu. 

Hive Pine :—The Pen ts‘uo gives also the names Bf 
Shang ken, % WR Ye hu, & & Pai ch‘ang. 

In P., XVIla, 8, the Shang lu is described as a plant 
with large, thick leaves, resembling the 46 7% Vin she ( Rumer, 
the root resembles that of the. radish. There are two: 
one with white flowers and a white root, the other with pu 
flowers and purple root. The latter is said to be injurious 
men. The plant is much cultivated in gardens. Roots 
leaves are cooked and eaten, The root is also used in medi 

At Peking Shang lu is Phytolacca acinosa, Roxbg,, W 
is also found in India, According to Roxpuran, in Indi 
leaves are eaten after boiling, as is the ease with Ph. de 
the Pokeweed of N. America, the root of which is é 
and cathartic. . 

; Ch. XXIV, 8, Shang lu, good drawing of P. hyto 
It is represented also in Kiu huang LI, 3. Z 
: Ameen. evot., 828, TA hb sjooriku, vulgo jamma 
( Cumicone). Planta sylvestris radice rapacea eduli ..+ 

a Lapathi, ete. This is Ph, acinosa. So moku, VU, 99; 
Chinese name, PA. acinosa. : 

Z., 131, family Rf BB, with a good figure of Phytolacea. 
The term /y {v. Z hing). 

ne aes adh » 25, with two bad figures, C., 1111, Sm, 17 
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113.— ZF Ping; HE Pring. 

Kuo P‘o :—This is a water-plant, called also #P #4 fou p‘ing 

(floating p‘ing). In Kiang tung it is called }# p‘iao 
The drawing of the RA ya represents duck weed, Lemna. 

LV. infra, 400.] 

E., 67, family #8. The figure, a copy of S., III, 9, is not of 

Lemna, but of Monochoria Korsahkowii, Regl. B., gives ad ji 8 

for Lemna, Azolla. [ Fap., 313, Azolla pinnata, R. Br. 14 iL AL. | 

114.—AE Fg # 4. A larger kind (of the p%n. This is 
Marsilea. [V. infra, 400.] 

_E., 67, family JH, with a good figure of Marsilea. 
Fap., 1499, gives M. guadrifolia, L., with this Chinese name. 

(11S. — 3 Hi; %% HE Tu kui (hare’s mallow). 
Kuo P‘o :—The plant resembles the kui (mallow) but it is 

smaller. In shape the leaves resemble the leaves of the # U2 

(Chenopodium). The plant is covered with hairs. It can be 

eaten, is mucilaginous. 

P., XVI, 28, tu kui. Vague, confused description. “The 

corresponding drawing Ch., LI, 7, seems to refer to a Mallow. 

Horem. & Scuutres, 42, % 3€ Anemone altaica, Fish. The 

sume Chinese name is applied in the Phon zo, XVII, 19, to 

Anemone flaccida, Schm., in the So moku, X, 35, to Eranthis 

keiskii, Franchet, (Ranunculacee). 

E., 85, family J [v. supra, 76]. The figure of fu kui is not 

of a mallow. 

P., XVI, 28, figure indicates a Malva. 

Jap., 882, Evanthis pinnatifida, Max. 

16. FE Kin; 3 HB BE Ch‘u k‘ui (mallow of Ch‘u [Hukuang ]). 

Kuo P* :—Commonly called FE 32 Kin ts‘ai, It is an 

— aquatic vegetable. 
: Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao calls it Ik FF Shui k*in or oe 

Shui ying. Tso Huxa-K1ne states that in the second or third 

month the young leaves are eaten, after cooking, or salted. 

Another kind, which is called 4 FE chu k‘in can be pee raw. 
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Others say that there are two sorts of k‘in, the # FE Ti ko 
which the white root is used, and the 3 Ff Chi ktin, (ved Ki 
of which the stems and leaves are employed for pickles or sal 

V. infra, 870, Cinanthe stolonifera. ils 

E., 65, family Ff. H. 67. Sm., 20, Apium graveolens ; 

Celery, parsley and watercresses, 

117.—f% Tsui ; 45 ZR Niu tui. 
Kuo P’o:—In Kiang tung its common name is niu th 

The plant grows more than a foot high ; it has a square 
long pointed leaves, ears with violet bluish flowers. 

people make an infusion of the plant and drink it. 
Hine Pine :—Cuene Hwan says that this is the % Ch 

the Shi king. [V. infra, 440, Rumex. | 

E., 64, family 7K, figure leaves of Rumzx. 
118.—¥§ Su ; 4 Niu shun (oslip). . 
Kvo P‘o :—The su is mentioned in the Shi king. Mao 

that it is the same as the yt #§ Shui si [v. 95, Alisma plant 
It resembles the # Bf Su tuan. The plant has joint 
inch apart. . 

The su twan is mentioned in P., XV, 45, and the 

is written there $j f. At Peking this name is app 
Dipsacus japonicus, Miq. The drawing in Ch., XI, 33,8 
seems to represent a Dipsacus. Huexry, Chinese Na 
Plants, 164, su tuan in Hupei is Dipsacus asper, Wall 
root of the su tuan, as the name indicates, is said to ha 
power of joining together broken bones. Comp. regar' 
medicinal virtues of this plant Mém. conc. les Chinois, . 

In Japan the Chinese name i Hf is re 7 
album, L. See So moku XI, 11. 
We are left in doubt what the sw, or oxlip Pp 

LV. infra 437. i 3 

a Hic copied f from S., 1, 43. C., 474 Dip. asper 
Lamium album, L., Var. barbatum. Fap., 1226, : ne 

- 
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Sm., 64, Cirsium lanceolatum (probably a Cnicus). 
The two terms are not mentioned in the Rh ya. 

119.—FE PYing ; $8 WF Lai siao. 
Kuo P‘o :—It is now called 3 #§ Lai hao (Artemisia). 

When young the leaves can be eaten. [V. infra, 372, 
Artemisia. | 

E., 104, family FE, without figure. 

120.— $& Lien ; 5& #4 T kino. 
Kvo P‘o :—Another name is 3 2% Lien tiao. According 

to the Pen ts‘uo it is also called i #8 Lien ts‘ao. 

Hine Pine :—Other names for this plant are fj #¢ Lan hua, 
Pi Bk Che ken and #4 Chi. The commentator on the Tang 
Pen ts‘ao states that there are two kinds of this plant, the 

K *H or great kiao and the sr #4 or little k‘iao. The first 
has long, narrow leaves like the Ik BE Shui su (v. 64), beautiful 
yellow flowers, The fruit is a capsule, resembling that of the 

R ch‘un (Cedrela). Ut grows in low, damp_ places. The 
little kiao grows on high mountains. It resembles the former, 
but the leaves and flowers are smaller. 

P., XVI, 65, $f $I Lien kiao. Described as an herbaceous 
plant growing in damp places. Yellow flowers, fruit a capsule, 

resembling the fruit of Cedrela. Ch., XI, 61, sm. bad 
drawing ; 62, Lien k‘iuo, from Hunan and Yiinnan, seems to 

represent a Hypericum. Large yellow flowers. But the drug — 
sold at Peking under the name of len kiao is the capsules 
of a shrub, the Forsythia suspensa, Vahl, Hansury received 

: the same under the Chinese name lien kiao from Shanghai 
[Science Papers, 245]. 

_ Phon zo, X1X, 12, 13, 3g 24{ Hypericum aseyron, L., and 
other species. So moku, XIV, 30, 32, Jv 3 $M UU. erectum, 
a Thbg., and japonicum, Thbg. But in Japan likewise the 
_ ‘hame 3H $4 is applied also to Forsythia suspensa. Kwa wi, 
109. Stezoxp, Zcones. ined., V. : 
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E., 131, family 3 #4, with bad figure. 
S., V, 4, with two figures, both bad, not like Hypericum. 

Sm., 98, C., 719, and Fap., 965, Forsythia suspensa, Vahl. 

Sit., 126, Fusticia ? Tif 1119, Jv 3g Ht Hypericum erectum 

Thbg. 

121.—#% Tse; B He Wu sun. 

Kuo P*o refers to 33, an obscure plant. 

122.—fif§ Fu; HE B Hung mu. 

Kuo P‘o seine names #5 RE Kve li, Fk Ss #8 Ku chen 

ts‘ao. 

Hive Pine :—A trailing plant. 
E., 134, family fi 8B, without figure. 

(123.—9§ Li; Gh HE Man hua. 
Kuo Po Ga te name is 3 3E Meng i 

124.—$8 Ling ; He Pe Ke mei. 
Kvo P‘o :—A water-plant, now called 32 AY. 

Hine Ping :—The 7'sz* lin [third century] says *~* 
people of 48 Ch‘u (Hukuang) call it # Ling. It is edib 

The f # Avo ya [fourth century B.C.] mentions the 

as an edible plant. Its common name is #8 $§ Ling hile. 
This is the water caltrop, Trapa. [V. infra, 397.) _ 

£., 99, family 3, with figures of Zrapa natlans, L., in ainen 

Stages, S., XI, 21. Sm.,221. H., 243-245. a8 

125.—F Wj Ta ki (the great ki) ; JE BE Kea mai. , 
Kuo P‘v:—Other names 2 fi] HE Mai ki tg | 

Kt mai. ; 

Hine Pine :-—A medicinal plant. In the Kuang we 
called $§ Z Ts‘z* wei. Other names in the Pen ts‘ao E 
Kit kit mai, F< WH Ta lan. Ttao Hune-K1ve says :—Co 
by waysides, red flowers. ae 

The first name in Rh ya—Ta kai—properly n 
great Chrysanthemum [comp. tra, 130]. 

P., XVI, 46, Ka mai or FH Shi chu. This latter 
which first appears in the Ji hua pen ts‘ao [tenth 
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denotes the pink, Dianthus. This plant is represented under 
the above names in the Kiw huang, XLVI, 8, and in | 

Ch. XI, 55. Dianthus chinensis, L., and D. superbus, L., 
are common plants in North China. 

So moku, VIII, 20, Yt HE Dianthus superbus, L. 22, A Ff 
D. Seguieri (D. chinensis). 

E., 120, family 4 Pf, with a good figure of Dianthus super- 

bus, L. 

C., 237. Sim., 86, Dianthus Fischeri ( = chinensis, L.). 

Fap., 787, D. chin., Ay Ff, 790, D. sup. BB. 
126.—4f, $8. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

127.— Bf Tsien; ly BR Shan mei (mountain berry). 

Kuo P‘o :—It is now called 7e # Mu mei (tree berry). 
The fruit resembles that of the #% 2 piao (pao) mei [Rubus, 

 v. 190], but is larger. It can be eaten. 

P., XVAIla, ii, $e fy F Haan kou tsz, described as a 
Spiny shrub with red, sour, edible fruit. Identified with the 

tsien of Rh ya. 

_ The plant represented under the above Chinese name in 
Ch, XX, ii, isa Rubus. Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 

848, hiian kou tsz in Hupei, Rubus corchorifolius, L. f. 
~ Amen, exot., 787, %% foo, item moo, vulgo itzingo, Rubus 

Vulgaris fructu nigro. 
a SteBoip, Syn. pl. wcon. jap, 841, RR $j F Rubus palmatus, 

= Thbg. Same identification Phon zo, XXV, 17, 18. , 
ae E., 114, family #& $4 fF, with a bad figure, probably Rubus, 

 - but not corchorifolius. Fap., 1935, R. incisus, Thbg. 

«128. iG He K‘u kin (bitter kin). 3 
P 80n Po :-[t . is now; called HE Kin kui; leaves 
Tesemble those of the willow; small seeds. The plant is 
-Mucilaginous, edible. 
ae Hie Pine :—A wild-growing vegetable, it resembles the 

. Tsti (Houttuynia cordata). It is mentioned in the Li ki 
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and Shi king. From the passages quoted it appears that 
Hrxe Prye identifies the plant in question with the kin 
or violet [e. infra, 371]. But P., XVITb, 50, refers the 
hitter kin of Rh ya to the # BE PG Shi lung ju’, a poisonous 
plant, which according to the drawings sn. Ch, XXIV, 41 
and So moku, X, 55, is Ranunculus sceleratus, L., a comm 
plant in North China. . 

£., 59, family BH. The two figures show no resemblance 
Viola nor to Ranunculus. 

The second figure is a copy of S., II, 33. 
Fap., 1857, has Ran. sceleratus, with the name FA BE PR 

129.—7@ Tan; # FH Shi i (stone clothes). 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as 48 3 Shui tai (water moss), also 

called Fy §% Shi fa (stone hairs). The plant is eaten mm 
Kiang tung. The leaves resemble the %e [Tiai (Allium), b 
are larger. It grows at the bottom of the water. 

Hine Pine :—This is the i HE Hai tsao (seaweed) of 
the Pen ts‘ao. . — 

In P., XXI, i, the above names are referred to the 
MG fi Chi li, called also IK $j Shui mien (water filaments), 
kind of water-moss growing on stones in ditches. See « 
Ch., XVIIL., 10, . 
At Peking shui mien is a Conferva. 

E., 74, family #§ ZB. with a bad figure resembling sea- -weed. 

130.—3H Ku ; % ¥B Chi ts lang. : 
Kuo P‘o :—This is the $k ¥€ ey Tsu hua kit or Cy 

themum, which flowers in autumn. 
Hine Pina quotes the Yue ling. Pen ts‘ao writes 

Ki hua and if #8 Tsie hua. Tao Hune-Kixe says | 
are two kinds of this plant. One of. them, proper! 
called, has a violet stem, is fragrant, and of a sweet t 
The leaves can be boiled into soup. The other kind has 
green stem, is larger, of a bitter taste, not oa 
also called EF Kui, 
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The #4 K@ is the Chrysanthemum sinense, Sab. See P., 
XV, i, Ch., XI, 1, 2, So moku XVIL, 17, 18, 19. 

- Regarding the Av in the Classics, v. infra, 404. 
The corresponding drawing in the Rh ya is Chrysanthemum. 
As to the A‘u ¢ it is noticed in P., XV, 5. It is also 

called BF Yj Ye ka (wild Chrysanthemum). This latter name, 
in So moku, XVII, 22, is applied to Pyrethrum seticuspe. 
Maxim. | 

fi; 87, family Fi, with five figures. 

Ss XII, 45 -A., 88; C.,.227;. Pr. 59, 

— Jap., 1809, Pyrethrum (= Chrysanthemum) indicum, Cass, (L.) 

TF 3. 
131—E Tang; 3 Meng; te HE Nilo; HH Tu sx 

(rabbit’s silk). Comp. also 181. _ 
This is the Dodder, Cuscuta, [v. infra, 450]. This plant is 

also intended in the corresponding drawing of the Rh ya. 

£., 169, family $a. Figure is the same S., I, 9, and 
P., XVII, 1. ‘ 

C., 1382-3, Cuscuta chinensis, Lam. Sym., 87. 

£., 150, family FAS ¥#, without figure, repeats all the names of 

£., 169, but includes #4 _E ZF 4E, a parasite on pine trees. 

— Fap., 721, Cuscuta japonica, Chois. 

132, 4%. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

oa 133, Kwai ; ik Ze K ‘ite p‘en. | 
Keo P‘o:—Same as the 35% Fu p‘en. The fruit re- 

sembles the #% Mei, but is smaller. It is eaten. , 
a Hixe Ping :—Other names found in the Pen ts‘ao are 

re x Y Peng lei, tu Ling lei, Re ¥ Yin lei. The name of 
* the fruit is i BF Fu pten tsz’. An author of the T‘ang 

: Period says that in a rich soil. the plant produces large, 
_ SWeet berries, but in a poor soil the fruit is small and sour. 
Under the above names, given as synonyms, Hixe Pixe 
— confounds several species of Rubus, kept distinct in the 
Pen ts‘ao kang mu. 
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P. XVIIla, 9, BAF Fu pen tsz‘, described as an 
edible, red fruit, juicy, sweet and sour. Ch., XXV, 11, 12, 

figures under this name a Rubus or raspberry. HEvRyY, 
Chinese Names of Plants, 346, gives it as the Chinese name 
in Hupei for Rubus coreanus, Miq. 

Phon zo, XXV, 11-12, # % FF, various species of Rabu, 
R. Tokkura, Sieb., FR. sorbifolius, Maxim., R. Ti inclena 
S. &. Z., R. pungens, Camb, 

Another Rubus is noticed in P., XXIla, 7, viel i 
name of 3€ &% Preng lei. Mh gurdinp this see infra, 436. 

E., 114, family Fe BF. Figure of Rubus. 

S., XI, 20; C., 335. Sm, 115, 188, R. ideus (quotes TATARF 
Now for Humulus lupulina). 

A., XV, 149, Fragaria vesca, Lour., also F. e/atior, Eh. 

E., 143, family 4 HS. Figure of another Rubus. [V. infra, 190 
This is said to be the name for he root. 

134.—9R Ki; % BH Kin ts‘ao. | 
Kuo P‘o :—This is the & A Wu tou (black head, or, 

perhaps, crow’s head). In Kiang tung it is called hin. 
[V. infra, 371, Viola.] P., XVI, 68, however, refers 

the kin ts‘ao of the Rh ya to the $f 3% So t*iao of the Pie h 
a plant vaguely described there. The Kuang ya explains 
character #% by 44. According to Henry, Chinese M wie 
of Plants, 80, so ttiao is Sambucus chinensis, Lindl. © 
XI, 75. Same Chinese name in Japan applied to Sam 
Thunbergiana, Bl. See Phon zo, XIX, 15. 

£., 128, family — $A, for the figure referred to 2, 
family Pf FF. P, XVII, 44, which is Aconitum Fischeri, Re 
according to C., 843. “S., IV, 2, has three figures, two are ©] 

£., 127, and one in £., 147, family HJ Fi, where five names 
mentioned. The — may mean Sambucus. 

135.—i HH. Unknown to the Chinese commenti : aie 

136, —Fy Kien; 3% Jung kui opie of the: we’ 

pephariene 
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Kuo P‘o :—It is now called 3) 3€ Shu k‘wi (mallow from 
Sz‘ch‘uan). Its flowers resemble those of the A FE Mu kin 
(Hibiscus syriacus). 

Hine Ping:—The characters 7% and 4} have the same 
meaning (designate the same country). 

Shu kui is the common name for Althea rosed, Uav., 
a common Chinese garden plant. ., XVI, 26. Good 
drawings in the 2 ya, and in Ch., LLL, 5, So moku, XI, 58, 
% 3 Althea rosea. ; 

£., 85, family cB 3 [v. supra, 76, 85]. ; 
There are 39 names enumerated, among them 7 from the X/ ya. 

Jap., 124. Sm., 10. [Comp., 113, Hibiscus rosa sinensis, L., 
Which is found in £., 295, family KK &, synonym th &. 
P., XXXVI, 65.] 

137.98 Ki; Hy FE Kou tu (dog’s poison). 
Kuo P‘o :—Fan Kuane states :—There is a popular pro- 

verbial saying, “as bitter as the ki? : 
£., 108, family til [v. 8, 62, 159, 208] Cynaroider. 

(188.—3 Jk HE. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

«1B Fu; Be Tao keng. 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as We FE Siian fu. Tt resembles the 
ki (Aster or Chrysanthemum). 

___ Hine Piye :—Other names found in the Pen ts‘ao are 

RH Lai shen, & iif BE Kin fei ts‘ao, BR HE Sheng shen. 
: T‘ao Hunw-kine says :—It grows by waysides in low, damp — 
Places ; resembles the ki hua (Chrysanthemum). — . 
PS XV, 85, Saan fu hua, a composite plant with yellow 
flowers described. The drawings s.n. Kiu huang, XLVI, 16, 
_ and Ch., XI, 68, represent an Inula. So moku, XVI, 5, 

3 Te # Inula japonica, Thbg. This is a common plant in 
North China, — 

: E., 120, family > $8 FE. 
C., 475, Inula Britannica, L. Index Fl. S., 428. 
Sm., 119. Fap., 1150. 
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140.—2¢ Tsz‘ ; flit 2 Ma mu (mother of hemp). 
Kuo P*o :—Ripe seeds of the Et Wi Vsti ma (female h i 

plant). This is the seed of the common hemp Cannabis 
sativa, L.~ In P., XXII, ii, it is described under he 
name of J fit Ta ma (great hemp). Ch., I, 3, under t 
same name, a good drawing of the plant. Also Aju hua 
LVII, ii. So moku, XX, 52, Ke Wi Cannabis sativa. 

E., 39, family Joh, sub-family Je Jif, figure Cannabis sation 
The two names from the Rh ya are not there. Swt., 26, 50, 6. 

141.—[4y Cho ; [v. supra 58] JU BE Kin y ye (nine leaves) 
Kuo P‘o:—There is now in Kiang tung a plant call 

Hi. H Wu ye (five leaves). 

142.—i Mo (miao) ; PE BX Ts‘z ts‘n0. 
Kvo P‘o:—A plant used in dyeing a purple | 

Kuang ya calls it $6 FE Ts‘z lei. 
- Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao has the name % Ft Ts 8 
The Ts‘z ts‘ao is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hat 

The name is now written 3% ¥% 7's‘z ts‘ao (purple h 
P., XILb, 39, states that this plant has a purple flower an 
purple root, used in dyeing. This is the Lithosp 
erythrorhizon, 8. &. Z., much employed in China as 
The plant is figured under the above Chinese name in 
VII, 46. See also Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 

— Amun exot., 784, 3E BF Siso, i.é., purpura, vulgo m 
nobilis. Herba pedalis radice ...... ab infectoribus ad 
dum sericum expetita. Tauxperg, in his Flora japonica 
refers Ka&MPFER’S  siso, erroneously, to Ocimum | 
[v. supra, 64], Kamprer means, no doubt, Lithos, 
erythrorhizon, SIEBOLD, Syn. pl. cecon., 191, Lit f 
murasakki, 

- -£B., 159, family 4 #. The two figures are comme from 
36. One is probably meant for Lithospermum, the other 
Amaryllidea, 
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C., 1420, 1414. A., XV, 163, Anchusa officinalis; L., (acc. to 
LourREIRo). . 

Fap., 1307, L. erythrorhizon, S. & Z., (Var. of officinale, L.). 

143.—#§ RR I shang; G& WE Huo to. 

Kuo P‘o :—Same as fit FH [v. supra, 82, Aralia popyrifera]. 

144.—H Chi; BE PR Huang chu. 
Kvo P‘o :—The chi plant has leaves which resemble those 

of the suan tsiang (Physalis, v. supra, 55). Small white 
flowers, yellow in the centre. In Kiangtung they salt and 
pickle it. 

The cht is noticed in PP. 33, sub suan tsiang 

(Physalis). The plant is mentioned in the Ku kin chu 
[4th century | under the name of 4 i Ku chi. It seems 

< to be a species of Physalis. In the So moku, ULL, 45, 74 Hk 
a is Physalis angulata, L. 

E., 64, family HE. The figure represents Houstuynia cordata, 
Phbe: P., XXVII, 24. , 

Se ts Jap, 1099. Fap., —) Physalis angulata, L., eB 

145, —F8 I Kie che ; 2 Bd KG yi. 

_ Kuo Po :—A faseaat plant mentioned in the Li sao 
fe — 419]. at 

: 146 FB Ketian ; # HE Huang hua (yellow doves 
Ko 16-— If is now called 46 3: Hit Niu yin ts‘ao. It has 
yellow flowers ; the leaves resemble those of the i te Mu. id 
(Medicago sativa). 

- Hine Pine quotes the Shuo wen, where it is stated that the 
= Yin plant resembles the HW Mu su (Medicago) and 
that according to the Huai nan tsz‘ it dies and then i 
again, Mentioned j in the Li ki. Yr. hi fra, 409, 

_ -&.,, 108, family 38. The figure bad, Melilotus? 
ad %P-, 1957, Ruta graveolens, L. 
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147.—8R Wei (mi) ; $F B Chun ts‘ao. a 

Kuo P‘o:—According to the Pen ts‘ao, this is the ¢§ Rm 
Mang ts‘ao. i 

Hine Pine :—T‘ao Hune-kine says its popular name is 
fej Bi Wang ts‘ao, 

V. infra, 464. 
Le E., 111, family ff, without figure. 

The names of infra, 151, are also found here. 

E., 110, family #f BE. Figure insufficient. r 
E£., 157, family &y #%. Figure apparently of Asclepiadea, Fhe 

2330, Vincetoxicum atratum, M. & Decn. The same names ue 

found here as in the Rh ya. 

148.—28 ¥ Chung kui ; ie ge Fun lu. 
Kvo Po :—This is the R §® Chéeng lu. A great (long ?) 

stem, small leaves, violet and yellow flowers. a 
P., XXVII, 23, %& ¥% Lo kui, The aboye names given 

as synonyms. The plant is also called HE JE BE Ven chi ts 
(cosmetic vegetable), It is a trailing pot herb, with glabrous 

succulent leaves, resembling in shape those of the apricot 
tree; small purple flowers in spikes, followed by black 
“globular fruits resembling those of the ww wei [see the next} 
Women use the purple juice of the berries to paint their faces 

oo This description does not correspond to the plant intended 
“e in Kvo P‘o’s commentary, The lo k'ui of the Pen ts 
Kang mu, is Basella rubra, L, Tt is well figured im 
Chey IV, 6. At Peking it is cultivated under the popul® 

co name Jj If E Yen chi tou (cosmetic pea), for the purp! 
. juice of the black berries is used as a cosmetic, — So moku, I, 10, % # Basella rubra, 1. — 

one 2., 85, family ¥ [v. supra, 136]. The figure for BK = ae apparently Basella rubra, L. Fap., 323. eae 

- iy NOK Wei; SE HH Chi chin, (Comp. also 240]. 
. _ Koo Ps 0 :—Same as the BK Wu wei. A climbing Fruits at the end of the stem, | 
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Hine Pixe:—Other names found in the Pen ts‘ao are 
RK Nui ki; FR Hum ki. An author of the T'ang 
dynasty says :—The flesh of the fruit is sweet and acid, the 
Kernels (seeds) are bitter and acrid; the whole has a saline 
taste, whence the name wu wei (five tastes). The fruit 
Tesembles that of the lo k‘ui (Basella), it is of the size of a 
cherry. The leaves resemble those of the apricot tree. 

P., XVI lla, 4, Fi. oR Ff Wu wei tse‘, also YM Haan ki. 
The ancient authors describe it as a plant with a red stem, 
climbing on trees ; leaves roundish, pointed ; yellowish white 
- flowers ; fruit of the size of a pea, used in medicine; it 
contains two kernels (seeds) which resemble pig’s kidneys 

‘Imshape. This is the Schizandra chinensis, Baill., a common 
climbing shrub in North China. Its berries are known in 

the apothecaries’ shops as wu wei tsz. They have the 
‘ame name in Hupei. See Henry, lc., 527. See drawing 
Ok, XX, 5. 

Ameen, ewot., 476, sub. F R, with figure, Kadsura japonica, 
L, a Japanese plant, allied to Schizandra, Stes. & Zvcc., 
#lora japon., 1, 40, tab. 76, Kadsura japonica, Chinese name 
WHR (southern wu wei), and Stesoip, Icon. japon. 
nedit.. 1, we find the name 4E Fi WH (northern wu wet) 
applied to Schizandra chinensis, Comp. also Phon zo, XXV, 
a 6, Hi Uk F Schizandra chinensis and Sch. nigra, The 

first is said there to be a Corean plant. ie hae 
__ £, 170, family Th i F. The two figures are taken from 
Tyee Il, 5, where three can be seen. oe 
Pr » 237, Antidesma Bunius, Spr. 

“a C, 1477, Schizandra chinensis, Baill. Fap., 2011. 
Sm. 126, Kadsura (chin.) japonica, L. Jap. 1209. 
10.— $e Tu; 3 HW Wei ye. [Comp. 19.] a 
K Pro refers to the Shi hing, #& BE [v. infra, 365). 

8 Huang 5 Bg Shou ttien (guardian of the fields). 
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Kuo P‘o:—It resembles the 3 2 -- Yen mas tsz : 

{swallow wheat, v. 32] and the f% ff HK Tiao hu ‘tie Bis : 
grows in abandoned fields; is edible. Another name is Sf 3 
Shou ki. | | : 

Hina Pine :—Tiao hu mi is the same as tk Ku (Hydro-- 

pyrun, v. infra, 350}. Z 
P., XXILl, 16, identifies this Sani of the Rh ya with the — 

BW EX (the first character to be pronounced xj Kang), a 
plant mentioned in the Pen ts‘ao shi i [8th century], asa 
plant growing in inundated fields, and resembling wheat, but 
smaller. It ripens (the grains) in the fourth month and can 
be eaten. The Rh ya 2 writes the name of this plant ia 
Wang and identifies it with the huang or shou t‘ien of th a 
Rh ya. (Comp. K.D.]. It is not to be confounded with : 
the jij Ei Kang ts‘ao noticed in the Shan hai king as a plant — 
with leaves like the mallow—red stem, white flowers. Frui 

resembles the wild grape ; it is said, when eaten, to remove 
_ stupidity. 

The fq # figured in the Phon zo, XLII, 2, seems to be 
Beckmannia eruceformis, Host., [also Jap., 336). 

V., supra, 147. 

152.—$] Kou ; WEA Kui ku. Ae 
Kvo Po: Sem as the $i] #Y Kou lou or JE IK Wang 

kua, The fruit resembles that of the [J J& Cho kua [v. 58), 
1s of a red colour and of a bitter taste. 

Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao calls it = BK Wang kua, also 
En Tu kua. T‘so Huno-xing says, the ttu kua grows 
(climbs) on fences ; it has a red globular fruit and a large root. An author of the T+ ang dynasty says that it is 

- climbing plant with leaves resembling those of the Kua low 
: _(Trichosanthes), but not lobed, Fruit resembles that of t 
BAF Chi tse (Gardenia) ; it is at first green, but red wi 
‘Tipe; no angles. The root resembles that of the & 
: a (Pe — but is smaller and mealy, 
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See infra, 386, Thladiantha dubia, Bge., and supra, 34. 
£., 45, family E IR. 

Siap., 2224, Trichosanthes cucumeroides, Ser. 

153.— EE Wang ; BB Hi Sheng che. 
_ Kvo P‘o:—It is more than ten feet long; can be made 
into cordage. . 

154.— Rj #% %%. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

— 155.—-FE Kuo ; A=" BE Wau kial. 

ce Kvo P*‘o :—This is the B HL Wu p‘a. Its fruit resembles 

the #2 fy P*a ch'i. Tt affords a black dye. 
Hine Pixe :—Popular name ff #8 Lang p‘a. 
P., XVI, 62, IE #8 FE Lang pa ts‘ao. It is described by 

the ancient authors as a plant resembling the §% €f Kui chen 

(devil’s necdle, Bidens), the fruit having forked needles. 
Tt is used in dyeing black. Ch. XIV, 39. The figure is 
rough, does not resemble Bidens. But in the So moku, 

XV, 58, Hi JE BE is Bidens tripartita, L. : 

., 126, family fi} FE. The figure, if meant for Bidens, is bad, 
in P. not better. Fap., 347, B. tripartita.—346, B. pilosa, L., is 
5 Sik FE. ie 

156.—} Tu; + BG Zulu Ms, 
Kuo P‘o :—This is the same as the # 48 Tu heng. It 

Fesembles the 3¥ K‘ui (Malva) ; is fragrant. | 
Hine Pine :—The T'ang Pen ts‘ao says :—The leaves of 

: the tw heng resemble in shape a horse’s hoof, whence the 
“fame §G Bi % Ma ti hiang (horse's hoof fragrance). It 
_ Stows in the mountains, in damp places. The root resembles 
e that of the A HE Si sin (Asarum, v. infra, 414). ae 

The tu heng is mentioned in the Shan hat king. — Kuo Po 
— €xplains there that it is a’ fragrant plant; horses fed on 

it travel fast. : | ae 
V. infra, 414, Asarum, | 
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E., 148, family #E #j The two figures have no resemblance 
to Asarum. The figure to P., XIII, 54, differs from them. 

B. Ligularia Kempferi, S. & Z.= Senecio, K. Dl., unlikely. 
Fap., 235, Asarum Blumei, Duch. 

157.—fF Hi; J $k Hui ch‘wang (serpent’s bed). 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as BE YK She ch‘uang and FB tk Ma 

ch‘uang, according to the Kuang ya. In the Pen ts‘ao we 
find, besides the above-mentioned, the names hE HR She mi, 
BG Sz i, i FE Sheng tu, FE BE Tsao ki, je Be Ts‘iang 
me. : 
P., X1Va, 10, Ek FE She ch‘uang ts‘z. Described as a 

fragrant umbelliferous plant, the seeds of which are used in 
medicine. The Kiu huang, XLVI, 21, and the Ch., XXV, 
4, figure under the above name an umbelliferous plant. 
According to TatariNov, Catal. med. sin., 52, She chiuang — 

itt are the seeds of a Cnidium ; from Hanpury’s investiga- 
wong (Science Papers, 233), it appears that they belong to 
Cnidium Monnieri, Cuss., (Selinum Monnieri, L.). This is a 
common plant all over China. [See Index Florae sin., 333]. 
It has not been recorded from Japan. 

(£., 167, 
nature, 

family RE Wk; with a good figure, apparently from 

i - I,7. A. XV, 154. C., 1114, Sm., 67. 
158. %%. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

9H Ol fu Be Ki 
| V. supra, 8. 

= : 3 oe nt hi; BPR Ko tung. *  ___AUO Fo :—This is the "6 ; , ; 
: Water ee is the Fe YK K‘uan tung. Purple flowers. 

: ; gi ‘In the Pen ts‘ao we find also the names 

Dex. "letee eB Lu st. Tao Hune-xrxe says. its 

mE SSemble the ka (Aster and Chrysanthemum). 
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P., XVI, 38, RR FE Kuan tung hua. Described as a 

plant which flowers in the twelfth month while the ground 

is still frozen. Its yellow flowers shoot forth from the roots,, 

and are used in medicine. 

The plant represented under the above name in CA., ».4 F 

44, resembles Tussilago farfara, L. The Kiu huang, XLVI, 

5, figures only the leaves. Loureiro, Flora cochin., 614, 

Tussilago farfara, Chinese koan tum hoa, TATARINOY, Catal. 

med. sin, 27, K*uan tung hoa, Flores Farfare. The Index 

Flore sin., however, does not mention this plant; nor has 

it been gathered in Japan. There is in Japan a plant 

allied to it, the Petasites japonicus, Miq., and to this the 

Chinese name Se 4 7 is applied there. See So moku, 

mii, 25, 26. This plant is also known from Central 

China. See also Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 124. 

£., 119, family BR “>, good figure, but ‘Only radical leaves of 

a Senecionidea. 

S., III, 21, has two figures, one probably Gerbera Anandria, Sch. 

Bip., the other a widely separated plant. 

C., 650. A., XV, 159. Tussilago Farfara, L., and Pelasites 

Japonicus, Miq., (in Japan). oes 

A., XV, 160, Anandria Bellidiastrum, D. ic ( = Gerbera An), 

Fap. + 1593, Petasites jap., Mig. 

161. —Hp ji Chung k*ui ; i] Kiin. 
_ The drawing in the Rh ya represents a mushroom. a 

~ Kuo P‘o:—Same as fh YB 77 sin. It resembles the #3 

Kai. In Kiang tung it is called £ a Tu iin or Ha Bf 
oe Kui chu, 

. £., 52, family Ean Three figures and 45 names. 

All Fungi known to the Chinese are grouped under the three 

headings 3 Z., 48-51, BY 52, and KF also 5 ‘There are 

66, 45 and 26 names enumerated, total 137. # tye 

 :162.—)Jv % FR. The smaller kind is called hain. lio 

Hine Pina explains that the large kind [161] is called 

; ~~ ies whilst the moat one ieahs is ae es iin. The 

of 
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kiin grows on trees. The Shuo wen explains #% Sin by 3 

Sang rh (mushrooms on the mulberry tree). There is also 

.a mushroom called $i % 77 sin or Hy PA 70 hin. 

All the above names [161, 162] refer to mushrooms, 

probably species of Agaricus. See P., XXVIII, 32. 

In 1877, I forwarded to the Botanic Garden, St. PETERS- 

BURG, a collection of the dried mushrooms sold in the Peking 
- markets. They have been examined by Messrs. KALCHBREN- 

ner and Tatmey (Vienna) and proved to belong, for the 
greater part, to the genus Agaricus. The 9 #¥ Liang sin, 

or fragrant s/n, a large mushroom, was found to be new and 
has been named A. Bretschneideri. 

The ¥ is mentioned in the Aman. evot., 832, tan vulgo 
taki, Fungus vulgaris, esculentus, albidus, etc. THUNBERG, 
Flora japon., 347, refers it to Agaricus. 

Agaricus deliciosus, L., v. A., AV,4184, 

163.—3 7p #. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

164. — 2B OT tao ; BE Ling tiao. : 
Kvo Po :—It is also called BE A Ling shi in the Pen ts‘ao. 

E., 106, family :-# Good figure of Zzcoma grandifiora, Delaun. 
 Fap., 2081, oe Be is among the synonyms. SF 
S,, XI, 30. C., 733, Gt HE and 3% TE HE. Pr, 246. A., XV, 165. Sm., 38. 

— *:165.— RE “ that with yellow flowers is called piao. 
BE that with white flowers is called p'et (po): 

Kvo P%o :—Tiao flowers, variously coloured. 
Hina Ping (referring to 164 and 165), the tao with 

‘Yellow flowers is piao, that with white flowers pret (po) 7 
= Mentioned in the Shi king. Cuexe Hiian, in his commentary, 
= Says the ling t‘ao has purple flowers. 
: : . V. infra, 448, Bignonia grandi ra. 
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The above name $& 3% Ling t‘iao is given in the Pen ts‘ao 

king as a synonym for 38 #& Ts‘z wei. P., XVIIIa, 29, 

ts*z wet, also ling tao and BE ZF Ling siao. The ancient 
authors describe it as a plant, wild in the mountains and 

cultivated, climbing on trees ; serrate leaves ; flowers of the 

size of the flowers of the # 4h Kien niu (Pharbitis) as 

large as a cup, orange coloured, dotted ; the fruit is a pod . 

ag inches long; the seeds resemble the fruit of the elm 
(winged). 

Ling siao at Peking is the name for Tecoma (Bignonia) 

grandiflora, Del., with which the above description agrees. 
The flowers are much used asa medicine. Ch. XXIL, 25, 

good drawing. 

Amen. exot., 856, BE 8, vjotsio is Bignonia grandiflora, 

the same figured in Banks’ Icones Kempferi, tab. 21. The 

same plant is represented in the Phon zo, XXVI, 18, 19, 

sub 3% I cannot account for the name ts‘z wei (purple 

wel)’ given to the plant, nor for the white flowered ling 
Hao of the Rh ya. Bignonia grandiflora has orange coloured 
. 

166.—2E Ht Mei tsung ; JK AB Shui sheng. 
-Kvo P‘o :—It grows in water, whence the name. 

| 167. —ft Wei; HB i Ch‘ui shui (drooping to the water). 

Kvo P‘o; wale grows by the edge of the water, whence the 

Tame, P., XXVII, 26, Vicia. [V. infra, 378.] 

£., 63, family ik. Good figure of a Vicia. 

168. — jE Pi; lj fi Shan ma (mountain hemp). 

Kuo Po Bene as the common cultivated ma or hemp, 

: but ' Browing wild in the mountains. 

: E., 39, p. 17, family Hf. The figure indicates perkars an 
_Unrtica. (V. infra, 388.) eas 

7 The Kuang ya writes this name JE BE ave! wei. 
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169.—3#§ Mang; & fj Shu tste (many joints). 

Kuo P‘o:—A kind of 7f Chu or bamboo with its joints 

close together. - ! 

E., 186-196, family 7/f, with a good figure of Bamboo. 

Many local names taken from geographical works are mentioned 

in Z., 189, p. 11-17. i 

170.—k #&% Tsao chi (peach tree branch). [4 wf A Hi 
(the joints four inches apart). A Bamboo. 
Kuo P‘o:—A distance of four inches between the joints. 

(Comp. infra, 456.] 

171.—BK Lin; BE of (solid centre). 
Kvo P'o :—A bamboo with a solid centre (not hollow). 

172,—8§ Min ; BE fa Tw chung. 
Kuo P‘o :—Bamboo with a hollow stem. 

173.—fft $ Chung wu; 8 Kang. 
Kuo P‘o :—A kind of bamboo. 

 VA-S Tai; & Wj Tsien meng (sprouts of the tsien 

Kuo P'o:—A. kind of #j Sun (bamboo sprout). The 
Chou Ui quoted, [V. infra, 374.) 

a3 Siao ; Be Tsien (Bamboo. See also above, 42, 43). 
| Hive Prvc (referring to 169-174) :—The above names ref 
ees various kinds of bamboos, with their joints close togethe 
or far apart. The #% Siao is mentioned in the Shu king: 

. According to Caene Hiian and K‘ung Aw xvo the pk 
Was used for making mats, 

ie 

5H Ee i. BE. All unknown to the Chine 
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163 Tu (Tu); KR HE Fu wang. 
Kuo P‘o:—The tu plant grows on the shore of the sea. 

It resembles the #4 pj Kuan lin. Now the people of #& 
Yiieh in the south use it for making mats, 

The Shuo wen says that lin is a sort of kuan (rush, v. 16), 
Amen. exot., 900, jy Azn, vulgo Sickiso. Juncus sativus, 

prelongus, levis, tenuis, tensus, in agris paludosis in modum 
— orizze colendus, ex quo, irrigationibus et insolatione dealbato, 

texuntur nitidissimi tapetes, quibus duplicatis et gluma 
fartis sternuntur pavimenta, THunpera, Flora jap., 145, 

identifies this with Juncus effusus, L. Stepoup, Syn, pl. 
— weon. Jap., 47, jij, also HE IP) FE Teng sin ts‘ao, Juncus effusus, 

L. Pro tapetibus, pileis, velis. Ibidem, 48, 3¢ 3E Juncus 
lu kiu wi. Preecedentis usus. See drawing in Phon zo, 
My Ul, 14, under the same Chinese name, which Horr. & 
SCHULTES, 193, give as one of the names for Cyperus rotundus, 
L. Perhaps one of the above names refers to Cyperus 
tegetiformis, [V. infra, 455.] 

£., 134, family Fe FE, without figure and only the two names 
from the Rh va. Fap., 1200, Funcus communis, E. Mey., var. effusus 

EB. 
«LE KG; F WY Viie rh. te, hee A 
= Bv0 P'o This is the 32 IF 7Ts‘z ki. It resembles the 

Kae (a fern, Pteris aquilina) and ean be eaten. 
Ch, VI, 34, hie. ki or tst2 ii, figures a fern which looks 
like Botrychium daucifolium, Wall. 
ae. 65; family ®R- The figure is a copy of S:, X, 25, and has 

no resemblance with a fern. P., XXVII, 25, has a good figure. 
A, ot. Fap., 1794. Se ae : 
178, Chen; FB # Ma lan (horse’s indigo blue). 

. Kuo P‘o :—It is now called K #¥ % BE Ta ye tung lan, 
(winter indigo with large leaves). sae: “ 
Hina Prva :—This is the WE tien (Indigo). : 

it cannot be decided to which of the Chinese tinctorial 
plants furnishing a blue colouring matter [v. infra, 392] the 
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Ma lan is to be referred. The ancient Chinese commentators 

quoted in P., XVI, 74, article lan, are in contradiction as 

to the identification. 

E., 105, family 8. Figure probably of Polygonum tinctorium, 

Lour. 

A., XV, 125, 169. Sw.,116. Fap., 1717. 

179.—#k ¥ Jz FE. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

180.—"* Hu; $4 # 7% huang (earth yellow). 

Kuo P‘o :—Another name is fj fi 77 sui (earth marrow, 

Kuang ya). In Kiang tung it is called Hu. 

Hine Prxe :—The Pen ts‘ao gives, besides the above names, 

the name # Pa (in other editions fy A‘). T‘ao Huna-KIne 

says it grows at 7§ Jk Wei ch‘eng (now Hien yang hien, : 

in Southern Shensi). 

P., XVI, 1, fh HE Ti huang. The ancient authors say 
that the plant has large, wrinkled leaves, covered with hairs — 
tubular flowers resembling those of chi ma ( Sesamum), | 

- purplish red or -yellow. Fruit a capsule resembling that of 
the Lien k‘iao (Forsythia, v. 120) and containing small seeds. 

The root looks like a man’s hand; it is of a yellow colour, 
succulent, used in medicine. The young leaves are eaten. | 

At Peking Ti huang is Rehmannia glutinosa, Lib. The 

above description agrees. Good drawings of the plant in the 
Kin Iwang, LIM, 3, and in Ch., X1, 8. The latter figures 

bets varieties, one with voluminous roots. In some parts of 
China Rehmannia is cultivated for the yellow colouring 
vies of the roots. See Du-Hatpg, La Chine, 1, 26, and 

He a Chine, III, 340. The ti huang figured in the 
pipet like Leontodon tararaeum, L. ‘ 

hee ss a ty Hb Aehenawnia glutinosa, Libs i 
pp ? aan, ( apen). A third Eastern Asiatic spe es 

a. £taselzkii, grows in Southern Shensi. i 
| EZ, 137, family HD i, with a good figure. 

S.,1, 7, has two different figures, 
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C., 1264. Sm., 184, 69, also Comfrey, a Boraginea. 

E, 140, family BE, Adenophora, Ti huang is given as a 
synonym. 

Jap., 1865, as name of Rehm. lutea, Max.; 1864, R. glut.= 

| fi) iil #. 
— «181. — 3 Meng; FE zx Wang nii. ‘ 

- Keo P‘o :—Same as the Ff, another name for & He. 
V. supra, 131, Cuseuta, and infra, 450, 

E., 169, family BE HK [v. supra, 131] writes FE H instead of 
oe it- 

(182.—Ff Pa; FE BH Lung ho. 
~ Kuo P‘o:—It resembles the $ Ko (Pachyrhizus), is a 
climbing plant with joints. In Kiang tung it is called f~ 
Lang wei (dragon’s tail) also #E # Hu ko. Small leaves, 
red stem, 

P., XVIITb, 35, refers these names to the BRE 
Wu lien mei, described as a climbing plant with a white root, 

- Pentaphyllous leaves. The fruit resembles that of the it 3 
Lung kui (Solanum nigrum), and contains small seeds. The 

~ drawing in Ch., XXII, 74, under Wu lien mei, represents 
a Vitis, not unlike the drawing in the So moku, II, 58, 
B RHE which is Vitis pentaphylla, Thbg. The Phon zo, 

XXXL, 5, 6, has under the same Chinese name, V. penta- 
phyla and V, japoniea, Thbg. 

£., 179, family & aK #%, with good figure. 
os Fop., 2372, Vitis pentaphylla. as 

183, Su; SF Mou mao. | : 
: os Po :—A kind of 4 # Pai mao. ane 

V. infra, 459, Imperata. ; 
. ae [v. supra, 48]. 

4 FE Kian rh ; 2% FH Ling rh. 
e es Po :—The Pee calls it & FH Si rh me a 
- si. In Kiang tung it is #E %— Chang si and Ling rh. Ut 
(the . frit resembles a mouse’s ear, 
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V. infra, 436, Xanthium strumarium, La. 

£., 156, family fT Ff, witha good figure of Xanthium str. ; 
C., 1329, 1330. Pr., 98, 148. Sm., 233. Sim., 45, also Arctium 

sp. Fap., 2388. 5 

185.—fR Kiie ; BE Pie. 
Kvo P‘o:—The Kuang ya says that the Ki is the same as 

the HG HE Tse‘ ki [v. 177], but that is wrong. The young 
plants can be eaten. The name pie is usual in Kiangsi. 

V. infra, 877, a fern, Pteris aquilina, L. 

186.—2 Kao; J} BF Kinng kai. es 
Kuo Po :—This is the K HE Ta ki, a medicinal plant, 

according to the Pen ts‘ao. 
_ > Hine Pine :—The Pen ts‘ao calls it also JR js Tse tsi 

(marsh varnish). T‘ao Huna-Kina says it is a common 
-plant by waysides, and contains a white, milky juice. . 
| -P., XVI, 18, ta ki, a poisonous plant. The Chi wu figures 
under this name, XXIV, 18, a Euphorbia, So moku, 

ay, i, K HH Euphorbia lasiocaula, Boiss. ; 
The tse ts% is another species. iP. XVII, 2s 

REY Bbc 9 sah 
Pe: ie So moku, 1X, 16, # BB Euphorbia helioscopia, Li. 
So .  B, 162, family F AK, figure of Euphorbia, copy of S., IV. 19. Boe, aa 1215. Sm, 95, Fap., 918, EZ. lasiocaula, te 

 £, 140, family # #. The figure cannot mean a Euphorbia, but an Apocynacea. The figure to P, XVII, 20, points to » helioscopia, L. | ; 
: - a ee i i. Unknown to the Chinese commentators 

oe ] 188. Wang ; kL BR Ty yung. ae = =) Bao. Pw ‘~The wang grass resembles the 3 Mao [v. 45 
“Amperata}, _ Of the outer skin they make ropes and shoes 
: P,, XU, 49, 25 Mang, a plant first spoken of in 
s ees aha ? [8th century] and identified with the wang ~ 
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the Rh ya. It is also called ff 7S Pa mang or fH 
Pa mao, and used for making screens. 

~The drawing of this plant in Ch., VIII, 32, represents a 
Graminea. Henry, Chinese Names of Plants, 829, identifies 
it with the UE #8 Pa wang ts‘ao, which in Hupei is the 
name for Lrianthus japonicus, Beauy.; (Eulalia japonica, 
Trin.), a large grass. 

Phon zo, VILL, 2, 78, a Graminea, according to Horrm. 

o ScuutruEs, 229, Erianthus japonicus. Stepoip, Syn. plant. 
eon. jap., 39, Erianthus japonicus, sinice 78 or i or #. 
LV. infra, 459). . 

E., 110, family {. Figure cael not intended for a Gra- 
_ -‘minea, It may mean a Cyperidea, but looks more like Aletris 

_ Japonica, Lamb. The figure to P., XIII, 49, represents a grass. 

Jap., 904, Eulalia jap., Tr. 

189.— #4 Lan, 9; HY Tung liang. 
Kuo P'o:—A kind of #4 # Lang yu idamnely) v. infra, 

162, £63, Gymnothriv]. 

£., 106, family FF. Figure of a Graminea, inane kind. 

190. Ao (piac, W.D., 682). Iie Prao int ote. erage 
682), : 

Kuo P% :— Pao is ae same as Fp Mei. in Sieg tung se 

‘it is called p‘ao mei ts‘z. It resembles the su p‘en [Rubus 
v 188), but is larger. “The fruit is acid and are 1 oi 
be eaten, 6 a 

’ Some authors quoted in P., XVILa, 7 identity this with : 

es x8 & P ‘eng lei [v. infra, 436, Rubus]. 
atti ee: 

Regarding the above characters, piao oa pu, comp. 
ENRY, Chinese Names of Plants, 344-351. At Tehang” it 

same meaning [v. supra, 127]. Piao means also sagas . 
grass [r, infra, 209]. 

tv. « Supra, 133, 127]. 

Snifies berries like those of Rubus and Fragaria.— Meihas 
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191.—fy Ti; BR I (he). 
Kuo P‘o:—The fruit of the #% Zen (Lotus flower, which 5 

is also represented in the accompanying figure). [V. supra, — 
101.] 

192.—[t Kou ; WH BE Shang lou. 
Kuo P‘o:—Same as HE Lou hao. It grows in low : 

fields. The young plants are eaten. In Kiang tung the — 
people cook them with fish. 

LV. infra, 430, Artemisia]. 
E., 62, family , sub-family E HF, bad figure of a young 

Artemisia. 
: 

198.— fy Lie ; Hj Bj Pu lie. 
Kuo P'o :—According to the Pen ts‘ao, same as #y Shi 

yan, 

Hine Pixe:—The Pen ts‘ao says that it is of a swee 
taste. Other names 2 2 Shi Lie, Wi WE Aw hue. 

P., XXI, 16, shi yin. A medicinal plant mentioned in 
the Pie lu, stem and leaves used. Not poisonous ; sweet 
taste. The plant figured in the Phon zo, V, 22, sub. i) 
an Orobanchacea, 

£., 110, family Hj » Without figure. 

194.—$8 8 Yao J40 ; ph FE Ki yitan. es Kuo P*o ‘—According to the Kuang ya, this plant is 10 called ig 3K Yiun chi. Ut resembles the Jit #f Ja huan (Ephedra). Red flowers ; leaves pointed, yellow. Its c 
is called “small plant ” (HE BS of Bi ). o Tine Ping :—It is a medicinal plant. In the Pen #s% it is also called q Hi Si ts‘ao (fine plant), the leaves at 
called sf B Sino ts‘ao (small plant). T‘ao Huna-KING s 

: but is green. a 
se name of Yiian chi is now applied to the Polyg P. sibirica, L., and P. tenuifolia, Willd., are common in 
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China. P., XIIb, 21. The account given of the plant in 
the Kuang ya and by Kuo P‘0 is absurd. 

LV. infra, 443]. 

Z., 133, family 3 3G. The six figures may all represent 
varieties of Polyga/a. 

S., I, 23, has three figures, copied in Z. 
1557. Smi., 175. 

195.—3— Ts‘e ; Wa) Ts‘z'. 
Kuo P‘o :—¥% ii] Gf, the thorns or prickles of plants. 

In Kuan si they say jf); in 3 Yen (Chili Province) and 

northward, towards Ch‘ao sien (Corea), they say 3. See the 
Fang yen. 

Hine Pine :—According to the Fang yen, other names for 

thorn are $F keng and gM) kw. In He Hf Kiang siang 
(Hunan) they say jp hz. 

196.—#F Siao ; #K Ts‘iu. (Some editions write # Ti.) 

Kuo P‘o :—Same as 38 hao (Artemisia). 
The name sao occurs also in the Shan hai king. [V. infra, 

435, Artemisia. ] 
7 Z., 110, family #{. The figure has no resemblance to an 

Artemisia. The difference from the figure of Artemisia capillaris 

in the Japanese illustrations to the Book of Odes = av ih 1H] 

lal WK, p- 13, is very striking. 

197.— 38 Tan ; if YE Tai tsao (sea-weed). 
Kuo P‘o:—A medicinal plant, also called jg #2 ha? ie ; 

it grows in the sea and has the appearance of flowing hair. 

See the Pen ts‘ao, : 

Hine Prye:—Another name found in the Pen ¢s‘ao is 

¥& B lo shou. Tso Hune-K1na explains :—It is found near 

_ Some islands in the sea, is of a black colour, resembles hair. 

Large leaves resembling the 3% Tsao [v. 401]. oo ty AIX, 96. i HE hai tsao, an edible seaweed. es 

Specimens of the hai tsao, obtained from Tientsin, and 

determined by Professor AGARDH (Sweden) and Prof. GoBI 
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(St Petersburg) proved to belong to Sargasswm siliquastrum 

Agardh. According to Hepsurn, Japan Dict., Yip He 0 

funori, in Japan, is a kind of sea-weed used for glazing an 

- starching. 

E., 66, family #& [v. supra, 111]. 
S., III, 13. Sm., 5, Agar-agar. 

+ 198. —f Chang chu; Bk RE Yao (tao) 7. he 

 Kvo Pto:—It is now called 26 Hk yang tao (sheep’ 

; Laps also §% Hk kui tao (devil’s peach). The leaves 

- resemble those of the peach tree ; white flowers ; seeds lik 

_ wheat ; (the fruit ?) resembles a peach. 
i “ infra, 4983, , Actinidia. } 

a: ISI, Baily #3 38. Figure may mean Actinidia. 

Jap 51, 52, differ. 48h HE BK ana ARK BE for Actin. 

199. = Ling ; 4, HF Ta ku (great bitter). 
Kuo Po:—It is now called ff BE han ts‘ao (sw 

herb) ; 3 it isa creeping plant, leaves like those of the 
(Nelumbium), greenish yellow ; the stem is red, has Jo 

: Some say that the ling resembles the t/ huang (Rehmannia) 

The kan ts‘ao is Liquorice, Glycyrrhiza, [V. infra, 42 

«7 P*o’s account is absurd, but the ancient aut 

quoted ine P, » rap 1, = a correct descrip 

bw od, Chis: Vu, 6, kan tsao, aauals a Glyey 
ith echinate legumes. Gl. glabra and Gl. glanduli 
ch in Burope yield Liquorice, have both been revo 

rom North China by our botanists (Zndew Flora si 

\ , 1-2, HW Si figures a Glycyrrhiza with gle 
Bt mes, As: far as I know, no Glye yrrhiee has” 
thered by European botanists in Japan. 

“fee family” He, with three figures of a 

cach roots, 
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200.—F B fou i; BB Masi; Hi Wii Chie ts‘ien. 
Kuo P‘o :—The ch‘e ts‘ien has large leaves and long flower 

spikes. It grows by waysides, In Kiang tung the people 
: call it We $e FE hia ma i (frog’s coat). 

V. infra, 439, Plantago, which plant is represented in the 
corresponding drawing of the A ya. The character means 
the sole of a shoe, and as the leaf of the Plantago resembles 
a sole, the plant received the above name. Written also 
si, This explanation is given in 2., XVI, 54. 

Ay 162, family Hi WW, figure bad, whereas S., I, 18, has a 
good one. ; 

Si... 172. Pr., 181. fT, 20. 

201. — #5 W) Ht Lun sz lun (Jun similar to lun). 

M #1 WA #L Vsu s2* tsw (tsu similar to ‘tsu). 

Wi He FY. It is found in the Eastern Sea. ! 

_ Kvo Po :—Lwun is a silken girdle worn by certain officers, 
tswis a ribbon. The plant grows in the sea, is variegated, 
Whence the name. 
XIX, 24. Li Sut-cuen refers this plant to the BB i 

hun pu ov $f ae lun pu, a large seaweed first mentioned 
in the Pie lu, and produced in the Eastern sea, near the 
oast of Corea, Drawing’ Ch. XVUL12, 9 = 
Amen. exot., 833 EB ii Firome et Konbu. Fucus marinus 

linceatee form, orgia longior, margine dentato. Rupibus 
adnascens in maris superficie fluctuat, totus genti- post 
reparationen esculentus, quanquam  coriaces substantize. 

“ceording to Tuunnere, Flora jap. 346, this is the Fucus 
sacch nus, L. or Laminaria saccharina, Lam. This” sea- 
eed, which attains an immense size, is brought in large 

uantities from the Manchurian coast to China, where it is 
tgely used for food. Its popular name is jf 3€ hat tsar 

by 74, family #2 if, with figure of a large-leaved sea-weed. ae 
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202.— 4 WH Po sz‘ po (po similar to po). 

Hi VW Hi Pu sz‘ pu (pu similar to pu). 

#€ Ij A Z. Itis produced on the Hua shan mountain. 

Kuo P‘o:—The above names are derived from the — 

resemblance of the plant to #j ffs (pure white silk). Itis 

said to be found on the Hua shan mountain (Southern 

Shensi). E 

203.—48 if #. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

204.— 8% FB Mien ma; 2 ff Yang ch'i (sheep's tooth). ; 

Kuo P‘o:—A hairy plant with small leaves resembling a _ 

sheep’s tooth. In Kiang tung they call it Jj Hy Yen chi 

(goose’s tooth). It is used for reeling off silk (? #4 4D 4 

Th iG #). S 

* 205.—9% Kua; BE FH Mi she (deer’s tongue). 
Kvo P‘o :—The leaves resemble a tongue. 

206 —¥ #8 fla. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

207.9 ZBL Fan chi ch‘ou (ugly Artemisia fan, 

[v. supra, 12). 

K HB. In autumn it becomes an Artemisia hao. ce 
Kuo Po :—The first name is given to the plant in spring, E 

when it first begins to grow ; in autumn it is F hao. 

‘Hine Pine :—It is a kind of Artemisia (Be WE BF FEZ i) 
Its smell and taste in spring are not the same as in autumn. — 

| 208.—FE Yao ; By Ki [comp. 62]. 
HF Z its fruit is called hi (fu). a 
Kuo P‘o :—The tufted head at the top of the stem of the 

yao and the ki (thistles, Cnicus, Carduus) is called A hi. 
- Hine Pine refers to 62 and 8. 
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209.82 E Piao hii (fu) ; HE Tu. 
Ke HE Piao p'iao; Fy Tsiao. 

_ Kuo P‘o:—Other names for Z# tu and fiao, T*u and 
tao have the same meaning. 

Hine Pine refers to the Shi king [Leace, 234, v. infra, 
365). 

_ Comp. above 48, and infra, 210. The above names all 
refer to rushes or sedges.—Horrm & Scuuntss, 537, J #4 
Scirpus articulatus, L. 

210.—3E Wei ; BR FY Chiou tao. 
Kuo P‘0.—This is $f 3§ t‘iao siu, the tao in seed. 
Hine Prive explains wei by J & RR, the lu [see 213, reed] 

in grain. The Shuo wen explains 3H tao by FE RE wei 
flowers, 

Wei, same as Iu, [213] is the common reed, Arundo 
phragmites, L. V. infra, 455. 

E., 109, family J figure of a large Graminea. 

S., IV, 38; C., 768, Sen, 17%, : 

H., 253, Phragmites Roxburghii, Kth. ap., 1610, Phr. com- 
munis, Tr, 

— 211 Kia ; He HTua, 
Kuo P‘o :—Same as the jf lu [v. 213]. 

212.3% Kien ; Fé Lien. 
— Kvo P‘o :—It resembles the ZE Awan (a reed, ev. infra, 

— 455) but is smaller, several feet high. In Kiang tung the 
_ ‘Rame kien is usual. 

-Hine Pine writes 3% J kien ti (second character same 

88: HK v. infra, 455). z 

1B Kia; Lu. 
R00 YO Same ay wei [210]. 

Wei and lw both denote Arundo phragmites [v. infra, 455]. 
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214.38 Tian; Bf Wan; H iff #E its sprouts are called 

— Rien or kian. | 
Kuo P‘o:—The t‘an resembles the wei [210] but is 

smaller ; it has a solid (not hollow) stem. It is a kind of 

TE huan [v. 212]. The name kien is now applied in 

Kiang tung to the sprouts of the Ju (common reed, v. 213). 
Hine Pine says (referring to 211-214):—Names of various 

reeds or rushes mentioned in the Shi king. The wei [210] 
when not yet ripe is called kien [212]. The tan [214] is also 

called #& t7. In autumn when in full growth it is called te 

— huan (but Fan KUANG, on the contrary, says, juan is the 
_ tan when it begins to grow). | [V. infra, 455.) ea 

— 219.—F§ Ya; FF Wei (jui). 
BE huang ; 8 Bua yung (beauty of flowers). | 

oe Kvo Po :—The #% &H Shi yen says that huang is the same 
as hua (flower). The sprouts of herbaceous plants are 

s called wei, 

— 216.—B ie 3 Kian shi tsao; FET) A HE Pa sin pu cs 
ae [it does not die when its heart is pulled up}. 
he Kuo Po ‘—Another name of the plant is #4 F§ su mang. z My which it is mentioned in the Li sao [v. infra, 418]. ; : 
: ‘Hine Pine :—E $& Wana 1 [Han dynasty], in “com 
; ‘Menting upon the Li sao, states that it is a plant which does - not die in winter, and which in 4 Ch‘n (Hu kuang) is called su mang, 

: 

oo ee kiao or kiao pai is applied 
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218. Kai ; HL Ken (root). aie 
Kuo Po :—Kai is the popular name for aE bal kiu ken, 
(root of Allium odorum). ae 

_ Hine Ping takes hai to be a general name for roots of 
: herbaceous plants, as do also the Fang yen and the Shuo wen. 

2 19. — a &. Unknown to the Chinese otatttienitit tis. 

220, —ie TIua ; Ze Thi (fu). ts ee 

Kvo Po :—In Kiang tung Aid is another name » for iene 

ver 

221 HE Hua ; e Hi; & Yung. 

Kvo P‘o:—These terms explain themselves mutually. 

on all have the meaning of flower. ee: 

‘then eo geen as Witt 
r r ying as a flower whose fruit i i not yet formed 
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IL.—#% AX Sar uv.—Expianation or Names OF TREES. | 

223.—48 T‘ao; [lj #% Shan kia (mountain kia). | 

Kuo P‘o:—Now the same as the lj #K Shan ts‘iu — 
(mountain ts‘tu or Catalpa). [V. infra, 508.) . 

Comp. also 290-292, where kia and ts‘iu are stated to be _ 

_ varieties of the #4 huad tree (Sophora). [See also 511.] : 

224.4% Kao ; I #8 Ch‘u (mountain ch‘u). 
Kuo P‘o :—The k‘ao resembles the ch‘u. It is of a whitish 4 

colour, grows in the mountains, whence the name. Itisa — 
kind of % ts‘ or varnish tree. 3 

Hive Pixe:—Popular names #@ #§ ch‘un k‘ao, HR 
Kao tsi. Shi king quoted. [V. infra, 519. ] é 

The ch‘u is Atlantus glandulosa ; the k‘ao or shan ch‘u may 
be a Rhus. e 

V. infra, 288. 
225.—4# Po ; #g Ku. 
LV. infra, 505, Thuja]. 

226.48 Kia; He I. oe 
Kvo P‘o :—This is the 6 #& Pai kia; it resembles the — 

BB Pai yang (white poplar), : 
Hine Pine :—Its wood is moist. c 
In some editions of the Rh ya, and also in K.D., the 

first character is written #& tuan. This at Peking 1s We 
_ hame for the Lime tree, Tilia, not mentioned in P. [Comp. 

also above 6.] pS 
‘The i kia tree is likewise not described in P., but 

Los rough figure of it, which is not sufficient for its recognition, 
1S given in the Kiu huang, LIV, 36, and reproduced in 
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Ch, XXXIV, 21. The kia tree is mentioned by T*ao 
-Hoye-xine [5th century] who in his note regarding Ginseng 

. quotes a Corean poem in praise of the Ginseng, saying 
that the kia tree and the Ginseng have mutual sympathy. 
T'ao adds that the kia is a tree resembling the ff t‘ung 
(Paulownia), growing very high and giving an extensive 
Shade. [See P., XIla, 11, article A 2 Jen shen}. 
Reference is made to the kia tree in Groster’s La Chine, 
‘IL, 289. It is described in K.KF.P., UXXXI, 19, as a tree 
with large leaves collected together like a fan, the bark of 

_ which furnishes textile fibres fit for making fishing nets. 
The Cheng te fu chi reports the same with regard to the tuan 
tree or tilia. It seems that authors frequently confound 
the characters kia and tuan. 

The above character (é I is also written #j and also read 
- fF. [Bee W.D., 911.] 

227.— He Mei ; fp Nan. 4 

Kuo P‘o :—It resembles the Az hing (Apricot) ; is an acid 
‘fruit. a pe 
Hine Pixe :—Sun Yen says :—In $f) Jp] King chou (Hupei) | 

they call it mei, whilst in $3 HY] Yang chou (Anhui, Chekiang) 

- they say nan. It is mentioned in the Shi king. 

a a infra, 473, Prunus Mume.] : re 
The above character nan is often confounded with #§ nudin, 

Lawrus nan mu. [V. infra, 512.) 

ae 205, family fg, with two figures, one a Prunus, the other 
~ Chimonantes fragrans. 18 names are given, among ee 

 tnfra, 237 and 244. 4 
S., XI, 7. Sm., 174. C., 835. P., XXIX, 11. = 
: ‘A., XV, 149, Prunus domestica, L., commonly termed - 
“Bs 259, family #4, with figure, probably of Persea, has “also 

the names mei [Shi] and nan [Rh ya}. ee He 
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228.—#k Pi; HH Shan (sha). 

Kvo P‘o:—The second character to be pronounced 4 

shan (sha). It denotes a tree which resembles the # sung — | 

(Pinus) and grows in Kiangnan. Its wood is fit for ship-— 

building, coffins, pillars ; it is veined, does not decay. i 

P., XXXIV, 12, # shan (sha). This character, another 

form of the shan in the Rh ya, is first met with in the 

Pie lu [5th century]. The name is also written #7 

sha mu. The ancient authors say that this is a large tree 
yielding excellent timber and resin; leaves like needles, 

sharp pointed, but flattened, evergreen. It is common in 
- Middle China. Li Sut-cuen states that there are several 
kinds of the shan tree, one of them introduced from Japan. 
One kind has a red wood and is very tough and resinous; 
the white shan is of a looser structure, and when dry becomes 

_ beautifully veined. 
The shan tree of the ancient Chinese authors is without 

doubt the Cunninghamia sinensis, R. Brown, a common and 

very valuable coniferous tree of Middle and Southern China. 
Momp. Mr. Tu. Sampson’s interesting note regarding this 

tree in Notes and Queries on China and Japan, 186 
ty 52. But it seems that nowadays the name shan in Chit 
ee: applied also to Cryptomeria Japonica, Don., and perhaps 

other coniferous trees. Dr, Henry informs me that Cry, 
_ tomeria japonica in Hupei, where it occurs wild, is one 

__ the numerous 42 sha trees of the Chinese. 
_ An Japan, where Cunninghamia sinensis occurs only © 

os “vated, the Chinese character #2 denotes Cryptome 
___- daponiea. See Phon zo, LXXIX, 19, 20; Sres. & Zuee 
: a “heity Japon. I, 43, tab, 124; Stezoxp, Syn. plant. “econ. 
iO | o 

: In Ch, XXXUL, 58, the coniferous tree represented unde 
: ccorrueg — nor Cunninghamia. A good dra 

“1k eens ound there, fol. 60, s.n., 2 7 sha mu. 
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£., 235, family HE, with figure of Zorreya nucifera, S. & Z., 

also called BF #2. 
S., XI, 35:3: Pi; XXXI,.10; els 220; C., 297; fap., 2213. 

' £., 261, family xz, the same two terms are quoted from the 

Rh ya. 

S., VIII, 23, with bad figures of two distinct trees. 

229.— He Fei; Hy Kia [see 226]. 
Kuo P‘o:—A kind of #h Yu (Pumelo, Citrus deeumana, 

see 236). Fruit as large as a bowl; the rind from two to 
three inches thick ; the flesh inside is like that of the #4 Chi 

(Citrus trifoliata), of little flavour. 

LV. infra, 487.] 
E., 230, family th, and £., 254, family ##, no names from the 

Rh ya. (V. infra, 236.] 

230.—fik Niu ; fe. 
Kuo P‘o :—It resembles the Mt Ti [r. infra, 306, a plum 

tree]. Small leaves, when young fit for feeding cattle. Of 

its wood tires of wheels are made. In Kuan si they call it 

nin tsz* also + fe t‘u kiang. [Regarding mcrae see 536. ] 

LV. infra, 544, Ligustrum ?] 
E., 272, family #¥f, without figure. 

231.—}f} Mou; Fe I Mu kua. 

Kuo P‘o:—This fruit is of the size of a little melon, 

_ edible, of a sour taste. 
[V. infra, 478, Quince, Cydonia sinensis. | 

E., 280, family AR JK, with a good figure. 
5., XEL, 24. Sm., 181. C., 866. 

4T,, 295, Pyrus Cathayensis, Hemsl. 

Fap., 1827, Pyrus japonica, Thbg., Var. genuina, Max. 

- 1825, Pyrus Cydonia, L., is +8 #- [V. infra, 480.] 

— 232, —R Liang ; BRE Tsi lai. 
Kvo P‘o :—The wood of the Hee is fit for making tires 

| of wheels, : 
_ Hine Pina :—The T ‘ang Pen ts‘ao says: :—The leaves of this 

trem pein those of the Mp shi ( —: they grow sad 
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together opposite; fruit small, globular like the 4+ as fF 
niu li tse (Prunus), at first green, when ripe black. The 
wood is hard, the sap of it, when cooked, becomes red. 

P., XXXVb, 20, H a sung yang (pine poplar) or #R F A 
Liang tsz‘ mu, Tke first name is explained by the timber 
resembling that of the pine, the trunk that of the poplar. e 
Cu‘en Ts‘ane Kt [8th century] says that the tree grows in : 
Kiangnar. The figure given of the Liang tsz* mu in the Kiu og 

huang, LIV, 9, is worthless, only leaves figured ; it is said 
there to grow in the mountains of Mi hien in Honan. The 

drawing representing the same tree, in Ch: XXXV, te ; 
shows a tree with small, globular fruit, See also W.D., 499, a 
PE lai, and 525 liang. 7 . 

The Phon zo, LXXXIV, 24, 25, figures under Js #8 or 
FX Hi, a tree not identified by Francuer, but Dr. Geerts’ : 

Japanese Woods gives $f and #b BE #} (tree with rough — 
- leaves) as the Chinese names for Aphananthe aspera, Planch. 
Ulmacee (Homoioceltis aspera, Bl. Prunus aspera, Thbg.) 

‘This is also the Celtis muku of Stmpoip, Syn. plant econ. 
Jap., 168 : Folia ad levigandum lignum. Fructus edules. 

This may also be the tree figured in Ch. 
£., 272, family ki, with figure of a tall tree. is 
Fap., 838, Ehretia serrata, Roxb., #% #8, which name is 4 

Synonym, — ug 

233.— fh Lie ; tii Rh. 
Kvo Pfo:—A tree resembling th h oak, bs 8 g the hu su (an v 535) but - ii isd 

edible, N, of smaller size. Frait like a small a ime. Now in Kiang tung the people call it fig BE rh 
(rh chestnuts) peop 

LV. infra, 495, small chestnuts, ] 

: - : eee #8. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. ae 
oe 
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235.—#8 Huo; ¥ Lo. 
Kuo P*‘o :-—Cups can be made of the wood, which is white 

and hard grained. 
Hing Pina :—3£ [& says it is fit for making cups. The 

bark is soft and tough ; it is good for wrapping up things. 
LV. infra, 553, Betula.) , 

#252, family KE, without figure. 

— 236.—AY Vu; f% Tsiao. See also 229, 

- Kuo Po :—It resembles the K§ ch‘eng (coolie orange). 

It has a sour taste; is produced in Kiangnan. [The Shuo 
wen also says that it resembles the ch‘eng.] 

Hine Pine :—It is mentioned “in the Ya kung of the Shu 

King, also in the Li shi ch‘un ts‘iu [3rd century B.C.] The 
-‘T*ang Pen ts‘ao says the yu fruit has a thick peel of a sweet 

taste, whilst the peel of the a or common orange is bitter. 

Its flesh resembles that of the orange. There are sweet and 

acid varieties of the yu. The acid yw is called otf hu kan 
_ The ch‘eng is not, as some people say, the same as the yu. 

LV. infra, 487, Pumelo, Citrus decumana.] 

237.— HR Shi ; Me Hg Ying mei. eae bos 
Kvo P‘o:—Same as the 46. Hg {s/o mei (sparrow plum). 

~ Hina Pine :—It is smaller than the mei (Prunus mume). 

_ According to P., XXXVI, 33, this is the same as the Ais 
fe PO 0t Prous japonica. [V. infray 474.] 

—-238.—#8 Vaan (hitan) ; F2 HR Ka Kinng. Se 
__ Kvo P'o.—The character ktiung is unknown, but it 13 
believed that it stands for J liu (willow). The ha Rung 
_ Tesembles the willow. Of the bark, by boiling it, a beverage 
_ is made, you A ee 
~The. Shuo’ wen explains the character #B by #B He 78 
known to me ; the first character is a palm, chamerops. 
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In P., XXXVb, 20, the above names in the Rh ya are 
identified with the #% ki, a name which first appears in | 
the Pie lu [5th century]. Confused description of the tree, — 
which is also called #2 #J ha liu. Lt Sui-cuen says it 
furnishes a dark red timber, good for making boxes. The 
Tung chi (12th century] states that this tree is a sort of 

‘Fit ya (elm); its seed-vessels resemble those of the elm, 
having the shape of small coins. The country people gather 
the leaves of this tree and use them as tea. 

The ka tree figured in Ch. XXXILI, 62, is, according to. 
: ‘Henry, lc. 247, Pterocarya stenoptera ; it seems to me that 
the figure represents rather a Rhus. 
Stezorp, Syn. plant. ccon. jap., 170, &% Ulmus keaki or Zelkowa keaki, Stes., Planera Japonica, Mig. This tree is figured under the above Chinese name in Phon zo, LX XXIV, 7, 10. It is also found in China. Forses gathered it near the Tahu Lake (Journ. Bot., 1876, 209.) : Comp. also roster, La Chine, I, 356. The ka liu i mentioned as a tree of Manchuria in the Emperor K‘tex : Lne’s poem in praise of Mukden. 

E., 263, family Bh, with good figure of a Salix. : aes [v. infra, 527] is also given as a synonym. ' = as Jap, 306, Lelia heahi, S,, Wi. The figure to P., XXa _-- 20, agrees with Ze/p. 
| SSF Comp. Sm, 232, Large Willow. 

 239.— Hi; ¥ Chars 
oe Kuo Po Same as the #£ tso tree (Quercus). oe infra, 5384, Quercus] 
ae a Ge 236, family , with figure of a Quercus. Sere Ne: SB C14 chy, Kuo Poo:—Refers to 149, Schisandva. 

241 

* 

9 Ou; ¥ Tie (chi), 
| 2? £0 :—It is now called joj fit ts‘z* ya (thorny elm CV, infra, 530, Hemiptelea.] 

ee 
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Synonyms to infra, 263. 

242.—#E Tu ; HE 3 Kan t‘ang (sweet t‘ang). 
_ Kuo P‘o :—Now called #f A tu Ui. 

Hine Ping :—4 A Suz gen says the tu of a red colour is 

called Ff BE chi tang or kan “ang, the white one is simply 

tang [see 254]. Shi king quoted. 
LV. infra, 482, Pyrus.] 

243.—9K yeh {4 He. Unknown to the Chinese commen- 
tators. 

244.— Hy Kin ; WE Rg Ki (hi!) mei. 

Kuo P‘o:—The k‘iw tree has the appearance of the mei 

ted colour, resembling a small #4 n2/ fruit [v. 286] ; edible. 

- Lt Surcuen in P., XXX, 12, identifies this with the 

a small, thorny tree with five lobed leaves and red, oceasionally 

yellow, fruit resembling the $f #§ lin kin ie il 
It is edible. 

The above names are ileal in China to several species of 
Crategus or hawthorn. The shan li hung of Peking is the 
red fruit of, Crategus pinnatifida, Bge., collected in’ the 

drawings in the Kiu huang, LV, 8, and Ch, XXXL, 39. 

called aes cha. 

&.Z., and 3% HL F Cr. pinnatifida. 
E,, 284, family [ P&, with good figure of Crate. 

-C,, 1082, Om 77. As INAS. a 
Fap., 693, Cr. cuneata, S. & Z. 

J ‘ap. 1468), and of Hig (Prunus) E., 205, where hi mei i also occurs 

ong the 18 names given. ae 

(plum). Its fruit is of the size of the end of a finger, of a 

In the Phon zw, LXAI, 16, ly He i is Crategus cuneate 

Pie 

I HE shan cha or Wy #8 AL shan li hung. It is deseribed as 

mountains and made into an excellent sweetmeat. See the — 

According to Henry, l. ¢., 411, in Hiupe Cr pees ee 

K iu is also a synonym of #8 Fi Z., a8, (ahyrice’ . pass slez, ve 
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245.4} #% Ii. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

246.—ffh P‘o ; #% HS Ji k'o. . 

Kvo P‘o :—The p‘o is a large tree with small leaves, and 

resembles the ## t‘an [ Cwsalpinia or Dalbergia, v. infra, 540). 

li is frequently seen in Kiang tung. , 

E., 310, family ig DR, the figure resembles Aucuba. 

Fap., 309, Aucuba japonica, Thhg., is called bk He Hit Hi. 

247.—fe Ts‘in (shen) ; 7 HE Mu kui. 

Kvo P‘o:—The southern people call it AE kui. That sort 

with a thick bark is called mu kui (ligneous ku’). The leaves 

of the kui tree resemble those of the BE HE pe pa ( Eriobotrya 

japonica), but are larger. White flowers. The tree is an 

evergreen and grows in the mountains. 2 
Hine Ping :—In the Pen ts‘ao it is called HL 7: mou hi 

(male kuz), ; 
| LV. infra, 552, Cassia bark, Cinnamomum Cassia, Bl] 

£.; 241, coast #, with figure and 10 names. 

248.—4@ Lun ; Se aie Wu ts‘z', 
: Kuo Ps 0:—A kind of fi p‘ien. It resembles the ih a 
ya chang (Laurus camphora). 3 

‘Hine Pine :—The lun yields an excellent timber. ‘The 
prien and the yit chang are large trees in the south. 2 

: Inthe Pen ts‘ ao, XXXIV, 39, the Tun as well as the pen 
: are given as synonyms for $4 #% tiao chang, which is 

Lindera (Laurinew) [see ¢nfra, 513]. The p‘ien is mentioned 
in one of Sz‘ Ma sIANG su’s poems [2nd century B.C. 
t, infra, 514, ? 

: E., 259, family }§P, without figure. 

— 249.— fe Ka; #& Wei (Kui). = 

- Kvo P'o:~It has swollen joints, is fit for canes, staves, , 
Me infra, 554) a 

=, 251, family HE, Without figure. 
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—250.— FB Cheng ; Ff HY Ho liu (river willow). 
~ Kuo P‘o:—A small #8 yang (poplar or willow) tree with 

ared stem. It grows on the borders of rivers. 
LV. infra, 527, Tamar.) 
Kune Yinc-ra attributes the explanation given by Kuo 

Po to 3£ JE. Tumaric does not resemble a poplar or a 
willow, but it is true that the bark of its branches is of a 

brown red colour. [See the drawing in Sins. & Zuec., 
i Hirer I., tab. 71,] 
oo V. supra, 238; and 251% 

2 251.—fe Mao; HEM Tse liv (alles willow). [Comp. 
infra, 267.] 

Kuo P‘o :—It grows in marshe~. 

252. —E: Yang ; Hf RP Psu liu (reed-mace willow). 
Kuo P*o :—It is good for making arrows. The Tso chSuan 

calls it He ES if. [V. infra, 525, willow.] 
E., 268, family iB, w ith three figures, the first =] a of a 

Mm, — populus, yap., 1737, P ojulus: suaveolens, Fisch. Ht, 54c. Sm, 
231, 232, i 

“a Be BE ih fy ye. Unknown to the Chinese com- : 
mentators, 

: 254, PE: Tu : Tp 3H Chi thang (ved tang). 
& #. The white kind is (simply) called Hang. 

(Comp. 242.) 
LV. infra, 482 » Pyrus. | 

a as Bi, 233, family 3% BY, with figure of a pyrus. 
is IR Chu la; WY Se Shan lei. me 
Kuo P*o;—Now ; in Kiang tung /ei has the same | meaning e 

as je feng (a gener: al name for woody climbing plants, 
fanas)< It rose: nble: the 3 ko ( Pachyrhisus) bat is — and Targer a Qo Ak ok PY 
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The /ei is also mentioned in the Shan hai king. The 
character is there written #. Kuo Po explains it by feng, i 
and adds that it is a kind of BE HL hu ton [see the next] or — 
{8 F Ui tou. . 

: 
P., XXIV, 25, @ B li tou or Be i hu tou, a cultivated — 

leguminous plant. Drawing, Ch, I, 36. The # @ in 
Japan is Mucuna capitata, Wight. See So moku, XIII, 24. 
But this does not agree with the drawin g in Ch. 

Hu lta, family je. with fourteen figures and 70 names. 
E., 37, 6, family H, sub-family # BH, with figure probably 

of Mucuna. Jap., 1462, M. capitata, Wight. : 
The figure to P, XXIV, 25, differs. 

256.—HE She (che) ; 2 He Hu lei. 
Kvo P‘ :—It is now called BE HE hu tou (tiger’s bean). 

It climbs on trees; its pods are covered with hairs and 
prickles. In Kiang tung they call it HR tag la she. . : 

Hine Pixe :—It is a kind of #§ ko (Pachyrhizus). Large’ 
leaves, The - seeds resemble those of the RH la tow (Phaseolus Mungo), 

In P, 
[v. 255]. 

2 ees 37, ©, & synonym. [V. supra, 
elem," Ku; Hy He Kou ki, ; 

| avo 0 -—It is now called Hy FB how ki’. LV. infra, 526, Lycium,] 

aA ¢, this is likewise identified with the [/ to 

255.] 

258. — ft Vian ; HE Va tu (fish poison), : ? Kuo Po :— Yan is the name applied to the fruit (or the 
ay a large tree (KR F ta mu ts2‘; perhaps this is te 

name of the tree). It resembles the chestnut, grows in the 
pentane: countries, The bark (peel) is thick, contains a red 

2 hy which is used to preserve eggs and fruit. 
2 gm Wee is Mentioned i the Wu tu ju [8rd cent 

sn, 1, 656]. oe #% Li Suay [7th century] wh 
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comments upon this panegyric of the Wu capital, says :—the 
ytian is a great tree ; its bark is thick, bitter and harsh ; they 

strip it off and dry it; it is of a red colour; a decoction of it 
1s good for preserving fruit from spoiling. . This tree grows in 

R & Yii chang (Kiangsi). Comp. A.D. anl W.D., 1135. 

In the Shuo wen, the name yu tu (fish poison) is applied 

to the 58 ytian, a Daphne [v. infra, 465]. But that is not 
a large tree, 

259.9% Hui; Je HQ Ta tsiao. 
Kuo P‘o :—This is the §§ tsiao tree. That kind with large 
= is called hu’. aside 

V. infra, 497, Zanthorylon, Chinese pepyer. This is repre- 
sented in the mgure of the RA ya. 

 260.— 49 Ya; ; B HE Shu tse‘ (rat?s C aa 
Kvo P‘o :—It is a kind of fk ts‘iu (Catalpa). In Kiang 

ing there is a tree called BE RE hu tz. y 

LV . infra, 510.) 

261, — fil Feng ; #3 Hk Che che. ; 
Kvo P‘o:—The feng tree resembles the fy fy pat yang 

fragrant resin 4 # feng hiang. - 

_ Hing Pine :—The Shuo wen says :—The beng tree has thick 

leaves and pliable branches, which make it wave elegantly. 

The T'ang Pen ts‘ao says :—The feng is a tall tree ; large 

and Lo (Southern Shensi). a 

P., XXXIV, 43; Ch, XXXV, L ‘The. pe is ‘the 
uidambar formosana, Hee., a common tree in Middle and — 

Southern China. See Mr. Tu. Sampson’s interesting account 

th fra tree in Notes and Queries on China and Japan, : 

" Henry, /. ¢., 102, states that at Faken Lg ; 

are ee from the wood of it, : 

ian 

white poplar). Leaves round and pronged. It contains oo oe s 

ce-furcated leaves, It grows ipcnane a in 8 bd ie : S 
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E., 260, family $l, with bad figure, a copy of S., IX, 14. 

Pr.,172. Sm.,171,205. Fap., 1302, Liguidambar Maximowiczti, 

‘Miq. 7 

C., 312, 1481, Acer trifidum, Hk. & Arn. Fap., 36, = F4 WA 
E., 260, has also the Indian name Sardjarasa among its — 

synonyms. — - 

252.— HA Va mu (dwelling on trees) ; be Wan tung. 

Kuo P‘o:—The ZF 2B ki sheng shu (plant which dwells 

on trees), also called $§ niao. | 
LI’. infra, 449, Mistletoe, J cet 

263.— 3 hj Wu ku; It BF Ff its fruit is called ¢. ‘ 
Kvo P‘o:— Wu ku is the same as hay ku yd. Lt grows 

in the mountains, leaves round and thick. The people strip 

off the bark and steep it ; it is of an acrid taste and fragrant. 

This is called $i #§ wu 7. be 
Hine Pixe :—The Pen ts‘ao has the names wu i and wu ku. 
P. XXXVb, 33, He FE wut. It is supposed there that 

the names in the Rh ya, 57 and 268, refer to the same plant, 
_ but 57 is an herbaceous plant (Blitum) and 263 a tree. The 

Shuo wen states that the keng tree is the same as the |) BHM 
shan fen yit (mountain elm, see 304), it has thorns, its fruit 
is called wu i. Lt Sai-cnen writes Hf, but that is a different 

- tree (see 248, 514). He states also that of the wu i there are 
- two kinds ; one is large, the other smaller. The latter is the 

‘Same as fi IE yi kia (seed-vessels of the elm tree). 

£, 269, family ti, figure probably of an Udmus. 
fe figure to ce IX, 6, is bad, but may be meant for an Uinn. 

T$54. 

Fap., 2236, Ulmus campestris, Sm., ii. 
- -Jap., 2258, Ulnus parvifolia, Jacq., #8 Ht 

= RL; Be FR its frnit is called iu. vo Po :— tk St AL. This phrase, nnintelligible { 

- me, refers perhaps to the subulate scales of the cupule of t 
Saag likened toa hedgehog. 
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_ Hine Pra :-—A*in means the cupule of the fruit. SuN YEN 
says that the fruit of the li tree is called #R siang. 
ig . infra, 534, Quercus.) 

265.—HR Sui; #6 Lo. 

Kuo Po :—It is now called KBR yang su, The fruit — 
resembles a pear, but is smaller, of a sour taste, edible. 
[V. infra, 483.) . 

“ Synonyms, infra, 301. ; Pee sage 
266.48 Kia; Ff) Mk King tao. eee 
Kvo P‘o :—It is now called BE Pk ying tao. ae ; 
‘Hine Pine :—The Kuang ya has 4 Pe han tao. 
UT. infra, 477, Cherry | : 

* 

267.— fe Mao (Comp. 251]; 4 pk Tung tao (winter : 

Kvo P‘o :—The fruit ripens in winter. 
_ #,, 215, family PE, with a good figure of Prunus persica. 
E rhs names of 267 and 268 are synonyms [v. infra, 470]. 

268, HE bk Sz‘ tho ; il} Be Shan ttao (mountain peach). : 
Keo Po: :—The fruit is like — —. bat smaller. - The se = 

lesh adheres to the stone. ie 
Perhaps Persica Davidiana, Carv., of the Poking | : 
ich the Chinese call shan tao. Fruit small, not edible. ee = 

269.— fe Hin ; Ae it Wu shi « pa te 9 whieh a 
hears no fruit), 3 x 

vo Po :—Another name is aa ot chao i 

-. 

Hua oe talieg eheet pa 
the same time as wheat does, He 
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271.—§§ Po; Jp 2 Ch li (red plum). 
Kvo P‘o:—A plum of a red colour. 

272.—Fk Ts‘uo ; HH AE [Hu tsao (pot jujube). 
Kuo P‘o :—Now in Kiang tung the large jujube, pointed 

at the head, is calle] # hu (pot) or 4§ hu (calabash). 
Hine Pine explains :—It has the shape of a pot. 
This and the following names to 282, refer to varieties of : 

the Jujube, Zizyphus vulgaris, Lam. [V. infra, 484. ] 
E., 223, family i, with two figures of Zizyphus vulgaris and 

~ ofa thorny variety. : ' 
All the names from 272 to 282 and 5 more are synonyms. 
S., XI, 175 C., 1334, 1336, 1337. Sm., 44, 83, 87, 115, 125. 

H. 497. 

. 278.— 3 Pien ; Ba FE Yao tsao. ON 
Kvo P‘o:—The fruit has a slender waist (-F $i gH). lt 

is now called fF lt 3E luv Iu tsao. The drawing represents — 
a fruit contracted in the middle like the bottle-gourd. 

274.— PR Tsi; & A Pai tsao (white jujube). 
- Kuo P'0:—This is what is now called 3 ~ ¥k (white ripe jujube). 3 

xe 275. — Rh; fi HE Suan tsao (sour jujube). 3 
oe Kuo P‘o:—A small tree with sour fruits, mentioned by : 

oe Mexe 1: (Mexctus). This is a spinous variety of Zizyphus ae vulgaris. [V. infra, 484.] ef 

5 276.— HB ft 3 3 Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

so 8 ae Tsun ; oe Yang tsto (sheep’s jujube). : 
oe safe , :—Small globular fruit of a dark purple (brown 

_ Colour, Now the people call it ME yang shi ts So yen (sheep’s dirt jujube), onl. : “< aE 
— (V. infra, 484.) : 

ay 
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18.—PE Sien; Fe FE Ta tsao (great jujube). 

Kuo P‘o :—There is now in Ho tung, in 4 FE WB 1 shi 

chien (South-Western Shansi) a kind of tsao of the size of a 

hen’s egg. 

| F., &XIX, 32, * HA mentioned in the Pie lu. This is 

probably the large jujube, now produced chiefly in Shantung, 

which the Chinese preserve with honey or sugar, and which 

is sold at Peking under the name of 3 ¥ mi tsao (honey 

jujube). It much resembles in appearance the date. [See 

also infra, 484. ] 

279. tit #¥.. Unknown to the Chinese commentators. 

280 = (i Kue sie; 33 YE K‘w tsao (bitter jujube). 

Kuo P‘o :—Fruit of a bitter taste. 
P., XXIX, 86, # BE Cu‘en Sar-niaye [10th conhtry 

says that this is a small green jujube of a bitter taste, very 

common, but not much eaten by the people. 

; ee Citen 98 Wu. 

Yi ung om infra, ay) is one of the synonyms. 

E., 295, family x # [v. —_ 6] eae ote en pas a syn
onym 

t tbiscus. a ie 

LUO Po :—It is now called i ta wu (ange [Se also : oe 
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284.—# Pu (p'o); i # Fu (pao) che. [Comp. also 

308.] : | 
Kuo P‘o:—} means to grow thickly. [V. infra, 531, 

Celtis?] In the Names of Japanese Timber Trees, Home 3 
Department, ff is Quercus crispula. 

Jap., 1839, Quercus glandulifera, Bl., fel. 

285.—i8 Hl Wei ch'en ; FE Hi Tsai sin; FR HK HK FH. 
Kvo Po explains these terms by #E #f taggots, fuel, 

_to gather fuel. : 2 

* 

236.—HR Ven; BE Suki, 3 
Kuo P'o:—The fruit of the yen resembles that of the 
S nai, is of a ved colour and edible. 2 

_ Kuo P*, in explaining the name yen, applied to a tree 
in the Shan hai king, says :—It is also called #4 Lien [perhaps 
ee a mistake for su, v, supra]; its fruit resembles that of the 
nai, is red and edible, : 
TL cannot say what the yen tree was. As to the nai, it is 
also written #3 [e. 244], this name is still in use and applied — 

| & fruit which seems to he common in Middle China. 
is WILLiams, Diet., 618, calls it 2 kind of bullace or large 
yellow plum, sour yet edible. The character nai. is found 

on in the Shuo wen and explained there: name of a fruit. ; 
S oo ty Se, Ub hos on account of the xa’. It is mentioned — 
<< in the Pie lu. Téao Hon@-king says :—This fruit is foun 

in Kiangnan, but it is more plentiful in the Northern States, 
_ Where the fruit is dried for food. It is, however, not profitable 

_ toman. It resembles the $f # Lin kin [crab apple, v. 80 
but is smaller, Lit Su-ougn also says that the nai resembles a the crab apple, but is larger. There are rel, white and gree 

_ Varieties, Tt is grown especially in the Western Province 
Aa Sur-crex states farther that the Sanscrit name for the n 
* Bi HE pin p'o, which latter name has also been adopt 

. 
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in the Northern Provinces. According to Sran. JULIEN 
(Weéthode pour déchiffrer les noms sanscrits des livres chinois, 

P- 171) pin p‘o is an equivalent of vimbam, which has been 
identified with Br, ‘yonia grandis, a cucurbitaceous plant. 

Dr. Erret, however r, in his //undbook of Chinese Buddhism, 

‘gives 48 as the Chinese a for malika or Jasminum. 

Ch, XXXII, 35, writes AE nai or HH pin kuo, and 

figures, it seems, a large apple. Pin kuo in North China i is 

the common name for apple. Many years ago the late 
French bishop Mer. Deuapace told me that in the Province 
of Chekiang the na/ is a common fruit, and that it is neither a 

plum nor an apple, but a fruit peculiar by itself. In Japan 
es, character is applied to the quince. Aman. exot., 800, 

3, dai, Malus cotonea, fructu inediocri, rotundo, compresso, 

vulga kara nas (i.e, Py yrus sinica), Comp. also Phon <0, 
LXIY, 2, 2; drawing not identified. 

#., 221, family AR, with good figure of tye Malus, L. The 
names of the AA ya not found. 

The figures to S., XI, 32, and P,, XXX, 15, and Sal 174, 

agree. Sm., 127, Kempferia, Alpinia, etc. ? 
The Sanskrit name p‘in p‘o is mentioned as a synonym. 

E., 285, family $k &, with figure of a Citrus, and # ft 
among the synonyms. < 

_ Stp., 1829, Pyrus Malus, L., Pf ft. 
Pi 123, = aie He ill with figure of Fasminum, has * x 

as a Synonym 

87.— gy Liu; BRE Lin i ) oe 
a> Pio <A mountain tree. The fruit resembles a pear, : 

ls acid and sweet, the stone is hard. This fruit is brevet? : 

% Hit Kiao chi (Cochin-China). _ 

KKE.P., LXVII, 20 :—The liu tree is iemuoed | in the 

Nan fang ts‘ao mu chuang [8rd century]. Tt produces a 
fruit as large as a plum and of an acid taste 5 but preserved 

th honey it tastes well. ‘The King yang I wu chi (Botan, 
+ No, ana! ies that the Mu tsz‘ is a tree ening: in the 
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mountains of 3 fF Kiao kuang, 7 AB Wu p‘ing and MF 
Hing ku (all in Southern China); it flowers in the third 
month; the fruit, which resembles a plum, ripens in the 
eighth month and then becomes yellow ; it is of an acid and 
sweet taste, has a hard stone. 

288.—H8 Wai (Inui) ; $f HE WA IR Vai, tree with lange — 
leaves and black, : : 
Kvo P*o :—A variety of the Hii huai tree with large black — 

leaves is called wai (hua‘), ee 
The BR huat is Sophora japonica, L. [V. infra, 546]. — 7 
waz is noticed in the Shan hai king as a tree with red fruit oe 
as large as a quince, which is eaten and considered . 

. Strengthening, a 
P., XXXIV, 42, pi B luai hiang, also i Bt BE F tou lou x 

po luang. Lat Stt-cuny says :—A small tree, growing m the 2 
‘Mountains of Middle China and used for fuel. Long, pinnate, — 
Sreen fragrant leaves, serrated, not unlike thistle leaves. The 
root resembles that of the kou ki (Lycium) but is larger 5 very 
fragrant when burnt. Ch, XXXIV, 10, the former names, 
also Bi BE hua hiang ye (huait with fragrant leaves). 
Rough drawing, taken from the Kin huany, LIV, 22. Tree 

__ with pinnate leaves. Also Ch., XXXVIIL, 3, % HB lt 
Mang shu. Henry, 1. ¢., 131, says that this is the Platyearia o 
strobilacea, 8, & Z., in Hupei. This tree was first described — 
and figured by Linptey in the Journ, Hort, Soc., 1, (1846) 
P- 150, under the name of Fortunea sinensis. 1t had ig brought by R. Fortune from Chusan and N ingpo. See SI LZvcc., Flora Japon., IL, 87, tab. 149. Phon zo, LXXX1 14, 15, BE Platyearia strobilacea, 

ae tiny 35S, family $f, with figure of Sophora and the names {rom 
the Rh Ja, : 

B48, family 
fruit, has Lou hou 

#, with figure of a plant without flowers < 
bo hiang asa synonym, Jap., 1657, Pls ade 
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strobilacea, 4% #& 48}. For this tree I received the name f¥ fo. 
infra, 519} from Ningpo, which isa synonym of £., 253, family 

ES [v. infra, 518]. It is alsoa synonym of £., 253, family 
[v. infra, 520]. The figures to both families are exactly the same. 

The names seem to be used for various tail trees with pinnate 

leaves, (Comp., supra, 224.] 

— 289.—SE Be A Show kung huai (huai warden of the alae}: 

6 ee it $F M- As Kuo P*o explains, this means that 

the leaves of the tree fold together in the day-time and 
expand at night. 
. It is not clear whether Sophora japonica is meant or another 

_ tree. I am not aware of a tree whose leaves fold together in 

the day and expand at night. Comp. énfra, 546, regarding 
the huai tree in the andience court of the Chou dynasty, 

290.—HiLiy SEA AE Kia. 
— Kuo P'o explains :—p§ Auai is the same as #fK ts‘tu. A 
tsu tree with small leaves is called HB kia [see above, 223). 

&., 240, family HR, figure may mean Rotilera (Mallotus) ; about 

10 species occur in China. Other names are (% [Si 4ing], 

#8 [supra, 223], 3 [infra, 292}, Fap., 1926, Rottlera japonica, 

S.& Z.; Fap., 16, Acanthopanax ricinifolinm, S. & Z., He Hh. 

a 291 KW ak HK ts‘iu. 

Kuo P‘o :—The old tree with a coarse bark is called ts‘iu. 

292 —)y iy Tk ta Kia. 

Kvo P‘o :—The small tree with a coarse bark i is hia. The 

AG is mentioned in the Tso ch‘wan. (In Lucer’s edition of 

: the Tso ch‘wan the character is written 4 Aa). 

I must avow that the above definitions of the Rh ya 

_ [290-292] with respect to the names /Auai, ts’u and kia, as 

_ Wellas Kuo P‘o’s explanations, are unintelligible to me. ‘It 

Would seem that the fs‘’u and the dia are considered to be 
_ Varieties of the huai. [Comp. also infra, 508.] In the © 
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dictionary Cheng Tse‘-t‘ung it is affirmed that #8 is the 

ancient form for #4. It is not stated whence this fact 1s_ 

derived. The Shuo wen says Hf is the same as #fX. The 

K.D. and W.D., 353, also take the characters ## and ff to be 

identical. Only the second is found in the modern editions — 

of the Classies (Mencius, Tso ch‘uan). The Rh ya, however, 

does not mean to identify them, for in 307 ## Ava appears — 

as the name of a tree which has nothing to do with the trees 

noticed under 290 and 292, but seems to be the tea tree. : 

£., 240, family HE, figure of a big tree with large palmate 2 

leaves. Other name FR XE the king of trees. Fap., 538; Catalpa z 
Kampferi, S. & Z. §., VIII, 15. 

There is confusion between Cata/pa and Rottlera. 

293.— By I; RE Tse’, 
Kuo P*o :—Same as the Fk tsa. CV, infra, 508 Catalpa). 

2)4.— i Ts Fp BES Chi ts‘u (ved ts'v). 
8 A HK the white ts‘v is (simply) eallecl ¢s‘u. "ee 
Kvo P‘o:—The red ts‘ has small, forked, pointed Jeaves 3 _ 

its bark is irregularly broken. It grows in the mountains. e 

{ts wood is used for tires of wheels, The white ts‘u is a large 
tree with round forked leaves, e 
LV, infra, 545, ae 

me 295.—% Chung ; PE Niv ki, ox thorn. a 
ne Kuo P‘o :—Same as 55 WR ma ki. It has coarse and long S 
thorns, : ee 

_ The Shan hat king mentions a plant 4s §% n/n shang which a6 
Kuo Pro Says is the same as niu ki. pee 

ee AvP, AVH1a, 81, the niu ki is identified with the # @ . 

«ying shi or fm (s‘iang wei, described as a very thorny — 

es - * Some editions of the Rh ya have FR su, W.D., 825, But according #0 

ae the X.D. the correct reading is as above, a 
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shrub which molests man and cattle. Leaves small, serrate ; 
flowers white or pale red with yellow stamens; red fruit 
which contains hairy seeds like those of the BR -F- 

kin ying tsz (Rosa hystrir). Flowers and leaves used in 
~ medicine. 

The Kiu huang, XLIX, 28, and Ch., XXII, 16, figure 
under the above names a rose. 

ff Aon 20, XX VII, 2, He BE Rosa multiflora, Thbg. This is 
4 ‘common plant in China, [.Jap., 1922, Bf BH RR. ] 

ag :., 271, family i, with figure of a large tree, certainly not a 
Rosa. According to description in the text it is a Zizyphus, 

thorny with small fruit. Z., 118, family $F &, with good figure 
. Of Rosa indica, L. 

— 296.— HE AE Kuan mu: A OTs‘ung mu. (Comp. 
Infra, 334], 

_ The meaning is, trees with dense foliage, 

297, —IE HK Mui mu ; 44 BE Lu lou. 

Kou Pro :— Disease in trees which causes woody knobs to 
form, out of which no branches grow. 

298, —# Fen; Ai. ‘ 
_Kvo Po bak tree producing exuberance of fruit. 

- 

299. — Hy i 7. Hh 

; avo Po ;:—Excrescences on the branches, roots, ete., of 

200. Ya; GER Pai jw 

: ‘Keo P‘o :—The jui is a small tree with dense foliage. Tt | 
is, Provided with spines, The fruit resembles ear pendants, : 
is of a dark red colour, edible. _ 
C v, infra, 534.] . 
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In P., XXXVI, 28, the ya or paz ju’ is identified with the 

FER jui ho. It Sut-cmey says the character #¥ of the 

Rh ya has the same pronunciation as #€, and has in later 

times been substituted for the first. Han Pao-suene [10th 

century] deseribes the ju/ ho as a tree with leaves like those 

of the kouw ki (Lycium), but smaller and narrower. White 

flowers. The stem is provided with numerous small spines. 

The fruits are produced on the stem; they are red and 

resemble: the fruits called iu wei tsz‘ (Schizandra). They 

ripen in the fifth or sixth month, are edible ; the people g gather 

and dry them. Another author says it is a small tree, from , 
5 to 7 feet high, with spines on the stem. 

Bee deiings in the Kiu huang, LV, 1, and in Ch, 
XXXVII, 35, 37, sub juz ho, seem to represent a Berberis. : 
[See also Ch., XXXIII, 29.] ? 

The drug sold at Peking under the name of #@ E ju jen g 
(same as jut ho, for ho and j jen both mean kernel) is the, small 

_ Stone of a fruit, probably a Prunus. 
The fi yt of the Shi king [v. 534], however, is an oak. 

_E,, 251, family fa, with figure of a small tree, probably g 
Berberis. ; 

301 —Ali; Yj fj Shan Li (mountain //). 
-Kvo P*o :—The common Ii or pear tree. 
Hive Pine :—fil is the wild pear, Hl the cultivated tree. 
The character Ji for the wild pear is not to be confounded © 

“with the similarly looking #@ kin, which likewise denotes @ 
wild Pyrus. We find it always coupled with the character 

lin forest. P -» XXX, 16, $f $B lin kin. This name appears 
first, it- Seems, in the S/ king tsa ki, compiled about: a 
commencement of our era, and is applied to various wi 

- pears and crab-apples with small, sour fruits. They are sail 
_ by the ancient authors to grow in the Northern Provinees. 
Ok, od, 1b represents under this name a Py ade wi 
~ small fruit, [Comp. also infra, 482, ] 
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Aman. ewvot., 800, 36 #° Rai kin, vulgo Ruko. Pomus 
~ fructu pumilo austero. According to TaunpEre, Flora japon, 

— 207, Kaprer’s Rai kin is Pyrus baceata, L. 

Phon zo, LXIV, 3, $f HB Pyrus malus, a red apple. 

Chinese name with an apple, Pyrus malus, occasionally 
cultivated in Japan. 

E., 231, family Ab, with figure of a pear-branch. 

The two names of 265 are synonyms. Jap., 1833, Dyrus 

ussuriensis, Max. About /in hin, v. supra, 286. 

302.— 8 Ht #7 FE, a mulberry tree H# sang, one half of 

which bears fruit is called #@ chi. | 
Kuo Po explains that Hk stands for 42 half. : 

a Hine Ping :—The Shuo wen says #£ is the mulberry fruit. 

oe BA explains the above phrase of the Ph ya as I translated 

it, He adds that the other half of the tree has no fruit. 

Sang is the common name of the mulberry tree [v. injra, 
499). But chi, according to the ancient Chinese botanists, 

18 not a mulberry. The Shuo wen says that it is the fruit of 

Mentioned in the Pen ts‘ao king. The ancient authors 

fruit has angles, resembles the #7 fF ho tsz‘ (fruit of 

Terminalia Chebula), is used for dyeing a yellow colour. 

Ch., XXXILL, 43, figures under the above name a Gardenia. 

Comp, Hansury, Science Papers, 241, Gardenia florida, 

figure of the fruit. eee 

: and other Species. 

. “the birds come.” Lr SAI-CHEN explains it, following an ancient author, 
by the fact that birds are very fond of the fruit of this tree. 

SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. wcon. jap., 850, identifies the same 

@ tree, used as a dye. P., XXXVI, 21, Pa F chi tse’ 

describe itas a tree from 7 to 8 feet high, with thick leaves. 

White fragrant flowers in the second or third month. The 

_ Phon zo, UXXXVII, 9-12 a F, Gardenia florida, Ly 

_ * This name in P. is given as a synonym for lin kin, It literally means _ 
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E., 302, family Bi fF, with good figure of Gardenia florida, 

_ flower and fruit. Me 

. gels; 18. 0. 64.  C., 139,512. —Fap., 991. oa e 

-803.—%& & Nii sang (women’s mulberry) RE 3 I sang. — 

Kvo P‘o :—This is the sung or mulberry tree. The small 

variety with long branches is called ni sung. [V. énfra, 499]. 

‘The Chinese mulberry is Morus alba, L., of which many 
varieties are cultivated. Several varieties of the same species 

are figured in the Phon zo, LXXXVI, 14-20. There is also 

the xe & 18, 19, M. alba foliis lobatis, dissectis. | 

BOL — Ht Vas & HR Pai fen. ie 
Kvo P‘o:—This tree flowers early (in spring) and then 

produces 3 hia fruits [v. infra, 469]. Its bark is white 
[o. infra, 528). se 
The yi tree is also mentioned in the Shan hat king. It 

is the elm, Ulmus, There are several species of the elm 
: in the North of China, the most common of which in the 

- a eking plain is the U, pumila, Pall. This is an improper 2 

__ hame founded by Patias upon shrubby specimens gathered i 
_ Dahuria. At Peking it forms a stately, tall tree. MAxIM0- 

_ WI0% considers this to be only a variety of our common 
Ue campestris. Another species, with large leaves and frui 

s ©. macrocarpa, Hee., grows in the Peking mountains. be 
South China this genus is represented by U. parvifolia, Taedes 
which is found also in Japan. In. the Peking plain 

a ©, punila grows very rapidly, The elm is much valued @ 
¢ eS North ; China for its timber, which is variously used, and 
7 - Specally for building carts. A nourishing white meal, 

Syeraning mucilage, is obtained from the thick inner ba 

: of the tree, much used for food by the mountain people 
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P., XXXVb, 30, Hp yi. All the ancient authors quoted 

by Lit Sui-caen speak of the white, mucilaginous meal 

obtained from the bark and used for food. It is called }§p #5. 

The fruits (#€) are said to resemble Chinese copper coins. 

In ancient times the people used to gather these fruits and 

boil them with rice. ; 
The Ayu huang, LVI, 17, under fp $B Bp ye ts‘ven shu 

(elm coin tree) represents an elm tree in fruit. The flat, 

orbicular, membranaceous fruit of the elm bears indeed some 

resemblance to Chinese copper coins. Ch. ce ae 21, 

figures only the leaves of the tree. : 
The name pai fen for the elm in the Rhy yal may pera 

be derived from gy ¥ pai fen, white meal. 

Phon zo, LXXXV, 1, 2, tgp yt, Ulmus campestris. 

Ulmus parvifolia is figured in the same Japanese work, 
4, add? the Chinese viadnio HS tir. According to 

Heyry, te 217 BD. parvifolia in Hupei is — under the 

same Chinese name, lung yi. 

os LV. supra, 263.] c 

805.— Ff BR Tang ti; FB 1. 

_ Kvo P*o:—It resembles the £63 B pai yang (white poplar). 
In Kiang tung it is called eH fu i. (Ve tra, 475, 
Pranus ee 

£., 302, family iE Af. figure of a tree with large acuminate 

leaves, 

One synonym given by an author in the text is 4E ti- 

Sm., 58, Cerasus communis. E., 205, [v. supra, 227, infra, 512], 
_ Which may refer to Prunus pseudocerasus. 

: 306.— FE fit Shang (ché ang) ti; Bx Ti. . 2 
-Kvo Po :—The ti tree grows in the mountains. ~ Its fruit 

Tesembles the pi BE ying tuo (cherry) ; ; is edible. [V. infra, 
476, Segoe 

© EB. 286; family 4p 4B, with a fen ad like Ouraits Tsioh met 

is Mentioned as a synonym, 
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807. FR Kia; 4 AE Ku t'u (bitter t*u). : 

Kuo P¥o:—A small evergreen tree resembling the Hi 

chi (Gardenia). A beverage is made from the leaves by 

; boiling. Now the earliest gathering is called AE tu, the 

latest 2% miny. Another name for the plant is #R ch‘uan. 

_ The people of 4 shu (Sz‘ch‘uan) call it k*u tu. be 

vote ‘Kvo Phas evidently the tea-plant in view. The 

character # t‘u, which has so many meanings in the Classics. 

may also have been a name for tea, Besides this it is 

proved that the character 3§ ch‘a, now in use to designate 

tea, has arisen out of the similar looking character a tu. 

: See ‘regarding tea and its history, P., XXXII, 22, under 

B ming or # ch‘a, and K.K.F.P., XVUI-XX1. | 

oe Yen Sui-Kv, an author of the 7th century, who com 

_ mented upon the History of the Earlier Han [B.C. 202 

a A.D, 25), notices that the change of the character A de 

aS into 2X ch'a, when applied to the tea-plant, took place it 

7 this period. Thus the name of the city of # B T*u ling hier 

Was then: changed into 4 BE Ch‘a ling hien, nowadays 

| Cha ling chon in Hunan. This is confirmed by the Chinese 

‘Geogr. Dictionary, Li tai t li chi, ete., X, fol. 260. Ch’a hn 
- ‘Mentioned in the Ch‘a king [a treatise on the tea-plan! 

: 8th century | among the tea-producing districts. + 

Character ch‘a for tea was not in general use before # 

publication of this treatise, : | 

- slags Shuo wen explains the character 2% ming by # 

i ua : (buds of the fu, or tea-leaf), The 2% ¥# ming tse 

(ning [or tea] vegetable) is mentioned in the Yen tsz 

‘ux, written some centuries B.C. [Botan. sin. 1, 1092] 

- article of food at the time of Yen Yin, who -_ 

eo atl of Confucius. We read in the Shi 

: th century, see Botan, sin, 1, 729] that Wane 3 es 

father s -in-law of the Emperor Ai v1, in the middle of the 

* 
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4th century, was very fond of drinking tea (#). He 
used also to set this beverage before his friends who came 
to visit him, but they found it too bitter, and generally 
declined, feigning some indisposition. : 

_ From the above translated ancient records and many 
others, which it would be too long to quote, it appears that 
the use of tea in some parts of China was known to the 

_ Chinese in early times, but it was not before the 6th or 7th 
century that its use as a beverage became common among — 
all classes. The Ch‘a pu, “another treatise on tea, published 
between the 10th and 13th centuries, states that in the | 

_ teign of the Emperor Wen v1 of the Sui [A.D. 589-605] a 
_ Buddhist priest first recommended the boiled ming leaves 
4s a medicine to the Emperor, who suffered from head-ache. 
Kuo Po mentions Se ch‘uan as one of the ancient 
_ Names for tea. According to the ancient dictionaries Ts yiin 
and Lei pien [11th century] this term denoted the late and 
old leaves of the tea-plant. 
~ In the above-mentioned Ch‘a hing, #& she is given as a 

_ Name for tea, referring to the third gathering. There is a 
Passage 35 DT Wy A 38 & BK, the people in the south-west 
of Shu call the tu « she.’ which is attributed to Yane 
Hiuye (Yano CHI-KI), who lived in the Ist century B.C. 
[See Botan, sin., I, 106]. The Shuo wen defines the character 

she as fragrant herb, 
ae Regarding the character #& as a substitute for #%, see 
above, 292, : 

- E-has several volumes devoted to 4%, not in the botanical 
_ portion of the work, but under “ Administration of Goyernment,” 

He Be, and there, under the heading of “ National Economy,” 
‘ £ 8. 284-296. All the names can be found in chapter 288.— 
Sm., 212. : 

308.—Hk #8 Su p'o; Sin. [Comp. also 284]. 
~ Kuo P'o ;—This is the same as the #} #k hu SU, 
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0 ae tree in Middle China. a F inj 3 | 

cus] 

ee mu; =F IR Kae és mit. 

vo Po :—Same as #RAC kiang mu. In Kiang tun 

RR Yen sang; [lf RH Shan sang (mo 

es to seven leant unveil The ‘apex 
aged into a long acumen, The teeth 

show long points. 
ng to D ieee’ Japanese Woods, iB in 
i See also Phon 20, LXXXVI, 14, 15, 
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314.— WE # a dead [tree] is called Bi. 
See Lrear’s Shi king, 449. 

315.—ZR $f] HE branches of trees rubbing against each | 
other [Kuo P‘o] is Ba 

316,—}H Tso; FR Ts'o. 
Kuo P‘o :—The rough, coarse bark of a tree. wa") 

317.—Hj Shao ; fj #2 Shao chao. 
Kvo P‘o :—A branchless tree. 

3] 8.— 4 Tsung th & Sung ye po shen, leaves of the 
sung (pine tree), trunk of the po (Thuja). . 

__ Kvo P‘o:—The wood of this tree is now used for the 
building of tem ples. 
PF Sur rsz‘ says:—The rats (thieves) know well that the 

fsung timber is better than that of the sung and the po (pine 
and Thuja), ‘ ; 

In the KKF.P., LXE 84, is a short and obscure 
— account of the tsung tree. It is said to be a tall, coniferous 

tree. The greenish yellow fruit is first of a sour, harsh 
2 taste, but after hoar frost becomes edible. 
WD, 1025, identifies the tsung, arbitrarily, it seems, with 

_ the larch or spruce, Lariv orientalis, which latter is an old 

vate [Touryerorr] for the Cedar of Lebanon. 
SIEBoLp, Syn. plant. weon. jap. 58, He Abies Mom, 

Lignum subtilitatem et candorem queesitum. This is Abies 
Sima, 8. & %., [Jap 4}. Flora japon., Ul, 15, tab. 107 
(same as J, bifida and A, homolepis, 8. & Z., according to 
Fraxcunr), Phon zo, UXXVIL, 3. : 

mc) eee Hui; $4 FE HBG Po ye sung shen leaves of the po 
| (Thuja), trunk of the sung (pine). (V. infra, 506, Juniperus. } 



. wings. See ae s Shi king, 16, 1388; kao, 
tten i lofty trees with few or no branches low down 

LF fy A (with S sichins s) curved downwards, is eal 

La Fl curved upwards is B kino. : 
Hive Pixe says that k‘/u is the same as yy, Se 

he Shi king, defined by Leagan, 10, as trees with | cu 

jak Ha (with branches) like those of the tatu 
[29 is Be Kiao Le 321). 

An id 1 like the Chu tsien bamboo [we 
—, 

0 The luxuriant growth of the sd io 

it a like! the huai tree ( Sophora) is 
the preceding]. | 

Sa ‘hares (Sophora) and the hi nin 
tao. 
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This term refers also to the disposition of the branches. 
Kuo Po explains #& #§ #4 dR. The character ff, which 

is found also in 328-330, means di isgraceful, ugly. 

328.—& BH the sung (mulberry tree) and the lu (willow) 
are Pi ch‘ou tiao (ugly branches). 
Kuo P‘o explains that dropping down branches are meant. 

329.— fa BE TVsiao sha; WE SRE Chiou kiu. 

Kuo P‘o:—Kiu is the fruit of the Yi yi growing in 
clusters. In Kiang tung they call it 38 #% kin sha. It 
resembles the JE BY chu yi, but is smaller. It (éz., the 
fruit) is of a red colour. 

Hine Pine :—Lr1 Sin says that shu is the same as chu yi. 
The Shuo wen says, the sha resembles the chu ya. It is 

produced in jf #F Huai nan (Anhui). Tstao is Zanthorylon 
[see 259]. 

Regarding chu yi, see infra, 498, Boymia and Zanthowylon. 

=., 249, family ie. Figures of three different shrubs. Sha 
and chu yii are synonyms. 

330.—W& Ze the tao (peach) and the l ( (elias are PE 
chs ou ho, 

— Kvo Po —F oh Ap HH A. It seems to me that he means 

to Say: inside the fruit is the stone with the kernel A 
for 5), 

= -—K& ASE & the kuw (gourd) is called hua (Hower). 

bE WE 2% the t‘ao (peach) is called tan (liver). 

HO EL Bt B the ts‘ao (jujube) and the k (plum) — 

are ti. 

Mi LA BE Z the cha (C valnats) and the li (pear) 

are called tsuan. 
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Kvo P‘o says that the above names are selected terms for 
edible [fruits] WE BYSFHS A. The cha is a sow, 
astringent fruit resembling a pear. It is mentioned in the 
Liki. [V. infra, 479.) 

I confess that I am not able to explain the sense intended 
by the authors of the Rh ya, in adding the character Z% to 
the above phrases. With regard to ae t/, WILLIAMS, Diet, 
62, says :—The stem or peduncle of a fruit, especially of the 
date and pear. Zsuan means “to bore.” 

332.) Ke EB ee. 

333,— ME ff BS #%. A branchless tree is called hi. 

BB4— FR He A BE. A tree with dense foliage is called 
huan. LV. supra, 296. | 
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CHAPTER Il. sais 
ee 

PLANTS MENTIONED IN THE Swi xive, THE Suv Kuve, 
THE J xi, THE Cuov 41 AND OTHER 

CHINESE CLAssiCAL Works. 

I.— Cereals. 

835.—The Bbarices: a ku (written also 2h) for Cereals 
or Grain, is frequently met with in the classical and other 

ancient Chinese writings. The Shuo wen explains it :— 

generic term for the hundred (ée., all sorts of) grains. 
Whilst Western nations understand by cereals exclusively 
certain gramineous plants cultivated for their edible grains, 
which constitute the chief food of man and beast, the early 
Uhinese writers extend the me: aning of the character hu to 
‘Some other cultivated plants, as beans, hemp, etc. They 
variously distinguish five, six or nine kinds of grain. 

The term Fi # wu ku or five kinds of grain seems to_ 

refer to the oldest classification of grain. It is attributed 

to the Emperor Suen xunc. The ancient commentators 
enumerated these five kinds as follows :— 

1.—#8 tuo, Rice. 

2. FE mai, comprising Wheat and Barley. 
3. —~§® tsi, Panicum miliaceum, the common Millet. 

4.—ZE shu, Panicum miliaceum, glutinous variety. 

5.—¥ shu, the Soy bean, Soju hispida. 
Some commentators have ¥% liang, Setaria italica, instead 

tsi, others ‘substitute Si ma, hemp, nny sativa, for — 
he rice, 
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Menctus says [Lecoz, 297] :—Of all the seeds the best 

are the wu ku, the five kinds of grain. IJbidem, 318 1 ; 

Mih (barbarian tribes in the north) not all the five kinds of = 

corn are grown. It only produces the millet, shu. 

We find the term wu ku again in the Li ki, 1, 272 

Leage translates :—the five esculent plants. bidem, 1, 121:—_ ‘ 

Luace translates the same term wu ku by “the five kinds of a 

_ grain,” and, I, 291, by “different grain.” / bidem, 1, 307:— 

Lrece has “the five grains.” In this case the Chinese text 

of the Li ki has 3 #$ wu chung, the five seeds. The same 

_ term is found in the Chow li, I, 269 [Bror’s translation] :— a 

_ Province de #@ }}] Yu tcheou (Honan). Les cultures qu 

lui conviennent sont les cing espéces de semences Ht a "3 

ff. 
The ancient Chinese term “the five kinds of grain” 

: is also usual in Japan. - We read in Amen. exot., 834, under 

A :—come, Oryza in genere: quinque grana Japoniis go 

kokf secundum excellentiam dicuntur: come, Oryza; 0 muggi, 

Hordeum ; ko muggi, Triticum ; daidsu, Phaseoli facie Lupint 

(Soja hispida) ; sjodsu seu adsuki, Phaseoli vulgaribus similes A 

Phaseolus radiatus), 
In the Chow li other classifications of the cereals also 2 

occur. We read in Brort’s translation, I, 70 :— 
io r - 

Vintendant des mets du palais (Jp Je) est prepose a* 
substances végétales, boissons, viandes assaisonnées, ete. « + + ** : 

a8 Pour les substances yégétales on emploie les six sortes de 

grains 5 BY (lie ku), 
Commeniaire A. (Cuene Sz‘ nune@) :-— 

? 1—#R le riz [v. infra, 837]. 
2.—% le millet, chou [v. infra, 341]. 

3.—8 le millet, tsi [v. infra, 343]. 
4.—& le gros millet, liang, Holeus [v- infra, si a 

Setaria italica). 

5.— BE le blé, me [v. infra, 339]. 
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6.—Fit le grain de la plante aquatique, kou [v. infra, 

: 350, Hydropyrum |. 

In another chapter of the Chou li, I, 26, we have Ju # 

kiu ku, the nine kinds of grain :-— | 

Les cultivateurs des trois genres produisent les neuf 

espéces de grains. 

_ Commentaire A. (CHENG Sz‘ NUNG) :— 

1.— le millet chou, Milium globosum [the shu is 

Panicum miliaceum, var. glutinosa, v. infra, 341]. 

2.—## le millet tsi, Holeus sorghum [the tsi 1s the 

common Panicum miliaceum, v. infra, 343). 

3. riz qui produit une liqueur fermentescible 

[this is a glutinous variety of Setaria italica, 

but sometimes this character refers to glutinous 

rice, v. infra, 348]. 

4.—§ tao, le riz en général. 

5.—hjit le chanvre. 

6.—k BH le grand teou, Dolichos [this is the soy 

bean, v. infra, 355]. 

7.—iv B le petit teow, pois [ Phaseolus radiatus, 

Ph, Mungo, v. infra, 356}. 

8.— Fy HE le grand me, lorge. 

9.—iy BE le petit me, le blé. 
The Commentator B. (Cuena Hian) substitutes for (3) 

_ the character YE (Setaria italica) and for (8) the character 

AK (Aydropyrum). 

: E., 23, 24, FR I, treat of Cereals in general. 

E., 25-28, family #@ of rice [v. supra, 71}. £., 29, family 

BR, Setaria italica, and family fe, with figure probably of 

Panicum glaucum [v. supra, 27]. £., 3% family %e, Panicum 

miliaceum. E, 31, family ME [v. infra, 347], and family 3 

[v. supra, 28]. £., 32-34, family aE Triticum and Hordeum, — 

Family 4E HE (v. supra, 32] to which are appended He BE [v. 

supra, 32, 151] Brachypodium sylvaticum, and 3 BE, Fagopyrum. 

Fap., 1098, Hordeum vulgare, ) Kk 2K. : 
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Gs 2112, Sorghum saccharatum, Pars , ay B. 

— -Fap., 936, Fagopyrum esculentum, Moench, % BE. 

=o Fap., 371, Brachypodium sylvaticum, Roem. & Schult., ine HE. 

ae noe: character FE ho, another general term for cereals, 

occurs frequently in the Classics. The Shwo wen explains 

it by 3 BY excellent corn. The Kuang ya says ho is 

term for growing ripe jilants of millet and rice. Cat Hi 

explains that it is a general name for growing grain in stal 

; Lecce, in the Shi king, 232, 469, says that ho means grow- 

ing grain, especially paddy (rice). W./)., 254, ho= growing 
grain, especially paddy in the Southern Provinces and wh 
in the Northern ; grain, corn. 

i RRS, the cultivated plants which furnish ce ea 
“ood to the Chinese, Rice takes the most important place. 

It was cultivated in China from a very early period and 

oo noticed in almost all the ancient classical works 
ae the name of #§ tao, which is still in use. 

ae TED: 868, says that tao means rice when growing in the 

: ‘fel, ply and [590] that rice after it is hulled is called 

ie Lecer translates tao by rice in the plant, paddy, also 
‘oi rice, 
«1,117 :—According to the rules for all : sacrifices 

: the ancestral temple, tao, paddy, i is called ¥% He ka shu 
admirable vegetable), I, 226, tao, unhulled rice, presented 

: : _ by the common people, in winter, for the sacrifice to the spi 
’ of the land, Thidem, 1, 295 [ Yue ling] :—Last mon he 
autumn, the Son of Heaven eats dog’s flesh with ney 

4  ‘Thidem, I, 459, 460: :—Rice used for food by the —— 

: people? = and must made of rice. 

. » Li | 268i, 1, 450, Lecoxe translation. My see oe in Tracks 
i Sheet fod thee were :—millet [ v. infra, 341, Panicum miliacel 

vl the lutinous tice [sic] FB v. infra, 343, pice " 
> Maize [ee v. infra, 344, Setaria italica}, * 

millet es ®). Ds bod the yellow maize ( ye v. infra, a4, variety 

“ ria a cut when _ or when green, 
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Chou li, 1, 366 :—#§ A tao jen, superintendent of the 

cultivation of rice. II, 268, 270, 273, 275 :—Rice produced 

in various parts of China. 

— Shi king, 184:—We cannot plant our rice and maize 

[v. infra, 344], how shall our parents get food? 231 [* Life 

in Pin”]:—In the tenth month they reap the rice. 

379 :—The millet, the rice and the maize will awake the joy 

of the husbandmen. 416 :—How the water from the pools 

flows away to the north, flooding the rice-fields! 622 :— 

How Tst [+. infra, 343] taught the people how to sow and 

to reap rice and other cereals. 

338.—FR fu is another ancient name for rice, met with in 

the Classics. Legos and WrirtaMs translate tw by glutinous 

rice, good for making spirits. 

as Dt: Ai, I, 460 [* Diet of the Ancient Chinese”] :—Broken 

glutinons rice (#2) with dog soup or hare soup. 1, 461:— 

Glutinous rice (#w) was thought to suit beef." 

Chow li, I, 94 [* Diet of the Son of Heaven’ } :—Le riz 

@R) convient avec le bwut. 

Shi king, 586:—Abundant is the year with much millet 
1 rice (FR). 

There is a good deal of confusion and contradiction in the 

interpretation of the characters #3 two and #R tu by the 

ancient commentators on the Classics. The Rh ya, 71, gives 
“ and tu as synonyms. Kuo P* states that, in the 

ngdom of Pei, tw is the usual name. We real in the 
cece . 

Niki, I, 46), Leaae’s translation. My remarks in brackets. 

Panicum miliaceum glutinosum, v. infra, 341] to suit: mutton ; 

lium, v. infra, 350] to suit fish, tL At hot 
The same statements are found in the Chou li, T, 94, ; 4 

_The Dillns rice LER, v. infra, 338] was thought to suit beef ; millet — 

Tutinous millet Re Panicum miliaceum non glutinosum, v. infra, 343) 

: suit. pork ; maize (ze Setaria italica, v. infra, 344] to suit dog ; wheat - 

i to suit goose; and the broad-leaved en (BK Hydropy”" ae 

oe 
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BR lien as a name for rice without the glutinous matter. 

| shu tao by rice and other glutinous grains. Although the 

‘translation, Shu is, I think, here to be taken as an adjective, 
Pow the sense of glutinous, and by shu tao [used for the 

-keng tao [or common rice, v. supra] is sown, in the 4th 
Month the PK #8 shu tao. Ia Sut-cnen adds that the latter 

+ mentioned together with the ¥8 sa as used in offerings to the — 
os Spirit’ The character sa occurs. also in the 

Shuo wen that in the same kingdom the tao is called #& no. 
But, as is well known, no is the glutinous rice, the grains 
of which, when boiled, become sticky. In the Rh yai 
[12th century], as quoted in K.D., it is stated :—The 
grain of the tao looks like frozen dew. It grows in water. 
Another name is ‘vu. There are two varieties of it, one 
of them is glutinous, the other not glutinous. Nowadays 
[ée., in the 12th century] the people term the first nO, ’ 

the other fj, eng. The Shuo wen defines the latter character, — 
which is also written ff eng, as a kind of rice, and gives 

From the above passage in the Fh ya i, it appears that tao 
is taken there, as nowadays, as a general name for all kinds 
of rice. The author of the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, however, 
[P., XXII, 31] considers #8 tao to be a name designating 
glutinous rice [as does the Shuo wen], and treats of the 
common rice separately under the head of fH keng [XXH, 34}. 

In his Li ki, I, 302, LeacE translates the characters fh fi 

first of these characters, according to the dictionaries, meat glutinous millet [», infra] I am not satisfied with Luace’s 

is the glutinous rice, aS In the Shan hai king the #R HK tu mi and the # *® * 

Ti sao, 50, Hervey pr Saint-Denys translates it :—Le 

purifié des sacrifices, 
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Amen. exot., 834 :—f8 ko, vulgo motsi gomme. Planta 

Orize grano pingui, albissimo. 
Kg @a v. motsi no jone. Oryza grano mucriori, superficie 

S ceate. 

Phon zo, XL, 15-21, various varieties of rice figured itil 

the above Chinese names. 

339.—After rice, Wheat seems to be the most important 

of the cereals cultivated by the Chinese. Its culture can 

_ likewise be traced back to remote antiquity. It was known 
to the ancient Chinese by the same name, 2 ma?, as nowa- 

days. In the popular language it is called sv HE siao ma 
“(little mai) whilst by Fe BE ta mai (great maz) barley is 

designated. Both these popular terms are also of ancient 

use, for they are found in Fang SHENG-cHr’s treatise on 
husbandry [1st century B.C.] The Shuo wen explains 

the character mai by 7% 2% mang ku (bearded grain). 
Another ancient and classical name for wheat is #% la, 

Written also #9, and sometimes simply 3, without the radical, 

asin the Shi king. This latter character forms also the upper 

part of the radical character 2 mai. 
The Shuo wen says that this corn is an ences present, 

which came down to man from heaven, wherefore the 

r designating wheat includes the character la 

to come,” According to the same Shuo wen, ik lai is the 

common name for. wheat in the kingdom of #§ Ts‘i (Northern 

Shantung), 
. is not noticed in the RA ya, although the character 

occurs twice in the text [32 and 125] forming a part « of 
“ompound names of plants. The Kuang ya has PX Jaz, same 
as ify 3. 

‘Li ki, I, 226, H§ wheat presented with fish for sacrifices at 
altar of the spirits of the land, I, 249, 257 #—The Son of 

en eats wheat and mutton. 271 :—He tastes wheat along 
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with pork. 1, 289 :—The officers stimulate the wheat-sowing, — 

in the second month of autumn. I, 460 :—A condiment of — 

wheat with soups of dried slices and of fowl (diet of the 

ancient Chinese). 1, 461 :—Wheat suits goose. i 
Chou li, I, 270:—§ wheat produced in the Province of © 

JH Tsing chou (Southern Shantung). I, 94 i 

suits goose. 

Shi king, 79:—l am going to gather the wheat, #, in the 
north of Mei (which was north of the Yellow River). 

89:—I would have gone through the country amidst the 

wheat so luxuriant. Also 122-172 :—Large rats do not eat our 

wheat. 232 [Life in Pin’ *|:—Gathering of wheat and other 

grains in the 10th month. 469, 620:—Hov rst [v. infra, 
343] sows wheat. 620:—O accomplished Hou rst, thou didst 

give grain food to our multitudes, thou didst confer on us the 

Wheat 3€ and the barley #2 which God appointed for the 
nourishment of all! 582 :—How beautiful are the wheat 3 

and the barley #, whose bright produce we shall receive! _ 

Chun ts“u, 118:—There was [B.C. 664] a great want of 
wheat HE and rice I. 

Comp. regarding wheat P., XXII, 17, sJs HE siao mai, and 
the drawing under the same name, Ch., I, 13. See also 

Phon 20, XL, 8. Amen ewot., 834, 2 baku, vulgo mugg 
frumentum i In genere, et in specie Hordeum. 

— 840.— Barley, although it has never been cultivated to 
great extent in Stiely for the Chinese esteem it much | 

_ than wheat, was nevertheless known to them in the early days 

of Chinese husbandry, The classical name of this cereal } 
#F mou, sometimes, as in the Shi king, written 7B, W without 
the radical, The character mou is not found in the Rh yas 

: = , latter i 18 still the popular Chinese name for bark 
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Wheat and barley in Chinese books are often termed the 

= # rh mai or the two mai, the smaller and the greater. 

Barley is twice mentioned in the Shi king, together with 

wheat [see 339]. : 

Menctus, 280, terms the barley ## BE mou mar. 

. Comp. regarding barley P., XXIL, 23, Fe B ta mar and 

the drawing Ch., I, 15. See also Phon zo, XL, 8; Amen, 
ewot., 834, : 

: “BAL, E Epeincnt mention is made in the Chinese Classies 

of the common millet, Panicum miliaceum, L., of which the 

Chinese from early times distinguish two varieties, the 

shu and the $% tsi. [See P., XXIL, 1-5.] The shu is 
characterised by a glutinous matter contained in its seeds, 

; hich property becomes apparent when these seeds are boiled, 

whilst the seeds of the ts, like those of the Panecum 

iliaceum, cultivated in the south. of Europe, are not glu- 

tinous, Complete herbarium specimens of both varieties were 

sent from Peking to the late Dr. Hance and to other 

competent botanists for examination. These botanists were — 

not able to make out any botanical difference between these 

V0, considered by the Chinese as distinct plants. _ 

— The & shu has now the same name as in ancient times. 

es is much cultivated throughout the Empire. The hulled 

ains are called #% JE huang mi (yellow grain, also an 

‘Ancient term). The $f fs/ is known at Peking under the 

ular name of mez tsz‘. They write the first character 2 

r He. This is likewise an ancient synonym. P; quotes I 

n author of the Han dynasty, who says that in the western — 
part of Northern China the tsi is called mez (or mi). 

Drawings of the shu and the tsi are given in Ch., i 22, 3. | 

Kamprnr, in his Aman. exot. [834] notices only the gz 

—vulgo kid’. Milium vulgare, semine hated: The 7 

_ 
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_ Phon zo (XLI, 1, 2] considers #% and Z to be synonyms, 
and represents under these names Panicum miliaceum. fe 

The Shuo wen calls the ts? the best of all grains, notices 

the glutinous properties of the shu, and quotes a statement y 

by Coyrvctus, that the shu is employed in producing 

fermented liquors [as nowadays]. P. quotes ancient authors = 
who speak of the likeness of the two plants, the only 
difference being the glutinous seeds of the shu. 
Lege translates the character shu generally by millet, 

. In the Shi king he identifies it, on the authority of WILLIAMS, 
With Milium nigricans.” 
——- Bror [ Chou li, I, 26, 94] calls the shu erroneously Miliwn 

 globosum, also gros millet. - 

Li ki, I, 80:—Do not use chopsticks in eating millet : 
(shu). 1, 117 :—According to the rule for sacrifices in the 

_. anieestral témple, the shu is called FR Ae hiang ho, the fragrant t. 
‘Mass. ‘I, 226:—For tho sacrifices at the altar of the spirits 
Of ‘the land and grain, the common people in autumn 

presented millet (shu). I, 273, [ Yue ling | :—In the seco 

ae = month of ‘summer the husbandmen present [the first fruit of ] 

their millet (shu). 1, 297, [ Yue ling] :—In the first month o 
= winter the son of Heaven eats millet (shu) and sucking pig 
1, 868 :—Roasted millet (shu). 1, 459 [“ Diet of the Ancie 

oo : Chinese”) :—Millet (shu) used for food. 460:—Used f 
ae making fermented liquors. 461 :—Millet (shu) suits mutton 

= Chou li, 1, 94:—Le gros millet (®) convient avec Te 
mouton, — II, 272, 274:—The shu and the tsi mentioned a 
Produced in the Provinces of HE Jp] Yung chou (Shensi) and 
& wi Ki chou (Shansi), oo 

oe Shi king, 110 :—There were the millet (s/z) with the 

drooping heads, and the sacrificial millet (¢si) in the blade 

sete Y observe that Milium nigricans is a Peruvian graminea, — nas nothing to do with Panicum miliaceum. a 
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in the ear—in grain. 183:—We cannot plant our millet 
(shu) and sacrificial millet (¢s7). 2382 [Life in Pin”]:— 

The millets shu, the early sown, and ¢s/, the late. 263 :— 

When we were marching at first the millets (shu and ts?) 

were in flower. 375, 377, 379, 382 :—Shu and ts? mentioned 

: gether. 621:—Hov rst [v. infra, 343] knew how the shu 

Ttipened early and the ¢si late. : 
In the Shu king the shu and the tsi are froquently 

mentioned. 

Mencivs [318] said :—In Mi (barbarian tribes in the north) 

t all the five kinds of corn are grown. It only produces 

the millet sha. 

2.—In ancient Chinese works several varieties of the shu_ 

or glutinous millet are distinguished—the black, white, red, 
ellow, the double-kernelled. 

The character $i hi, repeatedly mentioned in the Siouon, is 4 
xplained i in the Rh ya [69] by mA hei shu (black glutinous = 
aillet), This millet was used in ancient times for making — 

rmented liquors, Il ch‘ang employed i in sacrifices [v. infra, ee 
349]. Witiiams [ Dict., 439, 776] suggests | that the black- 

ns hum, for no species of Milium now cultivated has black 

eds. I do not agree with this view, for there is evidence 

rom ancient Chinese authors that sorghwn— became first 

1 wn in China in the 3rd century of our era. It had 

obably been introduced from India. ~The character hei, 

this case mean dark coloured. 

eérémonies sacrées fait laver le ity avec do vin Ben : 

oir Fa RS. 

7 on 1 vin odorant extrait au millet noir GE) 

seeded millet of the Classics may have been a variety of . ae 

aning black, is not necessarily to be taken Titerally 5 ho - : oc 

ste li, I, 398, 468 :—Si Vempereur meurt le ssi Baporlout oe 

aoa du vin actaane! est Penal de préqarerl le iad a, 
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Shi king, 470 :—Hov st [v. infra, 343] gave his people 

the beautiful grains, the black millet (4%) and the double- 

kernelled, ete; and [620] he taught the people how to 

sow and to reap the millets shw and tsi and the black 

millet (Ai). 

A variety of the ki or black millet was called fA p‘e. 
The text of the 2h ya [70] eXplains that two seeds are con- 

tained within one glume, and Kvo P‘o adds that it is a 

variety of the black millet. I am not prepared to say what 

this double-kernelled millet was. It is once mentioned in 

the Shi king together with the ka [v. supra). e 

The & ¥ pai shu or white (glutinous) millet is mentioned 
in the L7 kv (1, 45] among the grains used for food. 

_ §43,—The #§ tsi, the common millet, Panicum miliaceum, 

(the seeds of which are not glutinous) was in the classical 

period much used in sacrifices. 7's' was also the title of an 

office exercised under the Emperor Suun [B.C 2255] the 
functions of which were the supervision of agriculture. The 

holder of this post was $€ K‘1, a brother of the Emperor YA0, 

lineage, [See Mavurs’ Chinese Reader's Manual, p. 228, and 
| Botan, sin. I, p. 7 6.] He was known under the title ite 
 Hov rst. Two odes of the Shi hing [pp. 465, 620] are 

devoted to him, : 

: Lege translates the character tsi generally correctly b 

" panicled millet” or “sacrificial millet,” but in the L ki 

. twice erroneously by “rice.” Li ki, 1, 443:— Artemisia along — 

am millet and rice (the text has % #) burned with the fat 
of the victims in sacrifices, Id., 1, 459 :—Of grain food 

there were millet, the glutinous rice, rice (the text 

BR ®). dd., I, 461:—Glutinous millet (the text has 
ie common millet) suits pork, 
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Brot, Chou li, 1, 94 :—Le petit millet (¢s’) convient avec le 

pore. IJd., I, 26, Bror identifies the ts? erroneously with 

Holeus sorghum. 

Regarding other passages in the Chou li and the Shi king, 

where tsi occurs with shu, see the latter [341]. The shu 

and the tsi are frequently mentioned in the Shaw king. 

The character # ¢sz‘.of the Classics is given in the Rh ya 

[27] as a synonym of #§ ts’. 
In the Zi ki (I, 117] we read :—According to the rules for 

sacrifices in the ancestral temple, the sacrificial millet (#8) 

is called A 4 ming tsz‘, the bright grain. 

— Chou li, 1, 445 :—Le sous-supérieur des eérémonies sacrées — 

distingue le nom et la coulenr des six sortes de grains 

consacrés, AQ FF liv tszt, ainsi que leur usage special. 

Commentaire B. [Crmxa Hitan]:— se‘ est ici pour 3 

— hom générique des six grains [v. supra, 335]. 

: The character # appears in the Shu king [286]. Lace :— 

; A kind of millet. Menctus [142] says :—It is said in the 

: Li (Book of Rites) : a prince ploughs himself and is assisted 

by the people to supply the millet of sacrifice fe BR. 

The same character sz‘ is met with in the Tso chuan 

(48, 49]. The commentary explains it by # #e- 

s Leear [Shi king, 110] says that the character #E tsi 

Bad the same as #8. It is not found in the Classics, but 

it was in use several centuries B.C., as appears from the 

: quotations in K.D, The Shuo wen identifies it with iz 

a which, as we have seen, is a popular name for the 

Ue 

344.— Another important millet, most extensively ‘grown 
all over the Chinese Empire, especially in the Northern 

#E Liang, is also frequently mentioned in 
It is the Setaria italica, Kth., ea 

* 
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 italicum, 1), easily distinguished from the panicled millet 

by its long and dense compound nodding spikes. This is 

“also largely cultivated for food in the South of Europe. 

_ See regarding the liang, P., XXIII, 7. The popular nam 

of it at Peking is # fF, kw tsz‘, the hulled corn is called” 

IW RK siao mi (small grain). Its grains are much smaller _ 

than those of Panicum miliaceum. In the north of China, 

where rice is not much cultivated, it forms the principal food 

_ of the lower classes, 

A good drawing of the plant, under Jiang, is found in 
= Eig, 18. The plant figured under 3 in the Phon 

_—— [XLL, 7, 8] is likewise Setaria italica. 

| Brot [Le I, 70] translates the character lang by gros: 
millet or Holes. Lege renders it by large-grained millet, 
but more generally by maize. I may observe that maize 
an American plant, was unknown to the ancient Chinese 

i Wit1ams [ Dict., 525] identifies the liang correctly with th 

: = _ eommon spiked millet, but he is wrong in calling it “ cana 

a . seed,” for the latter is supplied by Phalaris canariensis. — 

Pes ft hi, T, 106 :—In bad years, when the grain is 

. _ coming . -+..., the great officers will not eat the large 

Stained millet (liang), I, 117:—According to the ru 
for the sacrifices in the ancestral temple, the lang % 
ee called ¥ $E hiang ki [regarding ki, see infra, 354}. J, 429 
| (a. Pood of the Ancient. Chinese 1 :—Maize (hang 
are and x ellow maize (#@ YE), cut when ripe or when green. 
ae I, 461 :—Maize (liang) suits dog. 

oy _ Chou li, I, 94:—Le millet liang convient avec le chien. : 

_ Shi ting, 184 :—We eannot plant our rice and maize 

(Hang), how shall our parents get food? 301 :—Yello 
< pee not eat my maize (liang). 379 :—The 40 

‘Me. zine and the maize (liane will awake the joy of ot 
Aisbandmen, . se 
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Menctus, 296 :—He who is benevolent and righteous does 
not wish for fat meat and fine millet (Jiang). 

345.—In the Shi king [470,] in the ode devoted to the legend 

of How rst, mention is made of a millet fE men. Lecce 

terms it the tall red millet, large-grained millet, a variety of 
Holeus. Wiiutams [ Dict., 577] says that men is the name of 
a variety of millet with reddish culms, now applied in Chihli 

to the glutinous grain of the 2 shu or panicled millet, 

Milium, called J FF 3K men tsz* mi, and used in distilling 
Spirits. But Wririams is mistaken. He intends, it seems, 

the BS F mei tse‘, which is the common panicled millet, not 

he glutinous variety [see the preceding]. 
The Chinese commentator on whom Lxace relies, explains 

e above character men by 3 BE FE ch‘t ang su, ved spiked 
millet, and Kuo P‘o explains by the last three characters the 

men or FR BT chi miao, red blade of the Rh ya, 67. The 
Shuo wen writes Fk HE HE BE, excellent corn of the red blade. 

Hine Pine says that the character men in the Rh ya is the 

same as the men of the Shi king. P., however, takes 
these names to refer to varieties of the shu or, glutinous 

et, not of the liang or Setaria fates, 

BAG, —There oceurs in the Shi king also the character # Ku, 
applied to a kind of millet, which Lace terms the white 

millet, It is mentioned, together with other cereals, [470] in | 

he ode devoted to Hou rst. 284 :—Gathering of white millet 

the fields brought only one year under cultivation. 

—By the Feng water grows the white millet. jaune 

he text of the Rh ya, [68] explains k% by Bt pai miao, 

white blade ; the Shuo wen writes fa BE HE BE, excellent corn 
of the shits blade. Kuo Po explains it by & UE 

i liang su, white Setaria italica. oPi,, however, thinks ° 

that it was ; a t variety of the glutinous millet shu. : 
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Mao is of opinion that in the above-quoted passages from 

. oa: Shi king the character k7 refers to different plants, for 

470 he explains it by & , as in the RA ya; in 284 by 
- vegetable; ; and in 463 by #¥ herb. Lu x1 describes the Be 

_ asa kind of sow-thistle [v. infra]. (nu Ht also understands. 
by Hi the Ff 3 Mu ts‘ai ov sow-thistle. But Lucas, following 

YEN ts‘aw and Kiang Prye-caane, translates &¢ in all t 
__ three passages by white millet. 

In the Shan hai hing, ki is the name of a tree, By K. 

B47 —The character JE su, applied nowadays to a dis 

- grain plant (Setaria), had in ancient times only the meaning 

of unhulled grain. Leaar [Mencius, 466, note] states! that sw 
was rice in the husk, and 3& m/, hulled rice, that according 
to the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, anciently su was the general name 

for all glumaceous grain, and that it is now pe used 
for tnillet. — 
ae Fs ki, I, 84: :—K HK su mi, unbulled grain and hulled 

- grain, The commentary says :—sw same as ku (general name 

for grain). After the husk has been taken off it 
_ aalled mi, 

; Chou li, 1, 390 :—Les officiers des dépdts sonit ohare 
: : -conserver les. quantités livrées de grains non écorces (SE 

Shi king, 301: :—Yellow bird, do not eat my paddy (su). 
335 : >—With a handful of grain (sw) I go out and divi 

how I may be able to become good, 

Shou king, 142:—Five hundred Li constituted the imperil 
- domain From the first hundred li they brought as rev 

he whole plant of the grain (#@); from the second 
Some the ears ($#) ; from the third they brought only 

= (Ff), but had to perform other services ; fr om th fourth they, gave the grain in the husk (3%). and from 

& fifth the —_ cleaned (3). 
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Menctus, 85:—Rice and other grain (3% 38) Conv. 
Anal., 49, grain (sv). Ch‘un tiv, 759 -—In summer we 

sent grain (su) to Ts‘ai. :. 

The explanation of the character 3E in the Shuo wen is 
Ee @, the fruit of the excellent cere. 

In P., XXIII, 9, ¥f, it is statel that originally su was a 
general name for grain, but in later times this term was 
applied to the 3 Lang or spiked millet, and, especially to a 
Variety of it distinguished by its smaller spikes and shorter 
bristles, Such a plant is figured unJer the name of su in 
Ch, I, ii, 

Amun, evot., 835 :— 3 dsjekie, vulgo awa. Panicum, juba 
magna pendula, villosa, semine aureo. Panieum domesticum, 

—Matth. = Panicum indicum, Tabern, K.mprer refers, it 
seems, to Setariu ftalica. [Comp. Horrm. & ScHULTEs, 408, 

Phon zo, XLI, 9, 10.] 

848.—The Seturia italiea in’ China has, like the panicled - 

millet, produced varieties with glutinous seeds. Li Sut- 
—CheN, in P., XXII, 12, and before him earlier writers, 

identity the grain plant $K shu, mentioned in the Classics, 
With a glutinous variety of Bt Liang or YE su. The Rh ya, 
28, gives shu as a synonym of 4 chung, and Kvo P%o 

explains it by glutinous sv. Other Chinese authors seem 
to confound $F with the homophonous character FE shu 

ote pra, BAL]. The Shuo wen says that it is a glutinous 
Variety of the #§, 

a Regarding the meaning of $f in the Li ki [v. supra, 338]. 
Chow li, UL, 516 517:—Pour teindre les plumes qui 

S doivent orner les ¢tendards et les drapeaux du char de 

_ Fempereur, on trempe dans le einabre des grains de millet 

«Rouge (BR). Aprés trois lines on les fait euire. On les 

Mose ‘et: on y trempe les plumes. Bror, in translating the 
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character shu, follows Commentator A. (CHENG Sz‘-NUN@), 

who explains it by jp SE red sv. Be 
A yariety of Setaria italica with -red glutinous seeds is 

cultivated in the neighbourhood of Peking under the name 
RL FA BEF hung wien ku tsz (ved glutinous Seturia). 

(Compare the drawing in the Phon zo, XLI, 11, 12, 
Panicum ?). 

849.—The use of intoxicating beverages prepared from the 

grains of cereals was well known to the Chinese in the 
- classical period. The characters #¥ ts/u, nowadays a general 

name for spirits, wine, beer and other drinks, and # tsu/, to : 

| be drank, are repeatedly met with in the odes of the Shi king 
- and also in the other Classics. : 

Shi king, 395 :—Ode against drunkenness. 399 :—When — 

they have drank too much they become insensible of their 
errors. With their caps on one side and like to fall off, the, 

keep daneing and will not stop. ie 
: | behing 399 — Rook X: is entitled {5 % [the Announce- : 
 . Anent about Drunkenness] aseribed to the Duke of Chow a 

[12th century B.C.) The debauchery of Kee was the chief 
ce cause of the downfall of the Hia dynasty. The Duke 
: = : said <—When Heayen was sending down its favouring decree, 
oe and laying the foindation of the eminence of our 

spirits (7) were used only in the great sacrifices. « - 
The ruin of states may also be traced invariably to their 
crime in the abuse of spirits. ; 

The invention of wine or spirits in China is generall, 

3 aseribed to a certain % $k L v1, who lived in the time of the 
— Emperor Yé. [See regarding this legend Mayers’ Chinese 
Reader's Manual, 230. ] According to others the inventor of 

Wine was $f Tu K‘ane [see P., XXV, 31]. Ks 
es _ Lace translates the character 3G tsiv in the Classics 
.  Tiquor or distilled spirits, and states that it always denotes 

& 
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- the product of distillation and has been incorrectly translated 

by wine. #{ U is the product in its earlier stage, before the 

process of distillation is commenced, after the mashing and 

fermentation, as the Chinese commentator explains :—when 

the juice and the refuse are mixed together, it is called 

fH iH or sweet spirits. [Leuan’s Shu king, 260, 399, Shi 

king, Proleg., 158.) The character JR cheng [to steam, 

W.D., 74] occurring in the Classics in connection with the 

fabrication of spirits, is translated “to distil” by LEGGE 

[Shi king, 471], and ¥® sa and WE lv are rendered by 

“to strain off spirit.” For straining, the ancient Chinese 

used the 5 mao grass [v. infra, 459]. 

_ Dr. Epxrys has, it seems to me, convincingly refuted 

Dr. Leaer’s opinion that the ¢s‘w of the ancient Chinese was 

the product of distillation, for in his papers on the subject 

[China Review, Vi, 211; XV, 309] he gives reasonable 

certainty that distillation was entirely unknown in Chinese 

antiquity. Epkrxs proposes to translate 7 ts/w by “ wine.” 

The tsi used in sacrifices, ete. was simply produced 

by fermenting grain without distilling the liquor. According 

to P.. XXYV, 41, distillation was introduced into “China 

during the Mongol dynasty. Li S#t-cnen therefore dis- 

tingnishes between ]j§ ¢siu (wine) and the #8 18 shao tsiu (or 

fired [distilled] wine), for which he gives the foreign 

equivalent pif a) FF a-la-ki, Evidently avak, the Persian 

fame for brandy, is meant. . 
- Nowadays the stron: distilled spirit, made in the north of 

China from the grains of sorghum, is called san shao (thrice 

fired) which is pronounced sam shu in the south. ‘ 

Quotations from the Classics regarding wine :—-— 

Liki, I, 181,135. 1, 117 :—According to the rules for the 
Sacrifices in the ancestral temple, spirits (78) are called jf Hj 

the clear cup). I, 460 [“ Diet of the Ancient Chinese” ] :— 

Of drinks there was must (fi Ji) in two vessels, one strained, 
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the other unstrained, made of rice (fj), millet (¥), or of 

maize (82). 1, 801, [ Yue ling] :—Secon! month of winter, 

Orders are given to the grand superintendent of liquors 

(#8 TE) to see that the rice and other glutinous grain are all” 

complete ; that the leaven cakes (3% GE) are in season. 

Chou li, 1, 99 :—L’intendant des vins (}§ IE) est charge 

de la direction générale des yins. 1, 104 :—Les employes aux 

vins sont chargé de faire les cing vins de libation, et les trois 

vins qui se boivent. [For particulars regarding these wines, 

see Leean’s Li ki, 1, 460, 447.) 
According to the ancient authors quoted in P.. XXV. 

31, article tsiv, wine in China was made in ancient times, a 

in our days, of the grains of rice (it seems especially glutinous - 

rice), glutinous panicled millet ( shu), and glutinous spiked 

millet (liang), eS 

There is in the Asiatie Museum of St. Petersburg amant= 

Script, presented in 1755 to the Academy by the Jesuit Father 

I INCARVILLE. (Comp. my Kurly European Researches on the 

is Flora of China, 122]. It treats of the natural objects found ir : 

the neighborhood of Peking, and concludes with a treatise on 

Chinese wine :—Vin on plustét bitre blanche de Chine, fait : 
avec du riz et du mil rond, en chinois hoang tsteow (vin 

jaune). dD’ INCARVILLE gives a detailed description of the mode 

of Preparing this wine or beer from the boiled heang es 
(glutinous panicled millet), to which ix added kw (ze Cll F), 
or yeast made of wheaten flour, in order to produce a vinoll 
fermentation, ete, ade © 

A similar account regarding the same subject was given by 
Butler Cizor in the Mém: cone. les Chinois, V, 487 Pasi 
. Chine qui est une vraie biére, fait de mil rond_ monde 

womp. also Davey pe Turersavr, “Vins et eaus-de-ve 
chinoises,” in Bull. Soe. d Acelim. de Paris, 1878, 90-1 102. ae 

ROE Sis, The common tsiu or BK i huang tsiu of the Chinese of our 

| days, which I believe is the teiu of the Classics, in North 
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China is made of the glutinous panicled millet (sh); in 
Middle and South China glutinous rice is more generally 
usel, This rice is employed for the fabrication of the 
much-esteemed wine of Shao hing, a city of Chekiang. 

Dr. Dupre, in his interesting book [ Dict, Dress, ete., of the 

Chines, . 113] compares the Chinese yellow wine of Peking 
toa weak Sherry. 

Tn the classical period the Chinese used to prepare from the 
fa fai or black millet a peculiar fragrant wine called 

chang. It was employed in sacrifices. They mixed it with 

the plant ¥ ya [e. infra, 403). 

Chou li, 1, 468, 398 :—T/officier du vin odorant (1 JA) 

est chargé de préparer le tchang ou vin odorant extrait du 
millet noir ($3 ka). Commentator B. (Canna Hian) :—On 

fait fermenter Je millet noir et on en fait du vin, dont le parfum 

se répand en haut et en bas, lorsque le représentant du défant 
ou de Vancétre fait la libation. Ma Youre dit que tehang 
est une plante aromatique, mais Kone Yrxe-ra observe que 

est le nom spécial dun vin qui se fait avec le millet noir et 

deux parties de riz. I 451 :—Si Vempereur meurt, il y a la 
eérémonie de la grande préparation du corps. Le sous- 

Supérieur des cérémonies sacrées fait alors layer le corps avec 
ta vin de millet noir (fi 11). oe 
4&1, 119 :—-Spirits of black ‘millet (ch‘ang). I, 

UL; —Saerificial spirits (chtang). Shi bing, 554 :—Herb- 
: flavoured spirits of the black millet. Idem, Sh dvng, 
449, 618, 

a i Kt, also written 4%, is the Chinese name for leaven, 

_ Used to produce fermentation in making wine, The Sho wen 
explains the character by 7% Bf ts’ mu, mother of wine. 

& Leaven cakes, # 8% ka ye, are mentioned in the Li ki, 

Yue ling [see quotation above] and in the Shu kvng, 260, 
‘Where Lecce translates k*a ye by “malt,” | 
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According to P., XXV, 17, the d*# or leayen is prepared 

from wheaten flour, also from barley or rice, Dp’ INCARVILLE 

and Crgot say from wheaten flour, barley or oats. 

_ Vinegar, usually procured from an infusion of malt which 

has previously undergone the vinous fermentation, was also 

known to the Chinese in early days. Brov translates the 

character ff hi [in the Chou U, 1, iii], by “vinegar.” Lancet 

renders the same by “pickles” [// k/, 1, 79]. W.D., 177, same 

character defined by “sour, vinegar like.” In the Shuo wen, 

hi is explained by FR suan ( sour), and 7., XXV identities 

it with ff ts‘v (also written ff) which is the modern name 

: for vinegar, 

Regarding the Chinese mode of making vinegar compare 
—D INCARVILLE and (ipor, /, ¢. 

£,;. Administration of Government” [v7. supra, 3975 note, 

“National Economy,” 7 269-283. 

£., “ National Economy,” 300, deals with vinegar. 

390.—The Chou li, as well as the L/ &/, mentions an edible : 

grain called fie ku, which some of the early commentators 

include in the six or nine kinds of cereals [v. supra, 335 : 

Leoan translates hw by broad-leayed water-squash. 
Li ki, I, 460 [* Diet of the Ancient Chinese ” | :—#OF 

: relishes, ‘shail-juice and a condiment of the proad-leaved 

Water-squash were used with pheasant-soup. 1, 461 :—The 
broaid-leaved squash was thought to suit fish. ae 

Chou li, T, 94:—Le millet aquatic (kouw) convient avec 

poisson, I, 70:—Commentator C. (Kra Kuno-vEN) s8y8*_ 
In the south they have the }f mf ku mi. It is also call Hed 

it fH tiao hu. 

The Sino wen gives as synonyms for ku, JAG Bik ku a 
tsiang. The Kuanc g yo has Pig hu or tsiang. 

The Rh ya i identifies the ku with the ye tao p’end in 

Be tM ya, 15, and states that it is a w ater-plant whose leav 

ay resemble. oie of the sugar-cane, In Kiangnan the peoP 
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call it 38 B¥ kiao ts‘ao. It affords an excellent fodder for 
horses; it grows in the marshes of Oh ( Chekiang). In 

spring the young stalks are used as food, as well as in autumn 
the grains. [Comp. also Rh ya, 88, 217.] 

_-P. treats of this plant [XXII], 15] under $f HK among 
_ cereals, and [XIX, 16] under 3 among water-plants, 

The plant here spoken of is the //ydropyrum lutifolium, 
Ledeb., a tall grass, still cultivated throughout China for its 

young stalks, known by the name of 3¢ § kiao pa, which 
are eaten asa vegetable. [Comp. Dr. Hance’s notice of the 

plant in Journ. Bot., 1872, 146.) 1 am not aware that 
“nowadays the seeds of this plant are gathered in China for 

food, but I may observe that the grains of an American 
Species of the same genus [the //. esculentum] yield a con- 
siderable quantity of food io the Indians, wherefore it is also 

— ealled Canadian Rice, 
Figures of the ku or kiao plant [but only leaves] are given 

inthe Kiu huang, LI, 27, and Ch., XVII, 13. | 
; SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. weon. jap. 868, Fe Makoma. 

Graminea, Frumentum pro farina in provinciis septentriona- 
libus Cosjuu ae Mino cultum. " ’ 

~ Phon zo, XXXILI, 21, 22, ff 38. The drawing seems to 

Tepresent Mydropyrum latifolium, 
VV sepya,; 88; 

351.—Bron, in his article on the Manners of the Ancient 
Chinese according to the Shi king, translated by Lecce, 
Shi king, Proleg, 142-171, writes:—We can tell the 
principal kinds of cereals mentioned in the Shi king and point 

out the localities where they were cultivated. They were 

rie, Wheat, barley, buck-wheat (sarrasin), two sorts of 

millet, the shu and the tsi. 

= T have not been able to make out what character in th 

Shi Bror refers to buck-wheat. This grain, now much 

cultivated in China under the name of % HE hu mus, seems 
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to haye been unknown to the ancient Chinese. It is not 

mentioned in the oldest Chinese treatises on husband 

The name fiuo ma? first appears in the Ps‘? min yao shu 

[Sth century]. See also the Vung cheng ts‘itin shi, 

AXYVI, i. 

352.—We real in Mencius, 297 :—Of all seeds the best are 

the five kinds of grain, yet if they be not ripe they are not 

equal to the 38 ¢/ and the #M pa’. So the value of bene- 
yolence depends entirely on its being brought to maturity. 

Regarding these plants, Lear translates the followin, 

particulars drawn from P.,, XXIII, 18, pad ond other 

Chinese works :—The t/ and the pai are two plants closely 

resembling one another. T hey are a kind of spurious g grain, 

vielding «. rice-like seed, Lut smaller, They are to be. found 
| at all times, in wet situations and dry, and when crushed and 
Toasted may satist'y the hunger in a time of famine. One 

kind of pe is called in the north bird paddy Ae wae ho. 

I am not prepared to say to what gramineous plant: the 

i answers, [V. supra, Rh ya, 61) saan the name 15 

written #%. Compare also the Calendar of the Hia [36] :—I 
the second month panic grass, fi ¢*/, is gathered. Kuo 
says that the ¢/ resembles the #8 pai. As to the latter 

name, it is applied at Peking to Punicum (le -hinochlow) crus 

gall, La, a wild-growing plant, which is also cultivated for 
its grain. This plant has the same Chinese name in Hupei 
(Hexry, be, 835). Leads is mistaken with respect te tt 
mame “ bird paddy,” for the correct reading is & A wu ho, 
black corn. The cars of P. crus galli when ripe are of a 

blackish colour. [See drawings of the pai in the Kru — 
LH, 5; Ch., A ee ea 

—— Smms., Syn. plant. weon, jup., 34, F% nora hije, Hleusine 

x rorocana, Gaertn. Hine inde cultum framentum. But 

Kaavren’s Beja vulgo jije, Panicum yulgare panicula 
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minore, semine nigricante [ Amen. exot., 835] may rathér refer 

to P. crus galli, The plant represented in the Phon zo, XLI, 

15, under 54 ## (pai growing in dry grounds) is P. erus gall, 

Ibidem, 14, is the J # (water pa?) likewise a Panicum. 

According to Horrm. & Scuvuires [407] this Chinese name 

is applied in Japan to P. erus corv?, L. 

E., 40, family #R, figure probably of Panicum crus galli. 

oe Vegetables. 

853.—The classical Chinese name for vegetables in general 

was #R su. [See Lucar’s Shi king, 548.] In the Rh ya 

(FB #) this term is identified with 3€ ¢s‘a/ which still to 

this day is the common name for culinary vegetables. The 

_ term ts‘ai oceurs in the Li ki and in the Shi king, but in 

the latter only once in the name of an edible water-plant 

hing ts'ai [o. infra, 399]. The Shuo wen explains ts‘ai by 

edible herbaceous plants. pees 

The character ¥ shu, likewise an old term for vegetables, 

explained in the Shuo wen by 3%, is, however, not used in 

the Chinese Classics in this sense. : 

aS There oceurs in the Li ki a character (38 mao} which 

_ Carye Hitan explains by ¢s‘u/ (vegetable), the Rh ya (# B) 

by ed (to pluck). Kuo P*o adds :—to pluck up vegetables. 

: The passage in the Li ki Mt EY Az 3E is translated by 

lnoce [I, 461] :—Pheasants and hares were [made into 

bate with the duckweed ; and, ibidem, the term 3 38 is 

. Tendered [I, 451] by “soup with vegetables.” 

: » same character (mao) is found in the Shi king. Ma 

tg Plains it by “to pick out, to select.” Laake [4] translates 

according to the Sung commentaries by “to cook,” and_ 

ie bg that this meaning is supported from the Li ke. 
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+ 804.—%% shu, also written FT and [F, is a collective name 
for leguminous plants and their seeds, pulse. It is frequently 
met with in the Classics. The Kuang ya says that shu 
denotes especially the J H ta tou or soy bean. ‘ 
Lt ki, I, 268 [ Yue ling] :—First month of summer. The 

son of Heaven eats beans (shu) and fowls. I, 451 :—Beans. 
Shi king, 231. [“ Life in Pin’]:—In the seventh month 

they cook the pulse (shuw), and [232]:—In the ninth and 

tenth month the pulse (shw) is gathered. 334, 365 :—Pulse, 
beans gathered. 401 :—They gather the beans (shu) in 

their baskets, square and round. 621:—Hov 1st [v. supra, 
_ 343] taught the people how to sow pulse (shu). oe 
. Menetus [389] said:—When pulse (shwv) and grain (su) 

are abundant as water and fire, how shall the people be other 
than virtuous? _ 
Chun tsiu, 744 [Duke Ting, first year]:—In winter, 

in the tenth month, there fell hoar frost, which killed the 
pulse (shu). ae 

Nowadays H tou has the same meanin g as shu, pulse. 

But in the classical period tow was a term to designate & 
certain wooden vessel or dish for containing flesh sauces at 

= ‘Sacrifices and feasts. The 2h ya explains Fe by “ wooden 
Vessel.” Bor [Chou li, I, 109] translates it by “ terrines 
en bois.” The meaning of pulse or beans was transferred to 
this character several centuries after the time of CONFUCIUS, 
as can be concluded from the quotations in A.D. — The = Shuo wen, in One oe place, explains tow by “ancient vessels f 

- Containing meat,” but in another chapter takes it in the sem: 
‘of shu or pulse. Some authors of the Tsin dynasty, in th 

» began to write #% tou to designate pulse. 
this to be the correct form. . 
H ki is explained in the Shuo wen ! 

«BR Miang ki, in the Li ki, is a sacrificial name for the 
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_ Setaria italica. [V. supra, 344.] Ki is also the name of a 
certain aquatic plant. [See W D., 336.] 

The character #€ ho is explained in the Shuo wen by 
Ae 2 D d, young plants of pulse. The J Ji Classic, quoted 
in K.D., says “leaves of beans.” Mao explains it by # 
(young plants). 

Shi king, 300 :—Let the brilliant white colt feed on the 
_ bean sprouts (Ao) of my vegetable garden, 

HE kia, according to the Shuo wen, is whl e (fruit of her- 
haceous plants). The Kuang ya defines it more precisely as 
H. $4, horns (pods) of pulse. But kia is also applied by the 
Chinese botanists to the silicles of cruciferous plants and the 
seed-yessels of the elm. 

__.. Bror [in the Chou li, I, 195] is mistaken in translating 

: i ee noyau des fruits.” He confounded the character 
— evidently with #¥ [v. 469]. 

E., 35-37, family BH. Figured are :— 

K H Fap., 1029, the same as the next, but the figue 
differs. 

ROE ce) f., 467, Glycine hispida, Max. A., XV, 146. 

ie i: Saat 778, Phaseolus radiatus,L. Fap., 1601, var. sub- 

triloba. [Sm., 171, 227, differ.] 

A. Variety of K FH, also iW Pr, Ce [Z., 36, I, 

B= H.] 
iE Fap., 1644, Pisum sativum, L. Sm, 172, Pisum 

arvense. 

i We H Jap., 1234, Lathyrus maritimus, Bee var, Thun- 

fs bergianus. H., 519, 40, Millettia. 

Tk GB. C., 1327, Vicia faba, L.A. XV, 146. | 
we Fap., 822, Dolichos umbellatus, Thbg. A., XV, 146, 

Dol. sinensis, L., also F. #8. 

ar ase Variety of the former. 

Wa WE. H., 471, Dolichos lablab, L. C., 1021. 
ut hel B Fap., 533, Cassia mimosoides, 
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J] Gh fap, 440, Canavallia ensiformis, Dl. Cy, 1256. 

A., XV, 147. Pr, 294, also IK H€ B- ; 
bd BL Fap., 1462, Mucuna capitata, Wight & Arn. 

i Ea GB Fap., 1235, Lathyrus palustris, L., var linearifolins, 

a 

iy Fap., 832, Dumasia truncata, S. & Z. 

ae 
iE RE Fap., 1899, Rhynchosia volubilis, Lour., also La ia 

8 compare below Pr., 241, and 77, 473. 

i i? 
fal Bl a? | - 

855.—In the Shi king we have the term #E #% jen shi, 
which Lreae translates hy “large beans.” 468 :—Hou TSI 

planted large beans which grew luxuriantly. 
In the Rh ya [29] jen shu is given as a synonym of 7K a 

jung shu, Sux yen identifies it with the KB ta tou or 

great bean, which latter name seems to appear first in 
Fane Cuenc-cut’s book on husbandry [Ist century B.C.) 
This is the soy bean, Soja hispida, Monch. [See P» 
XXIV, 1A good drawing of the plant is found in Ch., 1, 8. 
This bean has always been considered by the Chinese as the 
most important of the cultivated leguminous plants. It is 

arewn in numerous yarieties all over the Empire, especially 
i the north, and is much esteemed for the oil yielded by its” 
seeds. The name great bean refers to the plant, not to the 
seeds, which are small, of the size of a pea. ; 

The soy bean is also largely cultivated in Japan. It is 
described and figured under the Chinese name «Hi 
Amen, evot., 838, and So moku, XTLL, 18-21. 
The soy bean is much employed in China and Japan for 

ee ing the so-called “bean-curd” and the sauce called 
ie The first is prepared by macerating the beans ™ 

as _— and milling them together with the water. The liquid 
Pap is filtered, To this fluid is added gypsum, in order 10 
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coagulate the casein, and also chloride of magnesium, The | 

coagulated casein or bean-curd is of a jelly-like appearance. 

Soy is made by boiling the beans, adding water, salt and 

wheat, and producing fermentation by yeast. 

Bean-curd and soy were most probably known to the 
Chinese in the classical period, although no distinet mention 

is mad» of these condiments in the classical writings. The 

ancient term 4gé ts'ang, which Laas translates by “ sauce,” 

includes, we may suppose, soy. [See Lz &, F 459-461 

“Diet of the Ancient Chinese.”}] Conr. Anal., 96. Bror 

translates the tsiang mentioned in the Chou li by “ mets 

‘ délieats.’ I, 70:—Pour les mets délicats on emploie cent 

Vingt objets différents. Compare P., XXV, 26, on the 

preparation of the ts‘any, At Peking the common name for . 

Soy is 4 ith tsiang yu (tsiang oil). Wu1ams [ Dict., 764] 

States that the English word soy is probably derived from 

UE #4 shi yu, in Japanese si yu. [IL should think rather from 

# if pronounced — sho yu in Japanese, See HEPBURN’S 

Dictionary. The character §¥ written te in the Shuo 

wen is explained there by (i Bal ba 7K made of salt 

and beans [I cannot understand what the character [i 

here is intended to mean]. See also P., XXV, 2, under 
AD GK. ae 
As to the bean-curd, ¥ JG tou fu, it appears from the 

Quotations in P,, XXV, 7, that this term and the mode 

of making bean-curd are first mentioned in the //uaé nan tsz* 

[2nd century B.C.], but it was no doubt much earlier 

known in China, 

856,—The authors of the Han period speak of another kind 
‘ of pulse, which they call Jv Hsiao tou (small bean). - 
early commentator on the Chou li [v. supra, 335] includes it 

‘Among the nine kinds of grain, FAN SHENG-CHI, in his book 
on husbandry [1st century B.C.] gives details regarding its 
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cultivation. The Shuo wen and the Kuang ya identify t 

siao tou with the 2 ta. — 
P., XXIV, 10, gives ta -as an, old name fort 

Tp hy EH chi siao tou (red small bean). The 7's‘ min yao shu 

distinguishes three kinds of the small bean—a red, a green 
and a white, referring to the colour of the seeds. ee 

According to Lovrerro, Flora cochin., 530, siao teu in 
: South China is the Chinese name for Phaseolus M ungo, Lu. In 
Ee Amen. exot., 837, we have 2 too, vulgo atsuki. Phaseolus 

hirsutus lobis foliorum ine illinc auritis, . . . floribus 

geminis uni longo petiolo insidentibus, languide luteis . - 
‘siliqua triuneiali, angusta, tereti, curva . . . seminibus ciceris 
magnitudine ... Semina in farindm redacta quotidianam 
subeunt pro scriblitis et libis pinsendis crustulariorum manus 

oe A drawing of this plant was subsequently published in Banks 
2S Teones Kempferi select, ete. tab. 40. TuHuNBERG, Flora 
japon, 279, identifies Kamprer’s atsukt with Phase 

vadiatus, L. In the So moku, XIII, 28, 29, of as Bis 
variety of Ph, radiatus with red seeds. Ibidem, 31, # 5 
Ph. radiatus, variety with green seeds. Lovuretro, l. ¢., 5289, 

7 Phaseolus radiatus, Li. siniee lin ten (i.e. $F lai tou, gr 
bean). Ph. radiatus is a near ally to Ph. Mungo, and t : 
we species have often been confounded by botanists. 
seeds of the former may be at once distinguished from the 

seeds of the green variety of Ph, Mungo, by their being 
= covered with long hairs, whilst the seeds of Ph. Mungo wa 

_ glabrous. Besides this the seeds of Ph. radiatus are distin 
‘Suishable by their prominent hilum. In a recently publis 
Interesting paper on 

a 

some leguminous plants cultivated m 
Russia, Prof. A. Baratin of the Botanic Gardens, St. P 

* 
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cultivated all over China, and supplies an important article of 
food. From the flour of the. small green seeds the Chinese 
prepare their vermicelli. 

Other Chinese names of Leguminosx are :— 

Jap., 7, Abrus precatorius, L., +4 ie F. C., 423, tH] B ii. 

» 1, Acacia Farnesiana, Willd., Fil $k tE . 

» 67, £schinomene indica, L., oy Bg - 

» 92, Abizzia Fulibrissin, Boivin, & bia . 

» 184, Apios Fortuncei, Max., + we 5. Ju = . 

» 198, Arachis hypogea, L., & TE #. ; 

» - 302, Astragalus lotoides, Lam., 3 FE Fe. [Lnd. FI. Sin., 
| =p. 166, Astr. sinicus, L.] z 

» 303, Astragalus reflexistipulus, Miq., >A na ae 

» 398, Cesalpinia pulcherrima, Swarts, & JA te. 

» 399, Casalpinia Sappan, L., tik FF A. : 3 

» 400, Casalpinia sepiaria, Roxb., = B. 

y 448, Caragana Chamlagu, Lam, , 8 5 35] i. 

» 534, Cassia Tora, L., BE WA. [Pr., 216, fi JR. V. 56. 
» 559, Cereis chinensis, Bge., A Hi . 
» 617, Cladrastis amurensis, B, & H., Var. floribunda, — 

KE Ha. 
» 747, Cytisus scoparius, Lk., a E tt. 
» 778, Desmodium Oldhami, Oliv., ly aK He : 2 
» > 821, Dolichos cultratus, Thbg., is i. [C., 718, # Sh 

Dolichos sp:] 
: 

» 898, Erythrina crista galli, L., Bs hi ii. 
» 900, Luchresta japonica, Bth., Wy Fe Hh. : 
» 1020, Gleditschia japonica, Miq., 3B €- H., 499. E-, 304- 

S., VIII, 3. C.,.133%:). 4s, BV, #96) 
» I 148, Indigofera decora, Ldk, Fi a. 

yy I 149, Zndigofera ncoria, Is., 5B ie - 
ye » 1233, Lathyrus Davidii, Hee., $£ sig it AA. 

» 1248, Leshedeza bicolor, Turez., 3] KB F. 
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Fap., 1253, Lespedeza sericea, Miq., tii a: 
» 1254, Lespedeza striata, Hkr. & Arn., $8 He Hi. : 
» 1330, Lotus corniculatus, L., var. Japon., Regel., f=] Wik BR: 
» 1402, Medicago denticulata, Willd., PX #3. 
» 1403, Medicago Lupulina, L., FE. 

» 1415, Melilotus caerulea, Lamk., S bE Fe. 
» 1440, Mimosa pudica, L.., a> 4 i. : 
» 1601, Phaseolus radiatus, L., mig Jv Gh var. pendula, ¥ HR. x 

[Cyt4i- Sm.,1.° P., XXIV, 9.] 
» 1602, Phaseolus vulgaris, L., Se i. 
» 1792, Psoralea corylifolia, L., vig Hii De : 
» 1801, Plerocarpus Jlavus, Lour., ri fH EE A. 
» 1802, Plerocarpus santatinus, L. f., 4 8. 
» 1805, Pueraria Ti hunbergiana, Bth., $y. 
» 2109, Sophora angustifolia, S. & Z., Z BR. 
» 2110, Sophora Japonica, L., FR. 
» 2194, Thermopsis fabacea, Di., BF ye WA. 
» 2236, Trigonella Senun-grecum, L., %  F- 
» 2317, Vicia hirsula, Koch., Jy i E 
» 2321, Vicia unijuga, Al, Br, # DA Se. ne Pr., 154, Cajanus indicus, Spr., H& Fe & or Mv. a A - : 97. a B, Pisum sativum, ‘i BOB. a 

Pr., 241, Rhynchosia volubilis, Lour., [TR Ti BH or ti 8. se 
11, 469, Phaseolus chrysanthus, Sav. cult., 4 G. 
a; 479, Vigna ve: villata, Bth. , is] g. 

“#L, 472, Dunbarea subrhombia, Hsl., SF a B also Deg : vccidentalis, L, y Pr. 262]. 
fo 

Pi 473, A Mphicarpea Ldgwor. thit, Bth. 3 & Rhynchosia _ - 
[v. Fap., 1899) BF = kai. 
eS a 59, Gymnocladys chinensis, Baill, W (He) & BE Os » > » XV, 146, Phaseolus Mung, L., Nv Bh. 

Cajanus indicus, Spr, UW HH: A. XV, ul 
% Ilo4, 
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357.— i tsung. According to W.D., 1024, this is a general 
term for alliaceous plants with fistular leaves; onions, 

garlies; a leek greea. But ancient as well as modern 
Chinese authors apply the above character, which may be 
translated by “onion,” to a distinet species of Allium, never 

to garlic, for which the Chinese have a peculiar name. 
The ts‘ung in North China is Allium jistulosum, L., a 

native of Siberia, Dauria, Northern Mongolia. It is largely 
cultivated at Peking. This species is remarkable for its 

never forming a globular bulb, like our common Allium Cepa. 

A good drawing of the plant is found in Ch., IL, 32. 

_ In Japan likewise the character & is applied to A. jistuloswm. 
[See So moku, V1, 31.] According to Louremo, Flora 

— tochin., 249, the tsum (ts‘ung) largely cultivated in Cochin-— 
china and Southern China, is the common onion, A. cepa. 

This is most probably of foreign origin. P., XXVI, 
_ 9, 14, mentions, besides the common ts‘ung, of which there are 
Several varieties, the winter ts‘ung, the spring ts‘ung, the 
violet ls‘ung, ete,—the rai] Ai hu ts‘ung, or foreign onion, 

termed also [&) [a] A hui hui ts‘ung or Mohammedan onion. 

The drawing of this plant given in the T‘w shu tst ch‘eng 
[LVI] represents an onion with a globular bulb. 

The ts‘ung of the Chinese Classics is, I believe, 1. sistu- 

locum. The Rh ya does not mention the cultivated ts‘ung, 
but notices the shun ts‘ung or mountain onion [r. supr4, 2). 
In another section of the Rh ya the character ts*ung is 

explained by green colour, and in this sense it is understool 
in the Shi hing [286]. 

The Li ki speaks repeatedly of the ¢s‘ung as an article of 

food, I, 79 :—Steamed onions. 462:—Mince with onions, 

Snions with lard, 463:—Onions an] scallions mixed with — 
brine, 13 | | 

Li ki, I, 46), 4(2:—Veget bles eatea by the anci:nt Chinese [LEGGE'S - 
trat Sation]. My remarks in brackets. ; 
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The Shuo wen defines the character ts‘ung by ts‘aé, vegetable. 
V. supra, 1-4. i 

398.—Garlic, Allium sativum, L., in Chinese #2 suan, is 
also known to the Chinese from a very early period, It 
is mentioned as a vegetable in the Calendar of the Hia 
[121]:—In the 12th month they gather the swan, the bulbs 
of which resemble testicles, BN luan. : 

The Rh ya [4] mentions a wild kind of garlic, which is 
also called li. The Shuo wen explains the character suan by 
@ XX (strong smelling vegetable), ; 

The Rh ya cheng i relates the following tradition :—It onee 
happened, when the Emperor Huane tr was ascending the 
mountain § [ly Li shan [see Botan. sin., I, p. 26, 27] that 
[some of his followers] were poisoned by the plant vial oa 
yu yt (probably an Avoidea), but by eating the suan plant, 
which was likewise found there, they were saved. Since 
that time the swan is cultivated in China as a vegetable. 

Shula the property of destroying the noxious effect of putrid 
meat and fish, — 

A good drawing of the Garlic plant swan is found in 
Ch, UL, 71. Amen, ewot., 831, #2 san, vulgo sir and ninnihi 
Porram commune capitatum. According to FRaNcHEt, 

— Vingiku is. A, scorodoprasum, which plant appears in the So : 
moku, V1, 30, under the Chinese name of bi- pase 

, SIEBoLD [Syn. plant. weon. jap., 90] gives Fe ip (great 
swan) as the Chinese name for garlic in Japan. ase 
“The ancient Chinese authors quoted in P., XXVL, i- 

ne distinguish the IW FF s’a0 swan, small garlic, which is said 
to be that commonly cultivated in China, from the * ie 

Onions (2%) —scattions [SE Allium odorum, v. infra, 359], ae ® infra, 360]—mustard [FE, v. infra, 862]—lichens Le 
_ Mushrooms, r, infra, 380). 

nanon on 
L OF spices there are mentioned :—ginger [H, 0. infra, 88) Oe 
smart weed [BE Polygonum hydropiper, ¢. infra, 366). 
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suan, or great garlic, known also by the names ¥§ # hu suan, 
foreign garlic, and Hj hu. The Po wu chi [3rd century] 
states that this latter was introduced into China from the 
West by the famous general Cuane K ‘ten, in the 2nd century 
B.C. The Allium scorodoprasum, L., or Rocambole, to which 
the So mokn refers the hu, is a species allied to the common 
garlic, 

399.—The 4E kin, mentioned in the Classics as a culinary — 
vegetable, is the Allium odorum, Tu, (A, uliginosum, G. Don., 

AL tuberosum, Roxb., A. senescens, Miq., are the same), 
W.D., 414, calls the hin erroneously A. setaceum. A, odorum 
is a native of Siberia, Mongolia and the whole of China, it Reems. Tt is a common plant in the Peking mouniains, 
and is also much cultivated in Chinese gardens. The 

| Chinese eat the whole plant, especially when in flower in ~ August. 
Ps SXVI, 1, Figured in Ch., III, 64. 
Amen, evot., 831, 3E kiu, vulgo mira niira, Porrum 

“ectivam minus, junci folio. So moku, VI, 43, same Chine 
name, Allium odorum. 

| 
— ‘The RA ya [1] mentions the wild kiu, otherwise called y#. 
The Shuo wen says that kéu is the name of a vegetable. 
Lace translates kiv in the Chinese Classics by “scallions.” 

: Li ki, Y, 117 :—According to the rules for the sacrifices 
™m the ancestral temple scallions (hiv) are called % AX feng 
pen (the rich root), I, 226 :—In sacrificing at the altars to 
the spirits of the land and grain, the common people in the 
‘pring presented scallions (iw). | 
Calendar of the Tia, 7 :—In the enclosed gardens are seen 
the leeks (kin), 

- Chou li, 1, 109 :—Food prepared for the Son of Heaven — 
and offered in sacrifices, Bror erroneously translates 4E iif 
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by “ail mariné.” I, 111, the kéu was one of the seven 
vegetable pickles [v. 376, note]. 

Shi king, 232 [“ Life in Pin” ] :—They offered in sacrifice 
a lamb with scallions (Ain), 

The kin is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai hing. 

860.—A fourth species of Allixm is mentioned in the Classics 
under the name of $§ hia’. According to W./)., 188, it is 
the shallot or scallion, Allium ascalonicum. Luar. translates 
hiai by chives or scallions. 

Li ki, I, 462 [Diet of the Ancient Chinese’ ] With 
fat they used chives (Aiai). I 463:—Onions and. scallion | 
(hia) were mixed with the brine. 

The hiai is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai tae 
The Rh ya writes the character hiai %%, and, besides the 
cultivated plant [63] mentions [3] the mountain hii, 
otherwise called hing. 
Tit Bes wen says the hiai is a vegetable; its leaves 

resemble those of the hiv. 
P., XXVI, 15, Drawing, Ch., LIT, 35. 
Amen, ewot., 831, Hie kei vulgo 06 nira. Porrum sectivam 

latifolium, So moku, VI, 37, same Chinese name, Allium 
Bakeri, Rgl. This. species has been observed in a wild state 

In Japan and Middle China. 
Fae The Chinese plant Aiai is unknown to me. It is be 

cultivated i in the neighborhood of Peking. : 
—_— 98, Allium Bakeri, Reg., Hk - 

— 2» 99, esculentum, i, ZS Me . 
5, TOO, »  fistulosum, L., BR. 

» japonicum, Reg., {I aE: 
e Ledebourianum, Schult., Es oa HE. 

ek nipponicum, Tr. & S., il I . 
Pie 10S, odorum, L , we. 

»  porrum, L., PR A. 
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Fap., 108, Allium scorodoprasum, L., bi . 

y» 110, »  victoriale, L., Ae A. 

361.—There is a vegetable [¥¥ feng] repeatedly mentioned 
in the Shi king. Leacu thinks that it is a Brassica or 
mustard plant. W.D., 157, Crucifera, allied to the mustard. 
_Leeae observes that in the Japanese plates the feny is a sorrel, 
Rumew persicaroides. Tt has an edible root. 
Shi king, 55:—When we gather the mustard plant (feng) 

and earth melons [v. infra, 363] we do not reject them 
because of their roots. 79:—I am going to gather the 
mustard plant in the east of Mei 7& (in the north of Honan). 
188 :—Gather the mustard plant (feng). 

Mao says the feng is the same as $ sit, which latter, in the 

Rh ya, is referred to two different plants. Rh ya, 83, we 
have lie A iy lung tien yo, synonym 9 4 HE sit feng t sung, 

obscure names not explained hy the commentators ; and 
(105] 4 sa, synonym && HE sun wu. : 

_ The ancient. commentators, as quoted in P., XXVI, 36, 
Tefer the above names of the Rh ya [83 and 105] both to the 

Jeng of the Sh/ king, which they identify with # 7 wu tsing 

“id SF man ts‘ng, names nowadays applied to the rape 

turnip, Brassica rapa, 1. Other ancient authors say that the 

st OF sun wen [Rh ya, 105] is the # mo of the Shi hing, a 
‘Sorrel, Rumex [v. infra, 441]. 

The Fang yen [1st century B.C.] writes the name feng Ba. 
It is there stated that this name is applied to the plant in 
Ls | Chen (Honan) and in #8 Ch‘u (Hupei, Hunan), whilst in 
& Lu and in #% T‘si (both in Shantung) it is termed 3¥ jao. 

Hast and West of the (T‘ung kuan) Pass (in Southern | 
Shansi and Shensi) it is called J #f 2x tsing ; in jf] Chao 
and $& Wei (Chili and Northern Shansi) the people call it 
K IF ta kiai (great mustard plant). ; 
Lu KI explains $f feng by ou tsing and adds that in Hi 

*U chou (Northern Chili) it is called Zf hia’, 
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Ia Sur-cuen in P. [J. ¢.] states that the wu tsing, a 
vegetable with yellow flowers, is called man tsing in the north 
of China. oy 
~W.D., 1040, says that the man tsing is a kind of round 

turnip, whose tuber is above ground and green coloured, — 
common at Peking ; a second sort, the Ff ES 4 kiai man tsing— 
has its white tuber under ground. 1 may observe that 
Winans’ turnip with the tuber above ground is not what 
the people at Peking call man tsing, W. means the cabbage- 
turnip, Kohl-rabi, Brassica oleracea caulorapa, with a round 
fleshy swelling of the stem near the ground, which is much 
cultivated in North China. Its popular name is pie la — 
This is, it seems, the plant meant in the figure [Ch., IV, 24] 
under ff # kan lan or AE p'ei lan, The wu tsing or man 

‘sing is veprésented Ch., LII, 60. This is, as I have already 
stated, the rape, Brassica rapa, L. It is not grown to a 
great extent at Peking. p’IncarviLLE, in his list of Peking : 
plants, calls the man tsing “navet” (turnip). By kéa? man— 
sing or mustard rape, WILLIAMS means probably a mustard 
plant with large fleshy roots, of which I shall speak 
farther on, eee 

— Amen, evot., 822, BE busei vulgo wona, Rapum sativum 

Totundum. Idem radice longa. Under the same Chinese 
name, in Stgponp’s Syn. plant. weon. jap. [278] Brassiea 
rapa, Japonice halma, Copiose colitur. é 

In the Chou li (I, 109] where the provisions of the 

table of the Son of Heaven are detailed, pickled taing's mentioned. (Heng Sz‘ 
) 

-NUNG explains it by man tsing, ane 
Bior translates “marinades de grande moutarde.” aed | 
{sing was one of the seyen vegetable pickles [v. 376, note]. : 

V. supra, 105. 

Jap, 373, Brassica campestris, L., aie ¥.- 
me a8 $74, » chinensis, L., io} 8 - 

» 375, - » - oleracea, ES; me. 
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362.—3F kia’ (kie) is a name which the Chinese nowadays 
apply to mustard and the mustard plant. At Peking they 
cultivate under this name several varieties of Sinapis juncea, 
L., the typical form of which yields the well-known Russian 
mustard produced at Sarepta. 

One of these varieties is grown for its seeds, which are used 
as in Europe ; another for its leaves, eaten boiled or as a 
salad ; a third variety, hitherto unknown to our botanists, 
which I introduced into Europe some years ago, is cultivated 
for its large turnip-shaped roots, which are pickled and 

largely used as food. This is called K FF ta kiai (large 
mustard), 

Li ki, J, 459, 460 [“ Diet of the Ancient Chinese ”] :— 
- Mustard sauce (Jf 4) with minced fish. 1, 461 :—Mince 

in autumn was made with the mustard plant (it is not said 
_ whether the seeds, the leaves or the roots were employed). 

Menctus, 190, 194 :—The character kiai (mustard) used as 

a synonym for #% (plant). 
The Fang yen seems to confound the mustard plant with 

the turnip, for it is there stated (see the passage quoted in 
2 861) that the Jeng in Chao and Wei is called ta kiat (great — 
Mustard), A smaller variety of it was known by the name 
ER sin kiai (pungent mustard) or ZF yu Avaé (mustard 
from Yu chou or Northern Chili). This latter was probably 
— Stnapis juncea grown for its seeds. 

Comp. P., XXVI, 31, 33, Ch., IL, 52, 54. 
3 So moku XII, 38, 3E Sinapis cernua, Thbg., Lbidem, 89, 

KF S. inteyrifolia, Willd., 41, HE FE S. japonica, Thhg. 
See also the Phon zo, XLVI, 9-12. a 
 E., 60, family FE. Figure bad, a copy of S.,X,7- — 

C., 96, Brassica ( Sinapis) cernua, Thbg. A., XV, 137, Ht 

HK Brassica chinensis, L., called at Peking A R- 

Fap., 2085, Sinapis cernua, Thbg., FF: 

» 2086, ,, chinensis, L., KH. 
» 2087, ,,  integrifolia, Willd., Fe 3F- 
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363.—The character JE fei occurs only once in the Shi king 

and together with feng [v. 361]. Leces calls it the earth 

melon. 

Shi king g, 55:—When we gather the mustard plant (je /, 

and the earth melons (fe) we do not reject them because 0 

their roots. 

Cut Hi explains :—The leaves, stalks and root of the jeny 

and fei are all edible; and if sometimes the root or lowe 

part be bad, yet the whole plant is not on that account : 

thrown away. 

In the Corr. Anal. [79] we have the phrase JE & tk 
which means coarse food and drink. Le 

In the Rh ya, the character fei is referred to two different ‘ 

plants. In 50 it is identified with #y wu. Kuo P*o says — 
that this is the + JR t‘u kua which latter term Lecgs — 

translates by “earth melon;” but kua is a general name for the 

fruits of cucurbitaceous plants and may as well be translated : 

by gourd. In P., t‘u kua is given as one of the names 

| for Thladiantha dubia, Bge., [v. infra, 386]. The same 

character Lfe‘] in the Rh ya [106] is identified with i 
st ts‘ai, regarding which Kuo P*‘o says that it is an edibl 

- plant, growing in marshy places and resembling the wu ses 

(turnip), but it has violet flowers. Z 
Mao identifies the fei of the Shi king with wu in the 

Rhy ya (50). 

| Lu kt says :—The fei resembles the # ju {e. infra, 44 
Calysteyia?], It has a coarse stem, thick, long — lea 

covered with hairs, The people eat it (not said what 

: the plant) steamed ; it is of an agreeable, sweet tastes 

In fi JM] Yu chou (Northern Chili) they call it ww. In 
Rh ya it is si ts‘ai, In if AY Ho nei (Southern shat 

it is known by the name of fa HE su ts‘ai, 
= _ The fed is not spokea of in the Pen ts‘ao. From the abov 

vague accounts given by the ancient authors regarding thi 
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plant, it is impossible to guess what it was. WuLLIAMS 

| Dict., 188] is of opinion that it is a cruciferous plant, perhaps 

‘Crambe tartarica (a quite arbitrary identification). Lreet 

has no doubt that the fe’ was a kind of radish. 

E., 104, family JE, without figure [v. supra, 50}. 

364.—As has been already noticed [v. 346] the character 

@ &@, which is met with thrice in the Shi hing, and which 

Lace translates inv: ariably by * white millet,” has, according 

to Mao’s interpretation, three different meanings in the Sh. 

In the passage p. 284 he makes it to mean a vegetable 

fa supra, 24]. 

Lu kr says:—The // is a vegetable which resembles the 

GH Mu ts‘ai [see 865, Sonchus or Lactuca]. Its stalk is of 

2 pale green colour. The leaves are succulent, contain a 

white milky juice, are edible both raw and cooked. The 

name 7 for this plant is usual in Ff Jp Tsing chou 

7 (Southern Shantung). The best is found in PF jaf Si ho and 

— WEPY Yen men. The people there ( A, natives; but 

_ wother reading has $f Al, foreigners) are very fond of it 

and do not allow its being exported beyond the frontier. 

am P., XXVIII, 17, the ki is identified with the 8 E 

- pat kit, a kind of lettuce. 

3 The Pen tsSao gives ki also as a synonym for ti huane J 

Rehmannia ¢ glutinosa (wv. supra, 180]. 

865,28 tu. The Chinese commentators of the Classics 

gree that this character in the Sd/ is applied to several 

- distinct plants. More generally it denotes, as Lege correctly 

_ ‘States, the sow-thistle, Sonchus. Several species of wild- 

growing Luactuca also go under this name. 

: Compare supra, page 33, where tu is given as a § ynonym 

for  3z ku ts‘ai (bitter vegetable). 

— Shi king, 56:—Who says that the sow-thistle (tu) i is 
bitter ? lt is as sweet i us the shepherd’s purse [esi, v. 367). 

+ 
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188:—Would you gather the sow-thistle (¢-w) at the foot s 
Shou yang? 231 [“ Life in Pin” ] :—7th month. They gather ; 

the sow-thistle (wv). 438 :—The sow-thistle (éw) is bs sweet 

as a dumpling. In 525 we have the term 7 3% tu tu, 

here meaning figuratively “bitter and poisonous.” Cae Hi 

says :—The f‘u is a bitter vegetable, whose taste is bitter and 
its juice acrid and injurious to life, hence it is called Pag tu. 

Mao explains tv in the above passages by Au ts‘a/, as in 
the Rh ya. 

Lu k1:—The tu or ku ts‘ai grows in mountain fields and 
marshes, After hoar frost the plant becomes sweet, soft and 
pleasant, which explains the sentence in the Shi “ the t*w ae : 
sweet as a dumpling.” In the chapter Nei tsz‘ of the Li ki 
it is said that sucking-pig was stewed and wrapped up in the 
leaves of the k*w ts‘ai. | 

The passage referred to by Lu x1 is found in the Li k (1, 
460]. The Chinese text has only #, the commentators say 
G 3K is meant, and K‘ung Yrxo-ra explains that the Sonchus 

leaves drive away the bad smell. . 
Li ki, I, 268, [ Yue ling] :—First month of summer. The 

sow-thistle (k‘u ts‘ai) is in seed. | a 
Chow li, U1, 509 :—Blancheur du jus de la plante tow (#)- : 
Calendar of the Hia [57] :—4th month. Collected are the 

sow-thistles (¢‘x) ; [89] :—7th month. Luxuriant are the 
 sow-thistles, 

In the Shi king [146] éw means flowering rushes. Luger 
translates :—The girls were like flowering rushes (¢‘u). Mao 
explains here tu by KFA (unknown to me,—the first 
character denotes a water-plant, Luryale ferow). Cay 

- Huan explains it by 3 3} (flowering mao grass) [v infra, 
460]. 7*u has the same meaning in the Shi [p. 234], where 
Mao explains it by # 3%, which latter term is referred a 

Kone Yine-ra to the Lh ya [214] (rushes). 3 stands for 

Fh see the 2h ya [209, 210]. , | 
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Tu has the same meaning in the Chow li [I, 381]. Le 
préposé & la plante tow (A) est chargé de réunir dans leur — 
saison les plantes tov, pour les employer dans les cérémonies 
funébres, Crena Hiian here explains t‘u by 36 ¥, (flowering 
rushes) as above. Bror reads mao jou and identifies it with 
Sonchus. 

Finally, the character tx appears in the Shi king [604] 
coupled with liao, 383%, which Mao explains by 7K BX (water- 

plant), and Lecce renders by “smart weed,” Polygonum 
persicaria. Cau Hi observes that t‘w and liao are the same 

Plant, called ¢‘u in the dry soil, liao in the wet, and not to be 
- confounded with the tw or ku ts‘ai (sow-thistle). 

See regarding the k‘w ts‘ai or tu, P., XXVIU, 14. The 
plant figured under these names in Ch., U1, 15, seems to be 
Lactuca versicolor, Sch, Bip. Henry [/. ¢., 189] :—A‘w ts‘at 
in Hupei is Lactuea squarrosa, Miq. 

STEBOLD [Syn. plant weon. jap. 219] :— PR HE kest asami, 
Sonchus oleraceus, L., Herba edulis. ‘The same, So moku, 4 XV, & 

366.—Liao is a general term for the genus Polygonum, of 
Which there are in China a great number of species. Some 
of them have different Chinese names. [See Henry, /. ¢., 

_ 239.) Leaar renders liao by “smart weed,” Polygonum 
_—-bersicaria, The character liao appears twice in the Shi king. 
— In 600 it is used in the sense of “bitter experience,” and in 
004 it is coupled with #4 [see 365]. 
Mao explains tivo by “water-plant,” Caene Héan by 
a ¥ ws x (pungent and bitter vegetable). [See also the 
RA ya, 65), : : | 

Li ki, 1, 460, 461 [“ Diet of the Ancient Chinese ”] :— 
The liao mentioned as a spice: a sucking-pig was stewed, 

_ Wrapped up in Sonchus leaves and stuffed with smart-weed. 
XVI, 76, liao, The drawing under liao, Ch., XI, 57, 
Seems to represent Polygonum hydropiper, L., which may 
_ Well have been the plant of the Shi, 
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Amen. evot., 891, 8 rio, vulgo tade. Persicaria vulgaris 
acris. Hydropiper, cujus folia indigenis pro pipere serviunt. 

So moku, VIL, 57, 3 or $F BE (pungent liao) Poly- 

gonum hydropiper.  Ibidem, 63, F& 38 (horse’s Polygonum) 

P. persicaria, L. Comp. also Ch., XI, 59. 
£., 58, v. supra, 102. 

S., VIE,3.; Swz., 198. A., XV, 169. 

Fap., 1686, Polygonum aviculare, L., a % . 

5s ce LOR, = Bistorta, L., AS BE. 

» 1688, _ Blumei, Meisn., 5 zB. 

» 1690, RS chinense, L., Hig Ht Fi - 

ig. 3692, » .- cuspidatum, S. & Z., FE ft. 

x 8604; is Jiliforme, & #4 Hi. 

» 1695, 5 flaccidum, Roxb , mK RB. 
» 1698, ee lapathifolium,; Ait, var. incanum, Led., 

» 1701, Polygonum multiforum, Thog., fi] B Be » 3704, : orientale, L., var. pilosum, Meisn., i H- 

= perfoliatum, L., #L MR in - 

eo OR ZES, ay strigosum, R. Br., 4é #7. 

pry E716, tS Thunbergii, S.-& Z.y var: hastato-trilobum, — 

Fr.& S., 3 BR. 
» 1717, Polygonum tinctorium, Lour., Bz. 

» 1873, Rheum undulatum, ., Kk i- 

367.—The 3§ tsi plant mentioned once in the Shi king, 6 : 
been correctly identified by Leaar with the “ shepherd's _ 

purse,” Capsella bursa pastoris, Monch. Page 56 :—The 
sow-thistle is as sweet as the shepherd’s purse. It isa common 
Plant in China, and still much used as a pot-herb. See 

the Rh ya, 108 and 18. In P., XXVUL, 4, it is deseribed a 
an herbaceous, edible plant with white flowers The fruit 0 

silicle (Z@) resembling the # ping (duckweed, Lemna) 

Bok a 1705, 

Chinese names the plant is figured in the Kiu huang 
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Amun. evot., 897, #& sei vulgo nadsuna. Bursa pastoris 
major, folio sinuato, C. Bauh, P. See also Srepoup, Syn. 
plant won. jup., 284, Capsellu b. past., same Chinese name. 
Japonice natsna; Herba edulis. So moku, XII, 2. 

E., 60, family 98, with figure of Capsella. 
S.,X, 41. Fap., 444. ; : y 

568.—3§ A‘ui, This plant is mentioned in the Shi king, 
251 [Life in Pin ”]:—In the seventh month they cook the 
Kui, Lmaar, 1. ¢.:—Cau Hi simply says that kui is a 
vegetable. One name of it is #3 chung kui which 
Mepuvrst says is Alsine or Pimpernel. 

Chou li, 1, 110 :—Food prepared for the Son of Heaven, or 
offered in sacrifices. Les terrines de V’offrande des aliments 
sont remplies avec des mauves (ku/) confites, ete. I, 111, 
Caena Hijan explains that /wi was one of the 4B if (seven 

Vegetable pickles) [v. znfra, 3876, note}. 

Kui is a general name for certain malyaceous plants, 
— Malva, Althea, Hibisens, ete, The k‘wi mentioned in the 

She king and Chou li is probably the Malva verticillata, Ly’ 

common plant throughout China. It possesses an abundance 

of mucilage, and the Chinese use it as a pot-herb. 

 P., XVI, 22 :— Kui, also & HE tung kui (winter-mallow) 

and FR 3 hua ts‘ai (mucilaginous vegetable). The plant 

figured under these names in Ch., LI, 1, is M. verticillata. 

_ See also the Kiu huang, LVUL, 32, and Henry, l. ¢., 156. 

— Amen, exot., 858 :—# Ki, vulgo avoi, in specie bara ancoi 

dicta. Malva hortensis sive rosea, vulgo Malra arborescens. 

TuUNeERG Flora japon. [271] refers Kmprer’s names to 
Malva mauritiana, La. | . 
— So mokn, XII, 56 :—4 38 Malva pulchella, Bernh. 

As to the chung k‘ui, erroneously identified by Cau Hi with 

the kui, . this is. mentioiied in the Rh ya [148], perhaps 
Basella, . ae 
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phan supra; 76,115 = 136, 148. ¥ap., 1392, Malva pulchella (= 

M. verticillata, L.) EE, Fap., 1394, M. sylvestris, L., ga R. 

V. next number. 

369.—%% Kao, a plant once Pe in the Shi hing. 

“Lecce says :—This is, according to Mepuurst, the “thorny 

mallow,” which is a translation of the Chinese synonym i x 

king kui, Tn the Japanese plates it is a hollyhock. ; 

Shi king, 207:—A gentleman of a party addresses a 

lady: “I look on you as the flower of the thorny mallow 

(k‘iao).” : : 

Rh ya, 76, where pt fou is given as a synonym for k% jo, 

Lu «1:—The kao is also called JE 3% pi fou and i x 

king k'ui. 

The plant buat bes the wu tsing (turnip) [v. supra, 3611, 

is edible and slightly bitter. Its flowers are greenish violet. 

_ This plant is, according to A.K.F-.P., XLVI, 23, the 

same as the ai 3 kin kéur or Malva s sylvestris, Li also 

common plant in North China, Good drawings of 1 

Ch, Il, 6, and the So moku, XII, 57, under the above 
Chinese name. | 
Mepavest and Leas are mistaken in translating king Kua 

by “thorny mallow.” $j king is the name of a plant 

(Vitew) but its original meaning is that of one of the 1 

ancient divisions of (hina (Hunan and Hupei), and in this 

sense the king is here to be taken. Malva sylvestris has no 

thorns. Wiitams [ Dict., 374] commits a double erro 
defining kao as a thorny kind of sun-flower. 

Fap., 93, 124, Alcea (Alihea) rosea, L. (Cav.) 3 Be 
» 1043, Gossypium indicum, Lam., ¥ ffi. 

» 1085, Hibiscus Hamabo, S. & Z., HR FE- 

» 1086, ,, Manihot, a ria Fat e. 

» 1087, »  mutabilis, Li, AR HE ®. 

» 1088,  ,, —_vosa-sinensis, L., Pe F- 

» 1089, ,, — syriacus, L., FR FE [v. supra, 6 136)- 

» 1090, ,, vernatus, Cav., BF yi TA 
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310.—Fe Kin, Leaar says:—Cress, so figured in the 

Japanese plates. The term is now applied to cress, parsley, 

celery. 

Shi king, 402:—Right up bubbles the water from the 

spring and they gather the cress (A‘in) about it. 616 :— 

The college, surrounded with a canal and sown with cress 

(kin) and other water-plants [v. infra, 398, 401]. 

Chou li, 1, 110 :—Provisions for the table of the Son of 

Heaven and offered in sacrifice. Les terrines supplémen- 

taires sont remplies avec des plantes confites de lespece khin 

(FF). I, 111 :—kin was one of the seven vegetable pickles 

[see 376, note]. 

Rh ya, 116 :—The Kin is also called 4 3 ch‘u Kur. 

What the Chinese cultivate at Peking under the name of 

Kin or kin ts‘ai, also BFE han kein (kun cultivated in dry 

soil) is the common celery, Apium graveolens, L. Ch., ILI, 

40, verso :—The character k‘in is written in various ways 10 

Chinese works, viz., FE, Hy and Hy. : 

The 9K FE shui kin (water &‘in) is another umbelliferous 

plant. P., XXVI, 58, Ch., ILL, 40, Kiw huang, LVUI, 37. 
According to Lourniro, [Flora, cochin., 228] wuel kin 

(shui kin) in Southern China is Sium sisarum, L.A pot-herb 

cultivated in water. Henry, J. ¢., 67 :—Shw kin ts‘ae 

Hupei is Gnanthe stolonifera, DC. af 
Amen, ewot., 825 :—FE Kin vulgo Seri Petroselinum folio 

Alsines, Morsus Galline dicte. Taunsere, [/lora, jap» 120] 

Tefers Kamprer’s seri to A [pum petroselinum. SIEBOLD, = 

Syn plant eweon. jap., 246:—FE Apium seri. Se moku 

~Y;19 [IK BR Gnanthe stolonifera. In Japanese ae 

V. 38, 116. Fap., 1505, Gnanthe stolonifera, DC., 
. 

Other Umbelliferze are mentioned :— te 

Fap., 391, Bupleurum falcatum, L., dé oe Hi. 

a 394, 5; sachalinense, Fr. Schm., 

» 539, Caucalis [v. supra, 91]. 
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“is 
Fap., 565, Chamale tenera, Miq., i Se 

» 656, Conioselinum univittatum, Turcz., ae a. 

a 675, Coriandrum sativum, L., aA He. 

» 762, Daucus carota, L., By 3E +. 

» 964, Feniculum vulgare, Geertn., Ei F- 

» 1114, Hydrocotyle sibthorpivides, Lamk., A naa HK. 

» 1264, Ligusticum acutilobum, Dic Bi, a Bit « 
» 1500, Nothosmyrnium Japonicum, [V. supra, 413.) 

» 1533, Osmorrhiza japonica, S. & Z., By HA aE a 

. » 1595, Peucedanum japonicum, Thbg., bi we. 

» 1635, Pimpinella sinica, Hee., 7 E se: 

» 1987, Sanicula europea, L., i HR. 

» 2052, Selinum japonicum, Miq., hy nN Fi: 
» 2075, Sesili Libanolis. (V. infra, 4 34.] 

» 2083, Siler divaricatum, Bth, & H., bi Jal . 

di1.— ie Kin. Lagu translates this character correctly by 
violet, It is mentioned in the Shi king and in the Li ki, in 
the latter together with the *§ huan which Luce calls “the 
large-leaved violet,” cs ot 

Shi king, 438 :—The plain of Chou looked beautiful and 
rich with its violets (K‘in) and sow-thistles as sweet : 
dumplings, =e 

Rh ya, 184 :-—Kin plant. Kuo P‘o identifies it with the i SA 
wu tou or crow’s head, See also the Rh ya, 128. Mao says” 
only that kin is a vegetable ; the Shuwo wen states that the root 
of the kin resembles that of the tsi (shepherd’s purse) and the : 
leaves those of the willow. It is eaten cooked and is of a 

— Sweet taste, ia 

Lha Calendar, 29 :—Dovuutas translates here hin error neously by Ixora, + ee 
48 iT. 451 :—The ordinary or large-leaved violets 

(tin and han) mentioned as vegetables, CHENG Hiax 
Says :—The hun is a kind of kin. In winter they used to eat 
the kin, in summer the huan, ae 
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 P, XXVI, 59, kin. Ch., XII, 9, kin hin ts‘ai, a viola 

figured. See also the Kiu huang, XLVILLI, 26. 
Amen, exot., 875, & HE hin sai vulgo sumire. Jacea 

tricolor, sive flos Trinitatis (Viola tricolor). Under the same 

Chinese name, So moku, XVII, 61 :— Viola japonica, LANGSD. 

Lbidem, 58 :—& V. pycnophylla, FRANCH. 

The name 38 # tsz* kin (violet or purple fn) in the 

So moku [XIL, 2] is applied to Corydalis ineisa, Pers. 

(Comp. Ch., LI, 48; P., XXVI, 60.] 

Fap., 684, Corydalis incisa, Pers., ae =. 

» 687, ,, Wilfrdi, Reg, RW #- 

» 2356, Viola sylvestris, Kit., var. grypoceras, A. Gray, LS 

» 2353, ,, pinnata, L., var. cherophylloides, Regel., 23) 

i & 
_» 2359, Viola vaginata, Max., i. Comp., Jap. 2351; 

Patrinii, DC., Var. chinensis, Ging., & via 5) TJ: 

872.—38 P'ing. Leuck makes it to be a kind of celery. 
Wutams [Dict., 7 02] thinks that it is a species of succulent 

cress; but we are not told whereupon these identifications 

are founded. 

Shi king, 245 :—With pleasant sounds the deer call to one 

nother, eating the celery (p‘ing) of the fields. 

? Mao refers the ping to the # p‘ing in the Rh ya [113], 

which is duckweed, whilst Cuenca Hian makes it the same as_ 

the $ ping or $K PE lui siao [Rh ya, 119], which may be an 
rlemisia, ; 

Lv k1:—The leaf of the p‘ing is green and white (Linas | 

understands white inside); the stalk is like a chopstick 

(Lecce translates “like a quill.’’) 
. ‘The plant is fragrant and may be eaten 

— Hia Calendar [81] :—Seventh month. In the low pools 3 

Stews the pting plant. [84] :—The p‘ing flourishes. =~ 

[See also infra, 375, at the end.] | | 

Viola 

both raw and 
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373.—25 Sin (sun). The shoots or sprouts of bamboo. 

The character is also written Ff. | 

Shi king, 548:—The sin or tender sprouts of bamboo 

mentioned in connection with a banquet described there. 

_ Lu «1t:—San are the young shoots of bamboo. All the 

bamboos generally put forth their shoots in the fourth month, 

only the & ff pa chu (bamboo from Sz‘ch‘uan) shoots out 

in the eighth or ninth month. These young shoots when 

they come out from the ground, being several inches long, 

are used for food. ‘They are steeped in bitter wine © 

prepared with soy (GX #). Bamboo-sprouts best suit wine. 
“Chou li, 110, 111:—Provisions for the table of the Son of 

~ Heaven and offered in sacrifice. Pickled bamboo-sprouts, 

one of the seven vegetable pickles [see 376, note}. 

[Compare the Rh ya, 42, and infra 564 GR mez, 969 
Bamlusa edulis. | | 

d74.—$8 Tw, also written &. 

Chou li, 1, 110, 111 :~Pyovisions for the table of the So 
of Heaven and offered in sacrifice. Des pousses marinces 

petit roseau (¢ta/). This was one of the seven vegetable 
pickles [see 376, note]. — 
_Cuenc Hiawn refers to the Rh ya (174) where tai is 

explained by ¥¥ i sprouts of a small bamboo [v. infra, 56k 

3873.—}f Pu. Lucan translates rushes, bulrush, cat’s tall 

Shi king, 548 :—Description of a banquet. P*« mentio 

together with bamboo-sprouts. Lea@e says an edible rush, 

the sweet flag (which latter is Acorus calamus). Mao 

explains it by #7 #3 p‘w jo. Caena Huan says it is © 
same as the PE Hf shen pu in the Chou li. This latter } 

noticed there {{, 110, 111] among the vegetable dishes 

‘Regarding the meaning of jo, see supra, 99, infra, 395, WD 296. 
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presented to the Son of Heaven. It was one of the five 
salted preparations [see 376, note]. Buror cails it “ pieds de | 

jone pris au fond de eau.” Commentator A. (CHENG Sz‘ 
Nong) :—On prend l’espdce de jone appelée pow lorsqu’elle : 
commence & pousser au fond de Peau. The character shen 
means deep. 

Shi king, 213:—By the shores of that marsh there are 
rushes (p‘w) and lotus plants. 401:—The fishes are among 

the pond-weed, sheltered by the rushes (p‘w). 

In the Chow li [I1, 270, 271] the p‘u (Brot translates 
jonc) is mentioned as produced in the Provinces of Ts‘ing 
chou and Yen chou (Honan, Shantung). 

_ The p‘u was also used for making mats. See the 7 hi, U, 
e 185, [Mourning Rites] :—The body of a great officer was laid 
ona mat of typha grass (jf JR). 
an. XIX, 15, the psu of the Classics is identified with 

the # Hj hiang p‘u (fragrant p‘w), which is the common 
name for the reed-mace Typha latifolia, L.., the young shoots 
of which are eaten, and the leaves used for making mats. 

} The mace, or rather the pollen, is jj $f p‘u huang. Rude 
figures of the plant in the Kiw huang, LIU, 12, and in 

: Ch., XVIII, 4. In Southern China, where typha is 
unknown, the name piu is applied to a Cyperacea, the 

Lepivosia mucronata, Rich., [v. infra, 455]. 

Ameen. exot., 900, 7 fo, vulgo kamma, Gramen eyperinum 
palustre, 

_ STEBOLD, Syn. plant. acon. jap., 7, same Chinese character = 
‘Typha angustifolia. Japonice gama. Usus pro fomite, Phon 
20, XXXII, 18-20, # Hit Typha angustifolia. sae’ 

Regarding the term Jif Pi) p‘u liu Lv. infra, 525]. ; 
In Lecee’s translation of the Li ki (IL, 387] we read 2 

During the mourning rites for a mother, the son occupied : 
the unplastered chamber, sleeping on typha rushes, -_ : 
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character translated by typha rushes is 4§ hu. The Chinese 
commentator explains it by jf 3 p‘u ping and says they 
made jij mats of it. But in the Rh ya [180] hu is given as” 

a synonym for ff 3 té huang, Rehmannia glutinosa. 

E., 68, v. supra, 98. For Be Ff read Hf BE. The figure of © 

Typha bears the name jy FH. Ba 

S. 1,42. C., 1054. A., XV, 181, Zypha latifolia, L. Sit, 224. 

Jap., 2253, Typha japonica, Migq., Bay (iH. Comp., Yap, 2113, 

Sparganium longifolium, Trcz., ME = fe. : o 

376.—Among the vegetable dishes furnished for the table — 

of the Son of Heaven, as mentioned in the Chou li [I, 109 — 

111] there is one called #% AC ch‘ang pen (root of the ch‘ang) 
which the Commentator A. (Cuenca Sz‘-nuna) defines by a 

ii ch‘ang p‘u and Bror translates by Galanga. ie < 

The character ® ch‘ang is applied in China and Japan 2 
to Acorus, of which several species, including the common 

sweet flag (A. calamus) are found in Eastern Asia. —— 

P., XTX, 8 and 13, #4 if chiang pu, A Hj she chiang 

pu, BY pai ch‘ang, names for yarious species of Acorus. 

Corresponding drawings Kin huang, 1, 9, and C. he, XVUL, 3; : 
Lourriro, Flora coch., 259, Acorus calamus (LOUREIRO S — 

plant is A, terrestris, Rumphius) sinice: we cham pu- Thidem, - 
258, Orontium cochinchinense (Acorus cochinchinensis, Kth.) 
sinice : «ui cham pu. : 

Amen, exot., 900, *§ sju, vulgo soobu. Herba arundinaces a 
palustris, foliis liliaceis, ob pulchritudinem in hortis o 
cisternis recepta; cujus tres habentur species foliorum - 

magnitudine differentes : soo, foliis longissimis ; ajam, medio- = 

. cribus ; et siki soba parvulis, quae in fictilibus asseryatlie: 
THunsere [ Flora japon. 83] refers Kxmpren’s plant to Js 
versicolor (i.e. I. levigata, Fisch.) But he is, it seem — 
mistaken, for Kamprer, judging from the Japanese names — 

he gives, speaks of Acorus, 2 
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Stepoip, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 4, Acorus calamus, L., var. 

asiatica. Japonice sjoobu, sinice J~ A (the first character 

means mud). Usus pro ceremoniis. The same is figured by 

Sresotp [ Icones ‘ned., VIII). 

Stepotp, Syn. plant. wcon., 5, <Acorus gramineus, Ait. 

Japonice seki-sjoo, sinice: Fy HE Hj. Same figured in Jeon. 
—ined., VIII. Same Japanese and Chinese names given in the — 

So moku [VI, 11] to Acorus gramineus. This plant, according 

to Mique (quoted by Stenoip) has been introduced into Japan 

from China, Srepoip says:—A. gramineus et A. pusillus 

pro septis lacuum artificialium in hortis, nec non ob virtutem 

in contusionibus colitur. 

So moku, VII, 9, 10, €3 #f (white ch‘ang), japonice sjobu, 

A. spurius, Schott. The same in Phon zo, XXXII, 16, 17. 

— Ibidem, 13-15, under ¥% $f, five drawings representing 

Species of Acorus, but only leaves. 

The ch‘ang pen mentioned in the Chou li [I, 110, 111] 

as a vegetable dish, was one of the five salted preparations." 

Tso chuan, 217 [B.G. 628. An entertainment described | :— 

There were the pickled root of the sweet flag cut small, rice, 

15 We read in Bror’s translation of the Chow li [I, 111] :— 

Les employés au vinaigre [ Pe Ay, supra, 349] sont chargés de préparer 

les cing marinades (Ff, BE wu tsi, the five salted preparations) et les sept 
conserves végétales (44 HL ts‘i teil, the seven vegetable pickles). 

ae D'aprés le Comm. B, (CHENG HAN) les cing marinades étaient -— 

ae. 1,—Racines de Galanga confites, tehang pow (roots of Acorus). 

2.—Les grandes huitres /§&- 3.—Cotelettes de pore. 4.—Tranches 

de beeuf, 5.—Pousses des pieds de joncs [sprouts of Typha, see 

375], , 

Les sept conserves végétales étaient :— : 

1.—HE (Atiium odorum, see supra, 359). 2—T (Salted turnips, 

supra, 361). 3.—DfS (Brasenia peltata, a water-plant, infra, 398). 

4.—3E (Afalva, see supra, 868). 5—Je (Baanthe stolonifera, 
kind of celery, supra, 370). 6—JA (small bamboo sprouts, supra, 

874), . 7.—Bj (bamboo-sprouts, sup'@, 873). 
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millet (black), and the salt in the form of a tiger @ BH 

é —— Fap., 46, Acorus Calamus, L., Ik ES yH- [V. Sm, 4.] 

» 47, 5 gramineus, Ait., Ay s ji. 

» 48,  ,,  pusillus, Sieb., $8 iH- 

» 49, 4, spurius, Schott, =} Hy. 
877.—The B& hie and the #% we’, two plants mentioned in 

the Shi king, and twice together, are, according to Lne@es, 
two ferns. He terms the first “turtle-foot fern” and the 
other “ thorn fern.” 

Shi_hing, 23, 24 :—I ascended the hill in the south and 
gathered the turtle fern and the thorn fern. Also 358, 359. : 

The hiie, also called pie, is mentioned in the Rh ya [185]. 
Lu kt: The hie is also called § pie. It is a mountain 

vegetable. In J8} Chou and # Ts‘in (Southern Shensi and 
Eastern Kansu) they call it kite, in Hi Ts and %% Lu (both 
in Shantung) it is pre. When it first begins to grow it 
resembles the foot of the turtle called pie, whence the name. — 
Its stem is of a dark purple colour. The plant is eaten like — 
the kui or mallow, Me 

P., XXVU, 25:—The hae is described as a common : 
mountain plant. The young leaves are rolled up and 
resemble a child’s fist. When expanded they resemble the — 
tail of a phonix. The stalks are cooked for food. The root is of a purple colour outside and contains within a white flour 
which can be eaten, F | 
The figure under hie in Ch, IV, 17, represents a fern, it 

seems Ptepzs aquilina, L,., the ¢ 
Heyry, [1. ¢., 
arrowroot 

ommon brake. According to 
91] hie in Hupei is Pteris aquilina, An- 

is prepared from the rhizome. Pt. aquilina is a 
common mountain plant all over China and Japan. s ; 

_ Amen, evot., Sie ketz, vulgo waribi. Filix in genere, et " 
— Specie Filix ramosa major, pinnulis obtusis non dentatis. 
—OB.P, Scapi novelli ejus inter olera recipiuntur. This 1s 
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 Pteris aquilina. See drawing, Phon zo, XLIX, 27, 28.— 
‘Sussotp [Syn. plant. acon. jap. 444] Pteris aquilina, 
Japonice warabi. Frondes juniores, foliis nondum explicatis, 
edules sunt et fere ubique fasciculi ejus in tabernis venales 
exponuntur mensibus Aprili ac Majo. Radix lignosa con- 

ditur et effusa prima aqua, amylo sic secreto, quod sub 
homine warabi nori, venit pressa, coquitur, atque licet tune 
nigricet, a pauperioribus comeditur. 

V. supra, 177. Fap., 1794. Other Filices are mentioned :— 

Jap., 61, Adiantum monochlamys, Eat., Ai fe ZE . 

» 174, Angiopleris evecta, Hoffm., mF 15 We it 5 

» 246, Aspidium aculeatum, Sw., var. japonicum, Fr. & S., 

E WK. 
» 253, Aspidium falcatum, Sw., A id [v. supra, 110]. 

» 274, Asplenium nipponicum, Metten., Fi) #p BH. 

we 275, , normale, Don., Bi Wal la. a Hi. 

» 368, Botrychium lernatum, Sw., es HD BR - 

is_..¢ 369,° os virginicum, Sw., We a. 

» 557, Ceratopteris thalictroides, Brong, ak Wk - 

» 723, Cyathea spinulosa, Wall., BH He. 

» 763, Davallia bullata, Wall., iy Dh] a3 ai- 

7. 707, »  tenuifolia, Sw., 5 ar. 

» 831, Drymoglossum carnosum, Hk., eB i Hi. 

» 1051, Gymnogramme japonica, Desv., hE A Bi. 

» 1359, Ligodium Japonicum, Sw., ie & iv. 

» 1517, Onychium japonicum, Kze., af HE yea Hi. 

» 1520, Ophioglossum vulgatum, L., {4 WW ofy Hi. 

» 1538, Osmunda regalis, L., var. seit Milde, ti i 

infra, 378]. | 7 
» 1722, Polypodium ensatum, Thbg., ak vay % fe inf gi 

455]. 
be 1723, Polypodium hastatum, Thbg., & # ws. BB aE £ : 

& Ki. 
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Jap., 1725, Polypodium lineare, Thbg., EK #, $i) Ft. 

277; 45 lingua, Sw., A #, He JJ fi. 

ee ASS, ri vulgare, L , 7k BE - 

» 1794, Pteris aquilina, L., PR - | 

1799; 5, serruiata, L. f., IF ay 3% Hi, JAN Ez Hi. : 

» 2030, Scolopendrium vulgare, Sm., IK FH Al- 

» 2386, Woodwardia japonica, Sw., hy FF. ‘ a 
3¢8.—The 7% we’, mentioned together with the hie femin 

the Shi king [23, 358, 359] is called thorn fern by Leeee. — 
He relies for this identification upon Cau Hr, who says that 
the wei resembles the hie but that it is rather longer and has 
spmous points and a bitter taste. But CHu seems to be 
mistaken, for none of the earlier commentators on the Shi king fey 
ventured to refer the wei to a fern. Mao says simply 2 
it is a vegetable, the Rh ya [167] states only that it grows 

by the edge of the water; the Shuo wen says it is & — 
vegetable which resembles the ## ho [v. supra, 354], thus — 

it may be supposed that it is a jeguminous plant. ae 
Lu &1 states :—The wei is a mountain vegetable. It isa 

Creeper, in its stem and in the leaves it resembles the 7) cs : 
siao tou [ Phaseolus Mungo, v. supra, 355). It resembles this 
latter plant also in taste. The leaves are eaten both raw and 
cooked. Nowadays it is grown in the government’s gardens & 
and used at the sacrifices in the ancestral temple. . 

P., XXVIII, 26, describes the wei as a leguminous plant, S 
also called We Bye wan tou (wild pea) and eaten as a— | 
pot-herb, ee 
The drawing in Ch., IV, 19, representing the wei, is rude, 

only leaves which seem to refer to a leguminous plant. 
At Peking the name wei is applied to Vicia gigantea, Bge — 

The SF 0 H in the So moku [XUI, 12] is Lathyrus — 
maritimus, Bigel. a 

I may, however, observe that in Japan, the Chinese 

character #, in accordance with Cuu Hr’s view, is applied 
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toa fern. The Phonr zo [XLLX, 29, 30] figures under this 

name Osmunda regalis, L. But this plant also has no thorns. 

There is a plant which in China and Japan is termed & #% — 

(the white we). The So moku [1V, 26-29, 31] figures under 

this name various species of Véncetoaicum. 

Fap., 1538, Osmunda regalis, L., var. japonica, Milde, a 

» 2330, Vincetoxicum atratum, Morr. & Decn., 8 fe 

good figure, v. Z., 157, and énfra, 468. 

379.— 3 BE Shu yi. This name of a plant is repeatedly 

met with in the Shan hai king. Kuo P*o says that it has 

an edible root, resembling that of the 36 J yang ti (Rumec). 
In Kiangnan the name is written 2% 3% shu yi. The root 

is light or heavy. 

— The Kuang ya writes $$ #§ shu yi, and with the latter 

name it is described in P., XXVII, 33, as a climbing plant, 

both wild and cultivated, with edible roots, a purple stem, 

shining tlree-cornered leaves resembling those of the # 4 

Kien niw (Pharbitis triloba) ; flowers in spikes, followed by 

three-angled capsules. The seeds are produced by the side ; 
they are of various sizes, greater and smaller, resembling the 

nodules of the GH lei wan (Mylitta lapidescens). [The 

Chinese authors mean, it seems, axillary bulbils, not seeds. ] 

The plant is also called (ly 388 shan yao (mountain drug) 

and Uf 3F shan yé (mountain ture). 

Shan yao is nowadays the common name in North China 

for the cultivated yam, Dioscorea japonica, Thbg. In other 

parts of Ghina the same name is applied to D. Batatas, Dene., 
and other species. Hunry, /.c., 412 :—Shan yao in Hupei is 

dD. quinqueloba, Thbhg., also D. japonica. A good drawing 

of Dioscorea in Ch., ILL, 25. [See also the Aiu a LI, 
15, and LIX, 32.] 

Amen, exot., 828, BE #§ dsojo, vulgo jumma imo. Herba 

Montana scandens, radice esculenta pingui, longa, carnosa, 
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incerte figure, quam ex loci conditione induit ; folio graminis 

Parnassi_ membranaceo ; spicis floridis palmaribus ; floribus 

Lychnidis pumilis hexapetalis, vix oscitantibus. THUNBERG, 

Flora jap. 151, identifies this with D. japonica, as does also 

Sreporp, Syn. plant. weon, 74. So moku, XX, 59, 60, — 

same plant, wild and cultivated, under {lj 38. 

B 54, family ®, with five figures of Dioscoree. 

S., I, 20, two bad figures. C., 503, 1108.  d., XV, 177, 

D. oppositafolia, L. : 

H,, 412, a z. is Curcuma longa, L., in Canton. Jap. 719, 

A co C., 75. xe “fp is Fap., 1156, Lpomea heteracea, Leo 

Jap, 806, Dioscorea japonica, Thbog., ily 4% or 8 Ti. 

» 807, 4, guingueloba, Thhg., Wy CI fit - 

» 808, ,, sativa, L., JI] Be Re. 

380.—¥ Chi. This name appears among the articles of 
food enumerated in the Li ki [I, 461]. Lkacs translates it 

incorrectly by “lichens.” Evidently mushrooms are meant. — 

The Chinese commentators explain it by ARE (/ ungt 
growing on trees), [Comp. W.D., 53.] oe 

See also the Rh yu, 41. 

881.—% Kiang (Ginger),—This pleasant stomachic, uowi- 

days employed in China and Japan, when fresh, to spice 

dishes, and used in a preserved state as a sweetineat, Was 
well known to the Chinese in early times. . 

In the Li ki (1, 461] it appears among the articles of food : 

enumerated there, bidem, I, 135 :—Tsuna st (one of the — 
disciples of Confucius) said’:—When one during his mourning 

rites falls ill, and has to eat meat and drink spirits, there — 

must be added the strengthening flavours from vegetables 
and trees, meaning thereby ginger and cinnamon (fE hut)» 

_ Coxr. Anal. 97:—Confucius was never without ginge” 
y When he ate, One | 
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£., 43, family =. with three figures. Two varieties of one, 

and another distinct species. 

It has been found out at Kew that Chinese ginger is not 

Zingiber, but an Alpinia. 

JFap., 119, Alpinia Galangas, Sw., rat EB =. H., 37, Liang 

; chiang = Polygonatum sibiricum, Red. 

» 120, Alpinia japonica, Miq., Wy =. 

», 2398, Zingiber Mioga, Rosc., Re t- 

»» 2399, » officinale, Rosc., =. 

S.,X,.2. Pr., 100, Sm., 102, 127. Comp., Jap. 442, Canna 

indica, L., os se. 

L.— Cultivated Cucurbitaceous Plants. 

382.— J Kua is a generic term for the fruits of eucur- 

bitaceous plants, especially the cultivated ones. [Comp. 

W.D., 466]. 

The Shuo wen explains JK by [ih, but evidently ji Jo is 

meant, which, by an ancient author quoted in K.D., is 
said to denote fruits which ripen on the ground, The term 

refers especially to cucurbitaceous plants. 

The early Chinese commentators on the Classics do not give 

any more exact definition of the character Jf occurring so 

frequently in the Classics, Lage translates it variously by 

melon, gourd, cucumber ; Bror and Dovetas by melon. 

“Shi king, 231 [Life in Pin”]:—In the seventh month 
they eat the melons. 375 :—In the midst of the fields are 

the huts, and along the bounding divisions are gourds, and 

the fruit is slieed and pickled. 469 :—The gourds planted by 
Hov rst yielded abundantly, 437:—In long trains ever 

increasing grow the gourds and the tie [see farther on]. 
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Li ki, 1, 82:—He who pares a melon tor the Son of 

Heaven should divide it into four parts and then into 
eight and cover them with a napkin of fine linen. I, | 

307 [Yiie ling]: Melons. 1 433:—The Son of Heaven 
planted gourds. YT 461 [* Diet of the Ancient Chinese ”] :— 

Cucumbers (MM). 

Calendar of the Hia, 65 :—Fifth month. Clothed are the 
melons, 91:—Ninth month. Sliced are the melons. 

In the text of the Chou li the character J does not 

appear, it seems. The character jif{ occurs there once 

[I, 383] and Bior translates it by “fruits sans noyaux.” 
Commentator B. (CHENG Hitan) dit JX melons, % citrouilles. 

mn PF. ARKH 1 article Ht MM tien kuna (sweet Iaua), 
nowadays the common name for melons, also ff JK han hua, 
which has the same meaning. Li Sai-cHEN suggests that 
the kua mentioned in the aboye-quoted passage from the 

Li ki [1, 82] was a melon. He seems to be right. But as 
to the other quotations we are left in doubt whether the hua 
there _mentioned were melons or what we call pumpkins, 

gourds, squashes, i.e, species of the genus Cucurbita. Nowa-— 
day: s the Chinese cultivate throughout the empire the 
Cucurbita maxima or Melon Pumpkin (the potiron of the 
French), the C, Pepo ov Pumpkin gourd, and C. moschata. 
Of the C. marima they have many varieties, varying — 
considerably in size and shape of the fruit and in the colour 2 
of the skin, At Peking they are called jj Jw nan kua and — 
& Bi fan kua. They are generally of large size, but there — 
1s also a variety which is not larger than a peach. It is — 
called. 52 AL MG, tao rh hung nan kuna, red peach 
pumpkin, Cucurbita moschata is (E M wo kua. The Benin-— 
casa cerifera, A I tung kua, is also much grown in China. — 
The surface of its large fruit is coyered with a waxy 
exudation, dai 
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All the cueurbitaceous plants now cultivated for food in 

China are probably indigenous to the country, with the 

exception of the cucumber and water melon, which, as their 

Chinese names indicate, were introduced from the West." 

Leace is therefore wrong in using the term cueumber in his 

translation of the Li ki. | 
E., 44, 45, family JK, with figures of :— 

Benincasa cerifera, Savi., & JK also called 8 IS. ak in 

and Hp s. C., 1390-1392. Sm., 80. Fap., 1223. 

Cucurbita moschata, Duch., FR JI\, also called eh. 4, XV, 

A530. F, AAV Ov Son., 80. Japs 743: ‘ 

Cucumis Melo, L., var. $Fap., 709, C. conomon, Thhg., fas UN 

also FF I, Se M. Fap., 710, C. Mlexuosus, L., E23 fA I. 

Sm. 79. C., 1324. A. XV, 153, HY (if) I. P., XXXUI, r. 

_ Cucumis sativus, 1.., 4 IK or rail JR. 0S.) 41 20. * Pr. 16. 

2, XVIIL, 40. Compare Sm., 80. Fap., 712. 

Lufja cylindrica, Rom. [ Fap., 1333, L. petola, Ser.], - I or 

Ke, BM. KR. HM. SX, 51 CG, 1190. 

My 0, 153. . Si, 79, 

Momordica Charantia, L., 4 IN or $8 Es] Ke: i ii %- 

C., 628. A., XV, 153. Sm.,9tand 151. Pr., 80. Jap., 1450. 

- Thladiantha dubia, Bge., = IK or + I, SF tft BR. 

” HE IK, etc., 7. 152 and 386, [Jap., 2224, v. 152.) 

Cucumis Melo, ., Ht MR or HH IK. A., XV, 153. 
Citrullus. vulgaris, Schrad., 3] IK or E: BR. R K. 

A., XV, 153. Sm., 65. Fap., 607. 

1611 SHI-CHEN in P., XXVIII, 14, states that the BA IK hu hua or 

foreign hua, was brought to China from Western countries by the 

famous general CHANG K‘IEN [in the 2nd century B.C. See Botan. sin. 

T, p. 24]. In the 4th century the name Au kua was changed into 

huang hua (yellow hua) which is still the Chinese name for the cucumber 

in China and Japan. Ch., 1V, 48. So moku, XX, 38. 

The water melon, py wi si hua (Western melon) was introduced into 

China in the 10th century from the country of the Ki tan (Eastern 

Mongolia and Manchuria), The Ki tan had previously brought this fruit 

- from the country of the Hui ho (Uigurs). For further details see the Wu 

tai shi, quoted in K.K.F.P., UXVII, 16, and P., XXXIII,6. Ch. XXX, 
; 33° So we he, Xx, 43, ’ ’ ’ 
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383.—Twice in the text of the Shi king we find the charac- a 
ters JX JR kua and tie associated. Page 469 :—Lxe@GE 2 
translates hua tie by gourds (“the gourds planted by Hou tst 
yielded abundantly.”) Page 437, he renders the same term 
by “the gourds and the tie.” ag 

The te is given in the Rh ya [58] as a synonym for 
IB cho. 

Lrcer explains the character tie (after Cau Hr it seems) 
as meaning the gourd near the root, where it begins, very 
small as compared with the wa when it has grown and 
extended with a vast development of tendrils and leaves. = 
I prefer to this obscure explanation, the definition given by 
K‘une Yrxo-ra, who states that in the Han dynasty the term 
tie was applied to the small kua, wv JK, whilst by JR the 
large kinds were denoted. But here again it is impossible 

_to decide whether gourds or melons are meant. The Chinese a cultivate small varieties of Cucurbita maxima and have also 
melons of a very small size, : 

384,—o hu; @ hu (it means a pot, and is also written $f), 
98 pao and i priao, 

: 
All these names in the Classics refer to Lagenaria — 

milgaris, L., the Calabash or Bottle gourd and its varieties. 
Lecee translates them by bottle gourd, gourd, melon ; Biot 
by “citronille” (pumpkin) [ Chou li, 1, 383, note]. 
4%, 1, 807 [ Yue ling] :—Melons ( JK) and gourds (ff). 

Shi king, 420 :—Of the gourd (4f) leaves some are taken 
nae boiled. 271:—In the south are trees with curved 
drooping branches and the sweet gourds (ff @§) cling to them. Cuv Hi explains that there are sweet and bitter hv. 
95 :—Her (a lady’s) teeth were like melon-seeds ff J#- The second character here stands for #. See the Rh ya [21]. : 
Cu Hr explains : The section of 2 melon showing the seeds — 
regular and white, te 
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Shi king, 231 [“ Lite in Pin” ]:—In the eighth month 
they cut down the bottle-gourd #. Cxu Hr explains :— 
Same as 3. 

Lace, Shi king [53] says :—The #4 p‘uo in the Shi king 
is no doubt the bottle-gourd, called also hu and hu lu. When 
the fruit has become thoroughly hard and ripe, the shell, 

emptied of its contents, can be used as a bladder. We 

often see one or more tied to boat-children on the Chinese 
tivers, to keep them afloat, should they fall into the water. 

Shi king, 53:—The gourd ( #4) has still its bitter leaves 
and the crossing at the ford is deep. Mao explains :—The 

_ p'ao is the same as the #§ hu. Its leaves are bitter, cannot be 
eaten. Cu Hr says :—The fruit was not yet hard enough to 

serve the purpose of a bladder in crossing a stream. 

Lu x1 says :—The young leaves of the p‘ao are eaten. 

The people prepare from them a soup of a very pleasant taste. 

The people from Honan to #3 JH Yang chou (Chekiang 
and Anhui) eat these leaves till the eighth month, when they 

become bitter, wherefore the Shi says the p‘ao has its 
bitter leaves, 

Shi king, 487 :—He poured out his spirits into calabashes 

(p‘ao), ie, Duke Liv, the ancestor of the Chou. CHENG 

Han explains :—They used calabashes for cups to drink. 
_Coxr, Anal., 185:—Am I a bitter gourd (# I)? How 
can Ibe hung up out of the way of being eaten ? 

Lbidem, 52:—Admirable was the virtue of Hur, with a 
“Single bamboo-dish of rice and a single gourd-dish of drink 
— Fh tk. : 
The Ku kin chu explains that p‘iao is a kind of hu or bottle 

gourd. The term is also applied to a drinking vessel 
made of it, oe 

The PY ya [11th century] states that the above names 

referring to the bottle gourd are not synonyms but names 

Ps. 
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for distinct varieties. That with a long fruit tapering towards 
the upper end (the stalk) is 4 hw; it is sweet ; that having — 
a short fruit with a large belly is the $4 p‘ao. The je hu 
resembles the p‘ao but is of a more globular shape. 

At Peking the name 4 F hu tsz‘ is applied toa Lagenaria 
with a large club-shaped fruit from 2 to 3 feet long. The — 
varicties of the bottle-gourd with smaller fruits, pear-shaped 
or oblong and narrowed in the middle (with a J& or waist 
as the Chinese say) are called $% RF hu lu. 

See with respect to the bottle-gourd P., XXVIII, 4, 
6,9. Compare also Amin, exot., 810, 811, So moku, XX, 
46, 47, and Phon co, LU, 17-23, where different varieties — 

of the bottle-gourd, cultivated in Japan, are described and — 
figured under the above-mentioned Chinese names. pe 

Lagenaria vulgaris, L., Mh and 20 other names, v. 2, 47. 
5, Sy 3Hs 4.; XV, epee PV, 199i)! Jap. 133%. 

385.—Ft i Kuo lo. Luage calls it the heavenly gourd, and 
says that in the Japanese plates it is the musk melon. | 

Shi king, 236 :—The fruit of the heavenly gourd would be 
hanging about our eaves, | 
Comp. the Rh ya [23]. Kuo P*o calls this plant Kh — 

Hien kua or heavenly gourd. | 3 
K‘une Yive-ra says :—According to the 2th ya, it is the 

fruit of the f£ HE hua lou, but Lr Siw says that the name is— - 
applied to the seeds. The Pen ts‘ao says the kuo lo has” eS 
leaves like the hua (gourd). They come out two and two, . 
Opposite to each other. It is a twining plant. The flowers, 
appear in the sixth, the fruits in the seventh month. The 
fruit is like a gourd. 

P., XVIla, 34 | Kua lou| :—The ancient authors quoted there describe it as a climbing plant with lobed leaves, pale g 
yellow flowers resembling those of the Aw lu (Lagenaria). — 
Giglonlas orange-coloured fruit of the size of a fist. The root 
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contains a white flour which is used in medicine, as is also 

the fruit. Figured Ch., XXII, 27. Kiu huang, LIII, 18. 
At Peking the kua low is the Trichosanthes Kirilowi/, 

Maxim., a cueurbitaceous plant spread over the whole of 

China. It is a beautiful plant, winding itself round the 
stems and branches of trees. Five-lobed leaves, fragrant 

white flowers beautifully fringed. In autumn the orange- 
coloured globular fruits of the size of a man’s fist hang grace- 
fully down from the branches on long slender stalks. The 

name kua lou may perhaps be also applied to other species 
of Trichosanthes. 

So moku, XX, 35 :—fE PE Trichosanthes japonica, Rgl. 

Phon zo, XXVU, 12, same Chinese name, 7%. japonica, 
and 11 tubers and fruit of Tr. multiloba, Miq. 

Bs, 151, family kG BE, has a figure of Zrichosanthes multiloba, 

Mig. S., HI, 20. P., XVIII, 34. Jap., 2225, Tr. japonica, Regel. 

£., 170, family Fy BR FF, with figure of Zrichosanthes palmata, 

Roxb. 

Some more Chinese names are given in :— 

Sup. +» 54, Actinostemma japonicum, Miq., Ay f i. 

» 1419, Melothria Regelii, Naud., FE Fe. 

»» 1056, Gynostemma cissoides, Bth. & H., ay itm #. 

B86. XE MK Wang kva, the royal melon, as Lecce 
_ translates, 

LG hi, T, 268 [ Yue ling]:—First month of summer. The 

royal melons grow. Cena Hian explains wang kua by 

EE pi kie, and refers to the Calendar of the Hia [56], 

Where we read:—In the 4th month EAB [Doveras 

translates] reign the grass and the yu weed. I do not agree 
with Dovoras’s 8 translation. It seems to me that Brot, who 

translates: “la grande courge wang fou fleurit,” is nearly 

‘correct, Evidently this - Sentence in the Zia Calendar 

tl month, corresponds to the aboy e-quoted i in the Yue ling, 

st month of summer, where 1 no doubt a cucurbitaceots 
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plant is spoken of, which Cuonxa Hian supposes to be the 
same as the E wang fu of the Hia Calendar. #3 Yui 
the name ofa weed. But the Chinese commentator on the [Hi ! 
Calendar is right in assuming that yu is a mistake for Z¥ sin 
(to flourish). 

Later commentators identify Canna Hiiay’s pi kie with the 
plant #8 $f pa kia of the Pen ts‘ao, which seems to be 
Smilaw China, L. P., XVIII/, 3. Root used in medicine. 
The drawing of the pa ka in Ch, XXII, 53, agrees well 
with the figure given by Kamprer in cAman. evot. [782] 
and with the above Chinese characters added. The plan 
represented there is Smilax China, L. oe 

Other Chinese commentators refer, with respect to the 
wang kua, to the Ith ya [84 and 152]. The name seems to be 
applied to several plants, a j 

The plant described in P., XVIIIa, 40, under the name 
E M& wang ua, also called Dp %& ch‘i pao, and figured Ch., _ 
XXII, 30, is Thladiantha dubia, Bge., a beautiful cucurbita- 
ceous climber of North China. It produces in summer a 
profusion of yellow flowers which are followed by small 

_ oblong red. fruits. The name ch‘; pao, U at Pekin 
means.“ tedhaytétone,”:- The tuberous roof of.the plant is 

Mealy and used in medicine, . I suspect this was the royal 
melon of the Classics, 

In Japan, where, it seems, the genus Thludiantha is not 
tepresented, the Chinese name XE J is applied to Tricho- 
santhes cucumeroides, Ser, [See So moku, XX, 34]. : 

£., 146, family ea 34, with two figures of Smilax. = Mh ih 
Js a synonym, Jap., 2096. : ere 

£..,-133, family jaz is [v. 194] Polygala, E a is mentioned 
a8 a synonym, ges 

887. — IK Ku kua, bitter gourd, 
Shi king, 237 :—The bitter gourds hanging down from th 
chestnut tree, | | : 
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K‘u kua is now the name applied in China as well as in 

Japan to Momordica charantia, . The fruit of this eucur- 

bitaceous plant is bitter and covered with little wart-like 

* protuberances, wherefore the Chinese call it also #K M 

lai kua (leprosy gourd). P., XXVIII, 21, Ch, V, 6, 
So moku, XX, 36. 

Ii Sut-cuen, however, does not mean to identify the k‘u hua 

~ of our days with that of the Shi king, proving that Momordica 

__ is not indigenous to China but was introduced from the south. 

LV .—Tevrtile Plants. 

388.—The character Jif ma, which nowadays is a generic 

term for plants yielding textile fibres, was in ancient times 

applied exclusively to the common hemp plant, Cannabis 

sativa, L. As is well-known, its flowers are of separate sexes 

on different plants. The male plant was called ee eee 

In the RA ya [104] this character is given as a synonym 

for” Jif. The male or seed-bearing plant was Jf, tsi. The 

Th ya [140] gives fi fen as a name tor hemp-seed. | 

The Lu shi [Sung dynasty] relates a tradition according to | 

— which the Emperor Suen xune [28th century B.C.] first 

a taught the people to cultivate the ma, or "hemp, and the 

- Mnulberry tree, for making hempen and silken cloth (4 pu 

= ond Hi, po). , 

The Rh yai [12th century] says the ma is -used for food 

[the seed] as well as for making cloth (4) from its fibres. — 

_ The plant which bears seed is called tsi, that whieh: has no 

= seed i is si. 
As hemp-see. 

times was reckoned | one of te five, or nine, kinds of 

8 grain [r, supra, soa] : 



cloth (ma). I, 143:—At the mourning rites for Hut TSZ', 

N 

_ prépesé au chanyre (jig) et aux diverses plantes (Gi) pe 
— faire les toiles ordinaires (4), les toiles & 15 largeurs de fils 

_-howadays cultivated in the mountains of North China (probably also in 
_ Other parts of the empire) and in Southern Mongolia, but only for the oil nh 

_ the seeds, not for its fibres, The Chinese call it hu ma (foreign hemp 

made of #i, [Other textile plants, see inj'ra- ] a 

: 7a Il, 31, is a good drawing of the plant under the name 
os Shar si hu ma (foreign hemp of Shansi), 

al 
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Li ki, 1, 284 [ Yue ling] :—First month of autumn. The 

Son of Heaven eats hemp-seed with dog’s flesh, Same state= 

[2o0, 491] vor the se-ond and third months of autumn. 

Lhe text is only ma (hemp). LxecGE translates hemp-seed 

on the authority of the Chinese commentators. | 

Tbidem J, 88. [“ Rules for the Period of Mourning ”] :— 

A man of seventy will only wear the unhemmed dress of sack- 

Tze yb went to condole, wearing for him a robe of sackcloth 

(Jit #) and a headband made of the product of the male 

[hemp] plant (# fig #). II, 49, 388 :—Mourning attire, 

hempen cloth, hempen dress (ma). I, 479:—A_ girl of 
the age of ten was taught to learn women’s work, to handle . 
the hempen fibres (iff #), to deal with the cocoon, ete. 

I, 369 :—The ancient kings knew not yet the use of flax 

(ma) and silk ($%), but clothed themselves’ with feathers 

and skins. The later sages then arose . sg they dealt with 

the flax and silk so as to form linen and silken fabrics. 

Chow lt, 1, 163:—Le directeur du chanyre (Hi %) ost 

(8), les toiles en filasse (#3) et les toiles claires (#7). 
Kia Kunc-ven explains that all these fabrics were made of 
ma or hemp, with the exception of the ¥f chu, which was 

Shi king, 122:—On the mound where is the hemp (4) 
ab tel do you proceed in planting hemp (ma) ?- ‘The 

ee a ; 

15 

Pid Flax, Linum saticum, ©., was unknown to the ancient Chinese. It is 

P. does not speak of it. Its introduction must be of more recent date. | 

i) 
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acres must be dressed lengthwise and crosswise. 206 :—She 

leaves twisting her hemp (ma). 208:—The moat at the 

eastern gate is fit to steep hemp (ma) in, 221:—A robe of 

hemp (ma) like snow. 232 [“ Life in Pin”]:—The harvest — 

is collected, hemp (ma) and other grains and vegetables. 

469:—The hemp (ma) planted by Hou rst [v. supra, 348] 

grew strong and close. 

Mencivus, 132 :—Hemp (ma). 

Cong. Anal., 81:—The Master said, the linen cap (ik # 

hempen cap) is that prescribed by the rules of ceremony. 

Chou li, 1, 27:—Les femmes légitimes (femmes du pre- 

mier rang) transforment par leur trayail la soie (#%) et le 

chanvre (#2). Il, 269:—Le commerce de la proyinee de 

#& ML Yu tcheou (Honan) consiste en bois de bambou, en 

- vernis, en soie, en chanvre (#2). ” : 

Shu king, 102, 117 :—[Tribute of Yi.] Hemp (3) men- 

_ tioned as a product of the provinces of f® JH Yu chou and 

4 JH Tsing chou (Honan, Anhui). 

‘Li ki, WL, 884:—[* Mourning Rites ”]:—The head band 

worn with the frayed sackcloth, for a father when mourning, 

must be made of the fibres of the female [hemp] plant 

(HE tsv). Lrucr states (on the authority of the Chinese 

commentators) :—The fibres of the male and the female hemp 

plant are both dark coloured, those of the female plant being 

the darker. The cloth woven of them was also of a coarser 

texture. 

Shi king, 231 [“ Life in Pin] :—In the ninth month they 

gather the hemp-seed (tsi). 

The character #§ fen has several meanings. In the 2A ya 

[298] it means exuberance of fruit, and in the same sense 

it oceurs in the Shi king, 109, But in the Chou li [I, 107] 

_ the character denotes hemp-seed :—Les paniers de la eéré- 

monie du matin sont remplis de blé mar (#8), de Ia graine 

— de chanvre (jen), de riz, de millet, ete, CHENG Sz'-NUNG 



Southern Provinces of China, from Cochinchina. It is mentioned sev 
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explains jen by hemp-seed, as in the Lh ya [104] the 

character fi fen is explained. In another place in t 

Chou li [1, 365] fen has the meaning of “extrait de chanyre,” 

as Brot translates, used as manure. 

In the Li ki the fen is noticed as an article of food, Th : 

Chinese commentators explain it by Je ik F hemp-seed 

I cannot understand why Lace [l.c., I, 451] translates fen 
by spinach. He confounded it perhaps with “ff, a | 

Amarantus Blitum. . 

Leacr defines the character 7 pu, frequently met with i in 
the Classics, by “cloth,” without saying of what material 

Bior by-* toile ordinaire.” See the abov e-quoted passage from 

the Chou Ii [f, 163], from which it would appear that pw 

in ancient times denoted only hempen fabrics. Besides this, 

the Shuo wen explains pu by ¥ or (cloth) woven of 

hemp. Nowadays pu is a general term for cotton, ae 
and other textile fabrics,¥8 

P., XXIL, 11, calls the hemp plant Je fi te ma, the 

great hemp, a name given to it in the Shen nung pen ts‘ a0. 
The Rh ya i [12th century] terms it j& Jit han ma, 
Chinese hemp, in opposition to the #3 ffi hw ma, or foreig 
hemp, the Sesanum orientale, a may introduced from 
Western Asia in the 2nd century B.C. A good drawing Le 
Cannabis sativa, under ta ma is given in Ch, 1, 3. But : 
Peking the popular name of the hemp plant, which is & ; 
found there in a wild state, is dJy ji, sao ma small hemp, 
whilst the name of ta ma is incorrectly applied by the pie 

a8 Cotton, nowadays the most important among the textile materials 

produced in China, was unknown to the ancient Chinese. It was only about 
A.D, 1000 that this usefnl plant became fully introduced into the 

centuries earlier in the Chinese annals as a product of foreign co 
(Southern Asia and Central Asia), See the late W. F, MAYERS’ interesting 

. paper on the subject in Notes and Queries on China and Japan, 1888, P- n 
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to the Rre‘nus plant, the book name of which is FE Wik 
pt ma. Hemp in Northern China is also called oa 
sien ma, The first character means cord, lines. 

Aman. exot. [897] Jie ba and ma, vulgo asa, Cannabis 
sutiva. So moku [XX, 52] Se fi, Cannabis sativa. Stesorn, 
Syn. plant. acon. jap. [176] fit asa, Cannabis sativa, var. 
indica. Liber pro lintea ac funibus, semina pro cibo usitata, 

£., 39, family fifi, contains besides the K Slik [v. 140] — 

ait Hit the figure bad. Fap., 1293, Linum perenne, L., var. 
sibirica. ‘ 

# ik , Ricinus. 1 Sik Abutilon Avicenne [v. 389]. Jap. 8. 

*? dik, Bochmeria nivea, Akr, & A. [e. 391]. Jap 358. 
I fk, with bad figure. Jap., 2262, Urtica Thunbergiana, 

S. & Z. : 

Jap., 671, Corchoropsis crenata, S. & Z., FA bie Si 

» 672, Corchorus capsularis, L., Be Wik: 

» 2074, Sesamum indicum, L.., rai I - 

— 889.—H Kung is the name of a textile plant mentioned 
in the Zi ki, UI, 150 (Mourning Attires ”]:—A_ girdle 
made of the kiung hemp. en ee 

Chou li, I, 379:—The text speaks of textile plants 
= cultivated in damp ground. Cnena Sz‘-Nune remarks that 

the plants ung [Bror writes king] and chu [tchow, see 391) 
are meant. 

s The Rh ya é [12th century] says that this is the same as 
Aung ma. Another name is a% king, of which the 
— Shuo wen states that it is a kind of hemp. = 

_ These names are now applied to the Abutilon Avicennw, 
| Gerin., (Sida tilivfolia, Fish.) a common plant in Northern 

= China, wild and cultivated. Cord is made of its fibres. 
ie lt has broad leaves, a tall stalk, yellow flowers. : 
_ ‘Henry [1c 267] 5 We ts‘ing ma or BS Be or i Mik 
— Abutiton Avicenne, The hemp exported from Sz‘ch‘uan is 
from this plant. pe 



_ (4o). TT, 888:—When after the burial the hempen dress 
1s put away, grass-cloth (0) is worn ; 389, grass-cloth (ko) 

luxuriant and dense. I cut it and I boiled it and made both 

—-186:—The Dolichos (ko) grows covering the jujube tree. 

rampante ko, 
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plain white silk and the head-band of Dolichos fibre (ko). 

(following the Chinese commentator), Shoes thinly woven ° 

See P., XV, 53, under the above names. Good drawing 
of the plant Ch., XIV, 14. Alu huang, LIT, 4, rude figure. 

So moku (XU, 62] PY bite Abutilon Avicenne. : 

390.—%} Ao. This name of a textile plant is frequently 
mentioned in the Classics, Lucas is of opinion [Shi king, 6] 
that it is a general name for the Dolichos tribe, and in the 
Shi king, where this character occurs about twenty times, 
he identifies it with the Dilichos tuberosus, of whose fibres 
« Kind of cloth is made. Sometimes he terms it also. 
grass-cloth, : 

44 ki, 1, 169 :—-At the interment they used the cap 0 - 

I, 432 :—Sashes of Dolichos cloth (#5 #8). Il, 49, 189 
[“ Mourning Attire "|:—Girdle and cap of Dolichos cloth 

bands, ie 

Shi king, 6:—How the Dolichos (ko) spreads itself out, 
extending to the middle of the valley. Its leaves were 

fine cloth (# ch) and coarse (# &%), which I will wear. 

156, 163:—Dolichos shoes (35 Ja) mentioned.  Lucer 

the Dolichos fibre may be used to walk on the hoar frost. 
Cary Hitan [Chon li, I, 168]:—En été on porte des 
souliers tissés en plante ko, en hiver des souliers de peau. ae 

Chou li, 1, 379 :—Te préposé aux plantes textiles /o (BH) 
est chargé de recueillir & diverses époques les matiéres, 
qui servent A faire des toiles fines (#/) et grossivres (#) © 
qui sont fournies par les cultivateurs des montagnes. aD) ) 

general il est chargé de pereeyoir la taxe de la plante 
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The terms # ch% and ¥ ki, frequently met with in the | 
Classics, denote, as the ancient commentators (Mao in the 

Shi king, Kuna Ax-Kvo in the Shu king) explain, the ch% a 

fine, the &i a coarse cloth made of the fibres of the ko 
plant. Lecax translates sometimes fine and coarse linen, 

sometimes grass-cloth. 
Shi king, 6 :—See quotation above. 
Shu king, 102, 117 [Tribute of Yé]:—The ch% men- 

_ tioned as an article of tribute of the provinces of Ff HW 
‘Tsing chou and jf JM Yii chou (Anhui, Honan), the k% 
only for Yi chou. Laon translates fine grass-cloth, finer 
and coarser hempen-cloth. 

Chou li, 1, 379 :—Toiles fines et grossiéres. See quotation 

above. 

Li ki, 1, 82 :—Napkins of fine and coarse linen (ch*, k*7). 

T 153 :—Hsten sz‘ said:—To have the mourning robe of 
coarse Dolichos cloth (4%) and the lower garment of fine linen 

(ch) was not the way of antiquity. 1, 270 [ Yue ling] :— 
_ First month of summer. The Son of Heaven begins to wear 

_ thin Dolichos cloth (ch‘i). 
; Conr. Anal., 94 :—The superior man (Confucius) in warm 
weather had a stifle garment either of coarse or fine texture 

(kK, ch‘), 

The ko [the name is still in use] is a climbing plant of the 

leguminous order, very common all over China and Japan. 

oe grows wild in the mountains and is also much cultivated 

: for the textile fibres of its stem as well as for its tuberous — 
_ and farinaceous roots, which furnish an article of food. The 

. - fabrics made of the ko fibres are still much prized in China. — 

The botanical name of this plant is Pachyrhizus Thunbergianus, 

2 8. & Z., also Pueravia Thunbergiana, recess THUNBERG 

: - described it first as Dolichos hirsutus. — 

The o plant is described P., XVIIa, 42. Good drawing 
= Ch., XXII, 83. Srepoup Syn. plant. econ Jap. 294, 
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Dolichos hirsutus, kudsu ¥% or $#% Pp (the second character= 
flour). Planta sponte crescens, linteum, amylum, funes, 
pabulumque equorum profert. 

So moku, XIU, 25, 26, % Pueraria Thunbergiana. 
&£., 111, family Ss, with figure of Pueraria Thunbergiana, Bth. 

Figure is copy of S., I, 18, where two are seen. The other 
__ may be of Pachyrhizus angulatus, Rich. 

C., 599, 600, 601. A., XV, 146. Sm., 88. H., 176. : 

891.—#F Chu. Lecce [Shi king, 209] says it is deseribed — 
sa species of hemp, a perennial, and not raised every year 
from seed. In the Japanese plates it is evidently the 
Boehmeria or nettle from which grass-cloth is made. But 
as the radical of the above character indicates, this is not 
the name of the plant itself but of the fabric woven of its — 
fibres. The Shuo wen refers it erroneously to the 9 (which, — 
as we have seen, is Abutilon) and says that the fine cloth 
made of it is called # ts‘uan, the coarser £ chu. Later 
authors take these fabrics to be derived from the a ch'u 
plant, which is Boehmeria nivea, Hook & Arn. This latter 
name ch‘u for the grass-cloth plant appears in the Pie lu 
[5th century] but it was much earlier in use. [ V. infra, 458). 

Shi king, 208 :—The moat at the east gate is fit to steep the Bochmeria (¥}). 
Lv K1:—The $#¥ chu is a kind of hemp (ma). Numerous 

stems come out from the same root, which is perennial, and in 
spring young plants shoot forth again without being raised 
from seed. In #) JH King chou (Hukuang) and # 
Yang chou (Chekiang, Anhui) there are three crops in one 
year. Now the government raises this plant in gardens. 
An iron or bamboo knife is used to strip off the bark. After 
the thick outer bark has been scraped off, they get to the soft 
but tough fibres of the inner bark, which are boiled and then 
twisted and manufactured into cloth (#7). This fabric 
Used for garments all over southern China fH if (Nan yiie)- : 
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Shu king 117 [Tribute of Yi] :—The chu mentioned as a 
product of ff Jp] Yi chou (Honan). Lage translates in- 

_ correctly coarser hempen cloth. 
In the text of the Chou li the character chu occurs once 

[1,163]. See the quotation above under 388. Buror translates 
“toiles claires.” This fabric is twice mentioned by the 
Chinese commentators on the Chou li [1, 32] where Bror 
translates “ étoffes fines de soie,” and [I, 379] thou. 

— £P, XV, 51, Chu ma, Boehmeria nivea. Figured in 
- the Kin huang, LI, 7, Ch, XLV, 1, 3. | 

Amen exot., 891 :—® Tsjo, vulgo sjiro 00, Cannabis alba, 
alits karauusi, karao et mao. Urtiea vulgaris major, vere 
florens, caule filis validis ad texturas expetitis instructo; _ 
Semine acerrimo, ex quo oleum causticum exprimitur. 
So moku, XX, 4 :— 25 fi Bochmeria nivea. Stes., Syn. plant. 
@con., 171 :—Urtica nivea, mao, 8 ji Cortex pro funibus, 

liber pro linteo subtili. 
V. supra, 388. 

V.—Tinctorial Plants. 

_892.—The character # lan is applied as a generic term to 
plants furnishing x blue dye. In the //uai nan tseS [2nd 

_ Century B C,] we read $F HE #& BE, the blue colour is yielded 
by the lan (plant). The Shuo wen defines lan by fu i 

4 plant (or plants) which dyes a blue colour, But nowadays 
the Principal meaning of Jan is “blue, a blue colour.” 

We meet several times with the term /an in the Chinese 
Classics, Legge translates it by Indigo plant. 

Shi king, 412 :—All the morning I gather the Indigo plant. 
>is Li ki, I, 274 [Yue ling]:—Second month of summer. 

The people are forbidden to cut down the Indigo plant (/an) 
_ 0 use it for dyeing, 
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Chow li, I, 880:—Le préposé aux plantes de teinture, — 
& Ye Ys, est chargé de recueillir au printemps et en automne- : 
les espéces de plantes qui servent & la teinture. The text of — 

_ the Chow li does not give the names of these plants, but the — 

early commentators supply them. In Biov’s translation — 
{f. ¢., note} we have to read lan for lien. mee 

Hia Calendar, 68 :—Fifth month fig # HB. Doverss — 
translates :—Begin to hecome luxuriant the Ruellia and the — 
Clematis. Bror has :—Neéparez (coupez) la plante fan liao 

(l'Indigo) qui est en pleine croissance. ; ee 
Bior is correct in taking lan liao to be one name. It is — 

the Polygonum tinctorium [see farther on]. e 
See also the Rh ya, 178, ma lan. , 
The Chinese dyeing drug which in commerce goes under — 

the name of Indigo [Reports on Trade of the Chinese Mari- 
time Customs] is yielded by distinct plants in different parts — 
of China. The blue dye-stuff properly called Indigo Bs 
prepared from the leaves of Indigofera tinttoria, L., a legu- 
minous shrub cultivated from immemorial times in India — 
and the warmer parts of Asia. /. Anil, L., a larger plant, — 
also generally cultivated in warm countries for the production 
of indigo, is supposed to be of American origin. The late 
Dr. Haxce wrote me that this species is frequently seen in — 
Southern China. Lovretro [Flora cochin., 560] mentions - 
1. tinctoria as cultivated in South China under the names 5 
lan tsao, ta cim (ts‘ing). As the true Indigo plant is a 
tropical species, it is never met with in the northern part of | 
China. I am not aware how far to the north its cultivation — 
in China extends, sae 
‘Polygonum tinetorium mentioned by Louretro [/. ¢., 297) 
asa plant yielding Indigo at Canton, is grown also in the 
northern provinces, especially near Peking, where it is called : 
lan, Depeaux [Hore de Changhui, 52] found it cultivated 
near Shanghai. This plant is a native of China and is grow!, 
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it seems, all over the empire. It is also cultivated in Japan, 

but, as Miquen (quoted by Sipponp) states, it was introduced 
from China. 

A third Chinese Indigo plant is the Jsatis indigofera ot 

Fortune, a cruciferous plant, first observed by that meri- 

torious traveller in the vicinity of Shanghai, where he found 

it cultivated as a tinctorial plant under the name of tien ching. 

It seems to me that F. has reversed the name, and that FF #€ 

tstng tien [v. infra] is meant. According to Mr. Hemsiry 
[Inder Flore sin., 49] Forrune’s plant is only a variety of 

our common European Dyer’s Woad, /satis tinctoria, L. 

Lastly, Forrune describes an acanthaceous plant exten- 

sively cultivated in the Chekiang Province for producing 

indigo, This is the Strobélanthes flaccidifolius, Nees., grown 

also near Canton and in Assam. Mr. Butxock [letter 1881] 
saw it near Pakhoi. This is Fortunr’s Ruellia indigotica. 

P., XVI, 74, lan. An author of the 7th century 

quoted, who states that there are three kinds of /an in China 

from which the BE J lan tien or Indigo is extracted (the 
: Second character is more generally written fe ten) one 

| is the AK BE mu lan or tree lan, the second the Hs BH 

sung lan or cabbage lan, the third the 3% # liao lan or 

Polygonum lan [comp. above 366]. 

The mu lan, said in P. to be cultivated in the southern 

Provinces, is, it seems, Indigofera, The Phon <o, man, 14, 

figures under 7 # or ¥ Indigofera tinctoria. La Sat- 
CHEN describes the mu lan as a leguminous plant with leaves 

resembling those of the Sophora ; pale red flowers, sneceeded 

by pods one inch and more long. : ! 

~The sung lan or cabbage lan is Isatis. It has the same 
Chinese name in Japan. So moku, XI, 45, #4 B or 

9 i XK F (the great blue of the Chinese province Kiangnan) 

As, ang to Francugr, Isatis japonica, Miq. 
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The liao lan of ancient authors is Polygonum tinctorium. 
Lour. It is figured under lan in Ch., XI, 12, recto. So moku, 
VII, 77, and Phon zo, XLX, 16, BE Polygonum tinctorium, 
japonice a’, 

We read in Taunsere’s Flora japonica [166] Polygonum — 
chinese, L., japonice az, and itadori. Planta est coeruleo- 

tinetoria instar Indigo .... P. barbatum et aviculare 
eundem in finem ;—and in Strsonp’s Syn. plant. econ. jap. 
[106] Polygonum chinense, #8, japonice ai. Herba tinetoria 
maxime in Japonia usitata. Neither THUNBERG nor SIEBOLD 
mentions P, tinctorium, which, however, as we know from 
arious sources, is much cultivated in Japan for its indigo. — 
{ therefore suspect that the P. chinense of Tounpera and — 
Sresop may be P. tinctorium. 

[am not prepared to say what tinctorial plant with serrate 
leaves is figured under Jan in Ch., XI, 12, verso. : 

I have no doubt that the lan of the Classics was Polygonum 
tinctorium, which nowadays seems to be the most important 
of the Chinese Indigo plants. The Hia Calendar by liao 
lan doubtless means this plant. Indigofera is out of the 
question, for it is a tropical or subtropical plant, not 
indigenous to China. P., XVI, 76, quotes an author of the 
10th century who states that the Ff ff, ts‘ing tai, which is 
the true Indigo, was introduced into China from Persia. 

E., 105 [v. supra, 178]. S., I, 34. 
Jap., 170, Isatis Japonica, Miq., rv Be. 

393.—3i H& ju la is the name of a plant mentioned in 
Shi king. Laaar translates correctly madder plant. 

Shi king, 142:—Near the level ground at the east gate 
is the madder plant on the bank. 146 :—Madder-dyed 
coiffure. 382:—Character $ mei, which means madder- 
dyed, According to the Shuo wen this is also a name for the ‘madder plant. In the Shi king, by this term madder-dyed 
knee-covers are meant, ae 
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The ju l% is noticed in the Rh ya [22], where also other 

names are given. 

Lv xt :—The ju lé [other names quoted from the 2h ya] 

is also called fh ff ¢ Ade (earth’s blood). The people in 

#§ Ts‘i (Northern Shantung) call it #§ ts‘ien, in A JH Si chou 

(Northern Kiangsu) it is 4+ niu mang (ox creeper). 

Now the people cultivate it in gardens. 

The plant ¢s‘en, with which the ancient commentators 

identify the ju li of the Shi king, is the Rubia cordifolia, L., a 

common plant in the northern and central provinces of China. 

The root is used as a red dye in China and Japan like the 

root of our madder plant, 22. téinctorum, L. 

P., XVIII, 19, ts‘ien. Good drawing of the plant in Ch., 

XXII, 20. 

Amen. exot., 912 :—p Sen, vulgo akanni. Herba spitha- 

malis, vel pedalis, ramosa, procumbens, radice fibrosa, densa, 

foliis Nummulariz, infectoribus pro colore serviens. 

The same Chinese and Japanese name (a/ane) in SIEBOLD’s 

Syn. plant. @con. jap., 832, is applied to Queria trichotoma, 

ae Taunserc. Adhibetur Rubie nostratis adinstar_ tinctoria. 

But Queria trichotoma of TunG., is, according to Maximowicz, 
Wickstremia japonica, Mig. 1 suspect SteBoLD was mis- 

taken, all the more as the So moku LU, 64, and the Phon 20, 

XXIX, 18, both figure under # Bi, japonice akane, Rubia 
cordifolia. 

V. supra, 22. Jap. 1930, Rubia cordif., var. mungista, Miq., 

i Si, & BE. | 
894.—As has already been noticed [892] there is a passage — 

: in the Chou li stating that the superintendent of the plants 

used for dyeing is obliged to gather these plants i in spring 

and in autumn, 

_ Carne Hitay says that the following plants are meant :— 

1.—The 38 §% mao shon which is mentioned in the 2th ya 

[22]. The same as ju la or Rubia already spoken of. 
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2.—The BF t‘o lu (Bior reads hi liu). KD. 
writes #3 J so lv. These names are not found in P. 

3.—The AC FH shi show (pig’s head). This is men- 
tioned in the Rh ya [85] where perhaps Carpesium 
abrotanoides is intended. But that is not a tinctorial_ 
plant. 

4,— 3% Fi tz‘ lie. [Comp. the Rh ya, 142}. This 
Lithospermum erythrorhizon, 8. & Z. 

To these four names other commentators add two more, Viz :— 

5.—E lan (Bror writes lien), Indigo plants Lv Seprey. 
392]. . 

6.—The & 3 3 tsao siang tou, used for dyeing a 
black colour. These are cupules of the acorns of oaks 
[v. infra, 534), 

Vi— Water Plants. 

395.—The beautiful Lietiiy plant, the Nelumbium speciosa, 
WI1tp., is spoken of in the Shi king. Compare regarding its 
ancient names and names for various parts of the ep ee 
Rh ya, 99, 100, 191. 

Shi king, 137 :—In the marshes is the Lotus flower if # 
ho hua, 213 :—By the shores of that marsh there are 
rushes and Lotus flowers (ho). In the same ode, farther on, _ 
we have Lotus flowers BY lan tan [Lecce explain 
unopened flowers of the Lotus]. 

Lu x1 gives the following account of the plant [for _ 
Chinese characters see above, 99, 100, RA ya] :-— : 
The ho is also called fu kit. The former name is usual iW 
Kiangtung. Its stem is called kia, the leaves héa, the part 
of the plant below the leaves is i BY pai jo, the unopened 
flower han tan, the expanded flower fu ha. Its fruit is lien 
The green skin of the seed receptacle is 3 U/. The lcs 
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seed is #7. In the centre of the seed there is a small green 

hook (the plumule) which is called 7 and is very bitter, 

whence the proverb “ bitter as a plumule of the. Lotus-seed.” 

In the fifth month the seeds begin to form. The unripe 

tender seeds are eaten. In autumn the len or receptacle is 

getting black, and then the ripe seeds are ground into 

meal, which is used for food like millet. It is nourishing, 

strengthens the body. It is also eaten boiled into gruel. 

It is especially useful to the people of py J}] Yu chou 

(Northern Chili), #3 J Yang chou (Anhui, Chekiang), and 

HRM Yi chou (Honan), in time of dearth. The root 

stock is called ow. In Yi chou the people call it 3B 

kuang p‘ang ; it is shining like an ox-horn. _ 
Li sao, 19 :—J’ai séché des feuilles du nénuphar (ff) pour 

orner mes vétements supérieurs, j'ai amass¢é des fleurs 

WAlthea (3 #8) pour orner mes vétements inférieurs. 

I may observe that fw yung in ancient times was not Althzea 

but another name for the Lotus Hower [v. supra, 99, 101). 

Nelumbium speciosum is extensively cultivated throughout 

the Chinese Empire. At Peking the people eat the fresh 

seeds and cook the arrowroot obtained from the root o— 

ito a jelly which is considered very wholesome. : 

Of the ancient terms applied to the plant and parts of it, 
only three are still in use. The flowers are called 3# ria 

lien hua, the leaves Fif HB ho ye, the root stock is # ov, the 
flour obtained from it HE Pp ow fen. 

_ P.XXXIIL, 16, lien ow. The plant is figured under the same 

“name in Ch. XXXII, 9, and in the Kiu huang, LVUL, 7 

— Amen. exot., 880, 3g ren. Nymphea indica, sive Faba 

— Syptiaca Prosp. Alp. Planta paganis sacra... - Radix 

_prelonga, in transversum extensa, brachii crassitie, eX longis- 
intervallis geniculata. SrepoLp, Syn plant. econ. jap, 96, 

Nelumbium speciosuni, #8. Flos idolis oblatus. Radices cre- 

bram obsonium. Semina edulia.—So moku, X, 9, i 
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V. supra, 99. JFap., 1490, N. speciosum, Willd., ii. 

Jap., 1302, Nymphea tetragona, Georg., Ff i, “Pp i. 

» 1501, Nuphar japonicum, DC., #i¥e BE. [Comp. supra, 

113.] ze 

596,—Another interesting and conspicuous plant of the order 
of Water-lilies, the Euryale ferow, Salisb., has, like the Lotus, 
been cultivated throughout China from remote antiquity. — 
Its farinaceous seeds are used as food by the natives. The 
whole plant is covered with prickles ; large leaves with 
prominent spiny veins. The popular Chinese name of the 

plant is 3 BA Li tow (cock’s head). ‘This name is very 
fitting ; the long, thin, persistent, closely cohering segments 
of the calyx enclosing the ovary, indeed resemble a cock’s 
head. The classical name of the plant is FR kien. It 

appears only once in the Chou Li [I, 108] :—Offerings. Les” 
paniers supplémentaires sont remplis avec des chfataignes : 
Weau, des fruits de la plante kien, ete. CHEne Sz‘-NUNG- 
comments 47 tou (cock’s head). ae 
The en is not mentioned in the Rh ya, but is noticed in 

the Fung yen [ Ist century B.C.] ~The common Chinese 

names are given there as k‘ien and ki t‘ou. In qe He Pei yen 
(Northern Chili) it is also called 7 or #. These characters 
are not found in A.D), but are probably the same as 7% wel 
or yi given.in the Kj wang ya as a synonym for ken. 4 

P., XXXIV, 27, kien. Figured in the Avu huang, LVUI, 

~ 

23, and in Ch., XXXII, 10, (tolerably well represented). 
Euryale Jerow is also cultivated in Japan, Amen, evol, 900, HE ken vulgo midsubaki. Nymphiea folio Populaginis, 

_ longis villis hirsuto ; fructu surrecto magno turbinato, instar 
strobuli squamato et villoso. Phon zo, LXXVI, », we St : 
(the second character means fruit). Euryale Jfero—[See also Horrm, & Scu., 236,] | ‘ 

£., 99, family Ae, with good figure of Zuryade and 11 name 
S., XI, 23. Sm. 95. Fap., 929. bs. 
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- 897.—A third water-plant cultivated for its edible seeds, 

and which’ grows plentifully in the lakes and rivers of China— 

the water-caltrop, Trapa—is mentioned in the Ritual Classics 

under the name of $# ling. 

Chou li, 1, 108 [* Offerings ”] :—Les paniers supplémen- 

taires sont remplis avec des chitaignes d’eau (ling. CHENG 

Sz*nuna@ explains it by ¥ k*7) des fruits de la plante 

kien, ete. 

» Li ki, I, 461 [* Diet of the Ancient Chinese ”] :—Ling 

‘mentioned among the fruits eaten. [See infra, 484, note. | 

Curene Hitan comments ling i‘. : bastge 
The plant is mentioned.in the Rh ya [124]. 

Li sao, 19 :—T’ai séché des feuilles de la chataigne d'eau 

(#é) et du nénuphar pour orner mes vétements supérieurs. 

~The Shuo wen explains ling by ki and says that the latter 

character is the same as 38 (pronounced also to). 

The Wu ling ki, quoted in the Yu yang tsa tsu [9th century] 

says that the fruit with three horns is called é/, that with — 

two is ling. 

The 7'si min yao shu [5th century] calls it #E ling ts‘iu. 

At Peking the common name for the water-caltrop is now 

Ve $§ ling kiie, the second character meaning horn, in 

allusion to the horns at the top of the fruit. 
— -P., XXXII, 26, 38 BW Ki shi (7 fruit) also ling, ling kite. 

a Su Sune [11th century] distinguishes two kinds of ling, 

with two and with four horns. Li Sat-cHen gives a good 
description of the plant. . | 
Drawings in the Kin huang (LVI, 10] under ling hie 

(plant recognizable), and in Ch., XXXII, 19, good figure. — 

The water-caltrop cultivated at Peking is the Trapa 
_bispinosa, Roxb., which is found also in Kashmir. LOUREIRO — 

2 [F lora cochin., 86] mentions the Trapa chinensis cultivated 

at Canton.  Linnavus described a water-caltrop received 

from Canton as T. bicornis. ' Huwry [l.c., 248, 244] —in 
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Ichang ling hie is Tr. hispinosa. In the Index Flore sin. 
[p, 811] all the Chinese species of Zvapa are referred as 
varieties to Tr. natans, L. — 

Amen, ecot., 817, #% rijuu, vulgo vis. Tribulus aquatien 
So moku, II, 538, 3 japonice hiss’. T. rapa bispinosa, Roxb. 

V. supra, 124. Fap., 2218. wide 

398.—A water-plant termed Rf mao in the Shi king (t 
character is also written be and Jf) is called mallow or — 
water-mallow by Leaan. He says it is probably another 
name for one of the duck-weeds ; according to WILLIAMS an 
aquatic vegetable like mallow. ” 

Shi king, 616 :—Pleasant is the semi-circular water (sur- 
rounding the college) and we will gather the kin [v. 370] 
the tsao [v. 401] and the mallows (mao) about. Mao 
explains mao by §& 3€ fu k‘ui (duck-mallow). é. 

Chou li, I, 109 [Offerings ”]:—Les terrines de la cé 
monie du matin sont remplies avec de Vail mariné (other 
vegetables and meats enumerated) .'. . . et avec de 
marinades de grande moutarde [v. 361] et de la plante mao. 
CHENG Sz‘-nune thinks that 3 mao [v. infra, 459] is to 
: understood, the young sprouts of which are eaten. But the 
other commentators do not assent to this interpretation an 
identify the plant in question with fu k‘ui, The mao wa 
one of the seven vegetable pickles [v. supra, 376, note]. — 
__ The mao is also mentioned in the Shan hai king. Kuo B* 
identifies it with fu kui. : ee ; 

_Lv k1:—The mao resembles the hing ts‘ai [see the next] 
_ The leaves are round like a hand, of a red colour, succulen 
and slimy, they slip between the fingers. The stalks — 
long. The plant can be eaten raw or cooked. The peop’ 

- of Kiangnan | call it 33K shun ts‘ai (shun vegetable) also KF shui Mui (water-mallow). It is a common pla pools and rivers, | 
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P., XIX, 24, shun. The figure in Ch., XVIII, 14, a 
_water-plant with peltate leaves. ; 

SmeBoLD, Syn. plant. won. jap., 207, Villarsia peltata 3% 
gjun sa?, Herba mucilaginosa in jusculis magni estimata. 

According to Francuer & Savatier [Lnum. Pl. Jap., L 

25], the plant figured in the Phon zo [XXXIV, 10] under 3% 
or djioun se is not Villarsia peltata (= Limnanthemum pel- 

_ tatum, Griseb., order Gentianacee), but Brasenia. peltata, 
Pursh., a water-plant, order Nympheacee, found also in 

North America and India. [See Botan. Mag., tab. 1147.] 
It was first called Hydropeltis purpurea. The whole plant is 

coated with a gelatinous substance. It is the Menyanthes 

nymphoides of THunserc [Flora jap., 82]. In the Amen. eot. 

[82] the above Chinese and Japanese names are erroneously 

referred to a Sagittaria. : z 
This plant has not yet been met within China by European 

botanists, but the drawing in Ch. may well represent 

_ Brasenia, and the above early description of it by Lu xt 
agrees, 

: £, 65, family ag, Figure probably a Mympheacea, wor . 
different from P., XIX, 24. #8 
_ Mao is also a synonym of H Hi. £., 130. ~ 

Jap., 372, Brasenia peltata. : 
 899.—The water-plant 7% 3 hing (hang) ts‘ai_ (the first 

character is also written #¢, according to the Shuo wen) 
mentioned in the first ode of the Shi king, has been ezro- 

‘neously identified by Leaar with the duck-weed, Lemna 

_ Shi king, I :—Here long, here short is the duck-weed 

(hang ts‘ai), to the left, to the right, borne about by the 
current, oc Pe ee 

_ Lreer says :—The hang ts‘ai is described (by Cau Hi) = 
growing in the water, long or short, according to the depth, 
with a round reddish leaf, which floats on the surface and ¥ 

Pd 

t 
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rather more than an inch in diameter. Its flower is yellow 

It is very like the shun [see the preceding] which Mepnurst 

ealls the marsh mallow, but its leaves are not so round, being | 

a little pointed. 

This plant is mentioned in the Rh ya [47] hing or tsie yite 

Lv «1 :—The hing or tsie ya has a white stalk. The leaves _ 

are of a purplish red colour, they are orbicular (peltate), — 
more than an inch in diameter. They float on the surface 

of the water; the root is at the bottom, short or Jong 

according to the depth of the water. The upper part is 
green, the inferior part white. The people eat the white 
stalks, They are also steeped in bitter wine. | 

¢ 

At Peking hang ts‘ai is Limnanthemum nymphoides, Link., : 

an aquatic Gentianacea with sub-orbicular floating leaves and 

yellow flowers. ke 

P. XIX, 23, hang ts‘ai.. Some ancient authors identify it~ 

with the ju kui [see the preceding]. Figured in the 
Kiu huang, LIL, 25, and C L, XVIIL 15. Peat : 

Amen, enol, kjoo and koo, vulgo ASasd, N ymphea 

folia Thore yaldensis. So moku, IV, 15, @e HE atsa dsa 

Limnanthemum nymphoides. 2 

V. supra, 47. Fap., 1283. 

400.—The $@ p‘in is another aquatic plant mentioned in the 
Shi king. Lecce says it belongs to the same species © 

aquatic plants as the hang ts‘ai. The Pen ts‘ao says :-—There 
are three varieties of it, the large called p‘in the small ve OH 

Se ou p*ing and the middle hang ts‘at. Mao makes the pe 

the large variety, while Cau Hr and some others make it 

the third, The pin may be eaten, says Yrn TsAn, but no 

the fou pting. Pein is probably Lemna trisulea [Lecce]. 

She king, 25 [Ode devoted to the pin} :—She gathers 

_ the large duck-weed (ptin). See the Rh ya, 113, 114, # 
or }} p‘ing the smaller, p‘in the larger kind, a 
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Lu xt:—The p‘in belongs to the plants on the surface of 
the water which we call fou p‘ing, floating p‘ing. The 
smaller kind is called 3§ p‘ing. In the middle of spring it 
begins to grow. It is eaten cooked with soup. It is also 

_ steeped in bitter wine. 

— B. XTX, 21, $§ pin, also PY HE 3 Sz‘ ye ts‘ai, four-leaved 
vegetable, AE 3 fou ts‘ai and fy 4 B plant (with leaves 
disposed) like the character fj. Ch., XVILL, 6, depicts, 
under p‘in, a water-plant with leaves disposed in a cross, 
evidently a Mursilea, probably MW. quadrifolia, L. 

The Phon zo [XXXIV, 3] represents under $§, also 7K 

(water-turtle), Hydrocharis morsus rane, L., a small floating 

aquatic plant with stalked, kidney-shaped leaves and flowers 
with three delicate petals. The same Japanese work figures 
{l. c.| under the Chinese name a MA #, Marsilea quadrifolia. 

It seems that the Chinese also confound these two plants 

under the same names, for some of the ancient authors quoted 

in P. say that the p'in has white flowers. This does 
not agree with Mursilea, which is an aquatic pseudofern, 
and has no flowers. Besides this, Ch. XVII, 36, figures 

under FB ix HE ma niao hua or 36 HE fou ts‘ai [v. supra, 

P., synonym of prin) Hydrocharis morsus rane. 

As to the }3§ or ZE p‘ing, which the RA ya calls the smaller 

kind, this is mentioned in the Ritual Classics. Leece 
translates correctly duck-weed. 
In the Chou U [II, 380] we have the # K& pring shi. 

Priéposé aux plantes flottantes. Commentator B. (CHENG 

Hiiay) :—Il reeueille les plantes o flottent, telles que les 
lentilles d’ eau. 

Li ki, ¥, 262 [ Yue ling’ :—Last aah of spring, duck- 

_ weed (p‘ing) begins to grow. 
7 2, X1X,.18, & YE shut p‘ing or RP FE fou pring (floating 

Ping), same as the ping of the Classics. The plant repre- 
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sented under these names in Ch. XVIII, 5, is no doubt duek- 
weed, Lemna. At Peking Lemna minor is called fou ping. 

Amen, exot., 900, #3 fe, vulgo ukingusa, t.e., herba natans, 

Lenticula palustris vulgaris. Phon zo, XXXIV, 1, Fe # 
_Spirodela (Lemna) polyrhiza, SCHLELD. 

V. supra, 113, 114. The figures of £. do not agree with those 
of P.,. XIX... 

Fap., 1241, Lemna minor, L., YF #4. This name also for 
Salvinia naians in Szechuan. 

» 1242, Lemna trisulca, L., fin He PR. 

< 1i73. Hydrocharis asiatica, Miq., ak ae . 

» 2133, Spirodela polyrhiza, Schi., aR Fy iF if. 
»  I§01, Nuphar Japonicum, DC., aA xe #. : 

401.—The character #z tsao occurs frequently in the | 
Classics. Lace translates it by pond-weed, _tussel-pond 
weed or Ruppia rostellata, sometimes by duck-weed. Comp. — 
also WD, 953, Valisneria, Hippuris. This character means 
also elegant fine composition, because the leaves of the ¢sao — 
plant are fine and pretty. a 
da ki, U, 34:~—'The capitals of the pillars in the grand 

temple with hills carved on them, and the pond-weed ( tsao) - 
carving on the small pillars. The same see Cox. Anal., 43. 

Shi king, 25 :—She gathers the pond-weed (tsao) in those 

pools left by the flood. 400:—The fishes among the pond- 
weed [title of an ode]. 617 :—-Pleasant is the semi-circular 
water (surrounding the college), and we will gather the 
kin [v. 370], the tsao and the mallows [v. 898] about. o 

Shu king, 80:— Tsao, a water-plant, duck-weed, one of the : 

emblematic figures of the lower sacrificial robe of the 
_ Emperor. a 

| Lu x1 :—The tsao isa water-plant. It grows at the bottom 
_ of the water. There are two kinds. One of them has leaves 

_like those of the @ %# Ai su:(a labiate plant). The stem is 
_ asthick as a quill, from four to five feet long. The stem of 

« 
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the other kind is as thick as a hair-pin ; its leaves resemble 
those of the #€ %& p‘eny hao (Chrysanthemum coronarium). 
This is called 3% #E tsi tsao ( tufty tsao). The people of 
#& HH Fu feng (in Shansi) say that it emits a sound. — 
Both kinds of tsao are eaten. When cooked they lose their 
unpleasant smell. They are boiled with flour, and furnish a 
relishable dish. In Yang chou, in time of dearth, the ¢szo 
plant serves as.a substitute for corn. 

Both Mao and Cau Ht identify the ¢sao of the Shi king 
with the tsi tsao. 

P.,, XIX, 26, treats of de plants under the head of 
IK YH shui tsao, fresh water tsao (for there is also a hai tsao 
or sea tsao), The ancient authors quoted there call the larger 

kind BB # ma tsao [see the RA ya, 111]. It is said to have 
Opposite leaves resembling those of purslane, two or three 
inches long. The other kind, the tsi tsao, has fine slender 
leaves resembling raw silk, others says the gills of a fish, 
and are arranged in whorls around the stem. , 

Ch., XVILL, 23, represents under tsao; also called #, # 
— cha ts‘ao, a Myriophyllum. At Peking cha ts‘ao is the popular 
name for V/, spicatum, Le 

s, The above-noticed ee meaning of the character 
_ tsao, “elegant composition,” is derived, it seems, from the 

elegant pinnatifid capillary leaves of the a yllum or 
Water Milfoil. 

The Phon zo [KXXIV, 12] figures under 5 3 a piii 
weed, Potamogeton erispus, L., and under Be we — um 
spieatum, L. 

Vv. supra, 111. Jap., 1470-1472, three Myriophytla without Specific Chinese names. 
Fap., 2403, Zostera marina, L.., (Naj.) K aR ti. 

» 1742, Polamogeton oxyphyllus, Miq., 5 Be: 
» 556, Ceratophyllum demersum, L., ¥8 He. 
» 1743, Potam. polygonifolius, Pourr., Fk F 5 a 
» 1984, Salvinia vulgaris, Mich., # EA ih: 
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“VIL —Various Tlerbaceous Plants. 

492.—3 Hw, in the Classics, is a general name oy hele 

ceous plants, [See the RA ya, 30.] 

Shi king, 264, 266 :—The plants and trees (jf 76 inch mu) 

grow full of verdure. 357 :—The autumn days become cold 

and the plants all (Ff FF po hui) decay. 

Shu king, 108 [Tribute of Ya] :—The wild ‘nla 
the island brought garments of grass (IF J hu! fu). 

‘403.—A] BE Sho yo, a plant mentioned in the Shi hi 
148 :—Gentlemen and ladies presenting one another with 
small peonies (sho yo). Mao explains, that it is a fragraml 
plant. 

The sho yo is also mentioned in the Shan hai king. K 
Po identifies it erroneously with the 3 HE sin ’, which is 
tree (Magnolia). The Kuang ya gives % 98 Iwan i as 
synonym for sho 4 Yo. 

Lu K1:—The sho yo is a medicinal plant, not fr ig 
Iti is mentioned in the poems of Sz‘ ma Srane su [2nd cen 
B.C. J and Yaye Hrwne [Ist century B.C.] 
The sho yo, or, as the name is pronounced in the 1 
shao yao, is still the name for Pwonia albiflora, Pa 
common plant i in the mountains of North China, also m 
cultivated in gardens. The root is in great repute | 
‘medicine, The first character of the name is now gener 
written 24. 

a XIVa, 18. Ch., XXV, 16, good drawing. 
— Amen. evot., 862, Aj BE saku jaku, item hkawn junku a 
Peeonia communis seu foemina, trifolio ramoso, flore sang | 

es -simplici, ‘Kamrrer notices two varieties, SIEBOLD, * 
: ees won, Hp. 289, Pwonia albiflora FY ae “ 
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_ Colitur tam ob flores speciosos tam ob radicem qua in usum 
_ officinarum colligitur. © So moku, X, 23, under above Chinese 

—hame, japonice sjuk jok, P. albiflora. 

2? By rns, 116, family 27 #8, with good figure of Pronia 

albifiora. 

Sm., 169. ' 

404.—9j Ki is an ancient form for ¥j ki, the well-known 
garden flower Chrysanthemum sinense, Sab. ; the character 

is met with in the Ri ya [130] and in the Ritual Classics. 

Liki, I, 291 [ Yate ling] :—Last month of autumn. Chry- 
santhemums show their yellow flowers. (Chrysanthemums 

: in China flower late in autumn and in winter). Chou I, 

II, 390 :—Le préposé aux grenouilles est chargé d’éloigner 
les grenouilles et les crapauds. Il bréile des plantes khieou 

. de Fespéce mile (st #%), il les asperge avec les cendres de 

Ces plantes et alors ces animaux meurent. Comm. B. (Carne 
—Hban) :—Le khicow mile n’a pas de fleurs. . 

Calendar of the Hia, 105 :—Ninth month. Become beau- 

-tiful the Chrysanthemums. But the &éi in 17, first month, is 

hot, it seems, Chrysanthemum, as Dovgias translates, but 

rather the name of a star, as the Chinese commentator 
explains, OR SEE 
Pit the Shan ‘hai king the common character 9, for 
Chrysanthemum, occurs. . 

o fy SV, tke Drawings, Kiw huang, Lill, 20. 

Ch, AB 1-2 Amen: evot., 815, By kik, hikf, kikku, log 
/Matricaria, huic etiam kawara jamogi dicta (jamogi Artemi-— 

slam significat), Cujus cum sylvestris tum preecipue hortensis, 
plurime sunt yarietates, So moku, XVII, 18, 3 Chrysan- 
themum sinense, 

‘ 

re supra, 130. , : 
405-95 Kien. This: name’ oceurs’ twive in the Shi hing. 
Mao defines it by jf lan. Leece says that in the Japanese 

lates this plant plainly appears to be Valeriana villosa. 
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Shi king, 148 :—Ladies and gentlemen are carrying flowers 
of valerian (kien), 214:—By the shores of that marsh, 
there are rushes and valerian. : oe 

Lu k1:—The plant kien in the Shi king is the same as the 
fragrant plant jj lan. This latter is mentioned in the Tso 
chuan, also in the Ts‘u sz‘, or Elegies of Ts‘u [by Kt Yin, 
4th century B.C.] K‘uxe@ tz (Confucius) says [probably 
in the Kia yi, or Family Sayings of C.], the lan is the 
fragrancy (fragrant flower) -of the king. The stem and leat 
are like those of the medicinal plant #2 PR tse lan (marsh 

_ lan). The joints are wide apart, and the stem between them 
is red, and it rises to a height of four or five feet. In th 
time of the Han, this plant was cultivated in the Imperial 
gardens. It was added to cosmetics, and was used also to 
preserve clothes and books from insects, ee 

The lan is mentioned in the Ilia Calendar [74, fitth 
month] :—Tenderly nurtured are the Vanda plants. I agree 

with Prof. Doueas in this identification of the lan. 
Li ki, I, 458 :—If anyone give the wife an article of food 

and dress, a piece of cloth or silk, a handkerchief for he 
girdle, an Iris [ch%?, v. infra, 411] or Orchid (lan), 
should receive it and ofter it to her parents-in-law. : : 

Tso chuan, 294 :—The lan is there called the most fragram 
flower of the State. A legend reported regarding this flower 
and a Duke of one of the feudal states (B.C. 603]. Re 

Li sao :—The fragrant lan plant is frequently mentioned 
by KG Yéan [4, 10, 13, 19, 49, 55, 56, 58]. In 4, he speaks 
of the ts‘ lan or autumn lan. The name of the Jan flowe 
appears frequently in’ the compositions of the ancient Chinese 
poets. . ae 

The account given of the lan in the Rh ya i is very 
obscure. It is said there to bea very fragrant plant whi we 

_ Sows in the depths of forests. It resembles the hui [see t 
newt] but differs from the latter in bearing only a sing 
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flower on each stem, whilst the Au: has five or six flowers 

on the same stem. 

I can also make nothing of the descriptions of the lan ts‘ao 
found in P. XIV), 75. A number of synonyms are 
given there, and it seems the authors confound several quite 
different plants. Jbidem, 78, the 7% BA tse lan is spoken of. 

In the So moku [XV, 55] BA BE is Lupatorium chinense, 

L., and, Zbidem [57] }% BA is also a Eupatorium. The 

Chinese drawings in Ch, XXV, 1 and 13, under the above 
Chinese names, seem also to be intended for Hupatorium, a 

- genus of the order Composite, of which six species are known 

in China. Although the flowers of Hupatorium exhale an 

odour which is not unpleasant, 1 do not believe that the 

famous perfume Jan of the ancient Chinese ean be 
referred to this plant. I agree with Wrtiams that the /an— 
must rather have been an orchidaceous plant, for even 
nowadays this name is applied to plants of this order, 

_ cultivated for the powerful fragrance of their flowers. Comp. 
_ Bripeman’s Chrest.. 452 :—Air plant, Aérides and Vanda 

FA BA tiao lan (suspended lun), Ja BA feng lun. See also 
Lourztro, Flora coch., 642 :—Aérides odorata, found in the 
forests of China. Henny [J. ¢., 456] :—Tiao lan in Hupei 

— Dendrobium nobile, Lindl. I am not aware whether this 
_ orchid is fragrant. But now the name lan is also extended to 

_ many other fragrant flowers. [See W.D., 501.] 

| Z., 81, family J, with three figures, an orchid (not aérédes), 

iz BW oan Umbellifera, and & w. Fap., 294, Aster trinervius, 
_Roxb., var. congesta, Fr. & S. : 7 

Fup. 913, Eupatorium chinense, L., Wi BE: 

» QI4, i Japonicum, Thbg., i W. 
S., XIL 5. Sm., 120. . 

|G 9E Dui is the name of another fragrant plant which 

_ Sceurs repeatedly in the Shan hai king and in the Li sao. 
_ Kvo Po explains that it is a kind of lan, and that some say 
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it is the same as HE hin. The term hw is met with five tin : 
in the Li sao [6, 10, 15, 30, 55]. The Kuang ya identifies 
the jw and the hin. : 

The Rh ya i says the hw’ resembles the lan, it grows in the 
mountain forests, flowers in spring, earlier than the lan, bears 
from five to six flowers on the same stem. According to the 

Kuang chi [5th century] this plant has purple flowers. The 
Kmperor Wu v1 of the Wei dynasty [5th century] used this 

fragrant plant for burning. My 
The hué was probably also an orchid. [See W./)., 264]. : 

£., 84, family HK, with bad figure, apparently of a Labiate. 

The names of 407 are given here as synonyms. Melifoius 

Lv. supra, 354]. : 

407.—The #€ Ain is mentioned in the Shan hai king, where 
it is said that it is a fragrant plant resembling in smell the 

mé wu, [see 89]. Its leaves resemble the leaves of hemp; 
square stem, dark red flowers. This plant worn ina girdle 
expels noxious influences. See also the quotation from the 
Tso chuan, regarding the character hin [supra, 85]. 
In P., XIV), 72, this plant is noticed under the nat 

% BE hin ts‘ao or A BEB ling ling hiang (Ling ling= 
present Yungchou-fu in Southern Hunanj. Lr S#si-cHEy 
says that this was the fragrant plant the ancients used to 
burn, to make the spirits descend. No conclusion can be 

- drawn from the vague descriptions of the plant as given by 
Chinese authors. ; ae 
Ch, XXV, 60, figures under the above names a labiate 

plant. The author of that work says that this plant at 
_ Peking is known by the name of $& HE ai kang. But the 
latter is there the common name of Ocimum basilicum, Me 
Basilic, the leaves of which have a strong but pleasant 

aromatic smell, es 
The Phon zo [XI, 11] figures under #¢ #4 or FH Be 
— Melilotus arvensis, Wallr., and the So moku [XIV, 16, 1 
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B® BB, VM. crrulea, Lam., and MW. arvensis. The latter 

Chinese name is taken from the Aju huang [LVIIL, 20] 
where a rude figure of a trifoliate plant is given. 

* 

408.—%@ Yii was the name of a fragrant plant which was 
mixed with the sacrificial wine called BY ch‘ang [v. supra, 

Chou li, 1, 465 :—Officier des plantes aromatiques yo (#8). 

Lorsqu’on -doit faire des libations dans les sacrifices et aux 

receptions des visiteurs étrangers, il effectue le mélange des - 

_plantes yo et du yin odorant (Hl). [Comm. B.] :—C’est la 
~plante aromatique yo kin. On Vemploie pour aromatiser le 
Yin des sacrifices. 

Crene Hian’s commentary says %# 4 # Bi yd kin hiang 

‘sao. (Bror reads yi kin, a fragrant herb). But it may also 
be translated. the plant yi kin hiang, Yi kin and yii hin 

iang are two different plants. 

— Li ki, 1, 141:—The mortar for the fragrant herbs (yi) 
in making sacrificial spirits ( ch‘ang) was made of eypress 

wood [}% see the Rh ya, 225] and the pestle of Dryandra [HE 
which is Stereulia, l.c,, 283, 516]. The ladle (for lifting out 
the flesh) was of mulberry wood. 
S _Tubers received from China under the name of yit kin are 

figured in Hannury’s Science Papers [254]. He found that 

they belonged to a species of Curcuma or Turmeric. They 
had an aromatic odour. ; 
ay XIV>, 52:—Yu kin. The description given of this 

Plant by several ancient authors agrees with Curcuma. 

Yellow root ; it is plainly stated that it is not fragrant. The 

. plant resembles ginger, grows in Shu (Sz‘ch‘uan). The root 
18 used for dyeing women’s clothes. Drawing, Ch., XXY, 
37 (only leaves), 

‘Stun, Syn. plant. acon. jap., 100 :—Cureuma longa, | 

had &. ukon. Radix tinctoria, in provinciis meridionalibus 

Japonize colitur. E China introducta, peepee 
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So moku, I, 4, same Chinese name, C. longa, var. macro 

phylla, Miq. 
In P. [l.c., 67] an obscure account is given of the pla 

called yi kin nang. 1t is there said to be a foreign plant 
of Western Asia or India with fragrant flowers. 

- Buddhist priest Hugn tHsanc mentions it in the mountains 

of Hindukush and in Kashmir [Brat’s Si yu ki, 1, 54, 120, 
tae TET 

The two plants ya sin and yi kin hiang are. coun 
confounded by Chinese authors. Ya kin hiang is not Cu 
cuma, as Dr. Erren, in his /Tandbook of Chinese Buddhis 

states, but an entirely different plant. Wuii1ams [Di 
1139] thinks that this name denotes the Sumbul root. 
The drawing of the plant in Ch., XXV, 38, seems to be 
product of imagination. The Phon zo figures [XI, 5, 6, 
under % & , several plants, an Jris and Tulipes, it seems. 

The Chinese commentators seem to agree that the pla 
yu of the Classics was the yt kin, not the yit kin hiang. + 
Rh ya i quotes a passage from the Shi king [445] where 
sacrificial wine is called BM He huang liu (yellow liquid a 
explains this name by the yellow colour of the cureuma 

Z., 163, family te &, figure may be of Curcuma. The. 
‘to P., XIV4, differs w idely, 

F4p., 719 [v. supra, 479), | 
409.—The character 2 yin occurs in the Classics 

different meanings, ae the Shi king [884, 423] we 

aH Kt, which Lear translates, according to Mao’s 
Cue’ 8 interpretations, by (flowers) of a deep yellow. In 
Corr. Anal. [199] yin stands for $F (to weed). In MEN 
it has the same meaning. But the principal meaning ‘ 

character yin seems to refer toa fragrant plant, and in t 
sense we find it in the Hia Calendar and in the L 
Doveras translates yin, on the authority of WILLIAMS, 
rue, Sess by rice, 

- 
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fia Calendar, 16:—First month is picked the rue. 
89 :—Second month, beautiful is the rue. | 

Li ki, 1, 304 [ Yee ling] :—Second month of winter. Rice 

(yin) begins to grow. The Chinese commentator explains 
yén in this passage by fragrant plant. I cannot understand 

why Leger makes it to be rice. 

The Rh ya 7 says regarding the yiin:—It is a kind of pea 
(wan tow) ; its leaves are very fragrant. In autumn they 
are mealy white. The people in the south put the yin plant 
under their mats and in books to drive away insects. Now 
it is called + OZ ts‘ Li hiang (seven l fragrance). 

[Comp. also the Rh ya, 146.] 

410.—7E Chi. A fragrant plant growing in deep valleys, 
mentioned in the Li sao [4, 10, 55]. The Chinese in ancient 

times used to wear this, together with other odoriferous plants, 
in their girdles. The name of a plant #4 yo occurs several - 

times in the Shan hai king. Kuo P‘o says itis the & iE 
pai chi; the Kuang ya says the leaves of the pai chi. In 

W.D. [1116] this character (yo) is given as an equivalent for 
_ #& (medicinal herb). 

According to P. [XIVa, 14] chi is the same as the plant 
: _ Rew called 4 YE pai chi (white chi), mentioned as a fragrant — 

- Medicinal plant in the Pen ts‘ao king. It is also called . 
: 3B fang hiang. The very white aromatic root is used as 
_ & medicine, 

ee ps Ch. [XXV, 8] figures under pai chi a large umbelliferous 

_ Plant. Parker [ China Rev., X, 299] states that the pai chi 
's widely cultivated in Sz‘ch‘uan. Porrer Surri [Chinese 

: Materia Medica, 120] identifies it erroneously with Jrs 

Horentina, as also does WILLIAMS. 2s 
_ Stesoxp, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 253 :— & JE or bidjakusi. 

. Selinea? Colitur in usum officinarum. [Compare drawing 
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under the same Chinese name in the Phon zo, LX, 10, Wt). 

An umbelliferous plant. 

The pai chi may be an Angelica. 

E., 157, family TE, with good figure of Angelica anomala 

411 is a synonym. 

C., 940. S., Il, 29. Fap., 

Other Angelicas are stl Fap., 168, A. decursiva, Mig. 

i BH. | 
Jap., 170, A. inaequalis, Max., HR FH. 171, A. déiusiana, Max. 

a Hi. 
411.—/fi Ch. This is likewise a fragrant plant menial 

in the Li sao [6, 18, 15] as worn in a girdle together with 

other perfumes. In the Li Ai [1, 458] this plant is noticed 
together with the lan. Lace identifies it erroneously vi 
Iris. [See the quotation, supra in 405.] 

The Shuo wen says:—The ch‘i has several names. In %§ Ts 

(Northern Shantung) it is called ch‘, in & Tsin (Southern 

Shansi) it is §§ Aico, in 4 Chu (Hukuang) it is called 

ft 1. The name hiao occurs also in the Shan ha’ : 

Kuo Po explains it by fragrant herb. if 
P. makes the ch‘ to be the same as the pai chi ee 

preceding], and identifies it also with the plant mentio 

in the Rh ya [98], but that seems to be a mistake. 

412.—7 Mf Kiang li, a plant mentioned in the Li sua 

[4, 58]. Li des rividres, plante aromatique. In WD. 

[917] kiang li is translated by water-grass, sedge, referring 

probably to the Rh ya [98]. But the Shuo wen, and the 

ancient commentators on that Dictionary, identify it with the 
plant noticed in the Kh ya [89] mi (met) wu. 
#., X1Va, 5, 9. The ancient authors quoted there state 

that JE HE mi wu or kiang li are names applied to the 

fragrant young leaves of the plant called FH ye hung Kinng 
or Ji] ce ch‘uan kung, the root of which is used in medicine 
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The best comes from Shu or Sz‘ch‘uan. Judging from the 
description of the Chinese authors, this is an aromatic um- 
belliferous plant, probably an Angelica. See the drawings in 
the Kiu huang [XLVI, 31) and Ch. [XXV, 4]; umbelliferous 
plant. 

There is a passage in the 7’so chuan (315, 321] referring 
to the year B.C. 595:—Have you any spirits made from 
the hill-grass ? The Chinese text has only lj # 3%. The 
Chinese commentators say that the medicinal plant sung 
Ktung is meant, which is steeped in wine. 

SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. acon. jap., 254:—FB ¥B Sen kyo. 
Selinea? Colitur in usum officinarum. So moku, V, 2, under 
the above Chinese name, also Jif #, not determined. /d/dem, 

2,3, ABS) (large leaved ch‘uan kung) Angelica refracta. 
[See also the Phon zo, IX, 3, 4.] 

Synonym of supra, 89. 

413.—¥ AR Kao pen or #2 3% kao po. Both these names 
occur in the Shan hai king. Kuo P*o explains them by 
fragrant herb, 

P., XiVa, 12, kao pen, also $& AR FH kao pen hiang and 
other names. A plant much valued in ancient times for its 

fragrant root. It is said to resemble the kung k‘iung [412], 
_ and we may therefore suppose that it is an umbelliferous 

_ plant. The rude drawings of the plant [ Kiu huang, XLVI, 
> 3, and Ch, XV, 19] may well represent a plant of 
S . that order, Tarartnow, Catal. med. sin., 26, kao pen. Rad. |— Conii, s. Cicute ? 

: : So moku, V, 4, 3 AK, Nothosmyrnium japonicum, Mig. : 
This umbelliferoys plant is found in Japan, but it has also 
been collected by Father Davin in the Province of Kiangsi. 

See FRancuer, Plante Davidiane, I, 140. 
: Fap., 1500. ae 
114 — $k fj Tu heng, likewise a fragrant plant, mentioned 
WM the Shan hai king. [See also the Rh ya, 156.] 
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P., XIII, 54, tu heng. The ancient authors describe it as” 

a small plant, resembling the $f 3 si sin. It has roundish 
leaves resembling in shape a horse’s hoof, violet flowers. 
Fruit of the size of a pea (bean). It contains small seeds. 

The fragrant root is used in medicine. The Taoists employ it 
for scenting clothes. The si sin is described P., XIII, 51 
The drawings of the tu heng and the si sin [Ch., VIII, 27, 
and VII, 25] both represent species of Asarum. LOUREIRO, 
Flora coch., 857, Asarum virginicum ; sinice si sin. Habitat 
ineultum in variis Sinarum provineiis. Henry [l.c., 151] aes 
Si sin is at Ichang Asarum Sieboldi, Miq., and [152] 5 3 # 
ma tt hiang (horse’s hoof fragrance), Asarum with large 
flowers. ; 

So moku, IX, 5, $8 FE Asarum Sieboldi, Mig.; I bidem, 

8, #E @, As. Blume?, Duch. — . 

Horrm. & Scuvntes [324] apply erroneously the above 
Chinese names for Asarum, tu heng and ma ti hiang, to 
Ligularia Kempferi. | 

V. supra, 156. Fap., 235, Asarum Blumei, Duch., #E fii. 
ow» ©6236, =, ~—>-- caulescens, Miq., $e SE SF. P 
» 237, 4, Sieboldi, Miq., #4 %F. . = 

415.—Be % Pili. Name of a plant mentioned in the 
Li sao [13]. Je fais des guirlandes avec les fleurs tombées— 
du pili. The Rh yai says that this is the same as We 
pi li in the Shan hai king, a plant which climbs on rocks _ 
and trees. When eaten it removes pain in the heart. 
Kuo Po says it is a fragrant plant. : ae 

The name pi Ui in China as well as in Japan is applied to one or several creeping species of Ficus. See P. XVII, 
40, 7K MH mu lien, which is another name for the plant; 
Ch., XX, 3, the plant figured is probably F, pumila, Le 
The Chinese name p¥ 3 in Japan is given to . pumila, according to Horrm. & Scuuurus; to F. erecta, THBG., 19 
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Ses, Syn. plant. wcon., 173; to F. nipponica, Franchet, in 

Sires. tcon. jap. ined., VIL. 

But the name pi li in the Li sao does not seem to refer to a 
Fieus, for the minute flowers of a fig are enclosed in the 

_ fleshy receptacle, and cannot therefore drop off as the text 
of the 17 sao implies. ; 

_W.D, [675] says that pi li is an herb resembling celery or 
smallage, and that it is also one of the names for Ficus pumila 
in Formosa. 

E., 142, family PE ¥%, with figure probably of Ficus pumila. 
Yap., 947, Ficus nipponica, Fr. & S., has this Chinese name. 

» 944, Ficus carica, L., Se té RB, also in China. 

» 945, £icus erecta, Thbg., K {il RR. 

» 951, Ficus stipulata, Thbg., A> aed pA. 

» 952, Ficus Wightiana, Wall., #3 #H- 
416.—In the French translation of the Li sao [p. 47] we 

read :—J’ai cueilli l’herbe magique pour faire un sortilége 
avec les tiges de la plante yai. 

; The magic herb in the Chinese text is # 36 Miung mao ; 
: the commentary says a fragrant herb. [Comp. the Rh ya, 72]. 
: The Shuo wen identifies it with #% shun, which is Hibiscus 
syriacus [v. infra, 542). 

: 

It is not clear what M. p’Hurvey means by the plant yai. 
_ Such a name is neither in the Chinese text nor in the 

Commentaries, The text has 5 HE ting tuan, and the 

_ Commentary explains, as I understand it, that t‘ing means a 

: small bamboo splinter, and ¢‘van in the country of Ch‘u has 

: the meaning to divine by means of knotting herbs (or the | 

ss knotted herb) and bamboo splinters. [Comp. US 

— AMT 2E Towan. A fragrant plant mentioned in the 

Li sao [55]. eee 
The Shuo wen explains the character by 3f Hf (ground 
: Mustard), also name of a fragrant plant. According to the — 
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Shi i ki [4th century] the 25 3 HH tstian wu hiang is a_ 
perfume. See W.D., 1013. 

£., 68, family ii. where /s#anx is one of the 31 synonyms of | 
Acorus. [V. 376.] : 

418.— ig #F Su mang. Li sao, 3:—Le soir je recueillais le 
so mou des iléts (mow is a mistake in the translation for 
mang). See the Rh ya, 216. 

419.—Li sao, 10:—J’avais couvert les fossés et les lisidres : 
de mes champs de licou y, $8 9% et de hie tche 4 HA The 
commentaries only say that both these names refer to fragrant 
plants. Regarding the kie che see the Rh ya [145}. See also K.K.F.P., XCIUL, 7. The Kuangchi [5th century] 
says that the kie che has a pungent taste. It is several feet — 
high, has white flowers. The [Jai yao Pen ts‘ao [8th century | 
‘tates that it is found in the mountains of the island Hainan. 
It is offensive to moths and other ‘insects. The people 
employ it to scent clothes, 

420.—Li sao, 13:—Je fais avec le hou ching # #& de belles 
cordes d’une grande longueur. It is unknown what the 
hu sheng was. The name means foreign rope. 

421.—Li sao, 23 :—Les (mauvaises) herbes tse, lou et che Fifi 
remplissent le palais, Regarding the first two names sé 
427 and 461. The third (sh’) is unknown. 

~ 

422—* B Pan hia (midsummer). This name occurs” once in the Li ki. Leaae calls it midsummer herb, @ 
medicinal plant, white with round seeds, and of a hot and 
pungent taste, _ 

Li ki, I, 274 [ Yue ling]:—Second month of summer 
The midsummer herb is produced ee , 
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P., XVILb, 20, pan hia. A poisonous plant. The roots 

| (tubers) used in medicine. Description not characteristic. 
Trifoliate leaves. 

According to Hanspury [Science Papers, 262] who examined 
the Chinese drug pan hia, the small tubers sold in the 
apothecaries’ shops of Shan ghai under this name belong to 
Pinellia tuberifera, Tenore, an <Aroidea. Hansury figures 
the tubers. Tararinow, Cutal. med. sin., p. 1, pan hia, Radix 

Ari macrouri, Bge., which is the same as Pinellia tuberifera. 
_ It seems to be a common plant in China. Leaves and tubers 
figured in Ch., XXIV, 28, 30. 

So moku, XIX, 2, 42 B, Pinellia tuberifera. 

£., 136, family 26 B. Figure, copy of S., 1V, 3, a Pinellia, 

not ‘uberifera, but another undetermined, with one sagittate leaf. 
The figure shows one dot on the leaf which my specimens (from 
Mount Tien tai in Chekiang Province) have not. 

The figure to P., XVII4, 20, indicates P. tuberifera. C., 973- 
Fap., 1638. 

The name is also given to Pinellia pedatisecta, Schott., in Sze- 
chuan, 

A., XV, 181, Arisema Loureiri, Bl., and Aris. cochinchinense, Bl. 

Sm., 149 [comp. 22, 26] also Aris. ternatum and Arum macrorum. 

Fap., 209, Arisema japonicum, Bl., K i H. 

e 31G, io ringens, Schott., re] Bk. 

mn 8tt, = | serratum, Thbg., DE ph. 

ey F is Thunbergii, Bl., KB mz. 

| 43. Meng. Lage says, regarding this plant, mentioned 
in the Shi king, that it is a lily called the “ mother-of-pearl ” 
from the appearance of its shining bulbous roots, or, as others — 

say, from that of its flower. It is the Fritillaria Thunbergit. 
Many medical qualities are ascribed to the root, among them 

: that of dissipating melancholy. 

Shi king, 88 :—I will ascend that mound with the seep 

e de, and gather the mother-of-pearl lilies. 
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See the Rh ya [75], where the name is written jsf meng 
and identified with A ff pet mu, which latter term Lueee 

translates by mother-of-pearl, but Wuutams [ Dict., a0g] 
more correctly by cowrie-mother [see further on]. 

Lu xt:—The meng or pei mu is a medicinal plant. Its 
leayes resemble those of the kua lou (7 'richosanthes), but 

are smaller. The seeds are produced beneath the root and 

resemble those of the 3% yi (Colocasia). They are white, 
quadrangular shaped, of various sizes, and connected together. 

The Chinese author, in this confused account, seems to 
confound the seeds with the small bulbils forming the corm 
of the plant. 

Father Davip saw the Chinese plant, whose bulbs furnish 

the drug pez mu, at Moupin, on the borders of Tibet. Accord- 

ing to Francner (Pl. Davidiane, 11, 130] this is Fritillaria 
Roylii, Hook, with yellow flowers. Another, new species, a 

P Davidii, likewise found at Moupin, is described as having 2 
corms formed of a number of small bulbils. It is, 1 suppose, — 

the same with respect to the corms of the other species. - 

Fortune in his Wa anderings [261] notices a Fritillaria wi 

greyish white flowers, cultivated for its bulbs, near Ning 

This is probably the pei mu exported from Ningpo, mentioned 

in the Reports on Trade, Chinese Maritime Customs, for 1869, | 

p- 66, where some interesting details regarding this drug 
are giy en. 

ae the So moku [V, 81] Bl Pf is Fritillaria Thunbergit 
Mig. But neither the account of the pei mu as given 
P., XIII, 39, nor the drawing in Ch., VII, 42 (a plant. with 

3 Sai: leaves) agrees with Fritillaria. Lu KI, as We have 
seen, makes the pei mu to have palmate leaves. The leaves 

of Fritillaria are generally linear lanceolate, in some speclé 
broader, elliptical. The Chinese drug pei mu ( bulbs 
resembles indeed, as the Chinese name implies, the 
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shells used for coin in many parts of Southern Asia and 

_ Africa under the name of cowry (Cyprea moneta). 

Henry [l.c., 366] states that the plant which occurs on 
the mountains of the Patung district, and the bulbs of which 
are sold as a drug, is a new species of Pleione (an orchid). 
He thinks that the pei mu of Sz‘ch‘uan is not from the 
same plant. 

V. supra, 75. Fap., 974, Lritill. Thunbergii, Miq., B He. 
C., 993, Frit. Roylei, Hk. 

By Uvularia cirrhosa, Thbg. Sm., 112, 225, Hermodactyle ; 
Coularia grandifiora, A., XV, 136, Thalictrum sinense, Lour. 

Szechuan, Omei, Rohdea Japonica, Roth. ? 

 =424.—B BS Haan ts‘ao, the plant of forgetfulness, Shi 
king, 106 :—~ 

How shall I get the plant of forgetfulness? 
I would plant it on the north of my house; 
Longingly I think of my husband, 
And my heart is made to ache. 

Mao explains the name by A> A. E& (causes one to forget). 
_ Cuexe Hiéian says that the plant is properly called # hian. 
: The Shuo wen writes the name %@ or # and explains that 

this plant causes one to forget his sorrows. | 
At Peking the name # #5 haan ts‘uo is applied to Hemero- 

eallis fulva, L., and HH. graminea, Andr., species with orange 
and yellow flowers, both having long narrow leaves. They 

_ 4f€ Common in the Peking mountains, and are more generally — 
Known by the name BE huang hua or yellow flower. 
4, fulea is also much cultivated at Peking as well as in 

other parts of China. Its dried flowers are largely consumed 
es food by the Chinese and go also under the name & $i % 
mn chen tsai (gold needle vegetable). These are the Lily 

3 Chinese Maritime Customs Reports. [See also 
MOUREIRO, Flora cochin., 254. ] 
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The Avian ts‘ao is described in P., XVI, 19. It is also. 

called BA lu tsung (stag s onion). Good drawings of it 

in the Kiu huang, XLVI, 10, and in Ch, XIV, 42. 

Amen. ecol., 872, % ken vulgo quanso et wasrigusa. Tris 

hortensis latifolia, flore a magno coloris ignei. K.2oPFER 

is mistaken, for in the So moku [ VI, 13, 14] are represented, 

under the above Chinese and Japanese names, Hemerocallis 

fulva, flava and other species. ‘ 

Lees thinks that the Japanese plates represent under 

hitan, Llemevocallis japonica, But this plant with white 

flowers and broad leaves (now generally considered 

Funkia) is in China as well as in Japan, Fe 4# yi tsan. 

£., 71, family BE 2%, with good figure and 12 names. 

OS. Bak, 93. f 476. Sm, 110. 

A., XV, 177, Nerine (Hemerocallis) cochinchinensis, Roem. 

Fep., 1076, Hemerocallis Dumortieri, Morr., 4 ; 

i BOPT, ie Aava, L., *& EX, one of the synonyms 

of 2. 

Jip. 1078, Hemerocallis fulva, L., F 38 4 i= e St tt 

A., XV, 178. Sm., 110, H. graminea. : 

» 1078, Hemerocallis fulva, var. angustifolia, Bkr., H a 

ee Middendorfii, Max., $ %& (= 1079): 

» 977, Funkia ovata, Spr. 3% 3B. Szechuan, H. disticha 

& ¥ t and + 4 4E. 

eo ORS, Funkia Sieboldiana, Ukr., co 5. 

425.—28 Ling. This name occurs twice in the Shr kit 

. Mao explains it by ta ku (the great bitter). CHENG Hitas 
says that it is the $f BY kan ts‘ao of the Pen ts‘ao. But the 
latter is Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza), [V. supra, Rh y4, 199, 
where the name is written He ling, also ta ku. ] . 

Shi king, 62:—The Liquorice grows in the marshes 
187:—-Would you gather the liquorice on the oe ol 
Shou yang ? 
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426.—3§ fE Yu lung is the name ‘of a plant mentioned in 

the Shi king, Leaat calls it Water Polygonum, Polygonum. 

It is called yu lung, or wandering dragon, from the way in 

which its branches and leaves spread themselves out. 

Shi king, 138:—In the marshes is the spreading Water 

Polygonum. Mao explains yu lung by $f Hi hung ts‘ao 

_ (red plant). e 

[See Rh ya, 102, $0 hung or HE Fy lung ku. 

Lu K1:—The yu lung is also called FR 3€ ma liao [Horse’s 

Polygonum, comp. above, 366]. It is a tall plant, more than - 

a chang high, grows in marshes. Large leaves, red or white. 

In P. [XVI, 79] the name is written ¥¥ hung, also called 

IK FE shui or water hung. This is the Polygonum orientale, 

a large, conspicuous species, a common plant all over China. 

It is also much cultivated in gardens as an ornamental plant. 

Figured in Ch., XI, 90, and Kiu huang, XLVI, 12. 

Amen. exot., 891, #¢ oo, vulgo ke tade, it. inu tade, 1.¢. 

Persicaria lanuginosa ; caule quadripedali, simplici, piloso, 

geniculis fimbriatis . . . . folio cordato amplo .. . . flore 

Incarnato, é 

 Taunpera, Flora jap. [165] refers this to P. harbatun, 

but in Srrsonp, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 105, and So moku, 

VII, 76, the Chinese name given by Kampret is applied to 
P. orientale. . : 

RTA Tz. This character occurs twice in the Shi king. 
Lreae translates it correctly by Tribulus terrestris. 

— 14:—The Tribulus grows on the wall and cannot be 

bmnshied away, cannot be removed. 363:—Thick grew the 

_ +rbulus on the ground, but they cleared away its thorny 
bushes, efi : 

ous the Rh ya [90] the character ts‘e’ is explained by a 
(Ti, which even now is the vulgar name for Tribulus 

terrestris, L., 2 common plant throughout China, It is a 
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“ereeper with abruptly pinnate leaves, yellow flowers and a_ 

pentagonal spinous fruit. 

The Shuo wen explains the character ts‘e’ by to thatch a 

house with the mao and we? rushes [v. infra, 459, 459]. 

Li sao, 23, where the character is written @® [sce quotation 

supra, 421]. 

P. XVI, 86, tsi li. The ancient authors quoted say that 

the fruit of the tsi l/ resembles that of the ling or water 

caltrop, but is smaller, has three horns and is prickly. It has 

yellow flowers. There is another kind growing on sandy 

ground. It has small leaves, yellowish purple flowers 

resembling pea flowers, and produces pods (thus probably a 

leguminous plant). Drawings of the tsi li or Tribulus are 

found in the Kiu huang, LI, 8, and Ch., XI, 27. 
Phon zo, XX, 16, JE #i, Tribulus terrestris. 

V. supra, go. Fap., 2221. 

428.—% Shi. This is the divining plant, the stalks of which 

were used in ancient times for the purpose of divination. 

It is once mentioned in the Shi king [225] :—Cold come the 

waters down from that spring and overflow the bushy 

divining plant. 

Cuu Hr explains shi by $€ 38 (divining plant). — 
Chou li, U1, 80 :—L/officier de la plante divinatoire ( a A 

shi jen) s'occupe des trois méthodes des changements, et 
distingue les noms des neuf devins par la plante chi (shi). 

Les neuf devins servent pour distinguer le bonheur et bee 

malheur. Dans toutes les grandes affaires d’état, d *abord on 
fait la divination par la plante chi; ensuite on augure par la 

_ tortue. Au commencement du printemps le méme tiers - 
fait Pinspection des plantes divinatoires. a 

Li ki, 1, 94:—On the subject of Divination. Divination 2 

by the tortoise-shell (§ kui) is called } pu; divination by 2 
the stalks (BK ts‘e) is called Hf shi, The two were the 

methods by which the ancient wise kings made the people ae 
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believe in seasons and days, revere spiritual beings, stand in 
awe of their laws and orders ; the method also by which they 
made them determine their perplexities and settle their 
misgivings, The commentator & J& Lit says that 4% stands 
here for = shi. 

Tbidem I, 298 [ Yue ling) :—First month of winter. 
Orders are given to the Grand Recorder to smear with blood 
the tortoise-shell and the divining stalks (#€ explained as 
above) and by interpreting the indications of the former and 
examining the fi gures formed by the latter, to determine the 

good and evil of their intimations. I, 885:—The ancient 

Kings made use of the stalks [as above] and the tortoise-shell. 
Shu king, 335 :—Diyination. In all the indications are 

‘even, five given by the tortoise, two by the milfoil (shz). 

Bior says [in an article on the Manners of the Ancient 
Chinese, translated by Leece in his Shi king, Proleg. 

: 142-171] :—We do not know well how this divination was 

_ performed formerly. At the present day they place on the 
: | right and on the left a packet of leaves of this plant (shz) ; 

: then they recite some mysterious words, and by taking a 

handful of leaves from each packet, they prognosticate 
tecording to their number, LEGcr observes that stalks, and 

os: Not leaves, haye always been mentioned to him by Chinese 

describing the method of divination. 

: In the Shi ‘ki, or Historical Record, in the article on 
> divination, it is said that a hundred stalks of the s/i plant 
ome out from the same root. Where this plant: grows 

neither tigers, wolves nor poisonous plants are found. 

The Skuo wen says:—The shi is a kind of hao (Artemisia). 

The plant, will yield, when a thousand years old, three hundred 

- Stalks. . The lengths of the stalks used in the manipulation | 
Were: for the Son of Heaven 9 feet, for the feudal princes 7, 
for the high officers 5, and for the graduates 3 feet, 
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Ouu Hi says:—The way of divination by the tortoise 

by the application of fire, to scorch the shell till the 

indications appeared on it ; and that by the stalks of: the s 

plant was to manipulate in the prescribed way 49 of them, 

18 different times, till the diagram was formed. Lecce 

calls this divination sometimes “divination by reed 

[Shi king, 98, 266.] 

Lecce [ Shu king, 335] calls the sh? plant milfoil. Wrettams 

[ Dict., 758] says it is a sort of syngenesious plant resemb 

the Anthemis, the Ptarmica sibirica, which grows aro 

CoyFructus’ grave in Kiih feu, and, as was done in ancien 
times, is still sold there in parcels of 64 stalks, for divination 

The stems were once used for hair-pins. 

From the account given of the shi plant in P., aS 

we may conclude that it belongs to the order of Composite. 
The drawing of it in Ch, mis 5, 1s Very hs and ; 

ideintifieation: can be ventured. 

In the So moku, XVII, 44, # is the Achillea sibi 
 Ledeb. This is a common plant in the mountains 
Northern China. But whether it really was the divin 
plant of the ancient Chinese, I am not prepared to. 
At Peking the name shi is umknown. 

E., 00, family z. Figure the same as P., XV, 7, which ca 
neither be Achillea nor any other composita, but may he 
for a Hypericum ? 
S., I, 32, has two figures which may both agai ie / 

one large flowered, the other small flowered. : 
Jap., 39, Achillea sibirica, _Ledeb. 

429 —The genus Artemisia is represented in China. b 
considerable number of species. Forpes and Humstey 

the Index Flore sinensis, enumerate 21. In the Shi king 
meet with eight names of plants referred by Leage : 

others to Southernwood or Artemisia, 
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The 3% a’, which name occurs in the Shi king [120] las 
been correctly identified by Lecce with the Mugwort, 
Artemisia vulgaris, L. \t is one of the plants which the 
Chinese employ for their moxa. 

Menctus, 177:—The case of one of the present princes 
wishing to become emperor, is like the having to seek 
mugwort (a7) three years old to cure a seven years’ sickness. 
If it have not been kept in store, the patient may all his 
life not get it. Commentary :—The down of the mugwort 
burnt on the skin, is used for purposes of cautery. The 
older the plant, the better. 

The w is mentioned in the Rh ya [77]. 
Li sao, 49 :—Sachets remplis d’armoise (fetide), a, 

_99:—Mauvaises herbes. The Chinese text has siao 
-[e. infra, 435] and ai. 

P., XV, 8, ai. Other names :— 8 Br / ts‘ao (medicinal 
herb), 3 ¥E chi ts‘ao, burning herb, mova. Figured Ch., 
XI, 81, Artemisia vulgaris. This is a common plant all 
over China, wild and cultivated. 

— Amen, exot., 897, X%& ga’, vulgo jamogi. Artemisia vulgaris 
ee: que junior yocatur fulz, ex qua fit mova, celebris 

stupa pro cauterio actuali. So moku, XV1, 16, same Chinese 
hame, Artemisia vulgaris. 

Jap , 218, Artemisia annua, L., i tt = 
#8 370, 3 apiacea, Hee., BB ma 

5 capillaris, Thbg., Bi iid am ee ee 

me 933, 5 Japonica, Thbg., He » : 
a 08a. a Keiskeana, Miq., Fe Bs. ae 
y 827, mi Stelleriana, Bess., var. vesiculosa, Fr. & S., 

A S- Pe 
» 228, * vulgaris, L., var. vulgatissima, Bess., Bi i 
3, | 230, £ vulgaris, L., var. parviflora, Max, BX iB 
i 231, a vulgaris, L., var. indica, Max., x. 
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430.—# Lou. Luaae calls it southernwood, a species of 
Artemisia. 

Shi king, 17:—Many are the bundles of firewood. I 
would cut down the southernwood (low) to form more. 

Comp. the Rh ya [192]. Shuo wen:—The lou isa plant 
which is cooked with fish. Hide: 

Lu x1:—The low is also called HE iB low hao (lou Artemisia). 
Its leaves resemble those of the ai (Artemisia vulgaris), are 
several inches long, of a white colour (downy). The plan 
grows to the height of more than 10 feet, by the edges ol 
water or in marshy ground. In the first month the young 
white shoots, which are soft and fragrant, may be eaten raw, 
The leaves are eaten cooked. 

Ch., XII, 6, figures under the name low hao an Artemisia — 
with large, deeply cleft leaves, resembling the plant in the 
So moku, XVI, 17, under the same Chinese name, which is a— 
variety of A. vulgaris, 

a ay AN, 80. conbidars the lou to be the same as f 
% & pai hao or white Artemisia, : 
. The text of the Shi king seems to imply that the low was 
used for fuel, [| may observe that among the Northern 
Chinese species of Artemisia, A. campestris answers best this 
purpose, for it is a shrub attaining considerable dimensions. 
It is very cominon in the Peking mountains and in Mongolia. 
The Mongols call it sharaldji and, according to PRzEWwALskY. 
employ it largely for fuel. 

: 

431.—3 Hao. Leccr says it is the male southernwot 
but this term the Chinese authors apply to the next. | 

Shi king, 246 :—With pleased sounds the deer call ty one another, eating the southernwood (hao) of the fields. 890 :—Large and long grow the ngo [v. 434]. It is not the 
_ ngo but the hao, ? 
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Li ki, 1, 257 :—First month of spring. If the govern- 
‘mental proceedings proper to autumn were carried out in 
spring, there would be pestilence, boisterous winds, rain in 
torrents ; orach (3%) fescue (#§) darnel (3) and southern- 

wood () would grow up together. 
Kh ya, 13, hao or shen. Kou Pro explains the names by 

So 4 tsting hao, 

Ohi ar Hao or tstng hao. It is fragrant and fit for being 
used as mova. In Ff JH King chou and ff Jp Yii_ chon 
(Hukuang and Honan) the people call it fag shen (kien). 

This latter character is explained in the Shuo wen by FB 
hiang hao (fragrant Artemisia ). 
©, XV, 16, ef ts‘ing hao also ¥ ¥& hiang hao, and other 

hames. From the descriptions given there it would seem 
Zz that this is the Artemisia annua, L., a very common 
Species throughout China, and very fragrant. Popular name 

at Peking hiang hao. : 
But in Ch, XI, 92, the figure under FE BH huang 

hua hao ( yellow flower Artemisia) seems to refer to A. annua, 
which identification would agree with the So moku [XVI, 27]. 
n the same Japanese work [25] TF HB is A. apiacea, Hee., 

which agrees with the figure under the same Chinese name 
Ch, X1, 93. 
Ame. evol., S9T, BE ko, vulgo jamoyé Artemisia folio— 
tenuissimo, THUNBERG [ Flora jap., 310} thinks that Kamp- 
FER refers to 4. Japonica, : . 

: 432,— gy Wei. Lear says a species of southernwood. : 
Shi king, 351 :—Long and large grows the ngo fat 434). 7 

Bat it is not the ngo but the wei. | 
Ath yay 14, wei or. mou shen (kien). 
LU kt:—The wei is also called fk # mou hao (male 
eetewr ond) It begins to grow in the_ third month ; in 

ve seventh month it is in flower. The flowers resemble 
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those of the #8 fit 4u ma (Sesamum orientale), are of a 

reddish purple colour. In the eighth month the plant 
produces long pods pointed at the end like horns. It is also 

called Fi 3 #& ma sin hao. 

Under the name & 36 # ma sien hao with the 
above synonyms, wei, mou hao, Ch. [XI, 41] figures the 

Incarvillea sinensis, Juss., a beautiful plant of Northern 

China, order Bignoniacee, with large, scarlet flowers. 

Lv x1’s description agrees with this identification. The same 

plant is represented in the Kiu huang [XLVI, 33] under the 

names of # 3F 36 chu ya ts‘ai (pig’s tooth vegetable) or 

kiie hao (horned Artemisia). These names refer to the long, 

curved capsules, 

But other authors take the wei or mou hao (male southern- . 

wood) to be an Artemisia, and Ch. [XIV, 9] figures under 

these names an Artemisia. The drawing agrees with that 
found in the So moku [XVI, 20] under @& %, which — 
» represents A, japonica, THunBERG. [See also P. XV, 23.) 

Fap., 1581, Pedicularis resupinata, L., B FG we: 

433.—M@ Fan. This is likewise an Artemisia. MAO 
explains the character by 4 if pai hao (white Artemisia). 

Shi king, 22:—She gathers the white southernwood (fan), 
228 [“ Life in Pin”] :—The young women take their deep 
baskets and go along the small paths, looking for the tender 
leaves of the mulberry tree; as the spring days lengthen 
out, they gather in crowds the white southernwood (fan). : 
264 :—Our wives go in crowds to gather the white southern- 

wood (fan). : 

Cuou Hr says that the leaves of the fan were used both 
in sacrifices and to feed the young silkworms which were 

later in being hatched. More correctly Sit Kuang-KI say° 
that the eggs are washed with a decoction from the leaves  - 
assist their hatching [Luaer]. : : 
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See the Rh ya [12], fan or p‘o hao. Hia Calendar, 

30:—Second month. The fan plant is gathered. 1 do not 

_ know on what authority Douezas translates fan by Ailantus 

glandulosa. 

Lu x1:—The fan or p‘o hao is a kind of ai [Artemisia 

vulgaris, see 429] of a white colour (ie. downy leaves). 

Tt is also called fy # pai hao (white Artemisia). It begins 

to grow in spring and (flowers) till autumn. It is fragrant, 

can be eaten raw and cooked. Another name for the plant 

ie is 9% BH yu hu. The people in JE ¥# Pei hai (Hastern 

_ Shantung) call it 33 4h p‘ang pu. 

P., XV, 20, pai hao. The name is explained by the 

downy surface of the leaves. The figure of the plant in 

Ch. [XI, 7] is of no yalue. In the Peking mountains the 

3 people apply the name pai hao to Artemisia Sieversiana, Ehr. 

In the So moku [XVI, 26] & & is Artem. Schmidtiana. 

Maximowicz says :—Tota argenteo-sericea. 

— 434.—38 O (ngo). This name Lxcee translates by Aster 

- southernwood, because he found in the Japanese plates that 

the common name of the plant in Japan is # #F 3 Chao 

Mien kit or Aster of Corea. He says the white flower 

with which it is there depicted is very like a Chrysan- — 
themum, | may observe that the plant mentioned in the 

— Amen, exot, [911] under koret giku, Matricaria corensis, is, 

- According to Taunsere [Flora jap., 320], Chrysanthemum 
— Cronarium, L. But the 6, in China at least, is not Chrysan- 

 themum. This character is not met with in the Japanese 

_ botanical works known to me. 
Shi king, 279: :—Luxuriantly grows the aster southern- 

Wood (6) in the midst of that large mound. 351 :—Long 

and large grows the ngo. 

_ The Rh ya [44] has 6 or lo. Mao colette aE 

lo hao as also does the Shuo wen, The Kuang ya has lo hao 
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or Jaq ln hao. Under the latter name the plant is noticed 

in P., XV, 22. The other names are given as synonyms. | 

The figure in Ch., XIV, 24, under 6 hao is rude. It cam 

be decided what kind of plant is meant. 

Lu kr says :—The 6 hao or lo hao grows in low, swampy 

places. Its leaves resemble those of the ¥§ # sie hao, but 

are smaller. The stem of the plant can be eaten raw or 

cooked. ¢ 

The 9 % inthe So moku'[V, 12] is Seseli Libanotis. 
Koch, an umbelliferous plant, but in the Phon zo [XLVH, 5 

it is Cardamine sylvatica, Link., according to Francaet ; but 
the drawing rather seems to refer to Sisymbrium sophioides. 

fii # in the Phon zo [XIV, 6] is Pedicularis sceptru 
carolinum, I, 

V. supra, 44. E., 62, family > p- 11, “in hao, with synony 

4a, th B: Fap., 2089, Begyhrinte Sophia, La ft hp 2075 

Seseli Libanotis, Koch, Ff} i). te 

435.— 9H Siao. Lewes calls this the ox tail’s southernwood 
Shi king, 120, 365 :—Gathering the ox tail southernwoo 

224:—Cold come the waters down from that spring: and 

overflow the bushy southernwood (siao). 274 :—How high 
and long i is the southernwood. 471:—We take southernw 

(siao) and offer it with the fat. ; 
Mao explains the siao of the Shi king by #§ hao, Artemis 

Li ki (1, 448] Artemisia (siao) along with millet and ri 

burned with the fat of the victim in sacrifices. IT, 22 

On sacrifices. The fat of the inwards was burned, and th 

_was mixed with the blaze of dried southernwood (: ; 

This served as a tribute to the spirit. 
Chou li, I, 84:—Le préposé au territoire hors banliewe 

— fournit quand il y a des sacrifices les plantes odoriférantes 

: (stao) et les herbes pour envelopper [mao, v. infra, 9 

The: commentary explains siao by hiang hao (fra. 
Artemisi a). 
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Rh ya, 196 and 119, The s’uo is mentioned in the Li sao. 

[See quotation, supra, 429.] oe ae 
Lv k1:—The s/uo is now called 3K $f t hao, also 4 BF 

‘wu wei hao (ox tail’s southernwood). It resembles the pa/ 
hao (r. 433], has white (downy) leaves. It can be used for 
torches. Owing to its fragrance it is employed in sacrifices 
and burned with the fat of the victims. 

P. does not notice this plant. Ch. [XII, 23] figures 

under niu wei hao or siao two plants which may be Artemisia. 

~The character 7k t/ properly denotes a reed or rush 

t. Mfra, 455). I may observe that the Rh ya [196} writes 
K ts‘iu, which latter name, according to Horr. & ScHULTES 

[50] in Japan is applied to Antennaria (Gnaphalium) 
margaritacea, R. Br. 

Jap., 1037, Guaphalium yedoense, Fr. & S., Fk . 

436.—There is finally the character 3€ p‘eng in the Si, 

which Lecce refers to A rtemisia, on the authority of the 

Shuo wen, where peng is explained by hao. [See also the 
Rh ya, 15] - 

Shi king, 36 :—Strong and abundant grows the Artemisia 

(p‘eng). 105 :—Since my husband went to the east, my 

head has been like the flying (pappus) of the Artemisia 

CRE HE fei peng), : 
“Tn the Li ki [I, 257] Leece translates p‘eng by darnel ; 
‘ee the quotation under 431}. nee 

_ #. (XXVI, 54] identifies the #€ $f p‘eng hao with the 

a 5 tung hao which is Chrysanthemum coronarium, L. 

Drawings, Ch. 1V, 35, Kiu hnang, LVI, 31, So moku, 
XVII, 13, = : Ameer 
Cav Hi in explaining the term fei p‘eng in the Shi king — 
* that the p‘eng has flowers like the catkins of the willow, — 

which fly about in the wind like hair. But other authors 

ring p‘eng, the whole plant is meant, which is rooted up by — : 
the Pi ya, and W.D., 661] say that by fei p'eng, or 
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the wind and driven across the wastes. This phenomenon 

of plants being driven across the desert is frequently seen 

in Mongolia. 

In the Phon zo, XLI, 20, F#R XE is Hrigeron. In sha 

So moku, XVII, 12, 3 is Conyza ambigua, DC., a composite B 

plant. Ibidem, IV, 43, fe 3 is Salsola asparagoides, Miq. 

The plant represented in Ch., XII, 40, under the same 

Chinese name kien p‘eng seems to be a Salsolacea. Kien means — 

Soda. Another ‘salsolaceous plant is figured in Ch., XII, 42, 
under the name ji 3€ sha peng (sha=sand) a plant of " 

the desert. It is perhaps Agriophyllum. | 
Two passages in the Li ki refer to arrows made of the 

p‘eng. Laer translates wild Rubus or Raspberry. ee 
I, 472:—When a son and heir to the ruler of a State was 

born . . . . the master of the archers took a bow of mulberry — 
wood and six arrows of the wild Rubus (p‘eng), and shot 

towards heaven, earth and the four cardinal points. After 
this the nurse received the child. Nearly the same is rele 

II, 452. : 
Lecce in translating p‘eng by Rubus, has evidently a 

view the 3H p'eng lei [P., XVIIla, 7]. It is figured in 
Ch. (XXII, 7] and is indeed a Rubus. In Japan the same 
Chinese name is applied to R. crategifolius., Bge, # 
R. pectinellus, Maxim. [See Phon zo, XXV, 7, 8.] But 
whether the p‘eng in the above passages of the Li k¢ means a 

ee bush is very doubtful. e 
V. supra, 15. Fap., 886, Evigeron Kamtschaticum, DC., a 

1977, Salsola aspar., Wi, E- é 
About Rubus [v. supra, 133]. 

Fap., 1932, Rubus Buergeri, Miq., x FY. 

» 1935, 4, incisus, Thbg., By F. 

» 1938, ,, parvifolius, L., #% FA B- . 
| » 1943, 4, — rosifolius, Sm., var. coronarius, Sims, AR 

1947, 5 Thunbergii, 8. & Z., 3% &- 
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Fap., 1948, Rubus Tokkura, Sieb., is Fe F. 

: » 967, Fragaria indica, Andr., RE EE. 

437.—%§ Su or, as the Rh ya [118] calls it, 4 HR niw shun, 

oxlip. — ey 
Shi king, 165:—There along the bend of the Hwun (#} 

Fen, a river in Shansi) they gather the oxlips (su). 

Mao calls it Je 4 shui si, as also does the Shuo wen. 

Lu x1:—The su is now called #@ $y tse si. Its leaves” 

resemble those of the Hit #if ch‘e ts‘ien (Plantago). They are 

large, and also in taste they resemble that plant. In #& JH 

) Suchou, in the district of J 6 Kuang ling (Northern 

Kiangsu) the people use them for food. ; ; 

_ The plant intended by Lu xt is Alisma plantago, L., men- 

tioned under its present name in the Rh ya [v. supra, 95]. 

. It is therefore improbable that the sw or niu shun [Rh ya, 

118] should denote the same plant. 
3 Fap., 96, Alisma Plantago, L., IK # 1B - 

-438.— He Kuan rh. This is the name of a plant which 

‘Lecer calls the mouse’s ear, and which is the title of an od 

in the Shi king [8] :— r ; 

— I was gathering and gathering the mouse’s ear. 

Mao calls it 4 ling rh, as does also the Rh ya [184]. 
. Lu k1:—The kian r 1, called also #& Hf si rh and wz 

hu si, _ The leaves are of a light green colour and resemble 

those of the J BR hu sui (Coriandrum sativum). It has a 

debile stem, white flowers. The plant is eaten cooked, it is 

mucilaginous. In the 4th month it is in fruit, The fruit 
resembles a lady’s ear-pendent, wherefore the plant is also 

lled HH rh tang ts‘ao (ear-pendents herb). The 

People of KJ] Yuchou (Northern Chili) call it # tsio rh. 

: Lecce makes Cuu Hr say that the leaves of the ‘wan rh 

bass like a mouse’s ear and that it grows in bunchy patches. 

But Cau does not refer to the leaves, he only says it 
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resembles a mouse’s ear, and I think he had rather in view 

the fruit of the plant. Lace quotes the Rh ya i, where it is 
stated that the fruit of the kan rh is like a mouse’s ear and 

prickly, sticking to people’s clothes. 

P., XV, 64, si rh. Lt Sai-cHen says the fruit resembles 

the mulberry and is prickly. The Pen ts‘ao king calls the 
plant 3F FH ts‘ang rh. This is now the vulgar name for the 
NXuathium strumarium, L., 2 common weed throughout China. 

It has a small, oblong, prickly fruit. It is ‘represented in 

the Kiu huang [LII, 22] and in Ch. (XI, 50). 

Amen, evot., 892 :—%#& EE soon! vulgo namome. Xanthium 

~ Lappa minor, So moku, XX, 25:—Same Chinese name. 

Xanthium strumarium. But wider # FH the So moku 
[VILI, 71] depicts Cerastium glutinosum, Fries. 

439.—3¢ #F Fou i, Title of an ode in the SA/ king and 
name of a plant which Lecce correctly identifies with the 
plantain (Plantago). sa: 

Shi king, 14 :—Song of the plantain-gatherers. We gathe: 
the plantain, now we pluck the ears, now we rub out t 

seeds, now we place the seeds in our skirts. Lega adds 
From the preface (of the Shi) it appears that these seeds were 
thought to be favourable to child-bear ing. They are * 
thought in China to be helpful in difticult labours. 

The Lh yu [200] gives as a synonym for fou 4 ik ch 
is* ven, which is still the common Chinese name for Plantago. 

Lu kt:—Fou i, other names ma si, ch‘e tsien [as int 

Lth ya), Be tang tao. It grows in the footmarks of cattl 
whence the names ch‘e ts‘ien (ahead of the cart) and tang t 
(this answers to the German name for Plantago— W egerich 

* The seeds are used as a medicine, ,especially in difficu 
ae parturition. The people of Ey I Yu chou ( Northern Chi 

call it 46 BB owu she ts*uo (ox tonzue). But this 1 
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rather refers to Rumew). The plant is eaten boiled ; it is 

_ very mucilaginous. . 

P., XVI, 54 :—Ch‘e ts‘en. Under the same name Plan- 

tago is figured in the Kiw huang [XLVI, 11] and Ch. 

[XL, 28]. 

~ Amen. exot., 912, Hi Ff sjaden, vulgo obacko, Plantago - 

major vulgaris latifolia. So moku, 11, 27, same Chinese name, 

Plantago -major var. asiatica. The plantain of Northern 

China belongs to the same variety. There is at Peking also 

the var. japonica, which is characterised by its enormous size ; 

the stalks with the spike several feet long ; large leaves. 

3 Fap., 1647, Plantago asiatica, L., ii W- 

440.—38 Chu, Luace says it is the dock (Iumer) and, 

translating its common Chinese name, calls it sheep’s foot. 

Shi king, 302 :—I travelled through the country gathering 

the sheep’s foot. : 

Mao explains chu by BE 3% (bad vegetable). CHENG Han 

calls it 4 $4 niu t‘uz. [See the Rh ya, 117.] 

Lv x1:—Chu or niu t‘ui. The people of # JH Yang chou 

(Anhui, Chekiang) call it 3 JR yang ti (sheep’s foot). It is 

(the root is meant, it seems) like the J Wm lu fu 

The plant may be eaten cooked. It is mucilaginous and 

wholesome. In Yu chou (Northern Chili) they call it chu. 

oy RIX: 4 :—Yang ti, also called 4 FF mu she (0x- 

tongue), which latter is the common name at Peking for 

Rume japonicus, Meissn., and R. crispus, L. The first 

cultivated as a vegetable. : : 

The rude drawings of the yang ti in the Kiu huang 

(LIL, 21] and Ch. [XVILI, 8] may be intended for Rumec. 
-Huyay, /, e., 308 :—In Hupei niu she t‘ou is Rumew acetosa, L. 
Ameen, exot., 911 :—2e BR jo tei, communiter s?. Thlaspt 

— Majus, foliis Lapathi, caulibus in  spicas excurrentibus, | 

[the Radish, see the Rh ya, 39]. The stem is of a red colour. 
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capsulis Burse pastoris, intermixtis foliolis, confertas. Ido 

not know what Kamprer means. 

Sresotp [Syn. plant. eon. jap., 108] refers the above 

Chinese name to Rumex crispus, L., japonice gist gisi. 

Remedium agricolis in exanthematibus. 

So moku, VII, 27, same Chinese name, &. japonieus, 

Meissn. 

- $ap., 1953, Rumex aquaticus, L., var. japonicus, Meisn., £ KE. 

» 1954, 4, japonicus, Meisn., 2E BR. 

441.—Another plant, which may be a umew, is mentioned 

in the Shi king under the name of Si mo. Lecce thinks 

that it is the sorrel, Rumew acetosa, but notices that in the 

Japanese plates it appears as Equisetum (horse tail) which ie 

evidently a mistake. 

Shi king, 164:—There in the oozy grounds of the Hwun 

(# Fen, a river in Shansi) they gather the sorrel (mo), 

Mao explains that mo is a vegetable. 
Lu x1:—The stem of the mo is as thick as a goose-quill, — 

of a red colour, and giving out at every joint leaves like the 

willow, thick and long, covered with hairy prickles. It is of | 

a sour taste and when young can be boiled into soup. It is 
also eaten raw Its common name in China is #& 3 sua” mi. 

In 3 JH Ki chou (Chili) it is called BE # Aan ang” 
(dry red), in jaf ¥ Ho Fen (Shansi) it is 3% mo. ae 

The above account would agree in a general way with - 
Sorrel, but that plant is glabrous. i 

P. [XIX, 7] describes under the name RR #R svar ™? 
(sour mo) a plant with a sour taste, resembling the yang | 

[see the preceding]. Some authors identify it with the plan 

[Rh ya, 105}. A rude drawing of the plant, Ch., XVII, 9 

Stesoip, Syn. plant. acon. jap., 109, HR PE sues Rumen 

persicaroides (ie., R. japonicus, Meissn.). Herba edulis. + 

moku, VII, 29, 80, same Chinese name, F. acetosa, L, 
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442.—3§ Fu. Lecce, relying on the Japanese plates, 

identifies the fu of the Shi king with pokeweed, Phytolacca 

 decandra, but that is a mistake. Pokeweed (Ph. acinosa) 

is 7 PE shang lu. [See the Rh ya, 112]. 

Shi king, 303 :—I travelled through the country gathering 

the pokeweed. Mao explains fu by #& 3€ (bad vegetable). 

_ The fu is mentioned in the Rh ya [51]. 

Lu xt:—Fu. In Yu chou (Chili) it is called #8 % yen fu. 
It has a white root. The people eat it baked in hot ashes, 

_ especially in years of scarcity, when it appeases hunger. 
In the time of the Han dynasty it was used in certain 

_ sacrifices. ‘There are two kinds. One of them, with small 

leaves and red flowers, has an offensive smell. 

P., XVIIla, 27, He ZE sian hua, also He BH stan fu, a 

_ creeping plant with an edible root ; root and flowers used in 
medicine. Kiwu huang, LI, 10, Ch., XXII, 18, sian hua, also 
HES yen fu, § F Hk fu tse ken (fu root). The plants 

figured are Convolvulus or Calystegia. HENRY, l. ¢.5 479 :-— 

The character sian means to wind about, Convolvulus, At 

Peking it is Calystegia sepium, R. Br. (Convolvulus 
septum, L.) 

So moku, IV, 22, He HE Calystegia japonica, Miq. — 

Jap -» 662, Convolvulus japonicus, Thbg., tie HE. 

43. — ge Yao. Lage calls it the small grass or Polygala 
Japonica. , 

_ Shi king, 229 [ Life in Pin” ] :—In the fourth month the 

small grass (yao) is in seed. | ree 3 
Mao explains yao by a plant. Rh ya, 194, yao yao Or 

2 Lecce says :—It is described as like hemp, with flowers of a 

Yellowish red, and a sharp pointed leaf. Among other 

names given to it is that of si ts‘ao (small grass). Leaer 
‘translates evidently Kuo Po’s commentary on the Rh ya, 
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The passage in question reads {lJ jit 3 Hh 22 RW 

#8 2.) 3%, which understand to mean: it resembles 

the ma huang (Ephedra), has red flowers, pointed leaves. 

Its top is called small pees Kuo P*‘o says that the yao 

yao of the Rh ya is the i FR yaan chi. This latter name 

at Peking is applied to Polgala tenuifolia, Willd., and 

P. sibirica, L. P., X11b, 21, Drawings, Kiu huang, LIU, 

Ch, VU, 18. 

So moku, XUI, 8, i i&, Polygala japonica, Hout. This 

latter is also found in China. 

The Kuang ya identifies the yao of the Rh ya — 

#5 yu, Setaria [v. infra, 463]. 

Jap., 1680, Polygala sibirica, L., i ie: 

444.—F% T'ud or chu’. Correctly identified by Lrace with 

motherwort, Leonurus. [See the Rh ya, 25}. 

Shi king, 116:—In the valleys grows the motherwort, * 

scorched is it in the drier places. 

Lu K1:—The tui plant has a square stem, white flo 

which appear between the nodes (he means perhaps to say 
that the flowers are arranged in a whorl on the nodes. 
flowers of Leonurus are red). Some ancient authors 

# WH ania (this is an Artemisia), others fr # 
(mother’s help). The Pen ts‘ao terms it $§ BF ch‘ung a 

Liv H1w [1st century B.C.] calls it 5& % ch‘ou wet - : 
weed), 

P., XV, 24, ch‘ung wet. Ch. XI, 25. The drawing 

ch‘ung wei represents Leonurus sibiricus, L. 
So moku, XI, 41, # 2 BS or 3E EF, Leonurus sibir 

Fap., 1243, Leonurus macranthus, Max., pe 3K: oe 

: wt 89Gd, es sibiricus, L., Te ES a r Hf Hi. 

‘445,.—3% Lai. This character is met with in the Shi 

and in the Chou li. Lnaan translates it fe orach (amy 
also by “ useless plants.” 
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Shi king, 272:—In the hills of the north (in Chou) is 

the lai, 823, 365:—The country is overgrown with lai 

(useless plants). : 

_ Lu xt:—Zai is the name’ of a weed. It is also ealled lz 

[see the next]. The leaves may be eaten. The people of 

%§ }h| Yen chou (South-western Shantung) eat them cooked, 

In the Chou li we have the term [iF H# ten lai (a fallow 

field). Wruutams [Dict., 499] thinks that Jaz is the sow- 

thistle (Sonchus). But it is more probable that it is a 

synonym for li (Chenopodium). [See the neat. | : 

RB hung sin hui tao. Chenopodium with a red heart. 

In ancient times they called this plant pe: ag ho. This 

term is used in the Huai nan tse‘ and in CHUANG tsz’. The 

Young leaves may be eaten. as 
So moku, IV, 40, and Phon zo, L, 7, 3% or 9a Cheno-— 

podium album, L. fo 

In the above name hui t‘iao, the character t‘iao is a general - 

name for Chenopodium [v. Rh ya, 11]; Je means ashes, 

and refers to the white meal with which the leaves of some 

Species are covered. The young shoots and spikes often 

assume a reddish colour. at Ae 

_ Fa Hey, when he returned, in A.D. 414, by sea 

from his long journey to the Buddhist countries, landed | 

I the Province of Shantung. In the Fo kuo ki (see 

Beau's § yu ki, Introduction, LXXXII] it is stated — 

that on seeing the #i fig 3¢ Li ho vegetable again, ‘the . 

traveller was confident that this was indeed the land of Han 

(China), I have no doubt that the first two characters, not 
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found in A.D., are intended for 3g #2 li ho, and that Fa 
Hien saw the Chenopodium album, a very common weed in 
Northern China. 

Fap., 574, Chenopodium album, L., 34. 

» 575, iy ambrosioides, L., + Hi) se 

Compare Jap., 323, Basella rubra, L., ” 35, supra, 148. 

» 337, Beta vulgaris, L., Zis Se. 

» 2117, Spinacia oleracea, Mill, J jz Bs 

447.—2E Kn. Lacan, on the authority of WiLiAMs 
[Dict., 403], says that the k‘in was a Salsola, but that from 
the Japanese plates it appears to be a Panic grass. 

Shi king, 246 :—With pleased sounds the deer pally to. one 
another, eating the salsola of the fields. : 

Lu k1:—The stem of the k‘in plant is as thick as a hie 
pin; the leaves are like bamboo-leaves. It creeps on the 
ground in marshes and low grounds impregnated with sal 
Cattle are very fond of it. 
It is unknown what plant the kin was. The name #: 

huang in in China, as well as in Japan, is applied | 
Scutellaria, a 
TATARINOY [ Catal. med. sin., 10]: :—The drug huang Kw 

Radix Seutellarie viscidule, Bge. (probably only a vari | 
of Se. macrantha). P., XIII, 19, Cha Vi 

So (ey XI, 48, 3 2, Sc. macrantha, Fisch, * 

E., 153, family . 2 3, The bad figure is a copy of S., I, 

Jap., 2037, Scutellaria macrantha, Fisch. ,i ae. 
» 2036, = indica, L., var. jap., Fr. & S., jy B. 

C., 513. Sm., 194, Scutellaria whistle: Bge. 

4Z,, 141, Berberis nepalensis, Spr., sometimes termed huang 
Fap., 334, Berberis vulgaris, L, KR i. 

448.—3¥ T‘iao. This character in the Shi king is app 
as the Chinese commentators agree, to two different p 
One of them, according to Lage, who relies on the Japal 
plates, i Is a pea or Lathyrus maritimus, 
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Shi king, 211 :—On the embankments are magpie nests. 

On the height grows the beautiful pea (tao). 

Mao explains it only by name of a plant. [Compare the 

_ Rh ya, 87.] 

Lu xi:—The tao is also called 3 #% tao jao. The 

people of JH Yu chou (Northern Chili) call it 9] B 

_ Kiao jao. The stem of this plant is like that of the 3 FH 

lao tou (a kind of cultivated bean), but more slender. The 
_ leaves resemble those of the tsi li ( Tribulus terrestris, see 427). 

Stem and leaves can be eaten raw, like the leaves of the . 

y Hsiao tou (Phaseolus Mungo). . 

P., XXVII, 27. Ch. IV, 22, kiaojao. Rude figure. 

Leguminous plant. . 

~The plant represented in the So moku [XIII, 47] under 

dl Hi, is Vicia hirsuta, Koch, but in the Phon zo [XLIX, 

32] Lathyrus maritimus, Bigel. 
_ The ¢ao in the Shi king [423] refers, according to Lecag, 
[on the authority of the pda eine? to Bignonia 

grandiflora, 

me The flowers of the Bignonia (t‘iao) are of a deep yellow ; 

and, farther on:—The flowers of the Bignonia (t‘iao) are 
gone, there are only its leaves, all green. 

Carne Hiian says :—The ¢‘iao here is the same as Be 3 48 

ling tiao hua. The flowers are numerous and of a purple 

colour. Rh ya, 164, 165. 
Lu xt:—The tao is also called RE HR ling shi and ft EB 

: (rat’s tail). It resembles the 3 3% wang ch‘u 
- supra, 10] and grows in low damp places. The flowers 

Ppear in great profusion in the 7th and 8th months, are of © 

purple colour, like those of the 3% ¥¥ tsz‘ ts‘ao (Lithos- 
permum erythrorhizon). They afford a black dye and are 

used to dye the hair. 

: This account does not agree with Bignonia. Lv KI con- 

founds several plants, it seems. But the ling t‘iao or ling shi 
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is Bignonia grandiflora or Tecoma grandiflora, Del., a beautiful 

climbing plant with large orange-coloured flowers, common 

in Chinese gardens. [Tor further particulars, v. supra, 165. 

V. note to 354, Vicia hirsuta, Koch. The figure to P., XXVI 

27, looks more like Lathyrus. . % 

V. supra, 164, Tecoma. 

449,—The plants niao and ni lo, mentioned together in the 

Shi, are correctly identified by Leaer with the mistle 

and the dodder. 

Shi king, 390:—They are your Avett all assembled, 

they are like the mistletoe (néao) and the doddee (nt 

growing over the pine and the cypress. Z 

Mao explains the #§ niao (pronounced also tiao) by # He 
ki sheng which is a name for the Sees Ai ~means 

“to lodge (on trees)”; sheng “to grow.” CHENG His 

refers to the Rh ya [262]. ae 

_ Lu x1 likewise says the niao is the same as the ki shen 
but the description he gives of the plant is not correct: 

Leaves resembling those of the Be ff tang lu (P hytolacea 
fruit like the 7 7 fu p‘en tsz‘ (Rubus), of a dar 
colour and a pleasant sweet taste. 

The account given of the plant in question in P. [XXX 

13-15], where ancient authors are quoted, leaves no dow 

that by ki sheng a Viscum or Loranthus is meant. I 

said there that the plant grows as a parasite amon, 
branches of various trees (mulberry tree, pine tree, 

: liquidambar) and that its root is imbedded in the su 

of the branches. Roundish, thick leaves, white flowers, 

berries like small peas. Ch, XXXII, 35, #®E i 
sang shang ki sheng (ki sheng on a mulberry tree). + 

rude drawing seems to represent a Loranthus. Hext 

l.c., 892:—The above Chinese name is applied in 
to Loranthus jadoriki, Sieb., and other species. 
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Amen. evot., 785 :—ZF HE ksei, vulgo jodoriki. Viscum 

baeeis rubentibus. Description of the plant. According to 

Maximowicz this is Loranthus Kempferi, growing on pine 

trees in Japan. 

Phon zo, XC, 8, 9, 3& BH 4B, Visewm album, L. It 

grows on mulberry trees. 

But the character $$" in Anwn. exot. [887] is referred to 
Tedera helix. : 

E., 180, family & _[E ZF AB. Figure of a Loranthus. 

C., 58. H., 35. Sm, 93, 152. 

450.—As to the Z HH nii lo, Mao explains it by 3% HR tu se“ 

and #& 3 sung lo. Cuexa Htan says it is called t‘w sz 

when growing on herbaceous plants and sung lo when 

growing on trees. I understand that he means by fw sz‘ and 
sung lo different plants, not one plant with two names. 

The sung lo in P., XXXVII, 15, is Viscum. Phon 20, 
NCH, 10, 11, 12, #8 HEHE, Viseum album, TL. and Loranthus Kempferi. 

. 
The Rh ya [131] says that ni lo or ttang meng [see the 

newt] is the same as fu sz‘. 

Lu k1:—The ni lo is now called t*u sz (rabbit’s silk). - 
_ twines around herbaceous plants, like gold wire. It is yellow 

or of a red colour and used in medicine. It is not to be 
confounded with the sung lo, which grows ‘on trees and is of a 
green colour. — 

. 
" , ‘ i‘ J ) eens {uw sx* or rabbit’s silk is the common Chinese name 

for dodder, Cuscuta. Several species of it are known in 

China. The most common in the neighborhood of Peking 
——— 

—— 

® Ch, XXVII, 6 figures under the name B HE WB niao Wo ited 
the Ipomea quamoclit, L. This beautiful climbing convolvulaceous eet With pinnate leaves, the pinne being filiform, and dark red flowers, 15 mee 

Cultivated at Peking. Popular name mi lo sung. — 
_ So moku, LV, 21, B 32; Ipomea quamoclit. (Jap., 1158.] 
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are C, chinensis, Lam. [the whole plant is yellow], and 
C. japonica, Chois. [which is of a purple colour]. 

woe tae, fy tu. az... Ch.,, S&1I, 1-3. 

Phon zo, XXV, 2, Cuscuta japonica. 

V. supra, 131. 

451.— Fé T'ang. This character occurs once in the Shi hing. 

Lecce says the Japanese plates leave no doubt as to the 
_ plant being the dodder ( Cuscuta). . 

Shi king, 78:—I am going to gather the dodder (¢ ‘ang) : 

in the fields of # Mei (north of Honan), : 
In the Rh ya [131] we have BE $F ttany meng, a sy nonym 

for ni lo and t‘u sz‘ (Cuscuta). Lecce says that Mao calls — 

t‘ang improperly the 3% meng vegetable, and that the dodder 
plant is not eaten as food in China. The f‘u sz‘ is, however, 

mentioned in the Kix huang [XLIX, 9] among the edible 
plants eaten in time of scarcity. The seed is used in medicine. ‘ 

452.—$§ i Ko lei. This plant is thrice mentioned in the 
Shi king. Laan calls it dolichos creeper. Lei, accordin, 

to the Kuang ya, has the same meaning as Jf t‘eng, f 
[v. supra, 255]. 

Shi king, 10:—In the south are the trees with ‘curved 

drooping branches, with the dolichos creepers clinging i 
them. 119:—Ko lei, title of an ode. Thickly they sp 

about, the dolichos creepers on the borders of the i Ho 
(Yellow River). 446 :—Tuxuriant are the dolichos creep 
clinging to the branches : and stems. 

Lu x1:—The ko lei is also called BK hi bids 
resembles the jee Kh , yen. yit (a wild. vine with edible fra 

lt is a creeper with whitish leaves resembling those of the 
XX ai (Artemisia vulgaris). Its fruit is edible, — but s 

not very pleasant. In iy Jf Yu chou (Northern an ‘ 
call this plant 7 BE tui (chut) let. 
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-T‘ao Hune-Kine calls this plant F- ge WH, ts‘ien sui lei (a 

- thousand years liana. Under this name it is spoken of in 

 P., XVILb, 42. It is figured in Ch., XXII, 50. It seems 

to be a Vitis. 

Phon zo, XXXII, 3, F- BE Hi, Vitis fleauosa, THBG. 

453.—$R Lien. Leace says, regarding this plant, men- 

tioned in the Shi king :—Convolvulus, probably the Tpomea 

_ pentadactylis, a creeper found abundantly in Hongkong, and 

called by the common people wu chau lung, the five-clawed 

dragon. Shi king, 186 :—The conyolyulus spreads all over 

the waste. 

According to the Shuo wen, this plant is the same as the 

B % pai lien (white lien) of the Pen ts‘ao king. 

Lv x1 :—The lien resembles the kua lou (in its leaves), but 

the leaves are smaller and more abundant (kua low is 

Trichosanthes, vy. supra, 23). The fruit is black, like the 

: RK yen ya (a vine with edible fruit), not edible. In 

: Hf HH Yu chou (Northern Chili) they call it & JR wu Ju. 

The boiled leaves and stems are employed for feeding cattle, 

to remove fever. 

‘=P. XVIIId, 6, pai lien. The large white root of the plant 

is used as a medicine. Ch., XXII, 46. Bad drawing. 

So moku, IV, 17, fy BR, Vitis serianvfolia, Bge. This is a 

common plant in the mountains of North China. Its leaves 

are palmatisect, decompound. : 

V. supra, 182. Fap., 2373, itis serianefolia, Bge., =| 4 and 

HK FB WE. feed ae 
Fap., 2374, Vitis vinifera, L., a a. 

» 2368, ,, heterophylla, Thbg., #E WW B- 

. » 2369, ,, inconstans, Miq., Hi GR. -‘V. supra, 182. 

—454—FB Toor ni. Shi king, 211. Lecae calls it the 
Medallion plant. The character is properly the name of the 

‘Medallion pheasant, Tragopan satyrus [Lecce]. : 
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The 2h ya [26] writes the character with the radical 
** plants,” and calls it ribbon plant. 4) 

Witurams [ Dict., 1098] thinks that it may be a species of 
Phalaris or canary grass. I may observe that our European 
ribbon grass, the Phalaris arundinacea, L., is a common plant — 
in North China, [Compare ‘n/va, 461.] 

455.—There appear in the Classics a number of Chinese 

names of plants referring evidently to reeds, rushes, sedges 
and the like. Only a few of these terms are. still in use; 
the greater part have disappeared, probably a long time ago, 
from the spoken language. os 
We have first the # wei and the jf lu, both names applied — 

in Northern China to the common reed Arundo phragmites, L. 
Three or four more names for reeds, now obsolete, occurring — 
in the odes of the Shi king, ave said by some of the ancient — 
commentators to refer to the various stages in the process of : 
growth of the common reed or others. I quote the passages 
where these names are mentioned :— 5 

Shi king, 104:—Who says that the jaf Ho (Yellow River) 
is wide? With a bundle of reeds (#E wei) I can eross it. 
228 [“ Life in Pin ”] :—In the eighth month are the sedges 
(FE huan) and reeds (3% wei). 337 :—Deep looks the 
pool and abundantly grow the rushes (7 /uwan) and reeds 

(Hf wei), 472:—In thick patches are those rushes (= 

wei) by the way. Let not the cattle and sheep trample 
them, - 

Hia Calendar, 80 [tA ¥e 8 % |. Dovenas translates 

In the seventh month flourish the creeping plants and rushes. 
The fourth character, kuan, which Doveras_ renders y 

_ereeping plants, is evidently a mistake for 7£ Auan. See the 
corresponding sentence [above quoted] Shi king, 228 [* ¥ 
in Pin,” ] ; ae 
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Li ki, 1, 277 [Yue ling] :—Third month of summer. 

Orders are given to the superintendent of the meers to 

collect and send in the rushes available for use (ff ¥). 

Doctrine of the Mean, 269 :—Their government might be 

called an easily growing rush (jij 9 p‘u lv). LeaaE says 
lu is the same as wei [v. supra], which, as well as p‘u, is the 

name of various rushes or sedges. Regarding p‘u see 375. 

Shi king, 36:—Strong and abundant grow the rushes 

(HB kia). 

96 :— 

The waters of the jaf Ho (Yellow River), wide and deep, 

Flow northward in majestic conrse ; 

The nets are dropt into them with a plashing sound, 

Among shoals and sturgeon, large and small, 

While the rushes (#3 kia) and sedges (3€ t‘an) are rank about. 

195 :—The reeds (# kien) and rushes (#% A/a) are 

deeply green. 121 :—His robes of rank glitter like the 

young sedge (3€ fan). 

Regardin g the above terms we find the following explanations 

Inthe Rh ya, the Shuo wen and the ancient commentaries :— 

Bly, according to the Rh ya [213] is the same as BB hia, 

and [in 211] the Rh ya identifies kia with 3€ hua (flower). 

Mao says kia is the same as # wei, and Li Sin that the 

wei when it begins to grow is called kia. Shno wen :—Kia 

is a name for the wei before it has flowered, and wei is 

a explained by ta kia (the great kia). Rh ya, 210 :— Wei, same 

ss Aw Fj chou tao. Shuo wen :—¥ tao, same as the wet 

in flower. Hixe Pine explains that we? is a term applied 
to the lw when it is full grown, in grain. 
From the above quotations it appears that the.» names /w 

and wei in ancient times were referred to the same plant as 

Rowadays, Lu and wei are common names in Northern 
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China for the Phragmites communis, Trin., (Arundo phrag- 
mites, Li.) the common reed. In Hupei, according to Heyry 
[/.c., 253], HE 3B lu ch‘ai is Phragmites Rowburghii, Kth. 
The character ch‘ai means faggots. | 

#@ Kien, according to Lucas, a kind of rush’ or sedge. 
Rh ya, 212, same as He lien. Kuo P‘o says it resembles — 
the #£ huan. The Shuo wen explains kien by huan which 
has not yet flowered. : : 

The character #2 Muan with the meaning of reed is not 
found in the Rh ya. But we have there [25] the same 
character pronounced kia or ch‘w' and applied to Leonurus. 
The Shuo wen writes this character # huan and identifies it 
with $f wan [see the newt]. < 

Witttams [Dict., 247] says 7 and #§ huan may denote — 
the same plant, but this is probably rather a sort of Juncus — 

_ or Cyperus, as it has no blossoms. Lxeace translates 2% huan 
in the Shi king by rush mats, [305] :—The rush mat (huan 
below and that of fine bamboo above. ee 

The Shwo wen explains this character by :—A_ plant fit 
for making mats. CHENa Hwan says, regarding the same 
character :—It is the name of a plant which grows in a 
bushy manner, in the water. It has a round stem. In 

Kiangnan mats are woven of it. It resembles a small i Py 
but has no fruit, [Compare the Rh ya, 98.] According to” 
Kuo P‘o this character is to be pronounced kuan. [See also 
the Rh ya,16.] The Shuo wen states that the plant ii 
is also a kind of huan. [V. supra, 176.] 

The 3§ tan in the Rh ya [214] is identified with the 
wan, The young sprouts are called 8 kan. Mao says the tan is also called SfE chui (properly a pigeon). It is name for the young sprouts of the jf lw. Hina Pine say that %& t is another name for it, | 
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Lu xt gives the following account of the above-mentioned 
reeds :—The 3% kien grows in water. Cattle thrive on it 
when it is in seed, and get fat and strong. The people 
of FH Tsing chou and JH Sii chou (Northern Shantung 
and Northern Kiangsu) call it ken, and in 3 JH Yen chou 
(South-western Shantung) and Liaotung they use the same 
name, The #¥ kia is the same as ft lu The ZF tan or 
i wan is also called 3k t/. In autumn, when the plant is 
getting hard and its seeds ripen the people term it #f huan. 
lts heart (marrow) is pulled out from below. The root is 
of the size of-a goose’s quill, tapering. The people of 
Yang chou (Chekiang, Anhui) call it ma wed (horse’s tail). 

Kone Yine-ra is of opinion that the above classical names 
of plants refer to three kinds of reed. He says one of these 

‘Plants is called kia when it begins to grow, /w when it 
flowers, and wei when it is full grown and in seed (this is the 
common reed, Phragmites communis). Another plant is 

~ called tan when it begins to grow, t‘an when it increases in 
sf ge and huan when it is in seed. The third plant is the 

* 

_ The common reed, Phragmites communis, is treated of in mY, Th. tn wn ei, kia, A good drawing of the plant is 
found in Ch, XIV, 10. The Kiu huang, LIU, 18, : figures under the name JF 4% lu sun (lu sprouts) a young 

- plant of this reed. The sprouts of the Phragmites communis 
fre eaten in China like those of the p‘« or Typha, and are . also employed in medicine. At Peking coarse mats are Woven of the split reed. re : 
Amen evot., 900, ¥E L, vulgo assi, juss’, Arando palustris 
_ Vulgaris, foliis latioribus, calamis firmis, ex quibus puto 
_ Pemtcilla seriptoria confici. Phon zo, XVI, 9-11, WE, Phrag- 
— Meles communis, 

{ 
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Li Sut-cuen {in P., lc.], in accordance with Kune. 

Yine-ra’s classification of the reeds, distinguishes three 

kinds, viz. :— 

1.—Culm more than 10 feet high, hollow inside ; skin” 

thin, of a whitish colour. It is called ka, wel 

and lu. This is the common reed already spoke : 

of. (Comp. Henry, lc, 253.) 2 

2.—Culm shorter and smaller than that of the wez or lu, 

hollow inside ; skin thick, of a dark green colour. 

‘This is called tan, wan, #K t/ or FE huan. 

3.—The kien, a small reed with a solid stem (not hollo 

inside). 

I am not prepared to say what reeds or reed-like a 
were denoted by #7, alias (an, wan, and by kien in the Classics. 
The name #/ is still used in China for a peculiar kind of small 
reed. [Compare an article by a contributor to Notes and 
Queries on China and Japan, 1869, p. 97, on the “ Reeds of 
the Yang tsz‘.” The author of this interesting paper states 
from his own observation it seems, that the immense r 

grown along the banks of the Great River are of two ki 
one called the Iu, the other the i. The former is said 
grow towards the mouth of the river, near Nanking and 
Chinkiang, the latter higher up, in the vicinity of Anking, 
Where there is a river known as the J 7 Ti kiang, after 
the reeds produced along its banks, Outwardly there is 
difference in the appearance of these reeds; the emet 
distinction is that the lu are hollow, and the ¢ pithy inside. 
Perhaps the ti is a plant well known to botanists, but wh 
has not yet been identified with the Chinese name, whi 
sometimes also written 7 t/. : 

The Phon zo figures [XVI, 11, 13] under #{ two gramincos 
plants, not identified by Francuer. In Srepoun’s °Y 
plant. won jap. [89] ¥% appears as one of the Chinese names 
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applied to Erianthus japonicus [v. supra, 188]. The So moku 

(XVI, 35] gives # as the Chinese. name for Gnaphalium 

margaritaceum, L. But this may be a mistake, for Horrm. 

& Scuunres [50] apply the character #% [pronounced ts‘éu 
in Chinese, W.D., 1001] to the same plant. 

With respect to the 2 Awan, a rush, of which in ancient times 

mats were made, I may notice that in Horr. & ScHULTES 

[308] Juncus effusus, L., appears with the Chinese names 

K€ 1D) Hi (lamp-wick grass), J3 BE (grass for making mats) 

and 32. The pith of this rush is largely used in China for 

lamp-wicks. Mats are also made of Juncus effusus, as 

Henry [l.c., 450] reports. [See also P., XV, 91, and Ch, 

ney, 87. | 

Very fine mats, said to be manufactured in the interior of 

China, are sold at Peking under the name of jf 3 Vis 

: lung sit si (dragon’s whisker mats). The lung st plant, also 

called 4 fe 23 shi lung ch‘u and #R 3B hiian huan, is spoken 

of in P. [XV, 90] as a plant of which mats are woven. 

[Comp. Rh ya, 16, 176 ; Ch., XI, 39.] 
 Phon co, XVI, 21, F fif $3, figured as a fine-leaved grass. 

In an interesting article on the sources of China matting, 

published in the Journal of Botany, 1879, p. 99, the late Dr. 

Hance noticed the Lepironia mucronata, Rich., ( Cyperacea) 

and the | Cyperus tegetiformis, Roxbg., as furnishing the 
- Inaterial for mats at Canton. | 

SIEBOLD, Syn plant. weon. jap., 42 :—Zizania palustris, 

Aojosi, Hg. Culmi pro munimento ad imbres adhibentur. | 

Stesoip’s Zizania palustris is Hydropirum latifolium, Griseb. 

Le. supra, 350). 5 

Vi supra, 210. Fap., 1610, Phragmitis communis, Trin., gD 

eee Phragmitis communis, Trin., var. /on- 

_ givalvis, Miq., Ik 4 if. ine 

» 1611, Phragmitis japonica, Stend., 4 
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Fap., 1198, Funcus balticus, Deth., Aq FE By. - V. supra, 16. 

» 1335, Luzula campestris, DC., Hb iB Hig- ae 

Cyperus [v. supra, 97]. 

Several kinds of Polypodium are called # 

Sip. 1722, I: 

456.—Zj Lie. A plant mentioned in the Li ki, the Chou u 
and the Rh ya. Lecce calls it a reed. It was employed b 
sorcerers. ! | 

Chou li, II, 248:—Le pécher (Pk t‘ao) et la plante lié 
employés dans la cérémonie du serment. Commentator | 

(Cuenc Hian):—Le pécher est redouté des esprits. Les 
vergettes faites avec la plante li¢ servent a _expulser l 
mauvais présages. 

Li ki, I, 172:—When a ruler went to the mourning rite 
for a minister, he took with him a sorcerer (HR) with a} ch 
wand (WE), an officer of prayer with his reed [brush] (li 
and a lance-bearer, disliking [the presence of death]. Cue . 
Hitan explains lie by #£ 2% huan t‘iao, and says it he 
the power to sweep away evil. Regarding huan, see 455 
the second character stands for $f freer in flower. 
[V. Rh ya, 210). ae 

Tso cauan, 544, 547 :—Accordingly a "sorcerer | 
employed, who first executed the sprinkling with a brane 
a peach tree and some reeds (BE Zi). : 

The character lie in the Rh ya is applied to three if 
plants [85, 142, 193] but not to a reed. 

As to the peach wand employed in sorcery, it seems notq . 
sure that by t‘ao in the above-quoted passages really a 
tree is to be understood. In the Shan hai hing Be et 
(peach branch) is repeatedly mentioned as the name of 
herb, sometimes also as the name of a tree. The Shan . 
king mentions also a plant @4 Hs hou tuan. Kuo bg ‘0 sa) 

. itis a kind of t‘ao chi, The Kuang ya gives both names 
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synonyms, Finally, in the Rh ya [170] it is plainly stated 
that the ¢‘ao chi is a kind of bamboo. 

V. supra, 193. 

457.—% T*ai (now written %). Lace says a kind of rush. 
Shi king, 272 :—In the hills of the south (of Chou) is the 

tai, 409 :—Hats (17) of the leaves of the t‘ai (# *). 
In the Rh ya [73] it is called fu su (poor man’s need). 

It has also been identified, but incorrectly, with the plant 
described in the Rh ya [97, qv |. 

Liu K1:—Its old name is fu si. It is also called j} # 
so ts‘ao. The plant can be made into rain-cloaks (# so) and 
hats (4 Ui). Some say that it was used for the black silken 
caps of the officers. The soft smooth skin of the plant is fit 
for making umbrellas impervious to rain. In the southern 
mountains it is a common plant. 

The Rh ya 2, after having noticed the ¢‘ai or so plant used - 
for making rain-cloaks and hats, speaks of another so plant in 

the following terms :—The stalks and leaves of the so are like 
those of the = #€ san leny the three-cornered grass). [The 
Senera Cyperus and Scirpus and other Cyperaceous plants — 
have generally triangular stems]. The roots resemble the 
Bt F fu tsz* (small tubers of Aconite) are very hairy, and 

known ‘under the name of & BOF Mang fu tsz* (fragrant 
fu tee’), 

These tubers are generally of the size of an apricot kernel, 
but sometimes as large as a jujube. This is the Cyperus 
_ Potundus [v. supra, 97]. . 

As to the other so plant, the ¢‘a’ of the Shi king, used for 

__ by Japanese botanists to various Cyperaceous plants. : 
 Stezorp, Syn.4plant. econ. jap., 10 :-—Seirpus macrostachyus 

_ ‘ameras Se, maritimus, L.) $% $€ BH] (rain-cloak grass) or 
 & Japonice suge. Pro pileis aliisque utensilibus. 

making hats and rain-cloaks, these names haye been referred 
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Horrm. & Scuuures, 539 :—2, Se/rpus maritimus, ¢ 
120, same Chinese name, Care. ceespitosa, Thbg. I ia 

192, ji BR, Cyperus Iria, L. ‘ 

Japanese hats made of the kasa suge or Scirpus maritimus 

were exhibited in 1878 at Paris. [See Mine, Prod. wégé. du 

Japon, 1885, p. 138. ] 

Mao explains the character # so by #% # (clothes mad 

of grass). K‘una Yine-ra adds that these clothes protect 
against rain. [Comp. also Shu king, 108. Tribute of Yii:- 
The wild people of the islands brought garments of ‘7 

FE Me hur fu.) 

Nowadays the Chinese agricultural labourers wear rail- 

cloaks, so-7 and hats made out of the hair-like bracts of a 

palm, the Chamerops Fortune’, Lindl. [See Fortune's 
Wanderings, 58, 54.] 

V. supra, 73, 97. 
Fap., 452, Carex dispalatha, Boott, =. 

458.—The Shan hai king mentions a plant # i led ts‘ao. 

Kuo P‘o explains that it is the Pf 3 ts‘ing Jan, which 
resembles the 73 so but is larger. He evidently means th 
cy Ni} ts‘ing fan, a plant mentioned in one of the poems 

Sz‘ma Stanq-su [t 126 B.C., together with the ji} so, and th 

HE sve, and in Crane Hena’s poem Nan tu fu [After ‘5 

dynasty] together with FE piao, BE huan and AF chfue The 
Shuo wen says that the ts‘ing fan resembles the so. Thu! 

may suppose that it was a cyperaceous plant. , 
As to the other plants noticed by the ancient poets, the 

is Behmeria nivea [v. supra, 391], the huan a rush [see 455] 
Regarding the piao, a sedge grass, see the Rh ya [209] 

The ## sie is said by a iitnheinds on Sz‘ SIANGJ! 
to be the same as the A i [sce the Rh ya, ni But | 
dictionary yi pien explains it by so. 

Ameen. exot., 900, HE, setz, vulgo suge. Herba pals 
foliis arundinaceis brevioribus tensis, ex quibus ad al 
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redactis construuntur elegantissimi pilei, quibus teguntur 
deambulantes faminz. Suge, as we have seen, is the 
Japanese name for Scirpus maritimus. —— 

459.—Z Mao or fy #F pai mao (white mao),” a grass 
repeatedly mentioned in the Classics. Leaae calls it the 
white grass. 

Shi king, 84:—A dead antelope wrapped up with the white 
—gfass (pai mao). 232 [“ Life in Pin”’] :—Let us in the day- 
time collect the grass (mao) and at night twist it into ropes. 
416:—The fibres from the white-flowered rush. { # v= 

[see the newt] ave bound with the white grass (pat mao). 
: - Chou li, 1, 84:—Le prépose au territoire hors banlieue 
— fournit quand il y a des sacrifices les plantes odoriférantes 

[siao, v. 435] et les herbes pour envelopper (mao), Com- 
-mentator B, (Coena Hian):—Les secondes servent pour 
envelopper les pidces des victimes et clarifier le vin dans les 
sacrifices offerts aux génies de Vintérieur et de l’extérieur. ‘ 
a Li ki, 1, 446 [Sacrifices] :—In straining the new liquor for 

the cup they used the white mao grass. IL, 165 :—At the 
burial of a great officer, the progress of the bier was guided — 
by the chief artizan with a reed of white grass (mao) 
in his hand. ao Bees 

‘Tso cavan, 139, 140, [B.C. 655.] Lraqr’s translation 
reads :—Your tribute of covered cases of the three-ribbed 

tush [the Chinese text has only H @% #, tribute of mao 
grass for Wrapping up,] is not rendered, so that the king’s 
Sacrifices are not supplied with it, and there is nothing 
With which to strain the spirits. | 
See also the FA ya [183]. | s 
dt Sao, 55:—Les herbes tswen et houi [fragrant herbs, v. 417, 

#06) sont transformées en herbes mao ou mauvaises herbes. _ 
It is n. ‘ ; woe 

Os a cng ele ly fret ncn Sr 
* “omp. 2. XIVb, 68 ; Ch. XXV, 71, Phon zo, XI, 8, 
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Lu x1, 23:—In ancient times the white »niao was used 
wrap up things offered in sacrifices, and also for straining 

P., XII, 45, pa’ mao. Li Sut-cHen says :—Mao i 
general name including several species. Besides the pai m 
there are the huang mao or yellow mao, the hiang mao 
fragrant mao, the kien mao [see the next | and others. 
these have the same leaves. The difference is in the flow 
The pai mao or white mao is a small plant. It flowers | 
the fourth month; white flowers in panicles ; small see 
Its root is white, very long and thin, resembling a sin 
it has joints, is of a sweet taste. In the Pen ts‘ao king’ 
drug is called 3 $ mao ken (mao root). It emits ligh 
the night. The plant is also used for thatching houses. 

In the Peking mountains the people apply the name 
to Imperata arundinacea, Cyrill, and /. sacchariflora, M Bs 
beautiful grasses with long leaves and spike-like pa 
with long silyery white silky hairs on the glumes. The’ 
represented under pai mao in Ch. VIII, 8, may 
Imperata, The Kiu huang [LIII, 14] figures the y 
sprouts with the root of the mao grass. These sprou 
eaten by the people, like those of Typha and Phra 
P. [le ] terms them 3$ $f mao chen (mao needles). 

: According to Lourrrro [Flora cochin., 67], in South 
the Chinese name mao ken (mao root) is applied to Saeel 

 Spicatum, LL, (radice perenni, repente, articulata). 
plant is now called Perotis latifolia, Ait. Henry 
272, 433] :—In Hupei, Imperata arundinacea, Cyt. 38 ¢ 
mao or sz‘ mao (silky mao). 

Aman. exot., 899, HF boo, vulgo tsubanna, Gramen a 
haceum caule longiori, panicula sparsa. THUNBERG 
[ Flora jap., 42] that Kamprer refers to Saccharum “ 
But Taunpera’s §, spicatum, in Francuer and Sav. 

- Enum. Pl. Jap., TI, 188, is referred to Imperata are 
In SIEBOLD’s Syn. plant. @con, Japs 46, we have 
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| $ Hi, Graminea obscura, in gonorrhea ab agricolis laudata. 
See also the plants figured in the Phon zo, VIII, 1, 2, under 
#and GH. At Peking Anthistiria arquens, Willd, is 
called 3% 36 huang mao. The mountain people use this 
coarse grass provided with rigid awns, for thatching roofs. 
Henry [lc. , 142] refers the huang mao figured in 

Ch, VIII, 10, to Heteropogon hirtus, Pers., which he terms 

“spear grass” and which at Ichang is much used for thatch. 

It cannot be ascertained what the ¥ 3 tsing mao of the 
Shu king was. It is noticed there (112, “Tribute of Yi” as 
a product of the Province of $f J)| King chou (Hukuang). 
Ledge calls it the three-ribbed rush. The three-ribbed rush 

_ (when presented as tribute) was put in cases, which again 
_ Were wrapped up. 

_ Carne Hian explains that this grass was a kind of mao, 
having three ridges (= #f) and provided with hairs and 
prickles (stiff awns), and used for straining the sacrificial 
Wine. K‘une An-Kvo takes tsing and mao to be different, 

and suggests that tsing is mentioned in the Chou li as a 
Vegetable [v. supra, 361]. But there is a statement by 

BF Kua osx! {who lived in the 7th century B.C.] 
which has come down to us, saying that between the Kiang 
and the Huai river (Kiangsu, Anhui) a grass is found 
whose leaves have three ridges and which is called # A 
tsing mao. 

_ I may notice that SiesoLp [Syn. plant. econ. Japs, 45] 
mentions a Graminea obscura tinctoria sinice 75 3p, japonice 
karias. This is, I suspect, the Imperata tinctoria, Mig. 

[Prol. Fl. japon, 177] :—Ad viride tingendum adhibetur, teste — 
Siebold. But ‘according to Kamprer [v. infra, 461] 
karrias ig Phalaris arundinacea. i ORNS 

_ Another kind of mao grass is, according to Li SHI-CHEN, — 
the % mang, regarding which sea the Kh ya [188]. 
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Fap., 1146, Imperata arundinacea, Cyr., = H. 272. Cy 

Sa L343 

» 1147, Lutperata tinctoria, Miq., F5 WT #- 

» 1094, Hierochloa borealis, Roem. & Schult., =A %. 

Saccharum spicatum, v. Sm., 188. A., XV, ae 

Pr., 222, gives Eulalia japonica, Trin., as Fp HB. i 

—-460,.—% Kien, a grass mentioned in the Shi and likened to 
the mao. Laas calls it the white-flowered rush or rope-T 

Shi king, 209 :—The moat of the east gate is fit to 
the rope-rush (kien). 416 :—The fibres of the white-flo 
rush (¢ #8 #) are bound with the white grass (mao, 
the preceding). In the Shi king [146] the character # f 
generally applied to the sow-thistle, denotes, according to t 
Chinese commentators, the kien grass [v. supra, 365]. 

In the Rh ya [48] we have the wild k/en, also called 
white-flowered. Kuo P*o says it is a kind of mao. 
explains that the kien is the same as the mao, which af 
has been steeped is called kien. In the Shan hai kin 
stated that mats were made out of the white kien and 
in the sacrifices to the mountain spirits. Li ki, U 
5 Mourning Rites.” 4° J Lecce translates ¢ 
of straw.” 

Lu x1 :—The kien resembles the mao, but it is glabro 
The root contains a white flour. The plant is flexible. 4 
steeping and drying it, strings and cordage can ben 
its fibres, 

P., XIU, 45, speaks of the kien under the head of pa 
as ofa grass akin to the mao. It has prickly awns, f 
in autumn (the mao flowers in summer). Ch. [V I, ‘, 
figures under kien a Graminea which Henry [1c 
gene with Anthistiria ciliata, L., a kind of © 

grass” in Hupei where it is also known under the: 

e F # pao tsz* ts‘ao, 
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The pao grass is mentioned in the / ki [1, 103] :—One 

should not eater the ruler’s gate in rush sandals (i ff). 

The Shuo wen says the pao is a grass of which the people of 

i %B Nan yang (Honan) make coarse shoes. In the 

Han shu [quoted in AK.D.] it is state. that the pao is also 

fit for being woven into mats. 

The Tso chuan [369, 372], referring to the year B.C. 580, 

quotes a passage from an ode of the Shi king, now lost, which 
reads as follows :— 

Though you have silk (#§) and hemp (iii) 

Do not throw away your grass (#') and rushes. 

What Leege translates by rushes is ff] Mua! in the Chinese 
text. The ancient commentary says that it is a grass akin 

to the kien. 

The 7 li [chapter on Mourning Rites} notices shoes made of 

— Muai and He piao grass [v. supra, 458]. According to some 
_ authors of the Han, quoted in K./)., the k‘ua: was also 

used for making cords and mats. 

P, XXIII, 14, kuai. Cuten Ts‘anc-‘t [8th century] 

says that the seeds of the k‘uai grass are eaten by the people 
like rice, 

Horrm. & Scuures, 538, fifi, Scirpus cyperinus, Kth. 
But the drawing in the Pion zo [XLI, 17-18] under 
this Chinese name looks rather like Andropogon tropicus, 
Sprengel. 

Keo Pro, in commenting upon the Shan hai king, says tha 

= the ¥ kien, repeatedly mentioned there, is akin to the ip kien 

and the 3 mao, and that the fij sin, spoken of in the same — 

Work, is the same as the #%, pao. Only the deseription of the 
ae in the Shan hai king (yellow flowers, red frait which 

Makes those who eat it handsome) does not agree with this 
e Wentification, : 
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Fap., 2020, Scirpus Eriophorum, Michx., var. bs Fr. &S, 

2024, Scirpus ii tatieed L., #) = fe. 

wees; Ss mucronatus, L., var. subleiocarpus, Et. 

» 2028, ,, plantagineus, Retz. [v. supra, 59]. 

461.—% Li, name of a plant mentioned in the Shi king. 

Legge terms it “king grass.” The character is more 

correctly written #. 411:—All the morning I gather the 

The Rh ya [10] writes # ‘la, same as FE 3 wang hu 
(king grass). This name occurs in the Li sao. iS the 
quotation under 421, supra.] 

Lu x1:—The li plant resembles the bamboo ; it grows to 
the height of five or six feet. The people living on the 
#£ K‘i river (a tributary of the Wei, in the north-east of 

Honan) call it # f li chu (la bamboo) for the stem and 

the leaves are like the bamboo and of a dark green colour. 

The Rh ya i says that the Pen ts‘ao identifies the la plant 

of the Shi with the #8 ¥f tsin ts‘ao. This latter plant 
treated of in P. [XVI, 86]. It is said there that itis 

called huang ts‘ao (yellow grass), for the plant affords ay 

dye (it is not stated whether the leaves or the root). ™ 

ancient times the people were obliged to collect this tinctorial 

plant for the king’s stores, whence the name “ king’s gr 

Ch. [XI, 72] figures under ésin ts‘ao the leaves of a grass. 

Amen, exot., 899 :—3#E dsin, vulgo karrias, kakkina, ara 

Gramen arundinaceum minus, Tab. Gramen arundina 

spicatum, C.B.P. J udging from K &MPFER’S references, 

would be Phalaris arundinacea, L. [See also THUNB! 

Flora japon., 44, and supra, 454 and 459 at the end.] Sis? 

visi at that karias is the name of an obscure tinctorial Pl 

in Japan. As far as I know, Ph. ar mundinacea is 00) 

tinetorial plant. But the plant is common in China as ell 
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as in Japan. The # in the Phon zo [XX, 14, 15] is not 

Phalaris. 

Fap., 232, Arthraxon ciliare, Beauv., #€ B. 

462.—% Lang. Lace calls it wolf’s-tail grass, a kind 

of weed, or darnel. : 
Shi: king, 224 :—Cold come the waters down from that spring 

and overflow the bushy wolf’s-tail grass. 380 :—Picture 

of husbandry, growth of the grain described :— 

It ears and the fruit lies soft in the sheath, 
It hardens and is of good quality, 
There is no wolf’s-tail grass, no darnel [yu, see the next]. 

Rh ya, 189, lang, same'as H YE t*wng liang. 
Carne Hitan explains :—Grain that flourishes, but does not 

form seeds is called t‘ung Liang (blasted ears of grain). 

Lv Kt repeats the above explanation and then says that 
now the people call the plant mentioned in the Shi, 74 FA a 

Su tien weng or "EF show tien. In the Wai chéuan 

[Wytir’s Notes, p. 6] it is stated that horses are fond of the 
lang and the yu [see the neat]. i 

The Rh! ya i says that the lang plant is a bad weed 

growing in corn-fields among cultivated grain. But it affords 
a valuable food for cattle. 

P., XXIII, 14, 3 BH lang wei ts‘ao (wolf’s-tail grass). 
_ It is said to be the same as the plant lang of the She king 
and of the Rh ya [189], and as the meng or lang wet (wolf’s 
_ tail) of the Rh ya [20]. Lx Sui-cHen states that the plant 

resembles the su (Setaria italica), but its ears are of a 
_ Yellowish purple colour and provided with bristles. In tim 
_ Of scarcity it supplies food. Ch., XIII, 25. “ 

_ The drawing in the Phon zo [XLI, 15, 16] under @ % BH 
Seems to represent Gymnothrix japonica, Kth., figured in 
THuneERa’s Flora japon. [p. 48, tab. 9] under the name of 

_ Panicum hordeiforme, It is also the same as his Cenchrus 
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purpurascens, and a common plant in Japan. and China, 

The long spike is conspicuous by the numerous. purplish 

awnlike bristles that. almost conceal the flower. This agrees 

with the Chinese deseription of the wolt’s-tail grass. 

463.—3§ Yu. This is another gramineous weed in corm 

fields, repeatedly mentioned in the Classics. Leaen translat 

the name by weeds injurious to grain, darnel, fescue. 

Shi king, 157:—Do not try to cultivate fields too larg 

the weeds (3) will only grow luxuriantly. 380:—See the 

quotation supra in 462:—No wolf’s-tail grass, no darnel (yu) 

Li ki, 1, 256, yu translated by darnel. See the quotati 

under 431. wa 
The character yw occurs thrice in the Hia Calendar [56, 

58, 80], but it seems that it stands there for FH su s 

flourish). 

Mencius, 377 :—Mencius said, L hate the darnel (yx) | let 

it be confounded with the corn (#§). 

The Chinese commentators say the lang [see the preceding) 

and the yw are plants injurious to the grain (Bi). +” 
Shuo wen says the yu is a plant which grows among gral 
Not mentioned in the Rh ya. 

P., XVI, 63, fy BB kow wei ts‘ao dog *setail grass): 
It is said to be the same as the yx of the Classics. Ia Sa 

CHEN says it isa common grass, resembling the sw (Seta 
italica), but is smaller. Ch. XU, 4, yu or how wet t 

The figure seems to be intended for Setaria viridis, Bea : 
as also the drawing under the same names, Avw Anan 

Lil, 8. At Peking even nowadays the classical name ye 

applied to Seturia viridis, a very common grass. The peo 

term it generally # 3 FF ku yu tse‘ (the yu of the grain 

EL HL. Parxer, Chinese Names of Plants :—The name 

wei ts‘ao in §z ch‘nan is applied to Gymnothria hordeifo 
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Beauy., at Canton to Setaria glauca, Beauv. Henry [l.c., 
180] :— Kou wei ts‘ao in Hupei= 8. glauea. 

Amen, exot., 899 :— 3 ijuu, vulgo fankusa, jeno konkusa, 
innubie, Gramen paniceum, I. Tabern. Gramen paniceum 
spica simplici, C. Bauh, P. Kamprer’s references seem to 
point to Setaria glauca or viridis, but Taunsera [l.c., 43] 

thinks that he means Paspalum villosum. 
Jap., 1246, Leptatherum japonicum, Fr. & S., #5 fj. 

Other Graminew and Cyperidew identified by the Japanese are :— 
Graminee :— 

Fap., 117, Alopecurus geniculatus, L., B aE ip. 

» 233, Arundinaria japonica, S. & Z., F # ff. 

» 311, Avena fatua, I.., p23 EE. 

» 314, Bambusa aurea, Sieb, ja a ff. 

» 315, ” nana, Roxb., var. gracillima, Krz., e t. 

» 318, ” senanensis, F r. & S., var. albo-marginata, 

Fr &s, UW & Ff. 
» 319, Bambusa sterilis, Krz., vi) fi. 
» 336, Bechmannia erucaformis, Host., Pf Hie [V. supra, 

' 

151,] 

» 370, Brachypodium japonicum, Miq., i* a ii. 

eae ” svlvaticum, Reem. & Schult., 4 KE 

[v. supra, 32, 335]. 
» 380, Bromus japonicus, Thbg., #E 2E [r. supra, 32]. 
» 650, Coix agrestis, Lour., an e 

» 651, ,, lacryma, L., Mi ey. 
dee 853, Eleusine coracana, Geertn., fie IS fe. 

» 879, Eragrostis ferruginea, Beauv., a) Bh Hi. 
» 904, Eulalia japonica, Trin., tf [v. supra, 188]. 

» 1098, Hordeum vulgare,L, 4 2. 

» 1327, Lophatherum elatum, Zoll., iR 7 . 

» 1555, f: Panica [v. 28]. Phragmitis. [V. 455]: 
_» 1584, Pannisctum japonicum, Trin., RH. 
7 1959, Saccharum oficinarum, L , iE. 
» 2112, Sorghum [v. 335]. | 
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Fap., 2395, Zea mays, L, HE Hy B. 

» 2401, Zizania aquatica, L., Fis. 

» 2406, Zoysia pungens, Willd., iE Ke BH. . 

Cyperacea :— 

Fap., 472, Carex dispalatha, Boott., aS [v. 457]. 

» 485, 4, macrocephala, Willd., fit ES. 
» 494, 4, pachygyna, Fr. & S., iE he. 4 

» 740, Cyperus rotundus, L., Bt =F [v. supra, 97]. 
worn ed, » — serotinus, Roth., var. depauperata, Fr. & 3, 

/ =e. ) 
o 248 »  Uumbellatus, Bth., es F a: 
» 956, Fimbristyles diphyla, Vahl., var. tomentosa, 

i 2 » 1218, Avilingia monocephala, L., var. leiolepis, Fr. ¢ 

ok i i. : 
»» 1300, Lipocarpha microcephala, Kth., i uN Hi. i 

oo 2020, Scirpus [v. 460]. e 
—464.—FE BF Mang ts‘ao. A poisonous plant mentioned 
the Chou li [II, 389] :—Le destructeur est chargé d’expu 
les teignes. II les attaque par le sacrifice conjurato 
fait contre eux des fumigations avec la plante mang. 

The same plant (mang ts‘ao) is stated in the Shan har. 
_ to be employed for stupefying fish, The same is said 

a 

regarding the plant ¢# 3% wang ts‘ao.?! 
_ The character $f mang has several meanings. Accord 
to the Rh ya [169] it is a kind of bamboo. The Fang y 
says that in the southern part of 4 Chu (Hunan) it ™ 
i herbs. The Shuo wen explains the character by “' 

| grass, jungle,” : abt a 
In P. [XVIIé, 47] 3 mang is given as the name 

poisonous plant, also called Bai (to be pronounced — 
#1 Kuo P‘o here gives the pronunciation wang for the first ¢ _ Which is generally pronounced mang, [¥. supra, 188] where denotes a grass, 

erg 
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EB wang ts‘ao and § FE shu mang (rat’s many). It is 
identified with the plant wei or ch‘un ts‘ao [Rh ya, 147). 
From the ancient authors: quoted in P. regarding the 

mang ts‘ao we learn that this plant is not uncommon in 
 Sz‘ch‘uan and Central China. Some say it is a twining 

plant, others a tree. It is poisonous and employed by the 
people to poison fish and rats. Ch., XXIV, 52 represents 
under mang ts‘ao a plant with serrate leaves and flowers not 
unlike those of Aconite. 

~ In Japan the Chinese character mang is applied to Llictum 

religiosum, Sieb., a small tree held sacred by the Japanese, 
and found also in Southern China. Its seeds and leaves 

possess poisonous properties. But the Chinese poisonous 
plant mang is quite different. 
— — Amen. exot., 880, 881, Sl FE, skimmé, with figure, is Llliccum 

_— religiosum. Step. & Zuce., Flora japon. 1, 5, tab. 1, and 
ae Phon zo, XXIV, 5, ZF BE, Lilicium religiosum. [Fap. 1141,] 

465,—3& Yuan. A plant mentioned in the Shan hai king. 

Kuo Po says a medicinal plant. The Rh ya [258] writes 

KE yian ; another name ffi, BE yi tu or fish-poison, 
The ancient dictionary A? tsiu pien [Ist century B.C.] 

States that the 3E yian flowers when boiled and thrown 

: : into water kill fish. The Shuo wen explains yian by 

ee fish-poison.” 

iby 5 VII, 42, yilan hua, Poisonous plant. A small tree 

. : With violet flowers ; another sort has yellow flowers. Flowers, 

leaves, and bark of the root used in medicine. Ch. [XXIV, 

2 ot | represents under yiian hua a daphne. Henry [/.c., 281] 
. thinks it is Daphne genkwa, 8. & Z. se a 

ae : Sigs. & Zuce. Flora japon., 1, 187, tab. 75, and SIEB., 

: Teon, ined., VI, Fé HE, Daphne genkwa. Violet flowers. 

Flowers and bark used in medicine. The plant is said to 

have been introduced into Jupan from China. 
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At Peking the name yéan hua is applied to a poisonous. 
thymelaceous plant—the Wickstrwmia chamedaphne, Meissn, 
with yellow flowers. Comp. Tatarinov, Catal. med. sin, 3h. 
It is employed for stupefying fish. 

Fap., 753, Daphne genkwa, S. & Z., 35 té. 

» 389, Budleya curviflora, Hk. & A, PR fi H. 

166. T*ing ning, « plant mentioned in the Shan hal 

king, and likewise said to kill fish. 7 

The % MH yen suan is another poisonous plant noticed 
the Shan hai king. 

467.—%% Li. A plant mentioned in the Li ki, Lees 
translates broom-sedge. 1, 304 [ Yue ling] :—Second month 
of winter. The broom-sedge rises up vigorously, CHEN 
Han explains li by BEE mx hiai (a fragrant plant). The 
Shuo wen says the li is an herbaceous plant which resembles 
the jf p‘w (Typha) but is smaller. The roots are made into 
brushes, oe 

P., XV, 57, #% BF li shi, a name found in the Pen 
king. The ancient authors say that the Li of the Li ke reer 
to this plant. It has many other names, By ip mae sre? 
(horse’s broom), 5 Hj ma Un, ete. The plant has vi0 

flowers, the fruit is a capsule, seeds resemble hemp: 
The leaves resemble Allium leaves. The root is lon; 
(fibrous), of a yellow colour. The people use it for masim 
horse-brushes. The authors refer to this the plant pm 
ma chou in the Rh ya [36]. Ch., XI, 42, li shi. The 3 
figured there is an Iris, At Peking ma lin is the eommo? 
name for Iris oxypetala, Bge. | 
Amen. exot., 872, i furin, vulgo buran, also reso * 

Iris hortensis alba, germanica, ©.B.P. So moku, II, 8 
Chinese name, Iris exsata, Thhy. 
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E., 165, family & i. names of supra, 36, are syn. 

Fap., 1160, Tris ensata, Thbg., var. chinensis, Max., 5 ij. # it. 

,, japonica, Thbg., th ie tE.- 

» 1163, ,, Jevigata, Fisch., iee + 4E.- 

1164, ,, levigata, var. Kem)feri, Sieb., ae We 4. 

» 1167, ,, sibirica, L., var. orientalis, Thbg., PEN HR. 

» 1168, ,, dectorum, Max., E E- 

468.—3 Wf Huan lan, name of a plant and title of an ode 

in the Shi king [103]. Lecce calls it the sparrow-gourd and 
thinks it may be a Tylophora. 

See the Rh ya [93], kuan or huan lan. Kvo P‘o explains :— 

A creeping plant, the stalks of which, when broken, exude a 

white juice. Edible. 

Lu xt:—Auan lan or ME lomo. In wy PH Yu chou the 

people call it 92 Sf ts’o p‘iao or sparrow-gourd. The plant 
creeps on the ground while the stem is weak, but when it 

‘Meets with a support it climbs. 
P., XVII), 32, lo mo. Tsao Huye-xine [5th century] 

describes it as a climbing plant, the stalks of which, when 

broken, exude a white juice. It is much cultivated. The 

_leayes are thick and large, they may be eaten both raw and 

cooked. Li Sat-cuen-adds :—It has small light violet flowers 

-Tesembling little bells. The fruit is green, from two to 

four inches long, pointed at the lower end. Inside it is 
filled with white, silky hairs (coma of the seeds). The plant 
described is the Metaplexis Stauntoni, Reem. & Schult. An 

Asclepiadea, common in North China, wild and cultivated. 

Drawings Ch., XXII, 69, and Kiu huang, L, 22. In the 

latter work it is called 2% $§ HE yang kio ts‘ai (ram’s horn 

Vegetable), on account of the shape of the fruit. 

é V. supra, 93. Fap., 1432, Metaplexis Stauntoni, Roem. & 

eB 1162; 

Schult., 

E., 73, family & te, 3, with bad figure perhaps of Gynan- 

dropsis pentaphylla, DC. : 
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eg 364. P, XXVI, 67. Fap., 1054]. The synonym 3f 

is mentioned. _ = 
E., 77, 20, family #E #, has a figure of 2 #4 3, 

- Asclepiadea, probably a Cynanchum. [Comp. supra, 378]. — o 

Other Asclepiader. Fap., 863, Endotropis caudata, Mig., Rif 

» 101, Hoya carnosa, R. Br., #& i 

» 1398, Marsdenia tomentosa, Morr. &- 

AH SE. 
» 1807, Pycnostelma chinensis, Bge., 

fe ih. 

Vill Feadies. 

469.—L1 Sui-cuun, in the introduction to the chapter 
edible fruits, P., XXIX, 1, says that the character 9 
denotes edible fruits produced on trees, whilst the term 
is applied to edible fruits of herbaceous plants [espe 
-cucurbitaceous plants. V. supra, 382]. The same defir 
we find already in the Shuo wen. ee 

Chou li, 1, 388 :—Les jJardiniers sont préposés AUX , ard 
et potagers appartenant a l'état. Ils plantent les fruits: 

- noyau, des fruits sans noyaux et des fruits rares et pr 
What Bior translates by “fruits a noyau et sans beat kuo and lo in the text. Canna Hian explains kuo by 
(having a stone) and lo by 4% #% (without a stone) and; 
as examples of the first the jujube and the plum, and 0 

Second JX kua and @ hw (gourds and bottle-gourds). 
_ Eki, I, 82:—When a fruit (SR) is given by a rule . 

in his presence, if there be a kernel (4%) in it, the 
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should place it in his bosom. 4% Ho properly means the 

stone of a fruit; the kernel is f_ jen. [See also the ~ 

Rh ya, 330}. 

Another somewhat obscure classification of fruits is given 

in the Chow li [I, 194-195] in the chapter which deals with 

the productions in different localities :— 

Premiére classe : Montagnes et bois git ee Les 

esptces plantées (Af #) sont des espdces & couleur noiriitre 

(B). Commentator A. (CHENG Sz‘nune) :—Les espéces 

plantées sont celles qui ont une racine (#& 4 Z)- La 
couleur noiritre indique le chataignier (3E) et Varbre a 

bois dur, appelé tso [#f an oak, v. infra, 534]; maintenant 
le fruit de cet arbre est appelé tsao teou (¥ 2) boisseau 
de noir, Selon le Yun hoei cité par Kane HI au caractére 

tsao, Varbre dans cette phrase est #R siang (le chéne) 
[v. infra, 534]. 

Seconde classe: Cours d’eau et lacs (Jif ##)- Les especes 
_ plantées sont des esptces & enveloppe # WH. [The commen- 

_ tary says the first character stands for #8, a bag. | Commen- 

_tator B. (Cuena Hitan) :—Les plantes aquatiques kien (FR) 

et lien (jf) le nénuphar. [Another commentator adds 

ling.] See regarding these plants, Euryale, Nelumbium, 

Trapa [ supra, 395, 396, 397]. | 
Troisiéme classe: Collines et edtes (fF, BE). Les espeees 

- plantées sont des espéces a fruit charnu (RH). The 
- Commentary says the first character stands for (4% fruit-stone). 

Commentator B. (Cuena Han) :—-Des cerisiers (4), des 
_ Pruniers (#). Bior is mistaken; the first is the common 

plum, the other Prunus mume [v. infra, 473}. Kra YoNG- 

_ YEN adds the jujube and the apricot. | 
= Quatriéme classe: Bords ,des riviéres et plaines basses 

GRR. Les especes plantées sont des especes & noyau (38). 
[Bior is mistaken ; this character means a pod, & legumino v 
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fruit. It is also applied to the silicles of cruciferous plants, 
and to the seed-vessels of the elm. V. supra, 354}. : 
mentator B. (Coenc Hitan) :—Le ts #&, shepherds’ purse, le @ 

wang ki XE HR, sorte de jujubier. [See regarding these — 
plants, supra, 867 and infra, 485]. A later. commentator — 
observes judiciously that Cuena Hiian is mistaken with © 

respect to the wang ki, which has not pods but a fruit with 

a stone. 

Cinquiéme classe: Plaines hautes et terrains marécageux 

(Ji BH). Les espdces plantées sont des espéces touffues (#). 

Commentator B, :—Roseaux, plantes sauvages [7£ #, -rushes 
and reeds, v. supra, 455]. 

The Fi SR wu kuo or five [principal] cultivated tree-fruits 
of the ancient Chinese were, according to [1 SHI-CHEN, © 

= 4 bk 3 FH (the plum, the apricot, the peach, the chest- 
nut, the jujube). This classification is attributed to the 
Emperor Suen none. 

470.—& Tao is, as is well known, the peach which is — 
largely produced in Northern China. It is — 
mentioned in elassical and other ancient writings. 

Shi king, 12:—The peach-tree is elegant and young, 
brilliant are its flowers, abundant will be its fruit. 165 :— 
There are peach-trees in the garden, the fruit may be used as - 
food. [Also, 33, 515.] _ 

Li ki, I, 460, 461 [Diet of the Ancient Chinese ”]:— 

Preserved peaches. [See infra, 484, note]. I, 257 [Tae 
ling| :—Second month of spring. The peach-tree begins to 
blossom. — 

Chou li, 1, 108 :—Les paniers de V’offrande des lin 
sont remplis avec des jujubes (#8), des chitaignes (a), des 

péches (Bk), des abricots secs (Re #%), des petites chiitaignes 
(#8). II, 248:—Le pécher employé dans la eee: du 
serment [v, supra, 456]. | 
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Mia Calendar, 21, 78:—In the Shan hai king the t‘ao or 

peach is frequently mentioned. Bamboo Annals [166], king 

King, B.C. 525. In winter, in the 12th month, peach-trees 
and almond-trees in flower. Rh ya, 267, 268. 

P., XXIX, 16, tao. Ch., XXXII, 13. Good drawing 

of the peach, flowers and fruit. Kin huang, LVIII, 18. 

Amen. exot., 798, Bk too, vulgo momu. Malus persica. 
Phon zo, LXII, 1-13, various varieties of the peach. . 

¥. supra, 267. S., XI, 10. °C, 1257-1259. A., XV, 149. 

Fap., 1781. 

471.—4§ Hing (the apricot) is without any doubt a native 
of China, The mountains of North China abound in wild 

apricot trees with edible fruits. There can also be no doubt 
that it was cultivated in China from remote antiquity. It is 

_ therefore surprising that the apricot is not mentioned in the 

Shi king. The character hing is also not found in the Rh ya. 

It appears, however, in the Hia Calendar [21]:—First month. — 
Plum, apricot and peach blossom. [54] :—Fourth month. 
Apricots are seen in the gardens. j 

Li ki, I, 461:—Fruits eaten by the ancient Chinese 2 

[see quotation ¢nfra, 484, note |. 

: Chou li, Il, 194:—Fire of the wood [See quotation 
M528, note. ] a : 

- Bamboo Annals, 166. [See the quotation under 470}. : 

: Lecce translates hing erroneously by almonds. Shan hai : 
: ing, the hing frequently mentioned. sine 

P., XXIX, 8, hing. Ch. XXXII, 14, good drawing, 
flowers and fruit.  Kiu huang, LVI, 16. 

. 

ex Cataja, It. ansu. Malus Armeniaca, fractu majori. 

ag ~~ LXI, D, BF, Prunus armeniaca. nas ae 

£., 230, family Af, with good figure. 7 
» X18. A,, XV, 149. Fap., 1770, 
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472.— Li is the Chinese name for the common edible 
plum, Prunus domestica, L. The fruits cultivated at Peking 
under this name, a dark purple and a yellow variety, are 
same as we see in Europe. Other varieties are grown in the 
south. [Comp. Indew Flore sin., 218.] 

Shi king, 515 :—When one throws me a peach, I return 
hima plum. [See also 35, 123, 272.] ; 

Li ki, 1, 461:—Fruits eaten by the ancient Chinese. 

[See quotation under 484 note]. a . 
Mencius, 161:—A plum half-eaten by worms. Shan he 

king frequently. Rh ya, 269-271, 330, 331. | 
Y gee. S. 4 DOS ay Fs Drawings Ch., XXXII, 38, Kiuh 

LVI, 6. In Japan, where Prunus domestica, according 
Stes. [ Syn. plant. weon, jap., 361], has been introduced from 
China, the same Chinese name is applied to it. Phon 20, 
LXI, 2-4, 2s, various varieties of Pr. domestica. ; 

V. supra, 269. S., XI,12. Sm.,174. Pr., 184. 

473.—Hg Mei nowadays in China is a general term applied 
to several species of Prunus, some of them with edible fru 
others not eatable. But what is called mei par excelle 
seems to be Prunus mume, Sieb. At least the Hg FE mei hu 
(mei flower) cultivated at Peking for its beautiful dou 
flowers, and known also under the name of ay SE ti hing 
met (mei with apricot leaves), is Pr. mume, to which species 
in Japan also the Chinese name ij is applied. 

Amen. exot., Hg bai, vulgo ume et ume bos. Pra 
sylvestris spinosa, fructu magno. Fructus fecibus Ja ! en 
cerevisie (sacki) conditi, in Indiam Sinamque transvehunt 
Stepotp & Zuce., Flora japon., 1, 29, tab. 11; Phon 
LXI, 10-13. Pr. mume is cultivated in Japan as ® 
ornamental shrub and also for its fruit, which is salt 
green or employed in this unripe state for preparing 
cooling acid drink. The exceedingly acid dried fruit % 
Prunus, said to be brought from the south, is sold at Pek 
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under the name of swan me (sour plum) and used for 

preparing a refreshing beverage. I suspect this is Pr. mume, 

although this species does not appear in the Index Flore 

sinensis. I cannot say what Prunus the figure under me 

_ (Ch, XXXII, 12] is intended for, but the me described 

: in P., XXIX, 11, is, I believe Pr. mume. Lt SHI-CHEN 

says the leaves and fruit of the mei resemble those of 

the apricot; the fruit is acid; it is salted or dried or 

smoke-dried. In the latter state it is called wu mei (black 

plum). © 

The #x 38 Hg yii ye mei (mei with elm-leaves) a beautiful 

ornamental shrub frequently cultivated at Peking, is the 

Prunus triloba, Lindl. Small fruits, not eatable. 

I suspect the mei of the Classics is Prunus mume. 

‘Liki, I, 460 [Diet of the Ancient Chinese” ] :—Water 

_ syrup of prunes (@%). The commentators explain the charac- 

ter by ff HE (mei syrup). Ibidem :—For preserved peaches 

and plums (mei) they placed egg-like suet. I, 461 :—Mei 

mentioned among the fruits eaten by the ancient Chinese. 

[See the quotation injra, 484, note.] Lxcee translates here | 

mei by ballaces. on : ; 
~ In the Chou li [I, 105] we have the iterm Ail kan lao 

[see the quotation in 470]. Cena Huan explains it by 
dried mei, eee 

— -Hia Calendar, 21:—First month. The plum (me?) blossoms. 

73:—Fifth month. Cooked are the plums (me?). ate 
_ The me is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai king. 

Kuo P%o says it resembles the apricot, but is acid. [Compare 
also the RA ya, 227, 237, 244.] ee 

Shi king, 30 :—Dropping are the fruits from the plum- 

tree (mei). [Also 197, 210, 223, 358.] . 
— Lu kt:—The mei resembles the apricot, especially in the 

leaves, The fruit is dried and prepared as soup, OF pickled. 

Itis of a pleasant taste. [Compare also in/ra, 512.] 
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Shu king, 260 :—Be to me as the salt in the prunes mi) 

in making agreeable soup. ; 

Ch‘un ts‘iu [referring to B.C. 626] :—In the 12th month 

there fell hoar frost without killing the grass. Plum-trees 

(me?) bore their fruit. 

V. supra, 227, 244. Fap., 1779. 

474.—%# Yau. This character in the Shi king £200] has 

the meaning “ thickly wooded,” but in the ode “ Life in Pin” 

[231] it denotes a fruit which Lecee calls the sparrow-plum. 

In the sixth month they eat the sparrow-plum (yd) and 

[wild] grapes. :o 

Mao says it is a kind of 4 ti [see 476]. K‘una Yue-ta:— 

A kind of B& # t‘ang ti [see 475]. : 

Lu x1:—The yi is a tree from 5 to 6 feet high. Its fruit 

is of the size of a plum (//), of a red colour and sweet taste. 

P., XXXVI, 33, 4h B ya li or FH F tsio li, ancient | 

names found in the Pen ts‘ao ting. In the Pie lu it is called 

@ 2 yi li. According to others, it is the € FE tsio lior 

sparrow-plum. Li Swi-cnen says that the flowers of the 

yi li are of a rose colour, the fruit is like a small plum. 

He considers the yi li to be the same as 3 # or #E [Rh yas 

306], but writes the first name 3 hE tang 1.” It is said : 
to be the same as the #f Fe y yi mu in the Shan hai king. 

Under the name of ya li they cultivate at Peking Prunus 

japonica, Thbg. It flowers in January. Small, white 
buttons of Soe flowers, appearing before the leaves. Iti 

figured under yw iin Ch, [XXXIII, 51]. A rude drawing 

of it is also found in the Kin huang [LVILI, 9]. The bitter 
kernels of the fruit are sold in the epothensria Pen | 

22 This is not to be confounded with #4 2% ti tang, which in China: 

_ Well as in Japan is the name for Kerria japonica, DC. Ch, XXvI, | 
Aman, exot., 844, teito, SieB, & Luce,, Flora japon., J, _ tab, 98. 
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Phon z, LUXXXVIII, 1, #f§ 4s, Prunus japonica, [See 

also Horr. & Scuuures, 461, and Sires. & Zuec., Flora 

 japon., 1, 172, tab. 90.] The small red acid fruit is dried 

in Japan and eaten. The kernels used in medicine. 

JFap., 1776. Comp. supra, 306, infra, 476, 477- 

475.— fe bt T'ang ti. Jaen terms this likewise the 

sparrow-plum, also aspen plum. 

Shi king, 35 :—How great is that luxuriance, those flowers 

of the sparrow-plum (fang ti)... 6. the flowers like 

those of the peach-tree and the plum (/). 201:—On the 

mountains are the bushy sparrow-plums [the text has only 

i #. Mao explains that tang ti is meant]. 

Coxr. Analects, 90 :—How the flowers of the aspen plum 

(“ang ti) flutter and turn. 
Very different views are held by the Chinese commentators 

about this tree ; some say that the tang ti is a plum, others 

make it to be an aspen. 

The Rh ya [305] has Bf HE tiang ti, also called B ?. 
Kuo P% explains that it is a tree resembling the pa’ yang 

— white poplar, and is also called fu i. The Shuo wen 

Writes the above name 3 § t‘ang ti and identifies it with 2. 

__* Mao explains the tang ti in the Shi king by i, as in the 

Rh ya. P, [XXXVb, 29] refers the tang t of the Shi to 

the tree $f 4% fu i, also called $$ RB é yang © poplar). 
Li Sut-cney [after the Ku kin chu, 4th century] describes it 

as a kind of poplar or aspen with quivering leaves. 
Ch. XXXV, 4 gives fu i as a synonym for 6 % 

pat yang, the white poplar. The drawing in the Phon zo 

- (LXXX1V, 24] under $k #% seems to represent a Populus, 
but according to S1esoLp [Flora Japon, L, 87, tab. 42, and 

tones. ined. IIT] this Chinese name is in Japan applied to 

Aronia asiatica, a small tree of the order Pomacee, with 

_ White flowers in racemes, It is said to have been introduced 
— Tnto Japan from China. 
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Other Chinese commentators take the tang ti of the Shi 
to be a kind of plum. Lu xt says it is the same as the M4 
ya li (grape plum), also called 9€ fj tso mei (sparrow-plum 

and HP 2s ch‘e hia li (plum under the cart). It grows 
in the mountains, its flowers are both white and red, The 
fruit ripens in the sixth month, it is as large as a plum 
and edible. 

LeeGe agrees with this view that the tan g ti was a kind | 

of plum, for evidently from the text of the Shi it may be 

concluded that it is akin to the peach and the plum. 

Aronia asiatica = Amelanchier Canadensis, Torr. et Gray, var. 

Japonica. Fap., 132, with Chinese name Fk #¥. It occurs in 
Chekiang Province on the Tien-tai mountain, a beautiful tree 

when in flower. Fruit not seen. 3 

476.—% Chiang ti. Leaee calls it the cherry. ee 

Shi king, 250 :—The flowers of the cherry tree (chang ti : 
are they not gorgeously displayed ? 260 :—Flowers of the 
cherry tree. In this passage the Chinese text has only the 

first character of the name # 2% ¥H (chang flowers). | 
The Rh ya [306] has # He or #R. Kvo P*o explains 

that the fruit resembles the ying t*ao (cherry). . 

Lu kt says :—According to the Shuo wen the ch'ang b 
or t is the same the & #t pai ti or white ti. The fruit 
resembles the plum (l/) but is smaller, of the size of a 

yeng tao (cherry) and of a white colour. It is now eultival 

in the government gardens (‘ [§]). There is also t 

Tp HE chi ti (ved t/). It resembles the white t. The leaves 
ure like those of the ts‘: ya or spiny elm (Hemiptelea) | 
rather orbicular. The fruit is red like that of the y# 
{see 474] but smaller; it ripens in the fifth man | 
tree i 18 very common in the north-western provinces. 

Lt Sat-cuen makes this tree to be the same as the yt 
Prunus japonica, bat writes 4 Ht tary ti instead of i te 
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477.—& pk Han t‘ao, an ancient name for the cherry. 

Li ki, 1, 273 [ Yie ling] :—Second month of summer. 

The Son of Heaven eats millet along with pullets and cherries 

~ (han tao). The commentary explains hin tao by HE BK 

ying t’ao, which is now the common Chinese name for 

cherries. [V. supra, Rh ya, 266). 

According to the Index Flore sinensis there are 9 species — 

of Prunus belonging to the section Cerasus or cherry, 

now known in China, including the already mentioned Pr. 

Japonica, : ‘ 

The Pr. pseudocerasus, Lindl., or Bastard Cherry, was 

introduced into England, it seems, from Canton, by Dr. 

Reeves, in 1822. He calls it ying to. [See Transact. Hort. 

Soe, London, VI, 1826, p- 90.] This differs from our common 

cherry, in having its flowers growing in racemes, not fascicles, 

and in their stalks being hairy. The Double Chinese Cherry, 

Pr. serratula, Lindl, introduced likewise by Reeves under 

: the name of yung to (evidently ying tao) proved afterwards 

_ to be identical with Pr. pseudocerasus. 

In 1879, I sent herbarium specimens with flowers and 

fruits of the cherry cultivated at Peking under the name of 

ying tao to the late J. Decatsng, Paris. He declared them 

to be Pp, pseudocerasus. But Mr. Maxtmowtcz, of St. 

P etersburg, to whom I had forwarded specimens from the 
_ Same tree, found that they belonged to a distinet species, the 

Pr. pauciflora, Bge., which, however, seems closely allied to 

the former, This cherry in its appearance, colour and taste: 
resembles much our common sour cherry. Valse 

P., XXX, 41, ying tao. Good description, Ae huang, 

LHL, 1; Ch; XXXIL, 17 gah 
In May another cherry is offered for sale at Peking under 

the name of shan ying tao or mountain cherry. The fruit, 

Produced on a very short stalk, is of a pale red, covered with 
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soft hairs; it has-a peculiar flavour. This is the Prunus 

tomentosa, Thbg. It is found wild and cultivated in the 
Peking mountains, and is well known also in Japan. 

P., XXX, 43, shan ying t‘ao, The downy appearance of 2 

the fruit noticed. Ch., XXXII, 18, shan ying tao. Bad — 

drawing not characteristic. eee 

Amen, exot., 799 :—}& Je, jo, 0, vulgo sakira, Cerasus 

flore simplici, fructu austero. This is Pr. pseudocerasus, — 

according to Maximowicz. [See also Horem, & ScHULTES, — 

466.] af 

The Chinese names 8 $k and Hg BE seem to be more Z 
generally applied in Japan to Pr. tomentosa, while lj BABE 
(mountain cherry) denotes Pr, pseudocerasus and also Pr ae 

incisa. [Comp. Sigs. & Zuce., Flora japon., 1, 51, tab. 22; 

Horru. & Scuutres, 468; Phon zo, LXVI, 5-8.] 

£., 279, family es Bk, with figure and all the names of supra, ; 

266. ; 

Mi, Al, 22, Sm, 68. Fap., 1782. 

Fap., 1786, Prunus tomentosa, Thog., Ke Pk- 
Prunus communis, Huds., is mentioned Faf., 1773, a8 8 pe. ae 

478.—7K [J Mu kuna, the tree-melon of the Classies, is still S 

the common Chinese name for the Quince, Cydonia sinensis, a 

Thouin, This fruit is oblong and of enormous size. : : 

Chow li, Tl, 581:—Ouvriers des ares. Le coignassier 
(78 JR). The wood of the quince tree used for making eet " 

[ See quotation in 501, note.} 7 

Shi king, 107 :—Mu kua, title of an ode. Lraae takes the a 

mu kua to be the Papaya, but he is mistaken ; the my te a 

of the Classies is undoubtedly the quince.” ce 

*3 Carica Papaya, L., the melon-tree, is a native of tropical anti a 
It is now cultivated everywhere in tropical Asia, and known also im o 

Southern China, Its large melon-shaped fruit is called mu hue 

at Canton, [See W.D., 466], The Ch., XXXI, 54, gives a good drawing 
of this tree under the name of & fan kua (foreign melon). ne 
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See the Rh ya, 231:—Mou or mu hua. P., XXX, 6, 

mukua, Kiu huang, LVUT, 7. Ch., XXXIT, 23, 

Amen, evrot., 844:—7€ JK Arbuscula Acacie germanicz 

facie, flore pentapetalo rubro pomi nostratis, calyce quinque 

labiis rotundis in herbeo rubentibus, staminibusque incarnatis 

plurimis decorato in fructum carnosum excrescente. This is, 

according to Maxrmow1cz, Chenomeles japonica, Lindl. 

(Cydonia japonica, Pers.). Phon zo, LXIL, 7, A ML. 

Chenom, japon, 

Jap., 478, Pyrus japonica, Thbg., var. genuina, Max., A I. 

479.—JR WE Mu tao (wood-peach). This name occurs in 

the Shi king [108]. Lruen translates :—There was presented 

to me a peach (mu t‘ao). But a peach is not meant here. 

In P. [XXX, 10] mu ¢éao is given as a synonym for Hi F 
cha tsz‘, name of a fruit which is mentioned in the Rh ya 

[331] and regarding which the Shuo wen says that it resembles 

a pear, but is of a sour taste. Lt SHI-cHEN compares it 

to the mu kua or quince, but it is smaller, of a yellowish 
colour, sour and harsh. 
The drawing in the Phon zo [LXII, 10] under J F¥ 
refers perhaps to Cydonia japonica. 

In the Li ki [1, 461], where the fruits eaten by the ancient 

Chinese are enumerated [r. infra, 484, note], there appears 

the name #4 cha [haws, according to Lear] together with 

ae li (the pear), and farther on we read [p. 462] cha (FA) 

and pears (41) had the insects drilled out of them. The 

is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai king, and Kuo 

P’o explains that it is a fruit resembling the pear, but sour 

and harsh, According to the ancient dictionary Kuang yin 

: [Tang dynasty], the character $f, is identical with #i. and 

Is also the same, | 
It cannot be decided whether the cha was a quince or a 

hawthorn (Crategus), or perhaps another Pomacea, The 
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tl HE shan cha or mountain cha is Crategus. [V. supr 
Rh ya, 244. | eR: 

480.—Besides the wood-peach, the Shi king mentions also 

a wood-plum Ze BE mu Li, Leaar translates [108]:—There 
was presented to me a plum. The Chinese text has mu li. 

In P. [XXX, 10] the mu Ui or wood-plum of the Shi i 

identified with the 4% #§ ming cha, also called AC A mu li, 

wood-pear. L1 Sut-cHEn states that this fruit is a kind ¢ 

mu kua or quince, but larger than the common mu hua ; it 

of a yellow colour. The on ig cha is not figured in Ch. — 
Phon zo, UUXI, 11, 12, #4 #E. The drawing seems ¢ 

represent Cydonia vulgaris, ‘with a large fruit. J bidem [ 

14] a figure of Cydonia vulgaris is given with the Chinese 

name #4 #%, in accordance with K amprer.4 ; ; 

Fap., 1823, Pyrus chinensis, Poir., fe is. 

» 1828, ,, japonica, Thbg., var. pygmea, Max., WE F 

mw niles, 2 ai. Cydonia, 1.., $F ; 

» 1822, Pyrus baccata, 1. , var. mandshurica, Max., 4S 
- 

a [Comp. Sm., 107. ] 

481 —R Li is the common name for the Pear. The pea 

cultivated in Northern China for their fruits are varieties 

our Pyrus communis, P. sinensis, Lindl. (P. ussurienst 

and probably some other species. The best is the A 

pu li ov white pear. The fruit is small, globular-s 

3 Amen, exot., 800, Hat FF umbatz, vulgo marmeer. Malus 
fructu oblongo, magno, utcunque pyriformi. A Tausitanis cum ! 
regioni illata est. This is, according to MAXIMow1cz, Cydonia vulgaris 

Ch. [XXX, 2] under the above Chinese name (wen p‘0) 
Cydonia with a small fruit. At Peking the name wen p*‘o is applied to 

_ Small fruit of the wild-growing Crategus pinnatifida, Bge., (the cult 
form with large fruit is shan li hung, v. supra, 244), The account ) 
in P. [XXX, oh of the wen po seems to refer to wee ate 
to a quince, ff 
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yellowish white, has the appearance of an apple. Ibis very 
savoury. Large pears of the ordinary shape are produced 
in Shantung and Manchuria, but they are much inferior to 
our European pears. : 
Li ki, I, 461, 462 : —The pear mentioned among the fruits 

eaten by the ancient Chinese [see infra, 484, note]. The 
name of the pear occurs in the Shan hai king, and in the 

Rh ya [301, 331}. Y 
P., XXX, 1, li. Kiu huang, LVLIU, 4. Ch., XXXII, 31. 

Ameen, exot., 800 :— ri, vulgo nas. Pyrus sativa, fructu 
magno duro; cujus in hac regione saltem triplex datur 
-Varietas, 

— Phon 2, LXIILI, 2, 3. Several varieties of the pear 

figured. Strponp [Syn plant. weon, jap. 349) states that 
the pear is not indigenous to Japan, but has been introduced 
from China. 

482.—1f Kan tang (sweet tiany). Lecer calls it the 
Sweet pear tree. Shi king, 26:—The wmbrageous sweet 
pear tree, 

Ab Duis: the name of another sort of pear tree mentioned 
inthe Shi, Lege terms it the russet pear tree. 2 

Shi king, 181, 185 :—The solitary russet pear tree. Its 
‘ves are luxuriant. 265 :—Solitary stands the russet pear 

tree with its fruit so bright. 
| Mm. the: Shan. hai king we meet with the names 3% Cuny 
And Be sha tang. . 
In the Ri ya [242] we have $f fu same as ff % fan 

ang, and [254] it is stated that tw is the red and (‘ang the 
White sort, . 
Lv kt:—The kan tang is also culled #f HB tu i or Fp HE 

hd fang (red t‘ang). There are two sorts of t‘ang, the white 
a” the red. The white is a good fruit and is also called kan 
Hany or sweet ung. It is of a pleasant sourish taste and — 
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mucilaginous, whilst the fruit of the red t‘ung is harsh and- 
acid. There isa proverb saying “harsh as a tu.” But the 
wood of the red t‘ang is tough and fit for making bows. | 

P., XXX, 5, tang Li or kan Ui. Li SuHi-cuen says that 
the “any li is a white pear, found everywhere in the — 
mountains. Ch, XXXI, 40. The drawing represents a 

tree ; evidently a Pyrus is intended, with a small globular” 

fruit. Aiu huang, LVI, 14, rude drawing. 
lt seems that the above-mentioned ancient names were 

applied to various wild-growing and cultivated species of — 
Pyrus with small fruits, pears and crab apples, of which | we 
know a considerable number in China and Japan. 

_ There is in the Peking mountains a wild pear, the Pra : 

sinensis, Lindl, (P. ussuriensis, Maxim.), which bears a— 

globular fruit, about one inch in diameter, of a greenish : 

brown colour, covered with little warts. Late in autumn, after — 

frost, this fruit is offered for sale at Peking. It is known 
by the name 3% # Jl tang tu li; its taste is not unpleasant. 

The name #f 4 tw li at Peking is applied to the Pyris- 
betulwfolia, Bee., a species met with wild in the mountains — 

and much cultivated in gardens for its beautiful flowers, 
which in April appear on the tree in great profusion, and for 

its little brown fruit of the size of a small cherry, which Be 
eaten by the Chinese. Taste not unpleasant. 

The Pyrus baccata, L., with a red edible fruit of the sis 

ofa pea, is common in the Peking mountains. It is called 

there ql $f F shan king tsz*, But this is merely @ local 
name. Its book name is, it seems, $f #¥ lin kin, which, as has 
been stated above, under 301, is not a classical appellation. — 

According to Henry [l.c., 446] in Hupei the name tang 
is applied to Pyrus betulwfolia. ee 

In the Phon zo [LXIII, 5] the op 3E or red tang is Py 
toringo, Sieb., (hitherto not found in China). / idem, 

under 3% Jha Pyrus with a pisiform fruit is figured. 
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. &., 233, family = #i, with figure of a pear tree with small 

mui. S.; VIL, 37. 

Fap., 1822, Pyrus baccata, L., var. mandschurica, Max., oe a. 

[Compare Sm., 107]. 

3 1829, » Malus, L, var. tomentosa, Koch, pk Fa. 

» 1830, ,, sambucifolia, Cham, et Schlecht., té HK ss. 

» 1831, ,, spectabilis, Ait., iE ae 

483.—Finally the Shi king mentions a sort of pear under 

the name of #§% sui. LeacE calls it simply the wild pear tree. 

Shi king, 201 :—In the low, wet grounds are the high, wild 

pear trees. 

See the Rh ya [265], sui or g. Kuo P*‘o says that the 

fruit resembles a pear. The Shuo wen writes R- 7 

Lu x1:—The sui is also called 3p RB cht lo or wy a 
shan li. The people now call it #8 $i yang sui or FE He lu li 

(deer’s pear), also § $2 shu Ui (rat’s pear). The fruit 

looks like a small pear and is sweet. This tree grows in 

#f Ts‘ in the prefecture of J $# (now Lo-an hien in Shan- 

: tung), in # Lu (South-western Shantung), in jy] W Ho nei 

(Southern Shansi) and in the northern mountains ; the people 
cultivate it also. The fruit has a delicate flavour not unlike 

_ that of the pear. . 

P., XXX, 4, $8 lu li. The above names given as 

Synonyms. Li Sur-cuen says that it is a common tree in the 

_ Mountains, yielding a beautiful veined wood. 
— Stezoup, Jeon. ined., 111, pe Hl. A Pyrus with a small 
; red fruit. See also the drawing under the same Chinese name 

Inthe Phon zo [LXIII, 3]. According to GEERTs [Japan 

- Woods] this Chinese name in Japan is applied to Sorbus 

MCuparia, L. But the account given by Lu kt regarding the 

4 or lu li does not permit this identification. 
- Zu li isa synonym of 4% in E., 231, family mu, 

484.— Fe Tsao. This is the classical and common name — 

: for the Chinese jujube, Zizyphus vulgaris, Lam., cultivated 

10 China from time immemorial it seems. It has produced 
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many varieties. Europeans in China erroneously call : 
fruit the date, as also does Lecex. The Japanese juju 
are likewise furnished by this species, which is also much 
cultivated for its fruit in the countries situated on 
Mediterranean Nea. 

Shi king, 231 [‘ Life in Pin” ]:—In the eighth month 
knock down the dates (tsao). 

Hia Calendar, 93:—Bighth month. Cut ae are the 

jujubes (ga 3). 
Li ki, I, 119:—Jujube dates (¢sao) used by women . for 

presents of introduction. [I, 451, 461] :—Fruits ee 
the ancient Chinese. 25 3 

Chou li, 1, 108 :—Fruits presented to the Son of ee 
[V. supra, 470]. Il, 194:—Fire from the jujube wood. 
[See quotation in 528, note.] Rh ya, 272-282 :—Names 
various sorts of jujubes. [See also 331.] The tsao 
frequently mentioned in the Shan hat king. 

25 The fruits enumerated there are, according to LEGGE’s translation 

1.—Small chestnuts [Fils v. infra, 495). 

2.—Water-caltrops RES v. supra, 397]. 

8.—Hovenia dulcis [fH v. infra, 489]. 
4.—Zizyphus [3]. 

5.—Chestnuts [BE wv. infra, 494). 
6.—Hazel-nuts $v. infra, 496). 
7.—Persimmons —_[ iff v. infra 491]. 
8.—Cucumbers [ M.- I should rather think melons are meant 

V. supra, 382]. 

9.— Peaches [Be v. supra, 470]. 

10.—Plums [SE v. supra, 472]. 
11.—Ballaces ( Hi v. supra, 473]. aa 
12,—Almonds | AF apricots, v. supra, 471). nd 
13,—Haws | (FE v. supra, 479). A 

--14—Pears [ Ht v. supra, 481]. 
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P., XXIX, 31, tsao. Ch. XXXII, 1. Kiu huang, 

LVIL, 17. 

aliurus, Prosp. Amen. exot., 789, #% soo, vulgo naatsme. Paliu ks a Pp 
Alp. fractu pruni hortensis magnitudine, per maturi ee 

: 7 a . ° vee croceo, carne austera, saccharo conditi solito, ossiculo o 
utrinque acuto. a 

Phon zo, UXII, 19-21. Several varieties of Zizyphus 
vulgaris, [See also Stmpoun, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 262.] 

Mencius, 373 :—Sheep dates mentioned, 3% # yang pial 
So called from the resemblance of the fruit to sheep’s dirt. 
[Compare the Rh ya, 277.) 
292.—Mencius said:—Here is a plantation-keeper ~~ — neglects his wu [Sterculia, v. infra, 516] and his sia [v. 292, 

908] and cultivates his sour wild dates ; he is a poor 
_ plantation-keeper. 

: What . translates by “sour wild dates ” ig b8 
th ki in the text. The first character is explained ~ Rh ya [275] by swan tsao (sour jujube) ; regarding ‘i, see _ the next, 

7 
The & F# suan tsao at Peking is the wild, spinous form 

of Zizyphus vulgaris, which in its cultivated state is an 
‘Unarmed tree with a large oblong spheroidal fruit, containing 
—4n oblong pointed stone. The wild form “> sie 3 sie 
shrub which produces small globular, sour, edible fruits, a 
—@ globular stone. It is very like the Z. lotus of hie a Africa, It is very common in the Peking plain and 
- Mountains, The natives use it for fences. estan wt de 
‘Tegarding this shrub “ spinosissima et molestissima.— 

V. supra, 272. Yap. 2402. 4 es ee H, 3 8, pars ‘% Op spyros Lotus, L., which is Fap., 810, 
inese 1 for B ie f. H., 426, gives still another (local) Chinese name ot 

this tree, | 
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485.— jai Ki. This character, coupled in Mrnctus with the 

name of the thorny jujube [see the preceding], has, as Leacr 

states, properly the meaning “thorns.” But in the Chou li 

-and in the Shi king, where it frequently occurs, it denotes, 

according to the ancient commentators, a jujube tree. Mao 

explains it by tsao (jujube); the Shuo wen says the hi is 
a small jujube which grows in a bushy manner. It would _ 
seem that the aforesaid spiny variety of the jujube is meant. 

The Ku kin chu [4th century] states that the fruit of the hi 

is called # tsao. a 
Shi king, 50:—The genial wind from the south blows on _ 

the heart of that jujube tree (k’). 166:—Of the jujube tree 

(47) in the garden the fruits may be used as food. 183:—The | 
wild geese settle on the bushy jujube tree (4/). 186:—The 
dolichos grows covering the jujube tree (ki). 198:—Yellow 

birds on jujube trees. 210:—At the gate there are juju 
trees. 223, 276, 394:—Jujube trees. 353 :—Spoons 0 

thornwood jf §,. hi 

The ki is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai king. — 3 

Tso chuan, 463:—[B.C. 558.] Wvo 11, clothed wit 

rushes, forced his way through briars and thorns, 3 
The first character denotes Vitex [v. infra, 521]. 
We read in the Chou li [11, 347, 348] that in the outer 

court of audience there were planted nine ji Ai trees, ‘ 
under them the different ministers of the court had their 

places. [ See quotation in 546. ] : ae 

Li ki, 1, 2836:—The Grand Minister of Crime, heard the 
report of the judgment given in the outer court under the 

Zizyphus tree ff 7K F. This phrase indicates that a te 
is meant, not a shrub. II, 400 :—The game of pitch-pots 

played anciently, a kind of archery, with darts instead 

arrows and the hand instead of a bow. It is there s@ 
The arrows are made of mulberry wood [see 501] or 
the Zizyphus (ki), without the bark being removed. 
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The #¥ mH, quoted in K.D., says regarding the Be: —1t 
resembles the tsao (jujube), but is very thorny. Its wood 
is hard and of a red colour. As a shrub it forms thickets, 
and the people use it for fences. After many years the 
shrub loses its thorns, and then may attain the height of a 
fsio tree. There is a variety of the ki, the wood of which 
is white. This is called & BR pa’ ki. Another variety, 
which produces sour fruits, is called HR. BE rh Ai or swan tsao 
[v. supra, 484]. 

From the aboye: account we may conclude that the ki of 
the Classies was a Jujube. 

: Ps, SKXVI, 24, suan tsao or ki; ibidem, 26, Gy RR pat hi. 
Ch., XXXII, 28. Kin huang, LY, 2, rude drawings. 
Phon zo, LXXXVII, 13, & #, and 14, & RR Drawings 

not characteristic. 

436.—#§ Ka is one of the Chinese names applied to oranges. 
. WD. [457] says:—It comes nearer the generic term for 
_ Oranges than any other word. 

Shu king, 108 [Tribute of Yu] :—Provinee of Yang chou 
_ (Chekiang, Anhui, Kiangsi). Small oranges (A#) and pume- 

loes [yu, see the next] produced there. K‘une AN-KUO 
explains :—The small sort is kit, the large is yu. | 
Chou li, I, 460 :—See the quotation infra, 488. ITI, 581:— 

Ouvriers des ares, L’oranger a petites oranges (si) employé 
pour faire le corps de l’are [see the quotation in 501, note }. 

The &a is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai king. 
The Shuo wen says the ki is a fruit of Kiangnan (Kiangsi) 

| furnished by an evergreen tree. 
—- Witrtaats says that $e F ha tse is a large bitterish 
a °range or bigarade common in the north. I have seen this ; 
is cultivated at Peking in pots, and is the bitter orange. 

But the fruit brought to Peking from the southern provinces 
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under the name of i resembles much the common sweet 

orange of Southern Europe. [Compare P., XXX, 26, pe 

ka, and Ch., XXXII, 5.] © : 

The Chinese have also other peculiar chatioeses to designate 

rarious sorts of oranges. The #f ch‘eng, likewise brought 

to Peking from the South, especially from Fuchou m 

Fukien, is an excellent orange, generally of large size, with Z 

a thin rind adhering closely to the pulp. The lobes of the 

pulp (carpels) do not separate. Europeans call this the 

coolie-orange, while the name of mandarin-orange or loose-_ 

jacket is applied to the smaller, sweet orange. Its skin when 

ripe is of a cinnabar red colour and adheres to the pulp” 

by a few loose fibres. The lobes separate easily. At Peking 

it is called #£ fH hung kat or MRR huo ka (red or fire 

orange), but its book name is #f kan, a character derived 
from Hf kan, sweet. P. says it is very sweet and is” 

produced especially in the Southern Provinces. This is the 

Citrus nobilis of Lourngtro. Loureiro [ Flora cochin., 569. 

is mistaken, it seems, with respect to the Chinese names 0 
the oranges, for he states that C. nobilis in Chinese is tsem 
ean, and C. aurantium, can xu. 

See regarding ch‘eng and kan, P.. XXX, 34 = 1 

Ch., XXXI, 8, 7. . 
Aman. exot., 801:—f§ kitz, vulgo tatz banna. Malus” 

-Limonia, fructu rotundo parvo,. mican: dicto, medulla vinos 

saporis, Sresonp [ Syn. plant. acon. jap., B09]. refers the 

_dapanese names tatsibana and mican to Citrus nobilis. — 

Amen. exot., 800:—#f kan, vulgo kummi fo. ve ‘Malus 

Aurantia, folio majusculo, fructu medioeri to mican dicto. 

Compare also the drawings of various sorts of oranges 

under the above Chinese names in the Phon zo [LXV, 1-13] 

B:; 226, family #f, with good figure. Jap., 615. 

E., 227-229, family KG. with figure of a Citrus and 12 7, 
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E., 230, family #¥, with good figure [S., XI, 31]. This looks, 

however, like C. nobilis, and the figure to 226 like C. aurantium, © 

agreeing with LourEIRo, not with the present usage. To add 

to the confusion, Fap., 608, Citr. aurant. is All: 

£., 230, family Ail, with figure of a Citrus, but fruit too small. 

for pumelo. : 

487.—#h Yu. This is mentioned in the Shu king together 

with the preceding iw, or orange, and the commentary says 
that this is the larger sort. Yu even nowadays is a name 

applied in China to the Pumelo, Citrus decumana, L. This 

enormous fruit is now largely produced in Southern China. 

Amoy is famed for its pumeloes. 

Rh ya, 236, yu ; another name is t*iao. 
P., XXX, 35, yu. Synonyms # Ff Aw kan (jug orange), 

AB chu luan. Lr Sui-cuen says the fruit is as large as 

‘Agourd. Ch., XXXII, 6, yu; pumelo figured. LOUREIRO, — 

: Flora cochin., 571, C. decumana. Sinice yeu xu. : 

Amen. exot., 801 :—h jun, vulgo aje tats banna. Malus 
- Aurantia fructu pregrandi, superficie scorbiculata ineequali. 

_ Stzzoxp, Syn, plant. econ. jap., 308 :— Hy Citrus medica, 

_ Yar, junos; idem, Icon. ined., II, and ibidem, 313, RR, 

Citrus Sabon (same as C. decumana). The same in the — 

_ Phon zo [LXV, 17, 18]. 

% Yu is the name of a tree repeatedly mentioned in the 
Shan hai king. Kuo P‘o explains that it resembles the 

_ *é (orange), but the fruit is large, sour, has a thick rind. 
__ The same tree is noticed by the philosopher Lis ts4° 
| (th century B.C.] as an evergreen tree in the kingdoms 

Of SE Wu and #8 Ch‘u (Chekiang and Hukuang), which = 

‘rs a red, sour fruit. The ancient dictionary Chen ya . 
_ Says that this character yu is the same as #ff- 

. Fap., 610, Citrus decumana, L., a ee oe 

es 88.—48 Chi. A tree or shrub of the orange tribe men- 
tioned in the Chow li [II, 460]:—Lorsque les orangers 
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a fruits doux (#§) passent la rividre Hoai (7) et sont 
transplantés au nord, ils deviennent orangers a fruits 
aigres (4H). 

The chi is mentioned in the Shan hai king. The character 

occurs there also coupled with jf thorns. Kuo P‘0 explains” ; 

that it has thorns, which inflict wounds. The Shuo wen says — 

the ci/ resembles the si (orange). | 

P., XXXVI, 13, $8 chi fruit. The rind of this fruit — 

is used as a medicine and called #1 #8 chi ko. The ancient 

authors describe this plant as a very thorny shrub with fru 
resembling the orange, but smaller and bitter. Ch., XXXL 
44, rude drawing; small globular fruit ; thorns. I suspect 
this is the Citrus fusca of Loursiro [Flora cochin., 571] 

Citrus ramosissima aculeata, folia ingrati odoris .. . - bacea 
globosa, 2 pollicaris, aspera, fusco-viridis . . . pulpa suba- | 
mara, ingrata. Virtus corticis integri baccarum : attenuans, a 
deobstruens, eccoprotica. Sinice chi keu, . : 

Amen. exot., 801 :—42 Ss’, vulgo karatats banna, aliis yee 
dictus. Frutex sylvestris spinosus trifolius ... . fractu mali 
aurantii tetrico, odoris ingrati. Detailed description —_ 
drawing. Ex fructus siccato cortice admixtis speciebus alts” 
decoquitur medicamentum celebre fi koku dictum, quo noes 
vulgus ipsum quoque fructum appellitat. This is, according 
to Francuer, the Citrus trifoliata, L., (Pseudegle sepiarit 
Miq.). Hemstry [in the Index Flore sin., iii] says i 
it is the same as Egle sepiaria, DC. 

Francuer does not identify the plant represented in the : 

Phon zo [LXXXVII, 6] under #8, but he refers the Cie 

trifoliata to the drawing [fol. 8] under #4 a- Bisson 

[Icon, ined., 11], same Chinese name, Aigle sepiaria. SrupoLD 

[Sya. plant. econ. jap, 807] Algle sepiaria, $. Hh. ge’ 
Omnium sane fruticum ad sepas vivas aptissimum. 
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It seems that in Japan the above three Chinese names are 
all applied to the same plant, < gle sepiaria or Citrus 
trifoliata.. But the Chinese authors keep the latter two names 
apart for a plant distinct from the chi. 

P, XXXVI, 20, Hy $§ hou ka, also BRK chou ki 
(stinking orange). The Chinese authors say that it is a 
very common shrub, resembling the orange tree. It is very 
thorny. The flowers are white, not fragrant. The fruit is 
globular, resembles that of the #8 chi, but the rind is thinner, 
not fragrant. The people plant this shrub to form hedges. 

Ch. [XXXV, 61] figures under hou ki an Aurantiacea 
with long spines, large flowers and fruit of the size of a 

: walnut, The A@ lu (a treatise on oranges, of the 12th century) 
_ States that the hou ki is much cultivated for hedges, and that 

__ its fruit is used as a medicine like that of the chi. 
One of the two Aurantiucee noticed by the Chinese authors 

_ under the names of chi and kou kit as distinct plants may 
perhaps be the Triphasia trifoliata, DC., (Tr. aurantiola, 

he Loureiro, 189}, a thorny bush indigenous to China as well 

- to Japan and cultivated at Kew [ Gardn, Chron, 1881, 
H, 654), It has frequently been confounded with the Citrus 

‘ trifoliata, z 

Fap., 611, Citrus Jusca, Lour., #. C., 133, 137, SotX, oN 
Bo 354, family R- 

a bivaradia, Duham, 5 #¥- 
n OTE, 74, Japonica, Thbg., var. fructu globose, & ha- 

i POIZ} japonica, Thhg., var. fructu elliptico, & He. 

yy PG Kg 2035): medica, Risso., var. chirocarpus, Lour., fh 

- : F HH. an 
S 489.— Hk Ka. Mentioned as the name of a fruit in the 

Mi ki (L, 461]. [V. supra, 484, note]. Leacr says it is - 
Hovenia duleis, Also in the Li ké [1, 119] noticed as a fruit 
Used by women as a present of introduction. oe 

- - 
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The Chinese name for Hovenia dulcis, Thbg., used sina in 
Japan, is properly #4 FH chi ki, also written Hi kia chi hou. 
P., XXXI, 30. Ch, XXXII, 38, good drawing, showing 
the characteristic recurved fleshy peduncles on which the 
smull pea-like fraits are seated. These peduncles are eaten, 
not the fruit. The Kiu huang [LV, 12] figures this tree 
under the name of 4 2% kwui tsao (crooked jujube). 

This tree was first figured and described under the above 
Chinese names in the Amen. ewot., 808, 809. Phon 20, 
LX1X, 23. Sms. & Zuce., Flora japon., 1, 135, tab. 
8, 74. Hovenia dulcis is « common tree in China and 
Japan. : 

£., 281, family a FA, with good figure and 14 names. 

C129. Sm,, 115. ‘ : 
The #¥J of the Shi king [490] mentioned £., 281, as a synonym, 

see £., 251, family #J, without figure. ie 
Other Rhamnacee are mentioned :— 

Fap , 335; Berchemia racemosa, $. & Z., [lI je: 

” 1869, Rhamnus japonica, Max , var. genuina, Max., Hi Es 

490.— fy Kou. A plant mentioned in the Shi king. Lae 
says that in the Japanese plates it is the Hotenta dulcis. — 

Shi king, 273 :—On the hills of the south is the how. ‘ 
Mao explains ff by #1 #4 chi kou (Hovenia dulcis). The 

Shuo wen says the jou is a tree (of the fruit) of which g 
sauce is made. It grows in Shu (Sz‘ch‘uan). ) 

Lu ke:—The kou is a mountain tree. It resembles the 

i (Eriobotrya). It is also called #4] kou ku, is of the 
size of the white poplar. The wood is white and veined : 
boxes can be made of it. The branches are crooked. The 
fruits are some inches long, like a finger, seated at the 
extremities of the beoeked ; they are of a pleasant, ay 
taste and ripen in the 8th or 9th month ; the best are fe r 

in 1 Kiangnan, This tree is now planted in the govern 
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gardens (4 ’& fj #@. Lace translates :—Wealthy men are 
fond of planting it in the gardens. Kuan ytian may also be 
translated by “ gardens of the officers *). They call it Fr Be 
mu mé or tree honey, also #4 #4 chi hou. 

flovenia dulcis may be intended in the above vague 
description. In P., mi mi and chi kou are given as names 
for this tree. But the name Ry A how ku in Japan as well as 
in China is applied to an Mer. [P., XXXVI, 40. Ch. 
XXXV, 50]. 
Amen, exot., 781, Fa) FP ojo, vulgo tsuge. Buxus arborescens, 

ete. Maximowicz thinks that this is probably Tex subpuberula, 
Mig. The Chinese drawing in Ch. looks rather like 7. 
aquifolium, : 

E., 306, family fit FF, with figure of a small tree armed with 
long spines. Leaves entire, certainly not Z/ex cornuta. 

Sm., 114, 
x, 251, v. 489. 

Z., 154, family Jit . mentions iy i as a synonym of 
Ephedra. 

Of Ticince with Chinese names :— ae 
Fab: 1127, Lex cornuta, LAdl., iy vig (I if). 

» 1130, ,, integra, Thog, #8 # & FF. 
333%, . latifolia, Thbg., R He 8. 

» 1134, ,, pedunculosa, Mig., & F- 

» 1138, ,, Sicboldi, Miq., 3 $5 #L- 
491.—The Ai’ sh? is mentioned in the Li ki [I, 461] among 

the fruits eaten by the ancient Chinese. [J% supra, 
484, hote.| ' The Shiwo ren explains shi by red fruit. 

~~ This ‘is ‘the Chinese persimmon, Diospyros. According to 
- Navpry [Remarques au sutet des Plaqueminiers] the numerous 
Varieties of this favorite fruit of the Chinese belong to two 

» weg D. sinensis, Blume, (D. Kaki, Lin, fil.) and D.  Schitze, Bge. The Japanese cultivate a third species; the 
4 Kampferi, Naudin, first described and figured by 
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Kamprer (Aman. exot., 805, 806] Aff si, vulgo kaki, F 
hortensis, fructu ossiculato eduli, folio Pyri, ete. 

P., XXX, 17, shi. Ch, XXXII, 33. Kin huang, 

LVII, 3; good drawing. . | 
E., 234, family fifi, with good figure. Fap., 809. 

Fip., 810, Diospyros Lotus, L. [V. supra, 484.] 

492.—§4 Yu. Leacr translates this character corretly 

hy grapes. It denotes wild vine. . 

Shi king, 231 [“ Life in Pin”]:—In the sixth mont 

they eat the grapes. 

Mao explains yi? by $f HA ying vii, as does also the & 
wen. The Kuang ya calls it #§ HA yen yi or BL ying she, 

P., XXXII, 9, ying yt. The Chinese authors quoted 

[7th and 9th centuries] say that the ying yi, resembles the 

ee pou “ao or common grape, but the berries are smaller. 

They are of a sour and sweet taste and are also celle 

BF Hi Bi ye p‘u tao, wild grape. 

There are in the Peking mountains two kinds of “a 

grape with edible black berries of a sweet taste and the 

of black currants, the Vitis labrusea, I, var. jieifolia, Bees 
and the V. bryonivfolia, Bge. Both these vines are 

ye p'u tao by the natives. 
Compare under the above names the drawings Ch., XXNIL 

5, and Kin huang, LVI, 12. oe 

Sresotp, Syn. plant, weon, jap., 241 :— Vitis flewuosa, Thbg. 

nobudoo, Bk H.. Sponte ubique crescit, fruetibus parvis, 

nigris, sapidis onusta. Horrm. & Scuures, 624. Same 
Chinese name. Vitis ficifolia, Bge. Phon 20 [LXXI 3] 
same Chinese name, Vitis, not determined by FRANCHET 

The true vine, Vitis rinifera, L., now extensively cultivated in 

northern part of China, was introduced into China from Western A\ 
about B.C, 125, and is known since that time under the name bg 
[See Botan. sin. 1, 25.) 
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at £., 113, family Pal ej. with good figure of Vitis vinifera, and 

Iinames. S., XI, 18. : 

E., 142, family BA BA, with good figure of a wild grape. 

V. supra, 453, 182. 

493.—F8 #8 Chiang ch‘u. Name of an ode in the Shi king. 
Leer says that ch‘ang ch‘u is the Carambola tree. 

217.—In the low, wet grounds is the carambola tree,: soft 

and pliant are its branches. : 
This plant is mentioned in the Rh ya [198]. Kuo P*o 

says it is the 26 Bk yang Hao (goat’s peach). The same is 
said in the Shuo wen. 

Lv kt:—The ch‘ang. chu is now called yang tao. Its 
leaves are long and narrow, its flowers of a purplish red, and 

its branches so weak, that when they are more than a foot 

long, they. go creeping along on the grass. The people 
remove the rind of the stem near the root, after placing it m 

_ hot ashes, and make pencil-tubes of it. 

A notice of the same plant is found in P., XVIII#, 37, 
_ under the head of 2E WE yang tao, which is identified there with the chang ch‘u of the Shi king and the Rh ya. The scare 

— yang tao is from the Pen ts‘ao king. Ut Sui-CHEN describes 

— itasa plant with a weak ereeping stem of the thickness of a 
finger, large leaves like the palm of the hand, white ( wore) 

on the under side, resembling those of the Bahmeria but 

Youndish. The branches when steeped in water i at 

viscid, Ch, [XXII, 42, 43] under the name of yang. tao, 

figures two quite different herbaceous plants ; bad drawings. 

"The yang tao of P. is certainly not Aver rhoa 

Carambola, and the ancient commentators have also not 
Meant to identify the ch‘ang ch‘u of the Classies ‘with the 

Carambola, a tropical tree, which succeeds well in the 

southern provinces of China, but was hardly even known m 

the north. Wiitiams [ Dict., 28] and Leaqr have npcite 

misled by the name yang t‘ao, which at Canton is applied 
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to the Curambola, or Chinese gooseberry as it is calle 

Europeans.” 

I may observe that the name yang t‘ao is also appt 

China to Actinidia chinens's, Pl, a climbing shrub. wi 

edible fruit about the size of a plum. [See Henry, Le., 544 

It is well figured in Ch, [XXXI, 21], where the ‘ae 
yang Cao and Ff #—E PE m? hon ton (monkey's peach) 3 are 

given. P., XXXIII, 10. 

Stesoip, Jeon. ined. jap. Ul, Hi HE Pk, Actinidia rufi 

Planch. Phon zo, UXXI, 15, 16. Same Chinese name. 

sletinidia arguta, Planch, 

494,38 Li (the chestnut). This character was original 

written 3g. The Shuo wen explains that it is intended — 

represent the fruits hanging down. The Chinese ches 

is the same as that cultivated in Europe, Castanea vulgan 
Lam. It is grown throughout the empire. It is freaped l 

mentioned in the Classics. 

Shi king, 177, 190:—In the low, wet grounds are 
chestnuts. 358:—On theemountain are the chestnut 
237 :—The bitter gourds hanging from the branches 
chestnut tree. 81:—Duke Wan [7th century B.C.] bu 
the mansion at Ts‘oo (##). He planted about it hazel. ( 

and chestnut trees and other trees. 

27 The first Chinese author who mentions the Carambola and des 

it quite correctly is Kt HAN, in the Man fang ts‘ao mu chuang [3rd century. 

See Botan. sin., 1, 38]. Itisthere termed FL pos Ff nu lien tsz', which, 

the author expinhis, means five ridges and refers to the shape of the T 
which is said to be very acid. Lr SH1-cHen [in P., XXXI, 10] likewise gi 

a good description of the Carambvla fruit under the above name, ! and 2 

that in Min (Fukien) it is called B Bk yang tao. He compares 

shape of the fruit with a stone roller used by Chinese farmers for 
down the fields when sown, A good drawing of the Carambola Gh x: 

45,2 mu lien. [See also Phon zo, LXVII, 14. 4] 
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_ Conr. Analects, 26 :—Altars of the spirits of the land (jf). 
The Hia [dynasty, B.C. 2205-1766] used the pine tree (ff), 
the Yin [ B.C. 1766-1122] used the cypress (#4), and the 

men of the Chou [ B.C. 1122-249] the chestnut. 
The commentary says :—These trees were planted by the 

founders of the several dynasties about the altars of the spirits 
ofthe land (4: fy ih). 

We read in the Chou li (1, 193]:—Le grand directeur des 
multitudes (Fg i] %&) dispose les murs de Venceinte consacrée 
‘au genie de la terre et A celui des céréales. II Jes constitue 
seigneurs des champs, en plantant pour représenter chaque 
genie larbre qui convient au terrain. Commentator B. 
(CHeng Hijan) :—Les arbres convenables furent successive- 
ment le pin (#), le cypres (Ff), le chataignier. 
: Chou li, I, 108 :—The chestnut mentioned among the fruits 
‘Presented to the Son of Heaven. [See quotation supra, 
470.) 

7 
fa hi, 1; 119: Chestnuts used as a present of introduction — 
by Women, I, 461, 451, [See fruits eaten by the ancient 
Chinese, supra, 484, note. ] i ; eal 
% The chestnut is repeatedly mentione | in the Shan hai king, 
but Not in the text of the Rh ya. | 
enka XXIX, 28, li. Ch. XXXII, 15, li. | Well figured, 
Amen. exot., 816 :—HE viitz, vulgo kuri. Castanea sativa 

Vulgaris, alia fruetu majore, alia minori, Pion zoe, LXU, 14, 15, hee eomes 
£222, family BE, with good figure and 12 names, including 
Mra, 495, except Fil. | | a 
Ht, 226-228, are all mentioned as synonyms, except oi 

nd Which is a Quercus, synonym of fh. E., 225. Ff, Q5e0' = eR _ 

S., XI, 19. Sm., 60. 6 $07. XV, 175. T he sae 
PCy chinensis, Hee. is Ae Be 

Jip, 337, C. vulgaris, var. yaponica, DC., Be. — 

Pan 
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495.—fig Rh. This is mentioned in the Li &/ (1, 461] among 

the fruits eaten by the ancient Chinese. [See quotation in 

484, note.] Leaax translates ri by small chestnuts. 

Rh ya, 233, fff, same as fil lie. Kuo P‘o explains :—Small 

chestnuts. : 

The character Ue occurs in the Shi king [450]. Mao — 

understands it of rh asin the AA yu, but Cou Hr takes it as . 

trees growing in rows, and thus it is translated by Leees, 

Lu x1:—The lie is the same as the rh. Leaves like those 

of the elm. Veined, strong, pliable wood, of a red colour, 

fit for making thills of carriages. 

The Chinese tree which bears the small chestnut is figured : 

in Ch, [XXXII, 16] under 36 # mao li, and is also noticed : : 

in P. at the end of the article //, the common chestnut. — 

The mao li is likewise spoken of by Lu KI as producing the 

small chestnut. oat 

On. ABEL, in 1816, saw small chestnuts exposed for sile 

near the Poyang lake. They were not larger than the : 

common bon nut [Journey in the Interior of China, 165, 166). 

Forrunn [Res. am. Chin. 51, 144] met with this small 

chestnut in the hills near Ningpo. He says:—Itisa delici 

little kind, bearing fruit about the size and form of our 

common hazel-nut. This was introduced into England and 

India [Gardn. Chron, 1860, 170]. Father Davip notices - 

small chestnuts, of the size of cherries, produced on dwarf 

trees near Kiukiang [ Your. Arch. Mus. hist. nat., VILL, 33]. 

[Compare also Henry, /.c., 227.] a 

The same small chestnuts are also produced in Japan. See 

Gardn, Chron, 1875, 270, Japanese Edibles exhibited at 

London, 1873. Chestnuts about the size of a small kidney 
bean. These small Japanese chestnuts are figured in the 

Phon zo [LXIL, 16] under 3$ FE. ; . i 
&., 232, family ®, a synonym ; also written xz Si. A, XV 

175, A» Querctis cornea, Lour. 

bi 
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496.—% Chen. The hazel-nut. It is repeatedly mentioned 
in the Classics. There is an ancient character, 3¢ or x, 
which the Kuang ya dictionary says is the same as chen. 
But the Shwo wen states that it is a fruit like a small 
chestnut, keeping # apart as the name of a tree, while the 
Kuang ya identifies 3% with the chestnut. | 

Shi king, 62:—The hazel (chen) grows on the hill. 
$1:—Hazels planted by Duke Wav. [See the quotation 
under 494,] 224 :—Young doves in the hazel tree. 395 :— 
The blue flies lighting in the hazel tree. 444:—How 
abundantly grow the hazel on the foot of the Han hills! 

meee © 119+ Hazal-niis used for presents of introduc- 
tion by women. I, 461:—Fruits eaten by the ancient 
Chinese, [See 484, note.] I, 432:—They presented their 
offerings in skin caps and white robes. They wore sashes 
of dolichos cloth and carried staffs of hazel. 

— Chou ti, I, 108 :—Offerings. [V. supra, 470.] 

The chen is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai hing. 
Kuo Po explains :—The fruit resembles the chestnut, but 
is smaller ; it has a pleasant taste. wet 

~ EU KI:—The chen is a sort of & (chestnut). There are 
two kinds. One of these trees in its bark and leaves 

Fesembles the chestnut. It bears a small fruit resembling 

that of the 4% chu [see the Rh ya, 239, an oak); it tastes 
like the chestnut. This is called the chen li (hazel-chestnut). — 
The other kind (a shrub) has branches and leaves like the 

ARE mu liao [an oak, v. infra, 534] ; it grows about 10 feet 
: high, The fruit resembles in taste the walnut (hu tao). 
This kind, which is the iis chen or hazel-nut, abounds in the | 
Mountains of Liaotung (Southern Manchuria) and + ‘3 : 

Shang tang (South-eastern Shansi). ‘The fruit resembles 
eet of the siang (an oak, v. infra, 534). The branches 
te fit for torches, | 2 ; 
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Lu kts account of the hazel is vague and not characteri: 

Li Sui-cuen fin P., XXX, 50, under chen] gives a be 

description of it. By the drawing under chen, Ch, Xk hae 

evidently the hazel is intended. 

The mountains of Northern China abound in hazels. The 

nuts are called chen tsz*. There are two species. The nuts 

of both are edible and sold in the markets, The fruit ¢ 

Corylus heterophylla, Fisch, with its spreading involacre 

resembles that of our common C. avellana. But in the othe 

species, the C. mandshurica, Maxim. (which by some 

considered as a variety of the American C, rostrata, ¢ i 

the campanulate involucre is longer than the nut ; it cover 

‘not only the whole nut but is contracted beyond the apex 

of the nut into a long rostrum. The whole involucre 

covered with stinging bristles. 
Both these species occur also in Japan. 
Amen. exot., 816, Hf sin, vulgo fast basibami, fa. 

peregrina sativa, nuce oblonga, calyce brevi non barbato 

SteBoip, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 158, Corylus americana, fas 

bama, #&. Edunt nuces. Siepoup, Icon. inedit., VIL, same 

Chinese name, Corylus heterophylla. [See also the Phon 

LAVIST3, Ten: 3 

E., 225, family #. Figure more like an oak or chestnut (ree 

Fap., 690, Corylus heterophylla, Fisch. 

S., XI, 32. C., 38, C. heterophylla (the hazels with flat top)- 

C. rostrata, Ait., (with pointed top). . 

497.—4#R Tsiuo. This character is met with three times 

the Shi. Lxace translates it by pepper plant. 
Shi king, 179:—The clusters of the pepper plant (uit 2 

large and luxuriant, would fill both your hands. +++" 
pepper plant, how its shoots (f€ rather branches) extem 
207 :—Give me a stalk of the pepper plant. 603 :—Pep 
like smell. Mao explains tsiao by 3 # (fragram 
Another ancient commentator says that the tsiao” was 

in flavoring wine. : 
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See the 2h ya, 259, ta tsiao. The tsiao is repeatedly 
mentioned in the Shan hai king. Kvo P*o explains :—A small 
tree, injurious to wood-worms. The Shan hai king mentions 
also the 4 pg Ts‘in tsiao and as an herbaceous plant. Li sao 
6, 50:—FH 4g shen tsiao. Poivrier du pays de Chen 
(Southern Honan). 19 :—Monticules plantés de poivriers. 
56, 58 :—Poivrier. 

Lt x1:—The ts/ao tree resembles the HE Wi chu yi [see the 

nevt}. It is provided with spines. Its leaves are hard, 

shining. The people of Shu (Sz‘ch‘uan) eall it 3 tv, the 

people of Wu (Chekiang, Kiangsi) term it 2% ming. Of the 

leaves they prepare, by boiling them, a fragrant substance. 

There are several kinds of tsiao. One of them, which 
grows in the mountains of 5% §4 Ch‘eng kao (Department of 
Kai-feng fu, in Honan) has leaves resembling those of the 

bamboo. This tree is like the HB Hy shu tsiao. It (the fruit 
or the leaves) is somewhat poisonous and not: used in 
medicine, The ts‘ao enters into the preparation of beverages 
and meats ; fowl and sucking-pig are seasoned with it, On 
the islands of the Eastern Sea there is a kind of tsiao tree 

the fruit of which is not round but elongate, very fragrant, — 

eat the leaves of this tree, becomes fragrant. 

—— ‘Tsiao is nowadays a general term for fruits with an 

aromatic, hot and pungent taste. ff 4px /a tsiao is cayenne 

Pepper or chillies, #J #f% hw tsiao is the common pepper, 

Piper nigrum, and ZE HR hua tsiao the fruit of Zanthoxylon, 

Chinese pepper. As chillies and common pepper were | 

‘Unknown to the Chinese in the classical period, the term tsiao 
in the Shi king ean only be referred to Zanthorylon, of 

8 This seems to be a mistake. Z*u and ming are ancient terms — | 
» [See the Rh ya, 307,] if, 

With a taste like orange-peel. The flesh of deer, when they 2 ae 

which More than a dozen species are known in China. ‘ The es 
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tree which in Northern China furnishes the Chinese pepper 

is the Zanthorylon Bungei, Planch., a tree of middle size, 

very spiny, bearing in autumn dense clusters of small red 
berry-like capsules of an aromatic, pungent taste ; the leaves 

are likewise fragrant. This tree grows wild in the mountains 

and is also much cultivated. It is called 7£ 4 hua tsiao in 

the popular language, but its original name is # Hq Ts‘in tsiao. 

This name is found in the Pen ts‘ao king and is derived — 
from the mountain range of Ts‘in-ling which divides 

valleys of the rivers Han and Wei in Southern Shensi. This 
is most probably the pepper of the Classics, although there 

are, it seems, several species of Zanthowxylon in different parts 
of China, which yield this spice. Several kinds of peppé 
trees are described in P., XXXII, 1-8, and figured in Ch, 

XXXIII, 40, 41. [See also Henny, l.c., 42-45]. 
Amen. exot., 892, HR seo, sansjo. Piper japonicu: 

Detailed description and figure. This is Zanthoaylon piper 

tum, DC.,a shrub. Stesoup, Icon. jap. ined., Z. piperitum 
RR Hh. Phon zo, UXX, 2-5, various species of Zanthoaylon 

_ and their Chinese names. i 
E., 250, family $f, with five figures. The first a Zanthoxylon. 
S., VII, 2. Sm., 234. C., 492. _ The distinctions of H., Biss: 

are untenable. cae 

Fap., 2391, Zanthoxylum ailanthoides, S. & Z., RR we 7 

» 2392, ij planispinum, S. & Z., i ¥ AR 

» 2393, * piperitum, DC., BS AR. . 

» 2394, * schinnifolium, S. & Z., WE Re an 

498.—There is a passage in the Li ki [I, 462, Nei ts 
“Diet of the Ancient Chinese”) which Lrace rende 
With the three victim animals they used pepper ** 

character translated by pepper is #7. CHena HUAN and the 

Shuo wen explain it by Pt ZEW (fried chu yit). 
The Shuo wen says the chu yi is a kind of tsiao (Zantho 

lon). [See also the Rh ya, 329.] There are three differ 
_ plants to which the name chu yt is applied, 
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The B AE BW shi chu yi (edible chu yi) is described in 

_ P.[XXXII, 19] as a lofty thorny tree resembling the #$ 

chu [Ailantus, y. infra, 518]. Branches with white spots, 

yellow flowers, aromatic, pungent fruits, used in Kiangsu 

to season meat. The Kuang ya calls it jp& HR yite tsiao [ Yiie= 

north-east of Chekiang]. According to T‘ao Hune-Kine 
[5th century], this is the ¢ mentioned in the Li hi, and the 

Hl HE tsiao sha of the Rh ya [329]. 

The sha is mentioned in the Li sao [57]:—La plante cha 

(He) qui ne yeuille que le sachet lui soit ouvert. D’ Hervey 

—says:—Ta plante cha est la méme que celle qu'on nomme 

-aujourd’hui chow yu. Ce serait alors une sort de Sanguinaria 

dune assez grande espéce. But the sha is Boymia or 

Zanthowylon. 

_ According to Horra. & Scuuures [632] @ FE HE or we AM 
is Zanthoxylon ailanthoides, 8. & Z. In the Kwa wi [116] 

both the above Chinese names are applied to the same species, 

described there as a tall tree with yellowish white flowers ~ 

[compare the above description in P.]. See also the 

drawing under the same Chinese names in the Phon zo 

[LXX, 12, 13] which seems rather to refer toa Rhus, 

The SE Hw Wu chu yt or chu yi of Wu (Chekiang, 
Kiangsi) is noticed in P. [XXXIL, 13] as a drug, the acrid 

ruit of a tree, resembling the tsiao fruit (Zanthoaylon). 
Rude drawing under the above name in Ch, (XXXII, 37]. 

The drug Wu chu yi, obtained from an apotheeary’s shop at 

: Peking, proved to consist of the fruits of Boymia (Evodia) 

Mutecarpa, described and depicted in Sresoip & Zuce., Flora 

Jtpon., I, 50, tab, 21, and Sievonp, Icon. ined., ll, under 
RR. [Compare also Henry, l.c., 96, 212.] Same Chinese — 
_hame of this plant in Hupei. SigBoLD says that this tree has oe 

been introduced from China into Japan, where its fruit 1s — 
Much esteemed as a medicine. .Phon zo, LXX, under the 

_ Mlecarpa, 
bove Chinese names, 9, 10, Evodia glauca, and, 11, 12, Be 
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The [lj 3g WE shan chu yi, mountain chu yi, is | 
, & PF EEX XVI,:29]. The drawing in Ch. [XXX 

is bad. In Japan the above Chinese name is applied to 
fruit of Cornus officinalis ; Simpoip «& Zuce. Flora, 
I, 100, tab. 50; Srepotp, Jeon. ined., IV 3 Phon 
LXXXVII, 15,16. Cornus officinalis has not hitherto 
collected in China proper, but Sreso.p states that it 
Chinese plant. Fruit used in medicine. The drug 
chu ya, obtained from a Peking apothecary’s shop, 
to be the berries of a Cornus. : Mt 

E., 249, family He, with two figures of [Lf HEB: on 
intended. for Cornus officinalis, the other looking moré 
Rosa. There is also a figure of Se AE Vi, probably of 
rulecarpa, copy of S., IX, 22, (with two figures, the 
Cornus). — ) 
#, 96. C., 1455. 
Sm., 234, Zanthoxylum piperitum. 
A., XV, 155, Sambucus Louretriana, dubia. 

: IX.— Trees. 

499.— 3% Sang. The mulberry tree. The fruit is 
Li ki, 1, 264 [ Yue ling] :—Last month of spring 

queen, after vigil and fasting, goes in person to the | 
fields, to work on the mulberry trees. She stimulates 

wives and younger women of the palace to their busines 
the worms. Corresponding sentence in the Mia 

_ third month :—#@ &. Dovetas translates :—Gathered 
, the mulberry leaves, p 

Li ki, I, 271 { Yae ling] :—First month of summer 

the work with the silk-worms is over, the queen p 
_ 0C0ons ; and the tithe-tax of cocoons generally is coll 
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- according to the number of mulberry trees. I, 472 :—A bow 

of mulberry wood. [ See the quotation in 436.] Il, 141:— 

Aladle of mulberry wood. [See the quotation in 408.] 

Chou li, 11, 194:—Fire from mulberry wood. [See the 

- quotation in 528, note. ] 

Shu king, 99 [ Tribute of Ya] :—Province of 3 J Yen chou 

(Western Shantung). Yi made the mulberry grounds 

(& +) fit for silk-worms. 

Menctus, 336, 337 :—Wen wana (the founder of the Chou 

dynasty, 12th century B.C.) planted around the homestead, 

the space beneath the walls, with mulberry trees, with whieh 

the women nourished silk-worms, and thus the old men were 

able to have silk to wear. 

Shi king, 82:—The duke of Wan [7th century B.C.] 

surveyed Ts‘u and T‘ang, with the high hills. He descended 
and examined the mulberry trees [to see whether the ground 

_ Was well adapted for their growth}. 126 :—Do not break 

my mulberry trees. 184:—The wild geese rest on the 

_ bushy mulberry trees. 191 :—On the hillsides are mulberry — 
trees. 199 :—The yellow birds flit about and rest upon the 
mulberry trees, 222 :—The turtle-dove isin the mulberry tree. 

272, 301, 519 :—Mulberry tree. 337 :—The mulberry tree 
and the ts2* [v. infra, 508] must be regarded with reverence. 
~414:~In the low, wet grounds the mulberry trees are 

beautiful and luxuriant, the leaves are glossy, dark. Ali SS 

They gather firewood of branches of the mulberry tree. 

Pin *| With the spring days the warmth begins, and the 

baskets, and go along the small paths, looking for the tender 

leaves of the mulberry tree. Ibidem :—In the sillecworm e 

: month they strip the mulberry branches of their leaves, and — 

and high, only stripping the young trees of their loaves: | 

—164:—They gather the mulberry leaves. 228 [“Life in 

Oriole utters its song. The young. women take their deep 

take their axes and hatchets, to lop off those that are distant 
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What Lecex translates by young trees is in the Chinese 
text Ze KH nii sang, female (women’s) mulberry. The com- 
mentary says a small mulberry. {| See the Rh ya, 303.) 

99:—Before the mulberry tree has shed its leaves, low 

rich and glossy are they! Ah! thou dove, eat not its fruit, — 
When the mulberry tree sheds its leaves, they fall yellow on 
the ground. ¥£ shen in the text. Mao explains it by & 

(mulberry fruit). [See the Rh ya, 302]. The character 

also written HE and Bb, as in the Shi king [620]. 

236 :—Creeping about were the caterpillars, all ove ie j 
mulberry grounds. 234:—I gathered the roots of the 
mulberry tree, 3& -. The commentary explains that the 

root of the tree is meant. The white rind of the root o the . 
mulberry tree is still used as a medicine. | | 

The mulberr ry tree is cultivated in all the provinces 
China. The principal object of its culture is the leat 
which the silk-worm feeds. Silk is raised wherever the 

grows. The cultivation of the mulberry tree and the bret 
of silk-worms for the manufacture of silk can be trac 
back to the remotest time of Chinese civilisation. Accord 

to an ancient tradition related in Huai NAN WANG’s treat 
on the rearing of silk-worms [first century B.C), B 
SILING, Babtiesh of Huane v1 [ B.C. 2697] first taught 

people the art of rearing the silk-worm, She was 
sequently deified and worshipped. | 

The mulberry trees cultivated in China for the be 4 
of silk-worms are all varieties of Morus alba, L., as also 
trees grown in Western Asia and Southern Burope fo 
same purposes. VW. nigra, a native of Western Asia, 
much cultivated there for its excellent dark red fruit, 

not fit for rearing silk-worms. The name J. alba was 
= the silk-worm mulberry by C. BauHiIN [ Pinas th 

, 45%] on account of its white fruit. But im 4! 
- ‘Poking at least) the fruit of IM, alba is generally 
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red colour. I have seldom seen white berries there. The 
_ Chinese eat the fruit, but it is insipid. ; 

Burzau in De Canpoiue’s Prodromus [XVU, 242] sug- 
gests that VM. alba var. mongolica, first discovered by Father 
Davip in the mountains of Southern Mongolia, may be the 
original wild type of the white mulberry. This variety, very 

common in the mountains of Northern China, is characterised 
_ by its leaves being very irregular in shape ; they are always 

lobed, from three to five lobes, the margin of which is 
provided with long cuspidate teeth ; the berries are dark red, 

nearly black. According to the late Dr. Hance [Journ. 
- Botan, 1875, 185] the mulberry cultivated in the south has 
: invariably undivided leaves ; but the cultivated trees in the 

_ heighbourhood of Peking have habitually lobed leaves. The 

: Pp eking cultivated mulberry trees belong to the variety 

latifolia, which name Bureau applies to the Morus alba most 

generally cultivated in South and Middle China, and which 

has also been named MV. multicaulis. Other varieties of 
AL. alba recorded in China are, according to Bureau, lc. 
Ys uigriformis, Macao (Callery), v. indica, Canton (Hedde), 
~ Formosa (Oldham), v. atropurpurea (.M. rubra, Lour.). 

; P., XXXVI; & sang. The mulberry tree is well figured 
Ch. (XXXII, 34]. Kin huang, LVI, 16, rade drawing. 
In Japan, where sericulture is also highly developed, the 
_ Same broad-leaved variety of M. alba is extensively cultivated 
for the same purposes. [See Mique, Prol. Flora japon, 
180); Francuur & Savarier Enum. Plant. Japon. [1, 482]. 
The rearing of silk-worms in Japan, according to the Japanese 

_ 4nnals, dates from the 3rd or 4th century. [See N. Rowvor’s 

*xeellent work Les Soies, 1885, I, 272, Summon [Syn 
- Plant. econ. jap., 161] states that the mulberry tree was 
_ Introduced into Japan from China. jp AOE oA 
Amen. exot., 788 :— 3% soo, vulgo kuwa. Morus fractu 

itlbo. — Kadem fructu nigro. The Phon 20 [LXXXVI] 
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depicts, under their Chinese names, several varieties of M. alba 

cultivated in Japan. 14, 15 :—&%, small entire leaves, red 
berries. 15, 16:—f %& or & 3, large entire leaves. 
16, 17 :—$—E ZH leaves lobed. 18, 19:—# & leaves lobed, 
dissected. The same names appear in the early Chinese 
treatises on sericulture. Sranistas JULIEN, Culture des 
miriers et éducation des vers & soie en Chine, 1887, p- 

Ronpor, /.c., I, 216. 

E., 245, family 3&, with good tigure. Jn/fra, 500, is a synonym. 

S., VII, 36. C., 1066. Sm.,152. H., 386. 

Fap., 1458, Morus alba, var. stylosa, Bur., &. 

” »  » latifolia, Bur., =| &. 

D00.—)B& Yen. An ancient name for the wild mulberry 

tree. Shi kiny, 450 :—He thinned and hewed the mountain | 
mulberry trees. The Chinese text has yen and #R che, which 

latter is not a mulberry tree [see the newt]. 
Rh ya, 8311 :—Yen explained by mountain mulberry ‘in 
Shu king, 102 [Tribute of Yii]:—Province of # JH Ts‘ing 

chou (Shantung). The wild tribes of Lai-i brought in their 
baskets the silk from the mountain mulberry (yen). 

Chou li, 11, 581:—Wood of the wild mulberry used for 
hows. [See the quotation in 501, note.] The yer 8 oe 
mentioned in the Shan hui king. 

Phon zo, UXXXVI, 14, 15 :— 3% (mountain malboegr) 
The drawing represents a mulberry with small leaves and 
red berries, Guxrrs, Jupanese Woods, BR, Morus indica — 

D01.—4§ Che, a tree mentioned in the Shi hing ga “ee 
with the preceding. It is not a mulberry _— as Lacok 
thinks, although the Shwo wen says that it is 
mulberry, 

Li ki, 1, 264 [ Yue ling] :—Last month of spring. Oni 
are given to the foresters not to allow the cutting down of 
the mulberry trees (sang) and the silk-worm oaks (che. 
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che is also not an oak). II, 400:—The game of pitch-pot. 

[See the quotation in 485.] Arrows made of mulberry wood. 

The Chinese text has che. 

Chou li, 11, 194:—Fire from the che wood. [See the 
quotation in 528, note.] 11, 581:—The che furnishes the 

best wood for making bows.” 

P., XXXVI, 9, che. It is said there that this tree is 

common in the mountains ; its veined wood is fit for making 

utensils, its trunk is straight, it grows bushy, the leaves are 

copious, thick, roundish, lobed; they are good for feeding 
silk-worms, and the silk thus obtained is used for making 

lnte-strings which give a clearer sound than the ordinary 

ones. Its globular fruit resembles the mulberry. The seeds 

look like those of Zanthoxylon. According to the Ku kin chu 

the fruit of the che tree is called #£ chu. Birds are very 

fond of it, The wood yields a yellowish red dye, called the 

the yellow, which is used for dyeing the imperial garments. 
mania 

*9 Chou li, 11, 581 :—Ouvriers des args. Ilya sept espdces de bois qu’on 

prend pour faire le corps de l’are :— 

1.—Larbre tehe (Ff). Commentator D. :—Tl est au premier rang. 
Il a le bois dur comme la pierre ( ): Bae 

2.—L'arbre y (#%). Commentator D, :—Ila peu de branes ae 
feuilles. Son bois est tras courbe. On l'appelle ordinaire- 

Ment nieou kin (+ ih) nerf de boeuf [¢. ale iby 
Rh ya, 230. fu 

3.—Yen sang (WS 3X), le morier sauvage ou des — 
Commentator A, :—Le houe yu dit qu'on Vemploie pour faire 
des arcs et des carquois [v. 500]. 

4.—L’oranger 4 petites oranges (FA, v. supra, 486). eer ore 
tator D. :—Il a la peau plissée et heaucoup de solidité. ge 

5.—Le coignassier [7 JK, v. supra, 478). Commentator D. -—~! 
@ un bois serré, ferme et fort. : ae (a8). 

6.—Le bois d’épine (3) hing. Commentator D. :—Ep pxre 
[V. infra, 521, Vitex.) 

7.—Le bambou [, v. infra, 563). Commentator 
est solide, mais il a des nceeuds, 

D.:—Le bambou 
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After this P. notices the 4% #f vu che, a tree which 
said by an author of the 8th century to resemble the che, but 
to have axillar thorns. Its leaves do not fall off in winter. 
It grows in the wild mountainous country of Kiangnan 
(present Kiangsi), Li Sui-cnen says, this tree resembles 
the che, but is provided with thorns, and smaller, — Its leaves 
which resemble those of the Ff tso (an oak, v. infra, a 
but are smaller, are used for feeding silk-worms. 

See in Ch, XXXV, 46 and 27, figures representing tse 

two trees ; also Aju huang, LVI, 5: rude drawing. : 

The che tree of the Chinese is now well-known to our 

botanists. It is the Cudrania triloba of the order Artocarper, 

to which belongs also the mulberry tree, It was first 

described by Dr. Hance in 1868. [See Hooker, Icon. plant. 
VIII, 1887, tab. 1792.] It has been gathered in various 
parts of China by Deseavx, Fornes, Davin, Huvry. F.B. 
Forses writes [in the Journ. Bot., 1883, 145] that the tree 
varies much in habit, being found often with thorns and as 
often without them. The typical form of the leaves 

distinetly 3-lobed. [See also’ Henry, l.c., 19.] 
I cannot say what the drawing in the Phon zo [LXXXVI 

1] under MY fF is intended for. Franonget & SAVATIER {l 

I, 434) mention the Cudrania javanensis, Trée., in Japan. 

It is represented in the Phon zo [/.c., 5] but under nae same 
Chinese name as the Broussonetia [v. infra, } 503]. 

£., 248, Peg Hi, with recognizable figure of Cudrania. 

Kan [502] is a synonym. : 

Fap., 715, Cudrania triloba, Hee., AL Ki. 

902.—#® Kan, also written #. See W.D., 374, the ' i 
ofa tree. But in the Classics this character sometimes § 
to designate a distinct tree. . 

In the Shu king [112. Tribute of Yay the kan is. 
tioned together with other trees as produced in the pr 
of # Pp King chou (Hukuang). Lace translates, W 
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bows. —K‘une An-kvo defines hun by #& [see the preceding |. 
Ts‘at understands, in general, wood fit for making bows. 

Li ki, 1, 265 [ Yéie ling] :—Last month of spring. Orders 
are given to the chiefs of works to inspect the materials 

in the five store-houses . .. . those of arrows and wood 

for bows, $f BA tsien han. Regarding the first character, 
Which properly means an arrow, but also a kind of small 
hamboo, see 564. According to Henry [1.¢., 238], tsien han 

in Hupei is a name for Arundo madagascarensis, Kth. 
Chou li, 11, 461 :—On. estime le bois dur du pays de King 

(#) #). Commentator B. (Cumye Hian):—C’est le bois 

— Hi qui est employé pour le manche ou milieu des ares, des 
- arbalétes, 

\ 

003.— ae Ky [not to be confounded with, An, corn, 

% supra, 335] is, as Leecr correctly states, a name for the 

_ Paper mulberry, Broussonetia papyrifera, Vent. 
Shi king, 297, 301:—Yellow bird, do not settle on the 
Broussonetia. Mao explains ku by bad tree, the Shuo wen by 

| HE ch'w and writes the first name a kv. Both these names, 
fw and ch‘u, occur in the Shan hai king. Kuo P‘o explains 

that it is also called #B fou. Paper is made of its bark. 

ae Lu k1:—The people of kj JY Yu chou (Northern Chili) — 

call the hu tree g% 3 ku sang (ku mulberry) ; another name 
: for it is ch%y sang. In $i] King (Hukuang), # Yang (Anhui, 

—— Chekiang) and in 3g ff Kiao kuang (Kuangtung) it is Au, in 
i H Chung chou (Honan) ch‘u. Now in Kiangnan the 

: People make cloth and paper from its bark. The pepe ud 
Several chang long, pure white, shining, of excellent quality. 

young leaves of the tree may be eaten. ce nee 

> P.. XXXVI, 10, #§ ch‘u. This character was originally 

_ Written #F and }%. Good description given of the, trep 

- “he Yu yang tsa tsu [9th century | distinguishes two varieties, 

that with divided (lobed) leaves, called ch‘u and that with 
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undivided leaves #§ hou. A good drawing of the tree 
Ch., XXXII, 57. | 
Amen. evot., 471, 895 :—#¥® cum icone, Kaadsi. Papyrus 

fructu mori celsie, foliis urticee mortue, cortice papyrifero, 

Detailed description. | 
Phon 20, UXXXVIUI, 2-5, five drawings under the Chinese 

names #%, #F and ge 3, referred by Francaer to Broussonetia 
papyrifera, and [5] to Cudrania javanensis. : 4 

SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. weon. jap., 164, Broussonetia papye 

rifera, #& kaminoki, and, 165, Br. kazinoki Hi. Utriusque 
_ Speciei cortex ad chartam conficiendam ubique adhibetur 
etiam pro funibus ac liber pro linteo inservit. 

Broussonetia papyrifera, Vent., is a common tree m 

‘ 

‘China and Japan. 

E., 262, family #§, with good figure. 
Si, VII, 38. .A.; XV, 35... H., 179. 

Fap., 382, Broussonetia Kasinoki, Sieb., Re. 

Hi. 983; > papyrifera, Vent., i. a 

504.—#& Sung is a general term for coniferous trees, 
refers especially to the genera Pinus, Abies, Larie. Laem 

in translating the Classies, renders the character sung correctly 
hy fir tree, or pine, for in the Classies it denotes proba” 
always the Pinus sinensis, Lamb., (P. Massoniana, 
the Chinese pine, the most common species in China, f y 
all over the empire. Compare Henry, l.c., 400, sungs _ 
Massoniana, the common pine about Iehang. See ae Z 
interesting notice of the Chinese pine by TH. Banas? 
in Notes and Queries on China and Japan, 1868, esa 
the Classics and other ancient Chinese writings the #7 
frequently mentioned together with the po (Thuja). fie 

Shi king, 258 :—Like the luxuriance of the fir (swig) * 
the cypress (fff po). 450 :—Firs and cypresses (p?) ™ 
hills. 629:—The firs of Tsu lai and the cypresses (p) 
Sin fu were cut down to build a temple. [Tsu lai and Sin 
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mountains in T‘ai an, Shantung.] 646 :—We ascended the 
hill of King (near the capital of the Shang dynasty) where 
the pines (suny) and the cypresses (po) grow symmetrically. 
We cut them down to build a temple. 102:—The waters 
of the # Ki (a tributary of the Wei, in North-eastern 
Honan) flow smoothly, there are the oars of cedar (hui, 
v. infra, 506) and the boats of pine (sung). 193 :—On the 
mountain is the lofty pine. 303:—Luxuriant head of a 

pine tree. 390:—The mistletoe and the dodder growing 
over the pine tree and the cypress (yo). cee 

Shu king, 102:—[Tribute of Yi] :—Pines ; a product of 
the province of Ts‘ing chou (Shantung). 

Cor, Anal., 26 :—The pine tree, planted by the founder 
of the Hia dynasty, about the altars of the spirits of the land. 
[See quotation in 494.] 89 :—[See the newt] 

_ Regarding pine trees planted about the grave of the Son 
Of Heaven, », infra, 550. 
The Shan hai king notices the pine trees on # iy Hua 

: shan (mountain in the south-east of Shensi) and on other 
- ‘Mountains, ; ner 
Liki, I, 199 :—The outer shell of the coffin of a ruler _ 

Was of pine (sung); of a great officer, of cypress (pe). 
1. 395.:—The pine and the cypress are the best of all 

Productions of the vegetable world, they endure through all 
the four Seasons without altering a branch or changing 3 

Chow li, UH, 274:—La Province de Ki teheou (Souther 
. Shansi) produit du bois de pin (sung) et de eyprés (Rakes 
toPy XXXIV, 3, sung. Qh, Rebel, teniincd) ae 42 
Amen, ewot., 883 :— FA sjo, vulgo maatz. Pinus in Seuaes & 

CNUs varie sunt species. SteBoLp, Syn. plant. econ. BAP 
53, Pinus sylvestris, Thbg. (= P. Massoniana in. Flora 3.4 

‘Mpem, TI, 24, tab, 113, 114) oomats, i #R WB (Pins 
nigra), 
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£., 197, family RE, with a good figure. 

9-71 25 MX] 34° Sm., 97. 

» Jap. 1639, Pinus densiflora, S. & Z., TP A. 

» 1640, ,, khoraiensis, S. & Z., if BB. 

» 1641, ,, parvifora,S.& Z., Tt % HK. 

» 1642, ,, Zhunbergii, Parlat., ee AS 

505.—4f Po, written also fj, but not in the Classies, Tn 
the Classies and other ancient writings this name, denoting, 
according to Lyacr, the cypress, is frequently ol with 
sung the pine. 

Shi king :—[ See the quotations under sung, 504}. 
floats about, that boat of cypress wood (po) on the pee 
73 :—It floats about, that boat of cypress wood (pe) there 

in the middle of the i] Ho (Yellow River). 
Shu king, 112 [Tribute of Yi] :—The Province of King 

chou (Hukuang) produces cypresses (po). 
Conr. Analects, 26 :—The po planted by the founder of the 

Yin dynasty about the altars of the spirits of the land. See 
the quotation in 494. ] 
89:—The Master said :—When the year becomes cold, 

then we know how the pine (sung) and the cypress (pe) 
the last to lose their leaves, 

Li ki, 1, 159:—The shell of the coffin is of cypress wood 
[see quotation in 508]. Ul, 199:—The outer shell of the 
coffin of a ruler was of pine ; of a great officer, of eypress 

(po). I, 895 :—The sung and po the best woods. bas the 
quotation in 504, ] me 

Chou li, Il, 274:—The po a product of the Provines” 
Ki chou (Southern Shansi). Regarding po trees P 
about the graves of the feudal princes, v. infra, 550. 
Rh ya, 225, #4, the same as FB hii. 

Nowadays in the north of China the name po is # 
to Thuja (Biota) orientalis, L. The genus 7 huja (Arbor 
belongs to the tribe of Cupressinee ; it resembles the peal 

bl 
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‘in its leaves. The Eastern-Asiatic arbor vite is a tall tree, 
very common in China, especially in the northern provinces, 
and I think the po of the Classics is to be referred to this 
tree, although some Chinese species of Cupressus go under 
the same name. 3 
Henry, lc, 353:—Po at Ichang is Cupressus funebris, 

and 354; B Hf] ai po is Biota orientalis. 

P., XXXIV, 1, po. Ch., XXXIII, 1, po, rude drawing, 
seems to represent Thuja orientalis. 
Amen. exot., 884 :—44 jinoki altera (the Chinese character 

is, evidently by a typographical error, referred to the next 
plant, faku, which is a Rottlera). Cupressus vulgaris nostras, 

_ foliorum odore balsamico ; fructu ut plurimum quina semina, 
tritici _grano similia, continente. This is Thuja orientalis 

— according to THUNBERG [Flora japon., 266]. Srezoip, Syn. 
Plant. econ. jap., 63, Thuja orientalis, iq. hinoki, ka A+ 
 Lignum coniferarum longe preestantissimum, . 

Phon 20, LUXXVIL, 21, fii or (Y fi, Thuja orientalis. 

The character ig ki, which in the Rh ya [225] is given as — 
"synonym of po, is found in the Li &é (II, 141]:—The 
_ Mortar for the fragrant herbs, in making sacrificial spirits, - 
Was made of cypress wood (dé). [See the quotation in 408.] 

: Z., 203, family ff], with bad figure. Ki is mentioned as a 
synonym, 

S., IX, 5. Sw., 38. 
A., XV, 175, Cupressus sempervirens, L. [v. Sm., 82]. 

Ar 5, ka #H, Biota orientalis, End. C., 950. 

Jé., 2201, Zhuyja orientalis, fii TH: / 

» 2197, ,, dolabrata, L., Hee HA uid 

06. — He Kui. This tree is once mentioned in the Shi king : (102) together with the pine. Lage calls it cedar, but 

< ‘Says that in the Japanese plates it is Juniperus. [See the 

_ Wotation in 504, oars of cedar. | ish 
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In the Rh ya [819] kué is explained :—Leaves of the 
trunk of the pine. 

Li Sui-cuey, in P. [X XXIV, 2, at the end of the article 
po] gives a short account of the hu/ tree and calls it sung po, 
Pine Thuja. He describes it as a tall, straight tree witha 
thin bark. Its wood is oily (resinous). It has small flowers, 
and fruits like little balls, which after hoar-frost split into 
four valves and then show a number of seeds of the size of 
a wheat grain. The tree has a pleasant fragrance. This is 
the iwi tree of the Rh ya. It is now commonly called 

tH yaan po (po with globular fruits), One variety 
pointed (acicular) leaves and is called #§ kuai. 

The drawing in Ch. [XXXIII, 2] under kui or yiian | 
is bad, but it seems that Juniperus is intended. 

Amen. exot., 884: —e quai, vulgo jinoki et ibukt 

Cupressus, succo imbuta pingui viscido aromatico, odorem 

juniperinum spirante, fructu verrucoso parvulo, pisi magn 
tudinis. According to Stesotp & Zuccarini [Flora ja 

II, 58, 35] this is Juniperus chinensis, L. am 

In the Phon zo [LXX VIII, 2] J. chinensis is figured w 
the Chinese names #4, ji) #f and #§ F #. | 

Under the Bane 8 FA ts‘z' po [H, 355] acicular 1 

and Hil #8 ts‘c sung, acicular pine, Ch. [XX XL, 3] figares 
au Juniperus, probably J. chinensis, for ts‘z sung, at P _ 
is the popular name of this tree. 

The #§ kwai is generally considered by the ancient wrt 
to be the same as the kui [see the Kuang yin Dicti 

and fh ya i]. The Shuo wen states that the wood 0 
kuai is used to scorch the tortoise-shell for use in divination. 

Shu king, 115 [Tribute of Yii]:—The kuai mentione 
growing in the Province of King chou (Hukuang). ‘K 
Yinc-ra says the kuai is the same as the kui, and - 
translates it by cedar. . 
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_ Tt seems to me that the ku? as well as the hua’ must 

be referred to Juniperus chinensis, L., a tall, very common 
tree in the Northern Provinces of China. It is remarkable 
for the dimorphism of its leaves. They resemble generally 

those of J. Sabina or of the common cypress, #4. they are 

seale-like and closely appressed. But frequently one or 

more branches on the same tree show spreading acicular 
leaves, as in J. communis. Sometimes the whole tree has 

only acicular leaves. These are probably the trees to which 

the name kuai was applied. See above Li SHI-CHEN’s account 

of the kui, which, however, is not quite correct if he has in 

View the juniper, the galbuli of which are not dehiscent. See 

regarding the Chinese Juniper tree and its peculiar leaves, 
Du Haxpe, La Chine, IL, 150, and Groster, La Chine, 1, 
826, le tse song ou yuene pi, arbre OyPFP Bene 

Z., 258, family #¥, without figure. 

Fap., 1204, Juniperus chinensis, L., i and gi fi. 

7 » 1206, ,, _ vigida,S. & Z., BE B- 
——-907.—F8 AR 7s’ mu, a tree mentioned in the Shan hai king. 

: Kuo Po says that it resembles the sung or pine, is prickly 

_ and has a finely veined wood. 

As T have not found this term, some other Chinese names of 

Coniferce may find a place here. ; 

Fap., 4, Abies Jirma, 8. & Z., Ke. 

s » 552, Cephalotaxus drupacea, S. & Z., EL HE- 

» 1018, Ginkgo biloba, L., De HR 4. . 

» 1232, Larix leptolepis, Gord., ¥ He B- 
» 1669, Podocarpus macrophylla, Don., # iw B- 

» 1670, # Nageia, R. Br., sa #fl- 

» 2017, Sciadopytis verticillata, S. & Z., & w- 

w» 2178, Taxodium heterophylium, Brong., x B- 

; 908.—#E Tse, also written ##, name of i frequently 
- Mentioned in the Classics, 
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Shi king, 81:—Duke Wan [7th century B.C.] 
about his mansion at Ts‘u (4) ts2‘ trees. 837 
mulberry and the tsz‘ must be regarded with reverence. a 

Li ki, 1, 158 :—The coftin of the Son of Heaven is fourfol 
The hides of a water buffalo and a rhinoceros, overla i 
each other, form the first, three inches in thickness. The 
there is a coftin of #4 7 wood [r. énfra, 548] and two of t 
Rottlera (tsz‘). The four are all complete enclosures. The 
shell of the coffin is of cypress wood. 

Chow li, 11, 462 :—Travail des bois de prix (HD. Co 
mentator B. (Cumna Han) :—Le bois de prix, aussi 
sert pour faire les vases de cérémonies et les instruments 
musique en bois précieux. 

Shu king, 413, # Pf :-—“ The timber of the tsz‘ tree, ! 
of one of the books of the Shu king, which book, howeve 
nothing to do with the tree. 

Mevctys said, [291] :—Anybody who wishes to ia | 
the tu‘ng [v. infra, 515] or the tse‘, which may be § 
with both hands, perhaps with one, knows by what means 
nourish them. 

In the Rh ya [293] the $f is the same as fi 
says same as f{ ts‘iu. But in explaining the Shan Ee 
where the tsz‘ is repeatedly mentioned, Kuo P‘o says sit 
shan ts‘iu or mountain ts*iv. 

According to the Shuo wen, #% is the same as bee and 
the same as # kia. 

Lu kr:—The tsz is a variety of the ts with a 
coarsely veined wood, and which bears fruit. Ano 
variety which has the fruit of the tsc‘ and the rind “ 
tung |v. infra, 515, Paulownia] i is called #¥ ¢ [e- 509]. 

The 7s min yao shu [5th century] states that the an 
with a white bark, and with fruits resembling hor. 8, 
called #£ tsz‘ or $§ HK hio ts‘iu, horned ts‘iu. Other 

authors describe these horns (capsules) as more than 
- 
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long, and slender ; after the leaves have fallen off, the fruit 

still hangs on the tree. Compare with this Davin, Trotsid’me 

Voyage dans 0 Empire chinois, 1, 247 :—J’observe sur les 

bords du torrent des Catalpa qui conservent encore leurs 

_ hombreuses gousses, longues et minces, qui font un effet 

eurieux sur ces arbres ¢feuillés (25th January, 1873, Southern 

Shensi]. : 
The P? ya [11th century] says :—In the same way as the 

HE FF mow tan (Pwonia moutan) is called JE HE hua wang, 
(the king of flowers) the tsz‘ is termed 7 JE mu wang (the 
king of trees) for there is no other wood which is superior 

to the wood of the tsz‘. ' 
The Rh ya i [12ch century] says:—The sz‘ yields a 

valuable timber for house-building. A house built of it is 
never struck by lightning. : 

P., XXXVa, 20, PE tsz‘. Su Sune [11th century] says :— 
The wood of the ts: yields a valuable timber much used for 

building palaces, temples and houses. _ It is largely cultivated 

in gardens, Lt Sai-cren states :—This tree is very common. _ 
There are three varieties of it. That with a white veined 

Wood is the tsz‘, that with a red wood is # ts‘iu, that with a 
beantifully veined wood is # i. A smaller variety of the 

tu is called #8 kia. [Compare also the Rh ya, 290-292. ] 
se names are frequently confounded by Chinese, and it 

seems also by Japanese, botanists. 

The Shan hai king mentions a tree, ##f siao, which, according 

to Kuo P*o, is the same as the ts‘iu. [See W.D., 794. | 

Ch. [XXXIII, 47, under RE] gives a good drawing of 

Catalpa Bungeana, ©. A. Meyer, with flowers and fruits. 
This beautiful tree is known at Peking under the name of 

‘su. It attains considerable dimensions. Its leaves are 

very variable in size, heart-shaped or triangular, entire sg 

_ lobed ; they have an unpleasant smell. In May the seat 
- S0vered with a profusion of large bell-shaped flowers, white 
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with purple spots. The capsules are long and slender, 4 

rude picture of the ¢s‘iu, only leaves, is found in th 

Kiu huang [LVI, 11]. Henry, lc., 78, ts‘ in Hupei is” 

the Catalpa Kempferi. 

Amen, evot , 841, 842, FR Hk kukusju, vulgo kawara fisagi, : 

detailed biiehics and drawing of Catalpa Kempjeri, 8. hile 

SIEBOLD, Jeon, éned., VI, fk, Catalpa Kempferi. : 

Stesonp, Jeon. ined., VI, and Flora japon., I, 147, tab. 19, 

RE, Rottlera japonica, Sprencen, Croton japonicum, - Thbg. 

[ Flora, japon., 270]. Order Huphorbiacee. The leaves of this: 

shrub, which is found also in China, have some resemblat 

_ to the leaves of Catalpa. The fruit is a capsule of the size ofa 

cherry. In the Phon zo [LXXXII, 23, 24] we have Fe 

Catalpa Kempferi, and [24-25] Hk, Rottlera japonica. 

The ¢sz‘ of the Classics is, I have no doubt, Catalpa, and 

most probably the character #§ kia, referred likewise to 

this tree, has erroneously been identified with FA A/a. : 

Mencius said :—A plantation-keeper who neglects his wi 
[Stereulia, v. infra, 516] and kia (FR) and cultivates his 
sour wild dates (jujubes, v. supra, 484) is a poor phntation- 
keeper. 

Tso Cavan, 415, 416 [Duke Siang, B.C. 570] :—Mub- 
keang (Duke Ch‘ing’s mother) had caused some fine hia trees 

to be chosen, to make for herself a coffin and alute. 4 

[ B.C. 568] :—Ke-sun had planted for himself six hia trees 

in the Pu orchard outside the east gate. K‘ing asked h 
for some trees [to make the coffin] and when he gay 
half-assent the other used the kia trees without Ke-sun 

forbidding him. 833 [Duke Gae, 493-467 B.C.]: Ts 
seu, when about to die, said:—Plant Ava trees by. my oe 

[The ka furnished wood for coffins. | is 
In all the above quotations, kia is ##f in the modern a 

of the Classics, but, as has already been noticed [see supra, 
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some Chinese authors assert that this character was anciently 

written #8. We may therefore suppose that in the ancient 

editions of the Classics the latter character was used in the 

above-quoted passages, and that the ia were Catalpu trees. 

ug Supra, 290, 292. 

509. — J, also written #¥. Name of a tree mentioned in 

the Shi king. 

81:—Duke Wan [7th century B.C.] planted around the 

Inansion at Ts‘u (#8) the ¢ and other trees. 276 :—From the 

tung (ev. infra, 515, Paulownia] and the ¢ the fruit hangs 

down. ‘i 

The Rh ya [293] makes the 7 to be the same as the ¢s2* 

(Catalpa), but the mention of both in the text [81] seems to 

show that they are different. n 

— Lv xr, after having spoken of the tsz‘, says that the 7 is 
4a tree which has a fruit like that of the tse‘ and a bark like 

the ung [v. infra, 515, Paulownia]. 

10.—#R Ya. Shi king, 273:—On the hills of the north 
is the ya. The Rh ya [260] calls this tree A RE shu _ts2 : 

-(rat’s Catalpa). ws 

Lu xt:—It is a sort of ts (Catalpa) ; it resembles tha 
‘tree in the leaves and in the texture of the wood. Now the 

People call it # HK ku ts‘iv (bitter Catalpa). The wood is 

‘said to be brittle in wet weather and strong in dry weather. 

In kB Yung ch‘ang it is known under the name of shu tse’. 
, In the Han time it was termed yi. as 

. 511 — fe T‘iao. This character properly means @ branch, 

s twig, the Shuo wen says a small branch, and in this “sa 
At is used in the Shi king [17]. But tao in ancient times — 
had also other meanings. In the RA ya [236] it denotes the - 
Pumelo; in the Shan hai king an herbaceous plant repeatedly ae 

~ Mentioned, 5 
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In one passage of the Shi, t‘tao is, according to the Chinese 
commentators, the name of a tree. Mao says, the same as 

the #§ f‘ao in the Rh ya [223], which is said there to be 
the lj ## shan kia or, as Kuo P*o explains, the [lj shan 

ts‘iv. I cannot understand why Mepuurst, who is followed 

by Leaer, asserts that this is a kind of fir distinguished by 

its white bark. None of the Chinese commentators ue 

to it this meaning. ; 
Shi king, 197:—On the Chung nan §& if noni 

(south of the old capital Hao in Skene there are white 

firs (tao). : 

Lu x1:—The tao is the same as the ¢‘ao in the Rh ya 

and is now called [lj #k shan ts‘iu (mountain Catalpa). lt 

resembles the ts‘iu which grows in the plain, but its bark is 

white, and the leaves are also white (downy). It affords 

good timber, boards for carts and coffins. a 
It is impossible to guess what tree the shan ts‘tu was. The 

name ts‘ix seems to be applied to several trees, the leaves 

of which resemble those of Catalpa. In the Kiw huang 

[LIV, 31] is a rude drawing of the jj HK ts‘ ts‘iu 

thorny ts‘iu, represented with palmate leaves and thorns. 

[See also Ch., XXXIV, 16.] It is described as a large’ tree 

provided with large thorns and Catalpa leaves. Its rind 

is greenish white with yellow spots. This is, according 

Henry [J.c., 79], the Acanthopanas 1 ricinifolia, 8. & nie 

the same as the ts‘z‘ ts‘‘u tree with a five-pronged leaf 0 

by Parker in Szch‘uan (China Review, X, 160]. It 
the same Chinese name in Japan, [See the Kwa wl, 89. 

According to this Japanese work it is a tree of large size. 

V. supra, 290. Other Araliacee are mentioned :— 

Fap., 13, Acanthopanax aculeatum, Seem., Bi Ti- 

» 199, Aralia cordata, Thbg., — B Bi- 

» 200, ,, spinosa, L., %& FR. 

» 941, Falsia japonica, Dee. & PI., SZ ay Me. 
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Fap., 1067, Hedera Helix, L., ie # ig. 

» 1074, Helwingia japonica, Dietr., F HE ¥. 

» 1549, Panan repens, Max., + BR. 

8550, | ,, Ginseng, ©. A. Mey, XK BB. 

512.—H Van. Name of a tree repeatedly mentioned in 

the Shan hai hing. Kuo Po says:—A large tree commonly 

called #4 nan. 

In the passage of the Shi king [197] where tao [see 511] 

is mentioned as growing together with the ff me in the 

Chung nan mountains, Lu Kr in his commentary takes me/ 

as in this place not meaning the plum tree. He thinks that 

the Shi has in view the #4} nan, of which he gives the 

following account :—The nan in its bark and leaves resembles 

the #R & yi chang {camphor tree, v. tnfra, 513]. The 
leaves are as large as an ox-ear, ending in a point and 

with a red heart. The flowers are of a yellowish red colour, 

the fruits are green, not eatable. The leaves are clustered 

three or four together. The wood is more finely veined 

than that of the yi chany. There are varieties of this tree, 

_ one with red fruit, the wood of which is tough. Another 

kind has white fruit, its wood is easily broken. The people — 

: of King chon (Hukuang) report that in the districts of 

i HK Sin ch‘eng and _— jf Shang yung (which corres 

pond to ancient Chung nan) there are plenty of chang 

{camphor trees) and nan trees. The Ih ya [227] gives 

the above character nun as a synonym for mel. 

The nun tree here spoken of (the character is more com-— 

_Monly written #% nan) is a large tree which nowadays is 

found in the Province of Sz‘ch‘uan, and affords the highly 

esteemed xan mu, a tough, incorruptible wood, much used for 
buildings and furniture. peelee 

It ismentioned by Sz ma Stane Ju [v. infra, 514], Ta Set- 

CHR, in P, [XXXLV, 37] describes it as a tree of enormous 
_ $e growing in the Province of Sz‘ch‘uan, with fruit — 
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bling the J" # ting hiang (clove). This interesting tree has _ 
been determined by Prof. Oxttver of Kew, from specimens 
received from Sz‘ch‘uan. It is the Persea nanmu of the 

Laurel order. [See Hooker, Icon. plant., 1V, 1880, p. 10, 
tab, 1816. Henry, /.c., 303.) In Japan, where the Chinese 

nan mu is not found, the name jf AX is applied to another 
Lauracea, the Machilus Thunbergii, 8. & Z. (Laurus indica, 
Thbg.). [See the Phon zo, LXXXI, 7, 8]. ; 

According to Zndea £1. Sin., Vol. 11, p. 876, it is Machilus Nanmu, Hemsl. 

V. supra, 227. Of Laurinew are mentioned :— at 

Jap. 33, Actinodaphne lancifolia, Meisn., po BS. 

» 599, Cinnainomum Camphora, Nees, fa. 

», 600, » |, , Loureirii, Nees, Ke. oe 

» 758, Daphnidium strychnifolium, 8. & Z., KR@ & a 

» 1286, Lindera glauca, Bi., Wy A HR. | 
» 1289, ,, sericea, Bl, $Y FR. ie 

13.—fR BH Vai chang, name of a tree, or more probably 
of two trees [sce further on| which are repeatedly mentioned | 
in the Shan hai king. The second character is there some- 

times written # chany, which now is the common name for 
the camphor tree, Laurus Camphora, L. Kuo P‘o explains 
ya chang by a great tree resembling the ts‘cu (Catalpa) and 
having evergreen leaves; can only be distinguished alter 
seven years [see further on the meaning of this statement]. 

W.D. [23] says that Yii chang is the ancient classie name 
for the Province of Kiangsi, and that the present name for 
the camphor tree is derived from it. I may observe that 

the name Yi chang in this sense is not met with in the ! 

Classics, so far as I know. It appears first in the History” 
of the Harlier Han, in the 2nd century B.U., as the name 
of a department comprising a great part of present Kiangst. | 

But yi chang for camphor-tree occurs in the 7'so chud 
[847], referring to the year B.C, 477 :—He tore up a large 
log of a cumphor-wood tree, killed a man, and cid. 
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P., XXXIV, 38, f chang. Cuan Ts‘anc-K4, an author 
of the first half of the 8th century, says that the camphor 
tree is called chang from the district of Yii chang, which 
abounds in these trees. The yi chang is mentioned by 
Sz ma Stanc-su [second century B.C.]. [See quotation in 
o14]. Tt appears from the quotations found in RRIF P. 

[LXXIU, 12} under yi chang, that in ancient times this term 
probably referred to the camphor tree. The Shi i ki [4th 
century] says that the ya chang was used for ship-building. 

~The Shu i ki [6th century] relates that the Emperor Han 
Weer B.C, 140-86] built a palace of yi chang wood. 
But Yen Sar-xu [7th century], quoted in A.D., states that 

by ya chang properly two trees are to be understood: which 

greatly resemble each other and can only be distinguished 
when seven years old; the chang is the true camphor tree. 

The ya is referred in P. [l.¢., 39] to another Lauvacea, 
called also $9) HE tao chang (hook camphor tree) and 
S BORE wu chang (black camphor tree). It is supposed that 
the Hit lun of the Rh ya [248] is this tree. ee 

Laurus camphora is 2 common tree in Middle and Southern 

China. It abounds especially in the Province of Kiangsi and 
Formosa: It is’ likewise plentiful in’ Japan. A good 
drawing of the tree is found in Ch. (XXXIII, 61). 

Amen. eot » 770, %, Laurus camphorifera, sio vulgo 

husnoki, With figure. eee 
Stesoxp, Syn, plant. econ, jap., 137. Phon zo [LXXXI, 

8, 9), fi, Laurus camphora, and 10, 11, $y Ht Eindeva’ 
_ fericea, Blume. 7 ee 

_ -£., 259, family ft, with figure of a tree. Be 
 514—There is in KD. a quotation from one of the poems 
Of Sa Ma Stanc-so [126 B.C.] in which he mentions 
“everal trees of the Laurel order, viz., Hi p‘ien, Hf bac} im és 
OL RR yt, BW chang [see 513]. The commentary says ?— 
ge trees of Southern China. The dictionary Ya pren 
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[6th century] says that the p‘ien resembles the yi chang. 
[See also W.D., 690, and the Rh ya, 248.) 

515.— ij T*ung. This tree is frequently mentioned in the 

Classics, Leace calls it erroneously Elwococca, Dryandra. 
Shi king, 81:—Duke Wan [7th century B.C.] planted the 

t‘ung together with other trees about the mansion at a Ts‘. 

They furnished materials for lutes. A commentator says 

that the best Iutes are those of which the upper part is made 
of tng wood, and the bottom of that of the ts‘ ( Catalpa, 

v. supra, 508). 276:—From the tung and the 7 [509] the 
fruit hangs down. tah 

Shu king, 104 [Tribute of Yii] :—Province of @ JH Sit chou 
(Northern Kiangsu and Anhni). The solitary Dryandra — 
(2M Hi) from the south of Mount W Yih. The commentary — 

says that the ¢‘wng is considered good for making lutes. The 
older and loftier the tree, the better for the purpose. A 
solitary tree on the hill side or top, having outlived al its 

compeers, would possess a special value. 
Menctvs, 291 :—[ Sce the quotation in 508. hes < 
Ilia Calendar, 49:—Third month. #§ Hi fy. An obscure 

phrase which Dovenas translates :—Wave to and fro th 
Aleurites cordata’s cylindrical flowers. Brot :—Oter les fleurs | 

de Parbre thoung. oe 

Li ki, 1, 262 [ Vue ling] :—Last month of spring: The : 

Elwococea (tung) begins to flower. LU, 40 [* Mourning 

Rites ”]:—Staffs of bamboo and Eleococea (tung). | 

The t‘ung tree is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai bing 

Rh ya, 309, tung tree, also 8 yung. Kuo Po refers ae 

erroneously to wu tung (Sterculia). Not this but the tree 
mentioned in the Ph ya (283) is ow tung. z 

Lu k1t:—There are many sorts of t‘ung; the i oe 

tung (green t‘ung), the 8 Ha pai or white (ung, the Hw 

ch't or red t‘ung, the #8 Hil wu t'ung. The wood of the white 
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is good for making lutes, Now the people of #79 Tsang ko 

(a part of Sz‘ch‘uan, Kuichou, etc) and Yiinnan spin thread 

from a tung tree and make a kind of cloth which resembles 

woollen cloth. [This refers to Stereulia, v. infra, 516.) 

P.,. XXXVa, 23, fi] tung also & fi] white tfung or 7 Hil 
pao Vung, Lit Sat-curnx, who correctly refers the Rh ya [309] 

to this, gives the following description of the tung tree :—It 
has very large leaves, variable in shape. Its rind is of a dirty 

_ White colour. Its wood is light, never injured by insects. It is 
used in making various utensils, and is also excellent for pillars 
in building houses, It opens its flowers in the second month 
they resemble the flowers of the ¥ 4 A‘ien nin Shana are white or of a purple colour. The fruit is more than an 
inch long, as large as a jujube. Within the capsule are the 
seeds. These are light, flattened, winged like the seeds of the 
elm tree. When ripe the fruit bursts, and then the seeds uy 
carried off by the wind. 

The tung tree is figured in Ch. [XXXIII, 46]. Cordate 
ee leaves, ovoid acuminate fruit. According to Heyy [/.¢., 490] 

this is the Paulownia imperialis, 8. & Z., called pao tung im 

— Hupei. Tt is a common tree in the middle part of China. 

[See Davin, Troisi¢me Voyage dans V Empre chinois, I, 22, 

65, 94, 275; LI, 69]. The above Chinese description of the 

“ung agrees with Paulownia. Ihave no doubt this was the 

“ung mentioned in the Classics, the wood of which was use | 

for making lutes, 

Amen, exot., 860, 861, $j too, vulgo kr. Althea arbor 

_dipy rena, flore digitalis «emulo, Arbor satis vasta, cortice 

pingui, glabro, glauco . . . . ligno levissimo, firmo memen 

eta seriniariis pro fabricandis capsulis expetito ; medulla 

— albissima, ete, Detailed description and a good drawing. 
ze This is the Bignonia tomentosa of THUNBERG OF Paulownia 
: imperialis, S. & Z%. [ Flora. japon., I, 27, tab. 10.] 
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SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 184 :—Bignonia toment ‘ 

Kiri, fj; Lignum omnium levissimum, ad diversa adhibetur 
utensilia. [See also the ben zo, LXXXIII, 1, 2.] 

The Dryandra or Rtasoheed to which Lecce refers the 
tuny of the Classics, is indeed also a tung, but the Chinese 
anthors distinguish it well from the Panlownia in terming it 

BA Hil ying ts: tung (ying is a jar, and allusion is mad 

to the shape of the fruit) or jy Hi] yu tung (oil-yielding 

tung). (See the drawing in Ch., XXXV, 26.] This is the 

Dryandra cordata, Thanberg [ Flora japon., 267) or 

cocea verrucosa, S. & Z. A valuable oil (tng yu) expres 
from the large poisonous seeds is much used for painting 
and caulking. The tree is extensively cultivated in the Yai & 

tsz‘ valley. It is also well known in Japan. 
SreBotp, Syn, plant. econ. jap., 181, Llaococea cond 

Aburagivi, 3 F fj. Exprimitur oleum e seminibus. [ Phon 

zo, LXXXIU, 6, 7.] : 
E., 237, family Fa) [v. supra, 283], Fe Hi is given asa synony! 
The figures to P. [KXXV, 23] distinguish between Paulownia 

and Sterculia, Sin. 168. Jap. 1577, 3 H- 3 
Fap., 846, Elwococca cordata, Bi., or Eleurites cordata, 

% F ti. 
Sm., 125, 233, Hal ith. from Eleococca and Jatropha. “(the 

latter” in Kuangtung). C., 357, iff Hal JR, and 1402, fa Ke 
That exported from Ningpo is probably the bark of Acanthopanat 
ricinifolium, Seem., that from Canton, the bark of the cotton 
tree, Bombax Se oetieg DC. 

516.—4% Wu or # Hi wu ttung. Lea calls it ne 7 
but wu tung is still the common Chinese name for Sterew 

platanifolia, L.,.a beautiful tree found in all the provin 
of China, | 

Shi king, 494:—The wu tung grow luxuriantly on t 
eastern slopes. 

Menctus, 292 :—[ See the quotation in 484.] 

* 
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Li ki, U1, 141:—A pestle of Dryandra (wu). [See the 
quotation in 408. ] ; 
Rh ya, 283, wu or chen. 

Iw kt:—[ See his account of the l‘ung trees, translated in 
515.) The statement that cloth can be made of the bark 
refers to Sterculia. Hunry, l.c., 492 :—Strings made of the 
young stems of Sterculia platanifolia, 

P, XXXVa, 25, wu tung. Ch. [XXXV, 56] well 
represents, under wu t‘ung, Sterculia. 
Phon zo, LUXXXILI, 5, 6, # Hil, Sterculia platanifolia. 

517.—% Ts‘i, varnish or lacquer, the sap of Rhus vernici- 

Jera, L., which in China and Japan is collected for lacquer 
_ Ware, is repeatedly mentioned in the Classics. 

Li ki, 1, 265 [ Yue ling|:—Last month of spring. Orders 
tre given to the chiefs of works to inspect the materials in 
the five store-houses. Varnish (ts‘’) mentioned. I, 196 :— 
The lid of a ruler’s coffin was varnished (JM #®)- 

Chow li, U, 469: —Vernis (ts‘’) employé pour la fabrication — 
des roues, des ares, ete. IL, 269:—The Province of jf bu : 
Yii chou (Honan) produces varnish. | pan 

— Shu king, 99, 117 [Tribute of Yii]:—The Provinces of 
-Yii chou (Honan) and ¥ JH Yen chou (Western Shantung) 
produce varnish, ee 

: Shi king, 81:— Varnish trees planted by Duke Wan — 

Lith century B.C.] about the mansion at Tsu (38). 177, 
190 :—Varnish trees. 

The ts‘ tree js frequently mentioned in the Shan hat kenge 
Kvo ps 
518}, ; 

, tr > on phe + eer Ee De sgt XXXV Gti tii? “Ch SATE, Ze. ; 
‘Ameen. ewot., 791, 792, with figure. jg st, vulgo wus. J oe : | hee ? ioe vernicifera, SIEBOLD, Syn. plant. eon. Jp» 258. 

on zo, UXXXIAL, 21, 22. 

0 explains that it resembles the ch‘u [Adlantus, see 
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& 57, family #. Figure a copy of S., IX, 9,a Rhus. 

Fap., 1898, Rhus vernicifera, DC., ¥. 

» 1893, ,, semialata, Murr., var. Osbeckii, DC ., ak 

9» 1895, ,,  succedanea, L., bi. 

» 1896, ,, toxicodendron, L., var. radicans, Miq., Ls B® 

518.—K§ Ch‘u. Lecce correctly calls this tree the fetid 

tree, but refers it wrongly to the order Sterculiacee. It is 

the Atlantus glandulosa, Dest. Order Simarubee. 

Shi king, 231 [ Life in Pin” ]:—In the ninth month they 

_ make firewood of the fetid tree (ch‘u). 3802 :—I travelled 

through the country where the fetid tree grew luxuriantly. 

Mao explains ch‘u by BB AK (bad wood). K‘uxe YiNG-TA 
says it is called a bad tree because it is good only for fuel. 

The ch‘u is repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai king. 

The Shuo wen says the name is also written #§. i 
Lu k1:—The bark of the ch‘w tree contains varnish and 

ix of a green colour. Its leaves have a fetid smell. 

P. [XXXVa, 12] describes the ch‘u together with the te 

ch‘un, which is the Cedrela sinensis [v. infra, 520]. Li Sat 

CHEN says:—The fragrant kind is called ch‘un, the fetid 

chu. Su Kune [7th century] states that the ch‘un and the 

ch‘u much resemble each other in their appearance, only the : 

wood of the ch‘w is of a loose texture, while that of the ‘wn — 

is firm and tough. Su Sune [11th century] says :—These two 

trees are common both in the northern ia in the southern 

provinces. The ch‘un has fragrant leaves which can be 

eaten, while the leaves of the ch‘x have an offensive smell. 

The people of Kiang tung call this latter § A kui m : 

(imp’s eyes) or FE AR Hal Au yen tung (tiger eyes funy) 

Lt Sut-cuen explains that these latter names refer to oe 
dots found at the base of the leaves (leaflets). 

Ch., XXXV, 3, ch'u or Sk HE ch‘ou ch‘un (stinking ch‘un)» 

A good drawing of Adlantus glandulosa, leaves aii fruit. 
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This is a very common tree in Northern China. Its common 
“name at Peking is ch‘ou ch‘un. It has the same name in 
Hupei [Heyry, le, 85]. Disagreeable odour of the leaves 
and the flowers, slice the name. The leayes of the 
Ailautus (large pinnate, from one to two feet long) are 
‘very similar to those of the Chinese Cedrela, a tree like- 
Wise common in the neighbourhood of Peking. But on 
closer examination the leaves of the Ailantus are easily 
distinguished by the two little glands near the basis of each 
leaflet, to which the species name “ glandulosa” refers. 
The Ailantus © grows yery easily and rapidly, and its wood is 
used only for fuel, as it was in the classical perio. Iti is 
well known also in Europe. 

- Allanius glandulosa does not occur in Japan. Japanese 

botanists apply the Chinese name {$% to Luscaphis staphy- 
. leoides, S. & Z., Flora japon. 1, 124, tab. 67, (Sambucus 
_ MMponica, Thb: g., dlantus Japonica, Bl.), a a shrub of the order 

Staphylacec found also in China. [See Horr™. & Scuvrss, 

237, Kwa wi, 92.] Kamprer [ Aman. ewot., 895] applies oe 
the above Chinese character, evidently by a mistake, to kioh 

or * dara, which is Acanthopanax spinosum, Miq. oy 

E., 253, family #3. Figure the same as to family tt 

S., VIL, 8, the two words combined RE i, but two figures. 

Jap. 74, Ailantus glandulosa, Desf., HE. 

» 930, Euscaphis staphylevides, S. & Z., BF if 

SLY. He Kao. The Shuo wen writes HR. A tree swentond 
i in the Shi king [176, 27% 3]. 

= Rh ya [224] calls the Kao the ly i shad 0 or mani oe 
chy, ee 

Lu ki:—The mountain ch‘u does not differ come | 

Sather its leaves and use them for teu. But in anotier re 

from the ch‘y which grows in the plain, only its” leaves. oe . ag = 
narrower, _ The people of 8% Wu (northern part of Cheking) plas 
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passage Lu xr says that the /‘ao [he does not say that 

kao and the shan ch‘u ate the same] has leaves resem! 

those of the # li [an oak, v. infra, 534], whence it is” 

called k‘ao li. The bark of the tree is several inches t 

The wood is used for making wheel-spokes. 

Witttams [ Dict., 327] is of opinion that the k*ao may 

a kind of Rhus. , 
A synonym of K [v. 520]. 

520.—Hie Ch‘un. This tree is noticed in the Shu king tu 

“Tribute of Yi} as growing in the Provinee of 

King chou (Hukuang). 

K‘ung Ax-Kvuo says that another name for it is ik ch 

This latter appears in the Shan hai king. Kuo P*o explains 

that it resembles the ch‘w (518, A‘lantus) and is well know 

to the people of 3L Wu (Chekiang). The wood is good fi 

making thills of carriages. : 
eae to the Shuo wen the name is also write 

: RR ch‘un. | es 

An P. [XXXVa, 12] this tree is spoken of under the nap 

of HE ch‘un [v. supra, 518] which is also an ancient designat 

for it appears in the works of Cauane 'tsz‘ [4th century B 

as the name of a long-lived tree. As has already been s 
this is the Cedrela sinensis, A. Juss., (Meliacew), a common 

tree at Peking, where it is more commonly known under he 

name of # # hiang ch‘un (fragrant ch‘un). Its fragrant le 

buds in spring are used by the Chinese for food. See th 

drawings in Ch. [XXXV, 2] and the Aiu huang [LIV, 

-Phon zo, UXXXU, 17, 18, HR Cedrela sinensis. : 

E., 253, family A. Figure, v. supra, 518. 

‘ Jap., 541, Cedrela sinensis, Juss., #R- | 

521.—98 Chu (ts‘w) and Hf] king. These two cha 

“appear in the Classics as names of a plant (shrub) and 
according to the ancient commentators, the same _ 
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Originally king was the name of one of the nine provinces 
into which China was divided in the time of Emperor Yt. 
This province comprised the present Hupei and the greater 
part of Hunan, and subsequently became a large feudal state 

called King and afterwards Ts‘u or Ch‘u. The Shi king calls. 
it King Ts‘u. . 

38 Chu, according to the Shuo wen, has the meaning # 76 ; 
(trees thickly crowded) and in this sense it is used in the 
Shi king [368], But sometimes in the Shi it denotes also a 
distinct. plant. Leack says:—A_ species of thorn tree 
employed for fuel. ah 

Shi king, 16:—Many are the bundles of firewood; I 
would eut down the thorns (ch‘v) to form more. 115, 145 :— 
A bundle of thorns (ch‘). 180:—Round and round the 
thorns (ch‘) are bound, 

~ Mao says that the ch‘w is a tree. Other commentators say 

it isa kind of Hh king, and the Shuo wen explains king by ch‘u 
tree. The name king occurs frequently in the Shan hai king 
and generally coupled with #§ Ai (Lycium). . 

Chou li, II, 581 :—The king wood used for making bows. 
[See the quotation in 501, note. ] . Es ss eka 

Li ki, If, 84 [Teaching in the great College”] :—Th 
“anes and the thorns were there to secure in the pupils a 
Proper awe. What Laan translates by “canes and thorns” 
** & and $i] king in the Chinese text. Regarding the first 
character the commentary refers to the Rh ya [223], suggesting 

respect to the king, a passage of the Shu king is quoted 

Stuy are recorded. (£ 3 Ff, the stick (king) to be 

‘mployed in schools, eT ee 

‘pread some king (3fJ) branches on the ground and ate 

that it stands for IE hia (Catalpa, v. supra, 508). With 

[88, 39] where the five inflictions introduced by the Emperor — 

Tso CHUAN, 526, referring to the year B.C. 545 :—They 
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together, This passage seems to imply that the ics, 

a thorny plant, as Luce states. pad 

At Peking the names jf) F hing tsz* or Ff HR king Ce 

applied to Vitew inc’sz, Lam., a very common shrub in 

neighbourhood of Peking; and the plant figured un: 

king tsz‘ in the Kiu huang [LV, 4] is without doubt the san 

Vitex. V. incisa is extensively employed in basket making, 

and the name king tao (king twigs) refers to this use. I 

is also used for fuel and for burning charcoal. — It is a hant- 
some shrub; in the plain the stem is generally not th 

than the little finger, but in the mountains, when allowet 

to grow, it becomes a tree. I have seen trees of V. in 

the trunk as thick as one’s arm. It has no thorns. 

leaves are compound, generally five leaflets deeply toothed 
The leaves have a strong smell of Artemisia. It flower 

August; small blue flowers in branche. panicles. 

well represented in Ch, [XX XIII, 27]. ; 

P. [XXXVI, 56-62] describes under the name of 
several species of Viter and also other plants. it 

CHEN states that the names king and ch‘u (for Vi 
derived from the names of the ancient State in which th 
plants grew abundantly. The character jp) king is 3% 

have originated from Jf] hing (punishment), for in 

times king stayes were use] in corporal punishment. 

! P; speaks first of the HE jf) mow king (male hing) 

ealled i ipl huang king (yellow king), the chéu or 

of the Classies. It grows abundantly everywhere 

mountains, The people cut it and use it for fuel. ‘ 

cut for many years it becomes a tree of considerab 
The heart of the wood is square. The branches: grow bu 

The leaves are compound ; five, s sometimes seven, leaflets 

: inserted _ a common leaf-stalk. ‘The leaflets a are er: 
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are fragrant. In the 5th month it produces violet flowers in 
panicles. The seed is as large as that of Coriander, This 

escription agrees with Viter. Another sort of king is 
described under the name. of Hh ji} man king. The first 
character means a creeper. Li Surcsen observes that this 
isan improper name, as the plant does not creep ; it has only 
a weak stem. 

According to Hunry [/.c., 132] 3$§ $f in Hupei is Viter 
Nequndo, 1. 

Pho zo, UXXXIX, 15, 16, He Hi, Viter cannabifolia; 
5S. & Z., Ibidem, 17, 18, #4 Hi), Veter trifolia, L. Sieno.p, 
Teon. ined., V1, #i #4 Ff, 1. ovata, Thbg., (same as V. trifolia). 
ison, Se As and Lecor all agree in stating that the 

ch'u or king isa thorny bush, and Leaes even translates ch'w 

by thorns, I have not been able to make out to what Chinese 
Sources of information they refer. The Chinese commentators 
on the Classies do not speak of the ch‘u as of a thorny shrub, 
nor does K.D. under ch‘u and king give this meaning. 
The chu is without doubt Viter ?, and all the species of this 

sents are unarmed. I suspect that this ‘misapprehension 
arose from an incorrect interpretation of the term jf JB which 

eans, according to W.), [403] thorny, useless. — The a 

character BE A [see 485 ] denotes, indeed, a thorny i ee the : 

wild jujube, which in the Peking mountains frequently g grows 

4 together with Vitex. See the quotation from the 7'so ch‘nan 

[485] where Lecae translates “briars and thorns.” In ne . 
Muai nan tsz we find the term ji 48. 

@., 270, family Fi, with good figure of Vitex Neiiee Le 

The eight synonyms include also 3% Hi), Cercés chinensis, Bee, 

of observation of nature, to say nothing of scignhtes research 

SIX, 12. C819. A., XV, 166. fe 
‘Sm., 227, Vitex i incisa, Lam., is also right, 

'S of frequent occurrence in ancient Chinese writings. It 

of which a good figure is given in P., XXXVI. Lv supra, 336] = - 
The compilers of &, betray in many places their total absence 
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B., Caragana flava, for Be Fi, is doubtful [v. H., 132 

Fap., 2365, Vitex cannabifolia, S. & Z., (Wegundo, L.), HH 

» 2366, ,, ¢trifolia, L, var. unifoliolata, Schauer, 

A few other Verbenacee are mentioned :— 

Fap., 416, Callicarpa japonica, Thbg , uA is 

Pe oy Ag ‘ mollis, S. & Z., Ae F i}. 

» 627, Clerodendron divaricatum, S. & Z., ie. 

» 628, .. squamatum, Vahl. , Hil. as 

sf 229, = lrichotomum, Thbg., Yi }p) ie 

» 1761, Premna japonica, Miq., Ig Hi. 

» 2289, Verbena officinalis, L., SB tf . 

—522.—38 Chui. Name of a tree or shrub, the woe 
which was used in divination by the tortoise-shell, to ph 

fire on the shell. 

Chou li, 1, 77; 1, 410 :—Le préposé au bois de 1 : 
chargé de préparer le combustible et Poutil qui sert A gt 
pour les cérémonies d’auguration. Jommentator B. (C 
Han) :—Les fagots allumes sont posés a lorient de la 
Ces fagots sont fait avee un bois particulier. Pour bra 
éclairer on se sert du bois de l’arbre Hi hing, espéce 

as tehoui Ci shi 3 > FH, which does not imply Ng 
was akin to the king). ; 

923. — Yang. Ido not agree with LEGGE that the 
in the Shi is the willow. lt is the poplar, and the w 
lin i in the Shi, as nowadays, 

ae hing, -191:—On the low, a grounds | are. 

~ (ying). 209 :—On the willows (yang) at the east gi 
. leayes are Juxuriant. 272 :—Willows (yang). 280° 

floats about the willow (; yang) boat, now sinking, now 

— 404 —It floats about the willow boat, fastened by th 

of the rope. 390 :—W illow (yang) gardens. — 
The gg? is mentioned i in the Shan hai king. 
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- Hia Calendar, 39 :—Third month. 3 #8. Dovanas trans- 

lates: —Droop the willows. But the first character stands 

probably for Z, and I understand this sentence to mean: 

the poplars are in seed. 

There are in the environs of Peking two poplars, both 

very common trees. One of them, the Populus alba, L., is 

a tall tree with large, roundish leaves inserted upon long, 

slender foot-stalks ; they produce a rustling noise, like P. 

: tremula, The Chinese call it ~y #h pat yang (white poplar) 

or Fo HE RB tw ye yang (poplar with large leaves). In Hupei 

pai yang is P, tremula, L. [see Henry, le. 543]. The 

other Peking poplar; P. suaveolens, Fischer, does not attain 
the height of the white poplar ; its leaves are also smaller, 

oblong, pointed. This is the ov BS PB sao ye yang (small 

leaved poplar), called also PF Hb ts‘’ng yang or green poplar. 
Both are correctly described and depicted in Ch. [XXXV, 

4,5] only the names in the two plates have been confounded. 
og XXXVb, 27, pai yang. The Ku kin chu [4th century} 

defines the differences between the Chinese poplars and 

leaves, ee 

Another ancient work, quoted in P., says; regarding ae S oe 

White poplar, that its leaves quiver even when the air is still, 

Producing a noise like heavy rain. . 

Phon zo, LXXXIV, 22, & '}, Populus tremula, 
V. supra, 252. ae aay 

524. —The #8 liu of the Classics is the willow, and especially 
Sali babylonica, Is, a Chinese tree in common cultivation” 
all over the empire. At least the Chinese nowadays by liv 

always understand this tree. Lreae means that 

the willow, stating that the pai yang has round leaves, the’ a - 

ising yang oblong leaves, and the liu or willow long narrow 

wee 

the drooping willow ; but although in Europe Schabylomiea = oe 

‘Sealled the weeping or drooping willow—for the — 
tree always represents the form with drooping b eS 
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Babylonian willow in China has wuitteall upright — 

The weeping willow is seldom seen in the north of o 

the drooping of the branches is produced artificially. In 

south it seems to be more frequent. At Peking they eal 
He AB chiw! yang liu (drooping willow). | 

Shi king, 155:—You tence your garden with branch 

willow (liu). 837:—Luxuriant grow those willows (I 

408 :—There is.a luxuriant willow tree (liv). Who would 

not wish to take shelter under it? 261:—When we * 

out, the willows were fresh and green. The Chinese 
has #33 Bi, yang lin, ; , 
Hia Calendar :—First month. The willow trees (liu) t 

The liv is mentioned in the Shan hai kin . 

Chou li, Il, 194:—Fire from the willow wood. 

quotation i in 528, note. See also 550 :-—Willow bread 

graves.] Mao explains lu by wood that has little streng 

the Shuo wen writes 4 Lin, and explains the a 

ay RB (small poplar). 

P., XXXVb, 21, $f Liu, also HB BW yang lin. 8 I 

(7th century] says the lin has long, narrow leaves. — ( 

Ts‘ane-K‘I [8th century] states that the people of Ki 
eall the Lin “yang liv.’ La Sui-cuen observes ‘that 
branches of the yang (poplar) are tough and erest, 
of the liu, weak and bent down. | 

Ch., XXXILL, 48, liv, Salix babylonica. } 

_ Henry, Le., 540, yang liu. At Ichang it name gi 

in: several species of Sali. 
Amen. evot., 908 :— i) xju, vulgo aujaki, idem 

janagi, i.e., imbecillis janagi. Salici affinis arbor. TH 
refers this to Salix japonica. Stepoup [ Syn. plant. cecon. 

144) Saliv japonica, itojanagi, fi. Pho £0," LXX 
: 13, 14, I, Salix babylonica. f 

7 + WY. sipra, 238. 

Sy VII, 65 05,7415 746. | Sats, 233.6 Jape 1964. 
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525. — Ff BHP P*u liu, reed-mace willow, is a kind of willow 

mentioned in ancient Chinese writings. The commentators on 

‘the Classics (CuEnG Hisan and others) are of opinion that the 
character jij, generally denoting the reed-mace, is in one 

passage of the Shi king to be referred to the pw liv. LnecE 

ranslates it [115]:—The fretted waters do not carry on 

their current a bundle of “osiers” (p‘u). In the same 
sense p‘u is interpreted in the T'so ch‘uan [314, 320] :—Will 

it be possible to exhaust the willows (p‘u) in the Tung marsh? 

According to the Rh ya [252] p‘u lu is a synonym for yang 

(poplar), but the commentators do not accept this view. — 

Lu xt says, regarding the p‘u liu :—There are two kinds. 

Thatsvith a green bark is called sv # siao yang (the willow, 

hu, according to the Shuo wen) ; the other, with a white bark, 

is Fc #B ta yang (the great yang, or poplar). The leaves (of 

the former) are long, like those of the liu or willow. Arrow 

shafts can be le ‘of the p‘u liu, as is alluded to in the 

Tso chnan [see the quotation above]. Now the ee: meer 

it for making sieves and buckets. 
‘The Ku kin chu [4th century] states that the p‘u law grows 

ae the edge of the water. It has long leaves, like those 

ti B piu yang, IK BS shui yang, water-poplar. It has weak, — 

pliable branches, which are much used by the ange for 

making baskets, os 

P, [XXXVop, 26] speaks of this willow under the name of 

shui y yang. Ch, XXXV, 7, shui yang, Salte. aoe 

Siesoip, S; yn. plant. @con. jap., 146, — bes a 

HH; Phon 20, LXXXIV, 19, 20. : a 
Fap., 1971, Salix purpurea, L., Be E., 268, amy he with 

: figure of Jt #2 ; pu ku is a synonym. eh 

526.—The character Aft ki, frequently met with i in the ‘Shi 

eb according to the Chinese commentators seiad 

of the 3 HB tsting yung [v. supra, 523]. lt is also called — 
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1.—The name is applied to a kind of willow :— 

Shi king, 125:—Do not come leaping into my hamlet, d 

not break my willow tree (k%). A‘ has the same meanin; 
in 276. : 

Lv ki, who interprets &¢ in the above passages to m 

a willow, says the AU PM Ad liv grows by the waterside 

the willow. Its leaves are coarse and white (downy). 

wood is finely veined and of a reddish colour, it is fit fo 

making wheel-naves. Now the people take its twigs and, 
after rendering them pliable by fire, use them for making 

trunks. It grows best on the #ft K‘i river (a tributary of the 

Wei in the north-east of Honan), also in the kingdom 

Lu near the T‘ai_ mountain, on the river ik Wen < 
Shantung). 

Menctvs, 270 :—The philosopher Kao said :—Man ‘s nature 
is like the k% willow (k*i liv), and righteousness is like a cup 
ora bowl. A‘ and li« are taken by some as two trees, but 

more generally the commentators take them together. 

2.—The other and principal meaning of ‘i in the Shi 

that of # #E hou ki, a name erroneously rendered in | 

[347] by Berberis Lycium, and reterred to the medla 
Leger. The hou ki is Ly ycitum chinense, Mill., the Chit 

box-thorn, | : 

Shi king, 248:—The doves on the bushy medlars | 

266 :—I ascended the hill in the north to gather the medla 

(A). 272:—On the hills of the south are medlars. 

360 :—I ascend that northern hill and gather the medi 

359 :—Medlars in the marshes. : 
In theRA ya [257] #4 HE hou ki is given asa synonym 

Ki, The Shuo wen writes #j #8, as the name is now written. 

Lu Kt:—The k% is a tree which resembles the 

(Atlantus, see 518). Lt is also called #8 Ae Ku Mi (bitter! 
and Sadia ti ku. In spring it affords a savoury food 
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leaves) ; it is somewhat bitter. In its stem it resembles the 
he mei (raspberry). The fruit ripens in autumn and then 
becomes red. Leaves, stem and fruit have medical virtues. 

P., XXXVI, 47, hou ki. Many synonyms given. The 
Pie lu [5th century] calls it 3 FL yang ju (goat’s teat), from 
the share of the fruit. Su Suna [11th century] says that 
the kon kis a common plant. The young leaves, when they 

first appear in spring, are like those of the pomegranate tree, 
but softer and thinner. They are eaten, and known by the 

name of tien ts‘a/ (sweet vegetable). The plant grows in a 

bushy manner to the height of three or four feet. In the 

6th or 7th morth it puts forth small purplish flowers and 
afterwards produces a red, oblong fruit like a jujube. Its root 

is called fy FF ti ku (earth bone). Other ancient authors say 

that the kon ki is provided with thorns, but they are wanting 
when it grows hich. The fruit also varies in shape, being 
sometimes globular. 

Li Sut-cuen states that the best sorts of hou Mi are found in the Provinces of Shensi and Kansu, where it grows to the height of a tree. The fruit, which resembles a cherry, is mae. It tastes like tho grape. ‘The fruit and root are used 
as medicines, 

The plants figured in the Kiu huang [LV], 1] and Ch. 

(XXXII, 25] under hou ki are Lycium. What I received 

under the same Chinese name from the Belgian missionaries 
in the Ordos were the dried berries of a Lycium. _KRgITNER 

States [in the Oestr. Monatsschr. f. d. Orient, 1888, p- 73-76] 
that in Kansu the red berries of a wild-growing ‘shrub are 

ried and exported to all the provinces of China under the 
Tame of kou chi. They are said to have an intoxicating ? 

effect. Several species of Lycium have been gathered canal : 
‘Tegions by Russian travellers (PREZEWALSKY, PIASSETSKY, — 

Poranin), L. chinense, L, turcomanicum, L, ruthenieum, 
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 L. ehinense is a common plant in Northern China as: 
in the South. At Peking it is a rambling shrub (ne 
arborescent), sometimes twining, with long, weak recurved 

or pendulous branches, armed with short spines. Leay 
lanceolate, oblong. Violet flowers in the axils of the leaves, 

The fruit is a small ovoid red berry, not eatable, Heyer 
le, 185:—In Hupeh Lycium chinense is kou ki. . 

Phon zo, UXXXIX, 3, 4, Hy AE, Lyevum chinense. 

E., 283, family #J AB, with good figure and 15 names. 

ews tO. An XV, 264, C., 607: Pray 232, Sit, 37. 

_. Of Solanacee are mentioned :— | 

Fap., 445, Capsicum anomalum, Fr. & S., BE FR. 

niin 5 oxy longum, L., ig HR. 

» 761, Datura alba, Nees., i RE Fag {E- 

- yy 1337, Lycium chinense, Mill., # FE, i hi. 

» 1346, Lycopersicum esculentum, Mill., 7\ ~”A A i. 

» 1498, Nicotiana Tabacum, L., var. macrophyllum, 1 

< 1621, 1622, Physalis.  [V. i i 53; 144] : 

» 2031, Scopalia japonica, Max., js fee 7 

» 2100, Solanum Dulcamara [v. supra, 79]- 

y. 2107, . »  lyratum, Thbg., By =e a. 

yy 2202, »  Melongena, L., iil 

55 4303, » nigrum, L, Fe x. 

yy 2105, os tuberosum, L., B&B ey ~ 

Co Cheng, Tamarix. ee 
Shi king, 450:—He opened up and cleared the: " 

"tei and the stave trees [v. infra, 554]. Z; 
Rh ya, 250, ch‘eng or ho liu (river willow). 
Lu kt:—The ch‘eny or river willow grows by t th | 

side. Its bark is of a dark red colour. Its branch . 
leaves resemble those of the’ pine. It is also ale 

yit shi (the master of rain). : ; 
~P., XXXVb, 25; Be By ch‘eng liu, also HE a oh 3 

drooping floss-silk willow). The Rh ya é states + 
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cheng liu is a very graceful tree. Its leaves resemble floss- 

silk. The tree knows when rain is imminent, and indicates 

‘it by its leaves moving. It is not injured either by hoar-frost 

orsnow. K‘ou Tsune-sa1 [beginning of the 12th century] 

says that it is commonly called = § MP san ch‘un liu 

(three springs’ willow), for it flowers three times a year. 

Lt Sut-cuen adds that it is a small tree with a red bark and 

weak branches ; leaves like floss-silk ; pale red flowers, like 

those of the liao (Polygonum), in spikes from three to four 

inches long. In Ch. [XXXV, 37] a rude figure of the 

ch‘eny liu, Evidently Vamariv is intended. : 5 

Three species of Tamarix are known in © ‘hina, viz. : 

T. chinensis, Louv., 7’. juniperina, Bee., T. Pallasii, Desy. 
T. chinensis is the most common of these three and seems 

tobe found all over China. It is a tree of middle size, with | 

Minute acute imbricate leaves. The twigs are glabrous 

and of a reddish brown colour. Panicles formed of long, 

dense spikes of small, pale red flowers. Its common name at 

Peking is san ch‘un sie 

Kwa wi, 104, = & BY, Tamarie chinensis. Pion 20, 2 

LXXX, 18, 19, F% PH 7. chinensis. , 

£., 305, family ip BE, with figure apparently of Tamarix, and 

II names. 

£., 264, family J, has the name ##, from the Rh 4M, ae a 5s 

synonym, : 

Fap., 2174, Tamarix chinensis, alas ke Bh. 

. A., XV, 138, BL Ff Pi, is one of the synonyms. Ly eae 

O23.— Her yi and pi} fen, in the Shi king, are the elm. [8 i 
above, B04, Rh ya], Pai fen (white fen) another name for yi 

Shi king, 176 :—In the low, wet grounds are the white elms = 

ae hi, aS : —Elm-juice (Fat 2) ) for the funeral carrig iage eee 

“OF the king, Coena Hitan explains it by ace k aoe if 

| ithe j Juice from the white bark of he simi) Acoonding ¢ to S 

u i). 206 :—There are the white elms (jen) at the east gate. Bee 
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common view, says Leece, the funeral carriage used by the 

king and princes was very heavy and difficult to drag along. 

To ease its transit, a juice was prepared from the elm bark — 

and sprinkled on the ground to make it slippery. I, 451 

[“ Food of the Ancient Chinese”] :—Leaves of the elm-tree, 

fresh or dry, and the most soothing rice-water to lubricate 

them, and with fat and oil to enrich them. The Chinese — 

text has only #j} ##f, “leaves” is not in the text. According — 

to P., the leaves as well as the young fruit and the bark - 

of the elm can be eaten, mh 

Chou li, U, 194:—Fire from elm-wood. * LI, 466 :— 

Fabrication des chars, Ouvriers des roues. Le débitage des” 

trois sortes de pidces qui constituent la roue, doit se faire 

dans la saison propre. *! | 
V. supra, 263, 304. s 

Fap., 183, Aphananthe aspera, Planch., FE #5. ‘re 

529.—, Ki, name of a tree repeatedly mentioned in the : 

Shan hai king. Kuo Po explains:—It is a tree of Sha 
(Sz‘ch‘uan) which resembles the elm. It is burnt, and the 

ashes are employed as manure for rice-fields. 

30 Chou li, Le:—Le préposé au feu (al WE) est chargé du roglement 

relatif 4 l'usage du feu, Dans les quatre saisons i] modifie la nature du | is 

qui s‘allume dans le royaume, afin de soulager les maladies de ta saison. 
Commentator A. (CHENG Sz-NUNG):—AU printemps on prend le feu de 

Yorme Ci) et du saule (Ml): en été on prend le feu du jujubier ( ; 

et de l’abricotier (FF) 3 a la fin de l’été on prend le feu du mirier \ Ay 

et de Varbre tcho LFA, Cudrania, y, supra, 601}, En automne on prent 

le feu de l’arbre tso [FE an oak, r. infra, 534] et de larbre flexible Lage 
[38 v. infra, 587]. En hiver on prend le feu de l'arbre hoei, Big 
tomentosa [Hh which is Sophora japonica, v. infra, 546] et de Var 
charronage tchen i v. infra, 540). ae 

$1 Commentator B. (CunNG HUAN) :—On emploie trois sortes différentes 

de bois pour faire les raies, le moyen, la jante. Maintenant (sous be 

on emploie pour les raies diverses sortes d’ormes (HE Hal) 3 pour le m 
le bois dur de arbre than [ fer r. infra, 540]; pour la jante le poe 

Varbre Hil kiang [v, infra, 586) qui résiste a Pusure. 2: 
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530.—Ha Chiu. A tree of the Shi. Leece translates 

“thorny elm.” Shi king, 176:—On the mountains are the 

thorny elms. 

Rh ya, 241, ch‘u, where K‘vo P*‘o states that this is the 

thorny elm. ' 

Lu x1:—The ch‘u tree has thorns like the che [Cudrania, 

501]. Its leaves resemble those of the elm, and may be eaten 

cooked ; they are more mucilaginous than those of the white 

elm. There are ten different sorts of elms, they resemble 

each other in their leaves but differ. in the bark and the 

texture of the wood. 
This thorny elm, noticed also in P. [article Y%, alm] i is 

probably the Hemiptelea Davidiana, Planch. a shrub or 

small tree of the order Ulmacec, provided with large thorns, 

hot uncommon in the Peking plain and in the mountains. 

The Chinese call it sj $$ ts‘z‘ ya (thorny elm). 
Synonym of U/mus, E., 269 [v. supra, 263, ete. ]. 

Na —® P‘o, name of a tree in the Shi. 

Shi king, 442 :—Abundant is the growth of the yu {an eo | 

0. infra, 584] and the p‘o, supplying ye 

Rh ya, 284, p‘o, also called ff pao. The Shuo wen says 

the p‘o is a tsao (jujube). : 

Hlewry, lc. 377 :—#h BY pio or FE p‘o at Patung is Celtis | 
sinensis, Pers, 

Horra. & Scuutres, 129:—In Japan $ is Celtis muku 
Diirienck: aspera, Bl. ), and [130] Hh | C. W “illdenoreiana / 

[= C. sinensis, Pers}. 
Cy 1040. Fap., 546, Celtis sinensis, Pers., # the shee 

82.— A By Liu po (six po) in the Shi king (201) BS 

six elms, ad 

Me Ith ya [271] it is said to b2 a rel plum, but in the section — 

om domestic wnimals po is given as the name of an animal 

ubtful, designation of a tree. Lec@s traqalates it by Geo 

The he character po is also written B% [see W. Ds 708}, a: ’ . 
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like a horse with strong teeth, which eats tigers and le 

According to the Shan hai king, it is a white beast 

black tail. Mao takes the po of the Shi to be an 

But Lu xt makes it to be a kind of elm called PE FR ts 

the rind of which is white and green like a — 

whence the name. : 
Hore. & Scuuures, 198 :—7 1% Daphnidium Laviifoll 

S, & Z. of the order Laurinew. 

 £., 269, family Hf, Ulnus, B% is one of the nine synonyn 

E., 220, family co Prunus, it is also a synonym. 

Laurinee [v. supra, 512). 

533,—Another obscure tree, said to be an sha | is mentiol 

in the Chou li [IL, 391] :—Le frappeur du tambour en te 

euite, chargé de tuer les mauvais esprits de l'eau, prend 
branche d’orme mile ; il la perce en travers avec une | 

‘déléphant et la plonge dans l'eau. Alors les esprits meurent 
The male elm in the Chinese text is fk fg mow ku. — 

_ Hoan explains it ~ HK tit ku yi. 

534. — Nive or six names of trees mentioned i in the Ch ss | 
refer to Oaks. Some of these names are still in use, DI 

seems that the same appellations are applied to d 

species in different parts of China. China seems to be 

‘In oaks. F. BL Forses fin the Journal Bot., 1884, p» 
enumerates 28 species of Quercus hitherto observed 

European botanists in China. 
Father CiBor [in the Mémoires cone. les Chinot 3, : 

states, in an article on Chinese oaks, that the ancient C 

called the oak “Tarbre de Vhéritage.” I have not 
_ to make out to what passage of the Classics. ¢ or othe an 

writings he refers, ms 
Shi king, 201: :—Bushy oaks (## 7) on te mou! 

_ 183:—The wild geese settle on the bushy | 
248 : :—Doves on the bushy oaks (Ad). 301 Yel 
do not settle on the oaks (hii). 

Lee 
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 Llid., 373 :—Split the branches of the oaks (# tso) for 

-fire-wood, amid the luxuriance of their leaves: 403:—On 

the branches of the oaks (tso) how abundant are the leaves ! 
441, 450:—The oaks (tso) and the yi (foi) were thinned, 

and roads for travelling. were opened. 445:—Thick grow 

the oaks (¢so) and the yi, which the people use for fuel. 
442:—Abundant is the growth of the ya and the p‘o (@%) 

supplying fire-wood. 

Chou li, 11, 387 :—Les arracheurs des arbres (ff JR) sont 

chargés de labatage des arbres, de la destruction des plantes 

-stuvages, du défrichement des foréts et des cdtes boisces. 

If, 194:—Fire from the wood of the ff: tso tree. [See 
quotation in 528, note. See also supra, 469.] 

Rh ya, 264 :—The fruit of the ## Ui is called #R Miu. Sun 
Yay explains that this is the AR siang. 

Rh ya, 239 :— ff hi, same as #f chu. Kuo P*o saysi— 

Same as HE tso. The Shuo wen says the fruit of the #J hit 

Ts RE (this character here, according to K.D., stands for Th) 
or  tsao, | 7 
Of the above names, #, #, HE, HF, fk appear also in the 
Shan hai king. ; ae 

| Cuena Hitay, in commenting upon the Shi, says that Hf 
and ## are the same. ara, : 

_ Lv kt:—The ## li tree. The people of # Ts‘in (Eastern 

Kansu and Shensi) call it also #f: tso, the people of Ho net 

Worthen Honan) Ac BE mu liao or li. It is allied to the 
ARR s‘iao sha [Lu kris mistaken. Compare the Rh ya, 329]. 

The house of the seed ( FR, he means the cupule of the 

acorn) is called BR ku. see | Ae 

In another place Lu xt states :—The fff hi is now pulled, 
to or #E Ui, The people of ea J Sit chou (Northern . 

langsu) call it Li or 4% chu, also hi. Its fruit is called 
‘a0 or FS tsao tou. Its covering (the cupule) contuns@ 
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sap which is used for dyeing black. In 7 3 King lo 

(Honan) and Ho nei (Northern Honan) they call it Bit 
chu chi or #& FS} siang tou, or li. : 
Lv xt notices further the #\ yi as an oak, stating that 

it is the same as the tso. One kind, with a white wood 

without @ red heart, is called fy #& pai jui. It has straight 
veins, is easily split, and is good for making cases, axles, 
lances and spears. But the pai jué, or yi, according to | the 
Lh ya [300], is not an oak. 

In P. [XXX, 53, article i #F siang-feuit] all the al 
names are given as synonyms of siang. These names re 

probably applied to several allied species of Quercus. 

Su Sone [11th century] says :—# li or Hf: tso is the name 

of the wood, whilst the fruit (rather the cupule) is 

A Sh siang tou. It is used for dyeing black. The cupules 
of the ##{ hu [another oak, see 535] can be used for the same 

purpose, but the séang tou is considered the best. ot si 
tree grows from 20 to 30 feet hi gh. 

K‘ou Tsung-sut [beginning of 12th century | states ¢ : 

leaves of the li tree resemble those of the chestnut. ‘The 

wood although tough is not much valued as timber, but 
best charcoal can be made of it. The cupules of Meee ds 
are employed i in dyeing black. : 

Lt Sut-cuen adds:—There are two sorts of the Ui tree. 
One of them does not bear fruit, the heart of its wood i ish 
This is called & yi and is mentioned in the Shi together W 
the tso. The wood of the other kind, which produces frat 
is called {ff ha and its fruit Hi siang. Yellow flowers 

those of the chestnut. This is much cultivated in t 

Northern provinces. Large trees, the timber used for pi 
the smaller trees for fuel and for making charcoal. The 
is eaten by the people ; it is also good. for fattening swine. 

~The #R siang at Peking is the Quereus. Bungeana, Fo 

(Q. chinensis, Bae.). p'Incarvitie calls it Q. castanet 
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lt is a tree of middle size, common in the mountains. Its 

leaves strongly resemble those of the chestnut. The eupule is 

covered outside with long, lanceolate, reflexed scales. The 

Chinese call this cupule #{ fii Ff stang wan tsz* (wan acup) 

_ and use it extensively for dyeing black. i 

The drawing of the siang in Ch. [XXXIL, 41] is very 

rude, but it seems Quercus Bungeana is intended. : 

Cu. Apex [see his Journey in the Interior of China, 1816, 

1817, p. 165] gathered near the Poyang lake in Kiangsi two 

_ oaks which R. Brown named Q. chinensis and Q. densifolia. 

They were used by the natives as pollards, considerable quan- 

tities of the branches being accumulated for fire-wood or for 

charring. These may have been among the oaks referred to in — 

the Pincsics, Henry [l.c., 238, 234, 235] mentions several 

: oaks to which in Hupei the names // and seang are applied. 

The Q. Bungeana is not found in Japan, The Japanese 

botanists have applied the Chinese names siang and Ui to an 

allied small-leaved species, the Q. serrata, Thbg. Amen. €itotey 

816: :— HE reki, vulgo kunugi, ete. Ilex rubra, ligno 3 in 

tufum languente, durissimo. SrepoLo [Syz. plant. wcon. 

Jap., 153] Q. serrata, kusugi, #. Cortex adhibetur ad nigra 

tingendum, Phon zo, LXVI, 18: & @ serrata. ay se 
a £., 236. V. supra, 239. eo 

os) —4 Bk Po su. Lace calls it the ati pi 

Shi king, 34:—In the forest there are the o serubhy oaks, fe 

0 says the p‘o su is a small tree. 4 ee 

Rh ya, 300 : :—We read there su p‘o ase. of oe cn alee 

prong to Kuo P*‘o, an oak. ee 

#, XXX, 55, Hi PE hu shi (fruit) or re Ia au ot 

“a pro su, also K HE He ta ye hi oer 

es ha F Ui kiang tsz‘ * 

Su Sune [11th century] :—The hu is a common t , ree in 

the: Mountains. It is akin to the (i.e it is likewise an 

oak). The acorns are smaller and are not ger as gi 

a1) and it 
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are of no use. But the bark and leaves are employed in 

medicine. a 
K‘ou Tsune-sat [beginning of the 12th century] states :— | 

The wood of the tree is hard, but not much valued as timber ; : 

it is more generally employed for fuel and for charring; 5 

but this charcoal is inferior to that obtained from the li wood, 2 
Lit Sat-cuen :—There are two kinds of hu. One is small, . 

grows in a bushy manner; the Rh ya calls it #@ pao — 
[v. supra, 284, probably Celtis]. The other, called ta ye li, : 
is a tall tree with large, thick, coarse leaves which fall off 

in winter. Flowers like those of the chestnut. The frais: 
resemble those of the siang [see the preceding], but are — 
smaller ; they have a cupule. Although the acorns haye an - 

unpleasant taste, they are eaten by the people in time of S 
searcity. The wood is coarsly veined, and less valued than . 

that of the siang. pe 
At Peking the name hu is applied to Quercus dentata, 

Thbg. (same as Q. oborata, Bge.), but the tree is more 
commonly known under the name of po lo shu. The see 
of this oak are sessile, obovate, sinuate, of enormous size On 
young specimens, sometimes nearly two feet long. = 
cupule outside is scaly, like that of Q. Bungeana, but ~ 
scales consist of thin filaments. This species, and probably 
some other broad-leaved oaks, may have been the p‘o s¥ * 
the Shi, used for fuel. per 

Ch. [XXXII, 40] figures under hu shi an oak with neon 

probably Q. dentata, Hunny [lc 125], hu Ui, Quercus 
aliena, Bl. : a 
Amen, ewot., 816 :—fftt koku, vulgo kasjuwa. Ilex alba 

ligno candido. Sresonp [Syn. plant. econ. jap 155] *- 

Quercus dentata, kasiwa. Same Chinese name as above. 
Phon zo, LXVI, 20, Hit, Q. variabdilis, BI., and 24, KEE 

Q. aliena, Bl. re 

V. supra, 308, 
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— -536.—#% Kiang. Name of a tough wood mentioned in the. 

Chou li [II, 466], fit for making felloes. [See the quotation 
in 528.] The same is repeatedly noticed in the Shan hai king. 

Kvo P‘o says that it is used in making carts. As we have 

Seen [535], Li Sui-cuen takes the kiang to be an oak. 

Inthe Description of Japanese Timber Trees, i is a popular 

name for Quercus acuta and Q. glauca. 

537.— hq Yu. [See the Chou li, I, 194; quotation in 

528, note]:—Fire from the yw wood. The Shuo wen says 

the yu is a flexible wood used for making felloes. The yu 

tree is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai king. Kuo Po 

Says :—fil] FQ hang mu, a hard wood used in making carts. 

The kang mu is likewise noticed in the Shan hai king. 

Kvo P*o says that it resembles the #f [e. 540] and the #fi 

r. 601]. It is probably aiso an oak. Ch. [XXXVI 9] 
and the Kin huang [LIV, 23] under ¥¥ fg 7c sting kang 

mu, describe and figure oaks. aes s 

The dictionary Kuang yin (T'ang dynasty) identifies the 

yu with tso (oak); the dictionary T‘ang ytin says it is a 

Ted wood, 
as 

: According to Geers, Japanese Woods, *§ in Japan is 

Quercus crispula, Bl. wi 

538. — fi Chou. Name of a tree mentioned in the Shan hai 

king and the Shuo wen. goa F 

_Aceording to Hexry [J.c., 82] this Chinese name ” 
applied in Hupei to Quercus glauca, Thbg.s and other 

Species. ~The wood is very hard. The chou tree is figured in . 

Ch. [XXXVII, 1}, and is said to grow in Hunan, Two 

Varieties, a red and a white, are noticed. ee eee 

539.— Hi Chu. This name is of frequent ce2urrence , 

oo hai hing. Kvo P*‘o explains that it is an evergreen 

in the a | 
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tree resembling the #f tso (Quercus). It produces an . 

fruit. Incorruptible timber used for posts in bui 

houses. — 
P., XXX, 52, ti -F chu tsz‘. Li SHI-cHEN says 

there are two kinds of chu. One of them is a large evergreen 

- tree with serrate, shining leaves resembling those of the 

chestnut. The fruit is as large as that of the hu [Quere 

535], pointed. The edible seed (acorn) is enclosed in an 

inyolucre (eupule) and is known under the name of {ff ee 

tien (sweet) chu tsz‘ or 35 fif fF mien (mealy) chu 

| The other kind is the #2 KK F ku (bitter) chu tse6 

— wood is coarsely veined and of a red colour. It i 

called fi. Hi hiie-(blood) chu. 

_ The first of the trees mentioned, that with edible a orn 

is, according to Heyny [J.c., 95], Quercus sclerophylla, Lin 

Both are figured under the above names in Ch. [ XX 

46, 44]. 
SIEBOLD, Tees tned., VII, and Flora oon ie 1 

. Quercus glabra, Thbg. , sinice fit- Acorns eaten. Se 

the Phon zo (LXVI, 15], same Chinese name, Q. glam 

Thbg. Ibidem, ¥ ti, Quercus acuta, Thbg. The 
species in Japanese Woods [Home Department] has 
Chinese name fit. He. 

Of Cupulifere are mentioned :— ee 
ale 338, Betula alba, L., var. vulgaris, DC., ke 7K [ 
fy a 484, Aleus maritima, Nutt, var. jap., Reg., a Bi 
x» 690, Corylus [v. 496]. : 
EN 1834, Quercus acuta, Thbg., fil tee. 

» 1836, ,, cuspidata, Thbg., Fil 
ty L857} »  dentata [v. supra, 308]. 

fi 1839, » glandulifera, Bl., Hl. pe 

» 1840, ,, | glauca, Thbg., forma sericea, bal 
» 1841,  ,,  gilva, Bl, Hy Hi. fee 

“wi 1847, yy > serrata, Thbg., HE. 
van (937. Pagus Sicboldi, Endl., var. undulata, BL, 
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540.—#4 T’an. Lecat calls this tree the sandal tree. 

Shi king, 127:—Do not break my sandal trees. 169 :— 

“Kan k‘an” go his blows on the sandal trees, and he places 

what the hews on the river’s bank. 266 :—His chariot of 

dal-wood must be damaged, his four horses must be worn 

- out. 297 :-—Pleasant is that garden with the sandal trees. — 

436 :—Chariots of sandal-wood mentioned in connection with 

the famous battle at He mF Mu ye, which issued in the over- 

: throw of the Shang dynasty, B.C. 1122. ie: 

Li hi, I, 125 :—#8 & Tan kung (bow of t’an wood). Title : oe : 
of a chapter in the Li ki, on mourning rites. = ve 

Chou li, 11, 194:—Fire from the t‘an wood. II, 406 ie 
r an wood used for making whoclaares bby yremeas in 

528, note, ] : 

The t‘an tree is frequently mentioned in the Shan hai king. . - 
Mao explains the character an in the Shi my strong Sig ae 

flexible wood, 

Le Kt:—The bark of the é‘un tree is green aa can 
resembling the rinds of the 3 #& hi mi” and = 4 pe ma 

[e. os 532]. | 
P., XXXVa, 37, tan. ut SHI-CHEN says: oa tree ar 

finely veined hard wood and leaves resembling those of Mt | 

Iai Sophora, v. infra, 546] ; purple flowers. e ae 

According to Henry [le 442] tan in -Hupei is” the é 

Dalbergia hupeana, Hance, which is figured in Ch. eae a4 
24] and yields a good, hard wood. ~ 
“Phon zo, LXXXIII, 13, 14, 2 Oni leaves! ‘figure’ 

Hoven, & Scuures [102] give the same Chinese charactors 
aS one of the nz S.&Z | oe erate for Cwsalpinia japonica, re 

oa soba aceording to the ancient Kuang chi, the
 pind on: ui 

Miter es “eel erate
s: the Diospyros Lotus, ie pid ee 

« 
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£., 254, family fa, with figure of a tall tree with thorny stem, 

alternate leaves and single berries. S| a, H1., 444, Symplocos 

crategoides, Don., is one of the synonyms. Symplocos, however, . 

is unarmed and has other fruits. P. [XXXV, 37] has a figure 

of fan, also called ra fa, the yellow fan, also a synonym “ge 

E, 254. Another figure in P. [XXXIV, 35] fa or Sandal : 
wobid - 

Sm., 192.  Fap., 1988, Santalium album, L. 

f1., 443, gives Ty fea as the Ichang name for Celtis sinensis. 

V. supra, 531. ieee 

541.—dk HE Fu su. An obscure tree mentioned in the 

Shi king [138]. Mao says:—A small tree. One of the 

commentators thinks that a mulberry tree is meant. 

542.—#% Shun, more correctly written #%. Lea calls it 
the ephemeral hedge tree. 3 y 

Shi king, 186 :—There is the lady in the carriage witha — 
countenance like the flower of the ephemeral hedge tree. 

Mao explains shun by Fe RE mu kin. The Shuo wen says 

that its flowers blossom in the morning and fall off at night. — 

Regarding the mu kin, see the Rh ya [6]. It is the Hibiscus 

syriacus, L. The philosopher Cuuane sz‘ [4th century B.C.) 
calls it Fl J ji hi (the ephemeral). ie 

Li ki, I, 275 [ Yue ling] :—Second month of summer. The 

tree Hibiscus [mu kin] flowers. 
Lu kt:—Shun or mu kin. The people of #§ Ts‘ and 

Lu (Shantung) call it E 3E wang cheng. — : 
Mv k1n is still the common name for Hibiscus syriaeus 

which is much cultivated as an ornamental shrub all ~ 

China. I may, however, observe that the ancient Chinese 

appellation “ephemeral flower” seems rather to hint - 
Hibiscus mutabilis, which is likewise much cultivated in China. 

P., XXXVI, 64, mu kin, good description of H. sy re 

It is well represented in the Kiu huang [LIV, 3] and ¢ 
[XXXV, 34]. In Hunan and Hupei it is much used {i 

hedges. | 

oe 
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Amen. exot., 858 :— KE hin, vul go mu kunge. Malva frutex 

hortensis .. . . folio auriculato, flore in purpureum ceeruleo, 

-Phon zo, XC, 1-8 :—7R FE, various varieties of H. syriacus 

figured. 

V. supra, 6, 369. 

543 —#E Hu. Leaae calls it arrow-thorn. 

Shi king, 444:—On the foot of the Han mountain (s 

unknown where it was) is the arrow-thorn. 

Shu king, 112 [Tribute of Yii]:—The hu tree produced 
in the province of King chou (Hupei). K‘usa AN-KUO says 
it was good for making arrows. LEGGE states that vegans 

on one occasion refers to the famous hw arrows. 

The hw is mentioned in the Shan hai king. 

Lv kt:—The hu resembles the ji) king [ Vitex, v. supra, 
521) but has a red stem resembling the % shé [the divining 
plant, +, supra, 428]. The people of . Shang tang 

: (South-eastern Shansi) employ it in basket-making and for 

ladies hair-pins, 

‘ That i is all we know from the ancient authors omeling the | 

Iu tree, Although Leaeer calls it the arrow-thorn, Chinese 

or shrub is still known under its ancient name in China. 

We find the hu mentioned in the Shanst ied chi as growing 

in 1 La an fa. .; : 

£., 271, family FE, without figure. 

144.—F9 Nin, eo 
: Shi king, 176 :—In ‘the low, wet grounds is . the new tes we 

:—On the hills of the north is the new tree. eon 

The nix tree is frequently mentioned in the Shan set i gs oe 

According to the Rh ya [230] it is also called #& #. Kuo fe - 

“ys it resembles the ft t7 [ Prunus, v. supra, 476]. - 

The fi # j is mentioned in the Chou li [II 194] as = 
- Which bows can be made, [See the quien in en eo 

aS oe 

authors do not say that it has thorns. It seems that this tree oe 
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~The Shuo wen explains 7 by Fi chun [Cedrela, v. supra, 

Lu x1:—The leaves of the niu or 7 tree resemble those 

the apricot, but are more pointed, white (downy). Its ba 

is red. The wood grows very crooked. Luxuriant leay 

In the second month it opens its white flowers like those of 

the ff Ven (Melia) with a silky appearance and small 

stamens. The tree is now cultivated in the government 

gardens, It goes also by the name of BS ge wan sui (th 

myriad years or everlasting). Its original name is explained 

by & 4 which moans myrials. Tae leaves are han sor 

The tree is much cultivated at the foot of mountains. It 

also called 4 $f niu kin. Its wood is used for bows. 7 

_ Lrage states that in the Japanese plates the niw is figm i 

as the Privet or Ligustrum. : 

£., 147, family via AA. Lycopodium, Wan sui Is a synonym, 

E., 307, family Bj, with haure of a tree, probably not 

Ligustrum. 

F., 307, family HE $i, with a pretty good figure of Lien 
has niu hin as a synonym. 

Jap., 1267, Ligustrum Ibota, Sieb , TK Hh BB. 
» 1268, by japonicum, Thbg., x KB: 

Other Ofeacee are mentioned :— 

-  Jap., 965, Forsythia suspensa, Vahl., Hh oH. 

» 971, Fraxinus pubinervis, Bl., He. 

» 1188, Jasminum floridum, Bge., 4 XH ee. 

ye a3Re, ne grandifiorum, L., = 7 ae. 

» HOT, | 4. Samba, Ait., #2 Fl. 
ss 1EQ2, 5 Sicboldianum, Bl., 0 F te 

oo» #9, Olea 2 Sao Zi wand Ak ug ff te 

Melia Toosendan, S. & Z., VFM, any I41l. 
545.—#% I. A tree mentioned in the Shi king [359 jy 

the marshes are the medlar (4% v. supra, 526) and the 
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Ibis said [2A ya, 294] that the 7 is also called #% HR ch'i 
isu (red ts‘) and that a white kind is simply called ts‘u. 

Lu kt:—The leaves of the ts‘w resemble those of the FE 
fso(an oak). Its bark is thin and white Another kind is. 
called ch‘? ts‘u. It has a red wood. This is the i tree. The 
former is also called put ts‘u (white ts‘u). Its wood is hard 
and pliant, suitable for making wheel-naves. 

46 —f Huai. A tree mentioned in the Chou Ui. 

Chow li, 11, 347, 348 :—Réglement de Vaudience officielle 
de Vextérieur. A gauche il y a neuf buissons d’épine (i 

Zizyphus, v. supra, 485). Les vice-conseillers, ministres ou 

prefets se tiennent debout 4 ces neuf places, Les gradués sont 

derritve eux. A droite il y a aussi neuf buissons d’épine. 

Les princes feudateurs des cing ordres Nong, Heou, Pe, Tsen, 

Nan (A, RK, (A. F. 3) se tiennent debout & ces neuf places. 

Les offisiers secondaires sont derriére eux. En face sont les 

trois arbres hout ( #i) Bignonia tumentosa. La se tiennent 

debout les conseillers auliques. Les chefs d'arrondissement 

“¢ pressent derrigre eux. /bidem, LL, 194:—Fire trom the 

iuai wool. [See quotation in 528, note. See also in 530, 

juai trees planted about the graves of functionaries. ] 
Lnai is now the common name for Sophora japonica, L., 

* tree very common throughout China. It is frequently 
Mentioned in the Shan hut hing. Ut would, however, seem 

: from the 2h ya [288-290] that in ancient times the name 
—tuai was applied to several trees of the leguminous order. 

ee [XXXVu, 31] describes. under this name only Sephora 
MMpoutca. Tt is well represented in Ch. [XXXII 10 ; 

Amen, ewot., 841, iL quar vulyo jens et quar haku. Arnot 

_foliis €x quatuor lobis, uno costam claudente pinnatis, siliquis 

- Articulatis, Exotica arbor et hoe coelo rara ac fere sterilis, 

An Tamarindus. Jensiu is, aceording to THUNBERG, the 

| K.xnpren evidently 
bi 

Japanese hame for Sophora Japored. 
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describes this tree, of which he probably saw a poor specimen. 
Its pinnate leaf has from 11 to 15 leaflets. Phon 

LXXXIII, 10-13, $4, Sophors japonica. 1d 

E., 255, family #, with recognizable figure of Sephora. 

C3502, 505, -Pr.; §8, 195.-: Sumi, 201, +:S., 1K, 4 130. 

WV. supra, 356. : a 

547.—In the Mia Calendar, 43, third month, we read Rik. 

DovcLas translates:—Plucked are the Vucca pinnatijida. 

I am not aware upon what authority this identification is 

based. DouGuas refers the #§ shi of the [/ia Calendar to the 

plant #4 #& Aw che of the Pen ts‘ao kang mu, which we 

is there applied to two different plants [see P., XVI, 33, 37]: 

One of them is a Physalis. [V. the Rh ya, 144]. I should 
rather think that the sh/ of the J/ia Calendar is the et 

Kw shi, a medicinal plant noticed in the Shen nung pen tao 
and otherwise called # #8 k‘u shen. [See P., NIL, 32 
Judging by the description given there of the plan 
belongs to the leguminous order. The root is very b 
Ch. [VUL, 5] figures, under k‘u shen, a leguminous p 

Loureiro [Flora cochin., 556] gives khu sem as the Cl 
‘name for Robinia amara [unknown to botanists], the root 

which, he says, is “amarissima.” According to H 

[Le., 190] at Ichang hk‘ shen is Sophora krone’, Hance. — 

So moku, XIV, 28, BB, Sophora angustifolia, 8. &Z 

£., 161, family + BB, with two figures, copies Or, I 

C., 635, Sophora flavescens, Ait. ecg 
Su., 186, Robinia. itt eee 

£., 64, family EE, Flouttounia, Hee is one of the synonyms 

supra, 144]. 

548.—f, J, also written Hi, and sometimes read (‘0 

*Fias Calendar, 21, first month :—#¥ Ar Hi pe 5 
Doveas translates :—Plum, apricot, mountain peach” 

then blossom. The Chinese commentary explains 1 

Hi BE by I] PE (mountain peach) referring, it seems, — 
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Rh ya [268], but Hi in the Rh ya [226] isa distinct tree, 

likened to the white poplar. : 
«Li ki, TL, 158:--The 7 wool used for coffins. [See the 

quotation in 508. | 

549.--f#f Chen. A wool mentioned in the Li k [1, 401, 

and I; 5]. Ladles and combs made of this wood. The 

commentary says that the wood is white veined. It is also 

-lnentioned in the Shan hai king, together with the fi tsov. 

W.D. [961] takes tsou chen to be one name, but Kuo P*o 

keeps tsou and chen apart. The Shuo wen defines tsou by fuel. 

250.— Hig Lan (Juan), a tree mentioned in the Chou li 

(II, 217}. Bior reads Ven. Cuiseurs de soie. Pour appre-. 

ter les étoffes de soie, ils font bouillir dans Peau, des cendres 

faites avec le bois de Varbre lien. Avec cette eat clarifiee— 

- humecte les étoffes de soie. be 

According to the dictionary 7'si yéia [Sung period], the 

above character is to be pronounced Juan. Some say that = 

y the same as FR Ven (Melia), others identify it with the ee 

luan, . al eae an meen ees 

As to the Iwan, it is said to have been one of the trees ae 

TL 22, BR A, Superintendent of the Graves. Tt was his duty, 
thongst others, to select the trees planted about the . 

nen to fix their number.] ‘The commentary {not translated : 

by Bor] quotes the Chiun ts‘iu wei [1st century B.U.], where 2 

itis stated :—The tumulus for the grave of the Son of Heaven 

(KR F) was 30 feet high. Pine trees [# v. spr 504] were — 

sa half as high, the trees planted about it were the #4 1° 

(Thija, Vv. supra, 505). The height of the tumu 

Since were the # luan [the original text has He Se a 

planted about graves in ancient times. [See the Chow 

- Planted about it, The tumulus for the feudal princes Gb f) ae 

lus for the 
high functionaries (Kk #) was 8 feet, the trees planted” as 
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medicinal herb, but the commentators observe that this is a_ 

mistake for Juan. See also the Shuo wen, under luan]. The 

height of the tumulus for the other officers (-+) was 4 feet, — 

the trees planted about were the # hua (Sophora, v. supra, 

546). The common people (f&) were not entitled to a 

tumulus. % Bil yang liu trees (willows, v. supra, 524) were 

planted about the graves. 

P., XXXVb, 15 :— BH HE Luan hua. The ancient authors 

say that it is a tree growing in Middle China, with leaves 

resembling those of the mu kin (Jlibiscus syriacus), yellow 

flowers, and fruit like that of the swan tsiang (Physal’ 

alkekengi, v. supra, 55]; the pea-like black seeds are contained 

ina bladder. The flowers are used for dyeing yellow, the 

seeds are employed in medicine and also used as beads. The 

tree is figured in the Kin huang [LLV, 29] and in Ch. 

[XXXIIL, 49]. It is the Kelreuteria pouriculata, Laxm, 

which is very common in Northern China, — Its fruit capsules 

resemble bladders. Its popular name at Peking is 7x Ha # 
mu lan ya. The leaves furnish a black dye. 

Kwa wi, 120, and Phon zo, UXXXIV, 4, 5:—3 Kal 
reuteria paniculata, 

E., 308, family %% HE, with figure of Kelreuleria. 

Sapindacee are mentioned:—_—« 

JFap., 28, Acer palmatum, Thbg., ha Hit. 

» 36, 4, trifidum, Thbg., = f§ Hil. 

» 68, Lsculus turbinata, Bl, ze i fs}. 

» 923, Lupholia (commonly N ephelium) Li-cht, Desf. . 

yo Gad, »  Longana, Lam., Be A. 

i 990; Luscaphis staphylevides, S. & Z., Lg 46 He [e- sin 

518]. 
» 1214, Kelreuteria paniculata, Laxm., ms 13. 
» 1990, Sapindus Mukorosi, Goertn., 4 hiss i. 

» 2141, Slaphylea bumalda, S. & Z., ra] id itlt- - 
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DLR WG Mu lan. A tree mentioned in the Li suo [5]:— 
Te mou lan de la montagne Pi. Jbidem, 12:—lLa rosée 

suspendue aux feuilles de arbre lan. 

P, XXXIV, 23:—Mu lun. Ch. [XXXIII, 14] figures, 
— under mu lan, a Magnolia. 

Amen, ewot., 845 :—JR BR Mokkieuren. Fratex  tulipifer 
++ flore Lilio-narcissi rubente. This is figured in 
J. Banks’ cones Kempjeri [5 el., tab. 43), and is, according 
to Maximowicez, Magnolia obovata, Thbg. Not indigenous 

to Japan. The tree has been introduced from China. 

£., 293, family AX BB, with good figure of a Magnolia tree. 

A, [XV, 35] mentions also the name 7 #, which is a synonym 

in Z., but is commonly applied to Ficus pumila, BI. P, XVIII, 40. 

Other Magnoliacee are mentioned :— 

Jap., 1209, Kadsura japonica, L., Ye Ft a a 

» 1379, Magnolia compressa, Max., 4 I) fit. 

» 1380, = conspicua, Salisb., re: B- 

» 1383, = hypoleuca, S. & Z., #F: tel 2 Hh. 

» 1384, p °: Rokes; DC, F a. 

» 1385, »  ebovata, Thhg., AR ia- - 

» 1386, » parviflora, $. & Z., KF XK t- 

» 2011, Schizandra chinensis, Baill., tt cf OR a 

» 2012, rs nigra, Max., WA a iff- 

da2 RE Kui is the name for shi! Chinese Cassia bark ae 
the tree from which this bark is obtained, the apeeauidetiais 
Cassia, Bl., a native of Southern China. : Li ki, , 135. :—Cinnamon (ku/) mentioned as a strengthen- 

NZ spice. [ See the quotation in 381. is [hidem (I, — Cinnamon together with Ginger. 

The kui is mentioned in the Shan hat hing, in the Shen : 
"9 pen tsao and in the Rh ya [247]- _ 
— The Shuo wen says the ku? is a tree of es it yi jes 
the best of all medicines, 
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Li sao, 6:—Ils réunirent le poivrier de Chen [see 4 

& Larbre kiun et au cannellier (kouey). 13:—Je méle | 

hinun et le kouey. v’Hervey here takes kiun and houey as 

two distinet plants, but kvwn kouey is one name, denoting a 

peculiar kind of cinnamon. : Aes 

P., XXXIV, 18:—Kw. The ancient authors describe 

several sorts of cinnamon. The Fk #E mow /wi (male cinnamon) | 

or AR FE mu kui (tree cinnamon), said to be a thick bark from 

a tree with large leaves, which grows in fq He Nan hai 
(Southern China), is that mentioned in the RA ya. Another: 

sort [P.. XXXIV, 21] is called #f #E hun kui. Tt i is the 

bark of a smaller tree said to grow in the mountains 

%@ Ht Kiao chi (Cochin-china). The Chinese Cassia trees 

are figured in Ch. [XX XIII, 7, 8). 
At the end of the article kin kui, Lt Sat-cHen observe 

that the ancient authors comprised in this denomination 

another tree much cultivated in China under the names ¢ 

hi RE yen kui or AR HE mu si. There are three yarieties, © 

with white flowers $8 # yin kw’, one with yellow flowe 

& HE kin kui and one with red flowers J} KE tan hui. 

flowers appear in autumn or in spring ; some varieties 

flowers the whole year. The bark of the tree is thin | 

has not the properties of the true cinnamon. The flower 
are very fragrant and employed for scenting tea. This” ee 

is the Olea fragrans, Thbg., a tree much cultivated in © 

for its small, fragrant flowers which at Peking appear 
August in great profusion in the axils of the leaves. 

flowers are white or reddish brown. It is commonly ¢ 

RE FE kui hua or Cassia flowers, It is known by the 
name at Canton. A good drawing of the plant is found 

Ch. (XXXII, 10) under yen kui. 

Martini [in his Atlas. sinensis, published about 230 

ayo] reports that the city of AE POE Kui lin fu, the: * 

of Kuangsi, derives its name (city of the kw forests) 
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the abundance of this tree in the neighbourhood. [See my 
arly Burop. Res. Bot. Chi 19.7 -T suspéet that the 
kin kui mentioned in the 7; sao may refer to Olea fragrans 
rather than to Cassia bark. 

SieBoip, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 139 :—Cinnamomum Cassia, 
Nikkei, #é. E China introducta, hic ac inde colitur in usum 
medicum. Sresoup, Icon. ined., VI:—Cinnamomum peduncu- 

latum, Nees., RE. 
Phon co, UXXX, 2, Ht HE, C. pedunculatum. 
Aman, exot., 844 :—7€ HE, mokksei, arbor hortensis folio 

Castanez, flosculis albidis in croceum languentibus, tetrapetalis, 
pumilis, in axillis foliorum confertim nascentibus, Jasminum 

spirantibus, fragrantissimis ; unde Sinensibus in deliciis sunt. 
SIEBOLD, Syn, plant. evon. jap., 208 :—Osmanthus (Olea) 
Jragrans, moksen. Chinese name as above. Phon zo, UXXX, 
8:—Olea fragrans. Same Chinese name. 

V. supra, 247, 512. 

593,.— FE Huo, also written Fe. 

Shi king, 354 :— #5 PU HR M8 BE HH. Lance translates 
is passage :—The cold waters issuing variously from the 

Spring do not soak the fire-wood I have cut. Lecee, who 
follows one of the Chinese commentators, takes 8H 7. 
mean fire-wood that has been cut down. But most of the 
Commentators say that the first character denotes a tree. 
Cuexg Hiaw and K‘une Yino-ra refer to the Rh ya [235] 
huo or lo, 

_ Lv kt:—The huo is now called #h tt ye y@ (cocoa-nut 
elm, unknown to me). The leaves resemble those of the 
elm, Its bark is strong and supple. The people strip x of 
M pieces several feet long, and twist it into ropes. Of the 

| Wood, drinkin g-vessels can be made. . is 
The dictionary Yu pien [6th century] says tha 
Same as #8 hua, which is the Birch tree. ‘ 

A AXXVO, 37, BE FE hua mu. Ch, XXXVI, 41. 

t the huo is 
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The birch is a common tree in the more elevated mounta 
of Northern China. The people call. it Aua. Three or four 
species of Betula are known in China. 

Siesotp, Syn. plant. econ. jap., 148 :—Betula japoniea 
(a variety of B. alba, L.), sirokaba, i. Cortex arboris in 
regionibus borealibus pro charta aliisque adhibetur utensilib 
Phon z0, LXXXV, 10, 11, 12:—Same Chinese — 
Betula. Bis 

£., 254, family Ha. Figure of a large tree, the parallel veine 
leaves and round, berry-like fruit do not agree with de/ula. 

C., 498. H., 128. Sm, 45.  Fap., 338, B. alba, L, 
vulgaris, Reg., fet 7K. 

V. supra, 235. 

504.—fE Ka. Lege calls it the stave tree. Shik ing, 400. 

Eth ya, 249 :—Kia, also wei (k‘ui), which produces walkin, 
sticks. The ki is frequently mentioned in the Shan 
king. ; 

Lu kt:—The hii or wei is used by old men for wal ing- 
staves. It is also called @ 2 7K Ling shou mu (the tree 
longevity), The people employ it for whip-handles and 
lances. It grows plentifully in the northern mountains 
@ B Hung nung (in Honan). : 
i XXXVI, 75 :—Ling shou mu, or kii, also FR FH a 

chang (walking-staff for old men). The first name dates 
the time of the Han dynasty. In the Han History, 3 i 
biography of J 36 K‘una Kuana, a high dignitary, 
stated that after he had been ill the empress beater u 
him a staff of longev ity to lean on when going to ¢o 
Yen Sur-xu [of the Tang dynasty} who commented upon 
Tsien Han-shu, says that this plant is like the bamboo 
having joints, and is not more than 8 or 9 feet high, the is 
3 or 4 inches in circumference, fit, as it grows, for walk 
sticks without any cutting or forming. : 

V. supra, 249. 
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59).—f Tsung. This tree is repeatedly mentioned in the 
Shan hai king. Kuo Po describes it as a tree growing to a 
height of 30 feet ; it is branchless, The leaves are at the end 
of a common stalk and form a circle [the author means to 
describe a fan-shaped palm-leaf}. The bark of the trunk 

forms joints and is useful for making ropes [the author speaks 
of the sheaths of the bases of the leaves, which cover the 

trunk]. It is also called #3 #8} ping lu. , 
The Shuo wen likewise identifies the tsung with the ping lit. 

~The tree here spoken of is a palm, the Chamerops Fortune, 
_Lindl., which is very common in Middle and Southern China. 
The coir furnishe] by it is largely manufactured into cloaks 
and hats, 

P., XXXVb, 39 :— Tsung li. The author Su Sone [11th 
century] gives a characteristic description of this palm. 
Among other peculiarities he notes that its leaves form a 
circle and resemble a wheel with spokes, and that its bunches 
of yellowish white flowers resemble fish-roe. 

Ch. Fortunei is closely allied to the Japanese Ch. exeelsa, 
. Thhg. Perhaps it is the same. ; ie 
Amen, exot., 898 :— HS HY sjuro et sodio, Palme Malabarice 3 
— eodda panna dict (Corypha umbraculifera) affinis, atail Me 

— Minori ; hoc clo sterilis et ob ornatum culta. SIEBOLD, Syn 
- plant, @econ, Jap. 50. Chamevops excelsa, Thhg., sivo Ke i. 
uk rovinciarum preesertim meridionalium incola.  P. hon 20, 
LXXXV, 15, 16. : 

£., 252, family PS, with good figure. 
S., VIII, 30. C., 1358. 

Of Palme are mentioned :— eo ue ee 
Fap., 206, Avenga saccharifera, Labill., #5 AK . dee we oe 

» 408, Calamus Draco, Willd., it BE 3B. ae ek 

» $66, Chamerops excelsa, Thhbg., 8 iil 

_» 646, Cocos nucifera, L., Ah Ff. 

» 1312, Livistonia chinensis, Br., iti x. { 
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Jap., 1870, Rhapis flabelliformis, Ait., *e ft. 

» 1871, Rhapis major, BL., ee Ff . 

» 1963, Sagus Rumphii, Willd., Be Hh (Caryota). 

556.—# JAR Li mu. The Shan hai king says that its fruit | 
resembles the ## lien (Melia). Kvo P*o adds that it is also — 
called §% $8 Ze kien kien mu. The fruit (or seed) is #7 JA A 
chi tou pai (finger’s white). It is glutinous and employed — 
for washing clothes. The dictionary 7'si yin [11th century] 
says that the fruit resembles a chestnut. 

591K He AK Tien p'ien mu, Shan hai king, W1Ltiaws : 
[ Dictionary, 640] is of opinion that piien is a kind of soap berry — 
tree, Sapindus. But there is no reason for this supposition. 

558.—#] AK San mu. Shan hai hing, repeatedly, Kwvo Po . 
Says it is used for making switches, : 

559.— Fy RE Pai kao, name of a tree. The Shan hai king 
states that it resembles the ku (Broussonetia) and exudes 2 
sap like varnish, but which can be eaten. It is also used for 
dyeing jade. According to the Kuang ya, another name for 
pai kao is S #R kao su. 

— 960. AR Yu mu. Shan hai hing. A tree resembling the 

chu (Ailantus), with leaves like those of the (‘ung ( Paulownia). 
Leguminous fruit used for stupefying fish. pe 

561.—3% AE. Meng mu. Shan hai king. A tree which 
resembles the wai (Sophora) ; yellow flowers. K.D. ae 
PR meng. : : 

562.— 4 A Pi mu. Shan hai king. Kuo P*o er 
a tree of this name is found in Shu (Sz‘ch‘uan). In a 
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seventh or eighth month its panicles are formed, and then 
it exudes a substance like salt in appearance, which is of a 
pleasant taste. 

563.—ff Chu in ancient times was a general name for 
Bamboos as in our days. The character is of frequent 
occurrence in the classical writings. It appears that in the 

_ elassical period the bamboo was just as indispensable a plant 
to the Chinese in domestic economy and applied to the same 

Variety of purposes as nowadays. Besides this, in early 

- days, before paper was invented, the Chinese wrote on 
bamboo tablets ( fij 4ien). Bamboo-sprouts were used as food 

[v. supra, 3873]. The wood of the bamboo cut into splints 

_ Was Woven into mats, baskets or hats. 

% Yen, a bamboo mat spread on the ground, and on which : 
_ they sat in early times at feasts; repeatedly mentioned in the | 
Shi king £395, 473, 487]. 4 Tien, a mat of fine bamboo 

Work, Shi king, 305. On the rush mat (38) below and that 

252, 255, 395]. Chou li, I, 107:—Employés aux paniers. 

. G Fei, round bamboo baskets (mentioned in the Shu king, 

“Tribute of Yii,” 99, 117], in which manufactured fabrics, 

Shi king, 308, 604. 

‘iu, 300, 301 ; Shi king, 356. Bamboo flute. 
‘ Chou li, If, 581:—Bamboo used for bows. i — oe 

501, hote.] 
ee Oo pe he 

_ Of fine bamboo above. Li ki, II, 185 [Mourning Rites rf eee 
The body of a ruler was laid on a mat of fine bamboo tien). 5 ao 
: § Pien, a basket of bamboo-splints, used to contain fruits SS ee 
at sacrifices and feasts. Repeatedly in the Shi hing [240, eee 

Various kinds of silks, ete., from the provinces, were = : Se : 
to the capital, 4 Ti, a hat made of splints of eae oe 

Many of the Chinese musical instruments were made on ee 
bamboo, Li ki, J, 120; Chou li, I, 407, II, 60, 61 - rane ae o 
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Li ki, 1, 148 :—Vessels of bamboo used in connection 

of bamboo. 

Shi king, 101:—With your long and tapering Bamb 
rods (ff 42) you angle in the i Ki. 92:—Look at those 
recesses in the banks of the K‘i with their green bamboos 
so dense went, ler, so strong and luxuriant. 303 :— 

a aur like the = riant th eal of ne pine ieee 

P.. XXXVU, 18:—Chu Bamboo. -Ch., XX XV, 67s 
Iuang, LVI, 18. 

—-564,.—Besides the general name for the bamboo, chu, t 
appear in the Chinese Classics some other names referti 
peculiar sorts of bamboo. 

In the Shu nay (108, “Tribute of Yao “Prova 
| Yang chou (present Chekiang, Kiingere Anhui 
read :—After the waters of the marsh of Chin (sup 
to answer to the T‘aihu) had been settled, the bar 

small and large, then spread about. The Chinese text: 
‘siao and $ tang. K‘una AN-Kvo explains tang by 
large bamboo, and sao by ff ¥f, bamboo good for 
K‘une Yina-1a says a small bamboo. 

The Rh ya [43] identifies tang with 7. li 
explains :—A bamboo whose joints are 10 feet apart. Rh 
174, siao identified with 4% [see farther on}. 

The dictionary T's/ yin (Sung dynasty] notices th: th 
‘Was in ancient #5 Ye a river Tang which derived i 
from the tang bamboo. This river has still the same 
The city of Tang yin hien [Northern sei C hang 
is situated on it, 7 
The Chu pu, a treatise on bamboos [3rd or 4th cent 

states that the siao bamboo is produced in ff Lu on 
#8 i Tsou mountain, and that it is used for making 
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Instruments (2£ #5). The Tsou shan was evidently in the 
: district of Tsow | hien (Shantung, Yen chou fu). faint 

Inthe Chou li (Il, 266, 267] we read :—La province de 

Yang tcheou produit des bambous de la grande et de la petite 
espece. The Chinese text has 7% chu and ff tsien. CHENG 

Han says that these terms correspond to fang and sao in | ee 

the Vii kung, : arf Pe - : 

te Listen properly means an arrow. This meaning is also 
given to it in the Shwo wen. But in ancient times this name Rey 
Was also applied to a small bamboo, the stem of sh was oe 
faitable for making arrows. sy 

: ithe:Shan hai king, tsien is generally shapled with iiéas 
in the Chou L [l.c.] and in the Li ki, [1, 805 * Yue ling Ti 

Second month of winter. When the shortest day has arrived, : oe 

they fell trees and carr y away bamboos and [especially] the 

small species suitable for arrows (ff Mf). Ibidem, TL, Bb) a, 

[Mourning Rites 1 :—The hair-pin of the arrow-bamboo 

(Hi $6) was worn by an unmarried daughter for her father Sy 

tothe end of the three years’ mourning. J bidem, I, 1, 26: ae 

Arrows and wood for bows. [See above, 502]. 

The Lh ya [174] identifies the tsen and the ‘sido. 

Fang yen states that tsien is the name custal in Kuan s 

Shensi), whilst in 10 #€ Kiang huai ( a Ashi) iti ae 
called $% ts‘w, eae 

— According to the Chu pu (treatise on Iamboos), ‘the oe 

does not grow higher than 10 feet. Its jeints are 3 teh 
apart, It is very hard and strong, suitable for making s 

trows. It is abundantly produced in Kiangnan. 

Comes from @ RE Hui ki (Shao hing fit, Chekiang)?" “h 
: Kin and $& lu are tn kinds of ‘uals “mento Pe i 
he Shu king [112, “Tribute of Yit”] as produced wae 
Province of HM King chou (Hupei). — _Kioxe 4 
defines Main and lu by 3% ff (excellent bao) cue 
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Hian by large and small bamboos. The Chu pu says that 

kin and lu are two names; the fin and the J are black 

bamboos, good for arrows. The first is also mentioned in the 

Shan hai king. The name lu, according to the Shuo wen, is 

also written $§ lu. | a 

Several other ancient names for bamboos are met within — 

the Shan hai king. 

7 Kui chu, also written #E ff kui chu. The Shan hai 

king says it is very poisonous. Kuo P‘o explains that this — 

bamboo grows in the district of #E [J Kui yang (in Southern 

Hunan). It is 40 feet high and 1 foot in cireumference. 

3k 7 Fu chu. Kuo P‘o says it is the same as the A 4g 
k‘iung, a bamboo with high (distant) joints ; the culm is solid 

(not hollow) ; it is fit for walking-sticks, whence the name 

tk % 7% fu lao chu (bamboo for an old man to lean on). 

%i Mei, a bamboo repeatedly mentioned in the Shan hai 

king. Kvo P‘o says:—This bamboo now grows in ue 
Han chung (Southern Shensi) ; it is thick inside, the joints: 
are distant. Its sprouts, which come out in winter, are eaten 

by the people. [Comp. supra, 373]. be 

See also the bamboos mentioned in the Rh ya 169-174]. 
That is all we know regarding the bamboos mentioned i in 

the ancient Chinese records, Most of those ancient names 

have most probably disappeared for a long time from the 
Chinese language. on 

565.—A. Rivibre, in his admirable monograph on ambos 
[Les Bambous ; Paris, 1879] notices 23 species of the tribe 
Bambusee (genera Bambusa, Arundinaria, Phyllostachys) . 
known to our botanists as coming from China, for the greater 
part from Canton and Hongkong, But the number of distinct 
species of bamboos growing in China is, no doubt, much larger. 

Phyllostachys nigra, Munro, Ph. bambusoides, 8 S. & Z., Bam 
busa nana, Roxbg., B. dumetorum, Hance, are dwarf species 
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found in China. Ph, n’gra has a black stem. Perhaps this 
As the kin or the lu of the Shu king. At Canton, this black 
bimboo, attaining not more than a man’s height, is cut 
down for walking-sticks an handles of parasols. Of tall 
Chinese species there is the common Indian Bambusa arun- 

dinacea, Retz (Arundo Bambos, L.) and the Bambusa tuldoides, 
Munro, both cultivated at Canton. Bamboos of great dimen- 

sions are said to grow in Chekiang [shey were noticed 

there by Marco Potro, (09 years ago. YuLn’s edition, 
Il, 203]:—*The largest and longest canes that are in all 

Manzi; they are full four palms in girth and 15 paces in 

length.” The provinces of Hupei and Sz‘ch‘uan are likewise 

famed for their large bamboos. Baron RicHTHOFEN, in one of 

his Letters on the Interior Provinces of China, remarks that 

Nowhere in China does the bamboo attain such a size as in 
Sz‘ch‘uan. : 

Dr. Leaae [Shu hing, 109] doubts the correctness of 
the Chinese statements regarding solil bamboos. European 

hotanists, however, know several bamboos with solid to 

hollow) stems, [See Rivitne, lc., 24; Loureiro, Flora cockin.y 
72). Arundo ( Bam'us1) agrestis (of Southern Can) * 

— Internodiis brevibus, intus parum yacuis, sepe integre solidis. 

The stem of Bumbusi spinost, Roxbg., in India has a very 

— small cavity. 

One of the Chinese bamboos, the sprouts of which are used 
_ for food, is, according to Riviere [l.c., 231] the P. hyllostachys 

_ mitis (Bambusa mitis, Poir., Arundo mitis, Lour.). ; ey 
also known in Europe under the name of Bambus1 edulis. 

. 

__ Many kinds of bamboo are also found in Japan, babe 
Pamboos flower and fruit only once in from 30 to 60 yo. 

ihe botanical names of the Japanese species have only partly 

wen ascertained, : sk 
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Amen. exot., 898 :—f Tsiku, vulgo tacke et fatsku, — 
Arundo in genere, et per excellentiam Arundo ‘indica — 
Bambuus dicta. Ejus germina, que ex radice pullulant sale 
et aceto macerata, additis allio et Capsici siliquis, inter 
condita illa, que atsjaar vocant, principi loco habentur. — 
Radices circa pagum Kusatsu provincie Oomi, ob fundi 
limosi singulare ingenium mira pulchritudine luxuriant; | 
que effosse et a fibrarum yverticillis liberate, pro bacillis 
serviunt, quos manibus gestamus, yulgo rotang dictos. | 

Lhidem, ji ff (reed bamboo) rotsikku, vulgo najo dacke 
item niga dacke, i.e, Arundo indica, amara a radicum sapore = 
dicta, fruticescens. The lu chu or reed bamboo is mentioned ie 
in the Sin pu (a Chinese treatise on bamboo-sprouts, 4 
10th century). It is said there to be produced in fH — 
Lii chou (in Anhui). The sprouts are bitter, but can be — 
eaten. ae 

Lhidem, ¥ ff futsiku, vulgo futamma tacke, ie, Arando 
bifurea. Arundo frutescens caudice bifurca. This Chinese 
name appears in the Shan hai king [v. supra] and in the 
Stin pu. ole 

Ibidem, 3% V§ (purple bamboo), ssi tsiku, 2.€, Arundo 
plicata, vulgo murisacki dacke, i.e. Arundo purpurea ; it. man- 
dara dacke. Arundo frutescens, caule atro purpureo, tenuior!, 
farto ; foliis brevibus, latius culis, pendulis, plicatis. Perhaps 
this is the Bambusa purpurascens figured in S1EBOLD’s Tan. 
ined. [VIII]:—The purple bamboo is said in the Sdn pu! 
be produced in Cheng tu fu (Sz‘ch‘uan). It is of a purple 
colour. Its sprouts are not eaten. , af 

Lhidem, 899 :—4§ dso, vulgo sasa, it. si nosa. Arw 
humilis foliis angustis. Sive :—suffrutex foliis arundinacel 
This is the small bamboo of the Shu king. [V. supra, 504] 

| Lbidem, 8 coma sasa. Arando humilis foliis latiorl! 
Sive :—Suffrutex foliis arundinaceis latiorius striatis. 1 : 
sasa. Hadem Arundo, montis Fackona, foliis margime | 
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medio nervo pulchre candicantibus. This is probably Phyl- 

— lostachys bambusoides, 8. & Z., var. albomarginata, Miq. 

The Phon zo figures many bamboos under their Chinese — 

and Japanese names. . 

Stesotp [in the Syn. plant. econ. jap., 17-33] enumerates 

17 Japanese bamboos under their Japanese names, and 

classifies them according to the dimensions, the form and the 
outside appearance of the stem :— 

BAMBUSA. 

Secrio A.— Tare, ff. CuLmo Ramoso ARBORESCENTE. 

(a.)—Culmo tereti Jistuloso. 

17.—B. matake. % (bitter bamboo), 7f 4 (bamboo 

= from the Chinese province Kiangnan). Soboles suppeditant 

 baculos quisitos, ac culmi juniores victum; adulti ad sedifi- 

candum fabricandumque vulgo adhibentur. Pie @ 

The Phon zo keeps the bitter bamboo and the Kiangnan 3 

bamboo apart. LIL, 5, 2 #4 2% (bitter bamboo-sprouts) and 
—XCIV, 12, 13, 10 7. i 

The bitter bamboo He ku chu is noticed in the Chu on 

_ or Chinese treatise on bamboos. It is said to be commonly 

a cultivated in China. Its sprouts are of a bitterish sweet 

r | taste. There are two sorts, a white and a purple. 

18.—B. metake. Culmi in conficiendis muris pape oe 

Stratum inserviunt. ie 

<ee This is the Arundinaria japonica, Sg, & Z, See Rance? 

— &8avarien, Enum, plant. Jap. U, 182 ; Revibne, 16, 297 

19.—B. tootsik. Culta in hortis. E China introducta 

eB . narihira take. Culta ad seepes- 
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(z.)—Culmo tereti subsolido. 

21.—B. sinotake. Usus ad muros struendum. ) Utraque colitur 
pro sepibus vi- - 

22.—B. suwoo tstk ; var. tsintsik. a vis. 

Tsintsik is the Bamb. glaucescens, Sieb., or B. floribunda, 

Zoll. [See Francuer & Savatier, le., LI, 183.) 

23.—B. jatuke. % ff. Ob usum tritissimum pro jaculis: 

nimirum magni estimata. 3 
The # ff (arrow bamboo) is figured in the Phon zo 

[XCV, 3, 4]. We have seen [supra, 564] that the arrow 

bamboo is mentioned in the Chinese Classics. [Compare also : 

Heyy, /.c., 238] Arundo madagascarensis, Kth.] 

* 

(c.)—Culmo sulcato, fistuloso. ‘ 

24.—B. moo soo. i YF or YL Tf. Species culta ob 
soboles jumiores pro cibo maxime queesitos. Culmi adulti_ 

ad elificandum ac fabricandum adhibentur. atthe 

Phon zo, XCIV, 12, 13:—jr ff ff. According to 
Mkne [ Productions véyétales du Japon, 1885, p- 28, 182], 

the bamboos whose sprouts are eaten in Japan are the moso, 

the madake [v. supra, No. 17], the ofetchiku, the hatehiku 

and the metake [18]. Of these the moso and the madake 

are of large size and employed for making various domestic 

utensils, Perhaps the mvo soo is the Bumbuss edulis ae 

Phyllostachys m'tis [Rivibre, Le., 231], which is kno 
in China to furnish edible sprouts. Its large stem is sulcated 

In Algeria, where it is cultivated, it attains a height © 

nearly 50 feet. : i 

25 :—B. hatsik. E:lulis, atque pro baculis ad equitandum- 
-Variat culmo variegato, ooseitsik. oe 

In the Icones ined., VIII, Srepoup figures the B. hatsil 

with the Chinese name yf /f (insipid bamboo). Compan 
the Phon zo, LIL, 5, % ff Zi (edible sprouts) 5 also XC 
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2, 8. In Chinese works the insipid bamboo, tan chu, is 
mentioned as produced in Chekiang. | 
Miquet gives hatshiku as a Japanese name for Bambusa 

| puberula, Franouer & Savatter, l.c., IL, 184. 

26.—B. kinmeitsik. Usus pro sepibus vivis. 

This is, according to Miqust, the B. pygmea. FRANCHET 
& Savarrer, J.c., IL, 183. 

27.—B. kurotake. 3% PE PF (reed bamboo). Ob nigris- 
_ eentem culmi colorem quesita species. 

This is perhaps the Phyllostachys nigra, Riviere [255] 

or Bambusa nigra, Lodd., found in China and Japan. 
According to FRancuer it is a variety of Miquzt’s B. 
puberula, 

28.— Bambusa nigamatake. Pro diversis usitata. 

(D.)—Culmo suleato subsolido. 

29.—B. kantsih. Pro virgis piscatoriis usitata. 

(B.)—Culmo semitereti jistuloso. 

30.— B, hoteitsik. Pro baculis. 

(¥.)— Culmo tetragono subsolido. 

31.—B. stkak take. Tantum in hortis culta, 

Ey In Stepoin’s Icon. ined. [VIII] the square bamboo of Japan | 

_ 38 figured with the Chinese name Ff fy (square bamboo). 

_ Phon zo, XCIV, 15, 16. : 
. The Fi ¥f fang chu (square bamboo) is described aed Pet hu ly [T'ang dynasty] and in the Stéin pu as a very hard, 

“olid bamboo with a square stem 2 inches in diameter, used 

: oy Various domestic purposes. It is good for walking - 

a Sticks, but the sprouts are not good for eating.) 2 aes : 

- Interesting details regarding the square bamboo of ciel oe 

chow fu, communicated by Dr. Macaoway, are found in the 
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North-China Herald, 1882, p. 306. See also Rrvibre [315] 
Bambou carré. ; 

Szct1o B.—Sasa. Cutmo Smmprict Herpaceo. 

See above the quotation from Amen. exot., 899, where 
sasa is given as an equivalent for the Chinese classical term | 
4% (small bamboo of the Shu). 

32.—B. kumasasa 8, |]j 8 ff (white mountain bamboo). — 
Varietas Fuirino kumsasa sive Jakiwasasa. Culta pro sepibus — 
septisque lacuum. 

is 
Compare supra, Coma sasa in Amen. eot. and in the Phon 

20, under ##@, XVI, 8,9. This is the Bambusa kumasasa, Zoll., 2 
Franoner & Savarimr. lc. II, 184. But Phyllostachys bambue 
sordes, 8. & Z., is likewise called kumasasa by the Japanese. — 
Francoer & Savatier, I.c., 11, 182. Under the Chinese — 
name 3% jo, P. [XV,75] describes a plant of Southern China — 
which has the appearance of a small bamboo. The young — 
shoots resemble those of reeds, The leaves are dark green, 
but pale on the under side, soft and fresh at all seasons of the 2 
year. The people in the south make hats of them; they eS. 

_ are used also for wrapping up tea, salt and balls of cooked 
_ glutinous rice. Women put them in the soles of shoes 

W.D. [296] calls this bamboo Bambusa latifolia, an arbitrary 
identification, for B. latifolia is a species from tropical 
America. According to the Shuo wen, jo properly means ~ skin of the bamboo. 

33.—Bambusa ginmei sasa. Culta pro sepibus septisqu 
lacuum. 

: 
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566.—#E Kai. W.D. 362:—Name of a straight, 

graceful and durable tree which grows on the grave of 

Confucius. 

P. does not notice this tree, but K.K.F.P. [LXXX, 26] 

gives a short account of it. See also K.D. The 

fe BR AR BE Huai «nan ts‘ao mu pu [K.D. writes 

HE #7 F EE AX Fj, and it would therefore seem that it isa 

treatise on the plants mentioned in the Huai nan te, 2nd 

century B.C.] states that the kai tree grows on the grave of 

Kune rsz’. It is a sort of # tso (oak). Its trunk and 

branches are straight, not crooked ; it has a durable wood. 

The Shuo wen says that the kai is a tree on the grave of 

— Coxrucrus. The Yu yang tsa tsu [9th century] says In 

Shu (Sz‘ch‘uan) is a tree which resembles the tso (an oak). 

It withers when all the other trees are in blossom, and 

thrives in winter, and gives shade. The people of Shu call 

it kiai mu. In the Shantung t‘ung chi we read that the 

Kiai mu, which grows on the grave of K‘one msz‘ has a finely 

grained wood suitable for chess-boards and lances. The 

young leaves may be eaten as a vegetable, they are also 

employed like tea. An oil is expressed from the seeds and 

used for plasters. Of the excrescences of the tree drinking- 

Cups can be made. | ee 

In 1873 Dr. J. Epxrys visited the grave of CONFUCIUS 

hear the city of #h % K‘ii fou hien in the prefecture of 

Yen chou fa, Shantung. In a paper devoted to this bine 

and published in: the Journal N.C.B.R.A. Soe. (VII, 82] 
he states :—The grave of Coxrucius is about 20 feet high : 

and 100 feet in circuit. On it grow pines, sence? vst 

@ tree called, from the shining brillancy of its leaves, shu 

tsing shu (crystal tree). Dr. EDKINS transmitted ” ig 

: branch of this tree, with long, pinnate, shining leaves.” ee 

Proved to belong to Pistacia chinensis, Bge., 3 handsome sped : 

met with also in the Peking mountains. 

“ 
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There is yet another tree mentioned by early writers as 
growing on the grave of Coyructus. In the Shi ki or His — 
torical Records collected by Sz‘-ma T‘An in the 2nd century — 

-B.C., in an account of Coyructus’ lineage, there is a notice — 
stating that on the grave of the sage grows the Hie 
ch‘an t‘an tree. Regarding t‘an [v. supra, 540]. Sat Ma — 
Stane su [f B.C. 126] in his poem Shang lin yaan fu, says | 
that the ch‘an t‘an, is the same as the FR WH mu lan, which — 
latter name is now applied to a Magnolia. [V”. supra, 551. as 
See also K.D.] 

a 

567.—#i Mu. The above-mentioned Huai nan ts‘ao mu pu 
which speaks of the kai tree growing on the grave of — 
ConFuctus, reports that on the grave of J 2 Cxou KUNG | 
grows the mu, a tree whose leaves are green in spring, red in a 
summer, white in autumn and black in winter. [See KD] 

Cuou Kuna, the famous Duke of Chou, the younger — 
brother of Wu wana, the founder of the Chou dynasty, died 
in B.C. 1105, and was buried in Peih, near the present 
Sian fu (Shensi). [See Luaan’s Shu king, 535.] | 

568.—We read in the Li sao [34] :—Les guides de mon 
attelage ont été attachées aux branches du fou sang (HR R)- 
J’ai pris un rameau de V’arbre jo (# AK) pour Vopposer 
au soleil, 

: 
Fu sang was the name of a fabulous tree behind which 

the sun was supposed to rise. It is also mentioned in TUN ae 
Fana-so’s Shi chou ki [2nd century B.C.] and other ancient 
works. The Shan hai king writes #§ 7K fu mu. Kvo ek 

explains it by #&. [See also my article “Das Land : 
Fu sang,” in Mittheil. d. Deutschen Gesellsch. f. Natur 
u. Valkerkunde Ostasiens ; Yokohama, Heft 11, 1876. — ae 

In Chinese botanical works the name fu sang is applied 
to Hibiscus Rosa sinensis, L., a beautiful ornamental shrub 
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cultivated in Southern China. P., XXXVI, 45. Ch., XXXV, 
58. Itis the same in Japan. Phon zo, XC, 10-14, KR, 
Hibiscus Rosa sinensis. But this plant has nothing to do 
with the fu sang of the Li sao and the Shi chou ki. 

569.—The #£ jo tree mentioned in the Li sao together with 

the fu sang—the name is also written #f—is likewise a 
fabulous tree. This name appears also in the Huai nan tsz‘, 

the Shan hai king and other ancient works. In the Shan hai 

king it is stated to grow out from another tree, the #% 7K 

Yao mu, 

570.—3R 3% Mi ku, a fabulous tree of the Shan hai king, 
_ which resembles the ku (Broussonetia). Its wood is black, 

tts flowers emit four rays of light (it 7 19 %)- Who 
Wears about himself [a branch of this tree] keeps the right 

road [fh 2 7 PB]. 

571.—Li sao, 39:—Je cueillais une branche de Y'arbre 

kiong (36) Be) pour enrichir ma ceinture. The same, p. 59. 

Kung is properly a fine kind of jadestone. [See the 

_ Shi king, 152], But the name was also applied to a fabulous 

tree. [See the legend of the k‘iung tree in Mavens’ Chinese 
Reader’ s Manual, 317.) 
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GENERAL REMARKS By D® BE. FABER. 

New JApANEsE BoTANICAL Works. 

As Dr. BRETSCHNEIDER refers only to older Japanese identifications, — 
the student will receive great advantage from comparing the latest, and - 
‘ probably best, Japanese identifications by J. Marsumura, supervised 
by. R. Yarape, Tokyo, 1884. As there was not room enough in 
the notes, all the rest of the Chinese and corresponding scientific 
names, according to Matsumura, will be found in the Appendix, I~ 
had some difficulty and several months delay in procuring MaTsuMURA’S ~ 
work i in Shanghai, hence reference to it could only be made from 
D: 35 of this publication. During a short visit to Tokyo I found e 
‘some other useful Japanese works bearing on this subject :— 

A Catalogue of Planis in the Herbarium of the College of Science 
Imperial University Tokyo, 1886. 

. The arrangement follows the natural orders without any alphabetical 
convenience. The Chinese names agree, with a few exceptions, with 
Marsumura’s. There are, however, a few more Chinese. names. 
Plants not indigenous are distinguished by smaller type. 

Tabula Ordinum Plantarum WV atitalien, by Manasy - 
Tokyo, 1888. 

This is a useful sheet of the names of all the natural celeck in Lata, 
Chinese and Japanese. The Phanerogams are classified according 
to Bentuam and Hooker, the Cryptogams according to —- 
Grundziige der Systematih. oe A Glossary of the Botanical Terms ; Tokyo, 1891. 
A Text-Book of Botany, 2 Vols. 

AE Bt. a vols. A Pharmacopceia, Many scientific terms ir 
given both in Latin and Chinese. 
a i & fa, aa Botany. A kind of Intro 

to the former work. 

H Ak Ait > Ba ME. 100 fine lithographs of trees and their 
showing the fibre. Names are given in Japanese, Chinese and : 
Description, etc., is in Japanese. 
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ELK 76 BE FS WL iy BE. 4 Vols. Colored drawings of plants. 
Japanese and Chinese names. The scientific names are defective. 
Short descriptions in Japanese. 

AUTHORITIES FoR CHINESE IDENTIFICATIONS. 

_ We regret that the Japanese authors do not state the authorities . 
for their Chinese identifications. If we knew only of MATsuMURA’S — 

_ excellent vocabulary the impression would be unavoidable that all 
Japanese and Chinese writers are in perfect agreement on every 
Point. The quotations given by Dr. BreTscHNEIDER compared with 

: the Notes by Dr. Faser reveal the real state of things. Some 

Chinese names of plants not indigenous to Japan have» been 

applied to other species and even to other genera in Japan, <A large 
umber of Chinese names are not confined to one species only, in 

China, but are applied to different plants in different localities and 

tames in books as well as among the people. This is even the rule, 
7 with very few exceptions. We cannot avoid confusion, if this fact 1s 
— Wgnored, : pittory ott 

__ The best method will be to take the Chinese geographical works 
asthe basis for determining the best Chinese names. There is one 
Voluminous geographical-statistical record for each province, and most 

Of the prefectures have a more detailed work of theircbweealion 
is Commonly also in many volumes, The chapter ont iprainees" 

a] HB, contains the names of all plants known within the p » 

that can be gleaned from Chinese sources.. Wherever procurabley'# ; 
Comparison with separate works on districts, 64 itis will sce of | 

- 

Curse Drawincs OF PLANTS ie 
Two or more drawings of distinct plants are sometimes 81 

Mader one name. Very few of the figures in the Imperial E 
are d 

‘hich were copies of other copies. It is not ‘surprising, therefore, 

a,» More familiar with books than. with nature, and ij 
Ock-cutters had no understanding of either... 7 oe 

“ommon later edition of the Pen tsao with the photo- ¥ Capi caneiale 

by different authors. One and the same plant also. bears several 

and the information given under each name is the most reliable = 

“we drawings from nature, but most are copies of earlier 7 <i 

a many figures appear more or less disfigured. The authors ga . ‘ os 
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reprint of one dated 1657, the student will be struck with the contrast. 
It shows the importance of tracing the original editions of plates. 
This is no easy task in China. Editions of the Ming period are already 
rare and expensive; those of the Sung and T‘ang periods are, as a 
rule, beyond the reach of ordinary mortals. The expression “a good 
figure” must not mislead the reader. None of the Chinese drawings 
exhibit botanical details. The best figures are mere outlines, but are 
recognisable when the plant is known. The greater number of 
inferior figures might belong to a dozen and more distinct plants. 

CHINESE NaMEs. 

The Chinese have never shown any inclination for exploring nature 
from a love of knowledge. No trace can be found of a scientific 
tendency in all they have written on plants. They have named many 
Plants, only because they could not do otherwise. Named among oe 
the ten thousand Chinese plants are such only as are in use — 
among the people and which were in use long before a name was 
thought of. 2 

The peculiar names of the Rk ya given in explanation of more — 
ancient names point probably to different languages. A comparison 
with the philological statements of the Fang yen [vide this Journal — 
Vol. XVI, p. 145, No. 106] might lead to a determination of their = 
respective localities, The difficulty, however, of fixing the ancient 
pronunciation of the respective written characters must not be — 
overlooked. We are dependent on modern analogies. The explana- 
tion of ancient names, already obsolete 2,000 years ago, is mere — 
Suess-work without value. Most of Kvo P‘o’s remarks belong t0 
this kind. ‘ 

Though it is of scientific interest to find out the botanical deter- 
mination of ancient names, it is not less of scientific interest, and of 
considerable practical value, to determine every kind of material from 
the vegetable kingdom used in China at present and to verify the 
names employed in authoritative modern Chinese works, especially 
in the Pen ts‘ao. 

Ancient Names. a 
The following almost complete list of Chinese names of plants 

which have remained unchanged from ancient classical times bie of interest to the student. 
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ANCIENT NAMES STILL IN USE. 

405, 

[The Nos. refer to Dr. Bretschneider's Nos. in this volwme.} 

7.—Jlt shu, Atractylis. 

13, 43 iB hao, Artemisia annua. 

15, 436.—3 peng, Evigeron. 

42.—4j siin, Bamboo-sprout. 

45.—Ja ni, Adenophora. 

64.—ak su, Perilla. 

77; 429 ae ai, Artemisia vulg. 

99, 395.—fal 40, Nelumbium. 
113.—}: ping, Water-plant (. —_ , 

114, 400.— 34 piin, Marsilea. 

116, 370.—}P kin, Gnanthe. 

124, 397.—ia8 Jing, Trapa. 
162.— Bt kiin, Mushroom. 

185, 377-— We hiie, Pteris aquilina. 

210, 455.—qe wei, Phragmites. 

227, 473.—4ig mei, Prunus Mume. 

236, 487.—4i yu, Citrus decumana. 

252, 523.—hgy vang, Populus. 

257, 526.—ANL 2, Lycium. 

261.—#a, feng, Liguidambar. 

272, 484.—3fe tsao, Jujube. 

289, 546.—#4 Auai, Sophora. 

301, 481.—Ab Li, Pyrus. 

304, 528.4 vii, Ulmus. 

328, 499.—3& sang, Morus. 

328, 524.—Fil} liu, Salix. 

337.—¥ tao, Oryza, Rice. 

339.—2& mai, Triticum, Hordeum. 

341.—28, #8, Panicum miliaceum. 

55.—Hx shu, Leguminose. 

[V. 400.] 
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357.—#, ts‘ung, Allium fistulosum. 

362.—Jp fiai, Brassica sinapis. 

368.—Z® kui, Malva, etc. 
371.— hin, Viola. 

375-—iit pu, Typha. 

376.—a ch‘ang, Acorus. 

378.— pe wei, Osmunda. 

380.— chi, Fungus. 

381.— de hiang, Ginger (Alpinia ). 

-382.—J\ dua, (Melon) Cucurbitacea. 

384.—A hu, ia pao, Lagenaria. 

388.—}ik ma, Hemp, Cannabis, etc. 

390.— fy 40, Pueraria Thunbergiana. 

391.47 chu, Bahmeria. 

392.—Ee Jan, Polygonum tinctorium. 

396.—Fe kien, Euryale. 

399.45 hing, Limnanthemum., 

401.— Pie tsao, Ceratophyllum, etc. 

403.75] 8% sho yo, Paonia albiflora. 

404.—#y = Hj hii, Chrysanthemum. 

410.—]F. chi, Angelica. 

413.—2e AR hao pen, Nothosmyrnium jap. 

422—E BF pan hia, Pinellia. 

428.—2 shi? 
446.9 Li, Chenopodium. 

447.—Ae Kin, Scutellaria. 
453-—BK lien, Vitis. 
455.—I /u, Phragmites. 

459.-— 2 mao, Imperata. 

470.—WE £20, Peach. 
471.—4F¥ hing, Apricot. 

472.—22 li, Prunus domestica. 
478.—7R JK mu kua, Cydonia. 

 485.— BE i, Zizyphus (wild). 
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486.—4 Ait, Orange. 

488.—4A chi, Citrus fusca? 

489.—#ik hii, Hovenia. 

491.—Fifi shi, Diospyros. ey aS 

494.—Be Hi, Castanea. 
; 

496.—#4E chen, Corylus. “ 

497-—4#X tsiao, Zanthoxylon. a 

S01.—4q che, Cudrania, 

503.—§% tu, Broussonetia. 

504.—#h sung, Pinus, etc. 

505.—Af] po, Thuja. i aieilt bed 

512.—Ht or Hi nan, Machilus. ? 

513.—%t or ft chang, Camphor. 

515.—Hil “ung, Paulownia. 

516.—4# wu, Sterculia platanifolia. 

517.— 78 tsi, Rhus vernicifera. 

§18.—4§ ch‘u, Ailanthus. 

521.—Ff) king, Vitex. 

527.—k# ch‘eng, Tamarix. | 

531.—48 p'o, Celtis. 

534.— HH, Ff Hi, ts0, Quercus. 

550.—4] Jan, Magnolia. 

552.—E kui, Cinnamomum. 

555.—FR tsung, Chamerops. 

563.—4f chu, Bamboo. 

eos in this list is the large «spor of oe ute g 

fice as timber-trees, and th
e absence of powerful medici

nes. Does this — 

dag indicate that it was not the Chinese who found out the importan
t 

of poisonous plants in medicine, but that they were taught such 

~ by foreigners, and afterwards discovered pee _—. 
welts 

Possessing similar qualities ? 

: DisCREPANCIES EXPLAINED. : : te
 stant - 

: The discrepancies between the figures and desert a 
books in som wal 

ancient and modern, as also of 
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present mercantile usage, can be explained in a simple way. Though 

some knowledge of drugs and their use has been universal in China, a 

good number of the corresponding medicinal plants were never known 

to any but a few collectors of plants. They kept their knowledge as a 

secret by which they gained their profits. As it might happen that the few 

expert collectors vanished in times of war or through other calamities, 

their secret perished with them. Other persons tried afterwards, 
with more or less success, to repair the loss. If the effects of their 

drugs were found similar to those lost, the differences (appearance 

and former description) would be overlooked. It might also happen 

that the supply became exhausted, through extermination of the 

plant, at one particular locality or in general. The nearest substitute 

had then to take its place. Moreover, attempts were often made 
to introduce a cheaper drug from the neighbourhood for an expensive 

one from a distance, and in many cases with success. It would 

happen, too, that a drug found to be of a similar but better effect 
would displace another long known, and probably receive the 

recognized old name. Dishonesty on the part of those concerned in 

the trade had, of course, a considerable share in the causes of the 

present confusion. Inadequate botanical knowledge made exposure 
almost impossible. New names were also started, partly by misprints 

_and insufficient knowledge of the written characters among practi- 
tioners, partly by the differences of pronunciation in different parts — 

of China. 

CHINESE CLASSIFICATION, 

Though the Chinese have written many volumes on plants, during 4 
time of more than two thousand years, and have accumulated between 

three and four thousand names of plants (including synonyms), 

they have never made an attempt toward a scientific treatment of 

botany. Their descriptions are vague and often contradictory, com- 
monly useless except the plant be already known. All attempts at 
classification are on the basis of usage, not founded on a 

properties. 
The various names given in the Imperial Encyclopedia at the 

head of each family, sometimes in great number, and called synonyms 

in my notes for brevity’s sake, are in many cases names given t0 

distinct plants by other Chinese authors, sometimes even to plants 
of different orders, but commonly to other species of the same genus; 
to other genera of the same order, or to plants of the same usage: — be 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

China has not yet been satisfactorily explored by botanists. Well 

known are only the regions around Peking, Chefoo, Canton, Shanghai, 

Ningpo, Kiukiang, I-chang, Omei Mountain, Newchwang, Moukden, 

and Long White Mountain. Though plants have been collected from 

other parts of China, this has been done only episodically, not as 

an exploration of the whole field. We may boldly say that hundreds of 

undescribed plants can still be found in China. As long as exploration 

is not nearer completion, we cannot expect an accurate knowledge 

of the geographical distribution of plants in China. We do not even 
know the limits of the spontaneous growth of bamboo, nor of the 

cultivation of rice, of the mulberry tree to rear silkworms, of the 

Peach, citrus, etc. The table in Plante Davidiane, Vol. II, wherein 

Moupine, Kiangsi, Shensi, S$. Mongolia and Peking are put in parallel 
columns, the Index Flore Sinensis, which is more comprehensive, 

_ but only about one-half published, and a List of Chinese Medicines, 
published by order of the Inspectot General of Customs, where the 

Place of production is (approximately) stated, are valuable contribu- 
tions in this line. Much valuable information might be gleaned 

ftom the Chinese geographical works already referred to. 

Some Chiuese authors venture farther and mention the place a 

Where the plant originally came from. We may take this in the 

‘Sense of the first discovery of the plant or that its use spread from 
‘the place mentioned. See, for example, San {s‘ai tu huei (quoted man ee 
The botanical portion of this encyclopedia is by 5 Bk the ae 

_ “cond son of Wane K‘e SB YF [o Wyle, 56, 149]- ies 

A DESIDERATUM. 

Indispensable to every botanist in China is the Index Flore Sinensis, 

4 work of great merit, published by F. B. Forses and W. B. page = 
at Kew. It appears in portions and is progressing very slowly. we 

may, however, soon expect Vol. II finished. This brings us t0 a aa 

nd of Dicotyledons, Vol. II will have to deal with Monacobiedons = —— 
and Crypiogams. Another volume is required to supplement ~ sit a be 

fo, This work is not restricted to a mere dry enumeration _ ‘gs 

ba in. Reference ismade 
. ae names of all the Chinese plants known, Re 

on Sty description and illustration of a plant 10 

The 8eographical distribution is mentioned, as regards 

. 



ee GENERAL REMARKS. 

Manchuria, Shantung, Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fokien, Formosa, Pesca- 
dores, Kuangtung, Hongkong, Hainan, Yunnan, Szechuan, Kansuh, 
Hupeh, Kiangsi; and as regards other countries, for Corea, Japan, 
Luchu Islands, Siberia, India, etc. This is most valuable informa- 

tion. One of the greatest merits of the Index, however, is the 
reduction of a large number of synonymic, or else useless, deter- 
minations. For example, Rhododendron indicum, Sw., is now relieved 
of 25 botanical names. Descriptions are confined to new species 
and to a few new genera. As no key is given to the Chinese 
genera of each order and to the species mentioned in the Index, 
and no complete botanical library is available in China, this work 
cannot assist to determine any plant unknown to us, though it 
may be mentioned in the book. The aim of the Index is another. We 
need along with it a short Handbook of Chinese Botany, or BENTHAM’S 

Flora Honghongensis enlarged to A Flora Sinensis. Introductory | 
matter could be reduced and description be made as short and 
characteristic as possible. iN 3 

Classification will remain partly unsatisfactory till all plants of the 7 

globe are known and time can be given to closer observation and more 
minute investigation of every species in a genus and of every genus — 
in an order. Soil, elevation, moisture, light and air in their innumer- 

able differences and varying combinations are so many conditions” 
which modify the typical form of a plant. Cultivation has shown 
the great extent of variation in some species. Observation of wild 

Species is limited. Many differences, now regarded as sufficient to 
establish a distinct species, may mark only variations. Genera, t00, 
with only one or two species attached to their fame and fate, will ba 
recognized by a critical specialist as extreme forms of some - 
genera. Very few of the Chinese species are in every respect identical 
with specimens of the same species in Europe or America. The present 
difficulties of determining plants in China would be considerably 
removed if the above-mentioned Desideratum could be realised. 
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APPENDIX. 

Chinese Names of Plants, identified in Japan, classified under 

their Natural Orders and arranged alphabetically. 

Acantnacem.—JK $F KK Ft- 

Fap., 796, Dicliptera Buergeriana, Miq., I 5A fi F A. 

» 1116, Aygrophila lancea, Miq., Ik E B- 

Fusticia procumbens, L., WK: 

» 1925, Rostellularia procumbens, Nees, fy fi, i. 

» 2158, Strobilanthes oliganthus, Miq., me FR. 

Atismacrn.— fe {3 BR} [Adisma, v. 437]: 

Fap., 1962, Sagittaria sagittefolia, L. Fe WA 
AmARantacra.—}, #h- 

Fap., 40, Achyranthes bidentata, Bl., vat. japonica, Miq., > IR. 

» 125, Amarantus caudatus, L., £ $B me 

» 126, fe mangostanus, L., R. 

mw! EDT, Ms melancholicus, L., Var. tricolor, Lam., U2 Le 

Be LT. V. Apocym. 
. spinosus, L.y i Hi H- 

co apa Lees 
» 544, Celosia argentea, L., ry Fai. 

a ee » var. cristata, Bth., $E iE: 

» 933, Euxolus viridis, Moq., SF %. 

ee 1038, Gomphrena globosa, L., +4 il: 

AMARYLLIDEA, —Ai TR FF. : 

Fap., 130, Amaryllis Belladonna, L., |: 

» 701, Crinum asiaticum, L., var. declinatum, 

» 1125, Hypoxis minor, Don., Alt #. 

» 1358, Lycoris radiata, Herb., | && rig 

kth, LR 2 
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Fap., 1483, Narcissus jonquilla, L., FR = 4E. 

a ROA, Tazetta, L., var. chinensis, Roem., zk fill. 

» 1496, Nerine japonica, Miq., 41 ip (Lycoris radiata, H.). 

Polianthes tuberosa, L., AAP F- 

AMPELIDER.— 3 Bj Fi. [V. 453.] Vitis inconstans, ip # ik 

V. labrusca, L., EP ay ay. 

Anacarpiacen.— Ze Hi} FI. [V. 517.] Rhus Osbechii, Be BE F- 
Axonacen.— 3 3% Hk Fi. 

Fap., 176, Anona Sguamosa, L., eG Esa i. 

Apocynacem.—¥E Tf Pk Fy. 

- Jap. 139, Amsonia elliptica, Roem. & Schult., 7K Hf Ht. 
» 1497, Verium odorum, Soland., Be Vt Bk. 

»» 2215, Trachelospermum aaa an Bth. & Hkr., # ai 

(8 4E HB). Cn 22 FF KE FR book 552 pp- 
26-28 are good figures en a long discussion about 

its name oa BB. v. supra, 93, 468). 

” 2325, Vinca rosea, \.., IB 2G ‘al (& ped tt). V. Amar. 
ARALIACER,— Fi, I Fh. CV. 511.) 
 Hedera Helix, L., BI hye Hh differs. 
ARISTOLOCHIACER,— Bj yin ca Fi. 

¥: 
Fap., 213, Aristolochia debilis, S. & Z., Ais yi cay (A. Kampfert, 

| Willd. ; A. debilis, S.& Z, £ AB): 
» 235, f- Asarum [v. 156, 414]. 

ARrowex.—K fj HB Fl, Acorus [v. 376]. 
Fap., 116, Alocasia macrcrhiza, Schott, Yt #. 

Amorphophallis, Bl., $y By. 

» 209-212, Arisaema [v. 422]. 
» 652, Colocasia antiquorum, Schott, rare 

» 657, Conophallus Konjak, Schott, wy By. 

» 1260, Leucocasia gigantea, Schott, A =F. 

» 1360, Lysichitum camtschatense, Schott, 3 ee 8 i. 
Pinellia [v. 422]. 

IgI 2, Richardia africana, Kth., Lig #F. 

» 2164, Symplocarpus fetidus, Salisb., Hy i& e i. 

- - 

ad 
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Ascrppiapace.e —B Bit FE. [Vide 468 and 378.) (Endotropis= 
Cynanchum.) 

Asclepias curassavica, L., 5B Fi ih 

Fap., 2327, Vincetoxicum amplexicaule, S. & Z., a ez iff 

BeGontacen.— #K fe HE Fy. 

Fap., 326, Begonia Evansiana, Andr., #K if ae 

Berseripex.— AK Fi. 

Fap., 91; Ahebia guinata, Decne, 9 EA (Lardizabalee). 

» 331, Berberis japonica, R. Br., + Hy 5. 

REY Be ss Thunbergii, DC., var. typica, Reg., ih He. 

» 334, es vulgaris, L., K a i [v. 447]. 

» 813, Diphylleia Grayi, Fr. Schm., Wl $f 
» 871, Epimedium macranthum, Morr. et Den, if ES ©. 

» 1481, Nandina domestica, Thbg., fa i, if K ff. 

» 2144, Stauntonia hexaphylla, Dene , EF BF 7K i (Zar dizabalea). 

Bicnontacr.#.— 3% Be Fh. [Vide 164, 292.] 

Bixinr.n,— fi Fi. 

Fap., 1055, Gynocardia odorata, R. Br., kK a F . 

» 1126, Idesia polycarpa, Max., fi. 

» 2389, Xylosma racemosa, Miq., HE > [v. 534]- 

Boraciwen.— 3% Be FF [v. 142]. 
Jup., 838, Ehretia serrata, Roxb., Ss Be : 

» 896, Evitrichium pedunculare, DC., Bt Hb x. 
Bromettace.n,— Je Hl Fi. 

Fap., 379, Bromelia Ananas, L., Bh, H- 
BuRSERACE x, — th i Fi. 

Fap., 439, Canarium commune, L., Fil Ri. 
CALYCANTHACE E —BR Bg. 

Jap., 78, Chimonanthus fragrans, Lal, He 

» 579, , » forma Jatifolia, # & ii 

 Campanutacex. —tE Bi Fy. : 

 -  Adenophora verticillata, Fr. & S., WD a. 

e polymorpha, Ldl., var. alternifolia, Fr. & = # § 

ib B. 
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Adenophora trachelioides, Max., 9 FA [v. 45]. 

Campanumea japonica, Max., & $8 gy. 

Fap., 436, Campanula punctata, Lam., ly Jy se. 

Codonopsis lanceolata, Bth. & H., + i BR 

» 1025, Glossocomia lanceolata, Reg., = a: 

» 1176, Zsolobus radicans, DC, 42 38 Fit. 

Lobelia radicans, Thbg., =F i& jit. 

» 1313, Lobelia sessilifolia, Lamb., nT} hifi Se. : 

Platycodon grandiflorum, ADC., var. glaucum, S. & Z, i 

4% #% [v. 45]. 
» 2377, Wahlenbergia marginata, DC., $A BE W B 

CapparipEn.— Fy 75 se Fi. 
Fap., 1054, Gynandropsis viscida, Bge., A tt # [v. 468]. 

Capriroriacen.— 2, & Fi. a 
Fap., 800, Diervilla grandiflora, S. & Z., $e Ae TE (D. jap —o ) 

DC.). = 
» versicolor, S. & Z., #4 Ha, (D. grandiflora, = 

S$, & Z.). 
» 1319, Lonicera gracilipes, Miq , ie BE ti &. 
2920, » japonica, Thbg., 2 %. 
» 1985, Sambucus racemosa, L., var. Sieboldiana, Miq., aK. 
» 1986, = Thunbergiana, Bl., Hi #4. = 
» 2239, Triosteum sinuatum, Max., FA it H. 

» 2304, Viburnum dilatatum, Thbg., BE 3K. 

= 4307; 5 Japonicum, Spr., Fe HE ii. 
» 2309, a Opulus, L., WY i (= fh) 
2382, o Sieboldi, Miq., + se i. 

: \, tomentosum, Thbg., ii ge Be 573 te 
Caniopnyiiex.—#q ff Fi. 

Sap., 554, Cerastium vulgatum, L.., 

% Hf. , 
» 708, Cucubalus bacciferus, L., var. japonicus, Miq-, fi : 
» 787, Dianthus chinensis, L., AY fj. 
» 790, Dianthus superbus, L., A #. 

var. glandulosum, Koch. 



a” 

» 

” 

”? 

” 

2 

1341, » forma 

Af ite: 
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Fap., 1341, Lychnis grandiflora, Jacy,, We ey F 3 ie): 

calicibus pilosis, i 

1343, ..°* Senay, S: 6 oa Hi HK HE. 

Melandryum firmum, Roxb, x Bt K 

1960, Sagina maxima, A. Gray, iz via Hi, © te Hie 

1993, Saponaria Vaccaria, L., EA y fF. 

2151, Stellavia uliginosa, L., E ra Ki. 

% 
CrLasrrinex.—f¥j Fr Fi. 

Jap., 905, Euonymus alatus, Thbg., ta a 

997, ~ europaeus, L., Var. Hamiltonianus, Max., 
” 

. 

”» 

wk SE fi A> 

St. aquatica, Scop., 

909, ” japonicus, Thbg., var. radicans, Miq., HK 

+L 

35 ii 
» 2243, Tripterygium Wilfordii, Hk. f, EB A] tt iff % 

Ceratopuyiten.—8 ¥ FF [v. or]. 
CHENoPopiace a,—3% Fh [v. 446, Kochia, v. 9]. Suada maritima, 

Dumort, var, asparagoides, Fr. & S., BR 3. 

Cutorantuacen.—4> JE BY F- | 

Fap., 583, Chloranthus brachystachys, Bl, Ol Hi. 

584, = inconspicuus, SW , & ¥ i. ” 

” 

» 1677, Pollia Japonica, Hornst., Ft #- 

585, i japonicus, Sieb., 7k RE REE 

Chi. serratus, R. & Sch, Be E. 
Comprerace.ns,— fiji EF Fi. ee 

Fap., 1851, Quisgualis indica, L., fii B F. 

CouMeLyner,— me th BE Fy. 

Fap., 152, Aneilema oliganthum, Fr. & S., 7K he : 

» 654, Commelyna communis, L., Fe ih Hi. 

Compostre,— ay #4. 
Fap., 39, Achillea [v. 428]. 

” 55, Adenocaulon adharescens, Max., fi ie 



Fap., 177, Anthemis nobilis, L., IM KE Fi. 

a” 

” 

tae 

285, ,, Aispidus, Thbg., var. mesochetus, Fr. & S., a 

346, Bidens pilosa, L., of BK i. 

347, Bidens tripartita, L., i rel c=3 [v. 155]. 

APPENDIX. 

Arctium Lappa, L., 4 ¥. 

217, f. Artemisia [v. 429]. 

283, Aster fastigiatus, Fisch et Mey., va ye. 

290, ,, scaber, Thbg., Ht sinh se 

202, Htaricus, L., Be HE. 

294, ,, ¢rinervius, Roxb. [v. 405]. 

ee os Roxb., var. ovata, Fr. & S., og a 

i. 
297, , Lripolium, L., ae = H- 

304, Atractylis lancea, Thhbg., Be fa eS Ie 

305, ovata, Thbg., 524 yin 

362, Boltonia (Aster) cantoniens, DC., (Bl. ie HE St 

on ,  incisa, Bth. (Fisch), Av JJ 4. 
414, Calendula officinalis, L., & 4 Yi. | 

419, Callistephus chinensis, Nees., Ba yy. 

461, Carduus crispus, L., He ie. 

516, Carpesium [v. 35]. (C. divaricanam, Ss. & Za, # 

5 HR. 
526, Carthamus tinctorius, L., 4 [4 tE- 

Centipeda orbicularis, Lour., A ri] Be. 

587, Chrysanthemum coronarium, L., ia Bo 
635, Cnicus jap., C. oval [v. 62]. 

641, ,, pectinellus, Max., $E JA Hi. 

644, ,, spicatus, Max., KK iail- 

699, ,, Crepis japonica, Bth., Rm RR. 

Dichrocephala latifolia, DC., # Ae SR 
834, Echinops spharocephalus, L., fa vi is ik. 

835, Eclipta alba, Hassk., AB FR. 4 
886, Erigeron [v. 436]. 



” 
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Fap., 913, Eupatorium [v. 405]. 

1011, Gerbera anandria, Schultz, qT H 

1035, Guaphalium multiceps, Wall., fi B. 

1037, os yedoense, Fr. & S., HK [v. 435] (Anapha- 

lis yed.). 

1057, Gynura pinnatifida, DC., = £4 (+ = BA 

1070, Helianthus annuus, L., fa A ¥. 

1150, Jnula britanica, DC., var. vulgaris, Lad., he B tt. 

1151, ,, Halenium, L., + Ar #. 

1181, Zxeris debilis, Gray., Bi JJ he. 

1185, ,, Lhunbergii, Gray., a I SR. 

1219, #. Letuca [v. 24]. 

»  Sororia, Miq., il 5 B. 

»  debilis, Bth., BY J) Be 

Lampsana apogonoides, Max., 8 ER 

1231, Lappa major, Gertn., ‘B = Arctium. 

1377, Macroclinidium verticillatum, Fr. et Sav., ‘I = H. 

1469, Myriogyne minuta, Less., A ij se. 

1593, Petasites [v. 160]. 

1630, Picris japonica, Thbg., Ee a : 

1808, Pyrethrum Decaisneanum, Max., + ap K : 

1809, ‘a indicum, Cass., Lig ¥j. ee 

1997, Saussurea Bungei, Bth., 1/3 3] x (SF i Ii) : 

Scorzonera hispanica, L., i 

2056, Senecio campestris, DC., i G Be 

2060, ” japon. [v. 56]. oe 

2061, ,, Kempferi, DC., EA F (also 5K & th). 

2062, ,, Krameri, Fr. et S., R 5 SE. 

2065, ,, palmatus, Pall., Bi F V4 He. 

2078, Siegesbechia [v. 35]. 3 

2106, Solidago Virgaurea, L., RK 4 t- 

2108, Sonchus [v.24]. (S. oleraceus, L. Bi i) 

2171, Tagetes erecta, L., wu = ay. 

2172, ,, patula, L., ik ¥j. 
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Fap., 2177, Taraxacum officinale, Wigg., var. corniculatum, Koch. 

& Ziz., ih ZS ie. 

' 4 2388, Xanthium. [V. 184, 438.] 

Contrern.— Fs Ff] Fh [v. 504-507]. 
Thuja obtusa, S. & Z., Ja #A- 
» _ pisifera, Bth. et Hk., 4E #1. 

Cryptomeria, Cunninghamia and Torreya [v. 228, Pinus. V. 504.] : 

Coxvorvutactx.— ge 76 Ff. 
Convoloulus [v. 442]. 

Cuscuta japonica, Chois. 1) De 131, etc. 

Fap., 1153, Lpomea Bute, Lam., acy ee: 

= 1254, »  bona-box, L., RK Ril ii. 

9 3ERD; »  Aederacea [v. 379). 

_w 1158, 4, Quamoclit, FS HE. 

triloba (Pharbitis), Miq., Hb F- 
Cortariea.—7X A By Wy FI. 

Fap., 676, Coriaria japonica, A. Gray, 7K AR a i 98 
Cornacen.—|l] Ze Ba Fy. 

Fap., 309, Aucuba japonica, Thbg., PE HE FN H- 

» 678, Cornus kousa, Buerg., - 2 7g WH}. 

C. officinalis, S. & Z.., Wy EE we. 
» 1397, Marlea platanifolia, S. & Z., A § Hil. 

CRassuLAck a. — Bt RK Fi. 

Fap., 692, Cotyledon spinosa, L., We 3S fi F- 
»  malacophylla, Pall. var. japonica, Fr. & s, 

4a i 3B. | 
» 1586, Penthorum sedoides, L., Film 5A se. 
» 2041, Sedum erythrostictum, Miq., K: 

 » 2043, — 4, kamtschaticum, Fisch., # SK 

»  fineare, Thog., Fp Ei. 
Cg —t fF tt Fi. 

Fap.; 141, A atica fierochuntina, L., 4& -E Hi 

Arabis perfoliata, Lam., ii ZF SK. 
» 373, J: Brassica [v, 361]. 

» 



” 

Fap., 444, Capsella [v. 367]. 

455, Cardamine sylvatica, Link., He & ie. 

932, Eutrema Wasabi, Max., Wy ra SE: 

1170, Jsatis [v. 392]. 

1400, Matthiola incana, R. Br., Re Hal té. 

1486, Nasturtium montanum, Wall. ak Ht x (FE 

1862, Raphanus sativus, L., Ba Hk. 

2085, Sinapis. [V. 362.] 

2089, Sisymbrium. [V. 434.] 

2196, Thlaspi arvense, L., 38 5S 

Cucursiracex.—jijj J Fh [v. 382-387]. 

Cuputirerx.—y > FF [v. 539, Castanea, v. 494]. 

» 

” 

” 

” 

» 

CYcapacem.— fig $i Fi. 

Fip., 724, Cycas revoluta, Thbg., Ja, E iA. 

Cyperacem.—ji> EX FH} [v. 97, 463]. 
Cyperus Iria, L., j> BS. 

— Heleocharis plantaginea, R. Br., v. 59, ah Wi : 

Disvenstacen.— ey Hg HF}.  Fap., 791- 
Dioscorn.x.—3e FH FY. 

Diose. gracillima, Miq., #& Wt B- 
Dirsacex.—|lj HE By FI. 

Fap., 815, Dipsacus japonicus, Miq., I if - 
» 2008, Scadiosa japonica, Miq., WU HE Wii 

Droskracen,—3e HF HE Fh. 
Jap., 828, Drosera lunata, Buch., ¥$ BS E Sy A 

3 EBENACER. —h it Fi, 491, 484. 
_EtxsGnacex, —j Hi} F- fi. * od 

| Fup, 840, Eleagnus longipes, A, Gray., rail Hi F (ZI. p- ). 

| 
pungens, Thhg., I F sa el

 long.) 

—- Eouiseraces:, —K Tbk FI. 

Fap., 875, Equisetum arvense, L., it # i. 

876, 

878, 

[V. 379.] 

hyemale, L., var. ees 

ramosissimum, Desl., i 
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, Ericacez—A i Fi- 

Fap., 146, Andromeda japonica, Thbg., ke 7k. 

” 

” 

” 

” 

-Eriocau 

Eriocaulon sexangulare, L., Pat i. 

Eupuorsiacen.—Fq BK BH}. Aleurites (v..515}. 
Fap., 395, Buxus japonica, Miull., $i Hh Bi t- 

” 

APPENDIX. 

148, 3 ovalifolia, Wall. (Pieris, Don.), $i 7 : 

(i Hi). | 
630, Clethra barbinervis, S. & Z., il # Fi- 

1261, Leucothe Grayana, Max., AR Ea i-% . 

1456, Monotropa unifiora, L., WK dh led. 

1817, Pyrola rotundifolia, L., ie tir Hi (HE ad i). 

Rh. brachycarpum, Don., #4 ip 

1878, Rhododendron indicum, Sw., vat. Kempferi, Max. 

UL) Bas B24. 
Rhododendron indicum, Sw., var. macranthum, Max., 

a 

Hi 5 4B. ; | 
Rhododendron indicum, Sw., var. obtusum, Max. A i 

1881, “4 ledifolium, Don., var. leucanthum, DC., 

Beat. - : 
1883, . = Metternichii, S. & Z., A i> Hi SR tt: 

1888, a sinense, Sw., =F BRS B53- 

2276, Vaccinium Vitis idea, L., jh i. 

em — ae Hy Bh FB. 

390,  & » var, microphylla, Mill., ri eA I : 

705, Croton Tiglium, L., Be. 

760, Daphniphylium macropodum, Miq., His- 

846, Eleococca [v. 515}. 

916, Euphorbia helioscopia, L., Pea #. 

917, ,, humifusa, Willd., WA $B- 
918, i lasiocaula, Boiss., K Bk. 

919, Lathyris, L., i Kai Ff. 

921, » Rochebruni, Fr. & $., Hi if Ai oe: 

922, “ Siebsldiana, Morr. et Decne., f 3B (KaO- 

1430, Mercurialis leiocarpa, 8. & Z., ly fe: 
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Fap., 1615, Phyllanthus Urinaria, L., ee PTR. 

» 1913, Ricinus communis, L., He Fit. 

» 1926, Rottlera [v. 290].  e 

» 1991, Sapium sebiferum, Roxb., B et 7. 

Ficowrm.—#e AF Fy. 

Fap., 1449, Mollugo stricta, L., var. latifolia, Fenzl, 3 Ae H- 

» 2185, Zetragonia expansa, Ait., 3 a. 

Firices.— 2 ff #} (v. 377). 
Gentianack m.— fe WE FI. 

JFap., 1001, Gentiana scabra, Bge., var. Buergeri, Max., iz ie. 

» 1282, Limnanthemum indicum, Griseb., SR jai. Hf 

» 1283, “ nymphoides, Lk., var. Japonicum, MQ 

i aR [v. 47, 399]- 

» 1421, Menyanthes trifoliata, L., ibe - 

1518, Ophelia (Swertia) bimaculata, S. & 2, x K- 

Geraniacen.—¥E 4 Gl By Fi. 

Jap., 1007, Geranium nepalense, Sweet., (® bi) it ) fk * 

5 fa - (Lrodium cicutarium, Lem., Val. =. 

pinellefolium, Cav.). ‘ 

Geranium Robertianum, L., eS a9 ffi, jE Hi. 

' 1142, Impatiens Balsamina, | ja {ll tE- ie 

” I145, ”» Textori, Miq., oF ld. fil ti: 

» 1543, Oxalis corniculata, L., HE ae eH. 

: » 2249, Tropeolum majus, L., & it tE- 

Gesneracrm—}y Es. pp Fi. | 

5. & 2, FB: Fap., 655, Conandron ramondivides, 

Gneracr a— fig ny Fi. “ 

Fap., 865, Ephedra vulgaris, Rich., vat. helvetica, Hk. & I : o 

ik Be 
GRaminy a — Ff > FI. (V. 459-463-] 

Phragmites macer, Munroe, fie. 

Eragrostis pilosa, Beauv., # JA Hi. 

Diarrhena japonica, fit Bi. 

Selaria excurrens, Miq., i Hi. (Coie are reversed.) : 
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Miscanthus jap. Bth., te [compare 188}. Lieusine coracana, : 

Gaertn; FB. Arundo Roxb., Kth., v. 455, IK ia tf. 

HatoraGr..— ie Br Ft [v. 401}. Callitriche stagnalis, Scop. K 

By | 
Hamametipen.—e RE fie FY. 

Jap., 820, Distylium racemosum, S. & Z., a Hii. 

5, 1066, Hamamelis japonica, S. & ins & Ri Hy. 

Liguidambar ‘v. 261}. 

Hamoporacea.—f) %) Bi Ft. ~ 

Aletris japonica, Lam., et {E ih ye 

Ophiopogon japonicus, Gawl., Nr BE HE FY % [v. 108]. 

Liriope spicata, Lour., Ke RE HE. Fy %. 

Hyprocnarme®.—JK fit #}- 

Fap., 2280, Vallisneria spiralis, L., G Ya. 

Hydrocharis [v. 400]. (H. asiatica, hit ik t€)- 

Hypsricinen.—4e R BE Fi. 

H. Ascyrion, Li, ia A it i. 

Fap., 1118, Hypericum, chinense, L., & #h bs. 

yl ss erectum, Thbg., afr il. 

pl E32, »  patulum, Thbg., & i Hig 

Pane 4 ts * * Sampsoni, Hee., 5G i iA. 

Ticine.n,—& FFF [v. 490}. 
Irtpew.—Be FE Ft. 

Jap., 702, Crocus sativus, L., aE 4I. ¢é. iA & te 

» 1160, ff. Iris (v. 467]. 

» 1565, Pardanthus chinensis, Ket., Sy - (Belancande 

chin., Ad.). 

- Jucranpacen.— fi BE Fi. 

Fap., 1194, Fuglans cordiformis, Max., bi Ee BY vE- 

~» 1195, » regia, L., var. sinensis, Casim., wi 

ye EO, »  Sieboldiana, Max., il ra] pe. 

» 1657, Platycarya strobilacea, 8. & Z., MK G p- 

: Juncacex.—¥g iy EE FR} 

Fap., 1198, Funcus balticus, Deth., A se # [v. 16, bas 

Ae 



” 

” 

3? 

: Larpizapaex. — 3 38 Ft [v. Berberidee). 3 

: Lavrinex,— 5 v. 512]. coe ed : — BE AR Le ] a 
_.. Lindera strychnifolia, Bth. et Hkr., aye 

_ Lecumnose.— if FA [e354]. ote 
- Bauhinia Japonica, Max., fa bid Be ii}. . 
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Jap., 1200, Funcus communis, var. effusus [v. 176). 
1335, Luzula [v. 455]. 

Lapiarn.—)& JE FI. 

Sep, 85, Ajuga decumbens, Thhbg., var. sinuata, Fr, & S., & es 

Jy Hi. 

Var. typica, Fr. & S., iH > Hi. 

385, Brunella vulgaris, L., 8B i Ki. 

405, Calamintha chinensis, Bth., a ia RR. 

72, Chelonopsis moschata, Miq., $f F #. 

857, Elsholtzia cristata, Willd., Em 

1226, Lamium album, L., var. barbatum, ih, bsg = Wik 
1243, Leonurus [v. 444]. 

1326, Lophantus rugosus, Fisch., PE OF. 

1355, Lycopus curopeus, L., db Om Fa i: 

1424, Mentha arvensis, L., var, vulgaris, Bth., if fet 

Mosla grosseserrata, Max., 9& =. 

1461, Mosla punctata, Max., #& TK ( (A pit ee 

1491, Nepeta Glechoma, Bth., pia $3 AA 

1492, —,, japonica, Max., lea tif 

1503, Ocimum basilicum, L., Faia Hy. 

1588, Perilla [v. 64]. (Perilla arguta, Bh, . im) 

1665, Plectranthus longitubus, Miq., # a SR : 

1924, Rosmarinus officinalis, ot zs KB #- 

Salvia [v, 17]. S. jap. var. dipinnata, Fr. & ae 

Ft B. , 
Salvia plebeia, R. Br., Hi) a 

2036, Scutellaria [v. 447]. 

Stachys aspera, Michx., var. Jjap-, Max., IK a. 

2139, ,, Sieboldi, Miq., c= Ai a (St. = Bee) 
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Crotolaria sessilifora, L., Be A Fe. 

Desmodium podocarpum, DC., for D. Oldhami, Oliv. 

Glycina soja, S. & Z., ay a. 

Lotus corniculatus, L., var. japonicus, Regel., 4F fA tE- 

Wistaria chinensis, S, & Z., %& Wi 

Lemnacex.—?p PE FF [v. 400]. 

LenTIBuLaRiER.— 3p PE FI. 
Lusacen.— Fy Fh. [Alfium, v. 360]. 

Asparagus [v. 108, Anemarrhena, v. 94]. 

 Fap., 244, Aspidistra lurida, Gaw., Lal LN fa iE. 

” 

” 

” 

1072, Helinopsis grandifiora, Fr. & S., Bh 1% GE SR. 

1281, =, tigrinum, Gawl., i F¥- 

322, Barnardia japonica, Roem. & Sch., a BA i 

422, Calodragon nobilis, Planch., ae 4. 

784, Dianella odorata, Bl., san Ad B- 

817, Disporum pullum, Salisb., BS = Vf. 

899, Erythronium denscanis, L., ii rol BS a FA ii 

Funkia and Hemerocallis [v. 424]. 

Fritillaria [v. 75, 423]. 

1083, Heterosmilax japonica, Kth., tL K %. 

1270, Lilium auratum, Ldl., K a BH BP. 

1273, ,, concolor, Salisb., var. pulchellum, Fisch., i ft 

1274, ,,  cordifolium, Fd aE HE BA Bf. 

» japonicum, Thbg., B - ” 

1527, Orithia edulis, Miq., ly Ze i. 

1566, Paris tetraphylla, A. Gray, Te FR. 
1676, Polianthes tuberosa, L., AB T #. 

Polygonatum [v. 52]. P. giganteum, Miq., A & 

i fi. 
1866, Reineckia carnea, Kth., #4 WE Bet (4 iE Ti) 

1874, Rhodea japonica, Roth., cy aE i: seek 

Scilla chinensis, Bth., $% 3 G8 (v. Fad. 3221- 
2018, ,, maritima, L., ie FB. | 
2094, Smilacina japonica, A. Gray, iE E. 
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Fap., 2095, Smilax biffora, Sieb., if a Gi. 

n 2096, ,, China, Life. ee 

» 2097, ,, herbacea, L., var. GH Max., 4 B&R. 

»  Siebsldi, Miq., i ffi 54 

» 2228, Tricyrtis japonica, Miq., iH BE 8. 

» 2252, Tulipa Gesneriana, L es & #. 

3, . edulis, Bkrz ly 2% Fo ti. 

» 2284, Veratrum album, L., var. grandiflorum, Max., in 

aa ats 

2285, Veratrum nigrum, L., 5 iB: 

See —Ht Sit $4. 
Fap., 1293, Linum [v. 3887. 

Locantack..— Fy ge $i. 

Jap., 389, Budleya [v. 465]. 

Lorantuacex.—hif} wy 4E Fi. 

Loranthus [v. 449°. 

» 2098, 

Viscum [v. 4501. 

Lycopopiace.x.— Ai th Fi. 

Jap., 1174, Isoetes japonica, A. Br., aK dE. 

» 1348, Lycopodium clavatum, L., Ai fB- 

we. 1352; ‘ japonicum, Thbg., fe iil. 

» 2049, Selaginella caulescens, Spt., % I id Hi. 

» 2050, - invelvens, Spr-, es 

2051, i Kraussiana, Kze., dh Hi (BR = Hi). 

se a —F- J SE Fi. 

Jap., 1225, Lagerstramia indica, L., a it] , ® aw a 

» 1370, Lythrum virgatum, L., ce cA ae 

» 1806, Punica Granatum, L., K 4 bal 
Macroutace x —7K BOF fo. 5502. a8 

Euptelea polyandra, S. & Z., B® & ER. . 
Mlicium religiosum, L. [v. 464]. 

Magnolia Juscata, Andr., mM Fe tE- 

» pumila, Andr., rd a tt: - ; 
Michelia compressa, Max., BW) Rey 
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Marvacex.—$ip 3E Fh [v. 368, 369]. Zid. rosa sity, Le fit, 3%. 

Abutilon [v. 388, 389]. ; 

 Marsiveacen.—3q Fh [v. 113, 114. Fap., 1399]. 

Jap., 1984, Salvinia vulgaris, Mich., #, 3 ba 

Merastomacex.— Bp HH PE Zé. 

Fap., 376, Bredia hirsuta, Bl., Ry ify: ao 

» 1408, Melastoma macrocarpa, Don., Usa HA: FF. 

Meviacex.—fi FH} [v. 544, 520]. 

Menispermacex.— [fy © Fi. : 

Fap., 647, Cocculus diversifolius, Miq., pe By Ex 

048; »  laurifolius, DC., (hy pi 

»» 049, = Thunbergii, DC., 7K Bi 

Myricacen.—}3 fe FH [v. 244). 

Myristicacex.—_P) BFE FI. 

Fap.,.1473, Myristica fragrans, Houtt., WE je: 

Myrsinacen.—3& 4 4b #f. 

Fap., 201, Ardisia crispa, DC., Be, hw i 

a ee japonica, BL, 3 @& +. 

» 1378, Mesa dorena, Bl., # xe i. 

Myrracex.—Pk @& he Fy. 

Jap., 901, Eugenia caryophyllata, Thbg., me F. 

» 902, 4 Fambos, L., He BE- 

» 1791, Psidium Guava, L., Fe Hy Hi. : 

» 1891, Rhodomyrtus tomentosa, Wight, wi & Wee. 

Natapew.— A -F SE FF [v. 401]. 
Potamogeton polygon., Fr Hy BS. 

Nympuzacex.—ffe GH $8} [v. 395]. 
Brasenia peltata, Pursh., BE. . 

OLEACEX AR JE #4 [v. 544]. Syringa vulgaris, L., 4 e 2 F. 

ONAGRARIE aS. — fi] HE SE. 

Jap., 1208, Fussiea repens, L., IK Fi- 

Trapa [v. 397]. 
Orcuipex:.— i Fi. 

Aérides japonicum, Lal, et Reichb., jai F 4E- 
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Jap., 207, Arethusa japonica, Gr., aN BB. (Pogonia ophioglos- 

soides, Nutt.). 

» 351, Bletia hyacinthina, R. Br., 8 R. 

» 726, Cymbidium ensifolium, Sw., pais i. 

Res oP se virens, Ldl., pA pe F. 

» 745, Cypripedium japonicum, Thhbg., 5 #3 zg (a tt ie 

RH). 
» 772, Dendrobium moniliforme, SW., A fit. 

ao 794, Rees reptans, Fr. & S., E fe i. 

» 873, Epipactis gigantea, Hkr., ay ae & . 

»» 981, Galeola septentrionalis, Reichenb., Wy 5 Hh. 

» 995, Gastrodia elata, Bl, x Jit. 

» 1061, Habenaria radiata, Thbg., io & Bo la tt. 

» 1334, Luisia teres, Bl, ca Ff ie 

Phaius grandifiorus, Lour., KE 5A wi. ; 

Pogonia ophioglossoides, Nutt., x B- 

» 2132, Spiranthes australis, LAl., RR 8, # 4 B. 

OropancHace.m.—Ai] 3 FY. 

Jap., 66, Aginetia indica, Roxb., ¥} Ph 

»» 1530, Orobanche ammophila, C. A. Mey., Ry) B- 

Panpanace m.— pe A! Bf. 

Jap., 1551, Pandanus odoratissimus, B Fi tt. 

Papaveracen.—HA JE Fi. 

Fap., 208, Argemone mexicana, L., EB W- 

» 1375, Boltonia (Macleya) cordata, R. Br., te % 7a. 

» 571; Chelidonium Majus, L., 6 yi - 

681, Corydalis ambigua, Cham. & Schl., jE i) Ri. caeued 

C.,%. 37%) 

» 793, Dicentra spectabilis, Miq., iy ‘4 At Tt . 

» 1563, Papaver Rheas, L., ji EA A Hi. 

» 1564, ,,  somniferum, L., Fi RR: 

Passirtorem.—Pg Oy GH Fh. 

Fap., 1572, Passifora cerulea, L., rij e i. 

PrDaLine a —W Jit #} {v. 388]. (Sesam. indi¢., i ih). 

q 

”) 
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PHYTOLACCACE.&.— PY fe Ft [v. Eis. 

Pirer\ceam.—pPp] HR FF. 
Flouttuynia [v. 144). 

Fap., 1643, Pier Futo-Kadsura, S. & Z., ~~ BE HR. 

» 1996, Saururus Loureiri, Decne., = fy KA. 

Prrrosporr.a.—ffe Hil Fi. 
~ Fap., 1645, Pittosporum Tobira, Ait., Ye Hal 7E- 
PLANTAGINE :.— Hi Wy Ft} [v. 439]. 

PLUMBAGING &.—fE rN Fy. 

Tap., 2142, Statice arbuscula, Max., Fy VE we. 
PoLyGALackm.— jig GB FF [v. 443]. Polyg. sibirica, L., IN F e. 
Potyconacr.m.—Be Fh [v. 54, 55, 366]. 

(P. nodosum, Pers., 5 . PT hunb., var. typicum, IK Ai 5). 

(P. perfoliatum, L., ih) BA). Fagopyrum [v. 335). 

Rumex [v. 440, 441). 
PoNnTEDERIAcER.— fff Fi FI. 

Fap., 1453, Monochoria plantaginea, Kth., He, i. 

. var. cordifolia, Fr. & S., te Hi. 
» . 1454, ae vaginalis, Presl., WA 4. 

Portutace.-— 5 By OF Fh. 
Jap., 1738, Portulaca oleracea, L.., 5B w F. 

sy var. sativa, DC., iii n= 5 id- 
Primutacra.— pl BY Fi. : 

Fap., 1362, Lysimachia clethroides, Duby., # ER Ba (4k Be H)- 

- davurica, Willd., rid i 7£. 
» 1364, ” Fortunei, Max., 4% 5 SE: : 

9 sikokiana, Miq., $E Fi. 
» 1769, Primula sinensis, Ldl., a eR #. 

Ranvncuracrn.—%& fF Fi}. 
Fap., 42, Aconitum Fischeri, Reichb., Bet Ff . 

” 43, Pr /ycoctonum, L.., ‘EB i. 

ae 7S »  Napellus, L., var. ambiguum, Reg.. in & i 

5 i. | ae 
- 64, Adonis amurensis, Reg. & Radd., Ri B # tt: 
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Fap., 

” 

155, Anemone cernua, Thbg., Fy A a ‘ 

158, te hepatica, Gort., fei # a F. 

159, ¥ Japonic a, S. & Z., KH FF 
os nikoensis, Max., YE 3 He- 

163, »  pensylvanica, L., Bs ig. 

188, Aguilegia atropurpurea, Willd., RE =} ye: 

Cimicifuga simplex, W., var. racemosa, Max., Ft lin. 

619, Clematis apiifolia, DC., K x. 

620, ,,  ftorida, Thog., $% # i. 
622, » paniculata, Thbg., k Bi. 

»  patens, Morr. & Dec., ig F iff. 

664, Coptis anemonafolia, S. & Z., Bh E- 
Delphinium Ajacis, L., A’ Hi &- 

882, Lranthis [v. 115]. 

1671, Peonia albifora, Pull., 2j i. 

1672, 

1852, Ranunculus acris, L. 
ee 

‘ 2 seeleratus, L., A Hid ay 

ternatus, Thbg., jal Bl i Dong 1859, 
” 

»  Moutan, Sims, HK. +f}. 

BR. 

Binicx AcER.— fp JE FF [v. 480, 272]. 
Rosscra.— i i Fy. 

Mia. 
Jap., 71, Agrimonia viscidula, Bge., Yar.  Saponicts 3 + 

” 

oF Hi. 
A melanchier [v. 4751 

693, Crategus cuneata, S 

694, im sangut 

Fragaria [v. 436]. 

* 

cen ly Ee. 244]. 

‘nea, Pall., var. glabra, Mas.
, F ui 

1016, Geum japonicum, Thbg., mK 2 ti. 

1211, Kerria japonica, DC., bt ss tt: th 
antayl- — 

1539, Osteomeles subrotunda, Koch., fv tf] Bt (0.8 

lidifolia, La 1.). 

1608, Photinia japonica, Thbg., 

1747, Potentilla chinensis, 

BR. 

HL Ht ( rinoiye 

429 

Ser.,. var. hirtella es & S.
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Fap., 1748, Potentilla cryptotenia, Max., ARS FF; 

E750, » discolor, Bge., SE hk 5. age 

5 50; »  Weallichiana, Del., hE ae (Kileiniana, W. = . 
& Arn.). eee 

Potentilla ternata, Max., (var. of fragarioides, L.), #4 

» 1758, Poterium officinale, L., Jy Hr. 

» 1759, f sanguisorba, L., Fil 529 #.. 

Prunus [v. 470-477]. 

Pyrus [v. 478-482, 301]. 

» 1892, Rhodotypos herrivides, S. & Z., $fE Wik. 

» 1916, Rosa Banksia, R. Br.. JRF té : 

we AOL; 35, indica, L., 5 AE té- 

» 1922, ,, multiflora, Thbg., BP GF He [v. 295]. 
» 1923, ,, rugosa, Thbg., He Hi. 

Rubus [v. 4361. R. ideus, L., var. strigosus, Max., Fi Be f. 
Spirwa prunifolia, S. & Z., % es té. 

»  €antoniensis, Lour., fc BE et xj. 
» Blume, xB 529 Hf. 

» japonica, L. f., BH xf Hy. 
Roxpurcuiicen.— fy #h Fy. 

Fap., 703, Croomia Japonica, Miq., 4 fil HE 52] Wy. 
» 1928, Roxburghia sessilifolia, Miq., B #p- 
5 4027, e Japonica, Bl., eg AE B ff. # Rupiacrn.— py BE ZY. : 

J¢p., 730, Damnacanthus indicus, Geertn., ye hy, fK & tt: z 
* » 982, Galium aparine, : #K PR Wh, oe 

» 984, «,,.  boreale, L., var. japonicum, Max., HF Ee 

vy Fi. | 
nee 990, +, - - gevmun, I. xe Ff se: 
» 991, Gardenia florida, Lj je fF [v. 302]. 
» 993, fi radicans, Thbg., Ik Ha Ff. 
» 1187, [xora stricta, Roxb., i F A. 

Mussenda parviftora, Miq., ae HE. 
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Jip., 1546, Pederia fatida, L., Kw, & F. 
Rubia cordifolia [v. 393). 

» 2072, Serissa fatida, Com., i eo #. 

» 2259, Uncaria rhynchophylla, Miq., $) i 

Webera corymbosa, Willd., 1; &. 
Ruracen,— Ze FR FI. 

Citrus [v. 486-488]. 

Jip. 797, Dictamnus albus, L., i. 

» 934, Evodia rutecarpa, Bth. & H. oR pS Lo 
» 1529, Orixa japonica, Bae 4 ll. 

» 1957, Ruta graveolens, L., 3 = #. 

» 2092, Skimmia japonica, Thbg., ria  F 
Zanthoxylum [v. 497]. 

Sablacea.—j}p Ji, ja Fi. 

Jap., 1958, Sabia Japonica, Max., is aq ik. 
Saticineas.— 4 PH FH [v. 523, 524]. 
SANTALACE a, — fi ft Fi. 

Jap., 2195, Thesium decurrens, BI., a By x. 
Sapixpacran.— 4b JB BY FF (0. 550). 
Suumaacea. jE HEH #. 

. : Mas. Chrysosplenium alternifolium, L., vat. japonicum, , Hi 

WE iy Be. 
Jap., 783, Deutzia Sieboldiana, Max., 12 ii. ‘ifolia Tags ae 

» 1108, Hydrangea petiolaris, S. & Z, var. cordifolia, — ae 

» 1109, Hydrangea Thunbergti, S., se a i. 4 : ee 

» 1605, Philadelphus coronarius, L., Vat. Satsumi, Max., 
. 

» 1905, Rides lide Max., ‘_< iB a 

» 1914, Rodgersia podophylla, A. Gray, ie 
» 2005, Saxifraga sarmentosa, L., EH H Hi. 

S67, a Be » 2016, Schizophragma hydrangeoides, S. 
Sctramine a,— 3 FA [v. 379, 381). 

Alpinia chinensis, Sw., 75 BE 
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Fap., 720, Curcuma longa, L., isd a. 

» 1464, Musa Basyoo, S., fe xe. 

» 1465, ,, coccinea, Willd., Fe NE te. 

» 1466, ,, Sapientum, L., es .. zt 

ScROPHULARINE&.—- ¥ BR Fi. 

Fap., 1285, Linaria japonica, Miq., PS) BF Fit. 

» 1401, Mazus rugosus, Lour., var. macranthus, Fr. & S., 8 

me Gi (HE Ws SR). 
» 1577, Paulownia “v. 515). 

» 1581, Pedicularis (v. 432]. Rehmannia [v. 180, 68]. 

» 2033, Serophularia alata, A. Gray, ili ¥ BB. 

nn 3034, Oldhami, Oliv., ca BR. 

» 2088, Siphonostegia chinensis, Bth., FE fz Ei. 5 

» 2282, Vandelia crustacca, Bth., ZS Hi Ty: Fi. 
» 2291, Veronica agrestis, L., ue ts iy. 

‘<2: »  Anagallis, L., 4 ry ef 

2280, iS longifolia, L., By ot E Ts: 
io 9 is peregrina, L., ibe Ty Hi. ’ 

: : 2303, virginica, L.., .=7 A i a {{l}- 

ee bi 4} Fi. 
Ailanthus [v. 518). 

Fap., 1629, Picrasma ailanthoides, Planch., ra hii Hit. 25 
SOLANACEB.— Fi} Ft [v. 79, 526). (79, S. Dulcamara, Fa = i) 
STERCULIACE &— FE ffi] FY. : 

Fap., 1585, Pe entapedes phanicea, L., TZ #& 4p $2. 
» 2155, Sterculia platanifolia, L., + Hil. : 

Sryracace.x,— 9G {9% HA, 
Fap., 2162, Styrax Japonicum, S, & Z., ie 4 BR. 

» 2163, 4, Obassia, S. & Z., Ee GB FE. 
Symplocos crategoides, Don., [Lf 48 i : 

Tamariscixe.a.— PE BF [v. 527]. 
TeRNstRamiAceam.—Jo je % Fy. 

Actinidia [v. 198, 493]. 
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Fap., 428, Camellia japonica, L., iy Fe. 

a > 429, a Sasangua, Thbg., ci Hy. 

430, fis theifera, Griff, RR, x. 

» 431, ” » Var. macrophylla, Sieb., Ls ig. 

» 631, Cleyera japonica, Thbg., he Hil- 

» 928, Eurya japonica, Thbg., }. 

» 2140, Stachyurus precox, S. & Z., tt ai HE: 

» 2183, Zernstroemia japonica, Thbg., gE a #. 

TaymeLiacen.—ii Fy Ft. 
Fap., 187, Aguilaria Agallocha, Roxb., YE &. 

Daphne [v. 465). 

wees; »  kiusiana, Miq., A tai =. 

is 759, »  odora, Thbg., ia F. 

» 836, Ldgeworthia papyrifera, S. & Z., Kin @- 

Tintacem.—*3 ft BY Fi. 

Corchorus, Corchoropsis (v. 388]. 

Fap., 845, Eleocarpus photiniefolia, H. & A., IB NB. 

Tilia Miqueliana, 2% $% th. 
TypHace.m.— Fy Hf} FH} [v. 98, 375]. 
Umpetiirern.—fit JE FH (v. 370, 410, 434)- 

Hydrocotyle Asiatica, L., rit = oH. 

Archangelica Gmelini, DC., #3 ¥4 ‘iffers. 
Urticacem.—3e fi, FI. eH # 

Fap., 850, Elatostema involucratum, Fr. & S., 

(umbellatum, Bge.), (2 Bh HA ZI. invol.). 

-» 1102, Humulus japonicus, S. & Z., 7# Hi. 

Urtica [v. 388). 7 
Ulmus [v. 263, 304). 

Zelkowa [v. 238}. 
Celtis [v. 531}. 

Aphananthe [v. 528]. 

Cannabis [v. 140]. 

Broussonetia et Morus [v. 503]. 
Ficus [v. 415]. 
Cudrania [v. 501]. 

Boehmeria (v. 388]. : 
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Vacerianex.— By 2 Fi. 
Fap., 2278, Valeriana officinalis, L., Tf Fh. 

» 1574, Patrinia palmata, Max., } FE 3%. 

» 1575, 4»  scabiosafolia, Lk., Bi WB. 
Verpenacex.— By Hii BY Ph cv. 521]. 
Viocacez.—iG 3% FF [v. 371]. V. verecunda, A. Gray, 4 RH. 
Zycorpnyiien.—Je RE FF [v. 90, 427]. 
This list of plants was prepared from Marsumura’s work before 

knowing of the existence of the Tokyo Catalogue of Plants. The 
latter omits a large number of M’s Chinese names, but gives a few 
of other plants, ° They have been added here without a special mark. 
All with the mark “ ¥a.” and a No. refer to Marsumura’s. It 
must be borne in mind that it is not a complete list of Chinese plants 
which is intended, but of Chinese names of plants and of their identi- 
fications in Japan. These identifications cannot yet be considered as — 
final, but merely as tentative, till corresponding evidence has been 
found in China. The alphabetical arrangement of the orders will 
facilitate research. Time did not admit of including the names in this 
list in the Index of Chinese Names which follows hereafter. 
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—Paitsao «== eg BE 275 | Piao 

Pai wei Ky a 378 | Pie . 

226, 261, | Pie 
Paj yang rie { 30 : is 

Paying AR 79 | pien chu 
Pai A 61, 352 | pien po 

Pan hia +e oe Pien fa obi 

Pan 9 ee. Se 

Pan chang HE bt ote ee a: 

Pang Boe 433 | Pin p‘o 

Pang pu iy L: 5 3 23. Pin 

Pao ee 460 : Ping la 

Pao tsu‘ ts‘a0 we # ha 531, | 
Ping tai 

‘| Ping” 
Pas we ie Sea 
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Ping Ze 
: 113 ‘ 

ini 3% 36 P*u liu Fel te 

‘ing WE 113, 400 Pu pi 

> Pp in Pity 
5 

Peng lei Be P'n v : ya i yee 

Pi ee 133, 436 u yang itt 525 

ay me (fu) BB 
909 | Rh mai * 340 

ng oH) hy 209 | Rh tang ts‘ao He Bi 488 

iao (pao) Re 190 | Rh 
* 

Piao (pao) = E45 127 | Rh ki * ; yh 

Fat 
ae eS ih 484, 485 

‘ 
HE (233, 499 

ogee a a Hi 909 | San ch‘un liu = FEM 927 

rig ye 113 | Sang x 302, 499 

Pe IN gg4 | Sang rh Xe if 162 
918 

ge 

ee ee en eet oe 
a. . 246 Sang eae ki & _ ZF 4E 449 

39 sheng . 

* (pu) 284, 531, 534 ot ots tao He 
BD 

0 su ie 
oO lu es ze ee 

ee oe * a ef 65 

Po tfou a 110 a R $8. 2 

> oping ff # ek elas fe Tf 184,438 ee 

: 225, 505 | Ai 18 

Poyesung #1 # #4 & 319 | ~ Bs 95 

[shen 
Si 1 981 

Po hao 
i “Us 

Gr os 

oe, i 12 | Si sin fq 156, 414 

MSP HL QL HS «202 | Si ts‘ao $q Bi 

Pu szé pu vit 1) ti 202 | Si ts‘ai 
50, 106. 

Bae Sle wee {ea 

P*u t'ao i ay 499 Siang (wan 4% (Be F) S34 ee 

Pu we 60: 87 : [tsz‘) 
ae 

P*u chi i Te ‘ ra Sino te 174, 323 

P‘u huang © 75 | Siao in 196, 435 

& ih 875 | Si 08 
Pru jo | a Bg 3 see fii 508 

75 | Siao k‘iao hy | 120 

1 



Siao li Ny i 54 

Siao mai Jv BE 335 
Siao mi Nv HK 344 

Siao p‘u Ny Ff 98 

Siao tou Jy H 335, 356 

Siao ts‘ao Jy Ei 194 

Siao yang Jv BRB 524,525 

Siao ye yang sJy BE AB 523 

_— Ez 458 

Sie hao i 434 

Sien LE 278 

_ Sien ma 2 ik 388 

Sin it? 308 

Sin Ld 162 

Sin i oF 403 

Sin kiai EH 362 

Sinku che ts: ai 3B FE ZB AR 366 
“Siu rv} 41 

Siu 3 222 

So tiao SEH 134 

— So sui p> 183 97 
So ts‘ao Wei = 97, 457 

Su aE 27, 847 
Su ie 64, 84 

“Su tuan (4) HE 118, 437 
Su mang fa # «2:16, 418 

‘Su tien weng #7 JH 3 = 462 

= Su ts‘ai 4 OE 363 

Su hua kwei HE i, ie 175 

3538 

183 

286 
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Su p‘o PE 808 
Suan +3 358 

Suan mi mK 441 

Suan mo MH «(105,441 

Suan tsao = BPH «275, 484 

Suan tsiang BAM 55 
[ts‘ao 

Sui kk 265, 483 

Sun wu $e He ©1105, 361 

Sung bad 228, 504 

Sung lan Hs 

Sung lo BY 450 

Sung yang BY 232 
| Sung ye po hs 8 Hi & 318 

[shen 

Sii Ki 838 
Sii feng tsung HA FF FE 83, n 

1 Sii A : 
Sian = 's 24 

Sian fu (ss FB! 139 

Sianfao =e OM 
Siian hua We 442 

Siian (huan) eR 282 

[ wei 

Siin 5 oi 

Sinmau Kil 7K ba § 

Szi : B fit 157 

Sz‘ t'ao Be BE ‘ _ s 

Sz ye tai PURER ; 400 ‘ 

Shamu we . a - 
Sha peng re 482 

Sha t‘ang — wy : 
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Sha tsiang $$ #8 57| Shanglu 7} Me 112, 442 
Shan cha tl) HE «©6244, 479 | Shang t‘iao post 11 

Shan chu yi fly 3 BF 56, 498 | Shang (ch‘ang) Fee 306 

Shan ch‘u = lp ## = -2.24, 519 [ti 

Shan ku kung jlj # §§ 412 | Shangken HE 112 
Shan hiai’ ly 3| Shao chao fj #2 317 
Shan ki iy ai 7,8 | She 2E 307 

Shan kia ily #£ 223,511} She (che) $f 256 
Shan kiang {lj # 8 | She ch‘uang KE YK 89, 157 

Shan k‘in jy 5 | She mi- hE HK 157 
Shan king tsz‘ ply $i) F 482 | Shen Ex 13, 431 
Shan kiu ly 3E 1 | Shen ‘ih 312 
Shan lei il) 255 | Shen ts‘ao — ih He 41 
Shan li ily #8 483 | Shen 4, He 499 
Shan li nie 301 | Shen pu Rf 375 
Shan li hung fly FAL 244 | Sheng shen HE 139 
Shan lien py 38 8| Sheng che 3 i 153 
Shan ma Ly dit 168 | Sheng tu ih Be 157 
Shan mei ly 3 127 | Shich‘ang pu 4 MH «376 

- Shan pai chu ply Ff 7 565 | Shi chu Bt 1% 
Shan sang fly & $11 | Shi rh i _ 
Shan si hu ma [lj WF J fj 388 | Shi fa i 2 129 
Shan suan jl 3% 4 | Shii Hk 13 
Shan t‘ao ili BE 268 | Shilung ch‘u 4 fig 2a 455 

Shan ts‘iu fy AK 511, 223 | Shilungjui BAH 18 
Shan ts‘ung ly & 2 | Shi yin ae 
Shan yao ply 379 | Shi Me, H FF 36, £28 
Shan ying t‘ao [lj PR AE 477 | Shi iii 232, 491 
Shan yii ly 3 379 | Shi We 
Shan (sha) # 228 | Shi shou RG 35, 894 
Shan (sha) 3 998|Shichuyi BRM 43 
Shan chu lan § tf 35 | Shi lie is Bi, 
Shang ki 7 #i 92 | Sho ay 59 
Shangloun fy # 192|Shoyo 4 

i fee 
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Shou We 22 | Shui su K % 64, 120 
Shou #8 26 | Shui t‘ai 4 129 

Shou k‘i FR 151 | Shuits‘ao 7K 65 

Shou kung SF B #{ =. 289. | Shuitsao 7K HH 401 

[huai Shui yang 7K $25 

Shou tien “FY 151,462] Shuiying KH 116 
Shu it 7|Shuipiye #58 138 
Shu ts‘ao te Fe 8 | Shun oe 542 

‘Sha bk -—-s-28, 348 | Shun ts‘ai =A 398 
Shu tao bE #8 338 | Ta chu ‘st: = 
Shu % «335, 354 | Taki K 186 
Shu it a5, kw: Ra Oe 

Shu Z —«-835, 841 | Takinn ~~ Ke 10 
Shu kuan i, 32 16 | Ta ko KG 199 

Shu li gg «483 | Taki KH 
Shu mang 2 ff  -464|Takio AR . 
Shuts! gl xe 260,510] Tolan = AB 
Shu wei ts‘ao fi, & HA 17, 448 Ta ine , cow 19 

Piha tic i 169 Ta ma liao 
‘ 335, 339, 

‘Shokui 136|Tamai KE { MD. 
Shu yii 38 Hi 379 |  suan Ke 88 
Shu yii 2k Bi 379 | 29, 96, — 
Shuihuing 7e#  — 426| Ta ton KG. {st 
Shui k‘in yk FE 116, 370 = 355 
Shui k‘ui Kk # 398 | Ta tou she KEG ee 
Shuimien 7K 129 | Ta ti * . 918 
Shui pei IK FE 400 eae ie eo 

Shui ping = kK # 34 Paes Km (8 
Shui sheng 7k 4B 166 ee ee oe 

Ki «(95,138,878 ee 
ak 3 437 | T8793. 

pqnicr Ik 34 95 Ta ye yang mee 11 : 

Ik os | Tayetanglan 45 ee 
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Ta pas 896 | Ying tao A BK 266 
Tai fe ig 174, 374 Teng sin ts‘ao BEM 176, 455 
Tai shen — i HE 139 T'eng iz 259 
Tai = 73, 497 | Ti fu iS 9 
T‘ai shi Kk 78 | Tj huang Hi Be =—-180, 875 
Taitsi 4K 18 | Tj hiie MO fi 393 Tan chi lg z 831 | Ti ku cee 526 
Tan kui J} #E 552 | Ti kiin ie 162 
Tan ~ 94,197 | 7 4 yb HE 59 
Tan ig 129 | Ti mao ib E 97 
T‘an 540 | Ti sin Hh YE = 161, 162 ~ 
T‘an - 214, 455 T sui HE RG -. 4ag 

Tfanchu 8 Pf 565 | Ti sung Hb Has 35 
Tang kui = Bi 2 | Ti fy 101, 191 
Tang lu mm ie s17 | 230, 306, 
Tang tao a 439 | Ti i {are 476 
T'ang oy 43 | Ti chi % 2 331 

Ae 242, 196, T‘ang (ch'i) li (Fg) HHL J 254 te K (iB) Js, 482 455 Tang BE 131, 181, 451 | Ti kin KH 116 ae 305,474,|Tiluchn eR Ff 565 T ang tt Vi bit { 475 Ti ni ia ja 45 
Tao keng we He 139 T45 Be 352 

Tao mi SR C71, 385 Ti oo 61, 352 
Tao PR 835, 837 | re any Hi. I 94 
T‘ao #223, 511 | mao hn iE ii 350 
Tao Bs 470 | Tiaohumi = HIK 151 Tao chi BEAK 170, 456 | Ping ku wiz 350 
Han tao | & Bi 266|Tiaolan ff Bi 405 King t‘a0 HH HE 266 | TGa0 | ¥y 209, 210 
Shan t‘ao Hy Be 268 | Tiao stun ss HU FH ee 
Sz‘ t‘ao He Pk 268 | T*iao 5a 164,448 

Tung t'ao | Eh 267 | T‘iao jao 45 445 
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T‘iao (& 236, 511 

_ TSiao siao te 4% 66 

Tiao chang $y fE 248, 513 

Tie Be 61 

Tie Neg 58, 883 
Tie (ch‘i) : 241 

Teh li eR 46 
Tien ay 178 

Tien cI 78 

Tien ki Wi pK 92 

Tien le ti Hy 108 

Tien kua KM 23,385 

Tiienmantsing  &h #§ 39 

Tien ming YH 35 
[ tsing 

Tienmentung XK FY & «108 
Tien p‘ien mu fg AS (55T7 
Tien lai FA BE 445 
Tien tsz tsao fA t# BE = 440 

T‘ien chu tsz‘ ft #¥ F 539 
‘Then tai «= BR ZR 38 
Ting li T 78 

Ting tung WK 60 
Ting li 3 fe 78 
$y ing ning = e 466 

ny t‘uan SE ra 416 

To lu Bt iG 394 

To wu a 160 

Lao tou eS 96 
Li tou qi B 255 

Lu tou Heo 96 

Ye wan tou Spi TH 378 
Tou (chu) che #} # HH) = 249 

[liao 

455 

Tou lou po 4! Ht we F 288 
ms 

Tu 39 

156 Tu i {258 482 
Tu heng tL 7 =©—-156, 414 

Tuli tt HL CO242, 482 

Tu yung AL 2B 188 
Tu(tu) 176 
Tukiang + fh 230 

Tukua 30 { 132 36 363 
T‘u kiin te 88, 161 

‘Tu lu + 156 

Tuchung & Ht 172 
Tu # 24, 209 

T‘u liao | B65, 150, 365 

T‘u ya a F at 
Tn s 19, 150 

Tu 71, 338 

Tu mi RR TL, ea 

Tu hi HB 33,100 
Tukefun BUR 33 

‘Tu kua % B 
Tu ki #, 115 

Tu sz‘ He 131, . 
Tai ie ee 5 ae 

TM (hn) Ee 
Tui (chui) lei #€ eee cried 

Taan mu TBA , 

Tagkii gee oO 
Tang tao 2 i 267 

‘Tung hao ie ; 
Tung liang & e 189, 462 
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Tung Hil 226, 515 | Tse ts‘ 2 # 186 

Tungmu ffl 309 | Tse po {i #2 505 

Tung to‘ mu 3 Ht 7 82 | Ts‘e we 195 

Ttung ts‘ao 3 FH 82 | Tsi pi’ 103, 867 

Ts‘ai chi ZY 63 | Tsi fie 274 

Ts‘ai sin ZR # 285 | Tsi ni He i 45 

Ts‘ang rh 438 | Tsi HS 343 

Ts‘ang shu —- $e; 8 | Tsi fi 27, 841, 348 

— Ts‘ao -_ 30. | Tsi mu FE 7K 507 

Ts‘ao shi Wt BF 354 | Tsi li Pe He = 90, 427 

Ts‘ao tse chin ¥% jal Gf 195 | Ts LS 224, 517 

Mle 111, 197, | Tsi lai 7e 232 
vive ah i Tsi li hiang ps 2 409 
Ts‘ao siang tou BA2} 394, 534 | Ts‘ tsii Ae Hi 368, 376 
Tsao BR 272, 484 | Ts‘i 4 128 
Tsao ki i wi 157 | Tsiang We 390 
Hu tsao a Hf 272 | Ts‘iang mei ¥& Be 108 

K‘utsao 3 280 [ (mi) : 
Lu lu tsao RE it 3S 273. | Ts‘iang mi 44 157 

Mi tsao i 278 | Tsiang wei # # 295° 
Pai tsao Fk 274 | Tsiao HY 259,491 

Suan tsao RE Hi 275 | Tsiao sha pe He 329,498 

Ta tsao K 278 | Tsie hua Gi 34 1a 

Yang chi tsi $3 #% fe Ys 276 | Tsie lii li fi ez 270 : 

[tsao Tsie yu be AT tae 

Yang shi tsao 26 52 JE 277 | Tstie i i K io 
Yang tsao BE 277 | Teen a (17d, SOR 
bsesdecomd Be He 273 | Tsien meng $f HH 174, 374 ae 

” i 121 | Tsien shu BA ie 

Tse Jan = BA 405 [ peng er 
Tse liao 7e 65 | Tsien 7 pie 

Tse liu 32 251 | Tsien 4 (135, 
Tse sie hid 95,437 | Tsien suilei + RM 



Ts‘ien 

Ts‘ien 

Tsin ts‘ao 

Ts‘in (shen) 

Ts‘ing fan 

Ts‘ing hao 
sty Ts‘ing kang 

Ts‘ing ma 

Ts‘i ing tai 

Ts‘ing tien 

_ ‘Ts‘ing yang 

Ts‘ing mao 

Tsio li 

Tsio mai 

Tsio mei 

Tsio piao 

Tsio li 

Tsio rh 

Ts‘io 

— Tsiu 

~ Tsu hua kii 

Ts‘iu 

Ts‘iu 

Tso 

Tso 

Ts‘o 

Ts‘o tsie 

Tsou 

Ts‘ou siao ye 
Tsu sz‘ tsu 
Ts‘u 

ot ot oh ii ER Sh Be 

oe 
= 
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Segincbabsaases 

22, 393 

22 

389 
392 
392 

523, 525 
459 
474 
32 

237, 475 
468 
474 
438 
316 
349 

Bj «130 

e 
196, 435 
260, 290, 
291, 293, 
508 

ff: 239, 534, 566 
i) 
= 
BE \% 
ci 
igs > 
4 1 a 
is 

316 

1038 

270 

549 

163 

201 

86 

Ts‘u tsiang a HE 55 
Tsuanchi $82 381 

Tsun He 277 

Tsung He 318 

Tsung lii ke Wal 555 

Tsung pe 555 
Ts‘ang kii mu FREAK C288 

Tsung Fd 357 

Ts‘ung mu KK 296 

Tit x oo 
Tsii ma i it 140 

Tsitsao «=o RK 401 

Trin wu EER OAT 
[hiang 

Tsz‘ E 140 
Tsz° RE 293, 508 

Tsz‘ fis 313 

Tsz‘ K 90, 427 

Tsz‘ a 27, 343 

Tsz‘ chu ET... 965 

Tex‘ hua sung 376% = 89 

Tsz* k*i i & 5 3 177, 185 

Tsz‘ kin eI 371 

Naz lie E's Bij 394 

Tsz‘ su ik a 

Tsz* tan a Tt i 

tino me 
Tsz* wei EA i 165 

Tsz lei ¥E Be i 
67 see iu 142 

ee £ 125 

T's‘ E — 

Tez‘ po ie) fi wed 
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T‘sz‘ t‘siu =A] HK 511 | Weioryi or }Be—FE 396 

Text yi RU F241, 530 | Wei (kui) Ht 249 
Wai (huai) #& - 288 | Wei EY 14, 432 

Wai yang ‘8 2 37 | Wei wusun #&§ B wee 33 

Wan sui BS Rm 544 [lien 

Wan af 214 | Wei t‘iao E & 365 

Wantung %% i 262 | Wen p‘o th #2 

Wang cheng FE #€ 6,542 | Wensung jf %& 39 

Wang chou = 9 | Wu ku Te 335 

Wang chu $# 10,461 | Wu tsi Th HE 376 

Wang fu £A 386 | Wuweitszs FoeF 149 

Wang kua FF Mh 34, 84,386 | Nanwuwei Te 149_ 

Wang men = FY # 35|Powuwei JERR 149 

[tsing Wu ye Ti # 141 

Meng nt EK 181 283, 309, 
Wang sui = Be Wu tung = fa / 516 

Wang tsa0 EE 464 | Wuchang §& fe 5138 

Wang co 188 | Wu fu BO 453 

Wang ea 153 | Wu ho BR 

Wang re Sir 56 | Wu kiai & Be 
Pee Wu lien mei £ 

Wang a 151 | Wu p‘a . “ 
Wang ts‘ao fy Hi 147, 464 W ia 

ba te u sun BR 
Wei (jui) of 215 | wi ¢ e 
Wei u t‘ou B&B iA 

25 BR 149 | ws ts 
Wei u ts‘ao BB 

Soe Ph 240 | Wu yi B =e 
Wei (mi) aH 147 W : * 

Wei wi HS 
5 16%, B77 be: 

Wei Wu ku ti 
el wu Be te 89 ee Wa * oj ne Wu shi li fu 5G 

Wiel jui Be a Wu shi tsao 4a # 

Mie wes Wu ts‘z‘ 4ut HF 
e€l Wel BE # 52 Nee ee 

Wei Wui Me BE 
mye RE 150 |. 

Wei ¥ 210.455.) Wutsing FH 

480 — 



Wuchu yi 523 Be 498 

Wui tk 57 

Me AMG 
Yang chi chu = FH} 56 

Yang ch‘ Ey 204 

Yang ju SE FL 526 

Yang kio ts‘ai 2: f§ 38 =: 468 

Yang kiu aa 3E 108 

- Yang k‘iu ts‘z‘ 36 fL fF 244 

Yang shi 2 108 

Yang shi tsao =f 5e FE 277 

Yang t‘ao =F bk 198, 493 

Togs ane (8 
Yang tsao ™ BE (277, 484 

Yang ta { 538 350 

| Yang fu kB Rd 8 

Yang sui KBAR 265, 483 

Yao ys 62, 208 

Yao tsao Be Be 273 

E -Yao He 443 

Yao jao SE He 194 

Yao (tino) i #78 198 
: Yao king tou Mk ie HF 179 

87 

569 

107 

48 

130 

492 

378 
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Ye hu 7 112 

Ye — 128 

Ye tiao p‘eng #7 WG 15 

Yen chits‘ai #¢ JR ZAR 148 

Yen fu we ES 442 

Yen mai ye HE = 32, 151 

Yen yi M452, 492 
Yen a3 286 

Yen ee 34 

Yen chit Re 204 

Yen chitou PRR H 148 

Yen kui ie HE 552 

Yen sang eR il, 500 

Yen suan ER — 466 

Yin jen Bm 84 

Yield ee I 
Yin kui oo 
Yints‘ing ts'n0 uf B39? 

Ying ~ an} 

Ying mei He Hi 237 

Ying shi BH 295 

Ying t‘ao 8 ik ee 

Vingts't'ung FH 5 
| Ying yi BR a) 

Yo a - 

Yous a 
= ree EE : 0 

Yu hu eA a 3 
(cae ii Ht 102, 426 

Yu tung ee. : 

Yu : Ht : 229, 236, 467 

Yatng oe 
es 
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Yu 

Yu yii 

Yu kiai 
Yu mu 

Yu 
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ie, 85 | Yii mu Hi 7k 474 
He =F 358 | Yii liao es 65 
ky FF 362 | Yii mu ca, 262 

BEAK 560 | Yii kin hiang 4 7 Bt 408 
ig 487 [ tstao 

3 386,443,463 | Yili @ = 474 
Ps 221, 222, | Yii shi w & 527 

309 Yii chang fR HE 248, 513 

via 52 | Yii tt 304, 528 

Bl (2e 475) 492 | Yii kia tit BE 263 
fh 300, 534 | Yii ts'ien shu fp $8 PB} 3:04 

fF 258,465 | Yiian Kt 258, 465 

= BF 424 | Yiian (hiian) #% 238 

KE 1| Yiian chi @ FR C«d94, 446 
if 95, 215 | Yiian po fl #4 506 

260, 510 | Yiie rh Aw 177 
Ft 80 | Yiie tsiao 8 AR 493 
BE 108 | Yiin s#z 146, 409, 405 

& ## = =108 | Yiin i 217 
# 237,474 | Yiin ts‘io pien 4% EF 3l 
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mentioned on pp, 28-401, 

[The entries marked a are referred to in my notes. The numbers indicate 

Dr. BRETSCHNEIDER’s paragraphs.—E. F.] 

Abies... +++ 318, @507 
@Abrus ... om oe 356 
Abutilon .. 2388, 389 
aAcacia ... es 356 

Acanthopanax ... @299, 511, @515 

aAcer 261, 550 

Achillea ... ee 428 
aAconitum Soe see 134 

TER wk ++ 376, 417 
Actinidia cee age 
@Actinodaphne ... eee 513 

_ a@Actinostemma oe 385 | 
Adenophora_.., ws 45, 2180 
aAdiantum vis $77. 
Aérides ... ne ose 405 

aEschinomene ren 356 

a#sculus us ine 550 

Agaricus ose 4I, 161, 162, 380 
f Agriophyllum ...... .. 436 

- Ailantus “sen, ee, 
Akebia ... oe sa0 82 
@Albizzia ac owe 356 
aAletris ... ; oo 188 
aAleurites ve ise 515 

Alisma ... sed cas... GOrAar 
p Allium... s.... I-4, 63, 387500 
@Alnus ... Pee po 539 | 

@Alopecurus ... wget 463 

MeWinia seni. ik 381 

AO Sen w» 136, 2369 

Amarantus x. «s+ 435, 107 
aAmaryllidea ... + 142 

aAmelanchier ... «+= 475 

- 356 

459, 460 
108 

. 4 

115 

aAmphicarpwa w+ + 

Andfopogon «+ 

aAneilema ics Oem 

Anemarrhena 

Anemone 

Angelica 

Antennaria 

aAntidesma 

Aphananthe — 
aApios «. 
Apium os 

Apple 

er 

ves 410, 412 

Aralia: cs. 

aArenga 

apnea gat 

as 13, ar 
Artemisia 2 ee 29-430 
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aArthraxon __... oe 461 | aBudleya hee ie 465 

Arundinaria ... .»» @463, 565 | Buckwheat es 351 

Arundo ... 210, 213, 455, 502 | aBupleurum “bs 370 

Asarum ... 156, 414 | Czesalpinia w+» 4356, 540 

Asparagus - — 108 | aCajanus 356 

Aspidium sess ewe: LEO, 2377 | Calabash re 384 

aAsplenium ... es 377 | aCalamus et we 555 

aAster ... one ous 405 | aCallicarpa wat ose 521 

aAstralagus... ‘ 356 | Calystegia soe 51, 272, a82, 442 

Atractylis se one 8 | Camphor tree ... 513 

aAucuba ot - 246 | aCanavallia... ws 354 

BAvene 00 sak 5.0. 92; 465-| Cantiabis 104, 140, 335, 388 

Averrhoa whe eve 493 | Capsella..°~ ov. 103, 367 

aAzolla ... wen sey 113 | aCapsicum we 526 

ee. {+ 43, 169-174, 323, | aCaragana a, 52, 356, 521 

2463, 563, 564 Carambola <a va 493 
Bamboo-sprouts sve5'3937 37% | Carduus ... 208 

Barley we sw +++ 335) 340 | Carex... ves 457, 4463 
Basella ... sae ws 14854446 | Carica ... eS ore 478 

Bean curd sso: one 355 | Carpesium’ =... = ++ |: 35, 394 
Beckmannia ... ove IST; 2463 aCaryota ee 555 

aBclemennide a ive 54 | Catalpa ... 292, 293, 322, 508 

Benincasa cow’ ves 988/599 | Cadet onc sac 86, 49S4, 2350 

_ ve eee 300, 2447 | Cassia bark vss 2472 55? 
aBerchemia ... oi 489 69, 484, 

@Beta® os. wee ood 446 Caatanes ioe ee 

Betula ... 44. 235, @539, 553 | aCaucalis one ov 37° 

ME ices nde Se 155 | Cedrela ... wos G18 Soe 
Bignonia veges SENG GAS | Célere iit as ee BTS 

Bidta 225, 318, 319, 505 | Celtis... «.  -232, 284, 537 
Boehmeria ...._... 4388, 391 | Cenchrus Lo oe 462 

aBombax ee eee 515 | aCephalotaxus ... 507 
Botrychium ....... 177, @377 | Cerastium ie 438 

Bottle-gourd .... .... 384, 469 | aCeratopteris ... eas 377 

Boymia ... 2 ss» 329, 498 | aCeratophyllum fe ban ae 

aBrachypodium 32, 335, 463 | Cerasus... 266, 2305, 4306, 477 
-Brasenia eS ee so8 | eOértla cd ii an SI 
PSM cs ++» 361, a362 | aChamele ous tee 

aBromus ee <1 es . 34,463 | eChamerops .... ae 555 

Broussonetia ... hes 503 aChelidonium ... ove 

370 
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aChenopodium ... wee 107, 446 

Cherry ee aie woo 2065-97 

Chestnut fers i 233 

aChimonantes ... tp 227 

Chou Kung, tree of ... 567 

Chrysanthemum 130, 404, 434, 436 

aCichorium see a 24 

Cinnamomum ... 247, @512, 552 

Citrus... 229, 236, 2286, 486-488 

aCitrullus re Gad 382 

aCladrastis aia ous 356 

Clerodendron ... we 85, @521 

Cnhicus ... woo wey Ne 
Cnidium ~ iv 157 

aCocos ... Bye cas 555 

hee 
Conferva wt ana 

Confucius, tree of  ... 566 
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PROCEEDINGS. 
—_— 
— 

Minutes of a Grnerat Meetinxa held in the Society’s Library, 

Museum Road, Shanghai, on Tuesday, 11th November 1890, at 

9 p.m. 

Mr. P. J. Hucues (President) in the chair. There were about 

30 persons present. . 

In opening the proceedings, the Cuarrman said that as the 

minutes of the last meeting had been already published in the 

Society’s Journal, he thought they might be taken as read, He 

had to announce that during the past half-year the following 

- gentlemen had been elected members of the Society ; namely, 

~ Messrs. C. W. Campbell, of Seoul, Corea; Prof. E. P. Thwing, M.D., 

of Canton; Rey. A. Elwin, of Hangchow ; Prof. H. Robinson, B.A, 

of Wuchang; J. Calder, of Port Arthur, North China; F. B. 

‘Parkinson, A.R.S.M., of Hankow ; Rev. 8. A. Hunter, M.A., M.D., 

of Tsining, Shantung; R. Kliene, of Ningpo ; Rev. C. D. Bradlee, 

 D.D,, of Boston, Mass., U.S.A.; and the following residents of 
Shanghai:—Messrs. O. Franke, Ph.D.; General W. Mesny ; 

F. Lemke; F, W. E. Diilberg; B. R. A. Navarra; W. P. Brown; 

H. Schiétz; and J. B. Jack. This list, the Chairman thonght, 

indicated satisfactory progress, and the statement which the Honorary
 

Secretary was abont to make respecting the Journal of the Society 

—which, as they were 
would, he believed, show that these publications, 

uld be at least as _ aware, members were entitled to receive free,—Wwo 

valuable and interesting in the future as they had been in ihe paths 

The How, Secretary (Mr. W. Bright) then announced abet 

the Society’s Journal bad been completed up to, dates te 

- fascicule (No, 3) of vol. xxiv having been issued to — 

end of last month. The new Journal would open with ou nies es 

paper—the result of many years’ research and pean Ras Ee 
* 
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ripe scholar, Dr. Bretschneider. It was styled “ Botany of the 

Chinese Classics,” and was, in fact, a continuation of the studies — 

condensed in a paper by the same author which appeared, under the 

title “Botanicon Sinicum,” in their Journal some ten years ago. The 

MS. had arrived safely from St. Petersburg, and had just been 

placed in the printers’ hands. The paper would have the benefit of 

revision and annotation by Dr. Faber, a high authority on botanical 

subjects ; and thus it would doubtless serve as an extremely valuable 

work of reference. It might be interesting to inform them that Dr. 

Bretschneider was at work on another paper, which, however, it was 

feared, would not be ready for some years, on “ Chinese Medicines.” 

In regard to the Society’s circular on “ Inland Communications,” — Pe 

_ issued early in the year, the Secretary said that the replies received — 

from the interior had not, on the whole, been as complete or as 

numerous as could have been desired. 1t was therefore decided to reissue 

the circular to those provinces from which replies had not yet come 

in. Some of the papers received, however, were especially valuable, © 

chief among which might be mentioned the exhaustive monograph — 

by the Rey. Pére Havret on the province of Anhwei, accompanied © 
by two maps; a paper by Mr. Chr. Jensen on the Yiinnan province, — 

also accompanied by three maps of routes over which he had | 

personally travelled in laying the telegraph line of the Imperial : 

Chinese Telegraph Admininstration ; and a paper by Mr. George 

Graham Brown on the province of Kansu, with some valuable 

notes on the Bridge of Boats (800 feet long) at Lanchow. In all, 

the replies received might be sammarised thus : 5 papers from Yiinnan 

[it would seem that the most distant parts were the earliest to send : 
in the information desired], 4 from Kiangsu, 3 each from Kansuh 

and Shensi, 2 each from Chihli and Anhwei, 1 each from Southern — 

Formosa, Kwangtung ( Pakhoi), Honan, Shansi, Hainan, Kwangs! 
and Mongolia. They were much indebted to those who had already 
favoured them with information, and there could be no doubt that 
should their anticipations in regard to obtaining further information 

be realised, the series of papers, when edited and prepared for publi- 

cation by Mr. W. R. Carles (who had the work now in hand) would 
form a most valuable addition to their limited knowledge of the 
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toads (ancient and modern) and their condition, trade routes, modes 
and cost of travelling and of conveyance of goods and accommodation 
for travellers, and noteworthy bridges, viaducts, ete. throughout 

China ; the work might ultimately lead to the publication of a much- 
needed map of the highways and trade routes in the interior. It 

would, he considered, be an advantage if correspondents would for- 

ward photographs of the important bridges in their province, together 
with brief notes of the number and span of the arches, dimensions - 

and estimated weight of the larger blocks of stone used in the con- 

struction of the bridges. Such photographs and notes would 

undoubtedly impart additional interest to the subject. 

Dr. Enxins then commenced his lecture “ China 35 Centuries 

Ago” with the remark that no advantage was gained by cutting 

short the antiquity of civilised nations. Civilisations have usually 

been found after careful inquiry to be much older than was 

thought. The true foundations of the Chinese civilisation were 

laid in the third millennium before Christ, when the people taught 

by the sages Jearned their various occupations. It was at that 

time that the present system of government, in respect to some 

of the offices, commenced. Honan was the garden of China at that 

time, and it was there that the capital of the empire was fixed both 

in the Hia and in the Shang dynasties. The fertility of the land 
has been described by Richthoven, who compares the rich appearance 

of the agriculture to that of the most fertile portions sabia te 

More precisely, the capital of China 35 centuries ago was suite 

Fu. Capital cities were built where the people were numerous 2 

well-to-do —made so by agriculture, so that they had a learned class 

and were able to maintain with their superflaous wealth as _ : 

physicians, diviners, schoolmasters and astrologers ef the aie 

of the government military and civil. The character ° _ 3 saa 

dynasty (1776 to 1154 8.c.) was moral and panbicere Hs pga oie 

with the Chow period when religious usages of often _— cee 

_ form than before were adopted in profusion and the people phe 

~ customs deserted the simplicity of ancient life. ‘The ancient neh 

: Kas ek ate collections testify to the now preserved in the imperial and private ™ aiuayt aid! “ak 

mechanical progress made by China at a ree 
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manufacture of circular vases implies the previous use of the potter's 

wheel. At that time the rich used cups of gold and the poor had 

turned wooden bowls, but rude unglazed stoneware was made. 

Mr. Carles has lately sent to Shanghai a rubbing of a Chow dynasty 

bronze kept in a temple on Silver Island. Its age is determined 

by Chinese archeologists to be about p.c. 800, as is decided by the — 

inscription of forty characters inside of the vase. The so-called tad- 

pole writing was referred to, It seems to have been like the cuneiform 

in the stroke, and this cireamstance may be taken as adding a certain 

amount of proof to the opinion that the Chinese derived the art of 

writing from Babylonia. The slow music and solemn religious — 

dance of the ancient Chinese in their ceremonials accompanying the 

worship of heaven and of ancestors were alluded to. They remind 

us of the dances of the ancient Jews as referred to in the Old 

Testament. Towards the end of the Shang dynasty a relative of 

the Chow imperial family proceeded to Soochow and was the founder 

of the Chinese civilisation of the Soochow plain. Ki-tsz, who was a 

sage belonging to the imperial family of the Shang dynasty, went to — 

Corea and there first introduced the Chinese early civilisation. 

At the conclusion of Dr. Edkins’ lecture, the CHAaInMAN said that 

the very learned and interesting lecture which they had just heard 

touched upon several debatable points, such as the existence of the 

dragon and the presence of Persian missionaries in ancient China. 

These would doubtless receive due attention from sinologues, and he 

hoped among those present there were some who would fayour them 

with their views. The small number of ancient monuments must — 

be one great difficulty in the study of Chinese archeology: Vows. 

changing as the Chinese were, and attached as they were, and had 

always been, if not to the homes of their ancestors, at least to their 

ancestral graves, they built their dwellings and even their temples 

for present use with small regard to posterity. Hence few traces — 

remain in brick and mortar or in stone of the Chinese of five 

empires, not to speak of thirty-five centuries ago. No Herculaneum — 

or Pompeii had been, or ever would be, found in China to bring : 

vividly before them the everyday life of the past, For information z 

about the period discussed they had to trust chiefly to traditions — 
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preserved in records of later date, They were obliged to the 
Rev. Dr. Edkins for the light thrown upon this obscure subject by 
the result of his studies as communicated in the lecture of that 

evening, and he had no doubt that the meeting would join with him 
in tendering to the learned doctor a hearty vote of thanks. 

The Caarrman having announced that the meeting was nuw open 

for discussion, 

Gen. Musny said he agreed that considerable elevation of the soil 

of China must have taken place. He instanced a pei-lo which had 

been erected in the 13th century, and of which a good deal had 

been covered by accumulations of soil. 

Dr. E. Faser said that it was with much interest in the subject 

that he followed the learned lecture of Dr. Edkins. As sans 

discourse contained, however, many statements which were wel 

putable, it would be impossible to enter into a detailed dicensdins 

at that moment. They all agreed that China enjoyed an — 

civilisation ; they even agreed so far with Dr. Edkins as to eee 

that the Chow dynasty was not the beginning of mankind in China, 

but that other people had existed before the Chaws and had 

managed in one way or another to live in society, or—in the sense 

of Aristotle—in political state. The astronomical data, sgn 

referred to by Dr. Edkins were without scientific value. <p a 

not been possible, in spite of repeated attempts mando: by spans 

- scholars and astronomers, to fix one date before 800 B.c. wre 
on the sky and people lived below the sky long beto 

of course, 

i hinese records referring 

10 C. determine from the vague C —_ 

Sibemets 
dentification of a single star, to the period before 800 B.c the exacti f observation 

‘its exact position at a certain time, and —* —" : jnfladuc’ 
to which the record belonged was an impossibility. LIES G8 

on China at the early period of about — cage Ee 

proved by some inc ntrovertible evidence, not me its a ea 

similarity of two or three ideas among oe? writing of the 
altogether. The same rule applied to the eo a of which no 
Mesopotamian valley. ‘That. the tadpole 250 he sieelll 

trace was left in China, were cuneiform was @ pag a “Babylonian 
out the slightest historical proof, If Persian 3 
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literature had been known in China at so early a period, China must 

also have been known to Persia and Babylon, but not even a trace 

of China had been discovered in any ancient record of any country. 

They were told of bronze-casting during the Shang period. But it 

had first to be shown that bronze was known in China at the time. 

The character for copper did not occur in the ancient Classics, 

nor even in the Four Books. The phrase “three metals” was found 

several times, but only commentators of the Han time told them 

that gold, silver and copper were meant, other commentaries said that 

it referred to three kinds of gold. Dr. Edkins told them that some 

bronze relics from the Shang period were still preserved, but forgot 

to give the evidence. That some Chinese authors said so was not - 

sufficient reason ; they needed to know on what ground the assump- 

tion was based. Dr. Edkins himself mentioned the gradual elevation 

of the soil in the plains of North China from an accumulation of 

dust ten to fifteen feet in historical times within 1,000 to 1,500 years, 

which was corroborated by General Mesny. They could consequently 

not expect any ancient bronzes to be found near to the surface. 

Ancient graves must now be 20 to 30 feet below the ground. 

Whatever was found nearer to the surface could not belong toa- 

period n.c. He (Dr. Faber) had examined several Chinese works 

on antiquities and found none of them satisfactory. The Chinese 

had no test .of any value by which to determine the age of any 

bronzes, even of later times, They had a theory that bronze which | 

had been for 1,000 years in the ground assumed a blue colour, 

and if for 1,000 years in water a green colour, Chinese critics, 

however, were aware that the same colours might be produced 

artificially in a short time. The Silver Island bronze referred to, 

of which he had the pleasure of seeing a rubbing at Dr. Edkins’, 

could not possibly belong to 800 or 900 B.c. but might be referred — 

with more probability to the Ming period 2,000 years later. The 
famous Yiian Yiian, who defends its age, shows his own disqualifica- 

tion for judging bronzes by stating that the polished appearance of 

the burner was due to a peculiar composition of the bronze: No trace ie 

of atmospheric influence on this bronze for 2,700 years!—Other 
Chinese authors are well aware of the innumerable counterfeits and — 
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forgeries sold as genuine in China. One Ming author told them that 
in his time ancient bronze was manufactured in the Shantung, Shensi 

-and Honan provinces, at Nanking and other places. Dr. Hirth’s 
explanation of the Chinese Meander as representing, according to a 
Sung writer, the ancient characters for “cloud” and “thunder,” did 
not prove that the ornament was known in China 2000-2500 years 
before that Sung writer. The duke of Chow was a famous statesman, 
and had for this very reason no time for writing books. He helped 
to establish the Chow dynasty and may have sketched the rudiments 
of its institution. The time before the Chow and even during the 

first centuries of the Chow government was not at all a period of 

high social and political development. Dr. Edkins referred to 
foreign tribes that still inhabited even the small arena of China 

proper at the time. The Emperors had really little or no control 

over the hill tribes, The Honan plain was nearly all they had really 

in their possession. It might be true that Kitsu, a younger 

brother of the founder of the Chow, went to Korea, but _ 

real history of Korea begins a thousand years later. The plain 

of Soochow was more attractive and remunerative, but it was even 

in the time of Mencins still regarded as in a seni bareareme ae 

They had also to distinguish between the Feudal anes ie _— 
ning of the Chow dynasty and the Feudal states in —_ highest 
development in China during the time of the eating States, 

about 500 p.c. They might regard them, in their first stage, as 

quasi-independent clans under a chief each, or controlled by the — 

head of the family, The chiefs gradually assumed the dignity, — 
. ng a , t 

magnificence, and ceremonial of princes, but probably not before he 

time of the Chow. How little dignified the carly ralers - eke - 

were they could learn from passages in the Classics. Yao insph 

awe by dressing in a garment hanging dow 

Yao’s son-in-law and fellow-emperor, was sent : 

to the top of their hut (palace?) to repair the woe gc 3 2 : 

Another time he had to go down into a well to aie ke oa 

of Imperial descent he worked with vas need cee yale i. 

There he felt his loneliness and sighed to the bine gripe pacer 

parents would not allow him to marry. ‘The great Pu wont” © 

n over his legs. é Shun, 2 

by his parent
s out on 
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hard in splitting the rocks of the Yangtsze Gorges that his hands 

became callous. The people did not feel the existence of a govern- 

ment before the Chow; everybody did as he pleased. Dr. Edkins 

introdaced a eulogy of Chinese ancestral worship altogether out of 

place. The Shang were religious more than the Chow, but ancestral 

worship was brought into the peculiar Chinese shape and made 

the basis of political government by the Chow, especially the Con- 

fucian school. That reverence of parents and continuance of 

genealogies through millenniums are possible without ancestral 

worship, with all its humbug and social evils, Dr. Edkins may learn 

from a look‘into the Bible; the Jews may serve as patterns even to 
the Chinese. Dr. Edkins’ paper was after all very defective. Of the 

principal sources of comparatively reliable information about the 

Shang, which cannot be received from Confucian sources without 

great caution, Dr. Edkins seemed to have no idea whatever. He 

(Dr. Faber) referred to Taoism in its earliest form. Taoism was a 
survival of the religious, political and social life of the Shang period. 
As he, however, intended to write a paper on this subject, this’ 
notice must suffice for the present. They knew further that the 
line of the Shang rulers was continued even in the Chow period in 
the state of Sung. Thongh in the course of time many ancient 
usages were neglected, and Confucius thonght what he found there 
in his time insufficient to attest antiquity, we may be able to glean 
something of value from the earlier records of the Sung state. It is 
remarkable that Mihism, 7. e. Chinese Socialism, had its origin and 

head-quarters in Sung. Chinese bronze also required a separate 
paper, for which some preparation was going on. 

Dr. Jamimson regretted that a scholar of Dr. Edkins’ reputation 
should have believed so blindly in the authenticity of Chinese 
authorities. He himself had never been able to find in Chinese 
literature any criticism which was not of the most vapid, verbal 
kind. He did not think an appreciation of what we meant by 
criticism of history had entered into the Chinese mind. It was — 
well known that Chinese of the literary class were always prepared 
with an answer, however little they might know of the subject. In 
proof of this he gave a reminiscence of his student days in Peking, | 

* 
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When a number of the students amused themselves by inventing, 
as existing in Europe, various wonders which their Manchu teacher 
always asserted to have existed in China centuries before. The 
only thing the teacher could not credit China with was an electrical 
hen which laid eggs containing bacon, : 

Dr. Epxiys said that some remarks in answer were required 

from him on account of the attack made on his opinions by some 

of the speakers. In regard to the possession of the critical faculty 

by the Chinese, it was not long after arriving in this country that he 

become aware of it. In a book belonging to Mr. Wylie he found 

a statement made that the tones of the language grow gradually 

and that one was added every thousand years or more. He studied 

the subject of tones, inquired as to the peculiarities of dialects, and 

found that it was as this author maintained. Since that time he 

had felt no doubt in regard to the critical powers of Chinese native 

scholars. The critical faculty was the result of education. In 

Europe it appeared in many persons because they had learned 
languages and studied logic, philosophy and grammar. In me 

same way in China reading many books and long-continued 
advantages of education produced it, Students went over a wide 

range of reading, and became familiar with argument, and ne 

their, critical powers were developed. wien! sees os ie the 

documentary style of Chinese diplomacy. Subjects of discussion 

are in official documents stated with great clearness. There ba : 

no difficulty in seizing on the main idea and sense of the docamen 

This was the result of Chinese education, which from some a 

of view was really a wide one, the literature of the country 
: ee ‘ critical faculty to the study of 

very extensive. Bringing this critical Pes Att 

the sacrificial vases and other implements professing to mrs ge 

antiquity, native scholars were not likely to be easily : 

fie m Dr. Bushell of Peking inayrty eg * The following note fro I 
be read at the vaeotliie :—“There is a wealth = bores! pos stphienet 

“tripod vase preserved in Silver Island. I - ¢ ahwological Collections. 
“ brochure, in addition to the notices in the pen uation eich LiShen-lan, 

“Do you remember my once asking your kin ra the cyclical day given in 

“to check one of the calculations of agony grag yorrectly attributed 
“the inscription? His conclusion also ne! tha cM Lae. ae 

“to the time of Hsiian Wang of the Chou dynasty 

* 
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The improvement observable in the critical powers and intellectual 

attainments of the Chinese was due to the invention of printing. 

That led to the multiplication of books. They were found in every 

village and city, and of course the knowledge of the student as it 

increased improved his reasoning faculties. It had not been without 

result that the Chinese had through four dynasties printed books 

largely. This mode of looking at the subject was needed in judging 

of the antiquity of parts of their literature. They could test the 

results of Chinese criticism by appealing to their own science. The — 

most ancient fragments of Chinese literature were not of a mythical 

kind. They do not contain such myths as are found in Livy, nor could 

they be rejected as the early parts of Livy were rejected. But they 

do contain some astronomy. The places of the stars as there given 

agree with the positions of those stars as now known by the law 
of the precession of the equinoxes. Those positions could not have 

been known to the Chinese except by actually observing them. 

Thus the stars in the sky are witnesses to the correctness of these 

ancient records. Since the astronomy in old Chinese literature was a 

correct, this must be viewed as evidence favourable so far to the 

claims to acceptance of the narratives in which it was imbedded. 

The meeting then terminated with a vote of thanks to the 
Chairman, . 

Minutes of Proceepinas at a Ganerat Meerine held at the Society's — : : 

Library, Museum Road, Shanghai, on Monday, 6th April 1891, a 

at 9 p.m. 
oo: 

Dr. Joszrx Epxins, Vice-President, occupied the chair, and 
there were about twenty members present. se 

The Cuairman having asked that the minutes of the last meeting : 

be taken as read, as they had been so fully published in the papers : 
the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Mencarini, announced the election 

the following new members :—Messrs. Henrick Bohr, Ting Lhsien 
Harold Browett, J. F. Billinghurst, E. Gerecke, Liugi Camera, 

J. P. Donovan, W. M. Andrew and J. Timm, of Shanghai 
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Mr. Juan de Licopolis Margal, of Peking; and A, Zooyef, M.D., 
Naval Surgeon, Vladivostock, 

The Cuarrman brought before the meeting a motion, proposed 

by Dr. Jamieson and seconded by Mr. yon Mollendorff, which had been 

_ before the Committee Meeting, and which it would be necessary 

to confirm at the next General Meeting, to the effect that 

Mr. P. J. Hughes be made an Honorary Member of the Society. 

Mr. Fraser then proceeded with the reading of his paper on 

the Fish-Skin’ Tartars, which is printed in extenso pp. 1-48 of 

vol. xXvI. 

Mr. Frazer was accorded a round of hearty applause at the 

conclusion of his paper, after which the Chairman said they 

were all deeply indebted to Mr. Fraser for these very valuable — 

translations from the Russian, which showed what they might 

expect to gather from Russian sources, and they were very 

fortunate in having a member of the Society able to translate 

them. The subject, the Chairman added, was now open for 

discussion. 

Mr. Taytor asked why were the Orotchis called Fish-Skin 

Tartars. artars 
oplied 

Mr. Fraser replied that strictly speaking it was a pane a 

by the Chinese to the Goldis, to whom the Orotehis are closely 

allied. 

The CHainman:—The Oro 

I have been looking into the accoun 

which we have been told this evening, 

belong, and I find they have been minutely 

It is a Russian account we have just heard; 

suitable for our Society 

tchi children are dressed in fish-skins. 

ts of the Tungusic tribes about 

and to which the Manchus 

described by the 

Russians. 
a new 

ode of conducting research in a way very 

aia initiated, We may gain much valuable information on the 

northern nations of Asia from Russian sources. The gli 

belong to a people who, a8 we judge from their gisages teh 

once a great nation. The Tungusic people before 
oe ig wit 

were powerful in North China till about B.c. 200, . en ey se 

conquered by the Hsiung-nu. After a few centaries they —. 

and acquired great political power in the sixth centu
ry. — are 
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in fact the same race, as we judge by their language, with the 

Manchus of to-day. They are now in a state of intellectual decline, 

as we judge by their ethnological connection with other races 
observable in their vocabularies. Researches into the langnages 

and customs of the outlying tribes of the race to which the Manchus 

belong are likely to give inaccurate views as to the causes of the 

Manchus having acquired their present power. We ask why they — 
have been able to subdue and to hold in subjection a nation so 

much mightier than themselves as the Chinese? In the answer 
to this question we must not lose sight of the fact that they belong 
to a race, which during millenniums has occupied in Asia those 
countries we call Manchuria, and from which it has from time to 
time emerged to acquire a temporary political importance. The 
vocabularies of the Tungusic tribes contain words which show 
connection with the Chinese, the J: apanese, the Mongol, the — 
Turkish, ete. For instance kedw, wind in Goldi, is the Japanese 
kaze. 

Mr. Taytor in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Fraser, which 
Mr. von Mollendorff seconded, referred to one or two points in the — 
interesting paper just read. The custom which the Orotchis have, 
for instance of dipping their fishing-nets in reindeer’s blood to 

preserve them, is very similar to a custom prevailing among the 
people of Formosa and of some parts of China, namely that of © 

dipping new nets and lines in general in pig’s blood, which keeps — 
them from flossing. The witcheraft of the Orotchis also is very 
similar to that among the aborigines of Formosa. 

General Mesny and Mr. Kinoswinn took part also in the s 
discussion that followed, and the Chairman brought the proceedings — 
to a close by saying :—The Orotchi and Goldi dialects belong to 
the Tungusic stock, as appears on examination. A strong peculiarity 3 
in them, as in Mongol and Turkish, is that the first, second and 
third personal pronouns are the same as our own. “Me” is the 
first personal pronoun throughout Tartary; more than this; it is 
also the basis of the pronominal suffix to the verb. The verb tree 
is constructed by placing this pronoun at the end for the person 
43 in languages of the Indo-European stock. This fact, joined 
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with the identity of the substantive verb with our own, opens the 
way to the identification of the languages. This fact cannot fail 
to be accepted by philologists generally after no long period. This 
branch of the Asiatic Society would certainly do well to prosecute 

research in this direction in the near future. The way in which 

the verb is formed belongs to the essential structure of language 

in the Indo-European system. Being much the same in the speech 

of Tartary, we are compelled to adopt the principle of linguistic 

unity. The shapes of skulls and facial features differ, but not 

so much that ethnology will not find a way to account for the 

variations observed while allowing unity of descent. 

The meeting then adjourned. 

Mivvres of ProckEDINas at a Gewerat Meetine held at the Society's 

Library, Museum Road, Shanghai, on Monday, 20th April 

1891, at 9 p.m. ; 3 

Dr. Josera Epxtns occupied the chair. There was a large 

_ number of members present. er 

The minutes of the last meeting having been read by the Hon. 

Sec., Mr. Mencarint, the Cuarrman said :—Ladies and Gentlemen, 

before the meeting before I call upon the principal formal business sd dae td 

General Mesny to read his paper on “ Yunnan : 

Trade Routes,” is to elect Mr. P. J. Hughes, Sree 

General for Great Britain at this port, to be an Honorary geen 

of this Society. The number of our honorary — Is sg’ 3 5 “4 

only six in fact, and it is a very se a We mem 

of the Council feel called apon to elect Mr. Maghe® ©" F 

of an honorary member because we feel very sensible, and I believe 

ou: 

recently Consul- 

‘Hnghes to the position 

Shanghai unite in this feeling, 
all the members of the Society in ght to be eo nerve | 

that this distinction, the highest we can confer, 

e very considerable attention he has 
on Mr. Hughes, because of th | 

i i tings, . 
given to the business of our mee ! : a 

courteous way in which he bas always — the meetings 

Council come before 

and the admirable and 

“you now to ask you to 
of the Society, and pee ae ‘cots g. By 

confirm this election, 
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our laws it is necessary, as the Secretary has mentioned in the 

minutes, to propose an honorary member at one meeting and 

elect him at another. The Council therefore now propose that 

Mr. P. J. Hughes be appointed an Honorary Member of this 

Society. Those who are in favour of this proposition will now 

kindly signify it by holding up their hands. 

The motion was then carried unanimously amid hearty applause. 

The Cuairman:—The only new member elected during the interval 

is Mr. George Taylor. As there is no further business to transact 

I will now call upon General Mesny to read his paper. 

General Mesyy:—Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—The 

modern name of Yunnan is said to be derived from a range of 

mountains, on its northern frontier, called the 22 4a Yun ling. 

In speaking of Yunnan generally, the whole province is meant, but 

the same name is also applied to a prefecture in the same province. 

It is the chief or principal one of fourteen prefectures, hence it is 2 

called the Pf ff Shou Fu or Chief Prefecture, but its proper name 

is Yiinnan Fu. Besides these, there is also a country called Yiinnan oe 

Hsien, in the prefecture of Ta-li Fu. All this similarity of names 

is rather confusing to strangers. In official documents, literary 

essays, and poetical effusions, the character Wt Tien is used to. 

represent the whole region known to us as Yunnan, and the 

combination it FF Tien-Sheng is used in like manner to designate 

the provincial capital. The name Tien is derived from YE fa] Tien Kuo, 

which was the name of an independent nation of the Lolo tribes, 

occupying that region before the Christian era. Hence the use of 

the character Ji Tien as a convenient phonetic for the {ere 

of that immense province, otherwise called Yunnan, : 

The superficial area of Yunnan is over 100,000 English equare: 
miles. It extends through seven degrees of latitude and eight 

degrees of longitude, and is thus larger than Italy, but not, near 8° 

densely populated as the Italian kingdom. ‘The population of 

Yunnan has been variously estimated by the Chinese Government 

as well as by individual collectors of such statistics, at from 

$ to 17 millions, : ae? 
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Thus, in 1842, the official census returns gave a total of 3,574,209 
families, which, according to the ordinary mode of calculation, 
allowing five persons to each family, gives a total of 17,871,945 
individuals, 

In 1877, at the close of a civil war that had lasted over twenty 

years, and had greatly reduced the namber of inhabitante, I estimated 

the population to be about one million families. 

Just at that time, however, there was a great inflax of people 

from Szuch‘nan, and other places, so I tabulated the population at 

about 5,600,000. Two years later an official censns was taken, 

and the population was then declared to be over eleven million — 

individuals. * hs ah sae a 
In ancient times the taking of the census meant preparations for 

inidiai’ and customs, refraining as much os possible from socal | 

distinctions peculiar to the members of their respective tribes; 
hve os 

the Miao-tzn and Lung Jén tribes in the eastern it a0 ce 
province, live and dress differently from those of the centre and " . - 

of the province. In the east, especially Se ae i 

Kuang-nan Fu, I noticed the women were meiner
 ~ a - 

with large blue collars something like English naval service ete 

of pleasure after pesireinani Be the evening, singi
ng | “sl 

to amuse the old people, ai ee ee 

admirers, whose love and passion is thereby SLi NN RL - oe 

pitch. ‘The women enjoy more liberty of action and : eS 

restraint than our European women, clu car gn 

to interfere with his wife’s enjoyment 

; fond a 

No married man ever altempss — ao 
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a mother, then a turn takes place. She becomes as virtuous as @ 

saint, and courts her husband instead of other men. Husband and 

wife live as equals, and no inferiority of the wife is ever thought 

of in the settlement of family matters ; both work hard alike. 

Amongst the Lo-lo and other tribes the case is very different. 

The women have to work hard like beasts of burden to maintain 

their jealous husbands in idleness and comparative ease. Quarrels 
ending in serious fights are not uncommon between Lo-lo men, 

jealous of their wives, and Chinese soldiers, admirers of the ill-used 

women. In the prefecture of Li-chiang Fu and northern parts of 
the province I have seen the women of the Mu-su tribes working 

like slaves in their fields on the mountain sides, or carrying burdens 

in the valleys from place to place, clad in nothing better than an 

old piece of tattered cottonade about the loins, descending to the 
knees, and an undressed goatskin on their backs, fastened over 

their shoulders and across the chest with a raw hide thong. Thus 

arrayed, these poor women are exposed to the piercing cold of their 

snow-clad hills in winter, and to the scorching rays of a mid-day | 

sun in summer, whilst their lazy and jealous husbands remain ab 
home, to nurse the children, sharpen their swords, and keep their i 

powder dry. I have also seen the savage Lu-sn, or Li-su, in the 

prefecture of Yung-chang Fu, Western Yunnan, ploughing their 

unhealthy fields in the valley of the Lu-chiang River, with women — 
harnessed to their ploughs instead of cattle; the men held the 
ploughs, and were fully armed. 
A Li-su farmer does not at all hesitate to harness his wife and 

mother, sister and daughter, to his plough at any time, while he, 
with a cross-bow and quiver of poisoned arrows on his back, a long — 
sword in his girdle, and a short spear in one hand, follows the 
plough, and guides it in the furrow with his other hand. His 
father and uncle, or brother, son and son-in-law, all fully armed — 
to the teeth, sit and watch the approaches to the family estate, 

ready to pounce on any unsuspecting Chinaman who may chance — 

to halt on the way, astonished at the spectacle in the fields before 

him. As might be expected, many of these hardly used native 
women contract alliances with Chinese soldiers, who treat the 
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“women much better than their native tribesmen, The offspring of 
such mixed alliances are usually better looking and more intelligent 
than either of their parents, and as they all speak two or more 
languages they generally serve as interpreters in the Chinese 

yaméns, or in one or other of the petty courts of the native tribal 

chief, to whom they are allied by their maternal kindred. Some 

of these interpreters of mixed parentage become persons of wealth 

and great influence by reason of their office, and are justly respected 

by all classes. Some of them, however, only succed in exciting the 

hatred of all persons who know them, Having acquired only the 

vices of both races, without the virtues of either, they concentrate 

in themselves the very essence of evil, ending their last days in the 

lowest depths of infamy. 
Yunnan is bounded on the north by Thibet and Ssii-ch‘uan; on 

the south by Siam, Annam, and Tongking; on the east by Kuei- 

Chow and Kuang-si, and on the west by Assam and Burma, 

It is thus surrounded on three sides by foreign countries, the 
inhabitants of which are probably of kindred race with one or eo 
of the various tribes inhabiting those parts of Yunnan adjoining 
their respective states. eo a i 

The armies of the Chinese Emperor Han Wu Ti are said to have 

penetrated into Yunnan in the second century B.C., bat no suocessfal 

colonisation of the country was effected until the third century 4-p., 
when the armies of Sin Pi, under the distinguished competes 
Chu Ko Siang, invaded the country, and subjugated its EET 

to the sovereign rule of the Minor Han state, the capital of whic 

state was at Chéng-tu Fa, in Ssti-ch‘uan. iderytal ody fon 
Yunnan does oak appear to have been regularly annexed ar 

officially administered as a Chinese province are ae i: Fike 
century, when Kublai Khan, the Mongolian con Agee “eo 

Chinese Empire, penetrated with his VaOnyae ign oo yaa aud 

whole of Yunnan, even to Burma, imposing his Imperial side 

both those countries, and in fact over nearly the Lite : Aa ah 
et? ; “including the Viceroyalty 

The provincial government of Yunnan—menis'ls © iv oP walled 
of the Yun-Kuei Provinces—is centered iat Tralee im Tp 

city, called SE jj @ $a Viinnan Shéng Ch'eng. © 
* 
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the prefectural capital of 32 fj fff Yiinnan Fu and the county seat 

of the FE BA BR Kun Ming Magistracy. It lies in Lat. 

25° 06 N., Long. 102° 52 E. of Greenwich, on the very brink of the 

famous Lake jig #, Tien Chih and 2,000 miles by road south-west 

‘from Peking. This vast province is officially divided and subdivided 

for the convenience of better administration in much the same 

manner as other Chinese provinces; that is, as follow :—4 Circuits, 

14 Prefectures, 4 Departments, 3 Districts, 13 sub-Prefectures of 

the Ting class, 26 sub-Prefectures of the Chou class, and 39 

Counties, all of which are entirely under Chinese rule. Besides 
the above, there are 3 Prefectures, 6 sub-Prefectures of the Chou 

class, and 4 Counties, enjoying home rule under herelitary native 
_ chieftains, 

The principal rivers flowing through Yunnan are eight in number, 

and they are named as follows:— 

1.—Chin Sha Kiang 4 YD YT “The River of Golden Sands.” 
2.—Lan-tsang ,, jf] #@ YL Me-kong River 
3.—Lu » YC Salween rf 
4.—Lung Ch‘uan, JI] YL Dragon __,, 
5.—Yin-lung ,, 22 HE YC Tai-ping ,, 
6.4. Hei ff i ope Bia‘) 9) 
7.—Hung » #L YC Red is 
8.—Hsi-yang ,, py FE YE West i 

The first four of these rivers take their rise in Thibet, the other 
four have their sources in Yunnan. None are navigable within the 

geographical limits of the province. The most important, though 

not the largest lake in Yunnan is called }f yh, Tien Chih, a name 
which is more applicable to a pool than to the present respectable 
sheet of water now under notice. Chih means “ pool,” whilst the 
usual Chinese name for lake is #) Hu. Lake Tien is about twenty- 
fives miles long by six or eight broad, and is navigable for boats 
and small steamers. 

The lake is fed by many small streams, and drained by the Pu 
Tu Ho, which river throws its waters into the Chin Sha Kiang, 
about one hundred miles north of the provincial capital. Many 
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towns and villages lie along its shores. Communication by boat 
is carried on at night,—the strong winds that prevail by day 
rendering navigation difficult and unpleasant. The wind usually 
abates about three in the afternoon, and navigation commences at 

_ dusk, People subject to sea-sickness thus suffer less from the move- 

ment of the boats. The largest lake in Yunnan is called i ie 
Erh Hai, a name which suggests a sea.. It is, however, but a lake, 

about thirty miles long by twenty miles broad in its broadest part. 

This lake is navigated by many boats at all hours of the day and 

night, and might also be navigated by steamers. It is fed by 

many a stream of water from the melting snow on the mountains to 

the north and west, and it is drained by two streams into the Hei 

Kiang, or Black River, flowing south into Annam. The city of 
Ta-li Fu is on its western shore. Yunnan province consists chiefly 

of an elevated plateaux some 5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea-level. 
Tt is intersected by several] mountain ranges, some of which have 

peaks of great altitude, especially those near the confines of Thibet, 

which are perpetually covered with snow. The Tsang-shan, over- 

looking the important prefectual city of AC ## /ff Ta-li Fu and Lake 

_ Erh, Lat. 25° 44 N., Long. 100° 22 E., is more or less covered 
_ with snow nine months in the year. The climate of Yunnan is 

pleasantly cool in summer, and fairly healthy, especially on the 

_ table land forming the principal portion of the province. The valleys 

: down which flow the San-tsang, the Su, and the Sung-chuan rivers, 

are, however, very warm, sultry and dreadfully unhealthy, so much 

: so that few people live in those valleys, although people, living on- 

the neighbouring heights, descend to cultivate various crops on 

the fertile slopes. The natural resources of Yunnan are great 

indeed. It produces everything necessary for the sustenance of a 

dense population, despite its present poverty-stricken appearance. 

Opium, hemp, flax, rhubarb and other drugs abound. Maize, rice, 

wheat, and other cereals are grown almost everywhere; pears, 

oranges, lemons, and other fruit, potatoes and other vegetables are 

also cultivated to more or less perfection in many different places. 
Fine oxen, excellent sheep, goats, pigs, dogs, ponies, asses, mules, 

fish, ducks, geese, peacocks and fowls, are also reared and eaten as 
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food by all who can afford such, Mahomedans of course abstaining 
from the abominable flesh of the hog and the dog. Milk, butter, 

cheese, tea, sugar, and salt are also produced in various parts of the 

province, and at reasonable prices. Clothing stuff is, however, 

very dear, althongh coarse flannels and strong silks are woven from 

native produce, and an abundance of fine wool is available for 

manufacturing the best of cloth on the introduction of suitatle 

machinery for that purpose.. The mineral wealth of Yunnan is 

something enormous, and almost inexhaustible, It is greater by 

far than that of any other province in China. Rubies and sapphires, 

garnets and topazes, amethysts and jade abound in the western 

prefectures; gold, silver, platinum, nickel, copper, tin, lead, zinc, 

iron, coal and salt also abound in many places. Copper is especially 
abundant. Its ores are of excellent quality and have been worked. 

for ages in over one thousand different places. This rich province 
has been more or less open to Chinese commercial intercourse for 

the long period of twenty-two centuries, and it has been administered 

entirely as a Chinese province for six centuries or more, yet nothing 

appears to have been done by the Chinese Government for the benefit 
of the native tribes whose country has been so forcibly annexed to 
the Chinese Empire. 

The principal object of the Chinese in retaining their hold of this 
province appears to have been to secure the contract of its rich 
deposits of copper and other metals. Millions of taels of silver are 
expended annually in various ways throughout the province, but 
despite this fact, the people are exceedingly poor, wretched and 
miserable, The wealthiest of the natives are neither fed, dressed, or 
housed with anything like comfort, not tosay luxury. Their best food 
is frugal indeed, and their best clothing is far inferior to that worn by 
our servants in Shanghai, whilst most of their houses would hardly be 
considered good enough for the cattle on a respectable English farm. 

This great misery is no doubt principally due to the lack of water 
communications, and the badness of all roads, but a great deal of 
it is also due to the general incompetency of Chinese officials to 

govern alien races, and to the i incapacity of the wretched people to 
govern themselves, 
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Yunnan will never flourish ander Chinese rale. Something better 
is necessary. Good roads must be made, habits of industry must 
be encouraged, and the corvée system abolished, before any good 
can be effected. There are ten important roads by which travellers 
and merchandise may reach the provincial capital of Yannan, from 
various parts of China and the surrounding countries, but the best 
of them is not so good as the worst of country roads in England. 
The accommodation for man and beast on the best and most 
frequented is wretched in the extreme. All of them are difficult 

and costly. 

Eleven days’ overland journey is the shortest time in which the 
capital of the province can be reached from the nearest river port. 

The first and most important of these ten routes is the Imperial 

highway from Peking through Chihli, Shantung, Honan, Hupei, 

Hunan, Kueichow, and Yunnan, and as far as the borders of Burma. 

The distance from Peking to Yiinnan Fu by this route is 5,895 li, 

or over 2,000 miles, and it takes ordinary travellers at least one 

hundred days to accomplish the journey, Four months is, however, 

the usual time. Frequent halts and rests are necessary for the 

welfare of man and beast, so it happens that every ten or fifteen 

days the coolies and pack animals are all changed at certain well- 

known and regularly established centres for that purpose. Carts 

engaged at Peking may, however, come as far as Hsiang-yang Fu 

on the Han River in about thirty days withont changing, but it is 

rarely done. The Imperial post couriers bearing important dis- 

patches to or from Peking and Yunnan sometimes do the whole 

journey, 2,000 miles, in thirty days, but they change ponies every 

ten or fifteen miles. 

The advent of steamers in China has brought about considerable 

changes, Thus, travellers leaving Peking for the distant province 

of Yunnan may now take cart to Tientsin in three days, embark 

there on a steamer, and reach Shanghai in four or fivedays. Thence 

they go by river steamer to Hankow in four days. At Hankow 

a junk may be hired to go up the Yangtsze River, through the 

Tungting Lake, and up the Yuan River to Chén-yuan-fu, Kuei- 

chow province, in forty days. Here the land journey commences, 
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as follows: Eight days to Kuei-yang Fu, capital of Kueichow 

province, thence eighteen days to Yiinnan Fu, total eighty-eight days, 

or including rests 100 days. The whole journey may be accom- 

plished in eighty days’ actual travelling, but halts and rests are 

necessary, so 100 days is the usual time oceupied in the actual 

performance of this feat. This is the best possible route for officials 

just now, in the way of accommodation afloat and ashore, never- 

theless it is an arduous and comfortless task for everybody. 

Merchandise cannot be profitably forwarded to Yunnan by this 

route as the duties levied in Hunan and Kueichow are so heavy 

that the merchandise is made too costly for sale in Yunnan. 

The Shui Fu or Chao Tung route is now the most important and 

least costly of all the trade routes to Yunnan from Central China. 

Travellers and merchandise may now come to Ichang by steamer, 

thence travel in junks on the Upper Yangtsze, through the Gorges, 

over the rapids, into Ssti-ch‘nan province; pass Chung-kh‘ing and 

stop at the prefectural city of #% }M Iff Hsii-chou Fa, also called 
Shui Fu, in Lat. 28° 38’ N., Long. 104° 46/ E, in about 40 days 

or six weeks. Here the land journey commences; pack animals 
and coolies are engaged; your baggage or merchandise is lashed 
on the pack-saddles and carried by the animals. You mount a 

sedan-chair and are borne by the coolies in the same manner as on 
the Imperial highway through Hu-nan and Kuei-chou already 
mentioned, You pass ont of Sst-ch‘uan into Yuunan province at 
the famous Customs barrier called Lao-ya-Tan, thence by the 
prefectural cities of ff] 3M If Chao-tung Fu, Lat. 27° 20’ N,, 
Long. 103° 50’ E., and 3 Ji} JAF Tung-ch‘uan Fu, Lat. 26° 
21'N., Long. 106° 26/ E., to the provincial capital and prefectural 
city of Yiinnan Fu, in twenty-four days; the whole journey from 

Ichang, by river and road, may be accomplished in about ten 
weeks, inclading stoppages. The bulk of Foreign goods vow sold 

in Yunnan passes by this route, as the duties, though heavy, 
are still lighter than on all the other routes, and there is less 
danger of being robbed or squeezed by marauders. The alternate 

route to this from the Upper Yangtsze is the third route, which is 

called the Yung-ning Hsiian Wei route. Instead of going up as 
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far as Shui Fa we turn up a small river called the Ik BH W Yung- 
ning Ho, near the county seat of the #4 2 BR Na-ch‘i Hsien 
Magistracy, Lat. 28° 48’ N., Long. 105° 23’ E., in the district 
of Lii-ch‘ou, Ssii-ch‘uan province. Junks from Ichang cannot go 
farther than Na-ch‘i Hsien, smaller boats are necessary, and the 
journey to Yung-ning Hsien takes about four days, according to 
the state of the river. 7k #f BR Yung-ning Hsien is the name of 
the solitary county in the department called A 7k H Ht B 

_ Hsii-Yung Chih-li Ting, Lat. 28° 08/ N., Long. 103° 18’ E. 

Ssti-ch‘uan province, on the frontiers of Kuei-Chou province. It is 

the centre of a considerable amount of trade: between both provinces. 

Here the land journey commences with pack animals and coolie 

carriers as on the other route, passing through the cities Pi-chieh 

Hsien and Wei-ning Chou, by a difficult and mountainous road 

crossing the fF jaf Ch‘ing Ho, a small river forming the boundary 

line between the provinces of Yunnan and Kuei-chow. The first 

city we reach in Yunnan province is the sub-prefectural seat of 

3 kG YN Hsiian-wei Chow, Lat. 26° 25’ N., Long 104° E., in the 

prefecture of Ch‘ii-ching Fa, arriving at Yiinnan Fu, the capital 

of Yunnan province, in twenty-one days. The road through Kuei- 

Chow being mountainous, and paved with rough limestone boulders 

which are as hard as flint and as smooth as glass, and as slippery as 

ice, is exceedingly tiresome and trying to man and beast. Officials 

and ordinary travellers prefer it however to the Shui-fu-Chao-tung 

route, but merchants with ordinary merchandise prefer the latter, 

as they thereby avoid the payment of dues in Kuei~Chow province. 

Traffic through Kuei-Chow is thus discouraged by the levying of 

dues on goods in transit. 

The K‘iang Hung Ssu Mao route was proposed by Captain Bpriye 

many years ago as being suitable for the building of a railroad 

from Burma to Yunnan, and it is no doubt the likeliest to prove 

profitable as a railroad speculation. The British Indian Gorere- 

ment may now encourage the building of railways through any part 

of Burma up to the Chinese frontier, and that line is said to be by 

far the easiest yet found. J 3 ff Ssii Mao Ting lies in Lat. 
23° 30' N., Long. 101° 40’ E., in the prefecture of Pu Erh Fa, 
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Yunnan province, and distant from the provincial capital about 

twenty-two days’ journey, over the same kind of rough and rugged 

roads common to all parts of the Yun-kuei Vice-royalty. Pack 

animals and coolie carriers are also indispensable on this route. 

England cannot, of course, build railroads in China, but she can do 

so in’Burma, and the sooner it is done the better, in order to place 

her manufactures as near as possible to the distributing markets 

at reasonable prices. This has often been spoken of as the most 

promising route for the developement of British trade with Yunnan, 

and it no doubt posessses certain advantages which must not be lost 

sight of. 

Fine river steamers ascend the Irrawaddi River as far up as 

Bhamo, and it would not be a very difficult matter to build a railway 

from Bhamo, across the Katchyen Hills to Man-Yin on the Chinese 

frontier side of those hills, but the wild Katchyens are troublesome 

people. They must be tamed, and given, or found, a suitable means 

of livelihood, otherwise they will always prove a nuisance and terror, 

as they have been for ages, to all traders passing through their 

country. Man-Yin is distant from the nearest Chinese city, 

Téng Yueh T‘ing, four days’ journey, or about eighty miles on an 

easy road, through a well cultivated and fertile plain. JR #% 

Téng Yueh T‘ing is a sub-Prefecture of Yung Chang Fu, and the 

sub-Prefectural city lies in Lat. 24° 58' N., Long. 98° 45’ E. 
The city of Téng Yueh is, however, still four days’ journey distant 

from Yung Chang Fu, twelve days from Ta-li Fu, and twenty-five 

days from Yunnan Fu, the Provincial capital. This road, lying as 

it does across three large rivers and six ranges of high mountains, 

is far from proving an easy one to railway-makers across the 

province of Yunnan. The best thing England can do for her 

manufacturers is to transport the produce of their industry as near 

and cheaply as possible to the consuming markets, on the frontiers 

‘of China. 

The next route is the Pai-sé-kuang-nan route. Travellers on this 

route leaving Canton in a junk may come up the West River to 

4% HA KF Wa-chou Fu, Kuangsi province, in about eight days, at 

all seasons of the year, thence passing fj @f ff Nan-ning Fu 
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reach Fy 4, H@ Pai Sé Ting, Lat. 24° N., Long 106° 20’ E., in one 
month, or six weeks, according to the state of the river current, 
which is sometimes very swift. Pai é Ting, is the centre of a 

considerable amount of trade in Foreign and other goods from 

Canton with Kuei-chou and Yunnan, favourably situated as it is at 

the head of navigation for junks on the West River. There are 

two trade routes leading thence to Yiinnan Fu. It is the first of 

these that I call the sixth route, or Pai Sé Kwang-nan route. 

Leaving Pai Sé Ting and travelling by J& fj if Kuang-nan Fa, 

Lat. 24° 10’N., Long. 105° 06/ E., Yiinnan Fu may be reached in 

about twenty-five days, as follows: Ascending first by boat from 

the city of Pai-sé, we may reach xj] fg Po-ai, which is a market- 

town on the frontier of Yunnan, in three or four days. At Po-ai, 

pack animals and coolie carriers are engaged, journeying thence 

across mountains and valleys the prefectual city of Fy Rg iif Kuang- 
nan Fu, Lat. 24° 10’ N., Long. 105° 06’ E., may be reached in 

seven days, and Yiinnan Fu may be reached in fourteen days more, 

thus making the whole journey by land and water about twenty- 

five days from Pai-sé. Boats from Po-ai to Pai-sé going with the 

stream do that part of the journey easily in one day, thus three 

days are saved on the return journey. The land route accommoda- 

tion is exceedingly bad, cattle and people all herd in the same room 

or shed. Pack animals and coolies are not always to be found at 

Po-ai, especially in the summer months, as the town is very un- 

healthy. 
The seventh route is the Pai-sé Hsing-yi route. This other 

route from Pai-se Ting to Yiinnan Fu passes through the prefectural 

city of Hl 3 )ff Hsing-yi-fu, Lat. 25° 15‘ N., Long. 106° E., in 

Kueichou province. 1t is the route usually followed by officials 

going from Kwangtung and Kwangsi to Yunnan, and has the 

advantage of being somewhat easier than the other, having inns for 

the accommodation of travellers, and provisions for their enter- 

tainment. It is possible to get along better than on the other route, 

but with all this it is still very bad, and the journey cannot be 

accomplished in much less than twenty-five days, twenty-three days 

being considered a good journey. 
* 
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It will not pay however to send merchandise by this route, as 

~ duty must be paid on such whilst passing through Kuei-chou. The 

eighth route, the Pak-hoi Kai-hua route, is a long and tedious 

route, entirely overland along the frontiers of Tongking, and around 

by the prefectural city of BA {i ff K‘ai-hua Fu, Lat. 23° 10'N., 

Long. 104° 50’ E., Yunnan province, and on to the provincial 

capital, It is a journey of fifty-two days. It is the route followed 

by large bands of armed traders from Pak-hoi, who carry foreign 

goods to Yunnan and return with opiam from that province. The 

ninth route, the Lao-kai Man-hao Route, is now the shortest of all 

land routes to the capital of Yunnan, from the surrounding countries. 

Steamers ascend from Hanoi, in Tongking, to Lao-kai, and junks 

get up to the port of Man-hao, at the head of the navigable part 

of the now famous Red River. At Man-hao, pack animals and 

coolie carriers are obtainable, and the journey thence through 

Se -F- BA Meng-tzn Hsien, Lat. 23° 34' N., Long. 103° 36' E., 

Yunnan province, to Yinnan Fu, is usually accomplished in eleven 

days. This is a very important matter to people who are interested 

in trade generally, but more especially to Chinese merchants in 

Yunnan. Yet, strange to say, the Chinese Government abandoned 

this important trade route to the tender mercies of the Black Flag 

filibusters for years without attempting to improve it or even to 

protect its own enterprising merchants, who, from time to time of 

late years, have attempted to trade thereon with the neighbouring 

states in that region, All other routes from the highest point of 

navigation to Yiinnan Fu are longer by half, and no better off in point 

of convenience and accommodation for travellers and merchandise. 

China has lost a favourable opportunity to benefit her people in 
Yunnan, and it is now too late to repair the fault by which she lost 

it. The tenth route, the Assam Wei-Hsi route, is one by which 

Yunnan may be reached from the British possessions in Assam, and 
which might be opened up to trade, for the mutual benefit of all 

parties concerned, The journey to Yiinnan Fu, passing through 

the cities of #£ Pi 4 Wei-hsi-t‘ing, Lat. 27° 30' N., Long. 100° 
05’ E.; and BE YO ff Li-kiang Fu, Lat. 26° 52'N., Long. 100° 
27' E., is also a toilsome and trying one, and occupies three or four 
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weeks at best, with the usual pack animals; no coolies worth 
having are available on this route, Each stage or day’s journey 
on all the routes to Yunnan is supposed to be about twenty-five 
miles in actual length of route travelled, but in reality the stages 
vary from twenty or thirty miles, according to the difficulties of 

the road, and the accommodation available, so that the average is 

probably something less than twenty-five miles on a long journey. 
The cost for transport or conveyance of goods and travellers is 

about the same on all the routes; that is, pack animals are usually 

paid three mace of silver for each stage, and coolies two mace for 

the same stages, Each animal can carry about 160 lbs. English, 

_ divided into two parcels of equal weight. The coolies, carry half — 
that weight, also made up into two parcels. Heavier parcels may 

however be carried by two or more coolies in litters like sedan- 
chairs, but the weight carried by each coolie, in such cases is about 

twenty per cent. less than in the former case. The cost of carriage 

is thus very high indeed, so that it behoves all governments avd 

people interested in the expansion of trade with Yunnan to do all 

they possibly can to lay their merchandise as near as possible to — 

the various centres of consumption at the lowest possible prices 

consistent with profitable undertakings. The Chinese Government 
will not do anything for the improvement of the wretched condition 
of the people of Yunnan. Here then is an opportunity for simple 

Christianity and intelligent, humane missionaries. That distant 

province has in fact been a constant drain on the resources of the 

‘Empire for ages past, and is likely to continue so in future. Tn 

1865 when nearly the whole of Yunnan was in the hands of the 

Mussulman rebels, China was on the point of relinquishing her hold 

of the province, and it would have been much better for her if she 

had done so. The only hope of relief from her present wretched 
Condition that Yunnan may expect, is the probability that a pase sd 
talent in the art of governing will, some day, appear in that region, 
to carve himself a new and promising kingdom from that long 
-ill-ruled fragment of this ancient and vast Empire.* : Sie. 

P= * General } ‘i is indebtedness to Mr. G, M. H. Playfair’s “excollnt work gn the Cie and ‘Tawns Okina, fom whi the nite 
_ and longitudes given in the paper are taken as the most 
_ €Xtant on the subject, 
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General Mesny was warmly applauded when he finished speaking, 

and when order was again called, the Cuarrman, in thanking the 

reader of the paper, said it was most interesting to have their 

attention called to the little-known province General Mesny had 

described in the pleasing form of an itinerary. 

The Cuairman then said he had been reminded while General 

Mesny was speaking of Du Halde’s great book, and it struck him 

that beyond all doubt itineraries and papers containing full and 

reliable information like that they had just heard must be considered 

most valuable, and likely to add considerably to the good results 

of their Society. There are many things which render the province 

of Yunnan most interesting to Foreigners at the present time. 

They had all been interested in the Japanese miners who went there 

some time ago, and who are still working at the mines in order to 

give the Chinese an opportunity of profiting by their experience, and 

to show them how the resources of Yunnan may be exploited in a 

proper manner. A lot of information about Yunnan is to be derived 

from the interesting account of that province given by Mr. Happer 

in his Trade Report for last year published by the Customs. They 

were also particularly well off in having such a valuable book as 

Rocher’s on Yunnan, but if anyone wants to know the results to be 

expected from the working of the gold, copper and silver mines of 

of the province, or to get a brief and concise account of them, 

Mr. Happer’s report is the best work to be consulted. 

Mr. Doyovay, in proposing a cordial vote of thanks to General 

Mesny, said the description the writer of the valuable paper they 

had just heard read had given of those trade routes was remarkably 

interesting to them at this time, He had been particularly struck 

with the account given of the terrible way the women of the province 
are treated, and he should like to ask General Mesny what is their 

condition in those districts of Yunnan which enjoy the blessings 

of home rule, and are they better off there than in the districts 

under the government of the Chinese. 

General Mesny replied that the natives living under home rule 

are no better off than the natives of the other districts, because the 

Chinese Government compels the natives of the province generally — 
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to contribute a considerable amount of grain and other tribute to 
the Imperial revenue. 

Rev. W. Morrueap seconded the vote of thanks proposed to 

General Mesny by Mr. Donovan, and said the paper they had heard 
was a very valuable contribution to our knowledge of Yunnan, and 

he hoped the greatest publicity would be given to it. He had often 

marvelled at the wonderful amount of general information to be 

derived from Central Asian sources, and felt how much we are 

indebted to those who have undergone hardship and privation in 
order to visit those remote regions and describe them to us, thereby 

adding so inestimably to our knowledge of things in general. 

Their friend had done well in putting together such a valuable 
paper in connection with his itineraries, and it would be very much 

to be regretted if his knowledge were not availed of. They would 

all be highly pleased to hear General Mesny had been appointed to 

some position in Yunnan where his unique knowledge could be 

made practically useful. They were aware he had been there for 

a number of years, and it would be interesting if he gave them a 

narrative of his experiences as regards himself, but at the same 

time, as a Society, they were indebted to a very great degree 

to him for the important information given them that night. The 

important view which presented itself to Mr. Muirhead from 

hearing General Mesny’s paper was in connection with ethnological 

observation. Was it not wonderful that the tribes of Yunnan have 

existed in that great country in such a low condition for thousands 

of years? We have been accustomed to speak of the Chinese as a 

very long-lived people; they have been here for millenniums, but 

when we look at their annals we find there were people here earlier 
than they, and it was about these they had heard from Geanmal 

Mesny there that night. We are aware the Babylonians, Persians, 

and other contemporary nations have long disappeared, and to what 

extent we know them we know them only from inscriptions on stone 

and from the scattered remains of the great edifices they constructed ; 

but not only the Chinese, but people of China anterior to the 

Chinese, are living here still, and it is of the utmost =r to 

enquire in what way they might be improved, civilised and, above 
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all, Christianised; and Mr. Muirhead trusted that there will be an 

impetus imparted to some at least of the missionaries to make them 

seek those poor people of whom they had just-heard with such deep 

interest. 

Mr. Taytor asked could General Mesny give any further informa- 

tion about the winds he had referred to as agitating the lakes of 

Yunnan by day and dying away at night. 

General Mesyy replied he had paid some attention to the matter 

for a month by going down to the lake every day when there was 

a strong breeze blowing, and the water was very much agitated, but 

in the evening the wind always subsided and the water became 

smooth. In the West Indies there is nearly always a sea breeze by 

day and a land breeze by night. 

Mr. Brepow said, when they came to the meeting they had all 

expected to hear a great deal of valuable information from General 

Mesny about Yunnan, and they had heard it, but still there were 

one or two points upon which he thought a good deal of information 

might still have been given. The great interest that has attached 

to Yunnan of late years, so far as he could see, was due to its great 

tradal possibilities. There has been a sort of feeling prevailing very 
generally that Yunnan is a species of El Dorado where fortunes 

could easily and rapidly be made by any adventurer enterprising 

enough to tap her immense mineral wealth,—a feeling probably 
due to the exploits of the 18 or 19 Japanese gentlemen referred to 
by Dr. Edkins that evening. But they were all aware that mining 

is a precarious mode of making a fortune, and legitimate trade is 
generally considered a much better way of acquiring wealth. He 

was disappointed to find from what General Mesny had said about 
the trade of Yunnan that there are no imports. General Mesny 
had laid down and described very fully ten distinct trade routes, 

"and his description of them was not very promising for the growth 

of import trade. Suppose we go about importing a vast amount of | 2 

merchandise, how are we to do it? We will have enormous distances 
to travel before goods can be laid down in any considerable centres 

in Yunnan, and there are absqlutely no facilities there for cheap 
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and rapid transit. Everyone who has been in China knows the 
value of her waterways, but there are no waterways in Yunnan, 
and all the transit has to be done by coolies, and coolies at 250 
cash a day for 14 days would be very expensive work. It is plain 
the import trade in Yunnan is not going to be a very great success. 
There are eleven millions of inhabitants in Yunnan, of whom two- 

thirds are cultivated savages. When he heard of trade routes that 

were going to be opened up to Yunnan and Burma he always asked 

what is going to be the result of them. There is a certain amount 

of import trade now going on in Yunnan; goods can be carried 

from Hankow to Yunnan for. considerably less money than in any 

other part of China, but when Yunnan comes to be generally 

supplied with goods, the question of where she is going to be 

supplied from is one possessing special interest for the natives of 

Shanghai. From what General Mesny had said, he seemed to think — 

that Burma will be the ultimate source of import into Yunnan, but 

would that do people here any good? Referring to the condition 

of Yunnan generally, Mr. Bredon said he was very much inclined 

to think that the remark made by Lord Salisbury about the Sister 

Kingdom, that it wants a few years of strong government, applies 

in an eminent degree to the province General Mesny had just 

described. He just dropped these few remarks hoping General 

Mesny would tell them something about the prospects of Yunnan, 

and how far the popular opinion that it is a kind of El Dorado or 

Golconda, and the hopes of the great future in store for it, are 

likely to be realised. 

The Crarrman said Mr. Happer spoke of musk and tin as articles 

of export from Yunnan, and he noticed the export of these articles 

is increasing rapidly. If the imports cannot be great the exports 

may be very valuable, and of course the expense of carrying articles 
is decreased in proportion to the value of the goods. There is 

every reason to hope that in the going forward of Christian 

missions immense good will be done for the development of 

Yunnan, because in Burma the success of the missions had been © 

attended with a remarkable improvement in the condition of that 

country. o 
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The yote of thanks proposed to General Mesny by Mr. Donovan 

and seconded by Rev. Mr. Muirhead was then put to the meeting 

and carried with acclamation. 

General Mrswy, in answer to Mr. Bredon’s enquiries about the 

prospects of trade in Yunnan, said the only routes that were likely 

to be improved in a satisfactory manner were the route by the Red 

River to Tongking and one or two others that were likely to be 

improved by the opening of Chungking, and something also might 

be done by way of Burma. He had not recommended the building 

of railroads in Yunnan, because the country offered too many 

natural obstacles, but still something can doubtless be done to 

improve matters relating to trade there very considerably. He was 

very grateful to the meeting for the attentive hearing they had 

given him and for the vote of thanks they had passed to him. 

The proceedings then terminated. 
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